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INTRODUCTION

IN 1969 a University of California psychologist Arthur R. Jensen
published an essay entitled “How Much Can We Boost IQ and
Scholastic Achievement?” Jensen doubted much could be done. Pro-
grams designed to compensatefor cultural and economic deprivation
have “failed”; they misinterpreted genetic differences as environmen-
tal. The article, which included a bell curve showing the distribution
of “intelligence,” raised a firestorm of responses; within two years well
over a hundred appeared.In a 1978list of a decade’s mostcited social

. science articles Jensen’s ranked sixth.!
Amid the controversy appeared a lengthy defense of Jensen called

“IQ” written by a Harvard psychologist. “The data on IQ andsocial-
class differences,” concluded this 1971 As/antic Monthly essay, shows
that we are creating “an inherited system ofstratification. The signs
point to moreratherthanless ofit in the future.”? Over twenty years
later Richard J. Herrnstein, the author of “IQ,” published with Charles
Murray a fat volume that expands his 1971 article, itself a gloss of
Jensen’s 1969 argument. The book? The Be// Curve.

Is this—to use a favorite Americanism—déja vu all over again? Like
the Jensen piece, The Bel/ Curve elicited a torrent of articles, many hun-
dreds within monthsofits publication. Few seem to be able to resist
its pull; even those who detest the book have been drawnto it. The Be//
Curve is no longer just a book;it is a phenomenon, a gale in the zeit-
geist.

Manywantto dismiss The Be// Curve; it should not be done. A seri-
ous book that gains several hundred thousand readers within months
of publication deserves serious attention. For better or worse—and
many think for worse—the bookhas struck a chord. To be sure, hype
and salesmanship prepared the way. Advance copies were kept from
reviewers, who might have dampened enthusiasm. The book wound
up on the front covers of Newsweek, The New Republic, and The New York
Limes Book Review. Is this a case of a big book garnering big attention or
big attention begetting a big book?

The Bell Curve gives a sophisticated voice to a repressed andilliberal
sentiment: a belief that ruinous divisions in society are sanctioned by
nature itself. For many readers the graphs and charts of The Bell Curve
confirm a dark suspicion:theills of welfare, poverty, and an underclass
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are less matters ofjustice than biology. The visceral support for Herrn-

stein and Murray arises from the endless accountsof crime, which note

the arrested never knew a father, the motheris on welfare, and the

manysiblings are either just entering or leaving prison. 77he Bell Curve

taps the frustration provokedbyrelentless stories of sixteen-year-old

mothers pushing baby carriages while the state pays the bills. Many

Americans conclude these people cannotfigure out anything, except

how to reproduceandget welfare, and warrantnothing.

This reaction is both common and ashamedofitself. It is embar-

rassed because it flagrantly contradicts an official egalitarianism to

which almost everyone in Americansociety giveslip service;it is com-

mon becausethe grievous social decay seems both worsening and irre-

versible, prompting manyto return to ideas of biology and race they

never abandoned. The moresocietylooks like the jungle it actually is,

the more peopletrade in ideasof blood and breeding. ‘The primitivism

of advancedsociety gives rise to advanced primitivism. When a book

comesalongthat ratifies these ancient and new ideas, readers line up.

The popularity of The Bell Curve puts an odd spin on the authors’

pose as feckless seekers of truth who are bucking liberal conformism.

They embellish the mythsof our time, which hardly seems courageous.

Indeed, oneoftheir favorite put-downsis “elite wisdom,” as if wisdom

is popular and they are its agents. Yet they not only address butcele-

brate “the cognitive elite.” The Bell Curve is a feel-good book for high

achievers. Herrnstein and Murray regularly toast their readers as the

best and thebrightest. “In all likelihood, almostall of your friends and

professional associates belong in that top Class I slice [of intelligence,

i.e., the very bright].” How do they know? You’re reading their book.

While somecritics deny it, The Be/l Curve has somethingto say, not

about race but about a new elitism the authors both champion and

bemoan. Herrnstein and Murray’s observation that top universities,

once clubs for wealthy mediocrities, are stepping-stones for a new tal-

ented elite is worth considering. Their skewingofa liberal hypocrisy

that self-righteously denounces and ardently pursues elitism is apt.

Their fear that “the smart and the rich” increasinglywithdraw from a

corroding society by way of gated communities, private schools, and

insulatedlives is hardly misplaced. Their worries of a future where the

poor, the misfit, and the witless are shunted off to “high-tech” reser-

vations cannot be discounted.
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Yet something tempers their qualms. Do they dread this future or
desire it—and even promoteit? In his previous book, Losing Ground,
Murray championed “vouchers,” direct payments from the state to
parents who could bypass public education. In The Be// Curve, Herrn-
stein and Murray suggest ending special education programs and gov-
ernmentaid for neighborhoods. “Governmentpolicy can do muchto
foster the vitality of neighborhoods by trying to do less for them.”
These ideas play well to Americans who have never warmed to gov-
ernment, but theyare less the solution to thecrisis than its prehistory.

The extraordinary response to The Bell Curve suggests that it
touches an open nerve. The book bespeaksa society thatis losing con-
fidence in its own egalitarian and democratic promise. As the prospect
dims, society taps biology for answers. Nowadays this is everywhere.
Not a month goes by without an announcementthat researchers have
discovered the genetic or chemical source of some humanillor ten-
dency. Usually everyone applauds. Time magazine envisions “a lab test
for suicide” because scientists can measure certain chemicals in the
brain, identifying “those people with a biological predisposition to
self-destruction.”®

The point is not to negate or belittle the genetic or chemical
research; it is to understandits limits. The findings do nottell us, for
instance, why Americansare heavier this decade thanlast or whyintel-
ligence thrives in well-funded suburban schools and withers in run-
downinner-city schools. What does a gene pool that hardly alters from
generation to generation illuminate of these configurations? Not
much. |

Almost a century ago, the American sociologist Charles H. Cooley
settled accounts with Francis Galton, the founder of eugenics, the
“science” to improve the human race. Cooley took up the issue why
“genius” does not appearto be equally distributed among groups and
races. He did notfind convincing the biological or genetic explanation.
Cooley’s reflections, which we include in Chapter6, breathe of unsur-
passed good sense.

Suppose a man, having plowed and cultivated his farm, should

take in his hand a bag of mixed seeds . . . and walk straight across

his land, sowing as he went.All pieces on his path would be sown

alike: the rocks, the sandy ground, the good upland soil... but
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there would be greatvariety in the result when harvest time came

around. In someplaces nothing would comeupatall. In the sand

perhaps only the beans would flourish... while some generous

soils would allow a variety of plants to grow side by side in con-

siderable vigor.

For Cooley, the seed bag is mankind, the seeds are genius andtal-

ent, and the soil—somecultivated, some rocky, and some abandoned—

representthe very diverse historical conditions. “Somethinglikethis,I

think, is the case with a stock of men passing throughhistory.” Amen.

THE FOLLOWING pageschew over, and often chew up, The Bell

Curve. They constitute a complete response to Herrnstein and Murray,

taking up the argument, the evidence, and the research. Wealso pro-

vide essential documents and readings from earlier stages of the

debate. We haveselected the best pieces from all quarters. Most of the

current contributions—notall—are sharply critical of Tze Bell Curve:

this reflects the weight of published opinion. We should note that our

efforts to include an extract from The Bell Curve or an essay by Charles

Murray were rebuffed by the author and his publisher.

Wehaveorganized the readingsstraightforwardly in two parts with

the first, “Hue and Cry: The Debate” dealing with the current contro-

versy and the second, “Root and Branch: The History,” coveringits

past. The second part surveysearlier stages of the debate overintelli-

gence, inheritability, and race from the mid-nineteenth century to the

1970s. Throughout, our editorial deletions, mainly restricted to histor-

ical material in the second part, are markedso: [... ].

In Chapter 1 we open with the longer reviewsthat take up The Bell

Curve. In Chapter2, we turn to a series of essays that explore the polit-

ical and institutional roots of The Bell Curve research; the media

responseto the debate; and the IQ controversy as it has played out in

East Asia and Ireland. In Chapter 3 we select a series of shorter

pieces—opinionsand testimonies—provokedby the book. In Chapter

4 we offer a selection of conservative commentary and critiques,

including six contributions to the National Review symposium on The

Bell Curve. Another symposium that appeared in The New Republic will

be part of a Basic Books volume.* Weclose the first part with a sam-

pling of editorials from around the country.
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the field of eugenics in the 1860s, from Karl Pearson, a follower of Gal-
ton, and from Charles H. Cooley, the American sociologist who wrote
one of the first and most searching criticisms of Galton.’ We also
include an extract from the 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica entry on
“The Negro.”

In Chapter 7 we turn to the World War I period and open with
three recent pieces that outline the rise of eugenics in the United
States, the origins of IQ testing, and the responseto these tests by
black intellectuals. We also include a numberof key documents,
namely extracts by Lewis B. Terman and Carl C. Brigham,two of the
principals who promoted intelligence testing; Lothrop Stoddard, an
American writer and eugenist, who, drawing on theresults of these
tests, feared the decline of intelligence; and Walter Lippmann, the
journalist who questionedthetests, the testers, and their conclusions.
Weclose this chapter with Horace Mann Bond, an educator whocrit-.
icized the armyintelligencetests.

In ourlast chapter we take up the immediately preceding debateto
the Bell Curve, the arguments kicked off in the late sixties and early
seventies by Arthur Jensen. We include a piece by Jensen, which
restates his 1969 position; an abridged version of Richard Herrnstein’s
classic defense of the Berkeley professor; and three responses—all of
whichraise issues that are virtually identical to those discussed today.

That may be the problem. Thereturn ofthis dispute testifies to an
intellectual life moving in circles because society movesin circles. The
intractable povertyof the late 1960s becomesthe implacable poverty of
the 1990s and givesrise to notions we have seen before. Halfhearted
social policies doomedto failure engendersocial policies confirming
failure. The idea of equality is again shelved as unworkable and untrue.

One notion should be dispatched. The belief in equality hardly
denies differences in talents, skills, and intelligence amongpeople.
“To criticize inequality,” wrote R. H. ‘Tawney in his Eguality, a won-
derful tonic to The Bell Curve, “and to desire equality is not, as some-
times suggested, to cherish the romantic illusion that men are equal in

character andintelligence.”® It is, however, to cherish a society that
eliminates inequalities founded on social and economic injustices.
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Today the just society is distant. Revitalized ethnic and racial

myths sanction inequalities based not on talent or ability but group

membership and test scores. All is not lost, however. The idea of

equality is not only continuously discarded, but continuously rediscov-

ered. “I used to think there were smart people and dumb people,”

states Russell Thomas, a black high school basketball player profiled

in Darcy Frey’s The Last Shot, “but that’s not true. Everybody’s got the

same brain. ... But you got to practice. That’s how your mind starts to

expand and mature.”’

NOTES

1. Jensen’s article and a bibliographyof the first responses can be found in

Arthur R. Jensen, Genetics andEducation (New York: Harper & Row, 1972). The

article originally appeared in Harvard Educational Review and with theoriginal

replies can be found in Environment, Heredity, and Intelligence, Harvard Educa-

tional Review, Reprint Series No.2 (1969). See generally William H. Tucker, The

Science and Politics ofRacial Research (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994),

Pp. 195-233.
2. Richard J. Herrnstein, “IQ,” At/antic Monthly, September 1971, Pp. 64.

3. Christine Gorman, “Suicide Check,” Time, November28, 1994, p. 65.

4. The New Republic symposium appeared on October 31, 1994.

5. Itis importantto realize that eugenicsin its inception was not a provincefor

crackpots and racists. Many eugenists saw themselves as liberals and progres-

sives, even socialists. They wanted to improve the human species, regulating

humanreproduction in the same waythey wanted to regulate the economy.

Pearson considered himselfa socialist. “We may evensay that Socialism is the

logical outcome of the law of Malthus,” stated Karl Pearson in “The Moral

Basis of Socialism,” in his 7e Ethic of Freethought (London:‘IT. Fisher Unwin,

1888), p. 336. Many feminists fighting for birth control rights, like Margaret

Sanger, enthusiastically supported eugenics. “To Breed a Race of Thorough-

breds” was a slogan of Sanger’s American Birth Control League. See Diane

Paul, “Eugenics and the Left,” Journal of the History of Ideas, 45 (1984):

567-590; Linda Gordon, Woman's Body, Woman’s Right: A Social History of Birth

Control in America (New York: Penguin Books, 1977), especially pp. 274-290;

and Donald K. Pickens, Eugenics andthe Progressives (Nashville: Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Press, 1968). |

6. R.H. Tawney, Equality (New York: Barnes & Nobles, 1965), p. 57- Equality

wasfirst published in 1931, and revised variously through 1952.

4. Darcy Frey, The Last Shot: City Streets, Basketball Dreams (New York:

Houghton Mifflin, 1994), p. 70.
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I
REVIEWS AND ARGUMENTS

MISMEASUREBYANY MEASURE

Stephen Jay Gould

HE BELL CURVE, by Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles
Murray, subtitled “Intelligence and Class Structure in American

Life,” provides a superb and unusual opportunity to gain insight into
the meaning of experiment as a method in science. The primary
desideratumin all experimentsis reduction of confusing variables: we
bring all the buzzing and blooming confusion of the external world
into our laboratories and, holding all else constantin ourartificial sim-
plicity, try to vary just one potentialfactor at a time. But many subjects
defy the use of such an experimental method—particularly most social
phenomena—because importation into the laboratory destroys the
subject of the investigation, and then we must yearn for simplifying
guidesin nature. If the external world occasionally obliges by holding
some crucial factors constant for us, we can only offer thanks for this
natural boost to understanding.

So, when a book garners as much attention as The Bell Curve, we
wish to know the causes. One might suspectthe contentitself—a star-
tlingly new idea, or an old suspicion newly verified by persuasive
data—butthe reason mightalso be social acceptability, or even just

Stephen Jay Gouldis a professor of zoology at Harvard University; he is author of The Mis-
measure ofMan, Hen’s Teeth and Horse’s Toes, and many other works. This review appeared
in The NewYorker, November28, 1994, entitled “Curveball.”
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plain hype. The Bell Curve, with its claims and supposed documenta-

tion that race andclass differences are largely caused by genetic factors

and are therefore essentially immutable, contains no new arguments

and presents no compelling data to support its anachronistic social

Darwinism,so I can only concludethat its success in winning attention

must reflect the depressing temper of our time—a historical moment

of unprecedented ungenerosity, when a mood for slashing social pro-

grams can be powerfully abetted by an argument that beneficiaries

cannotbe helped, owing to inborn cognitive limits expressed as low IQ

scores.

The Bell Curve rests on two distinctly different but sequential argu-

ments, which together encompass the classic corpus of biological

determinism as a social philosophy. Thefirst argument rehashes the

tenets of social Darwinism as it was originally constituted. “Social

Darwinism” has often been used as a general term for any evolution-

ary argumentaboutthe biological basis of human differences, but the

initial nineteenth-century meaning referred to a specific theory of

class stratification within industrial societies, and particularly to the

idea that there was a permanently poor underclass consisting of

genetically inferior people who had precipitated down into their

inevitable fate. The theory arose from a paradox of egalitarianism: as

long as people remain ontopof the social heap by accidentof a noble

nameor parental wealth, and as long as members of despised castes

cannot rise no matter whattheir talents, social stratification will not

reflect intellectual merit, and brilliance will be distributed across all

classes; but when true equality of opportunity is attained, smart peo-

ple rise and the lower classes becomerigid, retaining only the intel-

lectually incompetent.

This argumenthas attracted a variety of twentieth-century cham-

pions, including the Stanford psychologist Lewis M. Terman, who

imported Alfred Binet’s original test from France, developed the

Stanford-Binet IQ test, and gave a hereditarian interpretation to the

results (one that Binet had vigorously rejected in developing this style

of test); Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore, who tried to insti-

tute a eugenics program of rewarding well-educated womenfor higher

birth rates; and Richard Herrnstein, a co-author of The Bell Curve and

also the author of a 1971 Adantic Monthly article that presented the

same argumentwithout the documentation. The general claim is nei-
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ther uninteresting norillogical, but it does require the validity of four
shaky premises, all asserted (but hardly discussed or defended) by
Herrnstein and Murray. Intelligence, in their formulation, must be
depictable as a single number, capable of ranking people in linear
order, genetically based, and effectively immutable. If any of these
premisesare false, their entire argument collapses. For example,ifall
are true except immutability, then programsfor early intervention in
education might work to boost IQ permanently, just as a pair of eye-
glasses maycorrect a genetic defectin vision. The central argumentof
Lhe Bell Curve fails because most of the premisesarefalse.

Herrnstein and Murray’s second claim, the lightning rod for most
commentary, extends the argumentfor innate cognitivestratification
to a claim that racial differences in IQ are mostly determined by
genetic causes—small differences for Asian superiority over Cau-
casian, but large for Caucasians over people of African descent. This
argumentIs as old as the studyofrace, and is almost surely fallacious.
The last generation’s discussion centered on Arthur Jensen’s 1980
book Bias in Mental Testing (far more elaborate and varied than any-
thing presented in The Be// Curve, and thereforestill a better source for
grasping the argumentandits problems), and on the cranky advocacy
of William Shockley, a Nobel Prize-winning physicist. The central fal-
lacy in using the substantial heritability of within-group IQ (among
whites, for example) as an explanation of average differences between
groups (whites versus blacks, for example) is now well known and
acknowledgedbyall, including Herrnstein and Murray, but deserves a
re-statement by example. Take a trait that is far more heritable than

poor Indianvillage beset with nutritional deprivation, and suppose the
average height of adult malesis five feet six inches. Heritability within
the village is high, whichis to say thattall fathers (they may average
five feet eight inches) tend to havetall sons, while short fathers (five
feet four inches on average) tend to have short sons. But this high her-
itability within the village does not mean that better nutrition might
not raise average height to five feet ten inches in a few generations.
Similarly, the well-documented fifteen-point average difference in IQ
between blacks and whites in America, with substantial heritability of
IQ in family lines within each group, permits no automatic conclusion
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that truly equal opportunity might not raise the black average enough

to equal or surpass the white mean.

Disturbingas I find the anachronism of The Bell Curve, I am even

more distressed by its pervasive disingenuousness. ‘The authors omit

facts, misusestatistical methods, and seem unwilling to admit the con-

sequencesof their own words.

THE OCEAN ofpublicity that has engulfed The Bell Curve has a

basis in what Murray and Herrnstein, in a recentarticle in The New

Republic (October 31, 1994), call “the flashpoint of intelligence as a

public topic: the question of genetic differences betweentheraces.”

And yet, since the day of the book’s publication, Murray (Herrnstein

died a month before the book appeared) has been temporizing, and

denying that race is an important subject in the bookat all; he blames

the press for unfairly fanning these particular flames. In The New

Republic he and Herrnstein wrote, “Here is what we hope will be our

contribution to the discussion. We putit in italics; if we could, we

would put it in neon lights: The answer doesnt much matter.”

Fair enough, in the narrow sense that any individual may bea rarely

brilliant memberof an averagely dumb group (and therefore not subject

to judgment by the group mean), but Murray cannot deny that The Bell

Curve treats race as one of two major topics, with each given about equal

space; nor can he pretendthatstrongly stated claims about group differ-

ences have nopolitical impact in a society obsessed with the meanings

and consequences of ethnicity. The very first sentence of The Bell

Curve’s preface acknowledges that the book treats the two subjects

equally: “This book is about differences in intellectual capacity among

people and groups and what those differences mean for America’s

future.” And Murray and Herrnstein’s New Republic article begins by

identifying racial differences as the key subject of interest: “The private

dialogue aboutrace in Americais far different from the public one.”

Furthermore, Herrnstein and Murray know and acknowledge the

critique of extending the substantial heritability of within-group IQ to

explain differences between groups, so they must construct an admit-

tedly circumstantial case for attributing most of the black-white mean

difference to irrevocable genetics—while properly stressing that the

average difference doesn’t help in judging any particular person,

because so manyindividual blacks score above the white mean in IQ.
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Quite apart from the rhetorical dubiety of this old ploy in a shopworn
genre—"Someof mybestfriends are Group X”—Herrnstein and Mur-
ray violate fairness by converting a complex case that can yield only
agnosticism into a biased brief for permanentandheritable difference.
They imposethis spin by turning every straw on their side into an oak,
while mentioning but downplaying the strong circumstantial case for
substantial malleability and little average genetic difference. This case
includes such evidenceas impressive IQ scoresfor poor black children
adopted into affluent andintellectual homes; average IQ increases in
some nations since the Second World War equalto the entire fifteen-
point difference now separating blacks and whites in America; and fail-
ure to find any cognitive differences between two cohorts ofchildren
born out of wedlock to German women,reared in Germany as Ger-
mans, but fathered by black and white Americansoldiers.

THE BELL CURVE is even more disingenuous in its argument
thanin its obfuscation about race. The bookis a rhetorical masterpiece
of scientism, andit benefits from the particular kind of fear that num-
bers impose on nonprofessional commentators. It runs to eight hun-
dred and forty-five pages, including more than a hundred pages of
appendixes filled with figures. So the text looks complicated, and
reviewers shy away with aknee-jerk claim that, while they suspectfal-
lacies of argument,theyreally cannot judge. In the sameissue of The
New Republic as Murray and Herrnstein’s article, Mickey Kauswrites,
“Asa lay reader of The Bell Curve, ’'m unable to judgefairly,” and Leon
Wieseltier adds, “Murray, too, is hiding the hardnessof his politics
behind the hardness of his science. And his science, for all I know,is
soft.... Or so I imagine. I am nota scientist. I know nothing about
psychometrics.” And Peter Passell, in The New York Times: “But this
revieweris not a biologist, and will leave the argument to experts.”

The book is in fact extraordinarily one-dimensional. It makes no
attempt to survey the range of available data, and pays astonishingly
little attention to the rich and informative history of its contentious
subject. (Onecan onlyrecall Santayana’s dictum, now a clichéofintel-
lectuallife: “Those who cannot rememberthe past are condemnedto
repeatit.”) Virtually all the analysis rests on a single technique applied
to a single set of data—probably donein one computerrun.(I do agree
that the authors have used the most appropriate technique and the
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best source of information. Still, claims as broad as those advancedin

The Bell Curve simply cannot be properly defended—that is, either

supported or denied—by such a restricted approach.) ‘The blatant

errors and inadequacies of The Bell Curve could be picked up by lay

reviewers if only they would notlet themselves be frightened by num-

bers—for Herrnstein and Murray do.write clearly, and their mistakes

are both patent and accessible.

While disclaiming his ownability to judge, Mickey Kaus, in The New

Republic, does correctly identify the authors’ first two claims that are

absolutely essential “to make the pessimistic ‘ethnic difference’ argu-

ment work”: “(1) that there is a single, general measure of mental

ability; (2) that the IQ tests that purport to measure this ability...

aren’t culturally biased.”

Nothing in Tze Be// Curve angered me more than the authors’ fail-

ure to supply any justification for their central claim, the sine qua non

of their entire argument: that the number knownasg, the celebrated

“seneral factor” of intelligence,first identified by the British psychol-

ogist Charles Spearman,in 1904, captures a real property in the head.

Murray and Herrnstein simply declare that the issue has been decided,

as in this passage from their New Republic article: “Amongthe experts,

it is by now beyond muchtechnical dispute that there is such a thing

as a general factor of cognitive ability on which human beingsdiffer

and that this generalfactor is measured reasonably well by a variety of

standardizedtests, best of all by IQ tests designed for that purpose.”

Such a statement represents extraordinary obfuscation, achievable

only if one takes “expert” to mean “that group of psychometricians

working in the tradition of g and its avatar IQ.” The authors even

admit that there are three majorschools of psychometric interpretation

and that only one supportstheir view ofg and 1Q.

But this issue cannot be decided, or even understood, without dis-

cussing the key and onlyrationale that has maintained g since Spear-

man inventedit: factor analysis. The fact that Herrnstein and Murray

barely mention the factor-analytic argument forms a central indict-

ment of The Bel/ Curve and is an illustration of its vacuousness. How

can the authors base an 800-page bookon

a

claim for the reality of IQ

as measuring a genuine, and largely genetic, general cognitive abil-

ity—andthenhardly discuss, either pro or con, the theoretical basis for

their certainty?
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Admittedly, factor analysis is a difficult mathematical subject, butit
can be explained to lay readers with a geometrical formulation devel-
oped by L. L. Thurstone, an American psychologist, in the 1930s and
used by meina full chapter on factor analysis in my 1981 book The Mis-
measure ofMan, A few paragraphs cannotsuffice for adequate explana-
tion, so, although I offer some sketchy hints below, readers should not
question their own IQsif the topic still seems arcane.

In brief, a person’s performanceon various mental tests tendsto be
positively correlated—thatis, if you do well on one kind of test, you
tend to do well on the other kinds. Thisis scarcely surprising, andis
subject to interpretation that is either purely genetic (that an innate
thing in the head boosts all performances) or purely environmental
(that good books and good childhood nutrition boost al] perfor-
mances); the positive correlations in themselves say nothing about
causes. The results of these tests can be plotted on a multidimensional
graph with an axis for each test. Spearman usedfactor analysis to find
a single dimension—whichhecalled g—that best identifies the com-
mon factor behind positive correlations among the tests. But Thur-
stone later showed that g could be made to disappear by simply
rotating the dimensionsto different positions. In one rotation ‘Thur-
stone placed the dimensions near the most widely separated attributes
amongthetests, thus giving rise to the theory of multipleintelligences
(verbal, mathematical, spatial, etc., with no overarchingg). This theory
(which I support) has been advocated by many prominent psychome-
tricians, including J. P. Guilford, in the 1950s, and Howard Gardner
today. In this perspective, g cannot have inherent reality, for it emerges
in one form of mathematical representation for correlations among
tests and disappears (or greatly attenuates) in other forms, which are
entirely equivalent in amount of information explained. In anycase,
you can’t grasp the issue at all without a clear exposition of factor
analysis—and The Bell Curve cops out on this central concept.

As for Kaus’s secondissue, cultural bias, the presentation ofit in The
Bell Curve matches Arthur Jensen’s and that of other hereditarians, in
confusing a technical (and proper) meaning of “bias” (I call it S-bias,
for “statistical”) with the entirely different vernacular concept(I call it
V-bias) that provokes popular debate. All these authors swear up and
down (and I agree with them completely) that the tests are not
biased—inthestatistician’s definition. Lack of S-bias means that the
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same score, whenit is achieved by membersof different groups, pre-

dicts the same thing; that is, a black person and a white person with

identical scores will have the same probabilities for doing anything

that IQ is supposed to predict.

But V-bias, the source of public concern, embodies an entirely dif-

ferent issue, which, unfortunately, uses the same word. The public

wants to know whetherblacks average 85 and whites 100 because soci-

ety treats blacks unfairly—that is, whether lower black scores record

biases in this social sense. And this crucial question (to which we do

not know the answer) cannot be addressed by a demonstration that S-

bias doesn’t exist, which is the only issue analyzed, however correctly,

in The Bell Curve.

THE BOOK isalso suspectin its use ofstatistics. As I mentioned,vir-

tually all its data derive from one analysis—a plotting, by a technique

called multiple regression, of the social behaviors that agitate us, such

as crime, unemployment,and births out of wedlock (known as depen-

dent variables), against both IQ and parental socioeconomic status

(known as independentvariables). The authors first hold IQ constant

and consider therelationship of social behaviors to parental socioeco-

nomic status. They then hold socioeconomic status constant and con-

sider the relationship of the same social behaviors to IQ. In general,

they find a highercorrelation with IQ than with socioeconomicstatus;

for example, people with low IQ are more likely to drop out of high

school than people whose parents have low socioeconomic status.

But such analyses must engage two issues—the form and the

strength of the relationship—and Herrnstein and Murray discuss only

the issue that seems to support their viewpoint, while virtually ignor-

ing (and in one key passage almost willfully hiding) the other. Their

numerous graphs present only the form of the relationships; thatis,

they draw the regression curves of their variables against IQ and

parental socioeconomicstatus. But, in violation ofall statistical norms

that I’ve ever learned, they plot ov/y the regression curve and do not

show the scatter of variation around the curve, so their graphs do not

show anything about the strength of the relationships—thatis, the

amount of variation in social factors explained by IQ and SOCIOECO-

nomicstatus. Indeed, almostall their relationships are weak: very little

of the variation in social factors is explained by either independent

variable (though the form of this small amount of explanation doeslie
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in their favored direction). In short, their own data indicate that IQ is
not a major factor in determining variation in nearly all the social
behaviors they study—and so their conclusions collapse, or at least
becomeso greatly attenuated that their pessimism and conservative
social agendagain nosignificant support.

Herrnstein and Murray actually admit as much in one crucial pas-
sage, but then they hide the pattern. Theywrite,“It [cognitive ability]
almost always explains less than 20 percentofthe variance, to use the
Statistician’s term, usually less than 10 percent and often less than 5
percent. Whatthis meansin English is that you cannot predict what a
given person will do from his IQ score. ... On the other hand,despite
the low association at the individual level, large differences in social
behavior separate groups of people whenthe groupsdiffer intellectu-
ally on the average.” Despite this disclaimer, their remarkable next

itself, not just its correlation with socioeconomic status, is responsible
for these group differences.” But a few percentofstatistical determi-
nation is not causal explanation. Andthecase is even worse for their
key genetic argument, since they claim a heritability of about 60 per-
cent for IQ, so to isolate the strength of genetic determination by
Herrnstein and Murray’s owncriteria you must nearly halve even the
few percentthey claim to explain.

Mycharge of disingenuousnessreceivesits strongest affirmation in
a sentence tucked awayonthe first page of Appendix 4, page 593: the
authors state, “In the text, we do not refer to the usual measure of
goodness offit for multiple regressions, R?, but they are presented
here for the cross-sectional analyses.” Now, why would they exclude
from the text, and relegate to an appendix that very few people will
read, or even consult, a number that, by their own admission,is “the
usual measure of goodnessoffit”? I can only conclude that they did
not choose to admit in the main text the extreme weakness of their
vaunted relationships.

Herrnstein and Murray’s correlation coefficients are generally low
enough by themselvesto inspire lack of confidence. (Correlation coef-
ficients measure the strength oflinear relationships between variables;
the positive values run from 0.0 for no relationshipto 1.0 for perfectlin-
ear relationship.) Although low figures are not atypical for large social-
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0.4 may soundrespectably strong, but—andthisis the key point—R’is

the square of the correlation coefficient, and the square of a number

between zero and oneis less than the numberitself, so a 0.4 correlation

yields an r-squaredofonly .16. In Appendix 4, then, one discovers that

the vast majority of the conventional measuresof R’, excluded from the

main bodyof the text, are less than 0.1. These very low values of R’

expose the true weakness, in any meaningful vernacular sense, of

nearly all the relationships that form the meatof 7,he Bell Curve.

LIKE SO MANY conservative ideologues who rail against the

largely bogus ogreof suffocating political correctness, Herrnstein and

Murrayclaim that they only want

a

hearingfor unpopular viewsso that

truth will out. And here, for once, I agree entirely. As a card-carrying

First Amendment (near) absolutist, I applaud the publication of

unpopular views that some people consider dangerous. I am delighted

that The Bell Curve was written—so thatits errors could be exposed,for

Herrnstein and Murrayare right to point out the difference between

public and private agendasonrace, and we must struggle to make an

impact on the private agendas as well. But The Bell Curve is scarcely an

academictreatise in social theory and population genetics. It is a man-

ifesto of conservative ideology; the book’s inadequate andbiasedtreat-

mentofdata displays its primary purpose—advocacy. The text evokes

the dreary and scary drumbeatofclaims associated with conservative

think tanks: reduction or elimination of welfare, ending or sharply cur-

tailing affirmative action in schools and workplaces, cutting back Head

Start and other forms of preschool education, trimming programs for

the slowest learners and applying those fundsto the gifted. (I would

love to see more attention paid to talented students, but notat this

cruel price.)

The penultimate chapter presents an apocalyptic visionof a society

with a growing underclass permanently mired in the inevitable sloth of

their low IQs. They will take over our city centers, keep havingille-

gitimate babies (for many are too stupid to practice birth control), and

ultimately require a kind of custodial state, more to keep them in

check—andoutof high-IQ neighborhoods—than to realize any hope

of an amelioration, which low IQ makes impossible in any case. Herrn-

stein and Murray actually write, “In short, by custodial state, we have in

mind a high-tech and morelavish version of the Indian reservation for
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some substantial minority of the nation’s population, while the rest of
Americatries to go aboutits business.”

The final chapter tries to suggest an alternative, but I have never
read anything more almost grotesquely inadequate. Herrnstein and
Murray yearn romantically for the good old days of towns and neigh-
borhoods where all people could be given tasks of value, and self-
esteem could be foundfor people onall steps of the IQ hierarchy (so
Forrest Gump mightcollect clothing for the church raffle, while Mr.
Murray and the other bright ones do the planning and keep the
accounts—they have forgotten about the town Jew andthe dwellers on
the other side of the tracks in many of these idyllic villages). I do
believe in this concept of neighborhood,andI will fight for its return. I
grew up insuch a place in Queens.But can anyoneseriously find solu-
tionsfor (rather than importantpalliatives of) our socialills therein?

However, if Herrnstein and Murray are wrong, and IQ represents
not an immutable thingin the head, grading human beings ona single
scale of general capacity with large numbers ofcustodial incompetents
at the bottom, then the modelthat generates their gloomyvision col-
lapses, and the wonderful variousness of human abilities, properly nur-
tured, reemerges. We mustfight the doctrine of The Bell Curve both
becauseit is wrong and becauseitwill, if activated,cutoff all possibil-
ity of proper nurturance for everyone'sintelligence. Of course, we can-
notall be rocketscientists or brain surgeons, but those who can’t might
be rock musicians or professional athletes (and gain far more social
prestige and salary thereby), while others will indeed serve by stand-
ing and waiting.

I closed my chapter in 7;heMismeasure ofMan on the unreality ofgand
the fallacy ofregarding intelligence asa single-scaled, innate thing in the
head with a marvellous quotation from John Stuart Mill, well worth
repeating: “The tendency has always been strong to believe that what-
ever received a name mustbean entity or being, having an independent
existence of its own. Andif no real entity answering to the name could
be found, mendid notfor that reason suppose that none existed, but
imagined that it was somethingparticularly abstruse and mysterious.”

Howstrange that we wouldlet a single and false numberdivideus,
when evolution has united all people in the recency of our common
ancestry—thus undergirding with a shared humanity thatinfinite vari-
ety which custom can neverstale. E pluribus unum.
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Alan Ryan

THE BELL CURVE is the product of an obsession, or, more

exactly, of two different obsessions. Richard Herrnstein—who

died on September 24, 1994—was obsessed with the heritability of

intelligence, the view that muchthelargest factor in ourintellectual

abilities comes in our genes. He wasalso convinced that there had

been a liberal conspiracy to obscure the significance of genetically

based differencesin the intelligence of different races, social classes,

and ethnic groups, and thatall mannerof educational and economic

follies were being perpetrated in consequence. Charles Murray—

whois energetically and noisily with us still—is obsessed with what

he believes to be the destructive effects of the American welfare

state.

The result of their cooperation is a decidedly mixed affair. The

politics of The Bell Curve are at best slightly mad, and at worst plain

ugly. Its literary tone wobbles uneasily between truculence and para-

noia. Its intellectual pretensions are often ill founded. Forall that,

anyone whohasaninterest in the philosophy ofscience and a taste for

public policy will enjoy much of The Bell Curve;it is full of interesting,

Alan Ryan teachespolitics at Princeton University. His new book, John Dewey and the High

Tide ofAmerican Liberalism, will be published in 1995. This article was published in The

New York Review ofBooks, November 17, 1994.
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if dubiously reliable, information, and it offers the always engaging
spectacle of two practical-minded men firmly in the grip ofirrational
passion.

Richard Herrnstein’s passion was the conviction that each person
has a fixed or nearly fixed quantum of “cognitive ability,” the intelli-
gence whose quotient constitutes your IQ. Herrnstein began his career
as a disciple of the behaviorist psychologist B. F. Skinner, and therefore
as a devout environmentalist. Thenhe fell in love with “Spearman’sg.”
Charles Spearman was a turn-of-the-century British Army officer and
Statistician who thoughtthat people possess varying amountsofgeneral
intelligence—or g—and inventedstatistical techniques to discover
whichintelligence tests most directly tap into this basic ability.

Skeptics have always said that g explains nothing: the fact that the
performanceof individuals on differenttests is closely correlated, and
predicts their success in school work and some occupationalsettings,is
important and interesting. Talk ofg addsnothingto thefact of the cor-
relation. Herrnstein, however, was no skeptic in this matter. Atthefirst
mention ofghe confessesthat“its reality ... was and remainsarguable.”
But elevenpageslater, he claims that g sits at the center of the mind’s
capacities “as an expression of a core mental ability muchlike the abil-
ity Spearmanidentified at the turn of the century,” while eight pages on,

Doesit matter? Only to the extent that it reinforced Herrnstein’s
fascination with ethnicity. The more you thinkthattalk of IQ is talk of
a mysterious somethingthat possesses the same reality as visible qual-
ities like skin color or the curliness of the hair, the more obviousit will
seem that ethnic groupsthatdiffer in such visible qualities mustdiffer
in intelligence too. By the same token, it bolsters the extraordinary
fatalism that infuses The Be// Curve: once you discoverthat the average
IQ of peoplein jail is 93, it’s easy to believe that people with toolittle
g are more or less doomedto social dysfunction. How other countries
of the same ethnic composition as white America manage to commit
fewer murders andyetjail far fewerof their citizenry remains for ever
inexplicable. Conversely, a certain skepticism about whatthere is to
IQ besides being goodat certain sorts oftests may makeusless super-
stitious aboutits importance.
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CHARLES MURRAYis intoxicated by an apocalyptic vision ofthe

American future, nicely summarized as “The Comingofthe Custodial

State.” The anxieties about the widening inequality produced by the

American economy are ones that Mickey Kaus and Robert Reich long

ago familiarized us with, but they are here run through Murray’s wilder

and darker imaginingsto yield a vision of an incipient semifascist future

that neither of them would recognize.’ American society 1s increasingly

partitioned into a high-IQ, ever more affluent, upper caste, a hard-

pressed middle class, and a cognitively underprivileged underclass,

whosecriminality threatens the rest of us and whose unchecked breed-

ing threatens to dilute the poolof talent, and so alarmingly on. The

well-off migrate to enclaves of comfortable housing, which are walled-

off, well-policed, and equipped with decent schools; the underclass are

shut away in urban slums. The struggling middle class feels trapped.

Theelite may hold liberal views and they may be willing to pay for

help to the poor, but they will not live among them. The middle class

have neither money to spend on the underclass nor tolerance of its

ways. They will insist on coercive policing and a more punitive welfare

system, and will want the underclass kept in whatever “high-tech and

more lavish version of the Indian reservation” it takes to keep them

from preying on the respectable. ‘The end result, Murray argues,1s cat-

astrophe:a version of the welfare state in which the incompetent have

their lives managed withouttheir consent.“It is difficult to imagine the

United States preserving its heritage of individualism, equal rights

before the law, free people running their own lives, once it is accepted

that a significant part of the population must be made permanent wards

of the state.” This is a eugenicist, and not (in the usual sense) a racist,

nightmare, for Murray believes that the bottom 10 percentof the white

population is headed for the degradation that already afflicts the black

urban underclass. The people he affectionately describes as “white

trash” will need as much lookingafteras their black counterparts.

So far as I can see, none of Murray’s anxieties about the direction of

American domestic policy depends on the truth of Richard Herrn-

stein’s ideas about the ontological status of g, and none of Herrnstein’s

1 Mickey Kaus, The End of Equality (Basic Books, 1992), cited in The Bell Curve, p. 5245

Robert Reich, The Work ofNations (Knopf, 1991), cited p. 529. I ought to note that Kaus

himself describes Murray’s views in general as “alien and repellent,” The New Republic,

October 31, 1994, P- 4.
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claims aboutintelligence support Charles Murray’s ideas aboutsocial
policy. Murray himself seems to recognize this: “Like other apocalyp-
tic visions, this oneis pessimistic,” he says, “perhaps too muchso. On
the other hand, there is much to be pessimistic about.” That statement
is a bit casual whenit is used as the basis of social prophecy; there
always has been muchto be pessimistic about, but not much ofit
licenses the expectation of the imminent extinction of Americancivil
liberties. For all the scientific apparatus with which they are sur-
rounded, Murray’s fears are closer to the ravings of Rush Limbaugh’s
audience than to Tocqueville’s anxieties about “soft despotism.”

Herrnstein and Murray don’t explicitly contradict each other, to be
sure, but Murray was hostile to the welfare state long before he
encountered Herrnstein; and Herrnstein’s views on intelligenceare in
principle consistent with the politics of almost any persuasion from
socialist to libertarian. Socialists might think that ineradicable differ-
ences in IQ should be met by making sure that the less clever were
compensated with more education than the gifted, and with income
supplements to makeupfortheir difficulties in the competitive mar-
ketplace; libertarians might think we should treat such differences as
the luck of the draw, no more worthy of treatment than the accident
that makes someof us better baseball players than others. Between
trying to obliterate their effects and letting them make whateverdif-
ference they makein the labor market, there are innumerable further
alternatives.

Herrnstein and Murray have many common enemies—Head Start,
open door immigration, unwed mothers, lax ideas about sexual moral-
ity, and the “dumbing down” of American secondary education—but
The Bell Curve is very much not thework of one mind. Indeed, each of
the authorsis in more than one mind on morethan oneissue.

FOR ALL ITS ODDITIES, The Bell Curve is a fluent piece of
work.It is a still more fluent piece of publicity-seeking. The authors
have tried to have their cake and eatit, and they have succeededin a
big way. They—this is largely Murray’s achievement—claim to be
frightened that they will stir up terrible controversy, but they have
advertised their fears in such a way as to do just that. They insist that
they have no urge tostir up racial dissension or give comfort toracists,
but then say that their findings only reflect what people already think
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in their heart of hearts—whichis, that blacks and white trash are born

irremediably dumb, that black Americans have been overpromoted in

the academy, that smarter white workers have been displaced by

incompetentblack onesat the behest of the federal government. A dis-

agreeably wheedling tone is an unsurprising feature of such arguments.

There is a good deal of genuine science in The Bell Curve; there 1s

also an awfullot of science fiction and not muchcare to makesure the

reader knows which is which. What catches the eye of reviewers and

reporters are Herrnstein’s gloomy predictions about the declining

intelligence of the American population, and Murray’s prediction of

imminent fascism. Fewer readers will notice the authors’ throwaway

admissions that these predictions are highly speculative, and only

loosely rooted in the data they assemble. ‘lake the connection

betweenthe fact that illegitimacy rises as IQ declines, and Murray’s

fears about the imminentcollapse of the liberal state. It is, for a start,

quite impossible—as is readily acknowledged by the authors—that

the rising rate ofillegitimate births in both the black and white Amer-

ican populations shouldin the first instance have had muchto do with

intelligence.

The rate remained almost stable between 1920 and 1960, at about

5 percentofall births, then took off sharply in the early 1960s to reach

30 percentin 1990. Herrnstein and Murraysay, “Tf IQ is a factor in ille-

gitimacy, as we will concludeitis, it must be in combination with other

things (as common sense would suggest), because IQ itself has not

changed nearly enough in recent years to account for the explosive

growth in illegitimacy.” They then evade the obvious implication that

their obsession with IQis largely irrelevant. They say “someof these

‘other things’ that have changed in the last three decades—broken

homes and the welfare system being prime suspects—interact with

intelligence, makingit still more likely than before that a woman of

low cognitive ability will have a baby out of wedlock.” True, but

largely beside the point; the social pressures they mention make it

more likely that women of any degree of cognitive ability will have a

baby out of wedlock. If the pressures operate more powerfully on

womenoflowerintelligence, we want to know whythisis so.

The interesting question is not one of genetics but one of changes

in the culture; it is not what has happenedto theintelligence of the

mothers that needs explaining, but what happenedin the early 1960s
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that so altered the incentives to have babies later rather than earlier
and in wedlock rather than out. (It must mean something that divorce
rates rose at the same speed during the same years.) ‘Thatis the sociol-
ogist’s territory, not the psychometrician’s, and too often The Bell Curve
relies on Herrnstein’s real distinction as a psychologist to prop up what
is essentially armchair sociology. A sociologist would at least wonder
why the welfare system should be one of the “prime suspects” in the
rising rate of illegitimacy when it has been decreasingly generous over
the past thirty years; and a sociologist would at least notice that other
Western societies such as Britain and the Netherlands have experi-

programs haven’t worked; fewerwill notice that those failures are more
partial than the authors say, and thatthe failures provide a better argu-
ment for seeking programs that work than they do for The Bell Curve’s
conclusion that we should abandon the attemptto raise the IQs of the
disadvantaged and devote virtually all our attention to the highlyintelli-
gent. The fashion in which such programshavefailed is not analyzedwith the scrupulousness one might wish. In essence, The Bell Curve’sdata suggest that Head Start and other preschool programscanraise chil-dren’s IQs quite sharply for a short period: once the childrenarein

a

reg-ular school, their IQ scores drift back to somethinglike the level theybegan at. For a believer in g this is evidence that in the long run thequantum of cognitive ability, whateverit might be, simply revealsitself.
Someone whowantedto draw the opposite conclusion might thinkthat the data only showthatthereis no cheap, one-shot environmentalfix for deprivation. Environmental fixes are possible, but they takemuch longer to work, or where they work quickly, they need to berepeated so that they keep working. It may well be that a much moreextensive transformation of the child’s environment than Head Startand preschool programscan offeris neededto effectlasting changesinintelligence. There are Suggestive data about the impact of adoptionon the children of low-IQ mothers that might makeonebelievethatisthecase.Ifit is true, however, it provides an argumentfor affirmativeaction that renders The Bel/ Curve irrelevant from start to finish; forit
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suggests that one purpose in creating a larger black (or whatever) mid-

dle class is to create a better environmentfor the next generation and

its descendants. The true beneficiaries of affirmative action on this

view would be the children and the grandchildren of the people pro-

moted today.

That could be quite wrong; it might be that the only effective envi-

ronmental fix would be a national health service that gave babies a bet-

ter prenatal and perinatal environment. It might even be that Charles

Murray’s “custodial state” would have to get into the act to insist that

the mothers of children whoare at risk should use such care. What one

can certainly say is that the failure of Head Start to live up to its back-

ers’ most extravagant hopes is neither a knock-down argumentfor

genetic determinism nor anysort of argumentfor abandoning the dis-

advantaged. Herrnstein and Murray argue elsewhere in The Bell Curve

that American secondary education has “dumbed down”bright chil-

dren, and so imply—what they elsewhere admit—that bad environ-

ments at least have an effect. After several hundred pagesofthis, one

begins to wonder just what Herrnstein and Murray do believe other

than that any old argumentagainst helping the disadvantaged will do.

THE SHEER REPETITIVENESS of its tables, graphs, and bar

charts eventually dulls The Bell Curve's impact for the conscientious

reader; but Herrnstein and Murray do not expect—and perhapsdo not

really want—mostof their readers to work their way throughall 845

pages of their text.’ They say they want to make the reader’s life easy.

For readers whose minds go blank at the mention of multiple regres-

sion, they provide a wonderfully lucid appendix on “Statistics for Peo-

ple Who Are Sure They Can't Learn Statistics.” For readers in a

2 Iris already becomingclearthat the air of dispassionate scientific curiosity that they are

at such pains to maintain is at odds with the eccentricity of some of their sources. J.

Philippe Rushton’s bizarre Race, Evolution and Behavioris treated as the work of a serious

scholar; but Rushton’s view is essentially that sexuality and intelligence are inversely

related, or, as Adam Miller reported him as saying, “it’s a trade-off; more brain or more

penis. You can’t have everything” (Rolling Stone, October 20, 1994). For whatit’s worth,

the recent report on American sexual behavior suggests that he’s wrong; Ashkenazi Jews

have higher IQs and more active sex lives than anybodyelse. Richard Lynnis described

as a “leading scholarof racial and ethnic differences,” and no mentionis madeofhis fond-

ness for the theories of Nordic superiority that were the commoncoin of early twentieth-

century scientific racists.

w
e
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particular hurry, they summarize their claims in some forty pages of
italicized text spread across their twenty-two chapters.

Their main claimscan be boiled downfurtherstill. They are essen-
tially these: America is today a “meritocracy” in the sense that the best
predictor of successin life is IQ; the various institutions that pass chil-
dren up the ladderto successincreasingly select the brightest children
to train for entry to the bestcolleges, the best professional schools, and
the most rewarding occupations. Where once the alumni of Harvard
and Princeton were socially rather than mentally smarter than their
peers, the studentsof the best colleges are today almostoff the scale—
inside the top x percentof their age group. Nor does IQ represent the
result of training, or parental advantage; thesocial standingofour par-
entsis a less reliable predictor of our future economic successand fail-
ure than our IQ—it’s good to have well-off parents avd brains, but if
you can have only one,take thebrains.

Moreintriguingly, most indicators of our ability to function success-
fully in society correlate to a significant degree with IQ. Very few stu-
dents with an average or above average IQ fail to complete high
school; conversely, the students whofail to complete high school usu-
ally do so because theyfindit intellectually beyond them; unsurpris-
ingly, they have higherlevels of long-term unemployment, both when
they are able-bodied and becausethey are more likely to be sick. Men
with lower IQs show up disproportionately in prison, and that is not
because the dim crooks get caught, since self-reported but otherwise
undetected crimeis also largely committed by the less bright. Crime,
of course, is mainly a male activity, and The Be// Curve duly acknowl-
edges that what IQ explains is which men are more likely to commit
offenses, not why men do and women(generally) don’t. Herrnstein
and Murray’s interest in womenis mostly an interest in their propen-
sity to produce children out of wedlock, to go on welfare, and to have
difficult children. As ever, the less bright have higherrates of illegiti-
macy and less amenable children, and to nobody’s surprise stay longer
on welfare.

As for our relations with one another, the clever marry later, breed
later, and stick together; the less bright marry in haste and repent in
haste,or at anyrate are twice aslikely to get divorced within five years.
One thing to rememberin thefaceofall this—and usefully insisted on
by the authors—is that IQ differences do not account for much of the
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difference in the fate or behavior of people; in statistical terms, IQ

rarely accounts for as much asa fifth of the difference between one

person and another, and usually for much less. The only thing with

which IQ correlates very closely is our performance on tests that mea-

sure the sameskills that IQ tests measure—which in a world full of

lawyers and economists and scientifically trained professionals is

surely likely to create a high-IQ caste of what Robert Reich labeled

“symbolic analysts.” Intelligence tests test for just that kindofintelli-

gence. To the extentthat other personal characteristics are involved in

what happensto us, the impact of IQ is less. The importance of amy

contribution of IQ to the causation of social problems, however,is that

when weare dealing with very large numbers it makes a difference

whether we think the population we are dealing with is averagely

_ bright, especially bright, or rather dim.

For readers who are convinced that any discussion of the heritabil-

ity of intelligence is fundamentally, if covertly, a discussion ofthe infe-

rior mental capacities of black Americans, Herrnstein and Murray

seem at first to provide some measure of reassurance.All these gloomy

results about the damage done by having lowerintelligence than the

average come from an analysis of the experiences of white Americans

in the 1980s. Most of the data which Herrnstein and Murray use come

from the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience

of Youth (NLSY), a study of some 12,500 Americans who were

between fourteen and twenty-two in 1979 when the survey began, and

whoseprogress has been followed eversince.

Its usefulness to Herrnstein and Murray is that *‘only the NLSY

combined detailed information on the childhood environment and

parental socioeconomic status avd subsequent educational and occu-

pational achievement andworkhistory and family formation and—cru-

cially for our interests—detailed psychometric measures of cognitive

skills.” The sample was used by the federal governmentto reassessits

intelligence tests, so it fortuitously provides data on measuredintelli-

gence as well as on everything else that correlates with success and

failure in the labor market. The NLSYcoversall ethnic groups, but

the first twelve chapters of The Bell Curve stick to the distribution of

intelligence across the white American population in that sample.

Only then do Herrnstein and Murray turn to the discussion of ethnic

differences in IQ.

e¢
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OF COURSE, asthe hubbubin thepress suggests, the reassurance
is less than skin deep; as soon as ethnic differences have been identi-
fied—the one that swampsall others is that the mean IQ ofAfrican
Americansis 85 as against 100 for white Americans—thereaderis in
for two hundred pagesof familiar complaints against affirmative action
policies. Before we move on to these, someotherfindings are worth a
brief look. The most familiar will be the fairly well-confirmed discov-
ery that just as African Americansare one “standard deviation,”i.e., 1 5
percent, less good than white Americansat tests of analytical and spa-
tial intelligence, so East Asians—especially the Hong Kong Chinese—
are anything up to one standard deviation better. If the white
American average is set at 100, the black American average 1s 85, and
the East Asian average 111-115. Ashkenazi Jews havesimilar scores to
East Asians, but the scores of Oriental Jews in Israel show an embar-
rassing contrast.

Herrnstein and Murray don’t dwell at length on the implications of
their views for the social difficulties of black Americans, but they
hardly need to. Once they havepiled upthestatistics on the disadvan-
tages attendant on having an IQ muchbelow too,the case is made.
Wherethey concentratetheir attention is on the tworelated questions,
whether we can do anything to raise IQ, and whether affirmative
action policies in education and employmentare worth the candle. In
brief, their answer to both questionsis no. |

The greater part of the argumentagainst remedial educationis their
argument against Head Start and analogous programs. But that argu-
ment, as we haveseen,can be usedto suggest that the programs should
be moreintensive, not abandoned. They acknowledgethepossibility in
principle of eugenicist programs, but flinch at the thoughtof putting
into the hands of governmentthe power to dictate such matters as who
may and may not produce children—William Shockley gets a passing
mention as someone whoenjoyed shocking people by suggesting that
we mightpay the poorto besterilized and might set up sperm banksto
pass on the genesof geniuses (he contributed to a privately organized
sperm bank:there is no record ofthe results), But Shockley is dismissed
as excessively eccentric. Whetherhis proposalto pay the poorto bester-
ilized is more eccentric than Murray’s proposal to abolish welfare pay-
ments and face the short-term consequencesfor the hapless children on
the receiving end ofthe change,readerswill judge for themselves.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION greatly preoccupies Herrnstein and

Murray. Oddly enoughin discussing it, they back away from aninsis-

tence on the genetic determination of IQ. All that matters is that IQ

predicts performance at work and in the academy, and cannot be

increased by short-term educational and environmental enrichment.

In academic matters, they are much bothered by the probability that

the SAT scores of black students at the best universities are anything

up to 200 points lower than those of their white peers, with obvious

consequencesfor the clustering of black students amongtheleast suc-

cessful and therefore least happy membersof the college community.

Herrnstein and Murray argue that we do such students no favor by

putting them in a situation where they are anxious in school and pos-

sess an undervalued credential whenthey leave.

Nor are Herrnstein and Murray any happier about affirmative

action in employment. They launch a two-prongedattack. Thefirst is

to demonstrate that although the raw income data suggest that black

Americans earn less than white Americans, the picture changes when

we add in the distribution of intelligence. At this point, we find that

black Americans earn relatively more than white Americans—thatIs,

relative to their IQs. What you mightcall “dollars per IQ point” comes

out in favor of African Americans. If your notion of justice is that peo-

ple should be paid according to their IQs, thenthis is unjust. On the

other hand, you might think that what mattersis overall efficiency; and

Herrnstein’s other argumentis that affirmative action damageseffi-

ciency. Given even halfway plausible assumptions, of course, it must

do so; if IQ predicts competence, anything that makes us appoint peo-

ple on somebasis other than IQ produces some degree of incompe-

tence. Old-fashioned class biases were denouncedbyBritish socialists

precisely because they helped the incompetent to keep out the com-

petent. Herrnstein advertises himself as an enthusiast for that view.

Thereis a lot to be said on bothsides. In a highly competitive soci-

ety like ours, it may be true that affirmative action causes anxiety in,

say, the student who gets into a place like Princeton or Harvard with

SATs well below those of his or her white peers. But this anxiety

doesn’t seem to affect athletes or “legacies,” i.e., the children of

alumni—groups whose presence at such places Herrnstein is surpris-

ingly happy about—which suggeststhat evenif this generation of black

students does less well in strictly academic terms than their white
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peers, there are better ways of reducingtheir anxieties than refusing to
admit them in thefirst place. The same thought applies in employ-
ment. It may be that there are many black Americans struggling with
jobs they cannot deal with and many white colleagues muttering about
them undertheir breath. It may also be that these are the labor pains of
a different sort of society from the one we have hadfor the past three
centuries.

THIS, HOWEVER, throws one back on the fundamental question
raised by The Bell Curve—howseriously we should take its science. Is
there an intelligence gap between black and white Americans that no
passage of time andnosocial policy can close? If there were, would
anything follow about the social policies a humane society should
adopt? The answer seemsto bethat there is good reason to believe
that there is a gap, but no conclusive reason to believe that it is
unshrinkable; if there were, it would have a good many implications
about the needto balance the search for efficiency against the desire
for a more humanesocial order—but it would not dictate how we
struck the balance and it would introduce no moral novelties into the
calculation. In particular a belief in the importanceofinherited differ-
ences in IQ need not encourage apocalyptic conservatism.’ -

It is an under-remarked feature of argumentsoverthe inheritability
of intelligence that an obsession with the presumedincapacities of the
poor, the children of the slums, the bastard offspring of dim servant
girls, and all the rest was once characteristic of reformers and sexual
radicals as muchas of anxious conservatives. The unwillingness of the
contemporary liberals and theleft to think eugenically has everything
to do with racism being disgusting and not much to do with logic. In
1916 Bertrand Russell condemned the inner city as a site of “race sui-
cide,” but meant only that the slums produced large numbers of
undernourished, unfit, and ineducable children. It was a common
hopeof birth control pioneers that wanted children would be fitter and
brighterchildren.

> Readers of Christopher Jencks’s Rethinking Social Policy (Harvard University Press, 1991)
will recall his skepticism aboutaffirmative action, and readers of Who Gets Ahead? (Basic
Books, 1979)will recall his patient demonstration of the role of IQ differences in explain-
ing incomedifferentials. They will also recall that Jencks remains a cautiousliberal, a
class of person whose existence Herrnstein and Murray simply cannot comprehend.
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Thelabel “eugenics” itself was coined by Darwin’s cousin, Sir Fran-

cis Galton, to describe a program for improving the British stock. Nor

was the idea foreign to the Fabians. It is not an ignoble hope thatas the

welfare state improves the physical health of the citizenry it will also

make them brighter, more alert, more interested in their surroundings

and themselves. Onecould fear that the most likely end result would be

Brave New World, with its Alphas, Betas, and Gammas, but that would

not be because eugenicscience was disgusting, but because the science

would be used by the wrong people for the wrong reasons.It is surely

true that an interest in the connections between heredity and intelli-

gence need not be malign. After all, our interest in hereditary disease

usually stems from the wishto help the sufferers. One can readily imag-

ine a benign educational program that addressesthe different strengths

and weaknesses of students more intelligently than contemporary

schooling does. Butif a concernfor inherited intelligence or the reverse

need not be driven by panic and superstition, it usually has been.

IN THE UNITED STATES, fear of new immigrants rather than

optimism about the chancesof raising the level of the whole popula-

tion always seemsto havedriventhe discussion;and fears of the “dilu-

tion” of the “pure-bred” white stock by Jewish or Negro blood were

the common coin of academic discussion throughout the first forty

years of this century. Herrnstein misrepresents this past and the com-

plaint against it. He says that Stephen Jay Gould’s famousattack on

psychometrics in The Mismeasure ofMan was unfair to the military psy-

chologists of World War I and to the psychologists on Ellis Island,

whom Gould accused of announcingthat onfirst testing 80 percent of

the Jews, Hungarians, Italians, and Russians were feeble-minded, and

that even on re-analysis, 50 percent were so. “The intelligence of the

average ‘third class’ immigrantis low,” said H. H. Goddard, “perhaps

of moron grade.” Gould, in essence, claimed that research into the

supposedracial differences in intelligence was driven by panic and

prejudice, and resulted in absurd findings. Herrnstein responds that

the psychologists were looking only for mental defectives, and natu-

rally reported cases of mental deficiency.

This, as Herrnstein knows, won’t wash in the case of Carl Brigham,

the Canadian military psychologist who cameto the United States in

World War I and stayed to becomeprofessor of psychology at Prince-
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ton and a leadingfigure in the work of the Educational ‘Testing Service
and the development of the SAT: Herrnstein diverts the argument
from the point at issue by claiming that Brigham’s book, A Study of
American Intelligence, had \ess influence on the Immigration Restriction
Act of 1924 than Gould supposed. Butthat is not the point. Brigham
was a leading figure in World WarI intelligence testing for the Ameri-
can Army, and Brigham held, and popularized, exactly the viewsthat
Gould complained of. Brigham knew that many people thought Jews
were clever; having examined large numbers of Russian-born Ameri-
cans in the war, he thought he knew better. His army sample was “at
least one-half Jewish,” he thought, and they “had an averageintelli-
gence below those from all other countries except Poland andItaly.”
‘Taking Negro draftees as his reference, he discovered that 39 percent
of the Russian-born were below the Negro average, 42.3 percent of the
Italian-born,and 46 percent ofthe Polish-born. This was not an eccen-
tric’s vision of the world but the respectable psychometrics ofthe day.*

Brigham’s estimatesof the cognitive inferiority of black Americans
were,as this would suggest, much greater than Herrnstein’s—in which

firmed Brigham’s finding that northern blacks did better on his tests
than southern blacks. Some even found that northern blacks scored
higher on manytests than southern whites. Noneofthis proves that
there is no inbuilt difference in cognitive abilities between different
human groups, thoughit is hard to believe that anything of the sort
would follow the haphazard lines of self-reported ethnicity. Whatit
does suggest is that either relative cognitive abilities change more
rapidly than Herrnstein believed or that our estimates of them are less
reliable than he thought.

ONE OTHER THING it suggests is that we should worry less than
Herrnstein did about the danger that American intelligence is declin-

* Gould gives a perfectly clear account of H. H. Goddard’s search for mental defectives on
pp. 158-174 of The Mismeasure ofMan that does nothing to exculpate him. Perhaps more
to the point, Goddard himself came to think his work had been scientifically worthless
and politically dangerous, as did Carl Brigham half a dozen years after A Study ofAmerican
Intelligence (Princeton University Press, 1923).
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ing. Herrnstein was an old-fashioned “deteriorationist,” squarely in

the Brigham tradition.

Whenpeople die, they are not replaced one for one by babies

who will develop identical IQs. If the new babies grow upto have

systematically higher or lower IQs than the people whodie, the

nationaldistribution ofintelligence changes. Mounting evidence

indicates that demographic trends are exerting downward pres-

sure on the distribution of cognitive ability in the United States

and that the pressures are strong enough to have social conse-

quences.

Other evidence, also quoted by Herrnstein, suggests thatintelligence

levels are generally rising. As usual where the evidence points in both

directions, Herrnstein and Murray urge us to accept the more fright-

ening scenario.

Herrnstein’s fears were partly those that recently alarmed Sir Keith

Joseph, Mrs. Thatcher’s former education minister. In Britain as else-

where, the cleverer members of the population have fewer children

than thelessclever. Ifg is handed downin the genes, there will be less

to go round in each generation. Even if each clever woman had as

manychildren as each less clever woman,there wouldstill be deterio-

ration; the less clever have their children earlier, producing three gen-

erations of less bright children, while their intellectual superiors

produce two. But Herrnstein also shared Brigham’s more American

anxieties: the wrong sort of immigrants have been flooding into the

country. Small numbers of bright East Asians were no match for large

numbers of less bright Latino and Caribbean migrants. Herrnstein

knew thathis critics would retort thatall this was said about the Poles,

the Russians, and the Italians a century ago;all he could say in reply

was that this time the anxiety wasjustified.

The latent contradiction of The Bell Curve’s politics emerges when

one contrasts Herrnstein’s enthusiastic defense of meritocracy with

Murray’s final fantasy of a world in which we live in “clans” that are

high on self-regard and cheerfully ignore the existence of cleverer and

less clever people in the world. Herrnstein essentially wants the world

in which clever Jewish kids or their equivalent make their way out of

humble backgrounds and end up running Goldman Sachsor the Har-
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vard physics department, while Murray wants the Midwest in which
he grew up—a worldin which the local mechanic didn’t care two cents
whether he was or wasn’t brighter than the local math teacher. The
trouble is that the first world subverts the second, while the second
feels claustrophobic to the beneficiaries of the first. The authors are
united only in their dislike of the mostly unnamedliberals who have
been hostile to Herrnstein’s obsessions with race and to Murray’s
obsessions with the welfare system.In short, Te Bell Curveis not only
sleazy; it is, intellectually, a mess.°

°I am indebted to Nicholas Lemann for a long and helpful conversation while I was
preparing this review.



BLACKTOP BASKETBALL AND THE BELL CURVE

Gregg Easterbrook

y EARS AGO, hoping to persuade The Washington Monthly to hire

me, I quit a decent job in Chicago and moved to Washington.

Unemployed and low on money,I lived in a seedy neighborhood behind

the Navy Yard in Southeast D.C. Because the editor of the magazine

unaccountably took his time in acknowledging my merit as an applicant,

to blow off steam I played basketball on the local court several hours

each day. I was the only white player in the game, acceptedatfirst as a

charity case. After a few weeks on the blacktop, however, I wasstartled

to discoverother players wanting meontheir team. After two monthsof

daily basketball, I found myself able to hold my own in one-on-one

matches against the hot players from nearby Eastern High School. I was

squaring my shoulders for accurate jump shots, ducking under other

players for lay-ups—the sorts of coordinated, classy-looking movesI had

never been able to do before and have not beenableto dosince.

It would hardly be a wild guess that practice had improved my

game,andthatlack ofpractice has since eroded it. Charles Murray and

the late Richard Herrnstein would say, however, I had suddenly

acquired basketball genes. Thenjust as suddenly, I lost them!

Gregg Easterbrook, a contributing editor of The Washington Monthly, Atlantic Monthly, and

Newsweek, is author of the forthcoming A Moment on the Earth. This article appeared in The

Washington Monthly, December 1994, as “The Case Against the Bell Curve.”
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Page after page of obstruent data and marching columnsof Pearson
correlations in the new book The Bell Curve by Murray and Herrnstein,
which holds that successin life is mainly determined by inherited IQ
and that statistically significant differences in inherited intellect exist
amongtheraces, imply that the issues at play in the IQ dispute are so
sophisticated only readersofhigh intelligence can grasp them. Thisisn’t
so. Most common-sense aspects of the IQ debate are moresignificant
than thestatistical motes and jots—and being muchbetter understood,
are a sounderbasisfor social policy. The complexstatistical claims of The
Bell Curve have received extensive notice in initial reactions to the work.
In the end the book’s common-sense faults are moretelling. Blacktop
basketball offers an entry point for understanding why.

The reverse of the notionthat blacks are born withlessintelligence
than whites is that blacks are born with more athletic potential. Well-
meaning people who believe that whites are smarter than blacks often
quickly add, “But look at how gifted blacksare physically,” citing the
undeniable black dominanceofbasketball. Yet if blacks have superior
innate athletic ability, why are hockey, tennis, and manyotherlucra-
tive sports largely dominated by whites? As the writer Farai Chideya
will show in a forthcoming book,of the approximately 71,000 Ameri-
cans whoearnlivings from sports (broadly defined to include golfers,
skaters, and so on), only ro percentare black.

A likely explanation for black success in basketball is not some
mystically powerful jumping gene—natural selection may have
favored strength and size in people, but what are the odds it ever
favored jumping?—but that manyblacks practice the sport intensely.
For good orill, thousands of black kids spend several hours per day
through their youth playing basketball. By the time age eighteenis
reached, it shows: In general, blacks are really good at basketball.
Meanwhile, hockey and tennis are usually practiced in youth by
whites, who in turn dominate thesesports.

In all the complex arguments aboutinheritability and environment
in IQ, the mundane, common-sense question ofpractice time is often
overlooked. Other things being equal, whatyou practice is what you’re
good at. As Charles Darwin once wrote to his cousin Francis Galton,
founder of the eugenics movement: “I have always maintained that,
excepting fools, men [do] notdiffer muchinintellect, only in zeal and
hard work.”
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As a long-time basketball-league participant and a mediocre small-

college football player, I have spent a notable portion of mylife being

knocked down, run past, and otherwise outperformed by black ath-

letes. None ever struck meas possessing any mystical genetic athletic

ability, though it may be that as a group they hold some small edge

over whites. What often doesstrike me as a black basketball player in

a pick-up gamehits his shot and I miss mine 1s the thought: “He’s

taken that shot maybefive million timesin his life, and ve taken it

maybefive thousand.” It’s safe to say that if there had been no color

barrier to college basketball in the 1940s and 1950s, blacks would not

have dominated in those years, because at that time few blacksprac-

ticed basketball as much as the best white players of the period. By

coincidence, the week before The Be// Curve was published, the “Sci-

ence Times” section of Te New York Times ran a prominentarticle on

new research showing that the most accomplished violinists and other

artistic performers spend significantly more time practicing than the

less accomplished—though presumably they enjoy the advantage of

genetic gifts. There seemed to me a pellucid connection betweenthis

research and the Herrnstein-Murray thesis.

Another missed connection concerns a 1990flap at the University of

California at Berkeley. There, a tenured anthropologist, VincentSarich,

beganto say that black success in basketball proved the inherited basis

of talent, which in turn supported the view that whites could inherit

superior mental faculties. Sarich’s argument is revealingly faulty: He

would tell classes that “There is no white Michael Jordan... nor has

there ever been one.” Actually there was a white Michael Jordan—the

late Pete Maravich. Maravich scored much more than Jordanin college

and had the same league-leading scoring average in the NBA,31 points

per game. Maravich had the sameability as Jordan to throw the no-look

pass, to dunk in ways that appearedto defy certain laws of physics, and

so on. Jordan becamea sports legend becausehis college and pro teams

were champions; this happened because Jordan was a highly disci-

plined defensive performer and an astute judge of the court situation.

Maravich, in contrast, became something of a standing joke, even to

sportswriters eager for white stars, because his teams alwayslost. Mar-

avich was a hopelessly selfish performer, inert on defense and he never

passed up a shot. The comparison between Jordan and Maravich both

defies the stereotype of the white player as disciplined and the black
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player as the gunner, and underminesthe notion of black genetic dom-
inance generally.

So if white kids as a group spend more time practicing schoolwork,
should we then be surprised that they score better on school-related
tests? Herrnstein and Murray acknowledgethat 150 hours of extra study
will raise the typical student’s SAT score by 40 points—a common-sense
confirmation that scholastic practice makesfor scholastic success. True,
the score-boosting effects of extra study on SATtests reach a plateau
beyond which further practice addslittle. Yet seeing that behavior
(study time) alters brain-test outcome, and then concluding as The Bell
Curve does that brain performance is mainly genetic, is an inverted
form of the logic that Stalin’s favorite scientist, Trofim Lysenko,
employed to contendthat genetic characteristics are acquired during a
person's life. ‘That many white kids may spend more hours studying
than manyblack kids may well be an argument that some minority
parents are negligent in compelling their children to hit the books. But
this is an argumentabout environment, not inheritance.

It is not racist for Herrnstein and Murray to study whetherthere are
differences in inherited IQ. Some commentators have attempted to
reject Zhe Bell Curve out of hand on groundsof racism, and thereby
avoid dealing withits discomfiting contentions. Yet obviously people
talk about the mentalabilities of various groups, usually in whispers;
better to talk aboutthis in the open. Forthis reason, in myaffiliation
with The AtlanticMonthly, | favored that magazine’s publication of some
of Herrnstein’s earlier work. I agreed with the decision of The New
Republic to put an excerpt from The Bell Curve on its cover. And I am
glad Herrnstein and Murray (the principal author) wrote The Be//
Curve, which is not a racist work, though itis fantastically wrong-
headed. Bringing the arguments aboutrace, inheritance, and IQ out
into the open in Murray’s straightforward writing style is a useful ser-
vice—especially because the more you know about this line of
thought, the less persuasive it becomes.

Now, other objections to The Bell Curve, concentrating on those not
already raised by other commentators:

¢ Lhe Hollywood corollary. Perhaps black overrepresentation in bas-
ketball is essentially a fluke telling nothing about the general relation-
ship between practice and achievement. Yet consider that blacks are
also overrepresented in several performingarts, notably singing and
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comedy. Is this because they have superior singing and joking genes?

It’s hard to imagine whynatural selection would have favored DNAfor

human song. On the other hand, African Americans as a group have

spent generations learning various forms of performance. Most African

culture is oral; and until recent decades, owing both to discrimination

and poverty, when American blacks wanted entertainment they had to

entertain each other. That is, they practiced song and comedy, and

they got goodatit.

© Is everybody too dumb to know who's smart? \n The Bell Curve there

are numerousassertions that society has handicappeditself by failing

to favor the smart. For instance, the book asserts that the American

economyloses as much as $80 billion per year because a 1971 Supreme

Court decision bars most forms of workplace IQ testing. High-IQ

workers are more productive, Herrnstein and Murray say; promoting

them would increase productivity. But if high-IQ employees are more

productive, that should be self-evident to employers regardless of

tests. Are employers so dumbthey don’t promote the productive work-

ers? On a common-sensebasis, society has long been attuned to what

can be accomplished by the smart, and almost always rewards this

already.

© The Hiram College contradiction. Early in The Bell Curve comesa sec-

tion describing howin thefifties the freshmanclass at Harvard was not

composed exclusively of the brightest of the bright; many were slow-

witted kids entering on Dad-um’s alumni connections. This was actu-

ally to the good, Murray writes, because it meant that many bright kids

who otherwise would have been consolidated at Harvard instead had

no choice but to attend Hiram or Kenyonor someother school, distrib-

uting IQ throughoutsociety. These days, 7/e Bell Curve says, owing to

accurate SAT testing (which is now quite accurate, but only so far as it

goes), Harvard gets the brightest of the bright, withdrawing the “cogni-

tive elite” into a small, isolated world. This, the book says,1s bad.

Yet later, in a section assailing affirmative action (The Bell Curve

really despises affirmative action), Murray says that offering special

admissions consideration to minority students is awful because it

denies some worthy white students entry slots in the top schools. But

isn’t the effect that a percentage of smart kids end up at Hiram and

Kenyon, distributing IQ throughout society? When some smart white

kids were denied admission to Harvard because the sonsof the landed
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had a special deal—in other words, when there was a patrician system
that favored the affluent—that was great, according to The Bell Curve.
Now that some smart white kids are denied admission to Harvard
becausethe sons and daughtersofpoverty have a special deal—the new
system no longer rigged in favor of the affluent—that’s offensive, |
according to the same book.

© Those inherited differences that have been confirmedare small. It’s obvi-
ous that there exist inheritable physical differences among racial
groups. Butall such differences are too minor to mean anything, except
as sources of the many formsof prejudice. Perhapsthere are inherited
mental differences amongracial groups, but the observed pattern in
physical differences suggests any mentaldifferences would also be too
minorto matterin practical terms. For instance, African Americansare
on average aboutan inch and

a

half taller than Caucasian Americans.
This distinction is real but just too small to make a difference exceptin
highly competitive situationslike, Say, entry into the small numberof
slots in the National Basketball Association: There, a competition
between two players of otherwise equal skills might end in thetaller
being selected. Similarly, suppose there really are on average a few
pointsof difference between whites and blacks in IQ. This is toolittle
to matter in practical terms, except in highly competitive situations
like, say, entry into the small number of clerkships to the Supreme
Court, where an extra margin of IQ mightcarry the day.

© Ifthis stuffts really true, it’s whites that oughttoJeel inferior. The same
IQ tests that Murray says show blacks one “standard deviation”(in this
case, very roughly 15 percent) less smart than whites show white chil-
dren duller than Asian-American children by almost the same margin.
Simple-minded me mightsay thatis mainly because of the phenome-
nal (probably excessive) study time many Asian-American parents
impose on their kids. Butif genes are the IQ destiny that The Be//
Curve asserts, shouldn’t whites be maneuvering to protect themselves
against Asians, given that Asians already outnumber Caucasians world-
wide? Instead,nearly all of the book’s prescriptive material focuses on
reasonsto retaliate politically against blacks: end affirmative action,
shift money from compensatory education programslike HeadStart to
programsfor the “gifted” (that is, white students), scale back welfare.

© What’s the mechanism? All human beings are physically similar
because they share a line of descent and haveall been subject to about
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the same “selection pressure” from evolution. For there to be signifi-

cant inherent mental differences amongracial groups, there would

have to have beensignificantly different selection pressure. Scientists

call this the “What’s the mechanism?” question. Any researcherclaim-

ing to have found a substantial genetic difference among similar crea-

tures is expected to propose a selection mechanism by which the

differential arose.

Early in The Bell Curve controversy, The New York Times ran an op-ed

article asserting that from an evolutionary standpoint, differential

intellect among human groups could not have evolved in fewer than

“hundreds of thousandsof years.” This is weak science: Most recent

discoveries tend to support the notion that natural selection can oper-

ate relatively quickly in geologic terms. So differential intellect is not

precluded. Yet neither Herrnstein and Murray nor any credentialed

believer in the brain-gene theory has suggested how,on an evolution-

ary basis, black and white intelligence DNAcould have diverged sig-

nificantly.

The sole researcher asserting a hypothesis in this category is J.

Philippe Rushton, a psychologist at the University ofWestern Ontario.

The Bell Curve makes a point of praising Rushton as “not...a crack-

pot.” But a crackpot is precisely what Rushton is. He believes that

among males of African, European, and Asian descent, intellect and

genital size are inversely proportional, and that evolution dictated this

outcome in an as-yet-undetermined manner. Soundlike something

the sixteen-year-olds at your high school believed? That should not

stop Rushton or any researcher from wondering if there might have

been different selection pressures on different racial groups. But

Rushton’s “research” methods, defended by The Bell Curve as academ-

ically sound, are preposterous. For instance, Rushton has conducted

surveys at shopping malls, asking men of different races how far their

ejaculate travels. His theory is the farther the gush, the lower the IQ.

Set aside the evolutionary absurdity of this. (Are we to presume that in

pre-history low-IQ males were too dumbto find pleasurein full pene-

tration, so their sperm had to evolve rocket-propelled arcs? Give me a

break.) Consider only the “research” standard here. Is it possible that

one man in a hundred actually knows, with statistical accuracy, the

average distance traveled by his ejaculate? Yet The Bell Curve takes

Rushtonin full seriousness.
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° Are the natives doltish as well as restless? Herrnstein and Murray
note that not only do African-Americans score somewhat below white
Americans on IQtests but tribal black Africans score significantly low
even in pure-logic tests designed to correct for language differences.
(Mazes and so on.) Though manyclaims ofcultural bias are exagger-
ated by the we’re-all-victims lobby, here IQ tests would be expected to
be oflittle reliability, considering the gulf between cultures as differ-
ent as those of the United States andtribal Africa. Yet 7;he Bell Curve
takes the low scoresoftribal Africans in earnest, implying this proves
the existence ofan entire continent of morons.

Just what mechanism ofselection pressure would have causedthis
wide disparity? The authors do not say, gliding past this and all other
complications of genetic science. More, they make a tee-hee implica-
tion, citing IQ scores among South African “coloureds,” that American
blacks are smarter than African blacks because of interbreeding with
whites. Objection One: If black-white interbreeding in North America
were substantial enoughtotransfer the presumedwhiteintellect to the
black gene pool, would not the same process havetransferred the pre-
sumedblack athletic gifts to the white gene pool, leading to an NBA
dominated by guys named Blaine and Todd? Objection Two: Though
geologic time would probably not be required for differential intellect to
arise if a selection mechanism could be shown,a couple of centuries
seems insufficient. That is, unions between whites and blacks since
colonial times would be unlikely to account for African-Americans doing
substantially better on IQ tests than tribal black Africans. The exposure
of African-Americans to an educational system teaching (as it should)
book-based culture would, on the other hand, explain it pretty neatly.

now a fellow at The Neurosciences Institute, a research organization.
Murray is a social scientist; Herrnstein was a psychologist. Balaban
continues: “Any serious biologist would be horrified by the idea of
using the little we know about genesas the basis for social policy. Cur-
rent genetic research cannot even explain how basic bodyparts form.”
Nearly all contemporary discoveries about human genetics concern
only markers or genes associated with protein coding,vastly less com-
plicated than a developmentaltrait like intellect.
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Troy Duster, a sociologist at the University of California at Berke-

ley whohas studied the history of claims of inherited intellectual infe-

riority, notes that, “Since the turn of the century the people making

political assertions about population genetics always reason backwards

from the phenotype [observedtrait] to the presence of a gene. This1s

the reverse of the way molecularbiology reasons. Since molecularbiol-

ogists have discovered genesfor diseases like cystic fibrosis and ‘Tay

Sachs, the public has begun to believe biologists already understand

the human genome. People like Herrnstein and Murray use the halo

effect of that belief to give their views a sheen of modern genetics,

whenin truth their assertions run counter to whatcan be supported by

modern genetics.” I called prominent molecular biologists at Harvard,

MIT, PennState, Stanford, and the University of Washington, and all

asserted that the notion ofa traceable geneline forintelligence has no

grounding in presentresearch.

Telling in this regard is The Bell Curves misunderstanding of

Mendelian genetics. The authors treat inheritance from parentsasif it

could be charted in straight lines: Smart parents A beget smart kids B,

etc. This is a common blunder. Trait-inheritance charts more often

look like zigzags, as phenotypes bounce around amongoffspring and

may skip entire generations. ‘Iwo red-haired parents may have two

brunette children, each of whom in turn have one red- and one black-

haired child, and so on. Herrnstein and Murray allude in a few sen-

tences to the commonoutcomethatthe children of very bright parents

may be only somewhatabove average in intellect, but otherwise depict

IQ as reliably passed through the generations in straight-line fashion.

If IQ does pass down generations in straight lines, then the cause must

be mainly the environment families create, since genetic traits don’t

express so predictably.

© Nonsense dysgenics. A substantial doom section of The Bell Curveis

devoted to “dysgenics,” the reverse of eugenics—the fear that high

fertility rates among those of low mental prowess will swamp society

with dumbness. At least since Malthus, this has been a belief of the

privileged classes whose concerns Murray and Herrnstein hold fore-

most. It was the central fear of Darwin’s cousin Galton, and wasa rep-

utable paranoia among the educated in the United States as recently as

the years when the Nazi use of eugenics became known. Even Nor-

man Thomas, the most important American socialist of this century, in
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the thirties denounced the high rateoffertility among “thoseofa def-
initely inferior stock.”

Yet during the very century in which, The Bel] Curve says, dysgen-
ics has run wild globally, overall scores on IQ tests have consistently
risen by decade, amongblacks as well as whites. Now, howcanit be
that overall IQ scoresare going up,yetsociety simultaneouslyis being
swamped byfertile dullards? One possible explanation is that in
decrying high fertility rates among low-achieving inner-city women (a
problem,to be sure, thoughfirst for the women themselves), The Be//
Curve conveniently overlooks a parallel social phenomenon:therise
of the American black middle class. Today, for every one African-
American whoselife pattern fits the dysgenic nightmare, there are
roughly two following the cugenics prescription—movingout of the
city, having smaller families, advancingfinancially and scholastically.
Black middle class school achievementtrails comparable white num-
bers, but a smalltrailer effect seems easily explained as a remnant of
segregation.

|
Herrnstein and Murray say little about the black middle class, a

significant group which for good or ill is busily embracing suburban
American norms. The authors can’t deal with this factor because not
only would it foul up claims of dysgenics; dealing withit forces you to
confront the fact that many studies show children’s IQs tend to be
higher in smaller families. This is what might be expected, as other
things being equal, smaller families offer children moreattention and
have bettersocial and economic circumstances. That’s er, ahem, nur-
ture rather than nature, which falls outside the desired conclusion of
The Bell Curve.

° Spin disguised as scholarship. The most disquieting aspect of The
Bell Curve is its insistence on phrasing as detached data analysis what
is in truth an ideological argumentaboutsocial policy. Ideology regard-
ing social policyis fine, but should be presented as such. Theauthors
of The Bell Curve adopt a weary tone of “we hate these conclusions, yet
as scientists we are driven to them by impartial reading of neutral
data.” The data theyoffer as impartial has, however, been elaborately
scrunchedto fit the desired ideological boxes.

The book’s mainartifice in this regard is to present the work of
those researchers who do concludethat IQ is mainly inherited andis
the main determinant of life outcomes (there are a few such
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researchers, with full credentials), then describe their studies as gen-

erally accepted or no longer seriously contested by other researchers.

This is duplicitous. Most academic researchers now accept the

notion that IQ tests have become reasonably fair and reasonably pre-

dict performancein school. Beyondthat there exists a fantastic range

of opinions about whatthetests really tell you. Many credentialed

academic “psychometricians” (students of IQ) come to conclusions

dramatically at odds with what Herrnstein and Murray think about

IQ, genes, and mental determinism, Robert Sternberg of Yale proba-

bly standing as the leading example. The Bell Curve makes passing

reference to the existence of prominent academics who would reject

its thesis, but in the main represents to readers that few researchers

now contest the notionthat IQ rules. This borders on intellectual

dishonesty.

© Spin disguised, period. Murray's work on The Bell Curve was under-

written by a grant from the Bradley Foundation, which the National

Journal in 1993 described as “the nation’s biggest underwriter of con-

servative intellectual activity.” Bradley is a respectable foundation

about whosefinancial support no author need apologize. But Bradley

backs only one kind of work: that with right-wing political value. For

instance, Bradley is currently underwriting William Kristol, a former

adviser to President Bush anddirector of the Project for a Republican

Future. The Bell Curve identifies Murray as a “Bradley Fellow” but

gives readers no hint of the foundation’s ideological requirements.

Telling readers this would, needlesstosay, spoil the book’s pretense of

objective assessmentof research.

Slipping downthe slope from the respectable Bradley Foundation,

Herrnstein and Murray praise some research supported by the Pio-

neer Fund, an Aryan crank organization. Until recently, Pioneer’s

charter said it would award scholarships mainly to students “deemed

to be descended from white persons whosettled in the original 13

states.” Pioneer supports Rushton and backed the “Minnesota

Twins” study, which purportsto find that identical twins raised apart

end up similar right down to personality quirks. The Aryan crank

crowd has long been entranced by the Minnesota Twins project, as it

appears to show that genes for mentation are entirely deterministic.

Many academicsconsiderthe protocols used by the Minnesota ‘Twins

study invalid.
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Lesser examples of disguised ideological agenda are commonin The
Bell Curve. For example, at one point Murray presents an extendedsec-
tion on problemswithin the D.C.Police Department,sayingtheir basis
lies in “degradation of intellectual requirements” on officer hiring
exams. Information in this section is attributed to “journalist Tucker
Carlson.” No one wholives in Washington doubtsits police department
has problems, someof which surely stem from poor screening of appli-
cants. But whois the source for the particularly harsh version of this
problem presented in The Bell Curve? “Journalist Tucker Carlson” turns
out to be an employeeof the Heritage Foundation; heis an editorofits
house journal Policy Review. Heritage, for those who don’t know it, has a
rigid hard-right ideologicalslant.Its Policy Review is a lively and at times
insightful publication, but anyone regarding its content as other than
pamphleteering would be a fool. Thearticle The Be// Curve draws from
lampoonstheintelligence of D.C. police officers because somecases
have been dismissed owingto illegible arrest records. And just how
many high-IQ white doctors have unreadable handwriting?If an article
in Policy Review were an impartial source of social science observations,
Murray would simply come out and say wherehiscitation originates.
Instead he disguisesthe source, knowingfull well its doctrinaire nature.

° Even the worst-case claimed by the brain-gene believers just doesn’t
sound so bad. Herrnstein and Murray estimate that intelligence is 60
percent nature, 4o percent nurture. Since genesget the majority num-
ber here, to them this clinches the argumentfor inborn intellectual
determinism.

But think aboutthis worst-case—intelligence as 40 percent nur-
ture. “Forty percent variability based on environment would make
intelligence an exceptionally pliant trait,” Balaban says. It’s known,for
example, that better nutrition can improve height—but only by a few
inches, about a 5 percent swing based on thepotential range of human
statures. If IQ swings by 40 percent owing to circumstancesandlife

In the end, The Bell Curve should be seen not as racist or violating a
taboo, but simply as an attempt to torment data to makeit support a
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right-wing agenda. That’s fine so far as it goes: Right-wing ideas have

as much claim on society’s attentionas any other kind, and someof the

conclusions Herrnstein and Murray offer are surely correct ones.

(They’re surely correct, for example,in contending that in most cases

small, stable, “legitimate” parents-wedded families are in the best

interests of the child.) It is essential, however, that The Bell Curve be

seen as a tract advocating a political point of view, not a detached

assessmentof research. In that regard two final common-sense objec-

tions to the bookare particularly strong:

© You don’t have to be real smart to grasp test-score convergence. For

decades black scores on IQ andaptitude tests have been converging

upward toward white scores, even as white scores rise. Exceptionally

high intelligence is not required to theorize that this is happening

because of improved educational opportunity.

The Bell Curve makes a passing mention of black IQ score increases,

calls them encouraging, then quickly switches back to doom pro-

nouncements about genetic determinism and the feeble-mindedness

of minorities and the poor. Anything more than a passing mention of

black IQ test convergence would have kicked the chair out from under

the premise of Herrnstein and Murray’s tract. If someday black scores

stop rising toward white scores, that might be alarming. Butthis hasn’t

happenedyet, and until it doesall the marching data in The Bell Curve

and similar works will contain a huge common-sense defect.

e Even if The Bell Curve were right aboutgenes, then it’s still wrong

aboutpolicy. \t turns out that since IQ testing became common,approx-

imately in the 1920s, the scores of American blacks have shifted

upward by about two “standard deviations”—that is, about twice as

muchpositive shift as the negative gulf Herrnstein and Murray find

between whites and blacks today. But then almost every American

group’s IQ score has upshifted by about two standard deviations in

recent decades. Blacks, whites, yellows, reds, browns: According to IQ

testing, we’re all getting smarter dramatically fast. The explanation

would seem obvious—quality and quantity (especially number of

years of schooling) of education has gone up for everybody, so every-

body now doesbetter on tests of educational aptitude. Herrnstein and

Murray reject this view, saying it must be mainly genes.

Suppose they’re right. If rising IQ levels are mainly genetic, then

some evolutionary force must be propelling genus Homoin the direc-
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tion of more DNAfor brainpower. Modern society rewards education
and mental prowess, so evolution may now be rewarding the same.
(Genes do not change during life, but changing circumstancesinflu-
ence which genes are deemedfit and passed to offspring—this is the
definition of selection pressure.) Thus if The Be// Curve is correct about
intellect being mainly genetic, then some aspect of modernsocialcir-
cumstances and governmentpolicy must be encouraging orat least
neutral to a fantastic wave of improvements in the human genetic
endowmentfor IQ.

Yet The Bell Curve concludesbycalling for drastic changesin social
circumstances and government policy—the very forces which, in
Herrnstein and Murray’s analysis, seem to be causing natural selection
to favor IQ as never before. The book ends up mired in suchillogic
either becauseits authors do not understandthescience of genetics on
which they pretend to premise their case, or have produced what
should properly be seen as an unusually lengthy promotional brochure
for a rather unattractive political package.



THE MEDIAN IS THE MESSAGE

Ellen Willis

HE BELL CURVE, Charles Murray and the late Richard J.

Herrnstein’s 845-page monumentto hierarchy, is really two

books. One of them is a media event designedto fill a conspicuous gap

in public discourse—while the figures on crime and “illegitimacy”

have served to release sensitive white people from their pesky inhibi-

tions about calling blacks violent and hypersexual, in recent years

there has been no comparablestatistical outlet for the sentiment that

blacks are dumb. The other, which has received about as muchatten-

tion as 845-page monumentsusually get, is a polemic abouttheintel-

ligentsia or, as the authorscall it, the “cognitive elite.” The first book

presents IQ as the preeminentcriterion of social worth; the second

attacks intelligence as the chief prerequisite of social power. If these

arguments soundcontradictory, they nonetheless converge in a para-

doxical vision: invoking the authority of science, The Bell Curve rejects

the whole enterprise of modernity.

Conservatives are perennially tempted by the illusion that vexing

social conflicts can be settled by exposing their opponents’ aspirations

to the dry air of “the facts.” (While radicals are by no means immune

to this impulse,it’s harder to marshalfacts in defense of a social system

Ellen Willis teaches journalism at New York University andis a contributing editor of The

Village Voice. This article was published in The Village Voice, November15, 1994.
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that doesn’t yet exist.) Twenty years ago Steven Goldberg thought he
could prove the “inevitability of patriarchy” by citing studies that
linked aggression with testosterone and concluded that men were
innately more aggressive than women—aline of argumentthat, so far
as I can tell, has had no effect on sexual politics except to inspire mock
diagnoses of “testosterone poisoning.” Ten years ago right-to-life
activists imagined that the expansion of scientific knowledge about
fetal development would have to change people’s minds about abor-
tion. Now The Bell Curve’s revival of decades-old claims about IQ—
that there is such a thing as a quantifiable general intelligence; that IQ
tests measure it accurately and objectively; that it is largely genetic,
highly resistant to change, and unevenly distributed amongraces; that
high IQ correlates with economic and social success, low IQ with the
abject condition and aberrant behavior of the poor—is supposedto tell
us what to do about social equality, namely abandon the idea as
quixotic. Yet to argue about the meaning of IQ—as about the human-
ity of fetuses or the nature of sexual difference—is really a way of
defusing anxiety bydisplacing onto impersonal “scientific” dispute a
profound, clash of interests and worldviews, with all the yearning,
hatred, and fear that clash entails. If I bought the authors’ facts, I
wouldstill be allergic to their politics. I don’t advocate social equality
because I think everyoneis the same;I believe that difference, real or
imagined, is no excuse for subordinating some people to others.
Equality is a principle of humanrelations, not Procrustes’ bed.

In fact, Murray and Herrnstein tacitly recognize that science is not
the key issue here. In recounting the history of the IQ debate, they
focus less on the substance of the argument (“To prove ourcase, tak-
ing each point and amassing a full account of the evidence for and
against, would lead us to write a book just about them. Such books
have already been written”) than on the struggle to prevail as conven-
tional wisdom.Astheytell it, their view of intelligence and IQ testing
was taken for granted until it ran into the dogmatic egalitarianism of
the sixties and seventies. Then for purely ideological reasons, the left
attacked Arthur Jensen’s research attributing the failure of remedial
education programs to the lower IQ scores of black kids, as well as
Herrnstein’s early work on the link between IQ andclass status; they
and their allies were driven out of the public arena by intimidating
demonstrations and intellectual antagonists like Stephen Jay Gould;
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but althoughthe latter “wonthe visible battle,” discussion of the sig-

nificance of IQ continuedoffstage, in the “cloistered environment”of

the academy. Theclear implication ofthis tale of exile is that with the

rightward shift in the nation’s politics, it’s time for the return.

In short, The Bell Curve is not about breaking new intellectual

ground, but about coming up from underground: “we have become

convinced,” Murray and Herrnstein declare, “that the topic of genes,

intelligence, and race in the late twentieth centuryis like the topic of

sex in Victorian England. Publicly, there seems to be nothing to talk

about. Privately, people are fascinated by it.” I can’t quarrel with this

point. The idea that black brains are genetically inferior to white

brains did not fade from public view simply because white people

were convinced by Stephen Jay Gould’s eloquent arguments. Rather,

the gap between Americans’ conscious moral consensus for racial

equality and the tenacious social and psychic structures of racism was

paperedover with guilt and taboo. Many opponentsof racism thought

they were doing their moral duty by shouting down the Jensens and

the Herrnsteins, driving them underground. Butthis literal enforce-

mentof taboo was only a crudereflection of a much more widespread

process of self-censorship.

I don’t mean that the moral consensus of the post-civil-rights era

wasn’t genuine. I mean that morality isn’t enough, thatit can’t forever

keep thelid on contrary feelings rooted in real social relationships that

have not been understood, confronted, or transformed. Commenting

on The Bell Curve in The New Republic, John B. Judis indignantly points

out that the taboo Murray and Herrnstein are so proudof violating was

a reaction against Nazism:“It’s not the taboo against unflinching scien-

tific inquiry, but against pseudo-scientific racism. Of all the world’s

taboos,it is most deserving of retention.” The problem,though,is that

taboos can never truly vanquish the powerful desires that provoke

them. For some decadesafter the Holocaust, there was a moratorium

on open anti-Semitism in Europe and America; it didn’t last. So long as

hierarchyis a ruling principle of our culture, a basic fact of everydaylife,

the idea ofblack inferiority cannot be transcended,only repressed. And

in an era when an ascendantglobal capitalism is creating a new world-

wide class structure—when the language of social Darwinism 1s

increasingly regarded as a simple description of reality—genetic deter-

mination ofsocial status is an idea whose time has comeback.
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The mostintense public fixation on IQ since ForrestGump began

with Murray’s picture on the cover of The New York Times Magazine, its
headlinea classic self-fulfilling prophecy: THE MOST DANGEROUS CON-
SERVATIVE. “Over a decade,” the cover type continued, “Charles Mur-
ray has gained groundin his crusadeto abolish welfare. But now, with

his contentious views on IQ,class and race, has he gonetoofar?” Jason

DeParle’s profile was critical of Murray’s views. But the real message
of the article lay in its existence, its prominence, and the assumption
embeddedin its presentation: that The Bell Curve has pushed the
American public debate to a new and daring frontier, with all the dis-
reputable glamoursuch an undertaking implies—and,incidentally, has
outflanked Murray’s crusade to abolish welfare, which is now respect-
able (hasn’t Clinton all but endorsedit?).

Subsequent coverage has continued in this vein, shouting through
sheer volume andvisibility that The Be// Curve is a serious work whose
thesis, however unpalatable, must be reckoned with. Newswee#’s cover

story features a Janus-like white face and black face turned away from
each other(is it my imagination,or does the black face look little like
O. J. Simpson?) on either side of the headline IQ: IS IT DESTINY? The
front page of The New York Times Book Review—whichincludes in the
same issue The Bell Curve and a number of other books that make
biological-determinist arguments—asks, “How Muchof UsIs in the
Genes?” (Note the ubiquitous question as ass-covering device. Is it
destiny? Hey, we’re not sayingit is, we’re not sayingit isn’t.) The New
Republic’s cover, in huge type, simply reads RACE & IQ;virtually the
entire issue is devoted to an article by Murray and Herrnstein, based
on material from the book, and nineteen (!) replies. Murray’s TV
appearances and countless op-eds hammerthe theme home:attention
must be paid.

While the 7BR review was cautiously sympathetic, much of the
mainstream commentary—the daily Times, Time, Newsweek, New York,
even John Leo in U.S. News & World Report—has been hostile to the
book. (In The New Republic, where mostof the staff opposed publishing
the Murray-Herrnstein essay, the rebuttals not only took up more
space than the essayitself, but actually preceded it in the magazine.)
Someofit notes that The Bel/ Curve’s thesis is not new but a rehash of
ideas with a long and dubious pedigree. Despite Murray’s policy cre-
dentials and the enormous impactof his 1984 book Losing Ground on
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the welfare debate, it would not have been an implausible reaction if

editors hadrolled their eyesat his getting in bed with the IQ crowd,if

they’d felt the kind of embarrassment one feels when, say, a

respectable intellectual joins a religious cult; instead, their dominant

emotion seemsto be fear of being or being called a censor. I can’t help

suspecting that that fear has less to do with a healthy respect for

debate than with the cultural unconscious of a white, educated middle

class projecting onto an Evil but Courageous book its own tabooed

racial feelings.

Not coincidentally, the media’s treatment of 7he Bell Curve has cen-

tered obsessively on race and virtually ignored class, which is the

book’s main subject(its subtitle is “Intelligence and Class Structure in

American Life”). Murray and Herrnstein clearly invited this reaction,

not only by including a section on race and repackagingit for The New

Republic, but by devoting so muchspaceto their dire view of the under-

class—while they warn of an “emerging white underclass,” elsewhere

in the book, as in public conversation generally, the word is code for

“black.” Still, it seems peculiar that journalists, certified members of

The Bell Curve’s “cognitive elite,” should have so little commentonits

analysis of their ownclass status. Their silence is one morepieceofevi-

dence that even as economicrestructuring makesclass an issue in more

and more people’s lives, Americans stubbornlyresist talking aboutit. It

strikes me, in fact, that blackness has become as much a code for

“underclass” as the other way around—that when whitestreat middle-

class black men in suits and ties like potential muggers and rapists,

whatthey fear is being engulfed and tainted by lower-classness. It’s a

truism that poor whites embrace racism so they can see the lowerclass

as safely Other. But in the new, anarchic world order, the specter of

downward mobility haunts usall.

The Bell Curve’s class analysis goeslike this: At an earlier time, when

social classes were sorted out by birth and there were many fewerspe-

cialized occupations that demandhigh intelligence, cognitive ability

was distributed fairly evenly throughout the class structure. Now

equal opportunity—particularly equal access to higher education—

and the shift toward a high-tech, knowledge-based economy. have

made intelligence the main agent of class stratification. (If you’re

tempted to tune out right here—equal opportunity? what are they

talking about?—bear with me. The argument gets more interesting.)
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As the brainy rise to the top and the dull-witted sink to the increas-

ingly miserable bottom, social proximity makes people ever more

likely to mate within their own cognitive group (a tendency exacer-

bated by feminism, which encourages educated menin high-IQ jobs

to marry similarly situated women). That accelerates the process of IQ

stratification, since (to quote one of the summariesfor the cognitively

impaired that precede each chapter), “as America equalizes the cir-

cumstancesof people’s lives, the remaining differences in intelligence

are increasingly determined by differences in genes.”

The intellectual meritocracy they see emerging—while “in many

ways an expression of what Americais all about”—worries Murray and

Herrnstein. They worry that the cognitive elite (CE) is coalescing

“into a class that views Americansociety increasingly througha lens of

its own.” Smart people are socialized in similar ways and isolated from
the ‘T’Vtabloidtalk-radio culture of ordinary Americans. They have
exploited the increasing reach of the federal governmentsince the
1960s to impose their values on therest of society. And now,as the rich
get brighter and the bright get richer, a scary confluence looms: “Do
you think,” the authors ask rhetorically, “that the rich in America
already have too much power? Or do you think the intellectuals
already have too much power?... just watch what happensastheir
outlooks and interests converge.” A probable consequence, in the
authors’ view, is that a large class of smart, affluent people (10 to 20
percent of the population) will wall itself off from the rest of society,
particularly from the threatening underclass, withdrawing from public
institutions and preferring to pay for its own private services. Still
clinging to its belief in the welfare state, even as it loses faith that the
poor can improvetheir condition, this class will most likely use its
powerto institute “the custodial state”—“an expanded welfare state
for the underclass that also keepsit out from underfoot.”
How to avoid this dystopia? What people need, The Bell Curve

argues, is a “valued place” in the social order. In traditional societies,
people across the cognitive spectrum attained this “valued place”
through work, community, and family. As occupations that don’t require
a high IQ lose prestige and earning power,it is harder and harderfor the
dull to find a valued place at work. This makes community and family
all the more important, yet these sourcesofvalued place have also been
undercut. And much of the blame for this situation rests on, you
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guessed it, the CE’s misguided attitudes and values. For one thing,

“the federal domination of public policy that has augmentedthe cogni-

tive elite’s political leverage during the last thirty years ... has had the

collateral effect of stripping the neighborhood of muchofthe stuff of

life.” This hasn’t bothered the CE becauseits members aren’t centered

in a geographic community but are oriented to the nation and the

world; “they may read about such communities in books” but don’t

believe they really exist. Furthermore, the CE is now running Ameri-

can society by rules that people with low or even ordinary IQs find too

difficult to follow. ‘These rules are based on the idea that “complicated,

sophisticated operationalizations of fairness, justice, and right and

wrong are ethically superior to simple, black-and-white versions.”

They are the kind of rules “that give the cognitive elite the greatest

competitive advantage,” since “deciphering complexity is one of the

things that cognitive ability is most directly good for.”

One example is bureaucratic regulations that confound everyone

from “a single woman with children seeking governmentassistance”

to “a person whois trying to open a dry-cleaning shop.” ‘The callous

CE doesn’t care that “they are complicating ordinary lives. It’s not so

complicated to them.” Another problematic area is morality. Society

should makeit easy for dullards to be virtuous by making simple rules

about crime and punishmentthat everyone agrees on and enthusiasti-

cally enforces. Crime in such a society would consist of “a few obvi-

ously wrong acts”; punishment would be swift and sure. But the CE

with its complicated rules and moral ambiguities has produced a con-

fusing system where the bad guys don’t alwayslose, and worse, people

don’t always agree on what’s bad. Similarly, the CE’s sexual revolution

has madeit more difficult for the dull “to figure out why marriage1s a

good thing, and, once in a marriage... to figure out why one should

stick with it through bad times.” Marriage is satisfying to the extent

that society unequivocally upholds it as an institution; the CE has

muckedthings up, not only by supporting the right to sex and procre-

ation outside marriage, but by demandinglegal and social recognition

of nonmarital relationships.

This broadside against the c/ercs haslittle glitches (solicitude for the

poor single mother stymied by those pointy-head rules for getting gov-

ernmentassistance sits oddly with Murray’s resolve to abolish the assis-

tance along with the rules), middle-sized contradictions (the increasing
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reliance of the affluent on private rather than public services, which the
authors view with alarm,is a direct result of the governmental shrink-
age they champion), and gaping holes. Take the supposedruling coali-
tion of the rich and the smart, which lumpstogetherthetitans of the
global marketplace with people like me. Since I belong to the CEif
anyone does (skipped a grade in junior high school, graduated from a
Seven Sisters college, work in not one but two knowledge industries,
managed to get through The Bell Curve with a minimum ofcheating),
how come I’m not running the World Bank?

In the real world, intellectuals and techies not directly tied into the
production of wealth are fast following blue-collar workers into redun-
dancy. Technology eliminates intellectual along with manual labor;
white-collar jobs migrate to countries whose newly educatedclasses
are willing to work at lowerrates; obsession with the bottom line trans-
lates into suspicion of any intellectual work whose productivity can’t
be easily measured. Companies are shedding managers andreplacing
engineers and computer programmers with machines. The job mar-
kets in the academyand the publishing industry are dismal, support
for artists and writers even scarcer than usual, the public and nonprofit
sectors—hotbeds of cognitive elitism—steadily shrinking. Nor are
card-carrying CE members exemptfrom the pervasive trend toward
employmentofpart-time, temporary, and benefit-free workers. Wealth
is increasingly concentrated at the top and,last I looked,still handily
outstrips other sources of power.

Still, I do have something in common with the Walter Wristons, the
Rupert Murdochs, the venture capitalists in Eastern Europe—that
deeply suspect tropism for locating the centerof ourlives beyond the
neighborhood. Like genetic theories of racial inferiority, antipathy
toward intellectuals and capitalists on the groundsof their rootless cos-
mopolitanism is a recurring theme amongreactionaries whose loyalties
are morearistocratic than bourgeois. Andforall the authors’ lip service
to the American ideals of meritocracy and equal opportunity (as
opposedto equalresults), their vision of the good society is essentially
feudal: it’s that old chestnut the organic community, where there is “A
Place for Everyone”(a chapter heading) andall cheerfully accept their
place, while a kindly butfirm paternalruling class runs things accord-
ing to rules even the darkies can understand. Equality of opportunity
unleashes the disruptive force of intelligence, deposes the organic
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hierarchy, and rendsthe social fabric. In effect, 74e Bell Curverestates

a core belief of unreconstructed conservatives (not the free-market

kind): that the Enlightenmentruined culture.

Yet Murray and Herrnstein, themselves part of the elite they decry,

are nothingif not free marketeers; despite their suggestion thatthe rich

are too powerful, their targets are governmentandculture, not the eco-

nomic system. On the surface, this doesn’t make sense: do theyseri-

ously imagine that capitalism can somehow be divorced from its

cosmopolitan character and that if only the government and the CE

would get out of the way, community and family would provide the

underclass with a “valued place”? But a deeperlogic is at work here.

Murray and Herrnstein don’t really object to the power of wealth;

they’re merely willing to appeal to resentment of the rich to bolster

their argumentagainst intellectuals and their subversive ways. Who

after all is the you they’re addressing with those rhetorical questions:

Clearly, “the average American,” whom the authors regard as “anasset,

not part of the problem,” and who, they imply, would do fine were it

not for the oppressively powerful cognitive elite and the burdensome

underclass its policies have nurtured. Bythis route, The Bell Curve’s aris-

tocratic outlook merges seamlessly with right-wing populism.

But that’s notall. A psychopolitical quiz: What mythic, menacing

figure combinesin one package excessive wealth and power, rootless-

ness, and subversive intellect? The Be// Curve says nothing about Jews

except that “Ashkenazi Jews of European origins” have higher IQ

scores than other ethnic groups. Nonetheless, just as the book’s insis-

tence on racial difference will bring the eugenics nuts out of the wood-

work—despite the authors’ protests that that’s not what they meantat

all—I’d guess that its attack on intelligence will find its way into the

arsenal of anti-Semites.

The Bell Curve, with its dry academic toneandits pagesofstatistics,

is not in itself a powerful book. Butit rides a powerful wave of emo-

tion—thefrustration of a middle class that, whateverits IQ scores, see

its choices narrowing,its future in doubt. Rejecting the moral taboosof

the left to flirt with the shameless brutality of the right feels like a hit

of freedom. But like all drugs, it wears off, leaving the underlying

problem untouched. The dangeris that Americans will seek out more

and bigger doses. Theirony is that real radicalism is still the greatest

taboo ofall.



CLEVER ARGUMENTS, ATROCIOUS SCIENCE

John Carey

A T THE CORE of the American psycheis the belief that hard
work, education, and perseverance can overcome any disadvan-

tage of wealth, background,or class. It may even be true. The history of
the United Statesis filled with individuals rising from rural poverty or
Immigrant ghettosto gain affluence, political power, or Nobel prizes.

‘These successesare even morestriking given the public prejudices
arrayed against many of these people. After the great wave of immi-
gration from eastern and southern Europe in the early 1900s, for
instance, a Denver Post columnist warned that New York City had
become “a cesspool” of “immigrant trash.” Social scientists “proved”
that the new Americans, many of them Jewish, would drag down the
nation’s average intelligence, since they scored lower on IQ tests.

But a funny thing happened on the way to the future. Within
decades, the “trash” was notonly rising through society but also was
showing remarkable gains in the supposedly fixed measure of IQ. In
fact, Jews now score some10 points higher than the white average.

Consideranother group of “new” Americans, the newlyfreed blacks
of the late 1800s. Historians say they shared the immigrants’ belief in
education as the path to advancement. By World War I, Northern

John Carey is a regular contributor to Business Week. This review originally appeared in
Business Week, November7, 1994.
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blacks were outscoring Southern whites onArmy IQ tests. Haverford

College’s Roger Lanehas foundthat black literacy rates in Philadelphia

quadrupled in the 1890s. Rising achievementled to blacks’ first major

political demand—thatthe city award jobs based on written exams.

But even though blacks performed better than white rivals on the

tests, achievement didn’t open doors. Philadelphia refused to hire

accordingly, leaving “trained black doctors working as bellhops,” says

Lane. “As a result, the hunger for education got beaten out.”

These facts are only hinted at in The Bell Curve, the controversial

new book by conservative American Enterprise Institute Fellow

Charles Murray and late Harvard psychologist Richard J. Herrnstein.

The authors admit “immigrants have sometimes shown large

increases” in IQ, and that a lack of education can cause poor test per-

formance. But their thesis is exactly the opposite: IQ scores, they say,

are largely immutable and representinnate intelligence.

The ranks of the cognitively inferior, they assert, are disproportion-

ately filled with blacks, Latinos, and today’s immigrants. And that’s a

serious disadvantage, because low IQ—not education or opportu-

nity—is the key factor underlying problems ranging from poverty and

criminal behavior to out-of-wedlock births and being a bad parent.

“Success and failure... are increasingly a matter of the genes that

people inherit,” the authors warn. That people can get ahead by plain

hard workis “no longertrue.” |

Worse, they add, growth of the dumb population may already be

dragging America down.All of this is “uncomfortable” truth that the

authors purport to be bravely revealing. To denyit, they say, is to cave

in to political correctness.

Thereare grains of truth—and much cleverness—inthis argument.

People differ in a wide rangeof talents andabilities, and being smart is

unquestionably an advantage. Moreover, the authors deserve credit for

venturing provocative statements aboutsocial problems. ‘They argue

persuasively that many schoolsfail to challenge students, that affirma-

tive action has undermined the perceived legitimacy of college

degrees for minorities, and that America is increasingly split between

haves and have-nots.

But The Bell Curve’s message—that IQ is destiny—is notjustpoliti-

cally incorrect, it’s a breathtakingly wrongheaded interpretation of the

underlying science. In fact, there’s a grim sport for sharp-eyed readers
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in spotting the weak links, misrepresentations, and logical inconsis-
tencies that riddle the supposedly objective analysis of the data.

Consider the book’s assertion that IQ scores reflect fundamental
cognitive ability and can be equated with “maturity ... and personal
competence.” That’s a huge reach. A numberofsocial scientists,
brusquely dismissed by the authors, say intelligence is many-faceted
and that IQ represents but one component.Yale’s Robert J. Sternberg,
for example, has constructed tests to measure “practical intelli-
gence”—how well people deal with real-life situations. Scores on
these tests predict job performance better than IQ tests—andscores
don’t differ among ethnic groups. What does IQ really represent? As
the authors themselvespointout, it seems to measure thinking speed.

Murray and Herrnstein forget to note other uncomfortable truths.
Mostof their key data come from a long-term study of some 12,000.
people who once took an ArmedForces aptitude exam. But Pentagon
scientistswho administerit say the test isn’t even an IQtest. Scores
rise with the amountof schooling test-takers have, notes Bernard M.
Baruch College’s June O’Neill, who usesthe test to study such issues
as workplace discrimination. So it’s no surprise that scores predict
school performance.

Those who probe thestatistics will find that many of the book’s
claims for the predictive powerof IQ are dubiousat best. If the aver-
age IQ of the United States drops just three points, the authors warn,
poverty will jump 11 percent, crime 13 percent, and single mother-
hood 8 percent. But that assumesthatall these measures change with
every point difference in IQ. In fact, such negative outcomesrise only
with increases in the numberof people with very low scores—border-
line retarded and below. Even then,they rise only modestly. For the
vast majority, big differences in IQ lead to virtually no difference in
such key measures as income. Afterall, the average IQ difference
between any pair of siblings is 13 points, about the same as the
black/white spread.

Even if we suspend reason and accept the book’s belief in IQ, The
Bell Curve founders on contradictions. Social scientists agree that IQ
scores of all groups have risen some 15 points in thelast forty years—
and the gap between whites and blacks has narrowed. So how can
Murray and Herrnstein argue that growingsocialills are partly caused
by an increase in dumbfolks? They admit that disadvantagedchildren
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adopted into more affluent and stable families can show big increases

in IQ. So why do theyinsist IQs can rarely be changed? How canthey

say coaching doesn’t raise scores over the long term, then dismissa big

long-term increase in a Milwaukee program as merely a product of

coaching? And how can they denigrate the college degrees earned by

blacks who matriculate despite lower SAT scores without saying that

whites with the same SAT scores—the disadvantaged, perhaps, or

children of alumni—are equally undeserving?

What’s more, when it comesto key facts such as the highrate of

blacks on welfare, the authors have to admit IQ isn’t the explanation.

They concede, for example, that data suggest “that blacks differ from

whites or Latinos in their likelihood of being on welfare for reasons

that transcend both poverty and IQ.”

There are two inescapable conclusions. One is that IQ scores are

not destiny, especially for the vast majority of us—of whatever color—

who are not retarded. The other is that The Bell Curve is a house of

cards constructed to push a political agenda—an attack on affirmative

action, the welfare system, and schools that fail the gifted. “Those

views deserveairing. As Herrnstein and Murray argue,a forthright dis-

cussion of these issues might even lead to bettersocial policy.

But to couch their opinions as scientific truth is downright danger-

ous. The Bell Curve could trigger insidious discrimination. A century ago,

doors closed on peoplestriving for a better life just because of the color

of their skin. Now, the slamming will be justified on the groundsof

lowerintelligence. That’s not the kind of America we wantto create.



SKIN-DEEP SCIENCE

Jim Holt

A MONG THE IDEAS that have harmed mankind, one of the
most durable and destructive is that the human species is

divided into biological units called races and that some races are
innately superior to others. At the momentthis notion is being resur-
rected yet again, in a new and seemingly objective guise, by several
prominentsocial scientists. Their argumentgoeslike this. Blacks per-
form more poorly on IQ tests than whites, so they mustbeless intelli-
gent. The IQ scoresofchildren correlate with thoseof their parents, so
intelligence mustbeat least partly governed by genes. Therefore, the
IQ difference between blacks and whites has a genetic component
that cannot be eliminated bysociety. A highly sophisticated version of
this reasoning can be found in an incendiary new bookcalled The Bel/
Curve by Charles Murray, a fellow of the American Enterprise Insti-
tute, and Richard J. Herrnstein, a professor of psychology at Harvard
whorecently died of cancer.

Thetopic ofracial differences in intelligence todayis like the topic
of sex in Victorian England, the authors submit. Among friends—in
the office, locker room, and dormitory—people say things that would

Jim Holt writes frequently about science and technology for The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal, and other publications. This articlefirst appeared in The New York Times,
October19, 1994, as “Anti-Social Science?” |
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be consideredracist if uttered in a public forum. “As the gulf widens

between public discussion and private opinion,” they write, “confu-

sion anderror flourish.”

Whatthe authors fail to mentionis that it is social scientists like

them who have been responsible for much of the “confusion and

error.” Psychometry—the measurementof mental faculties like intel-

ligence—has a long andfarcical history, one driven by irrational con-

victions about racial superiority. Amongits discoveries over the last

century and a half are that Jews are not really very smart, that

Mediterranean peoples are genetically inferior to Nordic ones, and

that the average mental age of white U.S. enlistees in World War I was

thirteen.

That such findings can now be seen to be nonsense does not, of

course, mean that the conclusions like those in The Bell Curve should

be dismissed out of hand, for genuine science sometimessprouts from

the manure of pseudoscience and quackery. But it does suggest that

we should be extremely skeptical of claims that whites are on average

smarter than blacks, that Japanese and Chinese are smarter than

whites, and that these differences are writ immutably in our genes.It

also suggests that we should take a look at what the natural sciences—

biology and genetics, as against the more dubiousfield of psychome-

try—have to say aboutracial differences.

And here is what we learn when wedo.First, the human species

most likely arose only a hundred thousand years or so ago—the day

before yesterday in evolutionary time. That means that any differ-

ences among the races must have emerged since then. Superficial

adaptationslike skin color can evolve very quickly, in a matter of sev-

eral thousand years. Changesin brain structure and capacity take far

longer—on the order of hundreds of thousands of years. Moreover,

there is no evidence for such changessince Homo sapiens first appeared

on the fossil record. Innate differencesin intelligence amongthe races

have simply not had enoughtimeto evolve.

Second, genetic diversity among the races is minuscule. Molecular

biologists can now examine genes in different geographical popula-

tions. What they have foundis that the overwhelming majority of the

variation observed—more than 85 percent—is among individuals

within the same race. Only a tiny residue distinguishes Europeans

from Africans from Asians. This means that Patrick Buchanan has
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more in commongenetically with many Xhosas and Outer Mongolians

than he does with, say, Prince Charles.

Mr. Murray and Mr. Herrnstein respond by insisting that “some

ethnic groups nonetheless differ genetically for sure, otherwise they

would not have differing skin colors or hair textures... . The question

remaining is whetherthe intellectual differences overlap the genetic

differences to any extent.” But with hundreds of human genes now

mapped,it has become apparent that patterns of variation in the out-

wardly visible traits by which we distinguish the races are independent

of those in other genetically determinedtraits. Biologically speaking, a
person’s color reveals very little indeed about what’s beneath his skin.

So, while all men may not be created equal whenit comesto cogni-

tive abilities, it would seem thatall races are. How then do we account

for the sizable gap in measured IQ (some 15 points on average) that

seems to separate American blacks and whites?

Mr. Murray and Mr. Herrnstein are adeptat rebutting many of the
conventional explanations for the discrepancy—that IQ tests are cul-
turally biased, that poverty and racism alone are to blame. They and
many fellow researchers have gone to heroic lengths to disentangle
nature from nurture, striving to show that environmental factors
explain only a small part of the racial gap. But they have not gonefar
enough. Perhaps that is owing to their rather naive understanding of
the relation between genes and the physical embodimentof IQ, the
brain. Genes encodeonly a sketchy blueprint of our cortical hardware.
Even identical twins, who are exact genetic clones of each other, have

somewhatdissimilar brains at birth—a consequenceof the different
patterns of stimulation they were exposed to in the womb,whichgive
rise to different neuronal connections.

The importance of this prenatal “hard-wiring” for a child’s future
intellectual prospects is only beginning to be appreciated. What is
amply known, though,is that African-Americans are enormously dis-
advantaged whenit comesto the quality of prenatal care they receive;
a black motheris three timesas likely as a white motherto have a low-
birth-weight baby. This is one environmental effect (and a correctable
one) that, to the social scientist, looks like a matter of genetics.

Of all the interracial comparisons of intelligence that have been
madeoverthe years, only one effectively controlled for differences in
pre- and postnatal care. That was a 1961 study of the out-of-wedlock
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offspring of black and of white U.S. soldiers and German mothers dur-

ing the Allied occupation. The very small IQ difference observed actu-

ally favored the black children. Put this together with adoption studies

showing that an early move from a deprived hometo an advantaged

one can boost a child’s IQ by 20 points, and the conviction expressed

in The Bell Curve that public policy is impotent to redress IQ inequali-

ties begins to betray a lack of imagination,if notwill.

Are racial differences in intelligence natural, innate, and unchange-

able, as somesocial scientists like to believe? Or can such differences

be madeto shrink and ultimately disappear with a better understand-

ing of how the early environment determines the formation of our cog-

nitive apparatus, as the conclusions of natural scientists seem to

indicate? | am putting my moneyon the natural scientists. Afterall, at

least one occupational study has shown that they have the higher IQs.



SCHOLARLY BRINKMANSHIP

Howard Gardner

1) ESPITE its largely technical nature, The Bell Curve has already
secured a prominent place in American consciousness as a

“big,” “important,” and “controversial” book. In a manner morebefit-
ting a chronicle of sex or spying, the publisher withheld it from poten-
tial critics until the date of publication. Since then it has grabbed
front-page attention in influential publications, ridden the talk-show
waves, and catalyzed academic conferences and dinner table contro-
versies. With the untimely death of the senior author, psychologist
Richard Herrnstein, attention has focused on his collaborator Charles
Murray (described by The New York Times Magazine as “the most dan-
gerous conservative in America”). But this volume clearly bears the
mark of both men.

The Bell Curve is a strange work. Someof the analysis and a good
deal of the tone are reasonable. Yet the science in the book was ques-
tionable whenit was proposed a century ago, and it has now been com-
pletely supplanted by the developmentof the cognitive sciences and
neurosciences. The policy recommendations of the book are also
exotic, neither following from the analyses norjustified on their own

Howard Gardneris a professor of education and co-director of Project Zero at Harvard
University; his new book, LeadingMinds, will be published in 1995. This review appeared
in The American Prospect, Winter 1994, titled “Cracking Open the IQ Box.”
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terms. The book relies heavily on innuendo, someofit quite frighten-

ing in its implications. The authors wrap themselves in a mantle of

courage, while coyly disavowing the extreme conclusions that their

own argumentsinvite. The tremendousattention lavished on the book

probably comesless from thescience or the policy proposals than from

the subliminal messages and attitudesit conveys.

‘Taken at face value, The Be// Curve proceedsin straightforward fash-

ion. Herrnstein and Murray summarize decades of work in psycho-

metrics and policy studies and report the results of their own extensive

analyses of the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Expe-

rience of Youth, a survey that began in 1979 and has followed more

than 12,000 Americans aged 14-22. They arguethat studies of trends

in American society have steadfastly ignored a smoking gun:the in-

creasing influence of measuredintelligence (IQ). As theyseeit, indi-

viduals have always differed in intelligence, at least partly because of

heredity, but these differences have come to matter more because

social status now depends more onindividual achievement. The con-

sequence of this trend is the bipolarization of the population, with

high-IQ types achieving positions of powerandprestige, low-IQ types

being consignedto the ranks of the impoverished and the impotent.In

the authors’ view, the combined ranks of the poor, the criminal, the

unemployed, the illegitimate (parents and offspring), and the uncivil

harbor a preponderance of unintelligent individuals. Herrnstein and

Murray are disturbed by these trends, particularly by the apparently

increasing numberof people who have babies butfail to becomepro-

ductive citizens. The authors foresee the emergenceofa brutal society

in which “the rich and the smart” (who are increasingly the samefolks)

band togetherto isolate and perhaps even reducethe ranksof those

who besmirchthesocialfabric.

Scientifically, this is a curious work.If science is narrowly conceived

as simply carrying outcorrelations and regression equations, the science

in The Bell Curve seems,at least on a first reading, unexceptional. (My

eyebrowswereraised, though, by the authors’ decision to introduce a

new scoring system after they had completed an entire draft of the

manuscript. They do not spell out the reasons for this switch, nor do

they indicate whetherthe results were different using the earlier sys-

tem.) But science goes far beyond the number-crunching stereotype;

scientific inquiry involves the conceptualization of problems, decisions
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aboutthe kindsof data to secure and analyze, the consideration ofalter-

native explanations,and, aboveall, the chain of reasoning from assump-

tions to findings to inferences. In this sense, the science in The Bell

Curve is more like special pleading, based on a biased reading of the

data, than a carefully balanced assessmentof current knowledge.

Moreover, there is never a direct road from research to policy. One

could look at the evidence presented by Herrnstein and Murray, as

many of a liberal persuasion have done, and recommendtargeted

policies of intervention to help the dispossessed. Herrnstein and

Murray, of course, proceed in quite the opposite direction. They

report that efforts to raise intelligence have been unsuccessful and
they oppose, on both moral and pragmatic grounds, programsofaffir-
mative action or other ameliorative measures at school or in the work-
place. ‘Their ultimate solution, such as it is, is the resurrection of a

world they attribute to the Founding Fathers. These wise men
acknowledged large differences in human abilities and did not try
artificially to bring about equality of results; instead, Herrnstein and
Murraytell us, they promoted a society in which each individual had
his or herplace in a local neighborhood and wasaccordingly valued as
a human being with dignity.

The Bell Curve is well argued and admirably clear in its exposition.
The authorsare, for the mostpart, fair and thoroughin laying outalter-
native arguments and interpretations. Presenting views that set a new
standard for political incorrectness, they do so in a way that suggests
their own overt discomfort—real or professed. Rush Limbaugh and
Jesse Helms mightlike the implications, but they would hardly emu-
late the hedges and the “more in sorrow” statements. At least some of
the authors’ observations make sense. For example, their critique of
the complex and often contradictory messages embodiedin certain
governmental social policies is excellent, and their recommendations
for simplerrules are appropriate.

Yet I became increasingly disturbed as I read and reread this 800-
page work. I gradually realized I was encountering a style of thought
previously unknownto me:scholarly brinkmanship. Whetherconcern-
ing an issue ofscience,policy, or rhetoric, the authors come dangerously
close to embracing the most extremepositions, yet in the end shy away
from doing so. Discussing scientific work on intelligence, they never
quite say that intelligenceis all-important and tied to one’s genes; yet
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they signal thatthis is their belief and that readers ought to embrace the

same conclusions. Discussing policy, they never quite say that affirma-

tive action should be totally abandoned or that childbearing or immi-

gration by those with low IQs should be curbed; yet they signal their

sympathy for these options andintimate that readers ought to consider

these possibilities. Finally, the rhetoric of the book encourages readers

to identify with the IQ elite and to distance themselves from the dis-

possessed in what amountsto an invitation to class warfare. Scholarly

brinkmanship encouragesthereaderto draw the strongest conclusions,

while allowing the authors to disavow this intention.

IN A TEXTBOOK published in 1975, Herrnstein and his colleague

Roger Brown argued that the measurementofintelligence has been

the greatest achievement of twentieth-century scientific psychology.

Psychometricians can make a numerical estimate of a person’s intelli-

gence that remains surprisingly stable after the age of five or so, and

much convergent evidencesuggests thatthe variations of this measure

of intelligence in a population are determinedsignificantly (at least 60

percent) by inheritable factors. As Herrnstein and Murray demonstrate

at great length, measured intelligence correlates with success in

school, ultimate job status, and the likelihood of becoming a member

of the cognitively entitled establishment.

But correlation is not causation, and it is possible that staying in

school causes IQ to go up (rather than vice versa) or that both IQ and

schooling reflect some third causative factor, such as parental atten-

tion, nutrition, social class, or motivation. Indeed, nearly every one of

Herrnstein and Murray’s reported correlations can be challenged on

such grounds. Yet Herrnstein and Murray makea persuasive case that

measured intelligence—or, more technically, g, the central, general

componentof measuredintelligence—doesaffect one’s ultimate niche

in society.

But the links between genetic inheritance and IQ, and then

between IQ andsocial class, are much too weak to draw the inference

that genes determine an individual’s ultimate status in society. Nearly

all of the reported correlations between measuredintelligence and soci-

etal outcomes explain at most 20 percent of the variance. In other

words, over 80 percent (and perhaps over go percent) of the factors con-

tributing to socioeconomic status lie beyond measured intelligence.
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One’s ultimate niche in society is overwhelmingly determined by non-

IQ factors, ranging from initial social class to luck. And since close to
half of one’s IQ is due to factors unrelated to heredity, well over go per-

cent of one’s fate does notlie in one’s genes. Inherited IQ is at most a
paperairplane, not a smoking gun.

Indeed, even a sizable portion of the data reported or alludedto in
The Bell Curve runs directly counterto the story that the authors appar-
ently wish to tell. They note that IQ has gone up consistently around
the world during this century—15 points, as great as the current dif-
ference between blacks and whites. Certainly this spurt cannot be
explained by genes! They note that when blacks move from rural
southern to urban northernareas, their intelligence scores also rise;

that black youngsters adopted in householdsof higher socioeconomic
status demonstrate improved performance on aptitude and achieve-
menttests; and that differences between the performances of black
and white students have declined ontests ranging from the Scholastic
Aptitude Test to the National Assessment of Educational Practice. In
an extremely telling phrase, Herrnstein and Murraysay that the kind
of direct verbal interaction between white middle-class parents and
their preschool children “amounts to excellent training for intelli-
gence tests.” On that basis, they might very well have argued for
expanding HeadStart, but instead they question the potential value
of any effort to change what they regard as the immutable power of
inherited IQ.

The psychometric faith in IQ testing and Herrnstein and Murray’s
analysis are based on assumptions that emerged a century ago, when
Alfred Binet devised the first test of intelligence for children. Since
1900, biology, psychology, and anthropology have enormously advanced
our understanding of the mind. Butlike biologists who ignore DNAor
physicists who do not consider quantum mechanical effects, Herrnstein
and Murray pay virtually no attention to these insights, and as a result,
there is a decidedly anachronisticflavor to their entire discussion.

Intoxication with the IQ test is a professional hazard among psy-
chometricians. I have known many psychometricians whofeel that the
science of testing will ultimately lay bare all the secrets of the mind.
Somebelieve a difference of even a few points in an IQ or SAT score
discloses something important about an individual’s or group’s intel-
lectual merits. The world of intelligence testers is peculiarly self-
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contained. Like the chess player who thinksthat all games (if not the

world itself) are like chess, or the car salesman who speaks only of

horsepower, the psychometrician may come to believe that all of

importance in the mind can be captured by a small numberofitemsin

the Stanford-Binet test or by one’s ability to react quickly and accu-

rately to a pattern of lights displayed on a computerscreen.

Though Herrnstein deviated sharply in many particulars from his

mentor B. F. Skinner, the analysis in The Be// Curve is Skinnerian in a

fundamental sense: It is a “black box analysis.” Along with most psy-

chometricians, Herrnstein and Murray convey the impression that

one’s intelligence simply exists as an innate fact of life—unanalyzed

and unanalyzable—asif it were hiddenin a black box. Inside the box

there is a single number, IQ, which determines vast social conse-

quences.

OUTSIDE the closed world of psychometricians, however, a more

empirically sensitive and scientifically compelling understanding of

human intelligence has emerged in the past hundred years. Many

authorities have challenged the notionofa single intelligence or even

the concept of intelligence altogether. Let me mention just a few

examples. (The works by Stephen Ceci and Robert Sternberg, as well

as my own,discuss many more.)

Sternberg and his colleagues have studied valued kindsofintellect

not measured byIQ tests, such as practical intelligence—the kind of

skills and capacities valued in the workplace. They have shownthat

effective managers are able to pick up various tacit messages at the

workplace andthat this crucial practical sensitivity is largely unrelated

to psychometric intelligence. Ralph Rosnow and his colleagues have

developed measuresofsocial or personal intelligence—the capacities

to figure out how to operate in complex human situations—and have

again demonstrated that these are unrelated to the linguistic and logi-

cal skills tappedin IQtests.

Important new work has beencarried out on therole of training in

the attainmentof expertise. Anders Ericsson and his colleagues have

demonstrated that training, not inborn talent, accounts for much of

experts’ performances; the ultimate achievement of chess players or

musicians depends(as your mothertold you) on regular practice over

many years. Ceci and others have documented the extremely high
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‘degree of expertise that can be achieved by randomly chosen individ-

uals; for example, despite low measuredintelligence, handicappersat

the racetrack successfully employ astonishingly complex multiplica-

tive models. A growing numberof researchers have argued that while

IQ tests may provide a reasonable measure of certain linguistic and

mathematical forms of thinking, other equally important kinds of

intelligence, such as spatial, musical, or personal, are ignored (this 1s

the subject of much of my own work). In short, the closed world of

intelligence is being opened up.

Accompanying this rethinking of the concept of intelligence(s),

there is growing skepticism that short paper-and-pencil tests can get at

important mental capacities. Just as “performance examinations” are

coming to replace multiple-choice tests in schools, many scientists,

among them Lauren Resnick and Jean Lave, have probed the capaci-

ties of individuals to solve problems “on the scene” rather than in a

testing room, with pencil and paper. Such studies regularly confirm

that one can perform at an expert level in a natural or simulatedsetting

(such as bargaining in a marketor simulating therole of a city manager)

even with a low IQ, while a high IQ cannotin itself substitute for train-

ing, expertise, motivation, and creativity. Rather than the pointless

exercise of attempting to raise psychometric IQ (on which Herrnstein

and Murray perseverate), this research challengesus to try to promote

the actual behavior andskills that we wantourfuture citizens to have.

Afterall, if we found that better athletes happen to have larger shoe

sizes, we wouldhardly try to enlarge the feet of the less athletic.

SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING of biological and cultural

aspects of cognition also grows astonishingly with every passing

decade. Virtually no serious natural scientist speaks about genes and

environmentanylongeras if they were opposed. Indeed, every serious

investigator accepts the importance of both biological and cultural fac-

tors and the need to understand their interactions. Genesregulateall

human behavior, but no form of behavior will emerge without the

appropriate environmental triggers or supports. Learning alters the

way in which genesare expressed.

‘The developmentof the individual brain and mind beginsin utero,

and pivotalalterations in capacity and behavior come aboutas theresult

of innumerable events following conception. Hormonal effects in
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utero, which certainly are environmental, can cause a different profile
of cognitive strengths and limitations to emerge. Theloss of certain
sensory capacities causes the redeploymentofbrain tissue to new func-
tions; a rich environment engenders the growth of additional cortical
connectionsas well as timely pruning of excess synapses. Compare a
child who has a dozen healthy experiences each dayin utero and after
birth to another child who hasa daily dietof a dozen injurious episodes.
The cumulative advantage of a healthy prenatal environment and a
stimulating postnatal environment is enormous. In the study of IQ,
much has been madeofstudies of identical and fraternal twins. But
because of the influences on cognition in utero and during infancy,
even such studies cannot decisively distinguish genetic from environ-
mental influences. |

Herrnstein and Murray note that measured intelligence is stable
only after age five, without drawing the obvious conclusion that the
eventsofthefirst years oflife, not some phlogiston-like g, are the prin-
cipal culprit. Scores of important and fascinating new findings emerge
in neuroscience every year, but scarcely a word of any of this pene-

trates the Herrnstein and Murray black-box approach.

PRECISELY THE SAME kindofstory can betold from the cul-
tural perspective. Cultural beliefs and practices affect the child at least
from the moment of birth and perhaps sooner. Even the parents’
expectations of their unborn child and their reactions to the discovery
of the child’s sex have an impact. The family, teachers, and other

sources of influence in the culture signal what is important to the

growing child, and these messages have both short- and long-term

impact. How one thinks about oneself, one’s prospects in this world

and beyond, and whether one regards intelligence as inborn or

acquired—all these shape patternsofactivity, attention, and personal
investmentsin learning andself-improvement.Particularly for stigma-

tized minorities, these signals can wreck any potential for cognitive

growth and achievement. |

Consider Claude Steele’s research on the effects of stereotyping on

performance. African-American students perform worse than white

students when theyare led to believe that the test is an intellectual

one and that their race matters, but these differences wash out com-

pletely when such “stereotype vulnerable” conditions are removed.
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will limit breeding amongthe pooror keep the dispossessed from our

shores, they stimulate us to consider such possibilities.

Nowheredid I find the Herrnstein and Murray analysis less con-

vincing than in their treatmentof crime. Incarcerated offenders, they

point out, have an average IQ of 92, eight points below the national

mean. They go on to suggest that since lower cognitive aptitude is

associated with higher criminal activity, there would beless crime if

IQs were higher. Butif intelligence levels have at worst been constant,

why did crime increase so much between the 1960s and 1980s? Why

have crimerates leveled off and declined in the last few years? Does

low IQ also explain the embarrassing prevalence of white-collar crime

in business and politics or the recent suddenrise in crime in Russia?

Astonishingly, no other influences, such as the values promotedby the

mass media, play any role in Herrnstein and Murray's analysis.

Considering how often they remind us that the poor and benighted

at society’s bottom are incapable through nofault of their own, Herrn-

stein and Murray’s hostility to efforts to reduce poverty might seem,at

the very least, ungenerous. But, at the book’s end, the authors suddenly

turn from their supposed unblinkingrealism to fanciful nostalgia. Hav-

ing consigned the dispossessed to a world where they can achievelittle

because of their own meagerintellectual gifts, Herrnstein and Murray

call on the society as a whole to reconstitute itself: to become (once

again?)a world of neighborhoods where each individual is madeto feel

important, valued, and dignified. ‘They devote not a word to howthis

return to lost neighborhoodsis to be brought about or how those with

low IQs and no resources could suddenly cometo feel worthwhile.It 1S

as if we were watching scenes from Apocalypse Now or Natural Born

Killers, only to blink for a minute and to find the movie concluding with

images from a situation comedy or Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood.

PERHAPS THE MOST troubling aspectof the bookis its rhetorical

stance. This is one of the moststylistically divisive books that I have

ever read. Despite occasional avowals of regret and the few utopian

pages at the end, Herrnstein and Murray set up an us/them dichotomy

that eventually culminates in an us-against-them opposition.

Whoare “we”? Well, we are the people who wentto Harvard(as the

jacket credits both of the authors) or attended similar colleges and read

bookslike this. We are the smart, the rich, the powerful, the worriers.
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‘To understandtheeffects of culture, no study is more seminal than
Harold Stevenson and James Stigler’s 1992 book The Learning Gap: Why
OurSchools Are Failing and What We Gan LearnJrom Japanese and Chinese
Education. In an analysis that runs completely counter to The Be//
Curve, Stevenson and Stigler show why Chinese and Japanese stu-
dents achieve so much morein schools than do Americans. They begin
by demonstrating thatinitial differences in IQ amongthethree popu-
lations are either nonexistentor trivial. But with each passing year,
East Asian students raise their edge over Americans, so that by the
middle schoolyears, thereis virtually no overlap in reading and math-
ematics performance between the two populations.

Genetics, heredity, and measured intelligence play no role here.
East Asian students learn more and score better on just about every
kind of measure because they attend school for more days, work
harder in school and at homeafter school, and have better-prepared
teachers and more deeply engaged parents who encourage and coach
them each day and night. Put succinctly, Americans believe (like
Herrnstein and Murray)thatif they do not do well, it is because they
lack talent or ability; Asians believeit is because they do not work hard
enough. As a Japanese aphorism hasit, “Fail with five hours of sleep;
pass with four.” Both predictions tend to be self-fulfilling. As educator
Derek Bok once quipped, Americans score near to last on almostall
measures save one: When you ask Americans how they sink they
are doing, they profess more satisfaction than any other group. Like
Herrnstein and Murray, most Americans have not understood that
what distinguishes the cultures is the pattern of self-understanding
and motivation, especially the demands that we make on ourselves

LIKE MURRAY’S earlier book Losing Ground, The Bell Curve views
most recent governmental attempts at intervention as doing more
harm than good and questions the value of welfare payments, affirma-
tive action programs, indeed, any kind of charitable disposition toward
the poor. To improve education, Herrnstein and Murray recommend
vouchers to encourage a private market and put forth the remarkable
proposal that the governmentshould shift funds from disadvantaged
to gifted children. And while they do not openly endorse policies that
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And whoare “they”? They are the pathetic others, those who could

not get into good schools and who don’t cutit on IQ tests and SATs.

While perhaps perfectly nice people, they are simply not going to

make it in tomorrow’s complex society and will probably end upcor-

donedoff from therest of us under the tutelage of a vicious custodial

state. The hopefora civil society depends on a miraculous return of

the spirit of the Founding Fathers to re-create the villages of ‘Thomas

Jefferson or George Bailey (as played by Jimmy Stewart) or Beaver

Cleaver (as played by Jerry Mather).

How is this rhetorical polarization achieved? At literally dozens of

points in the book, Herrnstein and Murray seekto stress the extent to

whichthey and the readers resemble one anotherand differ from those

unfortunate souls who cause our society’s problems. Reviewing the

bell curve ofthe title, Herrnstein and Murray declare, in a representa-

tive passage: “You——meaning the self-selected person who has read

this far into this book—live in a world that probably looks nothing like

the figure. In all likelihood, almostall of your friends and professional

associates belong to that top ClassI slice. Your friends and associates

who you consider to be unusually slow are probably somewhere in

_ Class IT.”

Whyis this so singularly off-putting? I would have thought it

unnecessary to say, but if people as psychometrically smart as Messrs.

Herrnstein and Murray did not “getit,” it is safer to be explicit. High

IQ doesn’t makea person one whit better than anybodyelse. Andifwe

are to have any chance ofa civil and humanesociety, we had better

avoid the smugself-satisfaction ofan elite that reeks of arrogance and

condescension.

Though there are seven appendices, spanning over Ioo pages, and

nearly 200 pages of footnotes, bibliography, and index, one elementis

notably missing from this tome: a report on any program of social inter-

vention that works. For example, Herrnstein and Murray never men-

tion Lisbeth Schorr’s Within OurReach: Breaking the Cycle ofDisadvantage,

a book that was promptedin part by Losing Ground. Schorr chronicles a

numberofsocial programs that have made a genuine difference in edu-

cation, child health service, family planning, and other lightning-rod

areas of our society. And to the ranks of the programs chronicled in

Schorr’s book, many new names can now be added. Those who have

launched Interfaith Educational Agencies, City Year, Teach for Amer-



reluctant to accept the possibility that programsof intervention might
dissolve or significantly reduce differences in intelligence. If he did,
the entire psychometric edifice that he and Herrnstein have con-
structed would collapse. While claiming to confrontfacts that others
refuse to see, they are blind to both contradictory evidence and the

will not be deeply hurt by the hints that they are genetically inferior,
they are even more benighted—dare I Say, even more stupid—than |
have suggested.

It is callous to write a work thatcasts earlier attempts to help the
disadvantaged in theleast favorable light, strongly suggests that noth-
ing positive can be donein the presentclimate, contributes to an us-
against-them mentality, and then posits a miraculous cure. High
intelligence and high creativity are desirable. But unless they are
linked to somekind of a moral compass, their possessors might best be
consigned to an island of glass-bead game players, with no access to
the mainland.
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K. C. Cole

HERE IS A DIRECT correlation, mathematicians have

found, between children’s achievement on mathtests and shoe

size. A clear signal that big feet make you smarter? And what about the
striking link, documentedin the early part of this century, between
increasing pollution andrising birthrates in the Los Angeles Basin?

Doesbreathing bad air make people fertile? And what, for that matter,

should be made of studies that connect skin color with IQ scores?

Doesthat mean that race can make you dumbor smart?
Certainly that is what the authors of The Bell Curve—Charles Mur-

ray of the American Enterprise Institute and the late Richard Herrn-
stein of Harvard—would have us believe. Their controversial book
trots out an arsenal of mathematicalartillery to bolster their proposi-
tion that intelligence is mostly inherited, that blacks haveless ofit,
and thatlittle can be done aboutit. Reviewers—not to mention read-
ers—have admitted to shell shock in the face of such a barrageof sta-
tistics, graphs, and multiple regression analysis. And surely numbers
cannotlie. Or so most people believe.

K. C. Cole is a science writer for the Los Angeles Times. Herarticle, in slightly abridged
form, appearedonthe front page of the Los Angeles Times on January 4, 1995, entitled “Sta-
tistics Can Throw Us a Curve.”
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Mathematicians, however, know better. Correlation, they say, does

not necessarily mean causation. Correlation means only that one thing

has a relationship with another. Causes sometimes cangetlost in a tan-

gled web of competingfactors so impenetrable that even sophisticated

mathematicalsifting fails to sort them out.

Individual studies showing one result can be contradicted by larger

studies analyzing the same data. Backgroundstatistical noise drowns

out signals as readily as radio static garbles one’s favorite song. ‘Io top

it all, some scientists even suggest that humans ultimately maybeill

suited for seeing throughtheveil of statistics to the real relationships

of cause and effect. ‘These numerical obfuscations explain, among

other things, why studies can indicate one day that oat bran lowers

cholesterol, and a few years later, show that it has no more effect than

good old refined wheat.

The stories told in numbers have profound effects on the design of

personal and social agendas. Sometimesstatistical correlations point

the wayto significant findings that result in major policy changes. For

example, the correlation between lung cancer and smoking motivated

scientists to find direct causallinks.

But misinterpreting statistics—even inadvertently—is an old prob-

lem that goes far beyond mattersof race and IQ.In fact, it’s difficult to

find an area of life where it doesn’t apply. “The truth is, you can make

a correlation between almostanything,” said Temple University math-

ematician John Allen Paulos, whose research revealed the connection

betweenfeet and ability in math.“It’s the mystique of precision.” Psy-

chologist and statistician Rand Wilcox of the University of Southern

California concurred: “Correlation doesn’t tell you anything about cau-

sation. Butit’s a mistake that even researchers make.”

Indeed, correlations may be nothing moretelling than coincidence.

Or timing. For example, studies routinely reveal a strong statistical

link between divorced parents and troubled adolescents. Butit 1s also

true that adolescents are attracted to trouble no matter what parents

do. The Bell Curve, some expertssay, is a more complexvariation on this

theme. “It’s quite possible that two things movetogether, but both are

being moved by a third factor,” Stanford statistician Ingram Olkin said.

Paulos points out that almost anything that correlates with high IQ

is also associated with high income. ‘This conclusion comesas no sur-

prise, given that affluent parents can moreeasily afford better schools,
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more books, and computers and generally raise more healthy, better-
nourished children. Studies of IQ and race, experts say, may mask the
stronger relationship between white skin and wealth. “The most rea-
sonable argumentagainst The Bell Curve,” Paulos said, “is that disen-
tangling these factors may be impossible.”

Medical studies are rife with correlations that may or may not be
meaningful. Several years ago, according to Wilcox, a study concluded
that Japan’s low-fat diet was correlated with a high incidence of stom-
ach cancer compared with U.S.rates. “The speculation was that our
high-fat diet somehow prevented stomach cancer,” Wilcox said.
“Then it turned out that it wasn’t the low-fat diet [that contributed to

cancer]. It was soy sauce.”

Mark Lipsey of Vanderbilt University is involved in a study of the
relationship betweenalcoholuse and violent behavior. “People believe
that alcohol is causative,” he said. “But the research base is not ade-
quate to support that conclusion. It may be that the same kind of peo-
ple whoare proneto violenceare proneto alcohol abuse.” Sometimes a
seemingly causal factor is a “proxy” for something else, he said. Many
genderdifferencesfall into this category. A numberof studies show dif-
ferences in the math abilities of boys andgirls. “It’s obviously not the
gonads,” he said. “It would be hardto link that with math ability.”

Instead, some expertssay, society has a way of subtly prodding each
sex in a certain direction. Racing Hot Wheels, for example, teaches
boys about velocity, momentum,andspatial relationships, while play-
ing house teachesgirls to be passive. Teachers encourage boys to be
more analytical, girls to be “good.”

Evenstudies of twins that purport to prove inheritance of behav-
ioral characteristics may be explainable by other factors. Genetics may
not be the main reason that identical twins raised apart seem to share
so many tastes and habits, said Richard Rose, a professor of medical
genetics at Indiana University. “You’re comparing individuals who
grew up in the same epoch, whetherthey’rerelated or not,” said Rose,
whois collaborating on a study of 16,000 pairs of twins. “If you asked
strangers born on the sameday abouttheir political views, food prefer-
ences, athletic heroes, clothing choices, you’d find lots of similarities.
It has nothing to do with genetics.”

Comparing more than one factor always complicates the issue.
Whenoneis dealing with income,age, race, IQ, and gender, the effects
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of these co-variants, as the statisticians call them, can be almost insur-

mountable. Impressive-soundingstatistical methods such as multiple

regression analysis are said to eliminate this confusion by controlling for

certain variables, erasing their effects. To see what effect shoe size

really has on math scores, one might control for the influence of grade

level, which always would confuse the results; only a comparison of

children in the same grade would be meaningful. But mathematically

erasing influences that shape life as pervasively as race, income, and

genderis far more difficult. “There are lots of ways to get rid of [these

variables],” Wilcox said, “but there are also a million ways that [the

methods] can go wrong.”

The Bell Curve overflowswith statistical analyses that purport to con-

trol for numerous variables. The income difference between blacks

and whites wouldn’t be so extreme, the authors argue, if only the IQs

of blacks were as high as those of whites. Using regression analysis,

they control for IQ, effectively seeing what would happen if it were

equal for both groups. This mathematical manipulation, the authors

say, reduces the difference between poverty rates for blacks and

whites by 77 percent, an impressively precise statistic. This suggests,

they say, that incomedifferences are primarily the result of IQ rather

than of a family’s economicstatus.

But mathematicians like Stanford’s Olkin take a more skeptical

view of what it meansto control for anything. “It’s a bad term because

it can mean many different things,” he said. “It can help you predict,

but it doesn’t help you determine causality.” Knowing who goes to

church in a community, he said, can help predict who gets burglar-

ized—because “people who go to church frequently leave their

[home] doors open. But it doesn’t mean that you cause burglaries by

going to church.” Even if the statisticians could somehow unweave

this web, “it’s still just glorified correlation,” Paulos said. “You still

don’t know anything about causes.”

Thebest analysis of what they see asthestatistical sleight of hand in

The Bell Curve, Olkin and other experts said, was done by Harvard pro-

fessor Stephen Jay Gould, who has written volumes about attempts to

subvert science for the purpose of “proving” that one race, gender, or

ethnic group is superior. Gould argues that the way The Bell Curve uses

multiple regression analysis to “prove” the strong correlation between.

IQ and poverty violates all statistical norms. In particular, he said, the
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graphs in The Bell Curve do not showthestrength ofthese correlations,
which turn out to be very weak. “Indeed, very little of the variation in
social factors,” he said, is explained by either IQ or parents’ socioeco-
nomicstatus. Although The Bell Curve’s authors acknowledgein the book
that some ofthe correlations are weak, they say they are strong enough
to use as a basis for their conclusions aboutrace andintelligence.

Comparing groups—as The Bell Curve compares blacks and
whites—complicates the matter even further. Because you can’t com-
pare everyone in one group with everyone in another, most studies
compare averages. And “average” is aboutthe slipperiest mathemati-
cal concept everto slide into popular consciousness.

Let’s say the payroll of an office of fifteen workers is $1,977,500—
and the boss brags that the averagesalary is about $131,833. But what
if the boss takes home $1 million, pays her husband $500,000 as vice
president, and pays two other vice presidents $200,000 each? That
meansthe averagesalary of the other workersis far less. Yet nothingis
technically wrong withthe math.

Rather, something is wrong with the choice of “average.” In this
case, using the average known as the arithmetical “mean” (dividing
the total by the number of workers) disguises gross disparities. The
median (the salary of the person in the middle of the range of employ-
ees) would provide the morerealistic “average”—$10,000. One could
also use the mode, or most common numberin the list—$5,000.

A bell curve plots the so-called normal distribution of probabilities.
In a perfect bell curve, the mean, median, and modecoincide, soit
does not matter which “average” is used. In plotting IQ scores, for
example, the vast majority of people are in the middle of the curve,
with the Forrest GumpsandAlbert Einsteins almost alone on thetails.
But the assumption that the distribution is normal is “almost never
true,” Wilcox said. “And if you violate that assumptioneversoslightly,
it can have an unusually large impact. I could draw a curve that would
look exactly like [the perfect bell curve], but it could have a very dif-
ferent meaning.” The difference of fifteen points between the mean
IQs of blacks and whites,as proposed in The Bell Curve, could be very
misleading, Wilcox said. “The median could be a lot smaller,”he said.
“Even the title—The Bell Curve—is a red flag, because it assumes a
perfectly normal distribution. And no groupis normal. If you have one
unusual person, that can have an unusually large impact.”
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Recently, statisticians have discovered yet another reason to use

caution in reviewing studies. A technique knownas meta-analysis—an

analysis of analyses that pools data from manystudies on the same sub-

ject—can produceresults that apparently contradict manyof the indi-

vidual studies. Hundreds of studies concluded that delinquency

prevention programs did negligible good. But a meta-analysis by

Lipsey showed a small but real positive effect: a 10 percent reduction

in juvenile crime. At the same time, he found that “scare ’em straight”

programsled to higher delinquency rates compared with those of con-

trol groups.

Meta-analysis works, Lipsey explained, by clearing the background

“noise” that comes from doingresearch in the real world, instead of in

a laboratory. A teenager could have a bad memory ordecide he doesn’t

trust the interviewer; or the interviewer could have an off day. Even

objective measures suchasarrest records havestatistical noise, Lipsey

said. “That may vary from officer to officer. It’s not just a function of

how the kid does.” Sampling errors are common,hesaid. “From the

luck of the draw, you get a group of kidsthatis particularly responsive

or resistant. And all those quirks come throughin that study.” Individ-

ual studies, amid this buzz, may notfind a statistically significant

effect. By pooling data with meta-analysis, however, “the noise begins

to cancel out,” Lipsey said. “Suddenly you begin to see things that

were in the studiesall along but were drownedout.”

Another dramatic reversal in the story numbers tell came in a

meta-analysis released in April 1994 on school funding’s effect on

pupil performance. Previously, studies suggested that pouring

money into teachersalaries and smaller class size made a negligible

difference. But when Larry Hedges of the University of Chicago

reviewed several dozen studies conducted between 1954 and 1980,

he found that money madea big difference. “People who didn’t want

to pay more for schools used to cite studies showing that funding

didn’t make any difference,” he said. “So these results were very

influential.”

In the end, a correlation is no more than a hint that a relationship

might exist. Without a plausible mechanism—thatis, a way that one

thing might cause another—it’s practically useless. Therefore, it’s

unlikely that the surge in Wonderbra sales caused the recent Republi-

can election sweep, even though the trends were closely linked in
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time. On the other hand, studies linking rising teenage obesity to
increased hours of TV viewingat least offer a way to get from cause to
effect without straining credibility.

The Bell Curve, critics say, ultimately sinks under the absence of a
realistic mechanism for linking race to IQ. Evolution is too slow and
the differences between races are too muddled and too small to
accountfor the apparentstatistical divergence, according to Gould and
others. ‘To do the kinds of experiments necessary to provethe link in
humans would be unthinkable, said mathematician William Fleish-

man ofVillanova University. Such research would haveto involve ran-
dom mating and perfectly controlled environments. “Here we seem to
have these highly heritable traits,” he said. “But what is it we know
about what’s really important to the successful education of young
childrenr” Every correlation, he said, should come with an automatic
disclaimer. “There’s a big logical fallacy here. What you need is a
mechanism. But the numbers can be oh so seductive.”

Curiously, the very reason that people are prone to jumpto conclu-
sions based on tenuous correlations may have something to do with
humans’ genetic endowment, according to Paul Smith, who has been
analyzingsocial statistics since the early 1970s. “You and I don’t have a
statistical facility in our brains,” said Smith, whois at the Children’s
Defense Fund. “We are primates evolved to gatherfruit in the forest
and whenpossible to reproduce,and I think it’s marvelous that we can
do what wedo.

“But we have to exercise almostintolerable discipline to not jump
to conclusions. ‘There might be a banana behindthatleaf, or it might
be the tiger’s tail. The one who makesthe discrimination best and
movesfastest either gets the banana or gets away from thetiger. So this
leaping to conclusionsis a good strategy given that the choicesare sim-
ple and nothing complicatedis going on. .

“Butat the level of majorsocial policy choices, [jumping to conclu-
sions] is a serious concern.”

In fact, humansas a species are notoriously bad at certain kinds of
mathematical reasoning.It’s not unusual for people to think they have
to invoke psychic powers whenonly probability is at work. How many
people do you haveto put into a room to all but guarantee that twowill
share a birth date? Answer: two dozen should donicely. (This seems
counterintuitive because we automatically think how manypeopleit
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would take to match our own birthday; when any matchedpairis pos-

sible, the probability shoots up sharply.)

The size of your sample can also have a wildly deceptive effect. You

might be impressed,for example,if I told you that half the cars on my

street were BMWs—until you learned that there are only two cars on

my street.

Scientists and mathematicians, curiously enough, tend to be wary

of data for just these reasons. Social scientists might do well to acquire

a similar skepticism, statistical experts say. Especially when more

than a banana is at stake. Or as the late physicist Richard Feynman

put it: Science turns out to be “a long history of learning how to not

fool ourselves.”



LIES, DAMNEDLIES, AND STATISTICS

Leon J. Kamin

\ \ J ITHIN TWO MONTHS Ofits publication, 400,000 copies
of The Bell Curve were in print, and Rep. Newt Gingrich ofGeorgia was elected Speaker of the House of Representatives. Those

two events probably represent a correlation, rather than cause and
effect, but the book and the congressman have a good deal in common.
They let us know, up front, where they are coming from and wherethey are headed—which turn outto be the sa
back,if they have their way,
and Oliver Twist, and to a
almshouses.

The publicity barrage with which the book was |
suggest that The Bell Curve has something newtosay;
authors, in this most recent eruption of the crudebiolo
ism that permeates the history of IQ testing,
evidence demonstrates the existence of genetic
ferencesin intelligence among social classes and r

me place. We are going
to a country familiar to Ebenezer Scrooge
landscape dotted with orphanages and

aunched might
it doesn’t. The
gical determin-

assert that scientific
ally determined dif-
aces. ‘They cite some

SI
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gestions for changing social policies. The pretense 1S
number of sug

‘scjentific” connection between evi-
made that there is somelogical, °

dence culled from those cited sources and the authors’ policy recom-

mendations. Those policies would not be necessary or humaneevenif

the cited evidence were valid. But I want to concentrate on what |

regard as two disastrous failings of the book. First, the caliber of the

data cited by Herrnstein and Murray is, at many critical points,

c—andtheir citations of those weak data are often inaccurate.

lure to distinguish between correlation and causation

Herrnstein and Murray to draw invalid conclusions.

patheti

Second,their fai

repeatedly leads

I°LL DEAL FIRST, at some length, with an especially troubling

example of the quality of the data on which the authorsrely. They

begin their discussion of racial differences in IQ by assuring us that

they “will undertake to confrontall the tough questions squarely,” and

they caution us to “read carefully” as they “probe deeply into the evi-

dence and its meaning.” That tough, deep probing leads them to ask,

“How Do African-Americans Compare with Blacks in Africa on Cogni-

tive Tests?” Their reasoning is that low African-American IQ scores

might be due either to a past history of slavery and discrimination or to

genetic factors. Herrnstein and Murray evidently assume that blacks

reared in colonial Africa have not been subjected to discrimination.

Thus, if low IQ scores of African-Americans are a product of discrimi-

nation rather than genes, black Africans should have higher IQs than

African-Americans; or so Herrnstein and Murray reason.

To answer the question they have posed, Herrnstein and Murray

rely on the authority of Richard Lynn, described as “a leading scholar

of racial and ethnic differences,” from whose advice they have “bene-

fited especially.” They state that Lynn, who in 1991 reviewed eleven

African IQ studies, “estimated the median black African IO to be

75... about ten points /ower [emphasis added] than the current figure

for American blacks.” This means, they conclude, that the “special cir-

cumstances” of African-Americans cannot explain their low average

IQ relative to whites. That leaves genetics free to explain the black-

white difference.

But why do black Americans have higher scores than black

Africans? Herrnstein and Murray, citing “Owen 1992” in support,

write that “the IQ of ‘coloured’ students in South Africa—of mixed
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racial background—has been foundto be similar to that of American
_ blacks.” The implication is clear: the admixture of Caucasian and
African genes, taking place in America as well as in South Africa,
boosts “coloured” IQ some ten points above that of native Africans.
But the claims made about African and coloured IQ levels cannot with-
stand critical scrutiny. |

Lynn’s 1991 paper describes a 1989 publication by Ken Owen as
“the best single study of Negroid intelligence.” That 1989 Owen
study compared white, Indian, and black pupils on the “Junior Apti-
tude Tests”; no coloured pupils were tested. The mean “Negroid”
IQ in this “best” study was, according to Lynn, 69. That was also,
Lynnwrote, “around the median” IQ found in the eleven studies of
“Negroid populations.” He therefore suggested 70 as “the approxi-
mate mean for pure Negroids.” I forbear to comment on Lynn’s con-
clusionthat half ofall Africans are mentally retarded. (Herrnstein and
Murray calculated the median ofthe eleven studies as 75, and took
that value to represent average African IQ. I would like to believe
that they addedfive IQ points to Lynn’s estimate because they found
70 to be a ludicrously implausible figure, but I have no supporting
evidence.)

But Owendid not in fact assign “IQs” to any of the groups he
tested. He merely reported test score differences between groups in
terms of standard deviation units. The IQ figure of 69 was concocted
by Lynnoutof those data. There is, as Owen made clear, no reason to
suppose that the low test scores of blacks had muchto do with genet-
ics: “language played such an importantrole and the knowledge of
English of the majority of black testees was so poor” that someof the
tests proved to be “virtually unusable.” The tests assumed that the
Zulu pupils were familiar with such things as electrical appliances,
microscopes, and “Western type ofladies’ accessories.” The original
plan of research had been to draw the black sample from the same
metropolitan areas as the whites and Indians. That was not possible,
“owing to the unrest situation,” so a black sample was obtained in
KwaZulu.

In 1992 Owen reported on a sample of coloured students that had
been addedto the groups he hadtested earlier. A footnote in The Bell
Curve credits “Owen 1992” (the reference does not appear in the
book’s bibliography) as showing that South African coloured students
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have an IQ “similar to that of American blacks”—i.e., about 85. That

statement does not accurately characterize Owen’s findings.

The test used by Owen in 1992 was the “nonverbal” Raven’s Pro-

gressive Matrices, thoughtto be less culturally biased than mostother

IQ tests. He was now able to compare the performanceofcoloured stu-

dents with that of the whites, blacks, and Indiansin his 1989 study,

since the earlier set of pupils had taken the Matrices as well as the

Junior Aptitude Tests. The black pupils, recall, had poor knowledge of

English, but Owenfelt that instructions for the Matrices “are so easy

that they can be explained with gestures.”

In any event, Owen’s 1992 paper again does not assign “IQs”to the

pupils. The mean numberofcorrect responses on the Matrices (out of

a possible 60) is given for each group: 45 for whites, 42 for Indians, 37

for coloureds, and 28 for blacks. The test’s developer, John Raven,

always insisted that Progressive Matrices scores cannot be converted

into IQs. The several standardizations of his test indicate only what

raw score corresponds to what percentile score. The Matrices scores,

unlike IQs, are not symmetrically distributed around their mean (no

“bell curve” here). There is thus no meaningful way to convert an

average of raw Matrices scores into an IQ, and no comparison with

American black IQ is possible.

The percentile score to which the average raw score of a sample

corresponds is not the same quantity as the average percentile score of

the tested individuals. The skeweddistribution of Matrices scoresvir-

tually guarantees that, in any sample with a reasonable spread of

scores, those two quantities will differ considerably. Further, in

Europe and America the average Matrices score has been increasing

by about one standard deviation per generation; should one compare

African scores to early (low) Western normsor to more recent (high)

ones? These considerations did not prevent Lynn from converting

average Matrices scores to percentile scores based on an unspecified

Western standardization, and then, using the bell curve, transforming

the percentile scores to “IQs.”

To illustrate what Lynn has done,consider a small “thought exper-

iment.” We travel to Africa and give the Matrices test to a large num-

ber of children,all aged 13.5. Half of the children have raw scores of

only thirteen correct answers, because they do not get the point and

are merely guessing on the multiple choice test. The other half do get
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the point, and all have raw scores of 56. The British standardization of
1979 indicates that those two raw scoresfall at the rst and ggth per-
centiles, respectively. Thus the average percentile score of the chil-

_ dren is 50, corresponding to the exact center of the bell curve. The
center of the bell curve, of course, implies an average IQ of 100. But
Lynn would seize upon the fact that the average raw score was 34.5.
That score corresponds to the 8th percentile in the standardization
sample. Lynn, consulting the bell curve, would observe that the 8th
percentile of a normal distribution corresponds to an IQ of 79, and
would report that figure as the average Negroid IQ. Herrnstein and
Murray would believe him;heis, afterall, their expelt.

The remaining studies cited by Lynn, and accepted as valid by
Herrnstein and Murray, tell uslittle about African IQ, but dotell us
something about Lynn’s scholarship. Thus, one of the eleven entries in
Lynn’s table ofthe intelligence of “pure Negroids” indicates that 1,011
Zambians, tested with the Progressive Matrices, had a low average IQ of
75. The source for this quantitative claim is given as “Pons, 1974; Craw-
ford Nutt, 1976.” A. L. Pons did test 1,011 Zambian copper miners,
whose average numberofcorrect responses was 34. Pons reported on this
workorally; his data were summarizedin tabular form ina paper by D. H.
Crawford-Nutt. Lynn took the Pons data from Crawford-Nutt’s paper
and converted the numberofcorrect responsesinto a bogus average IQ
of 75. But Lynn chose to ignore entirely the substance of Crawford-
Nutt’s paper, which reported that 228 black high school students in
Soweto had an average of 45 correct responses on the Matrices—/igher
than the mean of 44 achieved by the same-aged white sample on whom
the test’s norms had beenestablished, and well above the mean of
Owen’s coloured pupils. We should note that seven of the 11 studies
which Lynn did chooseto include in his “Negroid” table reported only
average Matrices raw scores. The cited IQs are Lynn’s inventions. The
other studies used tests more clearly dependenton cultural content.

Lynnhadearlier, in a 1978 paper, summarizedsix studies involving
African pupils, most again based on the Matrices. The arbitrary “IQs”
concocted by Lynn for those six studies ranged between 75 and 88,
with a medianof 84. There was almost no overlap betweenthestudies
selected for inclusion by Lynnin his 1978 and 1991 “summaries.” Five
of the studies cited in 1978 were omitted from Lynn’s 1991 table, by
which time African IQ had in his expert judgment plummetedto 69.
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I will not mince words. Lynn’s distortions and misrepresentations of

the data constitute a truly venomous racism, combined with scan-

dalous disregard for scientific objectivity. But to anybody familiar with

Lynn’s work and background,this comesas no surprise. Lynnis widely

knownto be an associate editor of the vulgarly racist journal Mankind

Quarterly; his 1991 paper comparing the intelligence of “Negroids”

and “Negroid-Caucasoid hybrids” appearedin its pages. He is a major

recipient of financial support from the nativist and eugenically ori-

ented Pioneer Fund.It is a matter of shame and disgrace that two emi-

nentsocial scientists, fully aware of the sensitivity of the issues they

address, take as their scientific tutor Richard Lynn, and accept uncrit-

ically his surveys of research. Murray, in a newspaper interview,

asserted that he and Herrnstein had not inquired about the

“antecedents” of the research they cite. “We used studies that exclu-

sively, to my knowledge, meetthe tests of scholarship.” Whattests of

scholarship?

WHATEVER thosetests might be, Herrnstein and Murray are not

rigorous in applying them, even to the work of reputable scholars. ‘To

support their assertion that high IQ is a “preventative” against crime,

they cite a Danish study based upon 1,400 boys. That study, they say,

reported that sons whosefathers had a “prison record” were six times

more likely to have a “prison record” themselves than were sons of

fathers with “no police record of any sort.” That fact is scarcely sur-

prising, and is open to manydifferent interpretations. But Herrnstein

and Murraycall attentionto a furtheralleged fact. The sonsof fathers

with prison records can be regarded as being at “high risk” for impris-

onment themselves. Among such high-risk sons, those who had “no

police record at all” had IQs 13 points higher than those who “had a

police record.” Thus, according to Herrnstein and Murray,it is only

the less bright among the sonsofjailed criminals who themselves

acquire police records.

That is not, however, what the Danish study reported. For a father

to be classified as “severely criminal” he had to have received “atleast

one prison sentence.” That one sentenceplaced his soninto the high-

risk category. For a son to be classified as “seriously criminal,” two

quite different definitions were employed by the researchers.‘To cal-

culate the rate of “serious criminal behavior” among sons, the son—
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like the father—need only have received one prison sentence. It was
by use of that definition that high-risk sons were six times morelikely
to be seriously criminal (jailed) than weresonsoffathers with no police
record. But ¢o be included among the “seriously criminal” sons whose IQs
were studied, the son had to have received “at least one jail sentence
plus an additional offense.” With that new definition, the noncriminals
among the high-risk sons had a higher IQ thanthe criminals; no such
difference existed among low-risk sons. The 13-point IQ difference
cited by Herrnstein and Murrayis thus not simply between high-risk
sons with and without“a police record.”

There is no explanation given by the researchers as to why the def-
inition of sons’ criminality was changed when makingthe IQ analyses.
The consequence ofthe changeis that in calculating IQ scores, a son
who is merely sentenced to prison for one rape is not counted as a
criminal. ‘To earn that designation he will have to rack up a parking
ticket as well. To one steeped in the research literature of social sci-
ence, a possible explanation for this unusual definition of criminality
suggests itself. Perhapsif the definition of criminal for the IQ analyses
were the sameasthat used for determining high risk, the data would
not support the hypothesis tested by the research. That may not have
been thecasein this instance; but arbitrary post facto categorizing of
data is not unheard ofin science.

We should note in any event that most of the “additional offenses”
which, whenaddedtoa jail sentence, qualified an at-risk son to be IQ
tested could not have been very serious. Fully 57 percentof the 1,400
sons had such minoroffenses on their records, in the absence of any
jail sentence. Parking tickets andlittering seem like reasonable candi-
dates. What does a high IQ protect a high-risk Danish son against—
committing rape or parkingillegally? I don’t know, and neither did
Herrnstein and Murray.

HERE IS ANOTHER example ofmis-citation in The Bell Curve, this
timepart of the effort to convince readersthat blacksare less intelligent
than whites. Herrnstein and Murray maintain that “smarter people
process [information] faster than less smart people,” and that reaction
time, requiring “no conscious thought,” indexes an underlying “neuro-
logic processing speed . . . akin to the speed of the microprocessorin a
computer.” “Reaction time” is the time elapsing betweenonsetofa sig-
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nal light and a subject’s lifting a finger to initiate a required response;

“movement time” is the additional time needed to execute the

response. Herrnstein and Murray report, “In modern studies, reaction

time is correlated with the g factor in IQ tests.... Movement timeis

much less correlated with IQ....” The cognitive processing, they

explain, is measured by reaction time, while movement time measures

“small motorskills.” The work of Arthur Jensenis cited as follows: “The

consistentresult of many studiesis that white reaction time1s faster than

black reaction time, but black movement time is faster than white

movementtime.” White men can’t jump,but they have faster computer

chips inside their heads.

The cited Jensen paper (1993) presents data for blacks and whites,

for both reaction and movementtime, for three different “elementary

cognitive tasks.” The results are not, despite Herrnstein and Murray’s

contention, “consistent.” Blacks are reported to have faster movement

times on only two of the three tasks; and they have faster reaction times

than whites on one task, “choice reaction time.” Simple reaction time

merely requires the subject to respondas quickly as possible to a given

stimulus each timeit occurs. Choice reaction time requires him/herto

react differently to various stimuli as they are presented in an unpre-

dictable order. Thusit is said to be more cognitively complex, and to

require more processing, than simple reaction time. WhenJensenfirst

used reaction time in 1975 as a measureofracial differences in intelli-

gence, he claimedthat blacks and whites did not differ in simple reac-

tion time, but that whites, with their higherintelligence, were faster in

choice reaction time. He repeated this ludicrous claim incessantly,

while refusing to makethe raw data of his study available for inspec-

tion. Then,in a subsequent 1984 paper, he was unableto repeathis ear-

lier finding in a new study described as “inexplicably inconsistent”

with his 1975 results. Now,in thestill newer 1993 study cited by Herrn-

stein and Murray, Jensen reports as “an apparent anomaly” that (once

again!) blacks are slightly faster in choice reaction time than whites.

Those swift couriers, Herrnstein and Murray, are not stayed from their

appointed rounds by anomalies and inconsistencies. ‘Twooutof three 1s

not conclusive. Why not maketheseries three out offive?

— 'To anybody who hasever watcheda professional basketball game,

the idea that blacks are incapable of making quick choices about how

to respond to complex and changing visual displays will not be very
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convincing. Howcanscientists talk themselves into believing such a
thing? But then, how can they talk themselvesinto believing that half |
of all Africans are mentally retarded? The answer to such questions
doesn’t require much thought. Murray, complaining to The Wall Street
Journal that his book had been “blatantly misrepresented,” blamed
“the American preoccupation with race.” Indeed.

I TURN NOW toa revealing example of Herrnstein and Murray’s
tendency to ignore the difference between a merestatistical associa-
tion (correlation) and a cause-and-effect relationship. They lament
that “private complaints about the incompetent affirmative-action
hiree are much more common than scholarly examination of the
issue.” They proceed to a scholarly and public discussion of “teacher
competency examinations.” They report that such exams have had
“generally beneficial effects,” presumably by weeding out incompe-
tent affirmative-action hirees. That positive view of standardizedtests
for teachers is not shared by those whoarguethat, since blacks tend to
get lowerscores, the tests are a way of eliminating competent black
teachers. But Herrnstein and Murray assure us that “teachers who
score higher on the tests have greater success with their students.”

‘To supportthatclaim theycite a single study by a couple of econo-
mists who analyzed data from a large numberof North Carolina school
districts. The researchers obtained average teacher test scores
(“teacher quality”) and average pupil failure rates for each district.
They reported that a “1% increase in teacher quality .. . is accompa-
nied by a 5% declinein therate offailure of students.” That is, there
were fewerstudentfailures in districts where teachers had higher test
scores. Butit does not follow from such a correlation that hiring teach-
ers with higher test scores will reduce the rate of student failure. The
Same researchers found that “larger class size tends to lead to
improved average [pupil] performance.” Doesit follow that increasing
the pupil-to-teacher ratio will improve student performance? That
policy recommendation mightplease many taxpayers, just as firing
teachers with lower test scores would please some. But neither policy
follows logically from the observedcorrelations.

To understand why, consider the following. The average proportion
of black studentsacross the schooldistricts was 31 percent. Suppose—
it does notstretch the limits of credibility—that there was a tendency
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for black teachers (who have lowertest scores) to work in districts with

large proportions of black pupils (who have higherfailure rates). That

nonrandom assignmentof teachers to classrooms would producea cor-

relation between teacher test scores and pupil failure rates—but one

cannot then conclude that the teacher’s test score has any causalrela-

tion to studentfailure. To argue that, we would haveto show that for a

group of black teachers (and for a separate group of white teachers) the

teachers’ test scores predictedthefailure rates of their students. ‘There

was no such information available either to the original researchers or

to Herrnstein and Murray.

What aboutthe surprising finding that high pupil-teacherratios are

associated with good pupil performance? There’s no wayto be certain,

but suppose deprived black children tended to be in small, de facto

segregated rural schools, whereas more privileged whites were in

larger classrooms. Would cramming more pupils into the rural schools

promote academic excellence? There is a general and important lesson

buried in this example: the arithmetical complexity of the multitude

of correlations and logistic regressions stuffed into the Herrnstein-

Murray volume doesnot elevate their status from mere associations to

causes andeffects.

THE CONFUSION betweencorrelation and causation permeates

the largest section of The Bell Curve, an interminable series of analyses

of data gathered from the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Mar-

ket Experience of Youth (NLSY). Those data, not surprisingly, indi-

cate that there is an association within each race between IQ and

socioeconomicstatus (SES). Herrnstein and Murray labor mightily in

an effort to show that low IQ is the cause of low SES, and notvice

versa. Their argumentis decked outin all the trappings of sclence—a

veritable barrage of charts, graphs, tables, appendices, and appeals to

statistical techniques that are unknown to manyreaders. But on close

examination, this scientific emperor is wearing no clothes.

The NLSYsurvey included more than 12,000 youngsters who were

aged fourteen to twenty-two whenthe continuing study began in 1979.

The respondents and/or their parentsat that time provided information

about their educations, occupations, and income, and answered other

questions about themselves. Those reports are the basis for classifying

the childhood SES of the respondents. The teenagers also took the
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Armed Forces Qualification Test, regarded by psychometricians as

essentially an IQ test. As they have grownolder, the respondents have

provided more information about their own schooling, unemployment,

poverty, marital status, childbearing, welfare dependency, criminality,

parenting behavior,etc.

Herrnstein and Murray pick over these data, trying to show thatit is

overwhelmingly IQ—not childhood or adult SES—that determines

worldly success and the moral praiseworthinessof one’s social behav-

iors. But their dismissal of SES as a majorfactor rests ultimately on the

self-reports of youngsters. That is not an entirely firm basis. I do not

want to suggest that such self-reports are entirely unrelated to reality.

We know,after all, that children from differing social class back-

groundsdo indeeddiffer in IQ; and in the NLSYstudy the young peo-

ples’ self-reports are correlated with the objective facts of their IQ

scores. But comparing the predictive value of those self-reports to that

of quantitative test scores is playing with loaded dice.

Further, the fact that self-reports are correlated with IQ scoresis, like

all correlations, ambiguous. For Herrnstein and Murray, the relation of

their index of parental SES to the child’s IQ meansthat high-SESpar-

ents—the “cream floating on the surface of American society”—have

transmitted high quality genes to their offspring. But other interpreta-

tions are possible. Perhaps, for example, the kinds of people who get

high test scores are precisely those whoare vain enoughto claim exag-

gerated social status for themselves. That tendency could artificially

inflate correlations of IQ both with parental SES andwith self-reports of |

success, distorting all tests of the relative predictive power of SES and
IQ. ‘That may seem far-fetched to somereaders, butit is clearly a logical

possibility. The choice between alternative interpretationsofstatistical

associations cannot be based upon logic alone. There is thus plenty of

elbow room forideological bias in social science.

THE CORE of the Herrnstein-Murray message is phrased with a

beguiling simplicity: “Putting it all together, success and failure in the

American economy, andall that goes with it, are increasingly a matter
of the genes that people inherit.” The “increasing value of intelli-

gence in the marketplace” brings “prosperity for those lucky enough

to be intelligent.” Incomeis a “family trait” because IQ,“a major pre-

dictor of income, passes on sufficiently from one generation to the
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next to constrain economic mobility.” Those at the bottom of the eco-
nomic heap were unlucky when the IQ genes were passed out, and
will remain there.

The correlations with which Herrnstein and Murray are obsessed
are of course real: the children of day laborersare less likely than the
children of stockbrokers to acquire fortunesor to go to college. They
are more likely to be delinquent, to receive welfare, to have children

outside of marriage, to be unemployed, and to have low-birth-weight
babies. The children of laborers have lower average IQs than children
of brokers, and so IQ is also related to all these phenomena. Herrnstein
and Murray’s intentis to convince us that low IQ causespovertyandits
attendant evils—and not, as others might hold,vice versa.

For eight dense chapters they wrestle with data derived from the
white respondentsin the NLSYsurvey, attempting to disentangle the
roles of IQ and of SES. They emptoy a numberof quantitative tools,
most prominently logistic regression—a technique that purports to
specify what would happen if one variable is “held constant” while
another variable is left free to vary. When SESisstatistically “held
constant” by Herrnstein and Murray, IQ remainsrelatedto all the phe-
nomenadescribed, in the obviously predictable direction. WhenIQis
held constant, the effect of SES is invariably reduced, usually very

substantially, and sometimeseliminated.

There are a numberofcriticisms to be made of the ways in which

Herrnstein and Murray analyze the data, and especially so when they

later extend their analyses to include black and Hispanic youth. But

for argument’s sake, let us now supposethat their analyses are appro-
priate and accurate. Wecanalso grantthat, rightly or wrongly, dispro-

portionate salaries and wealth accrue to those with high IQ scores.

Whatthen do the Herrnstein-Murray analysestell us?

The SES of one’s parents cannot in any direct sense “cause” one’s
IQ to be high or low. Family income, even if accurately reported, obvi-

ously cannot directly determine a child’s performance on an IQtest.

But income and the other components of an SES index can serve as

rough indicators of the rearing environment to which a child has been

exposed. With exceptions, a child of a well-to-do brokeris likely to be

exposed to book-learning earlier and more intensively than a child of a

laborer. And extensive practice at reading and calculating doesaffect,

very directly, one’s IQ score. That is one plausible way of interpreting

the statistical link between parental SES anda child’s IQ.
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The significant question is not whether the Herrnstein-Murray

index of SES is moreorless statistically associated with successthants

their measure of IQ. Different SES measures, or different IQ tests,

might substantially affect the results they obtained; other. scholars,

using other indices and tests, have gotten quite different results. The

significant question is, why don’t the children of laborers acquire the

skills that are tapped by IQ tests?

Herrnstein and Murray answerthat the children of the poor, like

their laborer parents before them, have been born with poor genes.

Armed with that conviction, they hail as “a great American success

story” that after “controlling for IQ,” ethnic andracial discrepancies in

education and wages are “strikingly diminished.” They reach this

happy conclusion on the questionable basis of their regression analy-

ses. But the data, even if true, would allow another reading. We can

view it as a tragic failure ofAmerican society that so few black and low-

SES children are lucky enough to be reared in environmentsthat nur-

ture developmentof the skills needed to obtain high IQ scores. For

Herrnstein and Murray it is only fair that the race should go to the

swift, and the swift are those blessed with good genes and high IQs.

‘The conception that welive in a society that hobbles most of the rac-

ers at the starting line does not occur to them.

THE CONFIDENCE that Herrnstein and Murray appearto place in

the ability of logistic regressions to interpret the social world seems

excessive. Io many readers thatstatistical procedure will be unknown,

and thus beyondthereachofcritical evaluation. That in turn will lead

many to misunderstand the apparently simple charts scattered through
the volume.‘The problem canbeillustrated by a chart on page 322, cap-

tioned: “After controlling for IQ, blacks and Latinos have substantially
higher probabilities than whites of being in a high-IQ occupation.” The

top panel of the chart indicates that “For a person of average age (29)

before controlling for IQ,” the probability of being in such an occupa-

tion is 5 percent for whites, 3 percent for blacks, and 3 percentfor Lati-

nos. The surface appearance, that blacks and Latinos are discriminated

against, 1s misleading; logistic regression will demonstratethat.

The bottom panel of the chart shows that “for a person of average

age and average IQ for people in high-IQ occupations (117),” the
probability of being in such an occupation is 10 percent for whites, 26

percentfor blacks, and 16 percent for Latinos. These adjusted proba-
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bilities arise from using regression to “hold IQ constant,”statistically,
at the average value of NLSY respondents in high-IQ occupations

(lawyers, doctors, et cetera). The insight afforded by the regression
analysis is powerful. Thoserelatively rare blacks and Latinos who have

IQs of 117, far from being discriminated against, are morelikely than
whites with the same high IQ to be in the high-incomeprofessions.

Maybeaffirmative action has degenerated into reverse racism.

The chart does nottell us the actual number, or actual proportions,

of NLSY whites, blacks, and Latinos in the professions. The regres-

sion analysis has fitted a smooth curve through a cloudof actual data

points. The probabilities in the chart have been read off from that ide-
alized (“best-fitting”) curve. We do not know howclosely the curve

fits the real data. We do know thatsince IQsas high as 117 arerela-

tively rare, the curve at that point is based largely on extrapolating

from the much more numerousdata points at lower IQ levels. That

extrapolation is pretty muchanactoffaith. How muchso canbeillus-

trated by a few simple and roughcalculations.

There were 3,022 blacks in the total NLSY sample. The respon-

dents were about equally distributed across eight different ages, with

the same racial mix at all age levels. We can thus calculate that the

sample of 29-year-olds (thetop panelof the chart) contained about 378

blacks. The regression analysis predicts that 3 percent of them (about

11 people) should be in the professions. Butit also tells us (the bottom

panel) that among 29-year-old blacks with the necessary IQ (117 or

higher), the probability of being in a profession skyrockets to 26 per-

cent. We knowthat the average IQ of blacks in the NLSY sample was

86.7, with a standard deviation of 12.4. That enables us to calculate

(the bell curve again) that 2.78 of the black 29-year-olds in the sample

should have [Qs of 117 or higher. The regression analysis informs us

that fully 26 percent of those 2.78 blacks (0.72 of a black) are predicted

to be in the professions. Murrayis right; we are losing ground. Before

the days of affirmative action, an entire token black was par for the

course.

THE BELL CURVE’sS basicthesis is that “intelligence-and its cor-

relates—maturity, farsightedness, and personal competence—are im-

portant in keeping a person employed andin the labor force.” That

kind of theory is not new, and psychometricians are especially prone
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to it. RaymondCattell, described as “one of most[sic] illustrious psy-
chometricians of his age,” wrote during the Great Depression that
“Unemployment—persistent unemployment—has unfortunately
been regarded as a purely economic problem wheninfactit is funda-
mentally a psychological one.” The stress on psychological factors
encourages Herrnstein and Murray to speculate on why, even if
matched for IQ, blacks are morelikely than whites to be unemployed.
They raise “the possibility of ethnic differences in whatever other
personalattributes besides IQ determinea person’s ability to do well
in the job market. We do not know whetherethnic groups differ on —
the average in these other ways.... We will not speculate further
along these lines here.” This tease encourages the reader to follow
the authors into the locker room, where such speculations are rou-
tinely entertained. Professor Cattell was less shy about speculating in
public. He wrote that the Negro race “has contributed practically
nothing to social progress and culture (except in rhythm, sensitive-
ness to whichis revealed by tests to be constitutionally better in the
negro than the European).” Too bad that rhythm doesn’t count for
muchin the job market.

‘Tests of cognitive ability, unlike tests of rhythm, are claimed by
Herrnstein and Murray to be excellent predictors of “job productiv-
ity.” Thus an employer concerned with the bottom line would do
well to hire, no matter what the job, those applicants with high IQ
test scores: “the smart busboy will be more productive than the less-
smart busboy. ...” But how do we measure the “productivity” of an
employee? The vast majority of studies “validate” the predictive
powerof IQ tests by demonstrating that supervisors assign higherrat-
ings to workers withhigh test scores. Thatfact, of course, tells us that
supervisors think highly of workers with high test scores—most of
whom share varioustraits (whiteness is one of them) with most super-
visors. It does not necessarily tell us that high-IQ workers are more
productive.

There is also an extensive research literature which demonstrates
that workers with high IQs possess more “job knowledge,” as assessed
by written multiple-choice tests. High-IQ workers are also more likely
to pass written qualifying examinations given at the end of training
courses for particular jobs. But again, these facts do not demonstrate
that—once on the job—high-IQ workers are really more productive.
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There have been somestudies, many conductedbythe military, in

whichthecriterion for job productivity has involved actual work sam-

ples, or “hands-on” tests. Maier and Hiatt, in a technical report cited

by Herrnstein and Murray, explain that “hands-on job performance

tests have intrinsic validity because of their high fidelity to the skills

required to perform job tasks. ... [they] are the benchmark measure

for evaluating the job relatedness of surrogate measuresof job perfor-

mance, such as written tests, ratings, and grades.”

With an understanding of how psychologists measure job produc-

tivity, we can now follow Herrnstein and Murray as they grapple with

the problem of whether experience on the job can “makeupforless

intelligence.” They concludethat “the difference in productivity asso-

ciated with differences in intelligence diminishes only slowly and par-

tially. Often it does not diminish at all. The cost of hiring less

intelligent workers maylast as long as they stay on the job.” To arrive

at this bleak conclusion, they cite only two studies (both in the mili-

tary) which used work samples or hands-ontests. Their description of

one studyis false; their description of the other study is accurate, but

incomplete.

Herrnstein and Murray assert that Schmidt et al. studied armor

repairmen, armor crewmen, supply specialists, and cooks “extending

out to five years of experience and using three different measures of

job performance.” They indicate that the researchers found high-IQ

workers to begin at higher levels, and to continue to outstrip low-IQ

workers by the same amount,in all jobs, for all measures,for five years.

That muchis basically true, but it obscures an importantfact. In all

measures—work samples, job knowledge tests, and supervisory rat-

ings—both high- and low-IQ workers improved steadily with experi-

ence. Thus, in work sample scores, a low-IQ worker after two years

was about as productive as a high-IQ workerafter one year of experi-

ence. Facts of that sort are not irrelevant to the productive utilization

of “humancapital.”

But more; despite Herrnstein and Murray’s claim that the study

extendedoutto five years, 194 of the 1,457 workers had had more than

five years of experience. The work sample scores of such highly expe-

rienced low-IQ workers had completely caught up to those of equally

experienced high-IQ workers! The supervisory ratings of the experi-

enced low-IQ workers wereactually higher than those of high-IQ work-
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ers, although a substantial gap remained in “job knowledge” tests.

‘These embarrassments were explained away by the study’s authors

with an appeal to “a fluke of sampling error,” and an assertion that

“findings in the highest experience group are suspect.”

‘The second military study cited by Herrnstein and Murrayis that of

Maier and Hiatt. ‘That study was described, accurately enough,as find-

ing that a difference favoring high-IQ workers persisted over time

when “job knowledge” was the criterion, but disappeared when a

work sample was the measure.‘The data in fact indicated that, for both

ground radio repairers and automotive mechanics, high-IQ workers

initially outscored low-IQ workers on both hands-on and writtentests.

Butafter four or five years of experience, the low-IQ workersactually

did better on the hands-ontest than those with high IQs! On the writ-

ten test of “job knowledge,” low-IQ workers showed no sign whatever

of catching up to the superior multiple-choice testing skills of their

high-IQ betters. Maier and Hiatt concluded that the military’s IQ test

was “a valid predictor of job performance as measured by hands-on

tests,” but that the contentvalidity of hands-on tests “is sensitive to
job experience.” That is a psychometrician’s way of saying that after a

few years on the job the correlation between IQ and worker produc-

tivity wasactually slightly negative.

This military research, I think, has a genuine and deep meaning.

The kinds of people who don’t do well on standardized tests have
some trouble catching on to job requirementsin the early going; but
with experience their actual work performancecatches up to that of
their more academically talented peers. Their problem appears to be
that even whentheyare doing the job excellently, they have no “job
knowledge.” ‘They don’t £zow how to do the job, they just do it; or at
least they can’t write down what they do know. That, in the view of
Herrnstein and Murray,is sufficient reason to consign them to unem-
ployment.

In the world of The Bell Curve, the importance and the explanatory
power of IQ are ubiquitous. Before the advent of IQ tests, “gossip
about who in the tribe was cleverer” was “a topic of conversation
aroundthefire since fires, and conversation, were invented.” Among

Bushmen of the Kalahari, “the best hunters score above their tribal

average on IQ tests.” Faced with the choice, it is “better to be born
smart [than] rich.”
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Herrnstein and Murray note that amongblue-collar workers whotell
researchers that they have dropped out of the labor force because of
physical disability or injury, low IQ is common. Why? “An answerleaps
to mind: The smarter you are, the less likely that you will have acci-
dents.” ‘That answerleapt to mind before the thought that low-IQ work-
ers, in minimum wagejobs, havelittle incentive to remain in the labor

force. Dull young womenlack the “foresight and intelligence” to under-
stand that the welfare system offers them a bad deal. Welfare might be a
bad deal for Herrnstein and Murray, but I am notso sure that single
mothers on welfare haven’t figured out “heir odds pretty accurately.
Alow-IQ womanislikely to have a low-birth-weight baby because
she “never registers the simple and ubiquitous lessons about taking
care of herself” when pregnant. Her problemisnot that she has no pre-
natal care; it is that she has “difficulty in connecting cause andeffect.”
People who have low IQs, according to The Be// Curve, commit crimes
because, lacking foresight, the threat of prison does not deter them;

further, they cannot “understand why robbing someoneis wrong.”

Then what is to be made ofthe fact that although “very dull” young
males are stopped bythe police, booked for an offense, and convicted
of an offense less often than “normal” males, they are nevertheless

jailed more than twice as often? “It may be... that they are less com-

petentin getting favorable treatment from the criminal justice system.

‘The data give us no wayto tell.” Perhaps not, but somehintsare avail-

able. There is no doubt that O. J. Simpson is “competent”; but his

ability to hire high-priced lawyersis not irrelevant to the treatment he

will receive from the criminal justice system.

THE BELL CURVE, near its closing tail, contains two chapters

concerned with affirmative action, in higher education and in the

workplace. ‘To read those chaptersis to hear the second shoe drop. ‘The

rest of the book, I believe, was written merely as a preludetoits assault

on affirmative action. The vigor of the attack is astonishing.

Affirmative action “cannot survive public scrutiny.” It is based on

“the explicit assumption that ethnic groups do not differ in... abili-

ties.” Hiring and promotion procedures “thatare truly fair... will pro-

duce... racial disparities,” and “employers are using double standards

for black and white applicants ... because someone or something...

is making them do so....” The “degradation of intellectual require-
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ments” in recruiting police has affected “police performance on the

street.” We learn that a veteran of the Washington, D.C., police force

has heard “about people in the academy whocould notread or write.”

And a former instructor saw “people diagnosed as borderline retarded

graduate from the police academy.” These anecdotestake their place

among the politically potent folk tales about welfare queens driving

Cadillacs.

Herrnstein and Murray contribute to the genre by describing a black

student who “it was reported, received a straight grant of $85,000, plus

$10,000 in annualtravel budgets, from one of Harvard’s competitors in

minority recruiting.” Their cited source for this tale is the Harvard Uni-

versity Gazette. The accountin that journal quotes a Harvard admissions

officer as having learned, through “an informal poll,” of an African-

American student who wasoffered “a grant of $85,000 over four years,

plus an additional $10,000 each summer for travel and research”

[emphasis added]. When I asked that admissionsofficer for specific

details, he replied that the principle of confidentiality prevented him

from answering. He did, however, cite as a relevant “minority scholar-

ship” the Angier B. Duke scholarships awarded by Duke University.

Inquiry at Dukeestablished that these are not “minority scholarships.”

‘Theyare full tuition, four-year scholarships awarded each year, without

regard to need, to the sixteen most outstanding applicants to Duke.

They include support to travel for summer study at Oxford University
in England. This seems the likely source of The Bell Curve’s saga about

the Willie Horton of the Ivy League.

Now,at long last, Herrnstein and Murrayletit all hang out: “affir-

mative action, in education and the workplacealike,is leaking a poison

into the American soul.” Having examined the American condition at

the close of the twentieth century, these two philosopher-kings con-

clude, “It is time for America once again to try living with inequality,

as life is lived... .” This kind of sentiment, I imagine, lay behind the

conclusion of New York Times columnist Bob Herbertthat “the bookis

just a genteel way of calling somebody a nigger.” Herbertis right. The

book has nothingto do with science.

WITH THE BELL CURVEproper behind us, I want now to con-
sider one of the more perniciouseffects of its publication. The enor-
mously successful marketing of the book by its publisher and by the
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American Enterprise Institute has served to legitimize as “scholar-
ship” overtly racist works which only a year or two ago were widely
regarded as outside the mainstream of academic respectability. The
New York Times science reporter, Malcolm Browne, appropriately chose
to review the Herrnstein and Murray volume together with recent
books by J. Philippe Rushton (Race, Evolution, and Behavior) and by
Seymour Itzkoff (The Decline of Intelligence in America). Browne, in
lumping the books together, assured readers of the Times that “the
governmentor society that persists in sweeping their subject matter
under the rug will do so at its peril.” We can only hope, perhaps
naively, that exposureto the lightofcritical scrutiny might have some.
antiseptic effect against the scholarship of writers like Rushton and
Itzkoff.

Rushton has written that human evolution has produced three
major races—Mongoloids, Caucasoids, and Negroids. These races are
said to differ, in the same rank ordering, with respect to a large number
of correlated physical and behavioraltraits, all related to “reproductive
strategies.” ‘Chose traits—all of which Rushton believes to be encoded

in the genes of the different races—include intelligence, brain size,

penis size, nurturing one’s young, frequency of sexual intercourse,

numberofoffspring, law-abidingness, sexual hormonelevels, the ten-
dency to have low-birth-weight babies, and altruism. For these and
other traits Negroids are said to be at one end of a continuum, far

removed from Caucasoids. Mongoloidsare at the other end ofthe con-

tinuum,but close to Caucasoids. The Rushton portrait of Negroids—
stupid, small brains, big penises, sexually licentious, criminal,

spawning lots of low-birth-weight babies for whom they will not

care—strikes a responsive chord in America; David Duke was almost

elected governor of Louisiana.

Herrnstein and Murray grant that “Rushton paints with a broad

brush,” but write of his “detailed and convincing empirical reports of

the race differences,” and declare that his “work is not that of a crack-

pot or a bigot... . As science, there is nothing wrong with Rushton’s

work in principle....” Pll mention just a couple of the empirical

details that Herrnstein and Murray found convincing. Rushtonasserts

that blacks have larger penises than whites. Presumably this scholar’s

understanding of human sexuality includes the belief that big penises

are more likely to engage in intercourse and to produce babies than
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are small penises. To demonstrate that blacks have big penises, Rush-

ton cited Just two sources—somecasual observations by an anony-

mous French army surgeon in Africa writing in 1898, and some
unpublished data from Kinsey’s study of American sexual behavior.

The volunteer male subjects in the Kinsey study were asked to mea-

sure their own penises. The proportion of black subjects complying

with that request was significantly smaller than the proportion of

whites. The few blacks who did comply—scarcely a random sample

of blacks—claimedslightly larger penis sizes than the many whites

who responded.

‘To demonstrate that black genes produce unbridled sexual behav-

ior, as well as big genitals, Rushton reported that a significantly higher

proportion of black than of white intervieweeshad told Kinseythat the
female partner tended to have more than one orgasm peractofinter-

course. ‘loassert this as a fact Rushton—unknownto his readers—had
to lump together the responses of male and female interviewees,
which had beentabled separately by Kinsey. The actual data were that
18 percent of black males, but only 8 percent of black females (!),
claimed that the female had multiple orgasms; amongwhites, the pro-
portion making that claim was g percent of both males and females.
The data as published by Rushton indicated simply that 13 percent of
blacks and g percentofwhites reported multiple female orgasms. That
evidently qualifies in the eyes of Herrnstein and Murray as a “detailed
and convincing report of the race differences.” What would Rushton
have to write before The Bell Curve’s authors would concludethatheis
a crackpotor a bigot?

Predictably, Rushton’s theorizing has excited the prurientinterest
of Herrnstein and Murray’s psychometric expert, Richard Lynn. “The
high rate of sexual activity in Negroids,” Lynn has suggested, may be
caused bya high level of the male sex hormone, testosterone. The
“crucial supporting evidence”for the notion that blacks have an over-
supply of testosteroneis the fact that “Negroids have higher rates of
cancer of the prostate than Caucasoids...an important determinant
of cancer of the prostate is the level of testosterone.” The chain of
reasoned evidence is: prostate cancer is caused by testosterone;
blacks tend to have prostate cancer; therefore blacks musthavelots of
testosterone; the abundance of testosterone makes blacks sexually
active; that causes them to producelots of babies, for whom theywill
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not provide, and who will becomecriminals and/or welfare cases.It’s

all in the genes.

This train of reasoning can be headedoffat the pass. To show that

testosterone causes prostate cancer(a view not widely shared in med-

ical circles), Lynn cites a paper by Ahluwalia et al. That paper, Lynn

writes, reported “higher levels of testosterone in patients with prosta-

tic cancer than in healthy controls.” That claim, like Rushton’s claim

about multiple female orgasms, does not quite tell the whole truth.

Ahluwalia et al. reported that black prostate patients in the United

States had higher testosterone levels than did control subjects. But

amongblacks in Nigeria, control subjects had higher testosterone lev-

els than did prostate patients! ‘Testosterone appears to cause prostate

cancer in America, while protecting Nigerians from the sameaffliction.

What about the next claim, that blacks are more prone than whites

to develop prostate cancer? That again 1s partially true—but not in

the sweeping racial sense that Lynn intends. Lynn reprints some age-

standardized incidence rates of prostate cancer for “Negroids” and

“Caucasoids” in seven Americancities. Those statistics and others had

been gathered by the International Union Against Cancer. There was

variation from city to city, but in each case African-Americans had about

twice the incidence of whites. The highest white rate was 59.7 per

100,000 population, in Hawaii (Lynn erroneously attributes that rate to

Hawaiian “Negroids”); the lowest black rate was 72.1, in New Orleans.

The paper from which Lynncopied (or tried to copy) those figures

contains other relevantstatistics. The rate in Senegal was 4.3—the low-

est rate, except for Japan and Shanghai, amongthe thirty-odd countries

for which data were given. The rates in Jamaica and (then) Rhodesia

were 28.6 and 32.3—still far below the rates of both black and white

Americans. Follow-up studies by the International Union reported a

rate of 9.7 in Nigeria. In the Cape Province of South Africa, the rate for

whites was a low 23.2; for Bantus it was 19.2, and for Africans in Natal

23.2. The facts are well knownto every serious scholar concerned with

prostate cancer: American blacks have an alarmingly higher rate of

prostate cancer than American whites, but black Africans have a much

lower rate than either American blacks or whites. These facts do not

lend themselvesto the racist interpretations advanced by Herrnstein

and Murray’s psychometric expert, Richard Lynn. ‘To admit Lynn and

Rushton into the scientific mainstream—I’ll say it bluntly—is a
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betrayal of science. To say this out loud is not to advocate what Mal-

colm Brownedescribes as a “shroud of censorship imposed upon scien-

tists and scholars by pressure groups.” It is a simple defense of truth

and integrity in science. Herrnstein and Murray’s defense of Rushton’s

racist claptrap—“we expect that time will tell whether it is right or

wrong in fact”—is couched in the tones of moderation and reason.In

my view both the work andits defense are contemptible.

THE WORK byItzkoff, and its echoes in The Bell Curve, could (and

should) have been written seventy years ago; in fact, it was. Browne

summarizes Itzkoff’s views with entire accuracy: “the leastintelligent,

least educable, poorest, mostpolitically apathetic and abusive contin-

gent of the population is reproducing faster than the smart, rich, polit-

ically active and nurturing contingent ...this has fueled a dysgenic

trend: America’s collective smartness is being diluted, gravely endan-

gering the nation’s ability to compete economically.” Herrnstein and

Murray similarly bemoan the alleged propensity for the cognitively

least able to reproduce excessively; and worse yet, once more guided

by “Richard Lynn’s computations,” they conclude that America’s
“immigrants in the 1980s came from ethnic groups that have [IQ]

scores significantly below the white average. .. .”

The same phenomenahadseizedtheattention of Carl C. Brigham

in 1923. Brigham, convinced that excessive breeding by the lower
classes must produce a decline in “American intelligence,” analyzed
the mental test scores of foreign-born draftees into the American army
during World War I. Those data indicated that immigrants from south-
ern and eastern Europe, and Russia (“our army sample of immigrants
from Russia is at least one half Jewish”), had appallingly low IQs.
Brigham advocated, and Congress enacted, laws to minimize the pro-
portion of immigrants admitted from southern and eastern Europe. He
warned that “racial admixture” in America “is infinitely worse than
that faced by any European country today, for we are incorporating the
negro into our racial stock, while all of Europe is comparatively free
from this taint... . The decline of American intelligence will be more
rapid than the decline ofthe intelligence of European national groups,
owing to the presence hereof the negro.” Brigham looked forward to
“the prevention of the continued propagation of defective strains in
the present population.” He, and these views, were not outside the
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mainstream of psychological science in 1923; Brigham went on to

becomesecretary both of the American Psychological Association and

of the College Entrance Examination Board, where he developed the

Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Malcolm Browne, commenting on the books by Herrnstein and

Murray, by Rushton,andby Itzkoff, suggests that “the authors... may

have softened their agendas somewhatto parry the expected fury of

liberal critics, fellow academics and hostile mobs....it is hard to

believe that these writers would oppose a eugenically motivated pro-

gram designed to influence patterns of reproduction.” The notion that

these writers labor under a “shroud of censorship” imposed by “pres-

sure groups,” or that the lavishly endowed American Enterprise Insti-

tute trembles before the expected fury of liberal critics, academics,

and hostile mobs, seemsout of touch with whatis really happening in

America. What, other than “a eugenically motivated program,” is the

Herrnstein-Murray recommendation to end welfare aid to unmarried

mothers with dependentchildren?

The specter of dysgenesis has haunted psychometrics since its

inception; no material facts are capable of dislodging that specter. Ray-

mond Cattell, then in England, wrote an entire book in 1937 on The

Fightfor Our National Intelligence. Vhe fact that intelligence, measured

by IQ, was inherited was self-evident; the only opposition to that view

came from “enemies of democracy” and “people primarily political in

outlook.” While Hitler swept Europe before him, Cattell—that “most

illustrious” psychometrician—explained that since “intelligence tests

point to significant differences between races,” it was “people racially

in a temporarily awkward tactical position” who opposed the findings

of the IQ testers.

‘The tendency of the lower classes to breed excessively, and of the

upperclasses to restrict their fertility, must surely—unless counter-

acted—lead to a decline in “national intelligence.” Cattell, joined by

virtually all the leading psychometricians of the time, confidently pre-

dicted that national surveys would show a decline in average IQ of

some 1.5 points per decade. When national surveys showed instead

that there had been an zacrease in average IQ over time, psychometri-

cians concluded that the test used in the surveys (the Stanford-Binet)

was an imperfect measure of “innate” intelligence. Whatever imper-

fect tests might indicate, actual intelligence Aad to have declined.
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That psychometric tradition of heads-I-win-tails-you-lose has

been carried forward intact by Herrnstein and Murray. They acknowl-

edge that James Flynn has demonstrated that across the world intelli-

gence as measured by IQ tests has been increasing dramatically over

time. Thus an average contemporary youngster, taking an IQ test that

had been standardized twenty years ago, would have a considerably

higher than average IQ score. Perhaps, Herrnstein and Murray sug-

gest, “Improved health, education, and childhood interventions may

hide the demographic effects.... Whatever good things we can

accomplish with changes in the environment would be that much

more effective if they did not have to fight a demographic head

wind.” Their conviction that “something worth worrying aboutis

happening to the cognitive capital of the country” is unshakable.

Imagine the heights that America could scale if a Ph.D. in social sci-

ence were a prerequisite for the production of offspring! With envi-

ronmental advantages working exclusively upon such splendid raw

material, no head winds would delay ourarrival at Utopia. And we
would sell more autos to the Japanese.

That is the kind of brave new world toward which The Bell Curve
points. Whether or not our country movesin that direction depends
upon our politics, not upon science. To pretend, as Herrnstein and ©
Murray do, that the 1,000-odd items in their bibliography provide a

“scientific” basis for their reactionary politics may bea cleverpolitical
tactic, but it is a disservice to and abuse of science. That should be

clear even to thosescientists (I am not one of them) who are comfort-

able with Herrnstein and Murray’s politics. We oweit to our fellow cit-
izens to explain that the reception of their book had nothing to do
either with its scientific merit or the novelty of its message.



SERMONAS SCIENCE

Peter Passell

HARLES MURRAY, best knownfor attacking welfare, and

Richard Herrnstein, an experimental psychologist who argued

that intelligence is largely in the genes, built public careers as the dark

angels of social science. And with the publication of The Bell Curve,

their reputations have apparently been secured: The 845-page tract

has drivenliberal editorial writers to rug-chewing andled the editors of

The New Republic to elicit seventeen separate rebuttals.

The idea behind 7he Bell Curve, as many readers must know by

now, is that IQ is destiny, determining how individuals get along in

school, jobs, and social relations. Since little can be doneto raise “cog-

nitive ability,” the argument goes, little can be done to change the

socioeconomic pecking order. This is a grim message, the authors

acknowledge, but someone must deliver it. “There can be no real

progress in solving America’s social problems,” Mr. Herrnstein and Mr.

Murray explain, “when they are as misperceivedas they are today.”

Not everyone has been charmedbythe pair’s appeal to sweet rea-

son. Indeed, somecritics have been inclined to hang the defendants

withouta trial: merely entertaining the idea that IQ tests predict eco-

Peter Passell is a writer for The New York Times. Vhis article originally appeared in The New

York Times, October 27, 1994, as “It’s a Grim Message: Dummies Fail More Often.”
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nomic performance, they believe, breeds complacency about racism
because just one black American in six scores above the average for
whites. ‘That is unfortunate, for the authors’ look at the nexus between
measuredintelligence and life outcomesis the mostoriginal and inter-
esting part of the book. The analysis deteriorates sharply when it
moves on to the question of whether intelligence can be raised
through governmentintervention, and the implications for public pol-
icy if it cannot. Indeed, what begins as provocative research on the
plight of the losers in a meritocracy ends in a sloppily reasoned ratio-
nale for letting them eat cake.

Look again at that unpalatable first premise. Standardized tests of
intelligence have been widely condemnedfor cultural bias, and their
use as sorting devices has been discouraged bythe courts as well as by
liberal opinion. But whatever the tests measure, Mr. Herrnstein and
Mr. Murray correctly remind us that the scores predict success in
school for ethnic minorities as well as for whites. What works in pre- .
dicting school performance apparently also works for predicting suc-
cess on the job. Even when otherkey variables (education, parents’
social class) are accounted for, scores on one widely administered
examination, the Armed Forces Qualification Test, are a potent factor
in predicting differences in later earnings. It seems that the growing
role of intelligence in determining economic productivity largely
accountsfor the widening gap betweenrich and poor.

If all this rings a (different) bell, go to the head of the curve. A num-
ber of commentators, including Secretary of Labor Robert B. Reich,
have fretted in public about the unhealthy consequencesof rewarding
citizens accordingtotheir skills when so many haveso fewskills. The
authors of The Bell Curve go much further, however, slipping a moral
dimension into the argument. They say intelligence also predicts
crime rates, welfare dependence, poor parenting, and indifference to
civic responsibility. And they cleverly trumptheir race-consciouscrit-
ics by looking solely at the evidence of differences among whites.

Unlikely as this direct link betweenintelligence and character may
seem, the analysis is scientifically respectable. What comes next,
though,is heavily compromised by ideology. Since they say IQ is the
key to success, they agree it would be tempting to give the dullards a
helping hand.But, alas, they conclude,a better society cannot be built
on good intentions and taxpayers’ moneyalone. “For the foreseeable
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future,” they write, “the problems of low cognitive ability are not

going to be solved by outside interventions to make children smarter.”

Whynot? Efforts to raise intelligence through improved childhood

nutrition, the authors explain, have been inconclusive. ‘The measur-

able benefits of preschool enrichment programs dissipate when the

youngsters return to the meanstreets. A week’s worth of preppingfor

the SATs raises average mathscores by only 25 points.

Note the disconnect here: The ambiguous evidence from Amer-

ica’s on-again, off-again efforts to cope with the consequences of

poverty and racial prejudice hardly squares with the authors’ deeply

pessimistic conclusion. But a belief in genetic determinism would

explain it. And while they never make a fuss about heredity, they don’t

bother to concealit. It is “beyond significant technical dispute,” they

write, that “cognitive ability is substantially heritable, apparently no

less than 40 percent and no morethan 80 percent.”

Doesthat put the authors beyondthe scholarly pale? Many biolo-

gists think so, dismissing the possibility that a group characteristic as

complex as heritable intelligence could have diverged so sharply

between races in what amounts to a single tick of the evolutionary

clock. But this revieweris not a biologist, and will leave the argument

to experts. |

It takes less expertise to analyze the Herrnstein-Murray policy pre-

scription. With society increasingly dominated byits meritocraticelite,

they predict the winners will create a “custodial state” in which the

underclass will be stripped of rights and responsibilities. “We have in

mind a high-tech and morelavish version of the Indian reservation for

somesubstantial minority of the nation’s population,” they write. And

whatis the alternative that follows from their full and frank discussion

of the plight of those not fortunate enough to have been born in Lake

Wobegon? They would give the losers a chance to “find valued places

in society.”

All Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murray seem to have in mind, how-

ever, is getting Big Brother off the backs of the intellectually chal-

lenged. Simpler economicrules, they say, would free the underclass

from regulation and taxation intended to protect the perquisites of

the elite. Clearer rules about the vices of crime and dependence

would provide disincentives for theft, violence, and procreation out-

side marriage. Decentralization of governmentresponsibility to the
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neighborhood level would help restore community(racial?) pride
and traditional values.

If this seems a bit underwhelming, Join the crowd. After wading
through a long, quasi-academic examination of the statistical links
betweenintelligence, character, race, and poverty, the reader’s reward
is a hoary lecture on the evils of the welfarestate.

At least Rush Limbaugh hasa sense of humor,



DANGEROUS, BUT IMPORTANT

Richard Nisbett

R ICHARD HERRNSTEIN and Charles Murray have written

an important and ultimately dangerous book onintelligence and

achievement that has far-reaching implications for our society. It’s

important, becauseatleast in the public arena, it will be used to frame

the controversial debate on intelligence and social problemsfor a long

time to come. Butit’s also dangerous because the two authors bluntly

argue that blacksare intellectually inferior to whites, and the causeis

in our genes. Thatassertion is not only wrong but irresponsible. Cru-

cial questions about intelligence and social problems should be

debated, but those will now,alas, be distorted by the authors’ spurious

thesis.

Thereare, in fact, several points raised in their book, 7/e Bell Curve

that, while not universally agreed upon bysocial scientists, would be

accepted at least in qualified forms by most. Oneis that intelligence,

as measured by IQ tests, matters. People with higher IQ scores get

themselves into higherstatus occupations, are rated as more proficient,

make more money, and are lesslikely to commit crimesor go on wel-

fare. A secondpointis that IQ is going to matter more and moreforsta-

Richard Nisbett is Distinguished University Professor of Psychology and director of the

Culture and Cognition Program at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. This article

originally appeared in Newsday, October23, 1994, as “Warning: Dangerous Curves Ahead.”
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tus and incomein the future, partly because jobs at the top end are
getting more complex and partly because such jobs require more “cre-
dentializing,” which may be unrelatedto real talent, but is related to
the ability to get high IQ scores andgetinto the right schools.

“cognitive elite,” gets a higher and higherfraction of the wealth. Some
policy implications flow from this; for example, we ought to be looking
for ways to reduce income gaps betweentheelite andtheless skilled.
Whynotgo to the source of this problem and try to improvetheintel-
ligence of those at the bottom? Partly, according to Herrnstein and
Murray, because IQ is to a substantial extent fixed and inherited.
Then, for no obvious reason other than to render their book incendi-
ary, Herrnstein and Murray go onto arguethatit is not merely individ-
ual differences in IQ that are partly genetic in origin, but the average
IQ difference between blacks and whitesas well.
How big is the IQ difference between the races? Herrnsteijn and

Murray give the value of 15 points, roughly the difference between an
average lawyer or engineer and an average tradesmanordata manager.
If the 15-point difference between the races were largely genetic in
origin and could not be overcome by educational intervention, then
blacks would forever and increasingly be condemnedto having lower
status, lower pay. But do they really mean this?

Yes, they do. Theyargue that the average IQ of children born to low
IQ parents (whether white or black) cannot be significantly altered by
anything society can do. This conclusion is based in good part on the
results of Head Start and similar programs. Such programstypically
begin when a youngster is three or four and end when schoolstarts.
The best of these programs actually produce a 7- or 8-point gain ini-
tially, but as Herrnstein and Murraycorrectly note, this gain is mostly
lost over time. Yet that doesn’t mean these programsare useless. In fact
it seemsthe problemis that children are not kept in enriched environ-
ments. Onthe contrary, they are returned to home and school and com-

Suppose children from homes likely to be disadvantaged are reared
in middle- or upper-class environments? What doesthis do for IQ?
The best estimates (and they are not very firm ones) range from a gain
of about6 points to a gain of about 20 points! In short, there is every
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reason to believe that sustaining the enrichment does indeed sustain

the IQ gains. Of course, not everyone can be adopted by well-to-do

parents. So can anythingpractical be doneafter the preschoolperiod to

produce or sustain intellectual gains and reduce the gap between

advantaged and disadvantaged?

Astonishingly, Herrnstein and Murray do not review the evidence

here. Yet we know that drastic change can be produced in inner-city

schools. Dr. James Comer of the Yale Psychiatry Departmentset up

programs in two inner-city schools that were the poorest in academic

achievement amongthethirty-five or so schools in the New Haven

system. Within a few years, the two schools were among the top five in

achievement. The key to his program wasto involve mothers in their

children’s education by making the schoolan attractive place to be and

to involve them in their children’s education.

Comer’s success is by no meansunique. In his campaign, President

Clinton made muchofsimilar elementary education programsfor the

inner city that produce achievement abovethe national norms. Herrn-

stein and Murray can scarcely claim that these successes had not been

drawnto their attention. By the time students reach age seventeen,

Murray is now saying in public, nothingat all can be done to reduce

the gap between the genetically and environmentally deprived and

their luckier fellows. Here again, the good newsis ignored. At the Uni-

versity of Michigan, where I teach, and many others, educational

experiments have succeeded in dramatically improving the perfor-

mance of African-American students in particular types of courses, as

well as improving overall grade-point averages and increasing reten-

tion rate. These programsare relatively low cost and, incidentally,

seem to benefit white students as well—though not by as much.

We also know that very early interventions—before thefirst year of

life—can affect IQ even manyyears after termination of the programs.

And we know that interventions for high school age youth can have

significant effects. The authorscite this evidence but challenge it with

nitpicking technicalities that they don't apply to evidence in support

of their position.

In short, Herrnstein and Murray would have the reader believe that

nothing can be done educationally even though the consensus of

knowledgeable social scientists is that a great deal can be done. ‘The

same puzzling inversion of the implications of evidence is found when
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they review the literature on reducing the gap between black and
white IQ andintellectual achievement. Herrnstein and Murray imply
that the gap has remained steady at fifteen points over many genera-
tions, but in fact almostall the evidence, muchofit familiar to Herrn-
stein and Murray, points to a reduction in recent years. The degree of
convergence found ranges from one or two points to seven or eight—
thatis half the difference in a period of roughly thelast twenty years.
A reasonable estimate, based on the best evidence, might be that
blacks have reduced the gap by three or four points in thelast twenty
or twenty-five years. Atthis rate, the gap would be gonebythe middle
of the next century.

But Herrnstein and Murray argue that the difference probably
won't continue at the presentrate. They assert that the increase in
black ability scores on tests such as the Scholastic Assessment Test
(essentially a measure of IQ forthe college-bound) is coming only at
the “low end”of the range—muchas improved diet can increase the
height of malnourished children but not that of children who are
already adequately fed. And yet they themselves admit that there has
been more than a 35 percentincrease in the percentage of black stu-
dents receiving scores in the highest ranges of the SAT between 1980
and 1990! (Therate of improvementofthe high end has continuedto
be substantial since 1990 for blacks, while it has stagnated for whites.)
The improvementin black SAT scoresis dismissed on the grounds
that relatively few blacks had high scores on the SAT in 10980,so the
gains are not very important. This argumentis as speciousas it sounds.
The increase in the numberof extremely talented blacks is sure to
have significant consequencesfor society. The bookis full of such dis-
tortions and eccentric interpretations of evidence that are not shared
by most experts, while evidence that undermines the conclusions of
the authors is missing or dismissed on technical grounds.

So whyis the book receiving favorable attention in the media, even
aboutthe portionsofit dealing with race and the alterability of IQ and
intellectual achievement? | Suspectthat the authors have tapped into
deeply rooted anxieties about our society and that many people
assume that Herrnstein and Murray are courageously forcing the pub-
lic to address some painful truths that other social scientists are not
willing to face or to discuss. Yet, in truth, the genetic basis for IQ dif-
ferences betweenthe races is not much discussed bysocial scientists
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because few believe the evidence has sufficient credibility to makeit

worth talking about. Bycontrast, the issue of alterability is much dis-

cussed bysocialscientists because new successes are being discovered

all the time. Thereis a sort of courage to be found in The Bell Curve, but

fortunately not of the kind that scholars generally display.



A DYSTOPIAN FABLE

Michael Stern

that has moveditoff the book page to the front page, from a tech-
nical debate in the psychologyjournals over the validity of its evidence
to thevitriolic political judgmentsof the culture wars. That’s exactly
whereit belongs.

pseudoscholarly dystopia, a nonfiction Brave New World misrepre-sented byits authors andtheirallies as disinterested scholarship.
tables, graphs, andstatistical appen-
essible. Its prose is clear and forceful,

Michael Stern, a former journalist and Engli
Inc., in Silicon Valley. This review was publi cle,ber 6, 1994,as “Exploring the Bell Curve Furor.”
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debatable assumptions and suspect research into the purported “facts”

that are used to support them.‘The core “fact” on which the bookis

based is this: There is such a thing as “general intelligence,” or g, that

can be precisely measured inall cultures in the same way, and thatis

accurately reflected by IQ scores. G is predominantly inherited and is

thus largely independentof social status or educational level. ‘There-

fore, different racial and ethnic groups have different distributions of

intelligence—the mean IQ for whites is 100, for blacks 85, for exam-

ple—becauseoftheir genetic makeup. Because “high cognitive ability

is generally associated with socially desirable behaviors, low cognitive

ability with socially undesirable ones,” “dull” people are more likely

to be poor, divorced, criminals, welfare mothers of illegitimate chil-

dren, bad parents, and so on.

The authors conclude that American society is being stratified into

a self-segregated “cognitive elite” of wealthy, successful business and

technical professionals and a rapidly breeding, disproportionately

black underclass of the stupid, who are becoming incapable of dealing

with the ever-more-complex world around them. “People in the bot-

tom quartile of intelligence are becoming not just expendable in eco-

nomic terms; they will sometimein the not-too-distant future become

a net loss.... For many people, there is nothing they can learn that

will repay the cost of education.” While this process cannot be

reversed, they argue, its effects—especially the anger of the cogni-

tively advantaged overall of the money and rhetoric being wasted on

the incurably dumb—can be mitigated. First, the authors suggest,

social policies that have exacerbated the “dumbing down”of America

must change:eliminate welfare for unwed mothers, who, because of

their own geneticinferiority, presumably have the dullest kids; permit

IQ testing for job placements and eliminate affirmative action in all

cases except where minority applicants have high IQs; cut back Head

Start and otherineffectual attempts to remedy genetic inequality with

education; and devote federal andstate funds to educating those with

high enough IQsto deserve it. |

Second,they argue, a moral transformation of society must occur, SO

that all people, even those with minimal intelligence, can eam a “valued

place” in the world (as, in their preferred example, did farm laborers in

pre-industrial America) by being diligent, obedient workers andstrict

parents.If not, they argue, the cognitiveelite will handle the underclass

Po
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by consigning it to an authoritarian “custodial state,” a “high tech and
more lavish version of the Indian reservation.” Herrnstein and Murray

purport to abhor the coming of the custodial state, but in fact the only

logical conclusion to their arguments about the heritability of intelli-
gence is eugenics—for the state to encourage reproduction by the most

fit (those with high IQs) and to discourage or prevent reproduction by
the unfit (the “cognitively disadvantaged”).

That’s where the issue aboutthe validity of the “facts” arises. “G is

one of the most thoroughly demonstrated entities in the behavioral
sciences,” the authors state. This is, quite simply, nonsense. As
Stephen Jay Gould and James Fallows, among many others, have
pointed out, the very idea of a bell curve for intelligence is a self-
fulfilling prophecy. The first intelligence testers assumed that re-
sponsesto their questionnaires would follow a “normal” distribution in
the form of a bell curve; if they didn’t, the questions were changed
until they did. Nothing in the way standardizedintelligence tests are
producedhasaltered since.

Further, the idea of a single, generalized form of “intelligence” that
can be precisely measured does not commandthe universal assent in
the field that Herrnstein and Murrayclaim forit. Indeed,it’s not even
mainstream. Modern genetics and neuroscience propoundthe notion
that human intellectual capabilities are the product of interactive
domains of different sorts of cognitive abilities that are variously
enabled or impededbythe cultural tools available to individuals, with
only very general hereditary constraints at the upper and lower bounds.

Evenfor those inclined to be more charitable about psychometrics,
The Bell Curve should give pause in yet anothersense:its ahistoricism.
At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, as Gertrude Himmel-
farb has shownin The Idea ofPoverty, the Victorians began to wonderif
the new urban poor, whose blasphemy, alcoholism, promiscuity, and
crime were rampantin the streets of London and Birmingham,consti-
tuted a new “race,” a breed apart from “normal” humanity. The Be//
Curve really operates on this level. It’s a fable masqueradingas social
science. ‘There’s no more validity to the authors’ division of society
into cognitive segments undera bell curve of IQ score distributions
than to H. G. Wells’s extrapolation of the class structure of London
circa 1900 to the bowersof the Eloi and the caves of the Morlocks in
The Time Machine.
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Oncethe bookis understood on those terms, we can get on with the

real debate—aboutthe proper distribution of wealth and powerin a

society founded ona conceptof equality that is being increasingly con-

tested in termsof results rather than just opportunities—and leave the

pseudoscienceto the crackpots.



THE HEART OF THE MATTER

Joe Chidley

\ N J HATEVER THE OTHER merits of The Bel/ Curve, read-
ability is not one of them.Inits 845 pages, Harvard University

psychologist Richard J. Herrnstein and political scientist Charles Mur-
fay mount a near-overwhelmingassault of Statistics, charts, theoretical
constructs, and correlation values. But despite its density, the book has
becomea publishing phenomenonin the United States, where in the
weekssinceits release it has set off a firestorm of debate. The major
points of Herrnstein and Murray’s argument have ramifications
beyond America’s borders: they go to the heartofrace, class, and the
value that society places on human beings.

Simply stated, Herrnstein and Murray say that IQ (short for “intel-
ligence quotient,” as rated on standardized tests) is a determining fac-
tor in successor failure in life. Because the marketplace increasingly

values jobs requiring high intelligence, smart people are winning an
increasing share of wealth and powerin society. Conversely, people of
low intelligence account disproportionately for America’s social ills—
poverty, unemployment, welfare dependency,illegitimacy, and crime.
Thatstratification of society, the authors argue, demandsa radical shift

Joe Chidley is an associate editor of Maclean’: in Toronto. This article appeared inMaclean’s, November28, 1994, as “The Brain Strain.”
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in American social policy. Not surprisingly, that shift is to the right—

Murray is a conservative ideologue—and the authors’ prescription

calls for the abolition of welfare, an endto affirmative action programs

and a reassessmentof such governmentprojects as Head Start, which

provides a preschool education for disadvantaged kids.

The Bell Curve’s most controversial thesis lies in its handling of the

thorny issue of intelligence and race. Herrnstein and Murray claim

that blacks,’on average, are less intelligent than whites, citing as evi-

dencethe fact that African Americanstypically score about 15 points

lower than white Americans on standard IQtests. Asians—at least

those from Japan, China, “and perhaps Korea”—are smarter than

whites, typically scoring about three points higher on IQ tests. And

then the crux of their argument: the authors contend that between 40

and 80 percentof cognitive ability is genetic, and therefore heritable.

That, they maintain, means that blacks score lower on IQ tests, on

average, at least in part because they are born that way—thatis, they

are born “dull.” And try as one might, the authors argue, efforts to

improve cognitive ability through better education or better living

conditions will always have limited returns because of the genetic fac-

tor. But the scientific community remains sharply divided on the

heredity of intelligence—especially whenit is linked to race. “To

geneticists, classifications based on skin color give us groupings that

are biologically meaningless,” wrote David Suzuki in a recent Zoronto

Star columncriticizing The Bell Curve. “For a trait as complex as intel-

ligence, there is lots of room to manipulate environmental conditions

that affectit.”

Not surprisingly, J. Philippe Rushton, a psychologist at the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario, is among Herrnstein and Murray’s supporters.

After all, in his new book, Race, Evolution and Behavior, Rushton states

even more emphatically the alleged link between race and intelli-

gence. Of The Bell Curve, he told Maclean’s: “1 think it’s a superb book,

and superb scholarship.It has the potential to alter the way we look at

human beings.”

To others, however, that very potentialis worrisome, to say the

least. And whileit is difficult for the lay reader to argue with the data

The Bell Curve compiles from a wide array of sources, its underlying —

assumptions have been widely questioned. Among the more com-

pelling—and contentiousissues raised:
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° Can intelligence be measured? Central to Herrnstein and Murray’s
argumentis their belief in an entity known as g for “general intelli-
gence.” That is a “unitary mental factor,” the productof statistical
analyses of IQ test scores made by formerBritish army officer Charles
Spearmanin 1904. Tests of IQ,like any standardized test of academic
achievement, measure general intelligence to some degree and, the
authors say, the scores match “whateverit is that people mean when
they use the wordintelligent or smartin ordinary language.”

They claim that gand the validity of IQ tests are issues that are now
“beyond significant technical dispute” among psychometricians—
hardly surprising given that psychometricians, by definition, are peo-
ple in the business of measuring cognitive ability as if it were
quantifiable. As Herrnstein and Murray acknowledge, however, some
dissent remains. Howard Gardner, a Harvard psychologist whom The
Bell Curve authors dub “a radical,” dismisses the concept of g and
argues instead that there are many types of intelligence—linguistic,
musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily kinesthetic, and so-
called personal intelligence based on social skills. Gardner’s theory
seems more consistent with actual human experience: how does one
measure the “intelligence” of Michael Jordan’s magical maneuvers on
the basketball court, of Charlie Parker’s inspired improvisations on the
saxophone?

© Whatis the influence ofsocioeconomicfactors on IQ scores? Herrnstein
and Murray spend more than half their book arguing that socioeco-
nomic performance and intelligence are linked—people whoscore bet-
ter on IQ tests, they say, tend to do better in life, both socially and
financially. At this point, a chicken-and-egg argumentpresents itself.
Ratherthan IQ leading to socioeconomic success or failure, it could also
be the case that IQ is a measure of a group’s socioeconomic history—
thatis, an ethnic group mayscore low because the tests measureability
to function in a political or economic system that excludesit from full
participation. Catholics in Northern Ireland,for instance, have scored
lower than Protestants. In South Africa, blacks have scored lower than
the mixed-race “Coloured,” who scored lower than whites—ascale that
seems to follow the three groups’relative status under apartheid. In
passing, Herrnstein and Murray mentionthat blacks in the South gen-
erally score lower than blacks in the northern states. Is that coinci-
dence? Or do the IQ tests, as many critics argue, simply validate
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socioeconomic inequalities—and in this case demonstrate that north-

ern blacks have integrated more fully into white American society?

Whateffect does a history of slavery, racism, and poverty have on self-

esteem? And whateffect does self-esteem have on motivation in a test

situation? In other words,it is impossible to “factor out” socioeconomic

history in any comparisonofracial differences.

© What effect does culture have on intelligence? Herrnstein and Murray

say that IQ tests today have no significant cultural biases. But other

critics, such as outspoken Philadelphia cultural historian Camille

Paglia, author of Sexual Personae, contend that background has deeper

implications. “What they’re calling IQ 1s Apollonian logic—cause and

effect—that the West invented,” she told Maclean’. “It’s Eurocentric.

It producedall of modern technology and science. Anyone who wants

to enter into the command machinery of the world, as | hope many

aspiring African Americans do, mustlearn that style. It is a very narrow

style—like chess. But to identify that narrow thing with all human

intelligence is madness.Itis folly.”

© Even if everything Herrnstein and Murray claim were true, so what?

The authors frequently caution readers not to draw real-life conclu-

sions from their statistical analyses. “We cannot think of a legitimate

argument why any encounter between individual whites and blacks

need be affected by the knowledgethat an aggregate ethnic difference

in measured intelligence is genetic instead of environmental,” they

write. That might seem disingenuous—what is the point of arguing for

broad racial differences if they have no meaning to individuals?

The Bell Curveis notonlya scientific treatise, however:it is also an

exercise in polemics. In the more readable sections of the book,it 1s

clear that the authors are concerned more with arguing than investi-

gating. In 1971, Herrnstein, the psychologist of the duo, published an

article in The At/antic magazine making roughly the same points about

genetics, IQ, and social standing as The Bell Curve does. Thearticle

met with wide opprobrium from the media, and Herrnstein was

branded

a

racist. In that sense, The Bell Curve can be seen ashislast

salvo in an ongoing academic debate.

The book’s analysis and conclusions are consistent with the con-

cerns of the American conservative movementthat Murray represents.

Witness the authors’ rating of test subjects on a dubious standard that

they themselves invented, somethingcalled “The Middle-Class Val-
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ues Index.” Consistent, too, is the alarmist tone: if something is not
done—and soon—thewelfare state will become a “custodial state” for
“dull” people, a “more lavish version of the Indian reservation.”

It is hard not to wonder why Herrnstein and Murray spent so much
gray matter formulating arguments that are part and parcel of two
already well-established ideologies. One—which argues that some
people, usually the rich, have an intrinsically greater value to society
than others—iscalled elitism. The other—which holds that some peo-
ple, because of their color, are inferior to others—is called racism.
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TAINTED SOURCES

Charles Lane

Fk OR ALL THE SHOCK VALUE ofits assertion that blacks
are intractably, and probably biologically, inferior in intelligence

to whites and Asians, The Bell Curve is not quite an original piece of
research.It 1s, in spite ofall the controversy that is attending its publi-
cation, only a review of the literature—an elaborate interpretation of
data culled from the workofothersocial scientists. For this reason, the
credibility of its authors, Charles Murray and Richard J. Herrnstein,
rests significantly on the credibility of their sources.

The press and television have for the most part taken The Bell
Curve’s extensive bibliography and footnotesat face value. And, to be
sure, many of the book’s data are drawn from relatively reputable aca-
demic sources, or from neutral ones such as the Census Bureau. Cer-
tain of the book’s major factual contentionsare not in dispute—suchas
the claim that blacks consistently have scored lower than whites on IQ
tests, or that affirmative action generally promotes minorities who
scored lower on aptitude tests than whites. And obviously intelligence
is both to some degree definable and to some degreeheritable.

Theinterpretation of those data, however, is very much in dispute.
So, too, are the authors’ conclusionsthatlittle or nothing can or should

Charles Laneis a senior editor of The New Republic. This essay appeared in The New York
Review ofBooks titled “Tainted Sources,” December 1, 1994.
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be donetoraise the ability of the IQ-impaired, since so muchoftheir

lower intelligence is due to heredity. Murray and Herrnstein instead

write sympathetically about eugenic approaches to public policy

(though they do not endorse them outright). It is therefore interesting

that Charles Murray recently expressed his own sense of queasiness

about the book’s sources to a reporter from The New York Times: “Here

wasa case of stumbling onto a subjectthat hadall the allure of the for-

bidden,” he said. “Someof the things we read to do this work, welit-

erally hide when we’re on planesandtrains. We’re furtively peeringat

this stuff.”!

Whatsort of “stuff” could Murray mean? Surely the most curious of

the sources he and Herrnstein consulted is Mankind Quarterly—a jour-

nal of anthropology founded in Edinburgh in 1960. Five articles from

the journal are actually cited in The Bell Curve’s bibliography (pp. 775,

807, and 828).’ But the influence on the book of scholars linked to

Mankind Quarterly is more significant. No fewer than seventeen

researcherscited in the bibliography of The Bell Curve have contributed

to Mankind Quarterly. Ten are present or former editors, or members of

its editorial advisory board. This is interesting because Mankind Quar-

terly is a notorious journal of “racial history” founded, and funded, by

men whobelieve in the genetic superiority of the white race.”

Mankind Quarterly was established during decolonization and the

U.S. civil rights movement. Defenders of the old order were eagerto

brush a patina of science on their efforts. Thus Mankind Quarterly’s

avowed purpose was to counter the “Communist” and “egalitarian”

influences that were allegedly causing anthropologyto neglect the fact

of racial differences. “The crimes of the Nazis,” wrote Robert Gayre,

Mankind Quarterly’s founder and editor-in-chief until 1978, “did not,

however, justify the enthronementof a doctrine of a-racialism asfact,

nor of egalitarianism as ethnically and ethically demonstrable.”*

Gayre was a championof apartheid in South Africa, and belongedto

the ultra-right Candour League of white-ruled Rhodesia.° In 1968, he

testified for the defense at the hate speechtrial of five membersof the

British Racial Preservation Society, offering his expert opinion that

blacks are “worthless.”° The founders of Mankind Quarterly also

included Henry E. Garrett of Columbia University, a one-time pam-

phleteer for the White Citizens’ Councils who provided expert testi-

mony for the defense in Brown v. Board of Education,’ and Corrado
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Gini, leader of fascist Italy’s eugenics movementandauthorof a 1927

Mussolini apologia called “The Scientific Basis of Fascism.”®

Mainstream anthropologists denounced Mankind Quarterly. “It is

earnestly hoped that The Mankind Quarterly will succumb before it

can further discredit anthropology and lead to even more harm to

mankind,” G. Ainsworth Harrison wrote in a 1961 article in Man, the

journal of Britain’s Royal Institute of Anthropology.’ BoZo Skerlj, a

Slovene anthropologist who had survived Dachau,resignedin protest

from his post on the editorial advisory board ofMankind Quarterly, say-

ing that he had joined unaware of the journal’s “racial prejudice.””

Undaunted, Mankind Quarterly published work by some of those who

had taken part in research under Hitler’s regime in Germany. Ottmar

von Verschuer, a leading race scientist in Nazi Germany and an aca-

demic mentor of Josef Mengele, even served on the Mankind Quarterly

editorial board."!

Since 1978, the journal has been in the hands of Roger Pearson, a

British anthropologist best known for establishing the Northern

Leaguein 1958. The group was dedicated to “the interests, friendship

andsolidarity of all Teutonic nations.” In 1980, Pearson resigned from

the ultra-right World Anti-Communist Leagueina struggle with mem-

bers whosaid he wastoo far to the right.’* But Mankind Quarterly didn’t

change. Pearson published eugenically minded attacks on schoolinte-

gration by two American academics, Ralph Scott and Donald Swan,

who were alleged to have pro-Nazi affiliations; reports on a sperm

bank in which geniuses have deposited their superior genetic material;

elaborate accounts of the inherited mental inferiority of blacks; and

the fact that Jews first came to South Africa because its gold and dia-

monds were “attractive” to them.

Pearson’s Institute for the Study of Man, which publishes Mankind

Quarterly, is bankrolled by the Pioneer Fund, a New York foundation

established in 1937 with the money of Wickliffe Draper. Draper, a tex-

tile magnate who wasfascinated by eugenics, expressed early sympa-
thy for Nazi Germany, and later advocated the “repatriation” of blacks
to Africa. The fund’s first president, Harry Laughlin, was a leaderin
the eugenicist movementto ban genetically inferior immigrants, and

also an early admirer of the Nazi regime’s eugenic policies.'°

The Pioneer Fund’s current president, Harry Weyher, has denied

any Nazi or white supremacist connections. But the fund’s current
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agenda remains true to the purposeset forth in its charter of 1937:

“race betterment, with special reference to the people of the United
States.” In a letter in 1989, the fund proposed that America abandon
integration, on the groundsthat “raising the intelligence of blacks or
others still remains beyond our capabilities.”’* The fund not only
underwrites Mankind Quarterly and many other Pearson publications,
but has also provided millions of dollars in research grants to sustain

the “scholars” who write for it and serve onits editorial board.”
Which brings us back to Murray and Herrnstein. Theycite in their

book no fewerthan thirteen scholars who have benefited from Pioneer

Fund grants in the last two decades—the grants total more than $4

million. Many of Zhe Bell Curve’s sources who worked for Mankind

Quarterly were also granted Pioneer money.'®

Most of The Bell Curve does not explicitly address the relationship

betweenrace, genes, and IQ—as Murray hastaken great pains to point

out. Rather, the book couchesits arguments about the impact of IQ on

social behavior in terms of class, mostly using examples drawn from

data on whites. But in view of the characteristic overlaps between race

and class in American society, the insinuation is that all the connec-

tions betweensocial pathology and low IQ which theauthorsfind for

whites must go double for blacks. It is only after one factors in their

argumentthatIQitself is mostly inherited (however hedged that argu-

ment may be), that the racial connotationsof their policy prescriptions

becomeevident.

And manyof The Be/l Curve’s most importantassertions which estab-

lish causal links between IQ andsocial behavior, and IQ andrace,are

derived partially or totally from the Mankind Quarterly—-Pioneer Fund

scholarly circle. The University of California’s Arthur Jensen, cited

twenty-three times in Zhe Bell Curve’s bibliography, is the book’s princi-

pal authority on the intellectual inferiority of blacks. He has received

$1.1 million from the Pioneer Fund.” To buttress Jensen’s argument,

Murray and Herrnstein draw on a book edited by University of Georgia

psychologist R. Travis Osborne (the book, co-edited by former Mankind

Quarterly editorial advisory board member Frank McGurk,is also cited

by Murray and Herrnstein as an authority on the link between low IQ

and criminality: pp. 277, 339). Osborne,the recipient of $387,000 from

Pioneer, oncetestified as an expert witnessfor plaintiffs in a federal suit

to overturn the Brown v. Board ofEducation decision.'®
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Other scholars who have received substantial amounts of money

from Pioneer include Robert A. Gordon, a Johns Hopkinssociologist

cited by Murray and Herrnstein on the causal link between low IQ and

black criminality (pp. 321, 327, and 338); Linda Gottfredson of the

University of Delaware, cited on the disproportionate representation

of lower-IQ blacksin the professions; and University of Pennsylvania

demographer Daniel Vining, Jr., a former Mankind Quarterly editorial

advisory board member, cited on incipient “dysgenesis,” or biological

decline, in America, owing to the falling birthrate among the most

intelligent membersofsociety.’”

THE TAINTED FUNDING of some of the scholars Murray and

Herrnstein cite does not byitself invalidate those scholars’ findings.

Afterall, history is full of examples of scientists who were pilloried as

crackpots in their own times but are hailed as geniuses today. However

shocking it may be that some of Murray and Herrnstein’s sources have

chosento affiliate themselves with such organizations, their work—

and thoseparts of 7/4e Be// Curve that draw upon it—mustbe judged on

the scholarly merits.

‘Take the case of Richard Lynn. A professor of psychology at the

University of Ulster in Coleraine, Northern Ireland, Lynn wasparticu-

larly influential in guiding the two authors of The Be// Curve through

their review oftheliterature. In the book’s acknowledgments, they say

they “benefited especially” from the “advice” of Lynn, whom they

identify only as “a leading scholar of racial and ethnic differences” (pp.

XXV, 272).

Lynn is an associate editor of Mankind Quarterly, and has received

$325,000 from the Pioneer Fund.” Oneofhis articles expressed sup-
port for the view that “the poor and theill” are “weak specimens

whose proliferation needs to be discouraged in the interests of the

improvement of the genetic quality of the group, and ultimately of

group survival.”*' He has also written that the genetic mental superi-
ority of the Jews may be a happy Darwinian byproduct of “intermit-

tent persecutions which the moreintelligent may have been able to
foresee and escape.”””

Lynn’s workis cited twenty-four times in The Bel// Curve’s bibliogra-

phy.” It is used to support three important claims: that East Asians

have a higher average IQ than whites; that most immigrants come from
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groups with subpar IQs; and that the IQ score of blacks in Africa is

“substantially below” the American black average. Each of these
seemingly discrete claims has a key role in the formulation of The Bell
Curve’s broader suggestions aboutthe relationship amongrace, hered-
ity, IQ, and social structure.

The assertion aboutinferior black African intelligence has partic-
ularly far-reaching implications. If it can be shownthat low IQ pre-

dicts social ills such as crime, poverty, and unstable families, current

viewsof Africa and of the sourcesof its tragic problems would have
to be significantly revised. The finding would also support the claim

that the IQ superiority of whites is genetic, because the African-
American edge over blacks in Africa could be attributed to their

admixture of white genes. (Murray and Herrnstein note pointedly
that South African “coloureds” have about the same IQ as American

blacks.) And lagging African IQ could also be taken to refute the

claim that black Americans’ lower IQ is a legacy of racism—assum-
ing, as Murray and Herrnstein putit, that “the African black popula-

tion has not been subjected to the historical legacy of American black

slavery and discrimination and might therefore have higher scores”

(p. 288).

SETTING UP their discussion of Lynn’s data, Murray and Herrn-

stein contend that the comparison between black Americans and black

Africans is a valid exercise because IQ scores have been found to pre-

dict job and school performance of black Africans as well as those of

black Americans(p. 288). ‘They also attribute the paucity of published

estimates of an overall average IQ score for blacks in Africa to the fact

that these scores have been extremely low—the implication being that

researchers are reluctant to publish such politically incorrect findings

(p. 289). |

‘Theseassertions are based on a highly selective reading of thearti-

cle Murray and Herrnstein cite to support them: a comprehensive 1988

review titled “Test Performanceof Blacks in Southern Africa,” by the

South African psychologists I. M. Kendall, M. A. Verster, and J. W. V.

Mollendorf (p. 289). The main point of these three researchers’ argu-

ment is to question sweeping comparisons such as the one Lynn

attempts, and Murray and Herrnstein repeat. The three South African

psychologists write:
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It would be rash to suppose that psychometric tests constitute

valid measures of intelligence among non-westerners. The

inability of most psychologists to look beyond the confines of

their own culture has led to the kind of arrogance whereby judg-

ments are made concerning the “simplicity” of African mental

structure and “retarded” cognitive growth.”

Given the host of environmental and cultural factors that hamper

black Africans’ test performance, they also say, “one wonders whether

there is any point in even considering genetic factors as an additional

source of variance between the average performance levels of west-

erners and Africans.”*

Nevertheless, Murray and Herrnstein venture an estimate of

African IQ, drawn mainly from anarticle by Lynn that appeared in

Mankind Quarterly in 1991. It should be noted, for a start, that the

authors of The Be// Curve misreport Lynn’s data. They say he found a

median IQ of 75 in Africa (p. 289). But in his article, “Race Differences

in Intelligence: The Global Perspective,” Lynn said that the mean

African IQ—not the median—was 70.”°

In any event, how did Lynnarrive at his number? First, he assem-

bled eleven studies of the intelligence of “pure African Negroids,”

drawnfrom different tests of several different peoples and widely

varying sample sizes in the years from 1929 to 1991. Then, he decided

which was the “best”: a 1989 study from South Africa. In this test, he

Says, 1,093 sixteen-year-old black students (who had been in school for

eight years and were therefore familiar with pencil-and-papertests)

scored a mean of 69 on the South African Junior Aptitude ‘Test. Finally,

Lynn roundedthis result up to 70, and declared it a valid approxima-

tion of black IQ in the continent of Africa as a whole.”’

‘This methodology alone invites skepticism. But Lynn also seemsto

have misconstrued the study. Its author, Dr. Ken Owen, told me his

test was “not at all” an indication that intelligence 1s inherited. He

blamed the low performance of blacks on environmental factors such

as poorer schooling for blacks under apartheid andtheir difficulty with

English. Owensaid his results “certainly cannot” be taken as an indi-

cation of intelligence amongblacks in Africa as a whole.”

Lynn further defends his choice of 70 as a “reasonable” mean for

Africa on the grounds that 70 was the median ofthe average IQ scores
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reported in the eleven studies he had found. Thisstatistical artifact
aside, his list of studies is dubious. It includes what hecalls “the first
good study ofthe intelligence of pure African Negroids”: an experi-
mentin 1929 in which 293 blacks in South Africa were given the U.S.
Army Beta Test, and got a meanscore of 65.7?

The test was administered by M. L. Fick, whom Kendall, Verster,
and Mollendorf call an “extreme protagonist” of the view that blacks
are inherentlyinferior to whites.*° The Beta test, which was developed
for illiterate recruits in the U.S. military, shows blatant cultural bias.
One question presents a picture of people playing tennis without a
net; respondentsare supposedto sketchin the netto getfull credit. In
1930, Just a year after the Beta test was given in South Africa, C. C.
Brigham, who had been its leading proponent in the United States,
finally admitted that the test was invalid for non-Americans. Lynn
does not mentionthis fact.”!

Far from refuting the thesis that the legacy of racism is to blame for
black Americans’ lower IQ scores vis-a-vis whites, as Murray and
Herrnstein contend, Lynn’s data actually supportit (to the extent they
have any meaningatall). Of Lynn’s eleven studies, five were con-
ducted in South Africa under apartheid (and onein the Belgian Congo
in 1952).” If any country oppressed black people more than the
United States, it was South Africa. Indeed, as the modern South

African psychologists now acknowledge, one of the main uses of IQ
tests under apartheid wasto provide “scientific” justification for that
system.

The assertion of an East Asian IQ advantage over whites, though
essentially a success story, also plays a subtle, but crucial, supporting
role in The Bell Curve’s overall argumentabout the connections among
IQ, social achievement, and race. Coming before the discussion of

black-white differences, it helps prepare the readerto acceptracial cat-
egories as units of social analysis. It also conformsto readers’ precon-

ceptions, shaped both by the media and by everyday experience,
about the amazing brilliance of Asian immigrants and their offspring.

The authors would seem to be on firmer ground invoking Lynn
here, since his specialty is the inherited mental superiority of East

Asians, or “Mongoloids,” as he refers to them. In Mankind Quarterly, he

has contendedthat the Japanese “havethe highestintelligence in the

world.”* In an article in Nature in 1982, Lynn claimed the Japanese
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enjoy a ten-point IQ advantage over European whites, and that this

difference is growing. He suggested that this helps to explain the post-

war economic miracle in Japan.”

But two American psychologists, Harold W. Stevenson and Hiroshi

Azuma, pointed out in a rebuttal in Nasure that the Japanese sample

Lynn used was made up ofchildren ofrelatively well-off urban par-

ents—a fact Lynn failed to disclose in his article. Lynn’s result was

thusfatally flawed: he had tried to comparethis socially skewed sam-

ple with a much broader andmore representative American one.”

Murray and Herrnstein’s sole mention ofthis is a footnote: “Fora cri-

tique of Lynn’s early work, see Stevenson and Azuma 1983” (p. 716).

At the opening of their section headed “Do Asians Have Higher

IQs Than Whites?” Murray and Herrnstein seem to be struggling to

salvage some meaning from Lynn’s data. The basic problem 1s the

enormousdifficulty of drawing conclusions abouttherelative intelli-

gence of people who come from vastly different civilizations. They

cite a string of Lynn’s comparisons that suggest East Asians are supe-

rior, but eventually back off, conceding that the various test results he

has assembled are not really comparable. Finally, the authors note:

“Given the complexities of cross-national comparisons, the issue [of

relative East Asian-white-black intelligence] must eventually beset-

tled by a sufficient body of data obtained from identical tests that are

comparable except for race” (pp. 272-274).

Murray and Herrnstein write that they “have been able to identify

three such efforts.” In the first, they say, “samples of American,

British, and Japanese students ages thirteen to fifteen were adminis-

tered a test of abstract reasoning and spatial relations”—the British

and American students did far worse than the Japanese, naturally. In

the second “set of studies,” they write, nine-year-olds in Japan, Hong

Kong, and Britain, drawn from comparable socioeconomic popula-

tions, were administered the Ravens Standard Progressive Matrices.

Once again, the British children lost out by “well over half a standard

deviation” (p. 274).

Only by checking the footnotes (at the back of the 845-page book)

can readers discover that the author of both these studies is Richard

Lynn. With regard to the first case, The Bel/ Curve’s text leaves the

impression that the tests were conducted with similar samples in the

three countries at more or less the same time. ‘This is not quite what
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happened,as onelearns from reading the 1987 Mankind Quarterly arti-
cle from which these data are drawn. Lynnandhis assistants gave the
test in 1985 to 178 Japanese children. The tiny sample was not
checkedto reflect the social makeupofJapan as a whole (some 57 per-
cent of the test-takers were boys). The test-givers merely showed up
at two schools, one rural and one urban, and gavethe tests to whoever
was present. Lynn then comparedthis result to results from an Ameri-
can test that had been given thirteen years earlier to 64,000 subjects
screenedfor their representativity, and to the results of a test given in
1978 to a similarly representative sample of 10,000 students in Britain.
His conclusion that Japanese children do better wasarrived at by dis-
tributing extra points amongthe three groupsto “adjust” for the time
lag amongthethreetests.*°

The second“set of studies” is in the same 1991 Mankind Quarterly
article in which Lynn presented his claims about “pure African
Negroids.” He says that a group of 118 Hong Kong nine-year-olds
scored a 113 IQ, a sample of 444 Japanese children got a 110 IQ, and a
sample of 239 British children got a 100 IQ. Heasserts thatall three
samples were “representative” and drawn from “typical public pri-
mary schools,” as Murray and Herrnstein report. But in the article
Lynn does not explain how he assured the “representativity” of the
samples, or the “typicality” of the schools.°’

Murray and Herrnstein then go on to describe a third set of studies
done by Harold Stevenson in Minnesota. In contrast to their seeming
circumspection about Lynn’s identity, they mention Stevenson’s name
in the main text of the book. As they note, he “carefully matched the
children on socioeconomic and demographic variables”’—and found
no difference at all between the IQs of Japanese, Taiwanese, and

American children (pp. 274-275). |

“Where does this leave us?” Murray and Herrnstein then ask. On

the one hand, we have two methodologically dubious studies by Lynn,
a professor who believes, as he wrote in the Mankind Quarterly article,

that “the Caucasoids and the Mongoloidsare the only tworaces that
have madeanysignificant contribution to civilization.” *® On the other
hand is a rigorous study by a social scientist with no known axe to

_ grind, whofinds no IQ disparity between whites and Asians. But Mur-
ray and Herrnstein portray this as a debate amonga large numberof

contentious and equally reputable experts. “We will continue to
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hedge,” they write; and simply split the difference. They venture that

East Asian IQ exceeds that of whites by three points, a figure which

“most resembles a consensus, tentative thoughitstill is” (pp. 276).

By the time Murray and Herrnstein get around to talking about

immigrants, their “tentative consensus” on the East Asian—white IQ

gap has grown by twopoints, and hardened into a datum firm enough

to be factored into immigration policy. Drawing, once again, on Lynn’s

1991 article in Mankind Quarterly, they assign East Asians a mean IQ of

105, whites 100, “Pacific” populations a score of 91, and blacks 84.

Without reference to Lynn or any other source, Murray and Herrnstein

give “Latinos”—a designation empty of meaningful “racial” con-

tent—a mean IQ of 91. Theygive no data on IQsof South Asians and

Middle Eastern people, who supplied 11 percent of the immigrants in

the 1980s. They’re just “omitted from the analysis,” as the authors put

it. From this hodgepodge of assumptions Murray and Herrnstein pro-

duce the “basic statement” that 57 percent of legal immigrants in the

1980s came from ethnic groups with average IQs less than that of

American whites, and therefore the mean for all immigrants is proba-

bly below thatof all native-born Americans (pp. 359-360).

Even if their “basic statement”is true, it says nothingat all about

the scores of the individuals whoactually did immigrate to the United

States. Thus Murray and Herrnstein must deal with the common-

sense notion that immigrants generally represent the brightest and

most energetic members of their former societies, by virtue of their

willingness to get up and go to the United States. This the authors try

to do by citing numbers from the National Longitudinal Survey, or

NLSY. Theyfind that foreign-born NLSY members had a mean IQ “.4

standard deviation” lowerthan the rest of the NLSY sample (p. 360).

But the NLSYbeganin 1979, as a survey of people who were four-

teen to twenty-two years old at the time, and have then been re-

examined and re-interviewed each succeeding year. Thus it has no

bearing at all on people whoarrived in the United States after 1979,

when immigration from the third world reached its height—as Murray

and Herrnstein themselvesreport. (Probably for this reason, the sample

did not include statistically significant percentage of East Asians.)

The authors also acknowledgethat the slightly poorer IQ performance

of those Latino immigrants who were interviewed in the NLSYprob-

ably reflects their weak commandof English. That normally improves
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in a few years, and IQ rises along with it. Finally, Murray and Herrn-
stein find that foreign-born blacks in the NLSY score five points
higher than native-born blacks (p. 360)—a fact they are utterly at a
loss to explain, perhaps because someof the immigrants must have
come from Africa, and they have just finished alleging that black
Africans are even stupider than American blacks.

“Nonetheless,” Murray and Herrnstein assert, “keepingall of these
qualifications in mind, the kernel of evidence that must also be
acknowledgedis that Latino and black immigrantsare, at least in the
Short run, putting some downward pressure on the distribution of
intelligence” (pp. 360-361). One hundredeighty-nine pageslater, this
strained contention is used to justify their inclination toward a more
eugenically minded—and,hence,restrictive—U.S. immigration pol-
icy. Yet other than Lynn’s flawed survey, and their own bald assertion
that Latinos have a mean IQ of 91, there is no “kernel of evidence” of
the kind theyrefer to (p. 360).

MURRAY AND HERRNSTEIN aren’t answerable for every
belief of every memberofthe racialist crowd they rely on for so much
of their data. (And they didn’t get any money from Pioneer.) Still,
there are two matters on which their book andtheintellectual mission
of the men who founded Mankind Quarterly overlap: both sought to
restore the scientific status of race, and to reintroduce eugenic think-
ing into the public policy debate.

The more pertinentissue hereis full disclosure, or what used to be
called intellectual honesty. Just as Murray blushingly covered some of
his materials on the Delta shuttle, so The Be// Curve tiptoes aroundfacts
that might have an inconvenientinfluenceonits readers’ evaluation of
the book’s sources and data—not to mention the judgmentofits
authors in choosing those sources. Geoffrey Cowley of Newsweek, in a
sympathetic review of the book, pronounced its scholarship “over-
whelmingly mainstream.”*’ Would he have done so if Murray and

Herrnstein had provided a full account of the provenanceoftheir data?

Indeed, would this heavily marketed book have achieved the same

sales success and as muchrespectful press attention if it had leveled
with readers aboutall of its sources?

‘There is no wayto isolate the scholarship of Richard Lynn,and that

of the other Mankind Quarterly contributors, from their racial and polit-
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ical views. Social science is not so easily insulated from ideology, as

Murray and Herrnstein are quick to emphasize whenrailing against

their critics. The scholarly subcultures on which the authors of The Bell

Curve dependfor informationare hardly less biased than those they are

summonedto rebut. The bias of the Mankind Quarterly contributors,

however, is much nastier. And as we have seen, someof the scholars

Murray and Herrnsteinrely on distort the evidence, whichin key cases

does not support The Bell Curve’s contentions.
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THE CURIOUS LAIRD OF NIGG

Magnus Linklater

N UMBER ONE DarnawayStreetis one of the grander housesin

the West End of Edinburgh’s New ‘Town.‘Todayit is divided into

flats. But thirty years ago it was the town residenceof Lieutenant

Colonel Robert Gayre of Gayre and Nigg, KCN, GCMM, KCL, KCCI,

Hon. KMV, GCLJ, MA, DPhil, DPolSc, Dsc. Goodness knows whathalf

the initials mean, but he is, by his own account, Chief of the Clan Gayre,

a Knight of St. Lazarus, has collected six knighthoods, three interna-

tional Grand Crossesandis a colonel of the honorary kind thanksto the

state militias of Alabama and Georgia. He also claims to be a world

expert on race, ethnology, genetics, and inherited characteristics.

Colonel Gayreis still alive, aged eighty-seven, and living a reclu-

sive life in Minard Castle near Inveraray in Argyll, where his colorful

past is reflected in armorial decorations, heraldic memorabilia and por-

traits of popes, kings, ancestors, and himself. He is an eccentric, but

not exactly a lovable one. For he has, throughout most ofhis life,

sought to publicize views on race andintelligence whichare not only

widely discredited today, but have branded him an extremist in the

eyes of most mainstream academics.

MagnusLinklater, former editor of The Scotsman, is a regular columnist for The Times of

London, wherea slightly abridged version of this piece, titled “The Barmy Laird of

Nigg,” appeared on November23, 1994.
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The reason why the Colonel is once again, in his twilight years,

under scrutiny, is because of the magazine he founded and edited back

in 1960 in the top flat of Number 1 Darnaway Street. The Mankind

Quarterly, devoted to the study of ethnology, genetics, and racial his-

tory, has survived ever since and thoughits base has moved from Edin-

burgh to Washington, D.C., it still exerts an insidious influence in the

minefield that is anthropology today.

In a recent issue of the New York Review of Books, Charles Lane

reveals that it is the Mankind Quarterly that provided the main source

material for 74e Be/l Curve, a book that has stirred controversy in Amer-

ica by asserting that blacks are biologically inferior in intelligence

to whites and Asians. Written by Charles Murray and Richard J.

Herrnstein it not only presents a bleak picture of growing inequality

but arguesthatlittle or nothing can be donetoraise the ability of those

with “impaired” IQs since so muchof their lowerintelligence is due to

heredity.

The Bell Curve derives muchofits claimed authority from a mass of

impressive-looking footnotes and an apparently authoritative bibliog-

raphy. But what Lane discovered as he trawled through them was how

much the book relied on research carried originally in the Mankind

Quarterly. Five ofits articles are cited in the book, and no fewer than

seventeen researcherslisted in the bibliography have contributedto it.

Ten are present or former editors or membersofits editorial advisory
board. Lane found this interesting because,in its field, Mankind Quar-

terly is known as a journal of “racial history,” founded and funded by

men whobelievein the genetic superiority of the white race.

In its time it has run articles by most of those who make up the
demonology of the right in matters of race and intelligence: Cyril Burt,

Raymond Cattell, H. J. Eysenck, Arthur Jensen, Richard Lynn,

J. Philippe Rushton, and William Shockley among them. From the
outset it attracted controversy, partly because of the thrust ofits cen-
tral argument, partly because of the nature of some ofits contributors.
Leafing throughearly issues one comesacross a steady stream ofarti-

cles with titles like “The Emergence of Racial Genetics,” “The Evo-
lutionary Basis of Race Consciousness,” “North-South Dichotomy,”

and endless variations of IQ tests demonstrating the underachieve-

ment of Negroes in comparison to their white counterparts. Timeafter
time the conclusion is reached that integration of different races is
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counterproductive because it drags whites downto the level of blacks
to the detrimentof both.

Lanehas lookedclosely at some of the magazine’s contributors and
advisers. They included Corrado Gini, leaderoffascist Italy’s eugenics
movement and author of a 1927 apologia for Mussolini called “The
Scientific Basis of Fascism”; Ottmar von Verschauer, a leadingracesci-

entist in Nazi Germany and an academic mentorofJosef Mengele; the

presenteditor, Roger Pearson, a British anthropologist who was forced

to resign from the ultra-right World Anti-Communist League because

its members considered he wastoofar to theright.

And, of course, Gayre himself. He was always careful to argue that

he was not a proponentof white supremacy and wasentirely hostile to

Nazism. But in Volume ‘Two of the Mankind Quarterly, responding to

attacks on his journal, he revealed his colors: “The crimes of the

Nazis,” he said, “did not justify the enthronement of a doctrine of

a-racialism as fact, nor egalitarianism as ethnically and ethically de-

monstrable ...in respect of some characters, various stock will be

superior to others, in other characters inferior.” This was demon-

strated, he wrote, by different IQ tests. Some were more suitable for

“the genius of the Black races, such as those which gave duecredit in

the field of humour, music,art, ability to live a communitylife, a feel-

ing for emotional religious expression or physical ability in boxing,

running, and muchelse. It would be very surprising if Negroes did not

prove themselves superior to Europeansin these respects.” Whites, on

the other hand, excelled in matters involving the intellect. ‘They

should be allowed to develop separately. It is not surprising to learn

that Gayre was an early championof apartheid.

I first heard of Robert Gayrein relatively innocent circumstances

whenhe objected strongly in the early sixties to the use by my father

of his family name in a novelcalled 74e House of Gair. He threatened

legal action, then announced he would besailing north in his motor

yacht to pay a visit to our family home in Nigg on the Cromarty Firth.

Hewas,hesaid, the hereditary laird of Nigg, as certified by Scotland’s

chief herald, the Lord Lyon King at Arms.In the eventneither writ nor

yachtarrived.

Fouryearslater, in 1968, he was locked in legal action against the

Sunday Times which had revealed that Gayre had been prosecuted,

though acquitted, under the Race Relations Actfor distributing mate-
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rial “likely to stir up racial hatred.” He had been handing out a pam-

phlet attacking liberal integrationist policies which were “turning

Britain into a mongrelised and Communist-dominated slum.”

‘The exchanges in court reported by the Sunday Times were reveal-

ing. At one point Gayretold his defense counsel: “Nearly all our fore-

sight and acquisitiveness is due to the high development of the

temporal lobes. ‘This is not anything like so developed in the Negro

race, and as a result they are feckless, they are not worried about the

future—andthey do not suffer from ulcers as a consequence.”

As the Sunday Times pointed out, this was not only offensive but

inaccurate on every score, and there was no lack of experts to say so.

Gayre, stung by the rebuke, brought a costly libel action which helost, |

not least perhaps becausethe jury listening to his arguments on race

and intelligence concluded that they were fairly barmy.

Barmy they may have been, but harmless they probably werenot.

Despite the regular demolition of academic views which, when taken

to their extreme, are venomously racist, the beast survives. Twenty-six

years on, the Mankind Quarterly which Gayre foundedisstill in publi-

cation, andstill churning out its unlovely views. Judging by the awful

success of The Bell Curve, it seemsthatthereis still an appetite for the

maverick viewsof the Chief of Clan Gayre.



INSIDE ‘THE PIONEER FUND

John Sedgwick

N THE THIRTY-SIX YEARS that Harry F. Weyher has

headed the Pioneer Fund, he had never met with a memberof

the press until I had lunch with him in the summer of 1994. This

reclusiveness is somewhatsurprising, given that the Pioneer Fund—

a small, right-wing outfit that subsidizes research into racial differ-

ences, much of which putsblacks in a highly unfavorable light—must

be the mostcontroversial organization of its size in America. It has set

off localized media explosions practically everywhere it has gonefor

the past quarter century. A few years ago, for instance, a grant recip1-

ent namedJ. Philippe Rushton, a professor of psychology at the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario, declared that blacks as a race could be

characterized by low intelligence, high criminality, and extreme sex-

uality. That view was considered so abhorrent that the Ontario pre-

mier called for his firing, Rushton was investigated by the police for

possible violations of Canadian laws against hate propaganda, and he

was obliged to deliver his lectures by videotape after the university

could no longer vouch for either hissafety or that of his students.

Other such Pioneer-related incidents have occurred in recent years at

the University of Delaware, Smith College, the University of Min-

John Sedgwickis a contributing writer to GQ and a contributing editor of Newsweek. This

article was published in GQ as “The Mentality Bunker,” November 1994.
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nesota, the City College of New York and the University of London,

in England.

It was probably appropriate that when Weyherdid emerge from the

shadows, he chose to meet mefor lunch at his club—the Racquet &

‘Tennis Club, one of New York’s toniest, a virtually all-white-male bas-

tion on Park Avenue. Attuned to pedigrees, Weyher (pronounced

“wire”) had somehow divined that I am a Harvard graduate, and he

apologized for not taking me to the Harvard Club, to which he also

belongs. But there had been too much “noise” there lately, he said,

referring to the boisterouscrew of striking staff members, mostly black

and Hispanic, that has gathered outside the front entrance for months

now. He imaginedthat I would find the Racquet Club most congenial.

Weyher himself, at seventy-three, doesn’t play much tennis any-

more. A courtly southerner,heis a little stooped with age, but as weset-

tled ourselvesinto our chairs in the vast dining room,his face bore a sly,

attentive expression. Club rules forbid bringing out pens and paperat

the tables, which poses obviousdifficulties for a reporter; I’d also had to

check my bag with my notebookand tape recorderat the door. Weyher

fumbled in his pocket and produced a small, rather elegant leather

notepad with several sheets of paper. “You can write a few things on

that,” he said with his North Carolina accent, redolent of tobaccofields

on hot summerafternoons. “Just don’t be too conspicuous.”

Conspicuousness has always been an issue for the Pioneer Fund.

Foundedin 1937, it controls only $5 million of an endowmentleft by

an eccentric Massachusetts textile heir named Wickliffe Draper upon

his death in 1972, but it has gotten quite a bang forits relatively few

bucks. Weyher himself attributes this to the fund’s fiscal restraint. The

fund maintains nooffice and pays no employees.It is run on a volun-

tary basis by Weyheroutof his Fifth Avenuelaw office, with the occa-

sional assistance of four unpaid directors.

Morelikely, it is the nature of the Pioneer Fund’s activities that has

made the impact. Broadly speaking, the Pioneer Fund advocates the

cause of hereditarianism—in common terms, the notion that it is

nature, not nurture, that determines ourfates. That notion may appear

to be a dry, academic proposition until you understandits implications,

especially its racial ones. According to the fund’s operating premise,

intelligence is largely inherited, and one’s class standing is an in-

evitable result of that inherited IQ. Further, Pioneer would contend,
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low IQ leadsto criminality and to dangerous sexuallicentiousness. Not
surprisingly, given these questionable premises, the fund’s directors
maintain that African Americansare at the bottom of most socioeco-
nomic measures not because of traumas they have faced as a race but
largely because they are genetically deficient. By positing that the
races are inherently unequal because oftheir respective IQ scores, the
Pioneer Fund dismisses oneof our nation’s central tenets, the unifying
idea that opens the Declaration of Independence and that Lincoln
reaffirmed at Gettysburg: “All men are created equal.”

At this point, the Pioneer Fund granteesare so closely allied that

they might qualify as a race themselves. They know each other, sup-

port each other, study with each other, publish each other, cite each

other’s books and, in one case, have even been married to each other.

To list these recipients is to know the Pioneer Fund. The notorious
Berkeley psychologist Arthur Jensen was one grantee. Weyhercalls

him “a giant in the profession,” and Jensen returns the favor by prais-

ing the fund for its “important contribution” to genetic research.

Jensen set off a national firestorm with his 1969 essay in the Harvard

Educational Review arguing that compensatory educational programs

for blacks were useless, since blacks were intellectually inferior to

whites for largely genetic reasons. To Weyher’s sorrow, the fund never

did provide money to Jensen’s intellectual descendent, the late

Richard Herrnstein, whose controversial last book, 7he Bell Curve,

cowritten with Charles Murray, was recently published. “We’d have

funded him at the drop of a hat,” said Weyher, “but he never asked.”

‘The fund did give a grant to William Shockley, a Nobel Prize-winning

physicist and the coinventorof the transistor, who took Jensenism, as

it came to be called, one step further, recommending the establish-

mentof a fund to pay what he termed “intellectually inferior” people

to allow themselves to be sterilized. Weyher has always denied that

Shockley made any such proposal, ascribing its wide currencyto a bit

of misreporting that was broadly disseminated through the Nexis com-

puter database—atactic that he often uses to counter the manybits of

unpleasantness that have involved the Pioneer Fund overthe years.

But in fact, Shockley, besides mentioning the idea on several talk

shows, made this recommendation in a letter he sent to members of

the National Academy of Scientists on April 16, 1970. He suggested

that $1,000 be paid for each point below 100 IQ and noted that

“$30,000 [placed] in trust for a 70 IQ moron of twenty-child poten-
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tial... might return $250,000 to taxpayers in reduced costs of mental
retardation care.” Weyher calls Shockley a “great humanitarian,”
acknowledgingonly that he could be “bullheaded.”

While such extremists have certainly had their effect, it is the main-
stream research paid for by the fund that has yielded the greatest return
for the cause. The Pioneer Fund has beenthe largest single supporter
of ‘Thomas Bouchard’s now-famous Minnesota study of twins reared
apart, having contributed $500,000 to the effort over ten years. “We
couldn’t have donethis project without the Pioneer Fund,” Bouchard
told me. Bouchard’s team astoundedthe public with tales of the fre-
quently uncannysimilarities in twins raised separately. There were, for
example,the sisters who both wore seven rings, leaving environmental-
ists grasping for explanations, such as that both women wanted to show
off their elegant fingers. While Bouchard has published in refereed jour-
nals, he seemsto have had his greatest impact in the mainstream press,
which gloried in such anecdotes, invariably failing to note the many
more differences that had been overlooked.Still, when the authors of a |
book called The JQ Controversy asked experts in issues involving hered-
ity what evidence they’d found most convincing, a majority listed the
twins studies, of which Bouchard’s is by far the best-known. Indeed,
Bouchard’s research may well have paved the way for the currentresur-
gence in hereditarian lines of inquiry that has, for example, led to the
enormouspublic receptivity to news of the “discoveries” of the genes
for alcoholism, homosexuality and schizophrenia, reports that were
later either retracted or mired in qualifications. His work has encour-
aged deceptively simple, low-cost biological solutions, such as issuing
Norplant implants to inner-city teenage girls, to complicated social
problems. It has marshaled support for the current Human Genome
Project—at $3 billion, the largest biological study ever undertaken—
whichis designed tolocate and identify each of the 100,000 genesin the
human body. And, more broadly, the Pioneer Fund’s racial hereditarian-
ism provides a frightening angle on muchof the newsof the day: the
calamities in Rwandaand Haiti, the population issues recently raised at
the United Nations conferencein Cairo, even the O.J. Simpson murder
case. In tilting public consciousness toward nature and away from nur-
ture, in sum, the Pioneer Fund grants have ultimately caused us to
think differently about ourselves and about one another.

Onthe political front, the fund’s hereditarianism forms a kind of
dogmathatleadsit to venture well away from strictly scientific topics
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to shape the larger debate over policy implications. Weyher freely

admits that he would like to eliminate whathe calls “Head Start-type”

programs. But, to judge by the grants that it has made, the fund’s

administrators are also interested in limiting immigration, stopping

busing, reversing integration, and ending affirmative action. Given

this agenda, it is not surprising that the Pioneer Fundhaslinks to the

far right. ThomasEllis, a long-time political adviser to Jesse Helms,

was a fund director for four years in the seventies andis, in Weyher’s

words, “a very good friend.” In 1985, Weyher’s law firm, Olwine, Con-

nelly, Chase, O’Donnell & Weyher, handled a suit against CBSfor the

Ellis-founded right-wing group Fairness in Media whenit attempted

to take over the network, although Weyherinsists he had nothing to do

with that litigation. The Pioneer Fund has also made grants to the

Coalition for Freedom, which describeditself in one register of foun-

dations as “establishing a Jesse HelmsInstitute for Foreign Policy and

American Studies.”

Weyher has been approached many times by reporters, but he has

not always been very cooperative with them. One team recently came

to interview him at his New York office. “They harassed mea lot,”

Weyherrecalled. “But you could see what they were doing. They were

going to get me there and then ask me ‘Whendid youlast have lunch

with Adolf Hitler?’ and then photograph me with my mouth open.”

Hehad his secretary send them away. The producers of Inside dition

were more persistent. Unable to get in to see him athisoffice, they

dispatched a camera crew to his apartment building to interview his

startled neighbors. “They showed my building on the programs, and

then they showedclips from the Holocaust of dead bodiesas far as you

could see,” Weyhersaid. |

With me, he seemed to be completely unconcerned that he might

be in the presence of an enemy. He went on quite happily about the

450-page genealogy of the Weyher family that he had spent several

years compiling, expressing mild distress at finding no particularly dis-

tinguished ancestors and many whowereable to sign their names in

county registers only with an X. He discussed his own rise from the

tiny tobacco-farming town of Kinston, North Carolina, which heleft

for the University of North Carolina and, ultimately, Harvard Law

School. In fact, the only time he reacted powerfully was when he got

metalking about my own Harvard years, and he extracted from me the
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information that I had graduated magna cum laude.Thelight that sud-
denly cameinto his eyes nearly illuminated the room. “Well, good for
you,” he said solemnly. “You are one oftheelite.”

I FIRST GOT WIND ofthe Pioneer Fundfrom

a

sociologist who
told me that if I wanted to find out aboutit, I should call historian
Barry Mehlerat Ferris State University, in Big Rapids, Michigan: He
had done moreinvestigating into it than anyone else. WhenI called
Mehler, he would nottalk to me until he could verify my identity. He
explained that private investigators had beencalling his friends, iden-
tifying themselves as reporters and asking probing questions about
him. He assumed they were from the Pioneer Fund. Mehler must
have assured himself that I was legitimate, because I soon received in
the mail a numberofarticles he had written about the fund. When I
called him back, however, he wasstill reluctant to speak to me. “They
have threatenedlitigation,” hesaid, “although they have nevercarried
through onit. Still, the threat is there.” He did explain that he’d
looked into the fund because he saw it as laying a pseudoscientific
rationale for the Fascist resurgence in Europe andfortheriseofracist
demagogueslike David Duke and Tom Metzgerin this country. As a
Jew, he was especially unnerved by such developments. Then he
returned to the hazards that he faced: “Look, I’m getting midnight
phonecalls. I’m getting harassingletters. I’m the subject of an ongoing
investigation. That’s my reward for every blow that I strike against
them.I don’t slough thisstuff off. The work I do,I pay for in a certain
amountof anxiety for myself and my family.”

Asked about Mehler, Weyher quickly grew irritated. “This fella is a
historian, or so he says. He hasall kinds of stuff about Nazis and Fas-
cists and innuendo, and sometimes simply false things that are very
often irrelevant to the wholefield. He throwsit around, and the media
picksit up. It’s exciting, it’s titillating, and the denial of it kinda adds
fuel to it.” Did he put a private investigator on Mehler? “Ina very lim-
ited situation,” he said. He claimed he had an operative tape a press
conference that Mehler held after he lost his job at the University of
Illinois. “It was the funniest press conference you ever heard,” Wey-
her said. “They fired him because ofaffirmative action. Mehler said,
‘But I’m Jewish!’ Andtheysaid, ‘But you’re white.’ He was outraged.”
Weyher sounded delighted.
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“Harry got the whole story wrong,” Mehler replied when I asked

about Weyher’s charges. “I wasn’t fired from anywhere.” He couldn’t

have beenfired by the University ofIllinois because he never worked

there; nor has he ever held a press conference. He did oncegive a lec-

ture on academic racism at the YMCAnearFerris State, whereheis an

associate professor, in which he mentioned that the school had wanted

to save his position for a minority applicant for reasons of affirmative

action but instead ended up hiring two people: himself and a black

woman.

In his published material, Mehler is extremely hard-hitting, several

times linking the Pioneer Fundhistorically to the Nazi program of

racial purification. The Pioneer Fund grantees haveretaliated by pub-

lishing their own investigations of Mehler’s past, slamming him in one

lengthy account as “an excellent exampleofa political activist operat-

ing from the security of the academic world.”

The ultimate result ofall this mudslinging is unclear, but the lesson

is unmistakable. One enters the sphere of the Pioneer Fund as one

enters a centrifuge. It quickly pushes everything to extremes.

THIS PAST WINTER, Oxford University Press published Zhe

Nazi Connection, a book that draws on some of Mehler’s researchto link

the Pioneer Fund to the Nazi supremacists of the 1930s. The author

notes that one founding director of the Pioneer Fund called himself

“honored” to have received an honorary degree from the Nazi-tainted

University of Heidelberg in 1936, well after the Naziracial purification

campaign was under way, and another wrote admiringly of the cam-

paign a yearlater.

Since then, the Pioneer Fund hasflirted with enough undesirables

that the Nazi aura has never beenentirely dispelled, even though,as

Weyher repeatedly points out, many of the past and current directors

fought against the Nazis in World War II. For example, when Donald

Swan,a recipient of a $6,000 Pioneer Fund grant in the seventies, was

investigated for mail fraud in 1966, the police discovered a small arse-

nal of illegal weapons anda large stash of racist literature, plus some

Naziflags, a German helmet, and several photographsof himself with,

according to the New York Dai/y News, “members of George Lincoln

Rockwell’s neo-Nazi organization.” Andin 1978, grant recipient Roger

Pearson organized a World Anti-Communist League conference that

included a rogues’ gallery of authoritarians, neofascists, racial hierar-
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chists, and anti-Semites, according to The Washington Post's detailed
report on the meeting. Among them were Giorgio Almirante, a leader
in Benito Mussolini’s government, who wasthenthe party chief of the
Movimento Sociale Italiano-Deutra Nazionale, which The Post de-
scribed as “the principal neo-fascist party of Italy”; and Willis Carto,
head of Liberty Lobby, an ultraconservative organization that pub-
lishes Spotlight, featuring classified ads for Ku Klux Klan T-shirts and
cassettes of Nazi marching songs. The Mexican delegation passed out
an article attacking the NBC miniseries Ho/ocaust as “anothergigantic
campaign of Jewish propaganda to conceal their objectives of world
domination.”

Pearson wasassisted in running the conference by Earl Thomas, a
former American Nazi Party storm trooper. At one point during the
proceedings, Pearson noticed two men distributing what The Post
termed “anti-Jewish tracts,” as well as reprints from the Thunderbolt, a
newspaper of the avowedly racist National States Rights Party
(NSRP). Pearson asked them toleave, thoughnotbefore telling them
that he was “sympathetic with what you’re doing.” He.added: “But
don’t embarrass meandcut mythroat.” As theyleft, he asked them to
“give [his] regards” to NSRP chief Edward Fields, The Post reported.

Thisis all certainly repugnant, butit is doubtfulif it makes the Pio-
neer Funditself a tool of the Nazis any more than the fund’s environ-
mentalist opponents are the Communist stooges the fund grantees
invariably accuse them of being. Instead, it simply demonstrates the
heavy politics of the nature-versus-nurture debate, by which those
emphasizing “nature” are embraced by the hard right, while those
embracing “nurture” maketheir friends on the left. In its search for
companionship, the Pioneer Fund frequently findsitself in repellent
company. But to call the administrators of the present-day Pioneer
Fund “Nazis”is to miss the point. If anything, such staunch hereditar-
ians are royalists. Like kings, they believe that the most important
thingsin life are settled by birth.

Thiselitist theme emerges quiteclearly in the heritage of the Pio-
neer Fund, which grew outof the eugenics movementofthe early part
of this century. Eugenics, which proposed cultivation of what was then
termed the “germ plasm” to produce a superior strain of humanity,
encouraging the breedingof the “fit” and discouraging the reproduc-
tion of the “unfit,” was inspired by Charles Darwin’s theories about
the evolution of species. It was Darwin’s polymath cousin Francis Gal-
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ton who coined the movement’s name—from the Greek, meaning “of

good stock”—in 1883.

The idea of eugenics is reviled today, ever since the Nazis appro-

priated its notionsof racial hygiene. Nevertheless, the philosophy was

endorsed by a great numberofthe social elite, including such lumi-

naries as Theodore Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, John D. Rockefeller

Jr., Lady Ottoline Morrell, and even the young F. Scott Fitzgerald,

through the thirties. Eugenics inspired Alfred Binet to create his

famous intelligence test—a basis for the standard IQ test and the

dreaded SATs—asa first step toward weeding out what was then

called the “feebleminded.” And eugenics promptedthe Italian crimi-

nologist Cesare Lombrosoto try to identify a criminal “type” on the

basis of certain physical features. It is amazing, in retrospect, that the

socially prominent backers of the eugenics movement—andthey were

nearly all from the upper middle class—were so unaware, or so uncon-

cerned, that the criteria they set for eugenic perfection were invariably

ones best met by themselves. One does not have to be a Marxist to see

the class-bound tinge to these precepts, as the upper classes were

inevitably exalted by all eugenics programs and the lowerclass

decried. Indeed, the Catholic Church was a staunch opponentof the

movement, in part because so many ofits followers were the poor

immigrants who were on every American eugenicist’s hitlist.

In the United States, the movementled to the Immigration Act of

1924, which sharply restricted the admittance of certain out-of-favor

ethnicities, especially those of Eastern and Southern Europe,for al-

most exactly the same reasons putforth by current Pioneer Fund grant

recipients: They supposedly dilute the country’s genetic strength.

Eugenicists have always been preoccupied with the breeding habits

of populations they consider inferior, and this obsession reachedits

zenith in the early thirties, as no less than thirty American states

adopted laws requiring thesterilization of individuals bearing “unde-

sirable” traits. According to In the Name ofEugenics, by Daniel Kevles,

as a result of these laws, as many as 20,000 people had been forcibly

sterilized in the United States by the time of World WarII.

The most famous of them was Carrie Buck, who,after giving birth

in the early 1920s to a baby girl named Vivian, was found to have a

mental age of nine years, making her, in the terminology of the day, a

“moron.” Since her mother scored lowerstill, Carrie was subject to

sterilization under a Virginia law that required it in cases of second-
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generation mental deficiency. The man to give thecaseits scientific
impetus was Harry H. Laughlin, superintendent of the Eugenics
Record Office, tireless critic of immigrants and author of Exgenical
Sterilization in the United States. Without taking the trouble even to
meet Buck, Laughlin testified that her feeblemindedness had. been
inherited. In his view, she belonged to “the shiftless, ignorant, and
worthlessclass of anti-social whites of the South.” Thecase ultimately
wentto the Supreme Court, where Laughlin’s views prevailed, eight
to one. Vivian died of an intestinal disorder while she wasstill in ele-
mentary school. According to Kevles, her teachers considered her
“very bright.”

Harry Laughlin became one of the four founding directors of the
Pioneer Fund. Anotherwas Frederick Osborn, the scion of a New York
mercantile family and nephew of Henry Fairfield Osborn, then the
director of the American Museum of Natural History. The younger
Osborn wassecretary of the American Eugenics Society, and, while he
was a force for moderation in that effort, he expressed his admiration
for Nazi eugenicsterilization in 1937. By that year, with the alarming
news of the Nazi program starting to filter back from Europe, the
steam had begun to run out of the eugenics cause—which may have
been whatspurred industrial heir Wickliffe Draper, along with Laugh-
lin and Osborn,to start the Pioneer Fund.

The clubby overtones of the fund’s charter are unmistakable. It
lists its first purpose as aiding “parents of unusual valueascitizens,”
and then defines those parents as ones whosechildren “are deemed to
be descended predominantly from white persons whosettled in the
original thirteen states prior to the adoption of the Constitution of the
United States....” (The phrase “white persons” was amended to
“persons” in 1985.) The ancestral requirements, not surprisingly, were
metby the board of directors, which Weyher describes as “really blue
chip.” Laughlin could trace his lineage back to sometime before the
Revolutionary War, and even now, Harry Weyher can hardly contain
himself when describing Draper’s: distinguished forebears, who
included two governors and two Civil War generals, one on eachside.
“He had the background where you’d expect he’d be something,”
Weyhersaid. |

It is not quite clear what Draper was, however. Independently
wealthy, he traveled widely, hunted big gamein Africa and took part in
an archaeological expedition to search for evidence of early man.
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Aboveall, he seems to have been a war buff. In World WarI, he fought

first for the British, then for the Americans. He was an unpaid news-

paper correspondent during the Spanish Civil War and served as an

intelligence observerstationed in northern India in World WarII.

One of Draper’s first acts after establishing the fund wasto try to

earmark money to encourage armypilots to have multiple children in

order to boost the country’s genetic stock, but he soon abandoned the

idea. Instead, he concentrated on the fund’s second purpose: to con-

duct research into “racial betterment.” The term was changed in 1985

to “humanrace betterment,” but the racial component cannotso eas-

ily be concealed. It was the 1954 Brown v. Board ofEducation decision

desegregating the nation’s public schools that drew Harry Weyherinto

the organization. Although that decision is now generally hailed as a

landmark in the development of civil rights in America, Draper

instinctively regarded it as anathema, and the young Weyher shared

that view.

Draper had come to Weyherin search of some fresh blood for the

fund. He’d asked aroundat the prominent NewYorklaw firm Cravath,

Swaine & Moore, as well as at the smaller firm established by John

Marshall Harlan, a Pioneer Fund director who would later become a

Supreme Court justice. Weyher workedat Cravathas an associate, and

he’d joined with Harlan on a crime-commission project. “My name

floated back to Draper from both those sources,” said Weyher. Draper

asked him if he had “an open mind” about the Supreme Court’s Brown

decision. “I said that’s right,” Weyher told me.In truth, Weyher’s mind

was more than open,it was positively keen on Draper’s point of view.

“That decision was supposed to integrate the schools and everybody

said we’d mix ’em upandtheblacks’ scores would comeup,” Weyher

said. “But of course they never did. All Brown did was wreck the

school system.” Before long, Draper had signed Harry Weyheron as

the presidentof the Pioneer Fund.

And he had his man. Weyher supported the work of Audrey Shuey,

whose “Testing of Negro Intelligence” was thefirst study to pursue a

scientific basis for the idea that blacks are intellectually inferior to

whites. In a kind of apostolic succession, Shuey provided thescientific

underpinnings for Arthur Jensen, who in turn brought Thomas

Bouchard into the Pioneerfold, and together, Jensen and Bouchardled

the Pioneer Fund to Philippe Rushton.
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PHILIPPE RUSHTON was an obscure academic at the remote
University of Western Ontario when heset off what amountedto an
intellectual stink bombat the annual meeting of the American Associ-
ation for the Advancementof Science in San Francisco in 1989.It was
here that he propounded his theory comparing blacks, whites and
Asians, by which blacks trailed whites, who in turn trailed Asians, on
various supposed measuresofdesirability, including intelligence, sex-
ual restraint, social organization and something he called “matura-
tional delay,” which included the ageoffirst intercourse and the age
of death.

Wholesale comparisons betweenraces are always of dubious value
and motive, and for Rushton to subject much of the world’s population
to his ownkind of thumbs-up/thumbs-down ranking compoundedhis
problems. As one might expect, the media jumpedall over him. The
geneticist David Suzuki took on Rushtonin a televised debate. Two
weekslater, Rushton wenton Geraldo. “I felt my views were being very
badly distorted through the media,” Rushton explained to me. It was
likely the first time in history that anyone turned to Geraldo Rivera to
sort out a scientific debate. As a condition for appearing on the show,
Rushton required that he be joined by other “knowledgeable behav-
ioral geneticists.” Barry Mehler was one, and Jerry Hirsch of the Uni-
versity ofIllinois was another. The conversation quickly got bogged
down in charges and countercharges, so Geraldo dismissed the other
geneticists and brought out some black activists, and then popped the
big question about the sole area where, according to Rushton, black
men are definitely superior—penis size. A verbal brawl erupted. As
Rushton rememberedit, “the situation deteriorated into name-calling
and so on.” What names? “The usual—“‘racist,’ ‘Nazi.’ I don’t recall.”

In the weeks after the show, the cacophony grew louder. Besides
calling for Rushton’s firing, Ontario premier David Peterson declared
his work to be “highly questionable, destructive, and offensive to the
way Ontario thinks.” The widely read Yoronto Star went after the
“Nazi” Pioneer Fund for sponsoring such research;later, it ran a car-
toon depicting Rushton wearing a Ku Klux Klan hood. After a police
investigation, the Ontario attorney general decided notto prosecute
Rushton for hate propaganda but, in a parting salvo, dismissed his
ideas as “loony.” Picketers set up shop outside Rushton’s classroom.
The university recalled too well an incident just a few months before
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in which a psychopath had murdered fourteen female economicsstu-

dents at the Ecole Polytechnic in Montreal before. killing himself.

Western considered having Rushton teach in a “portable,” a kind of

trailer, since that could be easily defended bypolice. It settled on hav-

ing him teach by videotape, a procedure that he reluctantly followed

for three months, until the uproarfinally subsided.

IT IS HARD to know howto respondto research like Rushton’s.

The University of Western Ontario decided to hold its nose andlet

Rushton proceed, which was probably wise. Censorship is a gamethat

more than onecan play. No matter how repugnant most people might

find his ideas, Rushton has had them published repeatedly in

respected, peer-reviewed journals and has received a Guggenheim

Fellowship, among other honors. “When I say that Rushton’s aca-

demicrecord is sterling, I’m not kidding,” said Emoke Szathmary, a

former dean of social sciences at the University of Western Ontario,

who had headed the committee that decided Rushton’s professional

fate. Still, this seems to have given Rushton delusions about howhis

work would play in public. Possibly Rushton enjoys the martyr’srole,

now that he has gotten a chanceto play it. One might think that his

Geraldo experience would have soured him on talk shows, buthe fol-

lowed it with self-aggrandizing appearances on Donahue and the

national cable show Jane Wallace. “Do you know of even NobelPrize

winners who compare themselves to Galileo?” Szathmary asked me.

“Philippe Rushton does.”

More dangerously, Rushton and his Pioneer Fund confreres suffer

from a blindness to the historical context of their work, as if they

thought that blacks had never before been called stupid, untrustwor-

thy, and oversexed. “Think of an equivalent topic for scientific

inquiry, like ‘Are Jews Pushy?’ ” said Nicholas Lemann,author of 7/e

PromisedLand, the award-winning study of African-American northern

migration in the twentieth century. “Is this an issue that should be put

out on the table?” Race relations are so fragile that it is impossible to

discuss them without immense tact and a great deal of caution, two

qualities that Rushtonclearly lacks. When explaining his work to me,

he did not gloss over his thoughts on differences in penis size, as I

thought he might have, but rather recounted them in some detail.

Besides being inflammatory, the topic of penis size may very well be
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irrelevant to the issues of male fertility that Rushton is exploring. As
Szathmary, herself a population biologist, pointed out, “I would think
that the size ofthetesticles, since they are the sperm-producing organ,
would be a more direct measure of male fertility than the penis, which
is only the object that delivers the sperm.”

In a sense, Rushton’s work is the natural culmination of that of so
many of the Pioneer Fundhereditarians, as they circle around the great
imponderable of racial differences. While comparative reproductive
rates are a matter of concern for the hereditarians, they are bothersome
to the rest of us, largely because of the so-called dysgenic trend in-
volved—the notion that blacks are somehow dragging down the na-
tional IQ, and that the more blacks there are, the lower it goes. The
essential issue, then, centers on race and IQ. With this, of course, the
hereditarians press two of the hottest buttons in the culture.

The debate overracial differencesin intelligence is so gnarled and
thornyandintricate, it is nearly impossible for a layperson to evaluate
the many conflicting claims. Indeed, that is one of the difficulties in
addressing the issueatall, since experts on raceare rarely experts on
intelligence, experts on intelligence are rarely experts on race, and
experts ongenetic inheritanceare rarely experts on either. Andinthis,
no amountof expertise is ever enough. There is, for example,linger-
ing controversy about whether there even is such a thing as IQ.
Stephen Jay Gould arguedin his celebrated Mismeasure ofMan that the
concept was, in effect, a result of social scientists’ physics envy, their
determination to give an impossible abstraction a numberin hopes of
capturing something real. Gould called this “reification,” and he
derided it at some length. Hereditarians counterthat, real or not, and
whatever the cause-and-effect relationship, IQ does correlate rather
decidedly with socioeconomic success. As for IQ’s genetic component,
enough twins studies have been done by now that most experts agree
that heritability accounts for somewherein thevicinity of 50 percentto
7° percent of intelligence, with 60 percent the most likely figure,
which ofcourse still leaves ample room for environmentalinfluence.

Ontheracial side of the question,it is hard to know what to make
of the very premise of “race” these days. ‘Technically, a race is geneti-
cally isolated, but that is hardly the case in a worldthatis growing more
intermixed by the hour. Arthur Jensen concedes that the mingling of
the races necessarily leads to a “dilution” of any race-related genetic
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effects. Now, most categorization is done purely on a cultural basis. If

one thinks of oneself as black, oneis.

If anything, “race,” in the sense that the Pioneer Fundgrantees use

the term, might well be a measure of the cultural bias against it. The

very terms “Asian,” “white,” and “black” carry a lot of baggage. And

this is important, for, as Harvard biologist Richard Lewontin has

pointed out, heritability measures only the genetic variability of a pop-

ulation within a comparable group. It does not measure differences

between noncomparable groups, and that is the crux of the debate

over racial characteristics. Statistically, blacks do seem to lag behind

whites by about fifteen points on most IQ tests. But are blacks and

whites comparable groups? If not, to attribute any IQ differential to

deficient genesis a stretch. Jensen himself has wondered ifthere is an

“X” factor to account for blacks’ lower average performance on IQ

tests. It shouldn’t be hard to find, in a country where blacks are far

more likely than whites to grow up poor, fatherless, malnourished,

badly educated, and victimized bycrime and drugs. Then there1s the

matter of racism in America, which, like the bloodstains on the hands

of Lady Macbeth,cannot be washed away.

It is important to realize that, even with a genetic basis, IQ scores

vary over time for individuals, and they shift markedly for groups.

Rushton lauds Chinese-Americans for their average IQ of 107, but

tests showed that those Chinese who had immigrated to America after

World WarII trailed the white average of 100 by a pointor two, accord-

ing to James Flynn,a professorof political science at the University of

Otago in New Zealand and the authorof several scholarly books on the

IQ controversy. Yet these Chinese immigrants then proceeded to out-

pace Americans socioeconomically—55 percent of them became pro-

fessionals, compared with 30 percent of whites—andtheir IQ scores

have since risen. “If IQ fully determined life’s outcomes, then what

the Chinese did is quite impossible,” said Flynn. The Chinese, how-

ever, had the benefit of what Flynn termed a “dynamic workethic”;

they were entrepreneurial and abstemious, as well. Flynn noted that a

study of black and white children of American Gls stationed in Ger-

many—wheretheir economicstatus is equivalent—suggests that there

isn’t anything especially deficient about being black once environ-

ments have been equalized.

Ofall the branchesof science, the field of behavioral genetics—the

area for much of the Pioneer Fund’s research into race and intelli-
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gence—is generally regarded as the most dubious, in large part
because it is so prone to personal prejudices about the individuals
under examination. ‘Too often, the behavioral geneticist’s conclusions
merely reflect his assumptions. Garbage in, as they say, garbage out.
“People always come into behavioral genetics with some bias, andit
mayreflect their social bias,” Jonathan Beckwith,a professor of genet-
ics at the Harvard Medical School, told me. “At the extreme, you get
racists doing research ofthis sort.” Like Philippe Rushton? I asked.
“WhenI said ‘racist,’ that’s the first person I thoughtof,” he replied.
“From everything I know,it’s quite clear wherehis starting biasis.”

Because of its pure-science aura, genetics can easily be used as a
cover for whatare essentially political arguments. “One group of peo-
ple is arrogating to themselvesthe ability to decide whois superior to
whom,” Beckwith said. “And I object to that.” Besides, he argued,

even if the heritability of a trait like intelligence is 70 percent, envi-
ronmental factors can still affect it drastically, just as a drought can
extinguish a corn crop, whateverits genetic programming. “Whether
intelligence is genetic or environmental, you are still faced with a
political and social decision about how to deal with any disparity in
mental ability,” he concluded. “That’s the real question: Is society
going to devote the resources to improvingthesituation?”

THE PIONEER FUND faced crisis of survival in 1991. That
year, a dispute over two grant recipients, Linda Gottfredson and Jan
Blits, came to a headat the University of Delaware. Previously, uproars
over fund grants only tangentially concerned Pioneer. This time, as
Gottfredson told me, “the Pioneer Fund was the issue.” As an an-

guished letter to the school’s president from a linguist named William
Frawley putit, “I... find it very difficult to believe that the Univer-
sity of Delaware, with its avowed goals of multicultural sensitivity,
racial tolerance, and the promotion of minority education, could con-

tinue to accept money from the Pioneer Fund.” How could Delaware
truly be committed to affirmative action? “I saw it as a make-or-break
business for me and for the fund,” Gottfredson said. “If they could
pick me off on account of my funding, if there were a precedentfor
cutting off funding, it would gradually kill the fund by disabling the
people doing the work.”

Gottfredson and Blits received their grant to investigate “race-
norming,” the practice by which minorities’ score on federal job exam-
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inations are compared only to those of applicants from their own eth-

nicity, not to the entire pool of applicants. As a result, black scores are

artificially inflated, giving blacks what Gottfredson and Blits believed

was an unfair advantage. Congress ultimately agreed, and the practice

was eliminated in the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Gottfredson and Blits

believe that they were attacked precisely because of their success in

the political arena. Perhaps, but in its published records, the university

seemedto beprincipally preoccupied with the ugly history of the Pio-

neer Fund, chiefly the racial orientation as expressed in its original

charter and as evidenced by numerousgrantssince. As is typical where

the fund is concerned, the debate quickly became overheated. At one

point, the University of Delaware African American Coalition took out

an ad in a local paper accusing Gottfredson of genocide,andit orga-

nized a sit-in of her class. Seeing how much wasat stake, Harry Wey-

her himself made a rare public appearanceto testify on behalf of the

fund. Nevertheless, the university ruled that, while Gottfredson could

keep hergrant, future Pioneer money was not welcome on campusas

long as the fund “remains committed to the intentofits original char-

ter and to a pattern of activities incompatible with the university’s mis-

sion.” Barry Mehler found that impressive. “For a university to say

‘We don’t want your money,’ that’s amazing,” he said. “Usually all they

say is ‘Is it green?’ ”

Gottfredson and Blits declared that the ruling violated their aca-

demic freedom, and, with the assistance of University of Delaware

trustee and former Republican presidential candidate Pete du Pont,

they securedthe services of an attorney to appeal the decision to a fed-

eral arbitrator. In the end, the arbitrator sided with Gottfredson and

Blits for reasons that had little to do with the Pioneer Fund. Thearbi-

trator declared that, in violation of the university’s “own standardsfor

proceduralfairness,” the university had inquired into the “substantive

nature” of Gottfredson’s work, and therefore the ban on accepting Pio-

neer Fund moneyshould belifted.

So THE PIONEER FUND has survived—atleast for the time

being. It may soon spenditself out of existence. ‘The fund is now run-

ning through $500,000 a year, regardless of the income on the invest-

ments that Morgan Guaranty hasselected for it. “It seemed to make

more sense to spend the moneythanto saveit,” Weyhersaid, “so we
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spent it. Once it’s gone we’ll just quit.” If the stock marketstaysflat,

the Pioneer Fund could be depleted in ten years.

Or it could literally die out. This is, after all, a fund administered

by five very old men—a kind of politburo of powerful geriatrics. At

seventy-three, Weyheris the youngest by about a decade. Oneof the

other four, Randolf Speight, is a former partner at Shearson Lehman

who now devotes himself to playing croquet in Bermuda. Another,for-

mer investmentbanker John B. Trevor, has dedicated himself to carry-

ing on the policies of his father, anti-immigration advocate John B.

‘Trevor Sr. Another is Karl Schakel, whom Weyher describes as an

“international farmer.” “He has seencivilization,” Weyhersaid crypti-

cally. “We didn’t have to educate him.”

The full effects of these cumulated years were notfully apparent to

me until Harry Weyher proudly led a little tour of the Racquet Club

after lunch. We gota bit lost in the mazeof the upperfloors butfinally

made our wayfirst to the racquets court, with walls and floor ofslate,

then to the room for court tennis, a rare, antique gamethat was also

played at Henry VIII’s Hampton Court and precious few otherplaces.

“Somebodyonce told methatif I played court tennis, I’d immediately

be ranked eighteenth in the world,” Weyher joked. He had been

intrigued by the possibility but declined nevertheless. He showed me

the odd felt-covered ball, a hybrid of a tennis ball and a baseball, and

the peculiar lopsided racquet, which looked like an old woodentennis
racquetthat had beenleft outin the rain.

If the Pioneer Fund had a headquarters, it would be a place like
this. No less than the Racquet Club, the Pioneer Fundis a club.It has
its musty charter, its lily-white members, its smug exclusivity, its fool-
ish lore. Unlike the Racquet Club, however, the Pioneeris trying to
foist its principles on the country. Happily, the country continues to
lumberonin fitful pursuit of the ideals of its founders. With luck, the
Pioneer Fund will someday be as mucha relic as court tennis.



PROFESSORSOF HATE

Adam Miller

M ICHAEL LEVIN’S OFFICE 1sdifficult to find. His door

is not marked with a nameplate—the only one missing in the

halls of the philosophy departmentat the City College of New York.

The dooritself is a slightly brighter shade of blue than theothers; later

I learn that it has been repainted to cover the swastikas and ethnic

slurs that had been scrawled acrossit.

Levin is the professor who made headlines in the early rg90s with

public pronouncementsthatblacksare genetically less intelligent than

whites. What the sinewyfifty-one-year-old teachercalls his “five min-

utes of fame” peaked with a 1990 speechat a largely black Brooklyn,

NewYork, university campus. Before a crowd of about two hundred,

Levin announcedthat given high black crime rates, whites should fear

and avoid blacks. “Blacknessis a sign of danger,” proclaimed the bald-

ing, bespectacled professor.

The police ought to consider “blackness” a criterion for just cause

in a stop and search, Levin continued, adding that “someforms of

racism are justified.” Violence erupted as about fifty members of the

audience stormedthe stage. Whenit was over, nine students had been

Adam Miller is working on a book on eugenics. This article was originally published in

Rolling Stone, October 20, 1994.
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arrested, five cops had been injured, and Levin had made a solitary
side-entrance escape. “I liken Levin coming here toa KKK member
burning a cross in your backyard,” said one student whowasthere.

Theriot is now a memory, but Levin haslittle interest in rewriting
his past—or re-imagining his future. He is mostly untroubled byhis
Status as a self-described pariah at City College, a campus where
minority students form a majority. “I’m probably very deficient as a
humanbeingin thatI have no desire or need to be liked by anybody,”
he says. “With rare, rare exceptions, being disliked by people just
doesn’t bother me.”

Levin’s apparentisolation is somewhat deceiving. He’s notreally so
alone. While some in the New York media cast him as a crackpot work-
ing on the fringe of academia, there wasa fact that they missed, and he
didn’t point it out. Levin belongs to a community of academics who
share many of his unproved and inflammatory ideas about race. An
even better-kept secretis that these professors, tenuredat such private
institutions as Smith College, Johns Hopkins University, and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, as well as state schools in California, Dela-
ware, and Georgia and the University of Western Ontario, in Canada,
also share a commonsourceoffinancial support: a fifty-seven-year-old
nonprofit foundation called the Pioneer Fund.

From anoffice in New York City, the Pioneer Fund dispenses about
$1 million a year to academics, most of whom doresearchrelated to
establishing a genetic basis for racial differences in intelligence and
personality. The fund also supports the work of scholars like Levin,
whoanalyze anddiscussthepolitical implicationsof those differences.
But the most important agenda for the Pioneer Fund has been the

Eugenicists believe that humans—like cattle and canines—should
be bred selectively. They usually consider intelligence, which they
believe is genetically passed on from parents to children, to be the
most valuable humanattribute. Theyalso believe that smarter people
have fewerchildren. So they reason that unless they get the bright to
have more children and the dull to have fewer, humanintelligence will
not evolve. Instead it will deteriorate until the speciesfails to meet the
demandsofits environmentandfalters into extinction.

_ The eugenics movement was created by Englishmen in thelate
nineteenth century. Theyusedit to try to control reproduction among
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the Irish, who were thought to threaten Anglo-Saxon society with their

low intelligence and high birthrate. In the early twentieth century the

idea of genetic management caught on in the United States, where

Italians, Asians, and especially Jews were identified as the oversexed

and slow-witted. The partnership of eugenics and political power

reached full flower with the rise of Germany’s Third Reich. For a time

‘t seemed that Adolf Hitler might accomplish his goal of creating a

world in which the biologically worthy would breed prodigiously and

the unworthy would be kept from contaminating the genepool.

Since then eugenics has largely fallen out offavor, recognized for

the most part as a vehicle for racism. From time to time, however, a

highly visible proponentlike the late William Shockley of Stanford

University, who proposedsterilizing welfare recipients, stumbles into

public view, but for the mostpart, the work goes on quietly, almost

stealthily.

Today’s eugenicists—many of them gathered under the Pioneer

Fund’s umbrella—focustheir attention on blacks and Latinos, although

whites so that Jews can take over the world. Undervarious guises, Pio-

neer Fund researchers have promoted many of the same policiesfortai-

loring the gene poolas did their Nazi precursors. To limit mixing with

the unworthy, Pioneer Fund grant recipients have lobbied for restric-

tive immigration policies and promotedvarious formsof segregation. ‘To

rid the world of “undesirables”—and their potential offspring—some

grantrecipients have suggested sterilization or even extermination.

A PIONEER FUND colleague calls him “a provocateur,” and

though sitting in a chair in his Manhattan apartment, Michael Levin

seems coiled, ready to pounce.“I do enjoy the cut and thrust,” says the

native New Yorker, who dresses with an academic’s disdain in dated

tan twill flares, a well-worn undershirt, and cheap white tennis sneak-

ers. “I like a fight, andI rise to the occasion.”

Levin proved it whenhis university took steps against him afterhis

racial views were publicized in 1990. The New York media cast him as

a foil to fellow City College professor Leonard Jeffries, a black

supremacist. New York governor Mario Cuomo denounced Levin.

Students picketed and disrupted his classes. But when school admin-

istrators tried to limit his contact with students and to challenge his
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tenure, he sued and won onthe basis of academic freedom. (Like
Levin, few Pioneer-paid professors whose viewsare similarly contro-
versial make knowntheirracial interests before receiving tenure’s pro-
tections.) By then the press and public had lost interest, and no one
noticed that in 1991, Levin received his first support check from the
Pioneer Fund.

Levin’s work begins with the fact that—on average—blacksscore
15 points lower than whites do on standardized IQ tests. He rejects
claims that the tests are culturally biased or that the gap results from
oppression and its effects. He insists that reasonable analysts now
agree the difference is mostly genetic.

This certainty is by no means shared by otherscholars. “I see no
evidence of a genetic difference in intelligence between blacks and
whites,” says University of Pennsylvania psychology professor andfor-
mer department chairman Henry Gleitman. “As a colleague of mine
has said, ‘Given the trickiness of the data, concluding it does exist is
like standing up in a crowdedtheater andyelling, “Fire... maybe.”’
I can’t believe a fair-minded psychologist wouldn’t knowthis.”

There is not even a consensus on what IQ tests measure. Many
experts say they reflect only a small part of human know-how. Harvard
University education professor Howard Gardnersaysthereareatleast
seven types of intelligence. He developed tests that measure them
and found that manypeople whoscore well onhis tests do not excel on
IQ tests.

But racial differences in intelligence are a given for Levin, and
based on this questionable conclusion, he makes policy recommenda-
tions on affirmative action, school integration, housing policy, welfare
reform, and as he demonstrated in Brooklyn,criminal justice. He does
not expoundonhisviewsin his philosophy courses, he says, but would
volunteer them if an appropriate context cameup.

“Tm interested in innocencefor whites, and the genetic hypothesis
is evidence for the defense,” Levin says. “It undercuts affirmative
action, the basis for which is the great black claim on the American
consciousnessthat ‘We’re down, and you oweusfor what you did to us
with slavery and Jim Crow.’ Race differences show whites aren’t at
fault for blacks being down, and making whites pay for something
they’re not responsible for is a terrible injustice. Eliminating affirma-
tive actionis the first step. Next—please, yes, if only—eliminate the
Civil Rights Act.”
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Levin believes the U.S. Supreme Court erred when it ordered

American schools to be integrated. “Let’s go back to 1954 and tell a

story,” he says, sounding nowevery bit the professor. “Blacks are not

doing well, and everyonesaid, ‘Well, if we just had equal education,

that’ll change, just like it did for Italians, Jews, the Irish.’ Instead

blacks got more antisocial, and whites fled. Now it’s 1994 and[it’s]

even worse. Thereason is two basic and unalterable black characteris-

_ tics: less intelligence and greater pronenessto violence.”

Levin sweepshis handsto indicate the barenessof his co-op apart-

ment. He complainsbitterly that after paying for private schoolfor his

sons, ages fourteen and eleven, he has nothing left for furnishings or

new paint. “It’s a horrible, sadistic thing that Washingtontells whites,

‘You have to send your kids to school with blacks so they can beat

them up,’ ” Levin says. “Don’t white kids have any rights?It’s terrible

to make them go to school with blacks, whoare intellectually inferior

and misbehave in class. You know, my sonis transferring to [a very

selective public high school] in the fall. They’ve got a special program

for blacks. I just hope they leave him alone.”

“Have you beenleft alone?” [ ask.

“I’ve been mugged so many times,” Levin says wearily. “The

whole bit: knives, guns. Blacks just have fewer inhibitions, a greater

readiness to express anger, an impulsiveness. It fuels this incredible

idea that you see something you want and shoot somebodyto getit.

Whatdo they dothat for? Because the alternative—to work and save—

is not psychologically available.”

Levin says blacks are now taking these alleged shortfalls beyond

shared schools and streets and into white America. “They turned

projects into dope dens and shootinggalleries, so now the government

decides the only wayit’ll work is if they’re scattered into white com-

munities. This is an implicit admission that—left to themselves—

blacks will form societies whites would find intolerable and that it

takes whites to prop them up.”

Levin’s recommendation echoeslike a mantra: “End welfare. ...

End welfare.”

“What would that do?” L ask. .

“The country is being overrun by people who don’t work and have

illegitimate children,” Levin says. “[Ending welfare] would simply be

ceasing to subsidize them. That would automatically have a very

excellent demographic effect.”
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“Eugenics,” I say.
“There’s nothing wrong with eugenics,” Levin says. “It’s a per-

fectly respectable idea. I think it may be making a comeback.”
Levin’s family history would seem to make him an unlikely candi-

date for such views. Around the turn of the century, his grandparents
fled czarist pogromsagainst Jews in Russia. Members of Levin’s fam-
ily werekilled in the Holocaust. And this son of a short-order cook—
educated at Michigan State and Columbia universities—is happily
married to a Latino immigrant whom hecalls his best friend. Margarita
Levin, now

a

professor of philosophy at Yeshiva, met her husband
when she took oneofhis courses at City College, long an educational
mecca for New York’s poorandits recent immigrants.

Despite this multicultural background, Levin remains fixated on
race differences. “That’s the crisis facing America,” he says. “No one
wants to talk aboutit or support research on it but the Pioneer Fund.

company he’s keeping. In the next few hours I read aloud to him from
material about the foundation and by fellow Pioneer Fund recipients.
I quote a 1966 passage by fund recipient Roger Pearson. “If a nation
with a more advanced, more specialized, or in any way superior set of
genes mingles with, instead of exterminating, an inferiortribe, thenit
commitsracial suicide,” wrote Pearson, a journeyman academic turned
publisher who has taughtat the universities of Maryland and Southern
Mississippi and Hampden-Sydney College, in Virginia, as well as
Queens College, in Charlotte, N.C. “[Without] elimination of the
unfit, evolution amongst the higher forms does not, in fact, take
place. ... [If] we follow the dictates of the eugenicist, there is the
hope always that some soundstock will survive.”

Levin, who has had frequent contact with Pearson and whose wife
approvesof the man’s courtly manners, suddenly looks dismayed. And
thenhis face registers a change, as if a switch had been thrownin his
thinking, and his doubtsare castaside. |

“Let me ask you a question, and I really don’t know the answer,” he
says. “Suppose you see

a

racialcrisis coming in the United States that
nobody wantsto talk about. Everybody wantsto pretend everybodyis
Bill Cosby and Mary Tyler Moore. And the only guy besides you who
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can seethis is like a freight train going 90 mphto a bridge that’s out1s

Josef Mengele. Do you join forces with him to try to stop the trainr”

THE ELEVATOR DOORS open andstudents and professors stream

into the maze of halls. I separate from the crowd at the psychology-

departmentdirectory, and I read: J. PHILIPPE RUSHTON RM. 6434. As I

take what turns out to be a long walk to his office, I wonderif Rush-

ton—like Michael Levin—seeksinsulation from heated studentreac-

tions to his views. For Rushton, who has been teaching for more than

ten years at the University ofWestern Ontario,in London,these views

are found in what a Pioneer Fundcolleaguecalls his “bold theory of

racial differences.” But critics call. his hypothesis a pseudoscientific

justification for a “racial pecking order,” with blacks on the bottom,

whites in the middle and Asians on top.

Rushton’s office is open but unoccupied, and I sit down to wait for

him. His publicationslie in neat piles on a shelf. I leaf through one in

which he describes the reproductivestrategies that different life forms

use in their evolutionary struggles. He claims that less evolved organ-

isms—such as blacks—fight for survival by coupling promiscuously,

flooding the environment with offspring for whom they providelittle

care and many of whom die. He says more evolved forms—such as

Asians—wagetheir battle through monogamous relationships, produc-

ing few children upon whom theylavish care and many of whom sur-

vive. Whites, he says, fall in between.

Perhaps most striking is Rushton’s focus onsexual characteristics,

including breast, buttock and genital size, all of which he says are

largest in blacks, middling in whites and smallest in Asians. Rushton

pays particular attention to penissize, whichhesaysis an evolutionary

adaptation to blacks’ indiscriminate sexuality. “Where ejaculates from

more than one male occur in the vicinity of ova, sperm competition

often leads to enlarged penises and testes to make deeper and more

voluminousejaculations possible,” Rushton writes.

“Hullo,” Rushton says. The accentis British Empire, cultured but

of indeterminate origin. He is a natty dresser and despite the heat, the

tall fifty-year-old wears a sweater knotted over his shoulders. We

exchange pleasantries, and,raising the paper I’m reading, I ask which

reproductive strategy will prove the most successful.

“In the short term the small brained will appear to be winning,

because they can producethree offspring for every one the big brained
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produce,” Rushton says, warmingto his subject. “But the minute you
introduceselection pressures, the small brained will cease to be com-
petitive and will crash, while the big brained will have the intelligence
to adapt. But that’s in the long run, which isn’t any help to the big
brained in New York City today.”

Rushton says he has concentrated lately on brain size, which he
claims is directly related to race, head size, and intelligence. “Next
time you see the North Korean president[the late Kim II Sung] and
his aides on television, just look at their heads and compare them to
JimmyCarter’s and the white dignitaries’ in the audience. Then when
you see some high-speed runnersfrom, say, Kenya, look at their heads.
If you can’t see the difference, I’d be surprised.”

But what some notice is Rushton’s bias. C. Loring Brace, a
renowned University of Michigan anthropologist who has amassed a
vast database of head measurements, says there’s no significant differ-
ence in head size among races—infact, he doesn’t believe in the con-
cept of race—and no connection betweenbrain size and intelligence.
“[Rushton] uses selected pickings to reach a predetermined conclu-
sion,” Brace says. “When you take [his work] apart and look at the
pieces, it completely collapses. It’s not science,it’s racism.” |

Tired of being slammed for his “selected pickings” from others’
data, Rushton began producing his own. At a local mall, he used Pio-
neer money to pay 150 participants—a third were black, a third were
white, a third were Asian—to complete a form with questionsasking,
for example, how far each subject could ejaculate and “Howlarge[is]
your penis?” His university subsequently reprimanded him for not
having the project pre-approved. Rushton says approvalfor off-campus
experiments had never before been required. “A zoologist,” he says,
“doesn’t need permissionto study squirrels in his back yard.”

Rushton gained even greater notoriety when he published a paper
tying high black HIV-infection rates to his theory of reproductive
Strategies. He suggested that “Negroids” are genetically programmed
for sexual behaviorthat spreads the deadly virus. Dr. Robert Gallo, one
of the first scientists to identify HIV, denounced Rushton, who struck
back, producing an invitation to an AIDS conference in China as proof
that his HIV research is respected. But a reporter discovered that the
invite was oneof 600spit from a computer mailing list. The organizers
of the trip—for which attendees had to pay their own way—subse-
quently rescinded their invitation.
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Rushton’s troubles didn’t stop there. He has been threatened and

assaulted. The university gave him a bodyguard to escort him toclass.

He was nearly prosecuted under Canada’s hate-crime laws, has had

politicians call for his firing and now faces a suit by students who

charge that his teachings violated their civil rights.

Rushton describes studentprotests against him: “They havea large

numberof blacks parading the halls with bullhorns, shouting, banging

on the walls. If four or five skinheads with swastika armbands showed

up outside myclass, there would be tanks on campusto get them off

and into jail. If you’ve got, quote, disadvantaged groups, a band of

blacks and left wingers, the university will cave in.”

Eventually schoolofficials ordered that Rushton teach by videotape.

“This was for my own safety and the safety of my students,” he says.

Lask Rushton aboutclaimsthat he’s describing a racial hierarchy. “I

object to the use of the terms superior or inferior,” says Rushton, who

has repeatedly denied beinga racist. “People are always saying, “Oh,

you say whites are superiorto blacks.’ Even if you take somethinglike

athletic ability or sexuality—notto reinforce stereotypes or some such

thing—but, you know,it’s a trade-off: more brain or more penis. You

can’t have everything.”

Stanford University professor Marcus Feldman, whose work Rush-

ton has cited, is an expert on the theory of reproductive strategies.

This theory is “absolutely inapplicable” to comparisons within

species, Feldman said on a Canadian radio show called Quirks and

Quarks. Rushton doesn’t come across as a scientist but as “someone

whohas an ax to grind. .. . [His work] has no content.It’s laughable.”

“I guess my upbringing led me to believe there really were geneti-

cally based class, ethnic, and racial differences,” says Rushton, who

spent four years in an all-white South African elementary school

before his father, who owneda construction business, moved the fam-

ily to England, where Rushtonlater attended the University of Lon-

don. “So when I wentto university and found out, supposedly, there

- were not [differences], it came as a surprise. And I cameto the conclu-

sion they really did exist after all.”

Rushton’s conclusions have not only made him an object of peer

ridicule, they have also led those whom he mentoredto reject him. “I

had a graduate studentfrom China,” Rushtonsays. “Curiously enough

he didn’t think Chinese are more intelligent. His parents were furious
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with him for working with me andtold him to stop. He broughtin edi-
torials from Vancouver newspapers from IQII Or 1907—whenever
Canada passed a law forbidding Orientals to immigrate from China.
And the reason, the newspaperssaid, is the Oriental is a much harder
worker and unfair competition for the decent working white man.”
How would youfeel, I ask,if your work wasused for similar ends?
“I don’t see anything wrong with research on immigration policy

and population policy overall,” Rushton says. “People often describe
world population asoutof control. That very soon touchesthe nerve of
race differences in reproduction. Population policy touches on who’s
going to reproduce. It touches on eugenics.”

Rushton insists he’s uninterested in applications for his research.
But a 1986 article in Politics and the Life Sciences indicates otherwise. In
it, Rushton connects Nazi Germany’s military prowess to the purity of
its gene pool. He suggests that white supremacists’ opposition to abor-
tion is a genetic impulse against a procedure that may add to what they
perceive to be the demographic threat of black and Latino immigra-
tion andfertility. He details how humanist, egalitarian, and anti-racist
ideas support these populationshifts that endanger “North European”
civilization. And he implies eugenics could changethis.

I mention myinterviewing population-studies professor Daniel
Vining Jr., a Pioneer colleague whose work Rushton hascited. Vining
had a stroke nine years ago that left him seriously disabled. I’m de-
scribing how difficult it is for him to speak when Rushton’s measured
mannerevaporates.

“I met him at a conference a few years ago, and it was hard talking
to him with politeness for two minutes,” Rushton says. “He was inap-
propriately insistent. He refused to allow meto go, almost like he
wanted to practice [speaking] on meor something like that. I was
thinking, ‘Go practice with your wife or somebodyelse like you, don’t
practice on me.’ Butheinsisted. Sort of childish—like he wanted to
take all the attention. I think he grabbed my handor something, and I
thought, ‘Whothehellare you, grabbing my hand?’ ”

Later I read Rushton the Pearson “exterminating” passage that
shook Levin.

“Whyshould I pass value judgments on other people’s political
opinions?” says Rushton, a Pearson acquaintance.

“So you wouldn’t agree with that?”
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“For God’s sake,I just told you. Why should I pass value judgments

on other people’s political opinions? I’m terminating this [interview]

right now.”

IN 1937 the Pioneer Fund was founded by Wickliffe Draper, whose

New Englandtextile fortune started the fund’s endowment and helps

financeit today. Harry Laughlin, thefirst president of the fund, was a

well-known eugenicist who in 1924 was instrumental in pushing

through legislation blocking U.S. entry to Jews fleeing pogroms in

Russia. Before Congress, he testified that IQ data proved that 83 per-

cent of Jewish immigrants were born feeble-minded and therefore

were a threat to the nation’s economy and genetic makeup. Laughlin

subsequently lobbied to keep these barriersin place, successfully cut-

ting off sanctuary for Jews seeking refuge from the Third Reich.

In 1922, Laughlin also wrote the Model Eugenical Sterilization

Law, which was adopted in one form or another by thirty states and

resulted in the forcedsterilization of tens of thousandsof people in the

United States. The law also served as the basis for the Nazi program

that resulted in the forced sterilization of at least 2 million people. For

his contributions to eugenics, Laughlin received an honorary degree

from the University of Heidelberg, in Germany, in 1936. The Nazis’

scientific adviser for the extermination of the handicapped notified

Laughlin of the award. In 1937, Laughlin obtained a Nazi film praising

eugenic cleansing and offered screenings to 3,000 U.S. high schools.

There were 28 takers. Third Reich newspapers celebrated this suc-

cess. The Pioneer Fund’s founder, Draper, took a special interest in

this project as wellas in efforts to promote black repatriation.

Current Pioneer Fund treasurer John B. Trevor Jr. maintains multi-

ple interests of his own. In addition to thirty-five years of foundation

duties, he was a long-time official of the Coalition of Patriotic Soci-

eties, which in 1942 was namedina U.S.Justice Department sedition

indictmentfor pro-Nazi activities. Trevor was the group's treasurer in

1962 when it called for the release ofall Nazi war criminals and

announcedits support for South Africa’s “well-reasonedracial policy.”

Pioneerofficials later organized the Draper Committees,officers of

which included Rep. Francis Walter of Pennsylvania, the author of

highly restrictive immigration legislation. The Draperproject took as a

counsel New York attorney Harry Weyher, who has for many years
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been the Pioneer Fund president. The Draper project financed re-
search on new usesfor isolysin, a chemical used to determine whether
blood types could mix in a transfusion. Some believed blacks’ alleged
inferiority was blood borne, and blood banks’refusals to separate hold-
ings by race mightresult in whites being compromisedby black blood,
a variation on the dreaded miscegenation.

In Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, the 1954 U.S. Supreme
Court case in which the court ordered school integration, Columbia
University psychology professor and future Pioneer Fund director
Henry Garrett was a featured witness for the segregationists. Garrett, a
pamphleteer of the White Citizens Councils, which has been referred
to as a “white-collar Klan,” testified that school integration would be a
disaster. He said that blacks’ genetically inferior intelligence would
require leveling the curriculum, which would leave whites bored and
blacks frustrated. In an unsuccessful suit brought to reverse Brown,
University of Georgia psychology professor emeritus R. Travis Osborne
played a role similar to Garrett’s. Now an octogenarian, Osborne wasfor
years the recipient of Pioneerstipends.

Thomas Ellis, a North Carolina lawyer and Jesse Helms adviser
who served on the Pioneer Fund board from 1973 to 1977, also op-
posed Brown, writing, “The eventual goalof this [school integration]
movementis racial intermarriage and the disappearance of the Negro
race by fusing into the white.”

With the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the floodgates of integration
opened—atleast in law—and the Pioneer Fund entered a newera.
Having failed to keep the dam intact, certain foundation recipients
now soughtto provide a basis for erecting smaller, subtler barriers to
integration. A 1969 article by University of California at Berkeley
educational psychology professor Arthur Jensen, who has received
more than $1 million in Pioneer funds, arguedthat black students’
poor academic performance was duetoirreversible genetic deficien-.
cies, So programslike HeadStart were useless and should be replaced
by vocational education. The claim drew an avalanche of academic
rebuttals, and then the media took over. Newsweek headlined its piece
BORN DUMB?

More recently somefund recipients have been shownto have asso-
clations that are remarkably similar to the Nazi ties of Laughlin and
Draper, the fund’s key players atits inception. University of Northern
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Iowa educational-psychology professor Ralph Scott had anotherlife as

a vice president of the pro-Nazi German-American National Congress,

which wasled by a Holocaust denier. In the mid-seventies, Scott used

some of his Pioneer money to barnstorm the country in opposition to

busing, a court-ordered path to integration.

Scott’s work caught the eye of University of Southern Mississippi

anthropology professor Donald Swan,another Pioneer Fundrecipient.

Swan’s idea was that blacks are a more primitive species than whites.

In 1966 he was arrested for mail fraud after a raid on his home during

which police found a cache of weapons, Nazi memorabilia, a photo of

him with American Nazi Party members and reamsofracist, anti-

Semitic and anti-Catholic literature.

When Swan died, Pioneer Fund money was used to purchase and

transfer his library to Roger Pearson, wholeft academia in the late sev-

enties and took over the American chapter of the ultra-conservative

World Anti-Communist League. A man whohasreportedly claimed a

role in hiding Josef Mengele (the Third Reich doctor known as the

“Angel of Death,” who performed brutal experimentson live concen-

tration-campprisoners) from Nazi hunters, Pearson was soon removed

by the international organizationin reaction to his efforts to pack the

league with Nazis and their sympathizers. He now runs an array of

organizations that publish books and journals; many of these organiza-

tions have been Pioneer Fund—sponsored outlets.

A recent Pearson publication that reflects other troubling connec-

tions and viewsis the collected works of the late William Shockley, the

Pioneer-supported Stanford University engineering and mathematical-

science professor whose BonusSterilization Plan turned heads in the

1970s and "80s. Under the plan, the government would offer cash

incentives to welfare recipients with below-average IQs whoagreed to

be sterilized—$1,000 for every point below the white meanof 100.Var-

ious Pioneer professors had early contact with Shockley. Levin, while

still in his twenties, regularly phoned Shockley, and Rushton sought

input on his work from Shockley.

Pioneer grant recipient and Johns Hopkins University sociology

professor Robert Gordon recently called for a campaign to convince

those with low IQsto breed less. Gordon’s research yokesrace to intel-

ligence, juvenile delinquency, and criminality, all of which he deems

genetic.
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Gordon’s former wife, University of Delaware educational studies
professor Linda Gottfredson, was for many years the only woman
receiving Pioneer funding, Gottfredson, whose work has been em-
braced by the white supremacist National Alliance and the David
Duke-edited National Association for the Advancement of White
People magazine, argues that low black representation in high-status

schools and jobsis due to blacks’ inferior intelligence, which she says
underminesthejustification for quotas.

As a private, nonprofit foundation, the Pioneer Fund must declare
how its funds are disbursed but is under no obligation to identify its
patrons. About $5 million in the fund’s investmentportfolio, together
with donations, trusts and other revenues, produces about $1 million in

annual income, mostofwhichis distributed in relatively small pieces to
about twenty recipients a year, including SeymourItzkoff of Smith Col-
lege and Richard Lynnof the University of Ulster, in Northern Ireland.

The tax-exemptorganization is run by five long-time directors and
operates from a Third Avenuelocation notfar from the Manhattan law
offices of Harry Weyher. Weyher, who refused numerous requests for
an interview, has repeatedly denied that the foundation has any white-
supremacist aimsor Nazi ties.

DANIEL VINING, JR., a fifty-year-old University of Pennsylva-
nia population-studies professor, sits immobile, his legs and wheelchair
tucked underhis long office desk.

“Thad a stroke,” Vining grunts, straining visibly to force each syllable
from his mouth. “It didn’t impair my brain—not the thinking portion
anyway.”

Vining, whois ruddy, rail thin, and bent forward at the waist, haslit-
tle fine motorcontrol of his mouth. He has somehandle on his body,
but his pipestem armsflail wildly at times, arcing through air, then
banging against his sunken chest. In his work, which he began before |
he becamedisabled, Vining compiles evidence that the higher some-
one’s IQ, the fewer children he or she will have. He believes IQ
reflects intelligence and that intelligence is largely inherited. So he
concludes humanity is becoming progressively less intelligent.

“Thoseare the facts,” Vining rasps thickly.
As part of this work, Vining evaluates eugenic practices as they are

carried out today in countries like Singapore and China. He proposes
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that lowering the birthrates of the United States’ poor, who he sug-

gests are less intelligent than the country’s rich, would help reverse the

theoretical slide in intelligence.

“Demographers don’t talk or write much about population quality,”

writes Vining in the Journal of Social, Political and Economic Studies,

whichis a Pearson publication. “In my view,this silence is not because

American demographers deem the subject unimportant but rather

because ofits association in so many persons’ minds with eugenics and

the interest shownin the latter by National Socialists.”

In his article titled “The Demographic Decline of Homo Occiden-

talis,” which appeared in another Pearson publication, Mankind Quar-

terly, Vining wonders whethersuch stances among white intellectuals

can be seen “as a kind of pacific maneuvering of an aging, demoral-

ized, sterile people before the onslaught of... reproductively more

vigorous races in the pathetic hopethat the writers themselveswill be

spared.”

Faculty colleagues and school administrators exude a grimness

whenthe subject of certain Pioneer professors comes up. If possible,

the work of people like Vining, Rushton, and Levin is swept under the

rug, and they are ignored and avoided. Because they are tenured, how-

ever, there is very little that an administration can do, as City College

of New York found out with Levin. These professors are academia’s

dirty secret. |

Associate professor of regional sciences Stephen Galeis chair of Vin-

ing’s department andalso his faculty colleague at the University of

Pennsylvania. “WhetherI want Danto continue doingthis kind ofwork

or whether I think it is an embarrassment doesn’t matter,” Gale says,

measuring his words carefully. “At the university we have academic

freedom, which gives him the right to research whatever he chooses.”

Butis that research racist?I ask.

“I’m not going to tell you whether I think Dan is a prejudiced

man,” says Gale. “He may be.”

Vining was born in Arkansas and grew up near Charlottesville, Vir-

ginia, the home of the University of Virginia, where his father has

taught economics. There were childhood visits from family friends

like Thorsten Veblen, a scholar famed for his publication Theory of the

Leisure Class. While school-integration battles raged back home, Vining

studied in northeastern boarding schools. During the early 1960s he

was at Yale and Princeton.
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Vining enlisted in the Marines and saw combatas an officer in Viet-
nam. He returned from the war uninjured, married an Asian woman,
and becamea professor at Penn in 1974. An athletic man his whole life,
he was knownaroundcampusforhis intense gameof squash. One day
while mowinghis lawn,he collapsed.

“There was no warningat all,” Gale says of the stroke. “It was an
act of God.”

During our halting discussion, Vining mentions the similarities
between his work and that of another recipient of Pioneer support,
Garrett Hardin, a professor emeritus of biological sciences at the Uni-
versity of California at Santa Barbara. “We’re both interested in human
population growth,” Vining says.

Hardin, whohas served on the boards of two Pioneer-funded groups
that seek to restrict non-European, primarily Latino immigration on
eugenic grounds, has written on the matter of philanthropy from a
eugenic point of view. I hand over an excerpt of his work to Vining.

“Consider the matter of charity,” writes Hardin, who in his most
recent book thanked Pioneer president Weyher for his encourage-
ment. “Whenonesavesa starving man, one may thereby help him to
breed morechildren. ... Every time a philanthropist sets up a founda-
tion to look for a cure for a certain disease, he thereby threatens
humanity eugenically. ... It is difficult, on rational grounds, to object
to the sterilization of the feebleminded.... [But] more spectacular
results could be obtained by preventing the breeding of numerous
membersof the subnormalclasses higher than the feebleminded.”

Isn’t he saying, I ask Vining, that the poor, sick, or ignorant are
genetically flawed and should be removed from the gene pool?

Vining twists in his wheelchair butis silent.
I pull out stills from the Nazi eugenics film that Laughlin hoped

would raise America’s consciousness. The movie, which depicts the
handicappedliving in luxuriousinstitutions on the taxpayers’ tab, was
an opening gambit by the Third Reich in desensitizing the public to
eugenic measures. First to hit the slippery slope would be the most
vulnerable, those whose deformities and incapacities seem to make
them almost anotherspecies.

Vining, his patrician features distorted by the stroke that erased a
piece of his brain, grasps a photo. His eyes dart over a grainy black and
white of a manidentified as a “pinhead,” a condition in which a person
is born with the part of the brain that controls involuntary functions
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but not the portionfor reasoning. “Manyidiots are deep under the ani-

mal,” reads the caption.

The individual featured in the photograph, who the filmmakers

supposed wouldelicit the viewer’s disgust, looks confused, uncompre-

hending. Vining, trapped in his wheelchair, hands shaking but eyes

steady, understands all too well. Without raising his head, Vining

speaks.

“T probably would have been exterminated myself,” he says.
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Irving Louis Horowitz

Lane in The New Republic symposium on IQ (October 31, 1994). Theysingle out Rushton for linking ethnocentricism to genetic factors; thisin turn subjects him to the broad brush ofbeing, along with Richard J.Herrnstein and Charles Murray, “Neo-Nazis” in Newsweef (October

sympathetic early review of the Rushton book in The National Review(September 12, 1994), Mark Snyderman warned of the barrage tocome. “Philippe Rushton has written his own epitaph. Anygenetic

Irving Louis Horowitz is the Hannah Arendt Distinguished Professor of Sociology andPolitical Science at Rutgers University. Among his many booksare The Rise and Fall ofProject Camelot and Science, Sin, andScholarship. Heis also editorial director and president
; publisherofJ. Philippe Rushton’s Race, Evolution,

peared in a slightly longer form as “The Rushton
assions” in Society, January-February 1995.
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predisposition toward the defense of one’s race only addsto the near

impossibility of rational response to the scientific study of race in a

world that has seen the Holocaust andracial subjugation. ... Rush-

ton’s work may be ignored by the fearful, damnedbytheliberals, and

misused by theracists. It is unlikely to be truly understood by any-

one.” Subsequent events have proved Snydermanprophetic; although

Malcolm Brown’s review in The New York Times Book Review made a

valiant effort at understanding and empathy.

Beyondslogans and slurs, what is the “flap” over IQ about? Why

does it elicit this broad-ranging discussion of the nature of social

research in contemporary society? In particular, why does Philippe

Rushton and Race, Evolution, and Behaviorelicit such animus? Afterall,

at one level, Rushton’s book might be perceived as a small blip in the

larger discourse on the status of intelligence and its racial correlates.

Such a jaundiced view misses the point. Scandals over specific schol-

ars or books become public issues because in some special way, in this

instance through surrogates, they mirror larger themes and concerns of

the century. Andsince this is the time of social science and ours the

century of moral self-consciousness, the linkages of public policy and

social research are as inevitable as they are at times misplaced.

Such issues go to the heart of media interest. Debates amongsocial

scientists permit the media to evince concern without expressing par-

tisanship. Sensing that racial rifts seemingly grow over time, rather

than diminish in direct proportion to a closure in the income gaps

between the races, the media seek some way to tap deep public

unease Over volatile issues such as racial disparities in welfare receipts,

criminal activities, drug intakes (euphemistically addressed as sub-

stance abuse), and the intimacies of personal behavior, without

appearing to adopta clear position of their own. They wish to respond

to larger white racial dismay about black attitudes, and to do so with-

out giving offense to minority views. In such a context, the work of

someonelike Rushton is a godsend. ‘The media can point to indepen-

dent, scholarly data sets, without taking sides or making claims.

In such a context, the media drives the data as much as the data

drives the media. Attention to racial elements in intelligence is hardly

unprecedented. In the 1960s there was the work of the late William

Shockley, in the seventies that of Arthur Jensen, and in the 1980sthat of

a group of people much closer to media studies, such as Stanley Roth-
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man. These individuals sought media attention as a mechanism for
making their policy views known. Thefactis that for a nondiscussible
subject, the issue of race and genetics has been rather widely examined.
The sequence has typically been to break outof the narrow professional
journalliterature first in a major book, or sometimesarticles in general
interest magazines. The next Step is the widespread publication of
reviews and commentary in newsprint form, followed in quick order by
coverstories in news weeklies, radio and television talk shows, and the
conversion of the whole communication chain into an object of news
unto itself. Behind the information curtain is generous support from
funding agencies with special interests in publicizing issues of racial
imbalance and inheritance. Indeed,a review of major figures in psychol-
ogy supported by the Pioneer Fund, ranging from Jensen to Rushton,
indicates a more than casual interest in those who work the area ofracial
genetics. Such foundations measure successas much b
as by scientific results.

Rushton’s book, Race, Evolution, andBehavior, became a tagalong to
the more popularly written and widely publicized book by Herrnstein
and Murray, The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American
Life. Rushton becamelike Zelig of Woody Allen’s movie by the same
name: a minor but very noticeable player peeking out and waving at
the crowdasthetotalitarian leaders of Nazi GermanyandFascist Italy
worked the crowds. Rushton’s bookis noless convincing or less wor-
thy, but the media’s pickup of Rushton was as muchaneffort to create
a sense of widespread academic contagion as a desire to investigate a
deviantprofessionalliterature.

y media coverage

g Charles Murray
ushton,articulate

composed,soft-spoken, and reminiscent of an Edwardian don, suitedmedia requirementsfor foil and fop just fine.
Equally fascinating is the ripple effect within media life. While the

television networks reach the masses, the news weeklies reach thetele-
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vision networks, informing them of whatis hot and whatis not, what1s

in and whatis out. Thus, the fact that within one month in the autumn

of 1994, we witnessed feature articles on intelligence and the IQ con-

troversy in Newsweek, Time, and U.S. News @ World Report, a symposium

in The New Republic, not to mention review essays in The New York Times,

The Washington Post, and The Chronicle ofHigher Education, indicates the

continued potency of the written word. Thedirty little secret of media

impact is that the print media supply the brains while the television

and radio media supply the audience and the soundbites.

This is heady wine for people like Murray, wholive on media glitz

and foundations that covet mediablitz. After all is said and done, both

share concerns with the policy consequences of genetic differentia-

tion. Although Philippe Rushton denies any such populist concerns,

his desire to encourage attention to his work remains undeniable. In

part, this is a normal impulse. Any author wants an audience. ‘The

media provide this missing link. For Rushton such attention is both a

potent form of redemption and a revocation of years of obloquy from

attacks on his scholarship and person at his homebase, the University

of Western Ontario. That in itself becomes a media “story,” one that

Rushtonis notreticentto discuss, if for no other reason than to prevent

his name from beingtarnished.

Media interestis ultimately fixated on policy concerns, not empiri-

cal information. For broadcast journalism nothing is more deadly than

a recitation ofstatistical tables. But thatis precisely the world in which

Rushtonlives, and, he repeatedlyasserts, the one in which he wantsto

live. Consequently, in interview and debate formats, Rushton comes

off either as evasive or unconvincing. He becomes a pawn in the hands

of the media rather than a shaperof events,a tool rather than a teacher.

This is not to pass moral judgment on mediaactivities in areas of race

relations but rather to note that the impulses that lead the media to a

Rushton, and for that matter, a Rushton to the media, are at logger-

heads, preventing social science from serving as an instrument of

enlightenmenton the basic issues of the day.

Thus, Rushton wasable to attract attention in a round of dismaying

radio and television appearances, including the Geraldo Rivera show

on NBC, Connie Chung for CBS, and several radio talk shows on

WWORand WMCA.Rushton was able to attract attention and cer-

tainly gain a larger readership than is usual for a scholarly treatise in
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racial differentiation among Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid
“races,” he opened the doorto questions about whatthelarger public
should do, if anything, with this assumption. Further, Rushton was
unable or unwilling to enter into a policy discourse that might satisfy
either a conservative orradical agenda. From Rushton’s viewpoint, this
is precisely whatsets his work apart from, and putsit at a higher level
than, that of others who sharehis approach. Thedifficulty is that such
a self-evaluation does notstill charges of racism and bias. In the
absence of any policy agendaofhis own, the policy agendas ofothers
ranging from laissez-faire ideas of doing nothing for the poorto racial-
ist policies of liquidation, have now been ascribed to him.

rights abuses by Rushton onthebasis of the 1981 Human Rights Code
and, specifically, Ontario’s policy on race relations, whichstates in part
that “All doctrines and practices ofracial superiority are scientifically
false, morally reprehensible, and socially destructive, and are contrary
to the policies of this government, and are unacceptable in Ontario.”
The complainants, while denying the racial categories adduced by
Rushton, nonetheless declared that they were “Caucasian, black, and
East Indian in origin.” Evidently, those seeking Rushton’s ouster in
IQQI as a “racist who infected the learning environmentat the Univer-
sity of Western Ontario” were not above utilizing his categories in so
doing. They also sought action against the university on the grounds
that by letting Rushton present his data, the university permitted
actions that were “thereby aggravating the humiliating and degrading
effect of Rushton’s and their actions.” The university response was
difficult and courageous. George Pedersen, the presidentof the uni-
versity, madeit plain that academic freedom would be maintained, and

applicable to author and publisher.
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The principle of academic freedom is not new. It has been in

force in all universities in North America for several decades.

Academic freedom provides a university community with the

protection that must accompany independent research and the

publicationofits results. Academics frequently express ideasthat

are at oddswith other views within the university, and sometimes

with the views of society or government. Academic freedom

ensures that such ideas can be expressed withoutfear of interfer-

ence or repression from university administrators, politicians or

others.

It is the essence of a university that independent research

should be undertaken; this frequently involves highly controver-

sial issues and sometimes highly controversial results and inter-

pretations. It is a matter of historical record that members of the

academic community, faculty and studentsalike, evaluate such

results and interpretations. Conclusions are either sustainedor re-

futed. Thebasis of this processis that the university must remain

the center of such free intellectual inquiry and interchange.

In the specific instance that has occasioned this debate, the

question has arisen concerning the relationship between the con-

clusionsof Professor Philippe Rushton and the views of his Uni-

versity. The question can be addressed directly and succinctly:

there is zo relationship between Professor Rushton’s conclusions

and any position which the University itself might take on the

issues involved. In other words, in his capacity as a researcher and

scholar, Professor Rushton does not represent the views of The

University of Western Ontario. The University deplores bigotry,

intolerance, and racism in any form. To abrogate academic free-

dom would beto invoke those very attitudes whichtheprinciple

of academic freedomitself rejects.

Since Canada, unlike the United States, has neither a Bill of Rights

to protect the individual against governmentintrusion,nor a historical

tradition of republicanism rather than royalism of both the British and

French sorts, Pedersen’s words are heartening for their commitmentto

academic freedom,as well as a sobering reminder to those who would

shut down debateon raceor any other subject of legitimate scholarship

and research.
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RACE IS HARDLY a new subject for American social science.
Indeed, someofour earliest books werelittle else than warmed-over
justifications for slavery. Books with titles like Soctology of the African
Negro were amongtheveryfirst to presentracism as an ideology. After
the Civil War, discussions about race were taken up in anthropology;
and the tradition persisted through Carleton S. Coon and his works
on The Origin of Races in 1962, and Racial Adaptations twenty years
later. Coon promulgated a multiregional hypothesis in which racial
differences were attributed to races emerging at different times in
evolutionary history, with distinctive physiological characteristics and
adaptationsto climate and temperature.

The nineteenth-century debates over nature versus nurture
broughtthe issue of race and ability to the fore in ways not dissimilar
to the present flap over the Rushton and Herrnstein-Murray books.
Oddly enough, this earlier phase involved Charles Darwin’s cousin,
Francis Galton—whowas a pioneer in the eugenics movement. For
Galton, the numberof famous mena race producesis largely due to
hereditary factors; genius and fame weresaid to go hand in hand. Not
surprisingly, in Galton’s view Anglo-Saxons were the world’s most
superior group. Galton’s studies had the unintended effect of mobiliz-
ing sociologists into a response.In his essay of 1897, “Genius, Fame,
and the Comparison of Groups” published in Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Charles Horton Cooley cut Gal-
ton to the quick. He noted that golden ages of creativity, peopled as
they were with famous figures, could not be explained by sudden
hereditary changes. “Every race probably turns out a number of
greatly endowed men manytimes larger than the numberthatattains
fame.” Cooley concluded that “by greatly endowed I mean with natu-
ral abilities equal to those that made men famousin other times and
places. The question which, if any, of these geniuses are to achieve
fame is determinedbyhistorical and social conditions.” Many social
scientists continued to argue the case for heredity and society; nature
and nurture.

By so doing, sociologists and anthropologists vacated the field of
race differentiation in favor of studies of racial hierarchies. The
emphasis shifted from biological to social causes of varied levels of
achievement, focusing on opportunity, income, employment, housing,
and schooling. The high pointin the social scientific use of raceas a
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conceptual tool may well have been the work of Gunnar Myrdal in

economics, Arnold Rosein sociology, and Kenneth Clark in social psy-

chology that emergedin the juridical framework of the Brown v. Board

of Education of Topeka decision of 1954. This cemented

a

relationship

betweenjuridical decision makingandsocial science research that per-

sists to this day. Notably, this relationship is influenced by a strong

impulse toward egalitarianism, as evident in contemporary sociology

and anthropology: in sociology it derives from its roots in social wel-

fare: in the case of anthropology from a strong bias in favor of cultural ©

relativism, and conversely, a denial of ethical or behavioral superiority

of one culture over another. This is clearly characteristic in the classi-

cal works of Franz Boas, Bronislaw Malinowski, Margaret Mead, and

Ruth Benedict.

Theegalitarian impulse, while theoretically modified over the past

half century, continues to inform attitudes toward race within these

two social sciences. Despite recent breast-beating among the experts,

blaming themselves for everything from failure to predict that blacks

would becomesocial actors in their own right to the inability to render

a meaningful picture of black innovators in their own culture, the sup-

port rendered by sociologists and anthropologists to black-white

equity is incontestable. This impulse is at times misplaced. Some-

times researchers will dampen, even suppress,the racial variable,if its

inclusion “distorts” normal curves and representative samples. Re-

cently, a colleague of mine who did a study on children’s attitudes

toward work andthelabor process simply discardedall the data he had

on race, since attitudes of black children were radically at variance

with those of white children. As a result, a study with a perfectly fasci-

nating potential for helping us understandracial differences regarding

work became a pedestrian examination of different attitudes among

white children. This is unfortunately all too common, and may explain

why we are so unprepared for a book that tackles issues of race with

respect to a wide range offactors, as does Rushton’s Race, Evolution,

and Behavior.

Thehistory of psychology with the subject of race is quite different

from that of sociology and anthropology. From Abram Kardiner’s work

on the neurotic basis of explosive aggression to more familiar efforts to

isolate genetic factors in black educational underachievement, the

focus on individual behavior rather than social conditioning points to
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major differences in the orientations, philosophies, and goals of each
social science. While one might arguably claim that psychologists are
no less partisan to the cause of black equity, the concepts they utilize,
from “black rage” to thelinkage ofracial frustration to racial aggression
lend themselves to meliorative approaches at the policy level. The
extension of laboratory techniquesto field research, when played out
on a racial canvas, also provides psychologists with a range ofrisky ana-
logues between the animal and human kingdomsthatsociologists and
anthropologists have generally abandoned.

The social sciences cutat least two ways with respect to the democ-
ratization process. Done with integrity, social science analysis can and
often does serve the cause of democracy. On the other hand,social sci-
ence research has supported the most evil forms of dictatorship, such
as the German Nazi use of demographers to chart concentrations of
Jewish people in urban centers like Berlin, Vienna, and Warsaw so that
genocide could be committed efficiently and with minimum disrup-
tion of the economic order. How and whensocial research becomesa
tool for humanliberation or for human decimationis itself a subject.
worthy of independentconsideration. Moreto the point, the question
of how data generated by social research plays out on a larger social
canvas1s rarely addressed directly in the literature.

Manyof the impulsesthatinspire individuals to enter thesocialsci-
ences have their roots in moral issues of the most politically worth-
while sort. Indeed, deprived of such a moral base, I suspect that the
social sciences would be far less hospitable or attractive; I know it
would be for me. As Max Weberand a few courageousindividuals of
earlier years well appreciated, the problem is less with the word socia/
than with the word science. For whateverelse science is or does, it
requires that the chipsfall where they may. And forsocialscience,that
cuts both ways, making such research morally despicable or personally
engrossing depending on one’s pointof view.

The fascination of these tough social science “cases” is as much
about moralfiberas it is about scientific rigor. Once again, we have in
J. Philippe Rushton an unusual person with a history of stubbornly
pursuing the studyofracial differentiation despite a most inhospitable
intellectual climate. In his capacity as professor of psychology at West-
ern Ontario University, Rushton hasfelt the lash of student protests,
the threat of censorship, menacing legal actions to remove him from
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his tenured post, and the summary rejection of manuscripts and arti-

cles, at times under duress and after such material had already been

accepted for publication.

WITHOUT WISHING to dampen enthusiasm for the book, or to

repeat what Rushtonsays, or what reviewers claim that Rushtonsays,

it might be useful to summarize the major scientific statements and

empirical claims made in Race, Evolution, and Behavior.

First, race is a meaningful biological category, and not just a socio-

logical construct. While a notion of three broad racial categories may

be oversimplified, it provides a frameworkfor analysis that holds up on

a series of measures and over a wide spectrum of nations and regions.

Second, examinations of such disparate data as brain size, intelli-

gence, sexual activity, law-abiding propensities, and social organiza-

tion skills show such powerful variations between the races over time

and spacethat differences can hardly be dismissed or reduced to envi-

ronmental conditioning.

Third, such a key variable as crime indicates intense asymmetry:

black assaults against whites, black violence unleashed against other

blacks, strong racial patterns in assaults such as rape and homicide,

indicate something more than economicdeprivation.

Fourth, intelligence quotient studies all point in the same broad

direction: while environmental impactis real, the differentials in “edu-

cational achievement” remain substantial, up to 15 percent between

whites and blacks, and 5 percent between whites and Asians—with

the latter having the advantage. Intelligence is seen as related to speed

of maturation, temperament, health, and longevity, and as a result to

patterns of behavior as such.

Fifth, race has been found to have strong “effects” on learning

propensities, independentofsocial class. This signifies that a range of

considerations from mental illness to sexual behavior cannot be

reduced to class analysis.

Sixth, the physical properties of racesdiffer, so that indicators rang-

ing from penis size to testosterone level and cranial capacity exist,

which,in turn, one can inferare directly related to conceptsofthe self,

temperament, sexuality, aggression, altruism, and value judgments.

Seventh, human beings form themselves into hierarchies of domi-

nance, with thoseat the top of the hierarchy exhibiting higherlevels of

whatever traits make for success in a specific culture and in turn to
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gain greater than equal share of whatever scarce resourcesare avail-
able. This might be termed the neo-Darwinian strain in Rushton’s
thinking.

Eighth, given the degree to which social organization varies with
fertility, people who live within interpersonal social systems in one
context frequently seek out each otherfor friendship and marriage.
This might be termed the primary-group effect in Rushton’s analysis.

Ninth, and finally, people create cultures compatible with their
genotypes. Thus such tendencies rooted in genetic makeup not only
relate to each other, butalso to sociopolitical attitudes, that is, to macro

questionsof order vs. freedom, and demographic trends that occur in
the sweep ofhistory.

Clearly, Rushton’s work goes considerably beyond these main
points, and his evidence, marshaled from a study of sixty racial vari-
ables presentedin five times that numberoftables, raises serious con-
cerns about the extent to which genetic factors determine behavior.
This is not to say that Rushton proceeds through his tables mechani-
cally, but it does indicate a lifetime of concern about the more exacting
importance of race in the competition of consensus and conflict in
North America.

Rushton andthestudyof race and IQ has long hadhis scientific crit-
ics. Alvin Poussaint detectsa self-fulfilling mode in white prejudices
against blacks. Stephen Jay Gould sees the tendency to emphasize
broad statistical averages as pseudo-science disguising social preju-
dice. Urie Bronfenbrennerargues that nature and nurture oughtnotto
be seen as polarized extremes; rather the heritability factor moves up
when environmental conditions improve. David Perkins of the Har-
vard educational school and Leon Kamin of Princeton and now North-
eastern, postulate different types of intelligence (neural, experiential,
and reflective), and thus the improbability of effectively using intelli-
gence tests as even a crude measure of mental capability.

Since many critics in this most recent discussion of IQ have
focused on the Herrnstein-Murray book, they tend to aim wide of the
mark of the concerns targeted by that “obscure professor of psychol-
ogy, Philippe Rushton,” so called by Michael Lind in The Washington
Post. But inthis dismissive attitude, Rushton’s claims that the scien-
tific situation has beensacrificed on the altar of ideology tend to be
confirmed. Given the accuracy of that charge, I should like tocite my
own concerns.
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THE DIVISION of mankindinto three racesis far too simplistic to

admit ofstatistically significant correlations. The neatfifty-fifty split

between hereditary and environmentalfactors possesseslittle opera-

tional potential. (For what it is worth, Herrnstein-Murray place the

ratios at 40 percent environmentand 60percenthereditary.) At times

Rushton appears to diffuse criticism by admitting the existence of

environment; at other times, he writes with a certainty that suggests

human behavioris a function of gene transplants.

IO researchers’ notion of a general intelligence, accepted by Rush-

ton, is much too broad; implications as to the limits of pedagogic cor-

rectives are drawn much too narrowly. Some experiments, such as

those of twins raised by separate sets of parents, produce sufficiently

distinctive learning curves as to cast doubt on genetic determinations.

However, it is clear that many major studies do support hereditarian

assumptions.

It is not at all clear that test results involving blacksare radically dif-

ferent from those involving other Americans when measured at micro-

scopic levels. Thus, in cases of twins raised in separate households,

with different incomelevels, the actual disparities that can be traced to

genetic rather than environmental conditions tend to be randomly

distributed.

One must be concerned that observation of differences too readily

slips into the language of superiority and inferiority. Thus Rushton is

too ready to be dismissive of African cultural achievements and too

celebratory of European standards of culture and learning. European

highs are taken for granted. European lows(such as technological mur-

der) are less well defined. This is not to say that genocideis exclusively

a Europeaninvention, as we can see by recent events in Cambodia and

Rwanda. However, the preponderant evidenceis that such matters as

depravity and bestiality are not confined to any single race.

There are problems of analysis that are simply not covered. For

example, if Asians score highest on intelligence measures today, then

why was the developmentof science stymied so thoroughly in China,

despite a substantialinitial lead in a variety of areas of discovery and

technology? We are not able to extend over time racial disparities.

However, if standardized tests uniquely determine or define achieve-

ment, than the huge advantage of the West over Chinain theclassical

period should not be so evident. On the other hand,if such a break-
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downofscienceis a function of China’s political experience, then can
one not with equal vigor argue that such environmentalfactors are also
at work in defining levels of African achievement?

An additional dilemmaexists in identifying brain size with intelli-
gence. In examiningits form and function the brain perseis one of the
smallest units in the nervous system. Few contemporarystudiesof the
anatomy and functions of the human nervoussystem,or studiesofner-
vousdiseases anddisorders, relate brain size to intelligence. Rushton’s
own data display such small variances alonga racial axis thatit is diffi-
cult to draw broad inferences. While it is true that the human nervous
system differs from other mammals chiefly in the enlargement and
elaboration of the cerebral hemisphere, studies do not offer a conclu-
sive picture of intelligence capacities in humanracial types as a direct
consequenceofbrain size or weight.

Despite appeals to hundredsoftests andsixty distinctive variables,
we seem to be in a realm of a more indeterminate physiological uni-
verse than the racially determined one Rushton offers. There is a
reductionistic appeal to a single variable to explain various aspects of
behavior, and the result is more problematic than predictive. For —
example, what does one do with the idea of Asians having lowersexual
drives than Africans? This may or may notcorrelate with intelligence,
but it certainly does not explain the huge birthrates in China over
time. To be sure, the ability of the Chinese to develop policies that
sharply reduce its birthrate indicates the strength, not weakness, of
environmentalfactors.

If by hard sciencein contrast to soft science we mean the ability to
define explanation by prediction, what might be called the Reichen-
bach standard of positivism, Rushton’s fair-minded admission that his
racial categories hardly define specific levels of accomplishment by
individual black people casts doubt on the aggregate worth ofhis data.
Levels of achievement maydiffer by racial category, butit is simplistic
to explain such differences as genetically defined.

Having said this, it must be strongly stated that Rushton emerges
from the pagesofhis workas a vigorous opponentto all formsofracial
genocide or solutions based on experimental tampering with the
humanspecies. There are no notions of eugenics guiding his work, as
was common among academics at the start of the twentieth century.
Moreover, he is emphatic “that it is totalitarianism in the service of
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fanaticism that causes people to be murdered, not theories of human

nature.” But certainly these theories have been uniformly adopted by

totalitarian regimes as a mobilizing force in underwriting ethnic

supremacyandracial separatism throughoutthe century.

While it might be true, as Rushton claims, that “there are no neces-

sary policies that flow from race research,” it remains the case that

some formsoftotalitarianism havehistorically adopted racial doctrines

to justify everything from medical experimentation on humanbeings

to mass murderostensibly for the greater goal of the improvementof

the humanspecies. In such cases, the unnatural selection of indicators

rather than the natural adaptation of gene pools to particular environ-

ments determines and defines human performance.

It is not quite the case that the situationin intelligence research1s

the same as in physics, from which came Enrico Fermi’s warning,

which Rushton repeats, that “whatever Nature has in store for man-

kind, unpleasantas it may be, men mustaccept.” Forit is precisely the

indeterminate status of social behavior in contrast to the determinate

behavior of atomic matter that distinguishes social from physical sci-

ences. To speak ofracial difference as assisting our sense of human

diversity is fine. To assume that such differences somehow measure

humansuccessorfailure is less convincing.

The “Darwinian Perspective”is less one of evolutionary differenti-

ation than one of social adaptation to precisely the global village to

which Rushton pays homage. The drawing togetherof races, the factor

of intermarriage, the growing secularization of cultures, all point to a

declinein theracial factor as a unitary variable of analysis. On the other

hand, fundamentalism ofall sorts, the revival of religious and linguis-

tic separations, the emergenceof exclusionist doctrines of superiority

among the formercolonial peoples, do indeed point to a continuation

of race and ethnicity as a dividing line, if not a detriment. Butall of

these social (in contrast to behavioral) factors are obscure footnotes to

the Rushton approach. In this, he is not alone. An entire cluster of

researchers hasaligneditself to reductionist schemesas a way of doing

scientific business. All social science that seeks answers in single vari-

ables must be held to strict accountability, for analytical no less than

ideological and valuational reasons.

THE CONTRADICTIONS in Rushton’s thinking were essentially

brought about by himself. By a steady, unyielding claim that he is
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operating only at the level of empirical data, his strong suit turned into
a public relations weakness. With an increasing number of public
appearances, ranging from network extravaganzas on Cable NBC with
Geraldo Rivera, radio superchannel shows on WWOR,and the Connie
Chung show on CBS,the discussion quickly changed from the empir-
ical information to the policy consequences of Rushton’s line of rea-
soning, and here Rushtonfell short. In effect, Rushton wanted to have
it both ways. Had he declined a vast array of public appearances,in a
climate of intense racial feelings, he might have carried off the posi-
tivist vision of scientific behavior: “Here are the data on the subject of
race and intelligence. Do with it as you will.” Rushton might then
have claimed the mantle of objectivity and avoided the censure that
has dogged him from thestart of his research work.

By accepting a roundofradio, television and newsweekly inter-
views—often with individuals less than kindly disposed to his infor-
mation, or how it was derived—Rushton placed himself in a policy
environment, or at least in an environmentthatcried out for remedial
action. Charles Murray understood this well in his approach, which
can readily be summarized as a combination of Adam Smith in eco-
nomics and Darwinian sociobiology. But Rushton does not claim,
either in his book or in his appearances, that remedial measureslike
HeadStart or a variety of affirmative action measuresare total fail-
ures. Indeed, since he admits to a fifty-fifty relationship of inheri-
tance to environment he would be hard put to makethis claim. He
might have wardedoffcriticism by taking the policy bull by the horns
to begin with.

For example,it might have been quite feasible to say that the set of
data onracial differentiationis real untoitself, and that the same data
sets used by Herrnstein-Murray are used by Rushton. Butit is just as
reasonable to claim the reverse from the data. Far from leading to the
belief that educational and cultural remedies do not work,or work only
marginally, and hence should be cut or eliminated, one might just as
reasonably argue that the data compeloneto reassess the problemsof
black inheritance noless than black environment, and that the support
levels should be doubled, eventripled, as a serious approachto closing
the gap in measuresof health, education, work, and environment.

Since Rushton credits environment with being 50 percent of the
explanationofracial differentiation, one could argue that working dou-
ble time and twice as hard on that end ofthe scale could offset sup-
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posed genetic variabilities. In that way, a liberal rather than conserva-

tive policy analysis might be derived from the data. That Rushton

chose not to do this, but instead insists that he operates only at a level

of fact, and that the facts do not support the idea that such programsas

Head Start changeintelligence quotients, only disarms him, and makes

him vulnerable to the charge that he—along with Charles Murray—

really believes that no sort of remedial policies have long-term merit.

One of the calamities of pure positivism in the social sciences has

been the erection of a high wall between information andpolicy. Yet,

the public demand for remedies, if not solutions, to major social prob-

lemslike crime and drug addiction, cannot be slaked by a mererecita-

tion of data showingtheracial disparities of such things as incarceration.

And of course, the notion of a social science cannot be served by its

reduction to a behavioral science. And onthis, the historic problems of

psychology themselves become problematic, in the research environ-

ment no less than in the larger system. |

Rushton’s work stems from a tradition in which one measures dif-

ferencesin intelligence and behavior betweencats and dogs, between

mice and monkeys.In the animal kingdom,given the absenceof a the-

ory of improvementora belief in correction (or at least not muchofone

without humanassistance) one can arguethe positivist cause with some

persuasiveness. But the samesort of measures when applied to human

variabilities collapse precisely on the shoals of humanity as such. That

is to say, policy is intrinsic to the very nature of social science.

The incapacity of the author of Race, Evolution, and Behavior to

draw outits policy-making implicationsis a liability, and his recourse

to bald empiricism serves to weakenhis larger claims. Far from stand-

ing on the solid bedrock of fact, Rushton finds himself mired in the

sandsofspeculation. In the nature of the democratic impulse of West-

ern societies, Rushton would haveservedhis interests better by avoid-

ing mediapitfalls and asserting, as he tries to do, the empirical base of

his research data. He would have done even better by fashioninga set

of policy options that might flow from the nature of such data.

On the other hand,if Rushton insists on remainingtrue to his posi-

tivist proclivities, to which heis entitled, then his travels on the media

and lecture circuit become of dubious merit. To enter the larger fray of

racial politics armed with the slim pickings of psychological tests 1s a

bold, if not suicidal thing to do. Such tests prove to be a mighty small
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instrument on which to play new chords. For example the fact that

black on white crimeis sixty times greater than white on black crime

may i” part be a function of disproportionate economic holdings of

blacks and whites, as much as supposed incivilities of black people.

‘That holdings of wealth are no less in evidenceas differentials in mea-

sures of intelligence can be adduced as an argumentagainsta heredi-

tary vision. This is especially the case, since Rushton readily, even

happily, admits a 50 percent environmental conditioning; just how

Rushton and his associates allocate proportions in this nurture-nature

mix remains wide open.

Not only Rushton as an individual but the science of psychologyas a

whole, must come to terms with these issues in a far bolder sociological
way than theyhavein the past. What weare faced with in the furor over

Rushton’s workis no less dangerous groundfor social science as a whole
than are racial attitudes in particular. It represents a return to older

struggles between psychologism and sociologism. There is no point in
denying the strength of the data indicating racial and ethnic differenti-

ation. Thereis great pointin asserting that such differentiation points to
a needfor, rather than avoidanceof, policy analysis, to help us to under-

stand the sourcesof decision making and implementation.

OVER THE YEARS, [have engaged ina hybrid activity that might
best be described as the journalistic investigation of social science

“scandals.” Indeed, I thinkit fair to say that my reputationin part rests
on the frank discussion of the Departmentof Defense useofsocial sci-
enceas civic action in The Rise andFall ofProject Camelot, the ideologi-
cal struggles over a social science componentin an agency knownfor
its contributions to physics, chemistry, and mathematics in myarticle
on Struggle in Paradise: The Institute ofAdvanced Studies, the cogitations
of the social sciencesin relation to marginal religious movements that
were examined in Scrence, Sin, andScholarship: The Politics ofthe Unifica-
tion Church, and the struggles between individual conscience and the
collective anthropological will in my examination of the Mosher Case
at Stanford University in which a student of modern China was denied
his doctorate for daring to raise the ethics of infanticide as official pol-
icy in Maoist China. There have been other, arguably less important
papers that I wrote on social science in federal agencies—especially in
wartime conditions.
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In this peculiar matter of the Rushton file, and as head of Transac-

tion Publishers [the publisher of Rushton’s Race, Evolution, and Behav-

ior], this lifelong professional concern with the “scandals” ofthe field,

comes together with equally lifelong publishing considerations. So the

stuff of analysis is at least in part the substanceofself-evaluation.In this

connection, I must draw attention to two cases in which advertisements

for Race, Evolution, and Behavior were rejected. The first instance

involved TheAmerican Spectator, an erstwhile “conservative” publication

that informed our publisher of a problem and later a decision not to

accept the Rushton advertisement. John Funk,in pair of sad letters he

wrote to Transaction [and here I paraphrase], stated that “Te American

Spectator is declining the opportunity to publish the advertisementfor

Race, Evolution, and Behavior.” As a policy, they do not commentas to

reasons for a rejection. He claimed to be simply carrying out the policies

and duties of his position. A second letter from Mr. Funk indicated that

he madethe case before his editorial people, but it was not enough to

carry the day. Clearly, this decision was madebythe editorial directors

of The American Spectator, and as a result, I wrote to R. Emmett Tyrrell,

Jr., who, whatever his politics, always struck me as a courageousindi-

vidual. In this instance,a long letter (and two follow-up letters) was met

by silence. The contents warrant partial reproduction:

I am not dogmatic on such editorial concerns, and indeed, appre-

ciate the anguish that goesinto all such supposedly cut-and-dried

decisions about publishing advertising materials for specialized

publics such as those we serve. We comethen to Professor Rush-

ton’s book.

The advertisementlists no fewer than eight distinguished psy-

chologists and educators whoare enthusiastic about the quality of

scholarship involved in this book.It is also plainspoken on what

the book is about, and the position it takes on racial differentia-

tion with respect to sixty variables related to everything from cra-

nial size to intelligence, crime and sexual behavior. If anything,

its findings celebrate Asian achievements, with Europeans occu-

pying an intermediate position, and people of African back-

groundat the low endofthescale.

It may well turn out that this sort of analysis is a crock. Indeed,

not a few psychologists have heatedly claimed just that. By the
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same token, we are publishers of a wide-ranging series of books

on the African presence in Asia and Egypt, with claims of African

origins in science and culture. These too have had their detrac-

tors (not a few of which have been published in Soctety, by the

way). Scholarship is an uneven and rocky road. While for the

most part, issues of such fundamental antipathies do not occur, it

is precisely the safeguarding of just those works which dare to

tread on dangerous ground that need the most protection.

‘The decision by The American Spectator to reject a paid adver-

tisementfor Race, Evolution, andBehavior will not makeissues of

genetics andrace dissolve. Only by the fullest exploration of the

issues raised by Rushtonwill wearrive at a higher ground. Butfor

a journal as fiercely concerned with political truths as yours to

spurn a priori, publication of such a statementindicates that your

affection for scientific truths may not be equally great.

Myletter went on to indicate that in the nearly four thousandtitles

that ‘Transaction has published over the years, not a single one has

been recalled for faulty scholarship; although many have been sharply

criticized. But the decision to accept or reject advertisements should

be taken with caution, not only on professional but oncivil libertarian

grounds. Despite this letter, more an appealin retrospect, and two sub-

sequentletters, our concerns have been metbystonysilence.

A second case had to do with the scholarly journal, Ewvo/utionary

Anthropology, which also rejected the advertisement. It was assumed
that the journal editor, John G. Fleagle, had decided against publica-

tion of the advertisement—and Rushton wroteto the journal protest-

ing its cancellation. At the sametime, I wrote to the publishers of this
journal, Johan Wiley & Sons, also protesting this decision.It is a tribute
to the qualities of Wiley as a great independent American publishing

house,that its vice-president acknowledgedthatthe decision to cancel
the advertisement was madein the publishing house, not in the edito-
rial room. More important, upon review, the vice-president and gen-
eral manager of Wiley decidedto rescind its decision, acknowledgeits
error, and move ahead with publication of the advertisement. Wiley’s
letter requires reproduction, not only for its candor, but to provide a
sense of the everyday nature of the struggle for a free press in social
science as in otherareasoflife:
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I have your recent letter regarding an advertisement for J.

Philippe Rushton’s book Race, Evolution, and Behavior. You are

quite correct in your observation that freedom of the press must

be practiced with respect to advertising as well as editorial mat-

ters. While there are appropriate limits to the application of that

freedom—FDArestrictions on pharmaceutical advertising and

the rejection of phone-sex ads in scholarly journals come to

mind—advertising a scholarly book, howevercontroversial, from

a scholarly publisher in a scholarly journal hardly transgresses

‘such limitations.

I have therefore instructed our advertising department to run

the advertisementon receipt of Transaction’s insertion orderfor a

paid advertisement. You might want to assure Professor Rushton

that the decision to reject the advertisement was made here and

not by the scientific editor of the journal. It is not Wiley’s policy

to engage in the suspension of “the free and unfettered exchange

of ideas” in any form, but we do make mistakes. You and Profes-

sor Rushton have myapologiesfor this one.

‘Thetask of a professional publisherin social and behavioral science

is not to stand in absolute judgment, butto offer the latest information

and best theory available on subjects of general concern and profes-

sional competence.‘Transaction has published a series of ten titles by

my dear colleague at Rutgers, Ivan Van Sertima. In a nutshell, he uni-

formly claims the priority of discovery and the centrality of the black

race in the creation of culture, science, and institution-building in

places as far apart as North Africa and Central Asia.

The work of Professor Van Sertima has generated significant dis-

cussion and criticism, sometimes even in the pages of Society. Thus,

~ Mary Lefkowitz, in the March-April 1994 issue, argues that the idea of

Greek indebtedness to Egyptian sourcesis untrue and fraudulent, and

that some of this misinformation (although not explicitly referring to

Van Sertima’s works) deserves “a place on the shelf of hate litera-

ture...” This is the samesort of rhetoric that one hears—in reverse—

with respect to the Rushton book.

That the writings of Rushton, and a few earlier efforts on the IQ

controversy, have generated a similar brand of heated rhetoric is hardly

the sort of intellectual outcome that should occasion surprise in the
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current climate of academic divisiveness. Nor must one presumethat

the truth is somewhere in between, or that the claims made on the

“left” by Van Sertima are either more orless correct than those made

by Rushton on the “right.” Indeed, it is the belief of these scholars

that they are not speaking in ideological tongues, but reciting plain

truths that others seek to avoid.

These opinionsare sufficiently reasonable and thought-provoking

to merit review in the court of scholarly opinion. But I must confess

not to be persuadedbyeither position. Indeed, I am far less concerned

with staking claims for racial superiority—-whether based on ancient

history or modern genetics—than I am with finding a way to reach

racial comity, so that American, and world, society can move ahead in

concert. ‘Io what endis the research on theories of superiority to be

put? This, it seems to me, is a reasonable question that cannot be

dodged by claimsthat a specific theory is empirically or historically

grounded and hencenotsubjectto policy scrutiny.

If this is indeed the case, then we havea right to inquire whyfig-
ures at both endsofthe racial spectrum seek out media fame and pub-

lic notoriety by appearing on manyradio and television broadcasts,
granting interviews to a variety of hysterical media personalities, and

lecturing on circuits in which academic substance gives way to ideo-
logical ballast—either stated frankly, or surreptitiously, and henceless

convincingly, as a function of analysis.

It might well be the case that in a generationit will be determined

that environmental techniques and remedies havefailed of their pur-
pose. But since Rushton argues that environmental-genetic factors are
a statistical toss-up, the argumentfor accelerating support to African
Americans in need cannot be rejected out of hand or in parlor-talk
fashion.I find that manyof the new breed of genetic psychobiologists
have not pursued the implications of their work, preferring by infer-
ence to let the data speakfor itself, when in policy terms, data does no
such thing. Whatin fact takes place is a deterministic rendition of data.
Pessimism becomesthe overarching leitmotif. Race differentiation is
somehowheld to be immutable,like the sunrising or the earth travel-
ing aboutthe suninits properorbit. It is this sense of the physics of race
relations that underminesclaimsto objectivity. It is appropriate for an
authorto limit his field of analysis and interpretation. It is rather less
proper for an authorto ignore the limits of his data.
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The position of a social science should be unequivocal in the pre-

sentation of information: to support unpleasant and innovative opin-

ions even whenthey goagainst the grain of current prejudices at the

core of liberal society. But the tasks of social science are also to make

clearer the limits of the evidential basis of such thinking, andtoinsist

upon a public acknowledgmentof policy consequences by those who

invite public notoriety—noton the basis of their evidence, but on the

implications of what they write. These are a complexset of factors to

digest, muchless to operationally implement.It is precisely this set of

relationships that the modern university must juggle. It is precisely

this set of relationships that elevates social science above and beyond

empiricism in theory or racism in practice. For these reasons, Professor

Rushton is and must be considered a valued memberof both the aca-

demic and scientific communities to which he contributes. We need to

be remindedthat thosetruths held to be self-evident are those which

are mostin need of reexamination.



‘THEORIES OF EAST ASIAN SUPERIORITY

Barry Sautman

ESTERN PSYCHOLOGISTS first floated theories of East
Asian superiority in the late 1970s,’ when Japan emerged as a

world-class economic power. The theories claim higher innate intel-
lectual and behavioral qualities for East Asians.’? Before the dawn of
the “Pacific Asian Century,” such claims would have had marginal
implications.’ The context is now very different. It is estimated that
the combined gross domestic product of East Asia—4 percent of the
world economy in 1960—will rise to 33 percent by 2010.* With the
ascent of East Asia contrasted to slow growth orperceivedcrises else-
where,” endorsements of theories of East Asian superiority by promi-
nent personagestakeon increasedpolitical salience.°

In a 1993 interview with an Australian business magazine, Lee
Kuan Yew, Singapore’s strongmanfor the past thirty-five years, com-
pared the superior work ethic of Chinese in Singapore to that of Sin-
gapore Indians and wondered aloud about a genetic basis.’ The
following year, Lee stated during a tour of Australia that its people
lacked the drive to compete with East Asians, who are “specially
geared for scholarship and high performance.”® To a U.S. journal in

Barry Sautmanis anassistant professor at the Hong Kong University of Science and Tech-
nology. Thisarticle has not previously been published.

20I
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1994, Lee asserted that because the genetic link between East Asians

and fellow “Mongoloid” Native Americans was severed by the mix-

ture of the former with Central Asians and the migration ofthe latter

across the Bering Straits, East Asians now enjoy a superior “neurologi-

cal development”andculture.’
Lee is a social Darwinist who admits to prejudices against non—East

Asians.'” His statements epitomize a long adherence to the views of
“hereditarian” psychologists, many of whom now posit a hierarchy of

intellect with East Asians on top, whites in a close intermediate posi-

tion, and others at the base."! Leeis the patriarch of a mini-state, butis

admired by East Asian leaders. His views carry weightall out of pro-

portion to his power.”
Senior minister Lee has not been alone among EastAsian leaders in

this racial worldview. In 1986, Japanese prime minister Yasuhiro Naka-

sone told a meeting of his party that

So high is the level of education in our country that Japan’s is an

intelligent society. Our average [IQ] score is much higher than

those of countries like the U.S. There are many blacks, Puerto

Ricans and Mexicans in America. In consequence, the average

score overthere is exceedingly low.”®

Whencriticism from the United States followed these remarks,

Nakasone issued a “clarification” indicating that he had intended to

praise the remarkable achievements made by Americans despite the

presence of minorities.'* Several other Japanese politicians have since

made deprecatory comments about Americans generally and African

Americans particularly.’? Malaysia’s prime minister Mahathir bin

Mohammedhasalso long adhered to a theory of East Asian superior-

ity, but with a twist. Convinced of the genetic inferiority of his own

Malay people vis-a-vis Malaysian Chinese (allegedly brought on by

more inbreeding among Malays),”® he has concluded that tight control

is needed to avoid Chinese economic dominanceturninginto political

hegemony.’
While less famous than Hans Eysenck,Britain’s foremost race dif-

ference theorist and the mentor of J. Philippe Rushton and Arthur

Jensen,!® University of Ulster psychologist Richard Lynnis a prolific

proponent of theories of East Asian intellectual superiority. His 1977
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study broke with past showings of equal IQ scores for Asians and
whites and estimated meanJapaneseIQ at 106.6, as against the United —
States mean of 100, or 110 for Japanese born in the 1960s. Lynn

regarded this as the highest mean IQ everrecordedfor a nationality
and thoughtit likely of genetic origin.’

While Lynn regarded Japanese as exhibiting IQs above Americans
and Britons, he then held that other East Asians were only on a par
with northern Europeans.” Lynn did, however, compare IQ scores
among Chinese and Malay boys in Singapore,”! noting a 14 point dif-
ference (Chinese, 110; Malays 96, against an outdated British norm)

comparable to that between U.S. whites and blacks. He concluded
that Singapore’s prosperity is owed mainly to high Chinese intelli-
gence, despite the Chinese having been born into relative poverty.
This, he argued, showsthat low IQ in certain groupsis responsible for
their poverty, and not the reverse.

In 1980, Lynn comparedJapanesechildren’s IQ scores with those of
Ulster children given a translation of a test standardized in Japan and
one standardized in the United States.** Conversion of the Japanese
scores into their equivalents on the U.S. tests using the Ulster data
showed a mean Japanese IQ of over 110. Lynn arguedthatthis result
and high scores by East Asians in other national settings disconfirm
contentions that U.S. IQ tests favor white middle-class Americans and
thatvariationsin intelligence among ethnic groupsare caused by envi-
ronmentalfactors.”

Headlines were made in the English-speaking world and Japan
when Lynnpresented data in 1982 indicating that young Japanese
have a mean IQ of 111, compared to 100 for whites.“ He noted that
while 2 percent of the U.S. population have 130+ IQs, 10 percent of
Japanese reach this level and 77 percent have IQs above the United
States mean. Lynn arguedthat this gap was not dueto superior educa-
tion in Japan becauseit already appears in six-year-olds. Differences
had also widened in the twentieth century, with a 7-pointrise in the
last generation. Lynn concludedthatits “IQ advantage may have been
a significant factor in Japan’s outstandingly high rate of economic
growth.”*

Lynn’s theories of East Asian intellectual superiority continue to be
discussed by the North American media,” while in Japan variedatti-
tudes toward these studies have been evinced.”’ In the United States
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the theory has been promotedin journals widely read in business and

political circles. Fortune magazine writer Daniel Seligman has been

particularly vigorous in promoting Lynn’s theories.”

The work of James Flynn and other scholars who question Lynn’s

findings receive less public exposure. Flynn pointed out that re-

searchers”? have found sampling biases in Lynn’s data that indicate a

rough parity between the “full-scale” IQs of Japanese and U.S.

whites.*? Most important, he noted large gains in U.S. and Japanese

IQs in a generation. He showed even greater single-generation IQ

gains—without any evidence of extraordinary achievement—in other

countries.

Flynn argued that because IQ tests give nonsense results when

used to rank generations over time, they have explanatory power only

in a context of cultural homogeneity. Since “races” have greater cul-

tural differences than do two generations within the same culture, but

the magnitude of between-generation score gaps at least match those

between races, Lynn’s findings cannot be measures of between-race

intelligence differences.*’ Asian-American IQ scores, for example,

have been higher than white scores because the former were scored

against obsolete norms. Whitesof an earlier generation are outscored,

but becauseof IQ gains over time, present-day whites are not.”

Harold Stevenson and Hiroshi Azuma argued that Lynn’s Japanese

samples were biased for higher socioeconomic status (SES) and urban

residence and that the subtests used differed for Japan and the United

States.** In a 1985 study, a team led by Stevenson reported no IQ dif-

ference betweenchildren in Minneapolis and Sendai, Japan.”

Lynn recognized the massive IQ score gains in Japan and Western

countries,» but unlike Flynn regarded these notas artifacts that dis-

credit the tests as direct measures ofintelligence, but as increases in

intelligence due mainly to improved nutrition” and largely unnoticed

because they were nonverbal.*’ He also did not accept the claim that

genetic factors caused a disparate IQ gain between Americans and

Japanese becauseclass-based birthrate differentials led to a fall in IQs

in the post-war West, while Japanese birth rates were less dysgenic.”

His rejection of this hypothesis allowed Lynnto offer his own theory,

one in which East Asian superiority is more primordial.

In an essay on the “intelligence of the Mongoloids,”*” Lynn again

asserted that g is higher for Japanese than for whites” and imputedto
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Taiwan and Hong Kong Chinese and Asian-Americans the same
higher overall intelligence and pattern of relatively low verbal scores
and very high visuospatial scores claimed for the Japanese.*!

Lynn argues thatthese differences are “genetically programmed”
and explicable through evolutionary theory. Because the Ice Age was

most severe in Northeast Asia, higherintelligence was neededfor sur-
vival among archaic Northeast Asians than among early Europeans—
not to speak of Africans. Besides improved g, Northeast Asians
required better visuospatial abilities because of their reliance on hunt-
ing, as opposed to gathering. Enhanced visuospatial abilities, located
in the right cerebral cortex of the “Mongoloid brain,” took place at the
expenseof verbal abilities sited in the left cerebral cortex.”

Lynn and University of Hong Kong psychologist Jimmy Chan have
madeclear why they regard the putatively higherintellectualability of
East Asiansas significant:

The theoretical interest of the apparently high means obtained

by Oriental peoples on tests of intelligence and educational

attainmentlies in the difficulties it presents for theories which

seek to explain the low scores of other ethnic minorities in the

United States in termsof test bias, discrimination or low incomes

per head. All these factors operate equally against the Oriental

peoples but apparently without detrimental effects.”

In short, Lynn and Chan argue that a showing that East Asians in
societies less affluent than those of whites nonetheless have superior
intelligence means that lower scores amongother peoples of color are
notrelated to poverty.“

Lynn soughta third source of evidence ofrace differencesin intel-
ligence in “contributionsto civilization”—discoveries and inventions
made bythe brightest individuals in populations with high average
intelligence. He reproduced twenty-onecriteria, set out by Baker,*® by
which early civilizations are to be judged and claimed that “Cauca-
soids” developed all twenty-one of these in Sumer, Crete, the Indus
Valley, and ancient Egypt. Amerindians developed ten or less in
Mayan and Aztec society. “Negroids” and Australian aborigines
achieved almost no “criteria of civilization.” Because they escaped
glaciation 24,000 to 10,000 years ago, Africans and Southeast Asians
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never independently developed settled agriculture, written language,

arithmetic, astronomy,etc.”

Lynn claims that in the past 2,000 years, “discoveries that consti-

tute developed peoples have been made only by the Caucasoid and

Mongoloid peoples.” Mongoloids were marginally ahead in thefirst

1,600 years of this period, but Caucasoids dominated the next 500,

only to meet with a recent challenge from Japan. Citing a list of 1,500

scientific and technological discoveries compiled by Asimov*’ that

Lynn alleges showsthat all useful inventions were made by whites or

East Asians, he concludes:

Who can doubtthat the Caucasoids and the Mongoloids are the

only two races that have made anysignificant contribution to civ-

ilization. ... Whatevercriteria are adopted, the Caucasoids and

the Mongoloids are the two most intelligent races and the histor-

ical record showsthat this has been the case for approximately

the last 5,000 years.

Lynnalso arguesthatit is “beyond dispute that brain size andintel-

ligence are positively correlated in man”” andcites studies of the

brain sizes of various populations, most using head circumference as a

measure that he claims show a striking resemblance to racial differ-

encesin intelligence.”

Lynn’s “global” and “evolutionary” perspectives were laid out in

his house organ, Mankind Quarterly,’ where he argued that there are

two co-equal superior races. Because Lynn sees East Asians and whites

as enjoying long-standing genetic advantages not amenable to envi-

ronmental reordering,” he infers that “Sinic” and “Western”civiliza-

tions will continue to be twin jewels of humanity. This position is

shared by an even more outspoken exponent of a racial worldview,

University of Western Ontario psychologist J. Philippe Rushton.

The race differences theories Rushton propounded in the 1980s

went unnoticed outside academia until he presented a paper at the

American Association for the Advancement of Science meeting of

1989. The AAAS paper added little to what Rushton had written

before, but as it was presented before a key scientific body, much

media attention was accordedits conclusions. These were that (1) the

progression of evolutionary development has been from blacks to
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whites to East Asians; (2) East Asians will eventually outdistance

whites in economicandscientific accomplishment; and (3) blacks are

mostat risk from AIDS because “r-selectivity” leads to multiple sex-
ual partners.”

Criticism of Rushton was immediate. The Canadian geneticist
David Suzuki termedhis theories “ridiculous” and “dangerous,” and
the UWOstudentcouncil challengedhis right to teach them. Thepre-
mier of Ontario called for Rushton’s dismissal. The provincial police
investigated him for possible violations of a law forbidding incitement
to race hatred, but the attorney general declined to prosecute. Demon-
strations against Rushton were held on and off the UWO campusand
in 1989-90 hewasfailed in a peer review, a decision overturned by the
university senate. He was also required, for security reasons, to teach
one course via videotapein the fall of 1990.” In late 1994, a complaint
to the Ontario Human Rights Commission lodged against Rushton by
students wasstill pending.®

Rushton is more willing than other race differences exponents to
promote the most controversial of his ideas in the most public manner.
Lynn holds almostidentical views, but sets forth the mostpolitically
charged of these only in Mankind Quarterly. With the long history of
protest againsthis theory of genetically based black intellectual inferi-
ority, Arthur Jensenis the most careful to presenthis theoriesofa racial
hierarchyofintellect.

A professor of psychology at the University of California at Berke-
ley, Jensen is the man behind the eponym Jensenism, a term synony-
mous with race differences theory since he hypothesized in a 1969
article that genetic factors may be strongly implicated in black-white
“intelligence differences.”°° Jensen is the leading U.S. hereditarian
and has greatly influenced Lynn and Rushton.In recent years he has
turned more to studying the differences between Chinese- and Anglo-
American children.

While academic and media attention has focused on Jensen fora
quarter-century because of his conclusions that American blacksare
on average intellectually inferior to whites,” his view that Asian-
Americansare on averageintellectually superior dates back almost as
far. In a 1973 work, Jensen wrote that Chinese-American and Japanese-
American children equal or exceed whites in the most heavily
g-loaded and nonverbal IQ tests, despite having lesser environmen-
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tal advantages. Genetic factors accountin part for this “average intel-

lectual superiority.”°®

He also presaged Rushtonbystating that race differences in reac-

tivity to stimuli of neonates and the rate of multiple births suggest a

“developmental continuum”reflecting differing evolutionary ages for

the races. Jensen hypothesized that East Asians may be the most

recently evolved and developed “race” and blacks the least, with

whites “more or less intermediate.”””

In a later appreciation of Rushton’s work, Jensen cited twenty-two

variables among which reliable race/g correlations can be shown,

including brain size, criminality, and others central to Rushton’s argu-

ment.” He notedin an article in the Hong Kong Teachers’ Association

journal that the most highly overrepresented group amongtheintel-

lectually gifted in the United States are Asians, while blacks, Hispan-

ics, and Amerindians are underrepresented.°!

From behind a patina of “disinterested science,” proponents of

race differences theories project an image of apoliticism™ and accuse

opponents of pursuing an ideological agenda.At the sametime,they

are linked with ultra-rightist political forces and do draw policy impli-

cations from their theories.“ For example, Rushton, who holds that

“All social problems in the world are related to ethnicity,” has specu-

lated that genetic similarity theory suggests that the Nazi army was

effective in battle in World War II because it was racially homoge-

neous, while the U.S. army wasineffective in Vietnam because it was

racially mixed. He has also averred that the “Anglo-Saxon world’s”

alliance with Japan and antipathy toward the then-existing Soviet

Union was contrary to natural, gene-based sympathies.”

Race differences theorists are funded by forces that promoteanide-

ology of racial hierarchy. They in turn provide these forces with scien-

tized arguments. Muchof their money comesfrom the Pioneer Fund,

founded in 1937 by Wycliffe Draper, a textile-machinery magnate. Co-

founder Harry Laughlin, a eugenics expert for the U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives Immigration Committee, was instrumental in 1924 in

convincing Congress to limit immigration to northern Europeans and

later distributed films touting Nazi eugenics programs. The fund’s

original purpose was to encourage the propagation of descendants of

the whites of pre-independence America.

Apart from academics, the fund aids political organizations and

activists. The most favored ($1 million as of 1993) is the Federation
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of American Immigration Reform (FAIR), which advocates sharply

reducing immigration into the United States. Its board has included

prominent politicians and was recently consulted on immigration

policy by California Governor Pete Wilson. Its leader in the 1980s

and current board member, Dr. Joe Tanton, has madeclear that his

concern is with “third world” immigration,” as has board member

Garrett Hardin, a University of California at Santa Barbara human

ecologist.

Hardin fears an immigrantinvasion of the United States and praises

Japan’s efforts to avoid multiculturalism. He received $29,000 from the

fund to write a recent book that associates immigration with decay and

violence and explicitly endorses ethnocentrism. The book wasalso

funded by the Laurel Foundation,distributor ofJean Raspail’s Camp of

the Saints, a novel lauded by Hardin that fantasizes about the destruc-

tion of the “white race” in France through an immigrant invasion.

Hardin’s own book has been glowingly reviewed by Paul Fromm,a

Canadian neo-Nazi with connections to Rushton.FAIR in turn

praises those financed by the fund as “reputable, distinguished scien-

tists associated with America’s major universities.”
Foremost among individual activists financed by the fund is the

British anthropologist Roger Pearson.® With Hans Gunther, the lead-
ing Nazi anthropologist, Pearson founded the Northern League in

1958. Intended to foster “Teutonic” solidarity, it has had close ties

with a variety of neo-Nazi organizations. In a 1966 work, Pearson

stated that “if a nation with a more advanced, more specialized or in

any way superior set of genes mingles with, instead of exterminating,

an inferior tribe, then it commits racial suicide.””’ Moving to the

United States in the 1960s, Pearson taughtat several colleges (becom-

ing dean at one), worked with the ultrarightist Liberty League,”

served as an aide to U.S. Senator Jesse Helms, formed a U.S. chapter

of the World Anti-Communist League (WACL) composed of neo-

Nazis, became president of the University Professors for Academic

Order, and received letter of praise from President Reagan.”

Pearson’s main link to theories of East Asian superiority, however,

has been as a publisher. He formerly edited the Pioneer Fund—

financed Mankind Quarterly, founded in 1960 bythe British anthropol-

ogist R. Gayre. A long-time associate of Nazis, Gayre contrasted black

“leisure” with white and East Asian “dynamism.” Many Mankind

Quarterly editors have had pro-Nazi backgrounds—e.g., Baron Otmar
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von Verschuer, ex-eugenics director at Berlin’s Kaiser Wilhelm Insti-
tute from 1942 to 1945 and a devoteeofstudies of twins and the inher-
itance ofintelligence and behavior.’ Esyenck has been an “Honorary
Advisor” ofMankind Quarterly, just as Jensen has been on the advisory
board and written articles for its German counterpart, Neue Anthropolo-
gle, a journal replete with connections to Nazism. Pearson became
chief editor ofMankind Quarterly in the late 1970s and Lynn was made
an associate editor. Lynn noweffectively runs Mankind Quarterly, while
Pearson edits The Journal of Social, Political and Economic Studies, a

Fund-financed house organ of race differences theorists and other
ultrarightists.”

The political linkages of the Western proponents of East Asian
superiority mark them asassociated with ultrarightism generally, and
neo-Nazism specifically. These links have not marginalized them in
political discourse in the West. Indeed, a quarter century after emerg-
ing in Jensen’s 1969 article, their arguments about race differences
have moved from the pages of the many respected journals in which
Lynn, Rushton, Jensen andothers publish to centers of policy discus-

sion in the United States.

Race differences activists maintain overt political linkages, while the

theorists claim to steer clear of politics, but say they must take their
friends as they find them. The use of their work as the ideological

underpinningsofracist activism is so predictable, however, that it must
be presumedthatthis result is intended. Because they can be advanced

as explanations for the existing racial hierarchy, theories of East Asian

superiority have now diffused from the margins to the general main-

stream. In contrast, theories of black superiority (“melanism”), which

are at odds with the existing racial hierarchy, can enter only the black

mainstream.’
How far beyond the West these theories have diffused and how

deeply they reinforce pre-existing indigenous views are open ques-

tions. East Asians cannot have the same political links as Western pro-

ponents of East Asian superiority. They can and often do have equally

race-based worldviews and must be held to the same standard of

responsibility.” Theories of superiority, created in the West with the

assistance of East Asians, may already be falling on fertile ground in

the East.

East Asian adherents of theories of racial hierarchy may project that

East Asians and whites will be allies against their intellectual and
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behavioral inferiors. The idea of biracial hegemonyhas a history of
more than a century in East Asia. The Chinese writer Tang Caichang
(1867-1900) putit thus: “Yellow and white are wise, red and black are
stupid; yellow and white are rulers, red and blackare slaves; yellow and
whiteare united,red and blackare scattered.” Late nineteenth century
Japan saw a wave of advocacy of intermarriage with Westerners.” A
recent large-scale study of Asian-Americans, many of whom were born
in East Asia, found that they were generally moreracially prejudiced
than whites against other U.S. minorities and perceivedless social dis-
tance between themselves and whites than other “racial” groups.”®

It is reported that “the Japanese” are “fascinated with IQ studies
because they score five points higher on average than Caucasians.””?
There arealso signs of governmentfavorin the reports byofficial news
agencies of studies claiming higher intelligence for East Asians.® If
theories of East Asian superiority are discussedin elite circles in East
Asia, some effect on policy-makers can be presumed, both from the
fact that the latter are drawn from these sameelites and from the
examples of states outside the region that have informally incorpo-
rated the ideaofracial hierarchy in their statecraft.®!

Theories of East Asian superiority are now anintegral prop of West-
ern proponents of race differences studies. To many observers, these
ideas seem like anachronismsdressed upin the contemporary garb of
evolutionary psychology. Brain size comparisons and an imputed rela-
tionship between physical type and criminal propensities were the stuff
of the Victorian era. Aslate as the early 1980s, even Jensenridiculed the
idea that anyone would wantto resurrect such antediluvian precepts—
and then proceededto himself revive the notion that IQ is correlated
with speedof reaction, a theory abandoned around 1900.”

The revival of late-nineteenth-century racism at the end of the
twentieth century would also have been thoughtout of the question
not long ago. In fact, as Adolph Reed,Jr., observes, a whole set ofVic-
torian ideas are back in style. “Scientific racism has made a major
comebackin its sociohistorical guise, with ‘culture’ as a stand-in for
race.”*’ Compare, for example, the conclusions drawn by Lynn, Rush-
ton, or Jensen and thoseof the Victorian-era scholar Frederic Farrar:

The grand qualities which secure the continuous advance of
mankind, the generalising powerof pure reason, the love of per-
fectibility, the desire to know the unknown,and,last and great-
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est, the ability to observe new phenomena and newrelations—

these mental faculties seem to be deficientin all the dark races.

Evenifit is recognized that scientized race concepts thought dead

not long ago affect domestic social policy in the West, it may not seem

conceivable that theories of East Asian superiority can actually influ-

ence world politics. It was not in the Victorian era, however, but within

living memory that an advanced Europeanstate and an advanced East

Asian state espousedanti-egalitarianism generally and racial superior-

ity specifically, attempting to reduce to vassalage neighbors they

judgedinferior.
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IRELAND’S “LOW”IQ: A CRITIQUE

Ciaran Benson

, \ HERE HAS BEEN little analysis of the assertions, especially
the most recent ones by Richard Lynn (1979), concerning the

low Irish IQ. ‘The consequence has been that even amongstrelatively
well-informed groups in Ireland, such as University students, there
lingers the belief that it has been‘scientifically’ shown that the Irish
have an unusually low IQ.

In Chapter 10 of Intelligence: The Battlefor the Mind, H. J. Eysenck
(1981) asserts that ‘It is commonly believed that certain national,

racial and cultural groups are moreintelligent than others’, and he
goes on to claim that “Thereis little debate about the actual exis-

tence of such differences: they have been demonstrated on quite

large samples many times and seem to be very muchin line with

popular belief’ (p. 74). Indeed, as this paper will try to show,
Eysenck and Richard Lynn havecontributed to popular belief as the

authors of a modern myththat the Irish have a low IQ. Their partic-
ular myth stands merely as the most recent in a long line of such

myths which derive their vitality from the nature of the political rela-

Ciaran Bensonis professor of psychology and chair of the departmentof psychology, Uni-
versity College, Dublin. His most recent book is The Absorbed Self: Pragmatism, Psychology

andAesthetic Experience. This article originally was published as “Ireland’s Low IQ: A Cri-
tique of the Myth,” in The Irish Journal ofPsychology, VIII, 1987.
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tionship between Ireland and its larger neighbour(cf. Curtis, 1971

and Curtis, 1984).

IT WAS IN his Race, Intelligence, and Education (1971, pp. 47, 127;

142) that Eysenck first made his reference to the low Irish IQ. His

explanation in terms of the brightest Irish being the ones with the ini-

tiative to emigrate, with the less bright being left behind, waslater

challenged by McGonigle and McPhilemy (19744, 1974b). In his 1981

bookheaffirms that he ‘will simply state the facts of the case and leave

interpretation to the reader’ (p. 74). Three pages on cometheparticu-

lar set of ‘facts’ which refer to the Irish and whichare presented under

the heading “The British Experience’. The empirical heart of this sec-

tion is the work of Lynn (1979). While acknowledging Lynn in the

text, Eysenck omits any mention of Lynnin hislist of references, thus

making checkingdifficult. (There is a similar curious absenceofrefer-

ence to Eysenck by Lynnin /zs paper). ‘Re-analysing large quantities

of figures’, writes Eysenck, ‘Richard Lynnarrived at the Distribution

pictured in Figure 23. (Figure 1 in the present paper). London and

South-East England have the highest mean IQ score (102), and the

Republic of Ireland the lowest (96). This difference of 6 points is

highly significant, from a practical as well as a statistical point of view’

(p. 78). Eysenckaffirms that Lynn’s main explanation for these differ-

encesis in terms of selective migration from an impoverished cultural

environment, andhe overlooksthe fact that Lynn’s conceptionsofcul-

ture and environment seem rather crude. For example, in his paper

‘Ethnic and racial differences in intelligence: International compar-

isons’ (in Osborneef a/., 1978), Lynn reviews studies which looked at

meanIQ scoresof ‘developed’ and ‘less developed peoples’ and writes

of one investigation thus:

This argumentis advanced amongothers by Berry (1966) in com-

paring the intelligence test scores of Eskimos with those of lower

SES Scotsmen living in Scotland. He argues that this group is

most appropriate for comparative purposes because the members

are reared in a relatively unsophisticated environmentlike that of

the Eskimos. The lower SESclasses in Scotland have mean IQs

in the range of 85-100, whichis only a bit higher than the IQ

Range of Eskimos. ‘Thus the argumentruns, if we take Northern
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European Caucasoids brought up in a similar environment to

Eskimos, the IQ Difference is reduced. Therefore, the innate

intelligence must be approximately the same(p. 278).

Lynn does not even question the idea of equating the environment
of Eskimos with that of working class Scotsmen, and he misses the
point that Berry’s study wasnot of IQ but of perceptual skills.

In Race, Intelligence, and Education, Eysenck (1971) also claimed the

average Irish IQ was about 15 points lower than the average English IQ
(p. 127). He derived this difference from Macnamara’s (1966) study on
the effects of bilingualism amongstIrish schoolchildren. As part of that
study Macnamara had administered the Jenkins Nonverbal Reasoning
‘Test to 1,083 Irish schoolchildren. It was no part of Macnamara’s inten-
tion to make IQ comparisons between Irish children and others, let
alone with an English adult population. Macnamara wasdisturbed by
the apparently very poor performance of Irish schoolchildren on the
Jenkins test and devoted considerable space to the issue in his book. A
main hypothesis was that Irish children were not as test-wise as their
English or American counterparts, as degree of familiarity with tests is
certainly knownto influence performance.Ina letter to the Bulletin ofthe
British Psychological Society Macnamara (1972) pointed out that Eysenck
had interpreted his findings ‘in a sense whichI explicitly rejected in that

book Biinguahsm and Primary Education. Lest there be any misunder-

standing, I wish to dissociate myself from his interpretation of my find-

ings’. In his reply to Macnamara, Eysenck (1972) claimed, without

adducing evidence, that Macnamara’s proffered explanationsin terms of

environmental causes could only account for a small proportion of the

differences observed. Also, Eysenck contendedthat“This conviction (of

an Irish inferiority in IQ to the English) is strengthened by thefact that

other writers, using non-verbal tests, found similar differences’. Theref-

erence hereisto research by Ian Hart znzer alos.

In his 1971 paper in The Irish Journal of Psychology, Hart reported

that ‘Irish people tend to score extremely low on suchtests as the Cat-

tell Culture Fair Test of Intelligence’ (p. 30). But Hart’s study was not

designed to be a study of national IQ. What Hart found was that the

meantest performance of 126 male Dublin voters on a twenty-minute

test of their ability to perceive relationships within spatial patterns of

different types, was lower than the mean of the North American stan-
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dardization sample. There is the question of whether Cattell’s test 1s

‘culture fair’. Moreover, Hart was aware of the possible impact on per-

formance of practice and general test sophistication. He concluded

that from the difference between his small, unrepresentative sample

of Dublin men and a North American (not English) norm group ‘it

would beprecipitate at this stage to consider the implications of a low

national IQ...’ (p. 34).

The next chapterin this story came when Enda Byrt and PeterGill

decided to standardize Raven’s Progressive Matrices and the Synonym

Selection subtest of the Mill Hill Vocabulary Test on a national sample

of Irish primary schoolchildren. In September 1972 they and student

colleagues tested 3,695 children aged 6-13 years in 82 schools in 25

counties. In March 1975 The Education Times published an extensive

and detailed article by Byrt and Gill entitled ‘Eysenck and theIrish

IQ: The evidence that proves him wrong’ (pp. 12-13). In the firsthalf

of this article they attacked the basis of Eysenck’s assertions about the

low Irish IQ, and then they presented the results of their work as evi-

dence to the contrary. Their main conclusion was that “The perfor-

manceofIrish schoolchildren doesnotdiffer significantly from that of

British schoolchildren when samples are matchedas closely as possi-

ble’ (p. 13). Comparing the 1972 Irish results with Raven’s 1940

Ipswich sample they concludedthat ‘Nosignificant difference exists

for ages 8-11 or for ages 6-8’, but they did find a significant drop in the

scores of 12- and 13-year-olds (p. 12). This they explained in terms of

a ‘piling-up’ of less able pupils in sixth classes, when their academi-

cally more able peers had transferred to postprimary schools. However,

questions arise about the validity of comparing 1972 Irish data with

1940 Ipswich data, and also aboutthe differences between the 1972

Irish sample and thelatest, 1979 British sample on Raven’s Standard

Progressive Matrices (Ravenetal., 1983).

IN 1979 Lynn published in The British Journal ofSocial and Clinical
Psychology a paper entitled “The social ecology of intelligence in the

British Isles’. It referred to a brain drain from Ireland. Sincenocriti-
cal appraisal of this article appeared in anyIrish journal or, apart from

Kirby’s (1980, 1982a, 1982b) papers, in any British journal, the cri-
tique that follows, focusing on the‘facts’ as presented by Lynn, seems

overdue.
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“The social ecology of intelligence in the British Isles’ is a paper in
three parts. Thefirst deals with what the authorcalls the distribution
of intelligence in the British Isles. The second part deals with therela-
tion of ‘population IQ’ to various social and economicfactors, and the
last part treats of supposed causes of regional differences. Parts two
and three assumethe validity of the ‘facts’ established by part one.
The central data are the mean IQsfor the various regions as given in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. STANDARD REGIONS OF ENGLAND, WALES, SCOTLAND AND IRELAND

SHOWING MEAN POPULATION IQs. (FROM LYNN, 1979, P. 4, TABLE 1)
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Figure 1 features the ‘overall mean’ IQ data from ‘Table 1 and the

findings of one study in Northern Ireland and onestudyin the Repub-

lic of Ireland.

TABLE 1. REGIONAL IQS DERIVED FROM THREE STUDIES, THEIR OVERALL MEANS,

AND RESULTS OF A COGNITIVE MEASUREBY DAVIE ETAL.(1972). (FROM LYNN 1979,

P. 2, TABLE1).

 

VERNON VERNON DOUGLAS OVERALL DAVIE

 

REGION Navy ARMY MEAN IQ "ETAL.

London—South Eastern 101.9 103.0 101.5 102.1 7.34

Eastern 102.1 IOI.7 101.4 IO1.7 7.35

East-West Ridings 101.6 IOI.2 100.6 IOI.1 7.14

Southern 100.0 101.5 101.2 100.9 7.38

North Midland 100.6 IOI.5 100.3 100.8 6.99

North Western — IOI.2 98.1 IO1.5 100.3 7.12

Northern 99.8 99.6 99.7 99.7 7.11

South Western 98.2 IOI.4 99.1 99.6 7.12

Wales 98.5 97.9 98.8 98.4 7.24

Midland 98.6 97.2 98.4 98.1 6.91

Scotland 97:3 96.6 98.1 97-3 6.73

 

The unwary reader might assume that the source studies which

formed the basis of Lynn’s and Eysenck’s arguments were explicitly

designedto study these particular IQ questions. In zof one of the cited

studies was this so. Indeed in some cases, notably Vernon (1951), the

studies presented data in support of exactly those ‘environmental’

explanations—suchas test sophistication effects, practice and training

effects—which Lynn and Eysenckso curiously dismiss as explanations

for the small, and, as will become clear, unsubstantiated regional and

national differences which they allege. There is no referenceatall to

Macnamara’s (1972) rebuttal of Eysenck. Noris there any reference at

all to Byrt and Gill’s (1975) scathing and detailed attack on Eysenck’s

position.

In his Table 1, which is also Table 1 in this paper, Lynn used the

regional divisions employed by the Registrar General pre-1965. Since

the main studies from which Lynn derived his British ‘regional IQs’

were two by Vernon (1947 and 1951) and since each Vernon study

divided Britain into different numbers of regions, Lynn had to trans-
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each county and then re-combining the counties into the regionsdis-
tinguished by the Registrar General pre-1965. Information, which
would militate against Lynn’s proposition, has beenlost in the process.
‘Take his conclusion that the London—South Eastern and the Eastern
regions had the highest ‘population IQs’ whereas, in the U.K., Scot-
land had the lowest. Even a superficial examination of Vernon’s data
(1951, Table III, p. 127) reveals that Scotlandis in fact divided into two
regions; ‘g’ for Scotland East and North Countiesis given by Vernon as
99.6 which is higher than ‘g’ for Wales, Lancashire, Warwick, Staffs.
and Salop. Onthe other hand‘g’ for Glasgow and South-West Scotland
is 93.7. Lynn then proceeds to maketheclassic aggregation error. He
simply adds 99.6 and 93.7, divides by 2 and gets the figure of 96.6 for
Scotland. So Lynn’s method obscuresprecisely those inconsistencies
within regions which favour ‘environmental’ explanationsoftest per-
formance variations in terms ofsocial class differences, family size,
schooling differences, test sophistication differences,etc., all of which
wereconsidered in the Vernon papers.

It is not at all clear how Lynnarrived at the column of figures which
he gives in Table 1 for ‘Vernon Navy’ (Vernon, 1947). Whatis clearis
that Vernon used Raven’s Progressive Matrices with a 20-minute time
limit. Now Raven (1942) said of his test: ‘matrix test mental ages
should not be used like Binet mental ages for the calculation ofintel-
ligence quotients’ (p. 145). And Vernon (1951) warns:

... recent investigations by myself and others have forced meto
the conclusion that, while intelligence tests are admirable instru-
mentsfor practical purposes such as educational and occupational
selection and guidance within any one cultural group, they can-

not be regardedas sufficiently pure measuresof innate ability to
be employed in comparisons between different groups such as
races or nations, nor for genetic studies (p. 125).

Lynnignoredall this and blithely aggregated disparate data from
three studies in his comparison of 11 British regionsfor intelligence.
Thefirst study (Vernon, 1947) presents Progressive Matrices data on
nearly 90,000 male candidates for the Royal Navy. The second study
(Vernon, 1951) presents data in terms of an index ‘g’ (derived from a
combination of tests such as Arithmetic-Mathematics, Verbal Ability,
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Clerical, Non-Verbal Intelligence) for about 10,000 national service

recruits, male and mostly aged 18. Neither was a representative ran-

dom sample andthe deficiencies of each were pointed out by Vernon.

The third study was a longitudinal study of 5,000 boys and girls born

in March 1946 and assessed at ages 8, 11 and 15 using unspecified

tests. The heterogeneous data from these three studies provide the

first three columns of Table 1 and from these Lynnderivesthe ‘over-

all mean IQ’ for each British region by simply adding across columns

and dividing by 3, completely ignoring the fact that the data were

derived from different tests applied to non-random samplesofdiffer-

ent sizes drawn from different populations at different times. ‘Vhere-

fore, all of the British ‘regional IQs’ given in the table and on the map

are misleading.

While not using their data in his calculations because ‘the standard

deviation is not given’, Lynn presents data from Davieet al. (1972) as

the last column in Table 1 andasserts it confirms the other three stud-

ies. However, in the Davie etal. study children were given what Lynn

describes as ‘a copying designtest similar to the subtest in the Stanford-

Binet’ (p. 3). Results are not given in terms of IQ scoresat all but in

terms of percentages of children ‘good’ at copying geometric designs.

(See Figure 2.) Davie et al. clearly never intended their test to be

regarded as an IQ test. It was included by them ‘principally in order to

identify those with perceptual or perceptual/motor difficulties’. The

results of the copying designs test as given by Davie etal. (1972) are

shownin Figure 2.

From this figure it can be seen that Wales, Eastern, and London and

Southern Eastern regions all contain 26 percent of the children with

good design copying performances. However, after Lynn’s conversion

of the data, Wales now comesout at 7.24, below the 7.35 and 7.34 for

the other two regions. One could grantthat thesearetrivial differences,

were it not for the fact that the evidence which Lynn adducesto link

the data from Davieetal. with the other three studies appears to be a

rank order correlation coefficient. Before Lynn’s conversion, Wales

would havetied ranks with the other tworegions. Also,all of the points

from the Davieet al. study which would contradict Lynn’s argument,

such as that design copying performanceis clearly related to socio-

economicclass and that regionsdiffer in the mix of classes they contain

or that Scotland had far and away the highest proportion of ‘good’ read-

ers in this same study (Davie et al., p. 109), are completely ignored.
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FIGURE 2. PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN WITH ‘GOOD’ DESIGN COPYING SCORES BY
REGIONOF BRITAIN. (FROM DAVIE ET AL., 1972, P. 108, FIGURE 33).
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In a paper reviewing twenty-five years of research on pupil achieve-
ment in Northern Ireland, Wilson (1973) discusses how differences in
the relative weight which similar types of school systems attach to
objectives can account for differences in performance between chil-
dren from each system. Healso argues that cultural and homediffer-
ences account, in part, for variations in performance on standardized
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tests. This is all by way of explaining the differences which researchers

in Northern Ireland have found over a long period of time between

scholastic achievement of children there and the standardized test

norms. Ignoring such explanations, Lynn uses that same paper by Wil-

son to calculate a ‘population IQ’ for Northern Ireland. Wilson’s study

was conducted in 1970 on over2,000 boys andgirls in each of two age

- groups. Seven-year-olds were given a Moray HousePicture Test, and

ten-year-olds were given tests of verbal and non-verbal ability. Lynn

takes the meansof the children on each of these tests (see columnc,

Table 3, Wilson, 1973, p. 110), adds them up anddivides by 3. This is

how he gets a mean ‘population IQ’ for Northern Ireland of 96.7.

Lynn derives the Republic of Ireland’s mean IQ from data provided

by Gill and Byrt (1973). In their standardization of Raven’s Standard

Progressive Matrices on Irish children, they reported an overall mean

difference of 3 points between the performance ofIrish children and

that of the British standardization samples. On that basis, and noting

that the Irish children were approximately two monthsolder than the

British children, Lynnarrived at 96 as his ‘working estimate of mean

IQ in the Republic of Ireland’ (Lynn, 1979,p. 5).

In effect, Lynn compared a ‘corrected’ mean score on a test of one

type of non-verbal ability given to a sample of 6- to 13-year-old Irish

children in 1972 with a wrongly calculated index score derived from

unrepresentative samples of young men during the Second World War

whose scores on a variety of different types of tests were aggregated

with those of boys and girls who took two unspecified tests in the 1950s

and 1960s. On such a foundation rests Lynn’s finding of a difference of

6 IQ points between the Republic of Ireland and London and South

Eastern England which Eysenckclaimsto be ‘highly significant from a

practical as well as a statistical point of view’ (Eysenck, 1981, p. 78).

Such being the ‘facts’ on which the low Irish IQ myth 1s based,

there is really no need to pursue the critique any further.
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OPINIONS AND TESTIMONIES

A LONG TRADITION

E. J. Dionne, Jr.

| F YOU HAD any doubts that Americanslive in a time of deep

pessimism aboutthe possibilities of social reform, the revival of

interest in genetic explanations for human inequality ought to resolve

them. This is a recurring pattern in American history. Whenever the

social reformers are seenasfailing, along come allegedly new theories

about how the questfor greater fairness or justice or equality is really

hopeless because people and groupsare, from birth, so different, one

from another. Thesocial reformer is dismissed as a naive meddlerin

some grand “natural” process that sorts people outall by itself.

Thatis the real significance of the appearanceof andinterest in The

Bell Curve, by the late Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles Murray. ‘The

implicit argumentof the bookis that if genes are so importantto intel-

ligence, and intelligence is so important to success, then many of the

efforts made in the past several decades to improve people’s life

chances were mostly a waste of time. Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murray

never quite say that. Their book and their article summarizingit in a

recent issue of The New Republic are full of careful hedges aimedat sav-

ing them from being charged with crude racism or determinism.

E. J. Dionne,Jr. is a writer for The Washington Post. Thisarticle originally was published as

“Race and IQ: Stale Notions,” in Te Washington Post, October18, 1994.
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data associate withtheirrace. They produce an 845-page book on race,
class, genes and IQ,and thenassert that “the fascination with race, IQ,
and genes is misbegotten”—as if their book would not increase the
level of fascination withrace, IQ, and genes.

Butlet us accept their goodwill and their caveats. Thereal problem
here is with the authors’ claims that making the argument they are
making requires enormous courage; that this argument represents
somesort of breakthrough; and that “it doesn’t much matter” whether
“the black-white difference in test scoresis produced bygenesor the
environment.” Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murrayassert that they are tak-
ing on “a taboo issue.” They argue that the question is “filled with
potential for hurt and anger,” but that it is “essential that people begin
to talk about this in the open.” |

But who will be hurt and who will be angry? Surely it does not
require great courage to make argumentsthat will reassure the well-
educated and well-off that they hold their high positions because they
are on the whole smarter than everybodyelse. If you deserve to be at
the top, you needn’t trouble yourself over whether those who aren’t
have been relegated to their positions through bad luck or discrimina-
tion or other forms of injustice. Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murray say
they support “somesort ofredistribution” for the poor. But they also
“urge generally” that welfare be ended becauseit encourages “low-
IQ” womento havebabies.

They are in a long tradition. Every time arguments about genes or
intelligence have arisen in Americanpolitics, it has been to blunt the
drive for “somesort ofredistribution.” That is why their argumentis
not new. One needonly revisit the historian Richard Hofstadter’s fine
book Social Darwinism in American Thought. He showed how similar
theories—holding that “nature would provide that the best competi-
tors in a competitive situation would win”—havebeenused for nearly
a century to thwart social change. Social Darwinism, Mr. Hofstadter
wrote, “gave strength to attacks on reformers and on almostall efforts
at the conscious and directed changeofsociety.”

Before Mr. Murray and Mr. Herrnstein there was William Graham
Sumner, who wrote eighty years ago that “the millionaires are the
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productofnatural selection, acting on the whole body of mento pick

out those who can meetthe requirementofcertain work to be done.”

Sure, these people “get high wages andlive in luxury, but the bargain

is a good oneforsociety.” Why? Because, said Mr. Sumner, “there is

the intense competition for their place and occupation,” and “this

assures us that all who are competent for this function will be

employedinit.”

The Herrnstein-Murray argumentis thus not a brave breakthrough

but a flashy repackaging of a repeatedly discredited fashion. “Thus was

pseudoscience about racial differences used to justify the end of

Reconstruction and the reimposition of a segregated caste system on

the American South. |

So the focus on nature or nurture really does matter. Ofcourse,all

of us are inescapably a product of both genes and environment. But

the issue of which factors to emphasize in explaining what is happen-

ing to a society is not, finally, a “scientific” question, because the “sci-

ence” of the matter is utterly crude, to the extent that it exists atall.

Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murray say that estimates of whether IQ is

inheritable range from 4o percentto 80 percent. This is science? Even

if a figure as high as 4o or 60 percent were accurate,that leaves a huge

amountof room for environmental factors that can be affected by the

conscious choices of individuals and their government. Andallof this

begs the question of how importantintelligence should bein ordering

the rewards that a society offers, as against other virtues such as hard

work,risk-taking, loyalty, or concern for others.

The Herrnstein-Murray bookis not a “scientific” bookat all but a

political argument offered by skilled polemicists aimed at defeating

egalitarians. It is gaining attention because social reformers have not

done such a goodjobofit lately and becauseit is a lot easier to blame

somebodyelse’s genes or brain cells than to improve a society. Mr.

Murray’s critics should oppose him butresist vituperation, lest they

suggest that they are afraid of what he is saying. There is nothing to

fear in thesestale notions, provided they are understood as such. What

does need to be worried about, and changed,is a political climate so

pessimistic that offerings such as these cometo be taken as “science.”



THE TRUTH ABOUTASIAN AMERICANS

Margaret Chon

\ \ J HEN I WAS incollege, I applied to the Air Force ROTC pro-
gram. I thought I would save myparents the expense of paying

tuition and also learn to fly an airplane. I was given the most complete
physical of my life (confirming, among other things, that I was too near-
sightedto fly a kite, muchless a plane). And I took an intelligencetest.
When

I

reported back to the ROTCstaff, they looked glum. Whatis it?
I thought. Did the physical turn up some life-threatening defect?

It turns out I had gotten the highest test score ever at my school,
higher than the engineering and pre-med students who had kept me at
the bottom of the bell curve in calculus. Rather than feeling pleased
and flattered, I felt like a sideshow freak. The recruiters were not
happyeither. I think our reactions had a lot to do with the fact that I
did not resemble

a

typical recruit. I am a womanof East Asian, specif-
ically Korean, descent. Also, I probably lookedlike a hippie. They did
not want me in ROTC no matter how “intelligent” I was.

Thecaricature of the superintelligent Asianis part of whatdrives
Charles Murray and the late Richard J. Herrnstein’s book, The Bell

Margaret Chon, an associate professor of law at Syracuse University, writes about the
intersections of technology, culture, and law. Thisarticle appeared in New York Newsday,
October 28, 1994, under the title “About Asian Americans: False Flattery Gets Us
Nowhere.”
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Curve. In it, they rely on a numberofstatistical studies to make claims

about the superior intelligence of certain groups—specifically Asian

Americans—andtheinferior intelligence of others, including African

Americans. Because I am supposedly smarter than any previous

ROTCcandidate at my college, I’ll explain why Asian Americansare

not more intelligent than other people and, more important, why Mur-

ray and Herrnstein do a disservice to Asian Americans by promoting us

as the superhumanrace.

The authors make a mountain of a claim out of a molehill of evi- |

dence. Only two studies sampled Asians in America, and they were

inconclusive. Five other studies compared Asians in Asia to white

Europeans or white Americans. A scientist who is testing for the

effects of genes independently of environment could not think of a

worse study than one which comparesgroupsin radically different cul-

tures. People in different countries are going to have different envi-

ronments, regardless of socioeconomic status. Comparing Asians in

Asia to whites in Americais like comparing apples to oranges—not to

mention the fact that IQ is to intelligence as apples are to zebras. In

lawyer’s language, Murray and Herrnstein have not mettheir burden:

of proof: They have not demonstrated an IQ difference between

Asians and whites in America.

So why do Murray and Herrnstein insist that Asians are smarter?

Because they need to find an Asian-white IQ difference. Once they

establish a superhuman or “good” minority, then there can’t be any

racism in their research. If two white males admit that Asians are

smarter than whites, then the rest of us might as well accept the

inevitable: There are subhumanor “bad” minorities.

Asian Americans must not allow themselves to be misused in the

service of Murray and Herrnstein’s political agenda. ‘To do so would

just exacerbate two problems that we already face in the United

States. First, painting Asian Americans as superintelligent just lets

America pretend we don’t exist. Social service agencies ignore us

because we don’t need help. Governments ignore us because we’ve

already madeit. Schools won’t recruit us because we doso well on the

SATs. Yet Asian Americans have inadequate access to culturally and

linguistically appropriate voter assistance, health care, and job training.

Asian-American households are less wealthy than white ones. Asian

Americans occupy substandard housing projects and attend under-
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funded public schools. And at least thirty Asian Americans died in
1993 as a result of homicides in which racial animus was suspected or
proven. Asian Americans,ofall intelligence levels, face discrimination
based on accent and appearance.

Second, the false flattery allows Murray and Herrnstein to taunt
and provoke other minority groups. Using the myth of the superhu-
manAsian, they drag us into theracialization of American politics, cre-
ating an Asian buffer between black and white America, This strategy
turns our pluses into negatives, our intelligence into cunning. We are
perceivedas fanatic, clannish kamikazes whothreatento overtake the
local or world economy. That makes us targets of misunderstanding,
hatred, and violence. Afterall, the accumulated rage of the black com-
munity cannot reach Beverly Hills or Bronxville, but it can makeitself
felt at Korean grocery stores in South Central Los Angeles and Flat-
bush.

Asian Americans seem almostinvisible, except whenthereis a gro-
cery store boycott—or when we’re touted as the model minority.
Unfortunately, Asian Americansarejust visible enough to be misused
in the social science pornographythat is The Bell Curve.



FOR WHOM THE BELL CURVE REALLY TOLLS

Tim Beardsley

R ARELY DO 8o0-page books crammedwith graphsreach best-

seller lists. The Bel/ Curve, an inflammatory treatise aboutclass,

intelligence, and race by the late Richard J. Herrnstein, a psychology

professor at Harvard University, and political scientist Charles Murray

of the American Enterprise Institute, is an exception. The book’s

deeply pessimistic analysis of U.S. social woes, together with its con-

servative policy prescriptions, has hit a nerve. Publishing Zhe Bell

Curve may have been a calculated political move on the part ofits

authors. As the country lurches to the right, many people will be

seduced by the text’s academic trappings and scientific tone into

believing its arguments andpolitical inferences well supported. Those

readers should think again.

The Bell Curve depicts a frightening future in which, absent strong

corrective measures, a “cognitive elite” will live in guarded enclaves

distant from the dull masses. Opportunities for the underclass will

become limited as tolerance evaporates. Strict policing will be widely

accepted, and racial hostility will likely spread. The least intelligent

Tim Beardsley has a D.Phil. in zoology from Oxford University. He worked asa staff

writer for Nature, the British science journal, before joining the board of editors of Scien-

tific American. This article appeared in Scientific American, January 1995, as “For Whom the

Bell Curve Really Tolls.”
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denizensof this dystopia will be consigned to a “high-tech and more
lavish version of the Indian reservation.” This apocalyptic vision is
presented as the consequence of unpalatable, undeniable “facts”

they present andin their interpretation of ambiguousstatistics. The
workis “a string of half-truths,” states Christopher Jencks, a sociolo-
gist at Northwestern University.

The arguments stem from the sametradition of biological deter-
minism that led, not so long ago, to compulsory sterilizations in the
United States and genocide elsewhere. The notionis that individuals’
characteristics are both essentially fixed by inheritance and immuneto
alteration by the environment. Efforts to help those whoare unfortu-
nate by reason of their genes are unlikely to be rewarded. Solutions,
therefore, should include those Murray has long advocated: abolish
welfare, reduceaffirmative action, and simplify criminallaw.

Herrnstein and Murray produce data suggesting that intelligence—
as assessed by a high IQ score—is increasingly important to economic
success. ‘They also argue that people who have low scores—including
disproportionate numbers of blacks—are morelikely than otherstofall
prey to social ills. The two accept evidence from studies of twins
reared apartthatthereis a large heritable componentto IQ scores: they
estimate it to be 60 percent. The writers declare themselves agnostic
on the question of whetherracial differences in IQ scores are genetic,
although they are clearly inclined to favor that possibility.

Herrnstein and Murray countenancethat just becausea trait has a
heritable origin does not meanit is unchangeable. Nearsightednessis
one example of an inherited, modifiable condition. But they decide,
on the basis of a questionable look at the data, that “an inexpensive,
reliable methodofraising IQ is not available.” This conclusion is used
to justify an attack on programsaimedat helping society’s most vul-
nerable: the authors prefer to let the genetically disadvantaged find
their own level. Evidence that does not accord with Herrnstein and
Murray’s way of thinking—such as the observation that IQ scores
worldwide are slowly increasing—is acknowledged thenignored.

Leaving aside the substantial and unresolved issue of whether a
single number can adequately summarize mental performance, The
Bell Curveplaysfast and loose withstatistics in several ways. According
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to Arthur Goldberger, an econometrician at the University of Wiscon-

sin who hasstudied genetics and IQ, the book exaggerates the ability

of IQ to predict job performance. Herrnstein and Murray assert that

scores have an impressive “validity” of about 0.4 in such predictions.

They report that the Armed Forces Qualification Test, an IQ surro-

gate, has a validity of 0.62 at anticipating the success of training for

mechanical jobs. Yet many of the measures used to assess validity

include supervisors’ ratings, which are subject to bias, Goldberger

notes. Furthermore, the validities that the duosee as so revealing are

in fact hypothetical quantities that no employer would expectto find

in prospective employees. “It’s really bad stuff,” Goldbergersays.
Othercorrelations that the writers establish between socialills and

low IQ scores are equally suspect. Herrnstein and Murray put great

weight on comparisons betweenthe ability of IQ scores and parental
socioeconomicstatus to predict what will happen to youngpeople. Yet
the measures of socioeconomic status they use cannot ensure that
homesare equally stimulating. The point is crucial because numerous
studies have demonstrated that early childhood surroundings have a
large role in molding IQ scores—certainly more studies than have indi-
cated a significant role for heredity. Consequently, conclusions about
the dominance of IQ cannot be taken at face value. Leon Kamin,a
psychologist at Northeastern University and well-known critic of
research on intelligence, maintains that interactions betweengenes
and environment make attempts to weigh nature against nurture
“meaningless.”

Herrnstein and Murray’s hereditarian bias is also obvious in their
account of a study of a hundred children from varying ethnic back-
grounds who were adopted into white families. The study got under
way in the 1970s. At age seven, the black and interracial children
scored an average of 106 on IQ tests—considerably better than the
national average of black children and close to levels scored by white
children. A decade later researchers Sandra Scarr of the University of
Virginia and Richard A. Weinberg of the University of Minnesota
found that the IQsof the black children had declined to 89, whereas
those of white adoptees hadfallen from 112 to 106. Scarr and Weinberg
concluded that racially based discrimination at school probably
explained the drop in the black youngsters’ scores. Jencks agrees:
“The results are perfectly consistent with the difference being due to
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something in the early home environmentand,for older kids, their

experience in school.” But Herrnstein and Murray interpret the find-

ings differently: “Whatever the environmental impact may have been,

it cannot have been large.”

The Bell Curve’s most egregious failing, however, may be its bleak

assessment of educational efforts to improve the intellectual perfor-

manceofchildren from deprived backgrounds. Herrnstein and Murray

cast a jaundiced eye over Head Start and other moreintensive efforts

for at-risk youngsters—projects that have been claimed to produce

long-lasting gains in IQ, a possibility that would not square well with

biological determinist thought. Herrnstein and Murray downplay such

results, noting that such interventions are too expensive to be widely

used. The only one they are enthusiastic about is adoption, which,

paradoxically, they accept as having a clearly positive effect on IQ.

“Their treatment of intervention wouldn’t be accepted by an acade-

mic journal—it’s that bad,” exclaims Richard Nisbett, a psychology

professor at the University of Michigan. “I’m distressed by the extent

to which people assume [Murray] is playing by the rules.”

Jencks is also unhappy with the book’s conclusions about educa-

tion. “Herrnstein and Murray are saying HeadStart didn’t have a pro-

found effect. But that doesn’t tell us that we couldn’t do a lot betterif

we had a different society,” he says. “In Japan, for example, children

learn more math than they do in the U.S. because everybody there

agrees mathis important.”

Scarr, who accepts a substantial role for heredity in individual IQ

differences, insists that efforts to boost intellectual functioningin dis-

advantaged youth can deliverresults. “There’s no question that rescu-

ing children from desperately awful circumstances will improve their

performance,” she notes. Scarr also points out that ameliorating a

child’s environment may reduce social problems, regardless of its

effect on IQ. “The low-IQ group deserves a lot more support thanit1s

getting,” she argues. “Other societies manage not to have the same

levels of social ills as we do.” Edward F. Zigler, a prominent educa-

tional psychologist at Yale University, asserts that “in terms of every-

day social competence, we have overwhelming evidence that

high-quality early education is beneficial.”

Therein lies the fatal flaw in Herrnstein and Murray’s harsh reason-

ing. Even though boosting IQ scores may be difficult and expensive,
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providing education can help individuals in other ways. That fact, not

IQ scores, is what policy should be concerned with. The Bell Curve’s fix-

ation on IQ asthe beststatistical predictor of a life’s fortunes is a

myopic one. Science does not deny the benefits of a nurturing envi-

ronmentand a helping hand.



A ‘TRIUMPH OF PACKAGING

DavidM. Kutzik

MAINLY WHITE “cognitive elite” rules America, and African

Americans, Latinos, and working-class whites are destined to be

left in the dust. Too bad, but they’re just inferior genetically. So say

Charles Murray and Richard J. Herrnstein in their new and much-

debated book, 7he Bell Curve. Not to appear white supremacist, the

authors point out that Asian Americans post higher IQ scores on the

average than whites, claiming that their scores reflect the Asian “eth-

nicity’s” genetically superior “nonverbal” capacity. Yet Chinese Amer-

icans provide the clue to whatis wrong with this reasoning. During the

19208, IQ testers pegged the Chineseat the bottom oftheintelligence

pile: average IQ between65 and 7o. By the 1950s, Chinese Americans

were scoring almost on a par with whites and twentyyears later they

were scoring higher than whites.

‘The question is why.

Are we to believe that some magic mutation made the Chinese-

American gene pool moreintellectually powerful? Or is the increase in

IQ explainable in termsofa variety of sociological factors on the wings

of which a significant proportion of this formerly impoverished and

David M.Kutzik is on the faculty of the Center for Applied Neurogerontology at Drexel

University and is writing a book on IQ testing and racism. This article was published as

“Bell Curve Doesn’t Deserve the Fuss” in The Philadelphia Inquirer, November1, 1994.
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undereducated ethnic group is today solidly upper middle class and

successful in high-end “cognitive elite” occupations?

That African Americans score on the average fifteen points less

than whites on IQtestsis a fact well knownto all who have studied the

literature. A fact also known to those who havestudiedthe history of

IQ is that up until the mid-1920s, womenlagged behind men by a sim-

ilar point spread. The tests were redesigned to be “unbiased,” thereby

equalizing their scores.

This second fact, lost on Herrnstein and Murray, was the main rea-

son why the Supreme Court of California banned IQ tests as an edu-

cational placementtool. ‘The court concluded that until the tests are

adjusted in relation to non-white and non-middle-class groups, as they

were in relation to women, the tests will continue to discriminate

against these groups.

Also overlooked by the authors is an extensive body ofliterature on

the irrelevance of IQ to creativity and productivity in different “cogni-

tive elite” professions. Althoughit is true that, on the average, scientists,

lawyers, and engineers score higher than blue-collar workers, differ-

encesin IQ within these professional groups seem to have no impact on

the individual’s contribution to the field—high-IQ mathematicians are

no more successful than low-I[Q mathematicians. The explanation

offered by researchersis that IQ is in no way connected to creativity and

that the kind ofintelligence it measuresis too narrow to predict success

within occupations. Behavioral and cognitive scientists studying human

intelligence over the past dozen years have reached the consensusthat

IQ is only one very small part of the humanintelligence puzzle.

The real problem with intelligence test scores is revealed by way of

analogy: IQ tests are to intelligence what crossword puzzlesaretolit-

erary creativity. In other words, being able to do well on a Sunday-

morning puzzle may be correlated with knowledge of world literature,

but such knowledgeis not causally connected with the ability to write

a novel. In a mannertypical of hereditarians, Herrnstein and Murray

blur the distinction between correlation and causation and conclude

that society is destined to be dominated by racially (read “geneti-
cally”) superior elite of the highly intelligent, and that the ideals of

equality are at best unfoundedandat worst dangerous.

Theirspiritual father is Sir Francis Galton, who more than a century

ago demonstrated that the 714 most eminent men in England were
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related to each other through a network of some 50 orso families. Did
Galton conclude that he was looking at a hereditary ruling class? No.
Galton concluded that he had proved these families were of superior
racial worth, achieving their position solely on the basis of their inher-
ited intelligence. Galton wasthefirst to statistically “prove” the rela-
tionship betweenintelligence, heredity, and social class. He was also
the first to apply the normal(i.e., “bell”) curve to heredity and intelli-
gence. Galton called his science “eugenics” and launched hereditarian
research as a political movement to weed out theracially inferior and
promote the procreation of the superior.

The Bell Curve is just the latest example in a long history of what’s
known in the trade as “Galtonesque hereditarianism.” The media
frenzy ballyhooing the appearance of The Be// Curve is quite an orgy of

advertising. It cannot be “news” becausethereis nothing really “new”

in Lhe Bell Curve, other than packaging. |

The real newsstory is how and why a media campaignfit for a pres-

ident has cast the authors, and their scientific racism, into the spot-

light. The real newsstory is precisely how this book hashit the covers

of magazines, the editorial pages, and the talk shows with such perfect

timing. Andthe truly big story is that this book will be taken soseri-

ously by so many of the “cognitive elite” as an ideological basis for a

more openly racist ultraconservative agenda.



‘THROWING A CURVE

Bob Herbert

| N MONTCLAIR, New Jersey, where I grew up in the 1950s

and 1960s, there was an elderly woman named Mildred Maxwell

who would greet the periodic outbursts of segregationists and other

racial provocateurs with the angry and scornful comment“There isn’t

a hell hot enoughfor that man andhis ideas.” Mrs. Maxwell comesto

mind wheneverI think (angrily and scornfully) about Charles Murray

and his book The Bell Curve, a scabrous piece of racial pornography

masqueradingas serious scholarship.

Mr. Murray fancies himself a social scientist, an odd choice of pro-

fession for someone who would haveusbelieve he wasso sociologically

ignorant as a teenager that he didn’t recognize any racial implications

when heandhis friends burned a cross on a hill in his hometown of
Newton, Iowa. In a New York Times Magazine article by Jason DeParle,
Mr. Murray described the cross-burning as “dumb.” But heinsisted, “It
never crossed our mindsthat this had anylarger significance.”

Oh, no. Of course not.

Now, in middle age, Mr. Murray gets his kicks by thinking up waysto

drape the cloak of respectability over the obscene andlong-discredited

Bob Herbertis a columnist for The New York Times. This column appeared in The New York
Limes, October 27, 1994, as “Throwing a Curve.”
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views of the world’s most rabid racists. And so The Be// Curve, written

with Richard Herrnstein, who recently died, promotes the view that
blacks are inherently inferior to whites.

It’s an ugly stunt. Mr. Murray can protest all he wants, his book is

just a genteel wayof calling somebody a nigger.

The book showsthat, on average, blacks score aboutfifteen points

lower than whiteson intelligence tests, a point that was widely known

and has not been in dispute. Mr. Murray and I (and many, many oth-

ers) differ on the reasons for the disparity. I would argue that a group

that was enslaved until little more than a century ago; that has long

been subjected to the most brutal, often murderous, oppression; that

has been deprived of competent, sympathetic political representation;

that has most often had to live in the hideous physical conditions that

are the hallmark of abject poverty; that has tried its best to survive with

little or no prenatal care, and with inadequate health care and nutri-

tion; that has been segregated and ghettoized in communities that

were then red-lined by banks and insurance companies and otherwise

shunnedby business and industry; that has been systematically frozen

out of the job market; that has in large measure been deliberately

deprived of a reasonably decent education; that has been forced to

cope with the humiliation of being treated always as inferior, even by

imbeciles—I would argue that these are factors that just might con-

tribute to a certain amountof social pathology and to a slippage in

intelligence test scores.

Mr. Murraysays no. His book strongly suggests that the disparity is

inherent, genetic, and thereis little to be done aboutit.

Most serious scholars know that the conclusions drawn by Mr. Mur-

ray and Mr. Herrnstein from the data in The Bell Curve are bogus. ‘The

issue has been studied ad nauseam and the overwhelming consensus of

experts in the field is that environmental conditions accountfor most of

the disparity when thetest results of large groups are compared.

The last time I checked, both the Protestants and the Catholics in

Northern Ireland were white. And yet the Catholics, with their legacy

of discrimination, grade out about fifteen points lower on IQ tests.

There are many similar examples. Scholars are already marshaling the

evidence needed to demolish The Be// Curve on scientific grounds. But

be assuted that whentheir labors are completed and their papers sub-

mitted, they will not get nearly the attention that 7e Bell Curve has

received.
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A great deal of damage has been done. The conclusions so disin-

genuously trumpeted by Mr. Murray were just what millions of people

wantedto hear. It was just the message neededto enable whitesto dis-

tance themselvesstill further from any responsibility for the profound

negative effect that white racism continuesto have onall blacks.

Mildred Maxwell is no longer with us. I wish she were. Just once I

would like to hear her comment on Charles Murray and his book.



BORN TO LOSE

DeWayne Wickham

WAS BORN to dirt-poor parents and grew up in poverty. For
twenty years,I lived in federally subsidized housing in an inner-city

neighborhood wherejust about everyone needed someform of govern-
ment assistance to survive. Myfirst-semester grades in high school
ranged from a 30 in geometry to a 63 in music. I was kicked outof one
high school, denied admission into two others, and finally dropped out
of a fourth. At eighteen, I was deeply mired in the social abyss from
which Charles Murray says African Americans cannotescape.

If Murray, co-authorof The Bell Curve—a bookthat soon will replace
the white hood and sheet as the most pernicious symbolof resistance
to the pushfor racial equality—had his way, people like me would be
written off. He believes that economicsuccessis tied to intelligence—
which,he says,is largely inherited. In other words,it’s bad genes, more
than a bad environment, that locks people into inner-city ghettos or
rural poverty. Murray’s prescriptionis to replace affirmative action pro-
grams with a “survival of the fittest” acceptanceofthe inevitability of
their fate.

DeWayne Wickham is columnist for USA Today and authorof Fire at Will, a collection of
columns. His autobiography, Woodho/me, will be published in 1995. This piece wascarried
by Gannet NewsService, October 24, 1994, titled “Living Proof That Authorof ‘Bell
Curve’ Is Wrong.”
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Charles Murray is the linear successor to Arthur Jensen and William

Shockley, two psychologists whoraised similar arguments in the 1960s.

Hadthey succeeded, I never would have escaped the ghetto. And if

Murray accomplishes what Jensen and Shockley could not, he will deal

a deadly blow to the millions of African Americans who nowlive in

poverty.

Eventually, I changed my environment, earned a high school GED,

and went on to get two college degrees—in each case with higher

cumulative averages than most of my white classmates. Murray says

people are poor because they are inherently, and irreversibly, stupid.

I’m living proof that he 1s wrong.

Publicly, Murray pines for a return to the mythical good old days

whenpeople in this country wentas farin life as their “abilities and

energies” would take them. When wasthat?

Certainly not during the 246 years slavery was legal in this country.

Norcan hebetalking aboutthe 99 years following abolition, when the

force of law was used to lock black people out of the American main-

stream. Forall that time, race was a major factor in determining how

opportunities were meted out in this country. The truthis, this is not a

color-blind society, nor has it ever been. Sure, we’re a lot closer today

to it than we were 100 or even 50 years ago, but westill have a long way

to go to get there.

Privately, I suspect, Murray wants to beat a path backto the time

whensuccessin life was determined largely by skin color. He denies

this, but that’s the modus operandi of today’s bigots. They cloak their

racism in an appeal for a return to a meritocracy that never existed,or

disguise their chauvinism in disingenuous complaints about reverse

racism. Like the Ku Kluxers of old, they seek to create a neo-slavery

America in which black people are at the lowest rung of a caste system

that whites sit atop.

Murray would neversay that, but he implies as much.In his book,

Murray says many blacks languish in poverty, crime, and an overre-

liance on government handoutsbecause they are genetically dumb. As

a group,he says, we are a lower form of human than whites and Asians.

And then, having established this premise, he argues the government

is wasting moneytrying to improvethelives of the black underclass.

Murray doesn’t want to reform welfare, he wants to end it. He

doesn’t want to slash the numberof births to unwed mothers so much
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as he’d like to do

a

little social engineering by discouraging child-
bearing by poor women with low intelligence. He wants to massage
immigrationlawsto favor the educated. And he wants to do away with
job discrimination laws because they force employers to give people
with low IQsa fair chance at earning a paycheck. Hesays hehassci-
ence on his side, but I think he stands a lot closer to Jim Crow than
Albert Einstein.



BRANDED

Gary Earl Ross

HE CONTROVERSY overrace andintelligence lies sleeping

beneath the surface of American consciousnesslike a sea mon-

ster that awakens every two or three decadesto molest passing ships.

The monster is dormant until summoned by a magic spell or, in the

absence of magic, “scientific” certainty. The latest numerical necro-

mancy, The Bell Curve by Charles Murray and the late Richard Herrn-

stein, is presently gathering its share of media attention. At 845 pages

of complex statistics and intellectual argument, the book is already

being summarized so that the reachofits ideas will exceedits grasp on

readers. It will be rememberedfor a single assertion—that, genetically,

blacks are intellectually inferior to whites.

That belief is certainly an old one and has been reinforced by

both religion and science in the past. Slavery apologists noted that

blacks bore “the mark of Cain” and were thus destined to baseness.

Nineteenth-century naturalists measured skulls and body parts and

lung capacity to reinforce white superiority. Belief in black inferiority

was dragged so far into the twentieth century by discriminatory cus-

Gary Earl Ross, an associate professor at the Buffalo Educational Opportunity Center,is

preparing a collection of his previously published short stories and is writing a novel. This

essay was published in The Buffalo News, November 26, 1994, titled “The Insidiousness

of the Bell Curve.”
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toms, public school textbooks, media stereotypes, standardized test-
ing, and a host of othersocial variables that the nation’s embrace of
racial equality is less than forty years old. Indeed, African-American
culture itself is comparatively young, its connection to its cultural
antecedents having been severedbyslavery.

Thefirst time I learned I was from intellectually inferior stock, I was
seated in a Buffalo public high school psychologyclass. In responseto a
question, the teacher said, almost offhandedly, that blacks generally
scored lower than whitesonintelligence tests. One of only two or three
blacksin theclass, I felt especially visible that day, as if I had beenflat-
tened betweenglassslides and slipped under a microscope.

The following year, when I was a college freshman, the Arthur
Jensen—William Shockley controversy erupted. Though I felt equally
visible among the handful of blacks on campus,I argued passionately
instead of sinking into myseat. But at seventeen andeighteen, I knew
only the passion. Now,at forty-three, I have more fundamental ques-
tions with which to challenge biological determinism.

If belief in inequality is four hundred years old—or ten times the
age of the nation’s belief in equality—doesn’t it stand to reason that
American culture has beenso biased by an undercurrentof racism that
anything that addresses race is necessarily tainted? What are the
cumulative effects of systemic racism on theintellectual development
of the African-American child? Whatare the effects of growing up ina
culture of freedom still in its infancy? Ofenduring poverty and dimin-
ished expectations? How dosuchfactors as higher levels of smoking in
African-American homes, lead-based paint, and fatty diets born of
scrap-fed slave traditions influence the ability to take a test? How does
belief in whatsocial scientists accept as truth—that black IQ scoresare
lower—influence the writers of IQ tests? For that matter, how signifi-
cant is IQ? Is it the only true intelligence? If not, why aren’t the others
measured with the same doggedintensity?

My ownhistory suggests the limitations of IQ testing. When I was in
grammarschool, according to my cumulative record, my IQ was 94. In
junior high it was 114, then 127 in high school, and finally 133 on a
Mensa-style test I took for fun several years ago. A spread of nearly 40
points is well outside the range ofstatistical error, yet I could easily
have been categorized, counseled, and conditionedto fulfill the expec-

tationsofa first- or second-grade test I have no memoryoftaking.
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IQ tests don’t measure talent or creativity or interpersonal skills.

Their failure to do so is what makes The Bell Curve so insidious. Incall-

ing for an end to social redress of inequities, Murray and Herrnstein

elevate IQ testing to an importance thatjustifies the racist’s percep-

tions of “those people” and “their troubles.” Scientific sanctioning of

such ideas consigns me and every other African American to a human

scrap heap, a writhing black mass of problem people.It will not matter

to the casual passerby that I have published prose and poetry or taught

two thousand students or been listed in several Who's Who publica-

tions. Mine will simply be another dark face inthepile.



TIMING IS EVERYTHING

Salim Muwakkil

Ty HE REPUBLICAN electoral revolution of November 1994
arrived on the heels of a controversy aboutrace andintelligence

provoked by Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein’s already infamous
book, The Bell Curve. The two contemporary events may seem uncon-
nected, but as cultural portents they form a dangerous tandem that
could easily escalate the level of racist discourse in the UnitedStates.

While pundits and political psychologists have used terms like
anger, frustration, and exasperation to explain the electorate’s boister-
ous mood, the word “xenophobia” does a better job of gauging the
national sentiment. Issues from immigration to crime to welfare
reform all have racial dimensionsthat tie very much into the mood of
the American moment. And, of course, this is not just an American

moment—xenophobiais all the rage in Europe as well.
The Bell Curve farther poisons this already poisonous atmosphere,

suggesting that social success or failure is largely a function of IQ, and
that IQ is a function of genetics. Since blacks have a lower aggregate
IQ than whites, the authors contend,it is no mystery why they suffer
disproportionate miseries, generation after generation.

Salim Muwakkilis a senior editor at Jn These Times, where thisarticle originally appeared
on November28, 1994, entitled “Dangerous Curve.”
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Of course, this argumentis nothing new;it formed a cultural con-

text that justified chattel slavery and the commodification of Africans.

Murray, a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, and his

deceased co-author both are amateursin thefields of race and genetics

(Murray has a degreein political science and Herrnstein was trained in

psychology). But a lack of professional expertise has seldom deterred

someof the Western world’s finest minds—David Hume, Immanuel

Kant, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Jefferson among them-—from

expressing similarly Afrophobic ideas in their respective eras.

Whatis particularly significant about The Be// Curve is its timing.

Rarely has a book comeout at a more propitious political moment.

(Murray’s Losing Ground, which arguedfor a cold turkey withdrawalof

welfare benefits during the middle of the Reagan administration, was

similarly well timed.) While Murray loudly denies a political motive

for writing The Bell Curve, the controversial volume makes the same

point he has been pushing for years: welfare-state policies aggravate

rather than ameliorate social problems. The new book’s conclusions

inevitably attack the notion that social policies can promote economic

justice. Programs designedto alter the natural dominanceofthe “cog-

nitive elite” are useless, the book argues, because the genes of the

subordinate castes invariably doom them tofailure.

In recent years polls increasingly have revealed that many white

Americans feel that programs like affirmative action and racial set-

asides have gone too far and are unfairly affecting them. Programs

once heralded as part of a compassionate social safety net are now

demonizedas partof a socialistic welfare state. The Bell Curve sanctifies

those tendencies and providesa respectable coverof science. The eco-

nomicstatus quo, it argues, is simply ratification of genetic justice.

“(Murray and Herrnstein’s] argumentis racism, pure and simple,”

says Dr. Steve Jones, a geneticist at University College in London and

author of the award-winning book Language of the Genes. “They’ve

hijacked false genetics to push an ideological agenda.” The Bell Curve

is an 845-page bundle of data, compiling a numberof previously pub-

lished studies. But many geneticists who have reviewed the book con-

demnthe authors’ selective use of contested data.

“It is already becomingclear that the air of dispassionate scientific

curiosity that [Murray and Herrnstein] are at such pains to maintainis

at odds with the eccentricity of some of their sources,” writes Alan
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Ryan in The New York Review of Books. Ryan denounces Murray and
Herrnstein’s treatmentofJ. Philippe Rushton’s “bizarre” book, Race,
Evolution, andBehavior, as the work ofa serious scholar.

Rushton is a Canadian psychologist who has argued that Asians
have largerbrainsfor their body size, smaller penises, lower sex drives,
and a stronger work ethic than Caucasians. He argues that Caucasians
have a similar relationship to blacks. Murray and Herrnstein’s use of
sources like Rushton and of white supremacist writers like Richard
Lynnilluminates their ideological links to the Pioneer Fund, a shad-
owy group thathas been trying for manyyears to resurrect the eugenic
ideas that were discredited by the Nazi horror.

Though neither Murray nor Herrnstein have received any money
from the group, they rely on the findings of several fund recipients.
The Pioneer Fundis a small right-wing organization founded in 1937
to fund research onracial differences and the importance of heredity.
Accordingto the fund,it is nature, not nurture, that guidesan individ-
ual’s fate. This belief is called hereditarianism and it posits, essentially,
that African Americansare at the bottom of most socioeconomic mea-
sures becausethey are genetically deficient. Pioneer subsidizes those
researchers whose workreinforces these general principles.

Arthur Jensen, the notorious Berkeley psychologist who triggered
controversy with a 1969 essay in Harvard Educational Review arguing
that blacks were intellectually inferior to whites for genetic reasons,
won a Pioneer Fund grant. So did William Shockley, the late Nobel
Prize—winning physicist and co-inventor of the transistor, who urged
the establishmentof a fund to pay “intellectually inferior” people to
allow themselvesto besterilized.

Certainly, discussion about the influence of biology on human
nature has become morerespectable since the seventies, whentheleft
uniformly condemned such speculation as providing fuel for racist
demagogues. Recent advances in genetic research have shown genes
to have powerful determinative effects. But such revelations have pro-
vided cover for the unscientific and formerly discredited theories of
eugenicists. According to Troy Duster, author of Backdoor to Eugenics
and director of the Institute for the Study of Social Changeat the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley, we should be worried aboutusing rev-
olutionary breakthroughs in molecular biology to support ideas of

genetic determinism.
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“We can screen an individual’s genes at the molecular level to see

who’s at risk for devastating medical disorders like Tay-Sachs, sickle-

cell anemia, andcystic fibrosis,” says Duster, who is black. “And these

breakthroughs have created an unjustified halo effect for geneticists

trying to explain behavior.”

Duster appreciates the quandary posed bythat medical progress.

On the one hand, there is much value in the insights afforded by

genetic mapping, and simply to protest those methods for their racist

potential is unreasonable. But on the other hand, as Duster points out,

there are responsible “critics who have been portrayed as naysayers

and paranoids, or know-nothing Luddites who would put their heads

in the sandortry to stop the machinery ofprogress.”

Ideas of genetic determinism historically have provided “sclen-

tific” justification for stigmatizing various groups besides blacks,

including Asians and Eastern and Southern European immigrants.

Dusterfears that if the general public accepts the notionthat there are

genetic propensities for violence or other social pathology and fails to

understand the need for safeguards against abuse, then genes could

easily be used as a rationalization for the political oppression—and

worse—of African Americans and other minorities.

Manyofthose other minorities are also on the Pioneer Fund’s hit

list. The group helps to subsidize the Federation for American Immi-

gration Reform (FAIR), which backs immigration restriction and cam-

paigned for California’s Proposition 187. The fund also supports an

English-only advocacy groupcalled U.S. English. Not surprisingly, the

fund looks disparagingly on affirmative action and coercive integra-

tion. In general, much of its program coincides with the views of the

most nativist and xenophobic elements of the conservative movement.

Thus it’s no surprise to find that the Pioneer Fund has links to

those right-wing political forces who madelarge gains in the midterm

elections. Thomas Ellis, who is a close confidant of Sen. Jesse Helms

(R-NC), is a former Pioneer Fund director. The fund itself has made

grants to a right-wing groupcalled the Coalition for Freedom that has

established a “Jesse Helms Institute for Foreign Policy and American

Studies.”

These are heady days for the Pioneer Fund. Manylegislators who

favor its political agenda are now ascendant in Congress, and the pop-

ular press has magnified the significance of its hereditarian arguments
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with the publicity surrounding The Bell Curve. For example, a review of
the Murray-Herrnstein book in The New York Times Book Review also
featured two other books with largely the same theme. One of them
was Rushton’s Race, Evolution, andBehavior, the volume Alan Ryanhas
dismissed as “bizarre.” Though the Pioneer Fund hasn’t subsidized
either Herrnstein or Murray, its director, Harry Weyher, has expressed
strong support for their conclusions.

And The Bell Curve boils those conclusions downto this: those with
the lowestintellectual levels are outbreeding the brightest population,
and since intelligence is largely inherited, this country is losing the
cognitive base essential for coping with national problems. Perhaps
the most damaging aspect of the book’s argument is the conclusion
that remedial attempts to boost the intelligence of certain groupsare
fruitless. That argumentcan’t help but be reassuring to an electorate
demanding that the government be less concerned with the social
safety nets that have aided many urbanblacksin our resource-starved
postindustrial cities. If, as The Bell Curve argues, social pathologyis a
function of genes, then thecrisis in black America is impervious to
social remediation.

But such argumentsalso set the stage for a vigorous resistance from
those groups deemed genetically incapable. The confluence of The
Bell Curve and the Republican revolution has provokedan increasein
organizing activity in African-American communities around the coun-
try. And the rabid anti-immigration sentiment unleashed by the battle

The convergence of the agendasofthe political right and the advo-
cates of hereditarianism has created the potential for a coalition of
opposition that may turn outto bethesilverlining in this stormy era.



INTELLECTUAL BROWNSHIRTS

Adolph Reed, Jr.

] N THE NEW YoRK TIMES MAGAZINE, Charles Murray

recently tried to defend himself against charges that he doesn’t

like womenbyjovially recalling his romps as a consumerin the Thai

sex trade during his old Peace Corps days. In the profile, part of the

media blitz accompanying publication of his book, The Bell Curve:Intel-

ligence and Class Structure in American Life, Murray recoiled elaborately

from characterizing his partners as prostitutes. (He prefers “courte-

sans” or “ladies of the evening,” perhaps seeking to preserve to the

end his illusion that he was not simply buying the sexual services of

women whoprovided them because they were exploited, oppressed,

and quite likely enslaved.)

It is certainly understandable that Murray—who, despite a Har-

vard/MIT pedigree, basically knocked around doing nothing special

until the threshold of middle age, when in an epiphany he discovered

the noveltruth that people with powerandprivilege really are superior

and that everyone else is defective—would avoid the “p” word. You

know, like Dracula and mirrors.

Adolph Reed,Jr., teaches history and political science at Northwestern University; he is

the author of two forthcoming books, Fabianism and the Color Line: The Political Thought of

WE.B. Du Bois and Stirrings in the Jug: Black Politics in the Post-Segregation Era. This article

appeared in The Progressive, December1994.
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The Bell Curve is a vile, disingenuously vicious book by two truly
odious men, Murray and Richard Herrnstein, the Harvard psycholo-
gist known outside the academy—like his Berkeley counterpart,
Arthur Jensen—for a more than twenty-year crusade to justify all
existing inequality by attributing it to innate differences in intelli-
gence. Murray’s epiphanyled to Losing Ground, in which he argued
that the source of poverty among black Americansin particular, the
so-called urban underclass,is the attemptto alleviate poverty through
social provision. The welfare system, he argued, provides perverse
incentives that encourage indolence, wanton sexual reproduction,
and general profligacy.

Appropriately for a book bearing a 1984 publication date, Losing
Groundproposedthatthe best wayto help the poor, therefore,is simply
to eliminate all social support. A regimen on the good old-fashioned
modelof root, hog, or die would shape up that lazy human dreck on
pain of extermination. This argument made him the Reagan adminis-
tration’s favorite social scientist and pushed him into a seat on the
standing committee ofthe politburo of the social policy industry.

Imagine the celebrity of Thomas Malthus (maybe even an Ameri-
can Express commercial or a Nike endorsement?) if he could come
back into a world with computers that do multiple regression analysis.

Astheir title implies, Murray and Herrnstein contend that the key
to explaining all inequality andall social problems in the United States
is stratification by a unitary entity called intelligence, or “cognitive
ability”—as measured, of course, by “IQ.” This claim has resurfaced
repeatedly overthe last seventy-five years only to be refuted each time
as unfoundedclass, race, and gender prejudice. (See, for instance,
Stephen Jay Gould’s The Mismeasure of Man.) Yet The Bell Curve
advances it with the same delugeofstatistical and logical sophistries
that has driven its predecessors.

Murray and Herrnstein reject a substantial body of scholarship dis-
crediting the idea that there is somesingle thing identifiable as “intelli-
gence”that can be measured and assigned numerical rank. Instead, they
see rigid IQ stratification operating through every sphereofsociallife.

But The Bell Curve adds two newwrinkles. First is the claim that IO
stratification is becoming ever more intense and central in a suppos-
edly postindustrial world that requires and rewards cognitive ability
over all else. Second, they shy away from expressing the strength of
their eugenic convictions, the memory of the Nazi death camps having
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not yet faded. Instead of direct endorsement of extermination, mass

sterilization, and selective breeding, which nonetheless implicitly

shadow the book, Murray and Herrnstein propose a world in which

people will be slotted into places that fit their cognitive ability.

The effect will be to end resentment from and against those who

seek more thantheir just deserts. Of course, we'll have to have con-

trols to makesure that dullards do whatis best for them and don’t get

out of line. But that price is necessary to avoid continuing the social

breakdownthat will eventually force the cognitive elite, increasingly

merged with the intellectually ordinary petite bourgeoisie, to mobilize

in self-defense and useits superior intelligence to establish itself as an

oligarchic caste. We may, that is, have to destroy democracyto saveIt.

The Bell Curve is—beneath the mind-numbing barrage of num-

bers—really just a compendium of reactionary prejudices. Despite

their insistence that it is not so reducible, the authors frequently infer

“cognitive ability” from education or simply class position. For exam-

ple, corporate CEOs must have high IQs, the authors decide, for how

else could they haverisen to lead large complex organizations?

IQ shapes farsightedness, moral sense, the decisions not to get

pregnant, to be employed, not to be a female head of household, to

marry and to remain married to one’s first spouse (presumably the

divorced and remarried Murray has an exemption from thiscriterion),

to nurture and attend to one’s offspring,etc.

Simply being stopped but not charged by the police becomesevi-

dence of an [Q-graded tendencyto criminality. (White men who never

have been stopped have an average IQ of 106; those who have been

schlep along at 103.) Instructively, they restrict their analysis of white

criminality to a male sample and parenting to a female sample. “Par-

ents” = mothers. And while they examine abuse and neglectof chil-

dren amongthis female sample, spousal abuse is mentioned nowhere

in the book, muchless considered a discrete form of male criminality.

The analysis of supposed white variation in IQ, though,is ulti-

mately a front to fend off charges of racism. What really drives this

book, andreflects the diabolical power of the Murray/Herrnstein com-

bination,is its claim to demonstrate black intellectual inferiority. They

use IQ to support a “twofer”: opposition to affirmative action, which

only overplaces incompetentblacks, and contention that black poverty

derives from the existence of an innately inferior black underclass.

(They actually waffle on their key claim,that IQ is inherited andfixed
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by nature, but, having granted in passing that it may not be, they go on
to treat it as immutable.)

As has been conventional to a stream of racism claimingscientific
Justification since Thomas Jefferson, Murray and Herrnstein feign a
posture of neutral, if not pained, messengers delivering the indis-
putable facts. Since the book’s publication, Murray hasinsisted that he
and Herrnstein in no way want to be associated with racism, that the

bookis not even aboutrace, whichis the topic of only one of the book’s
twenty-two chapters. Beneath his distinctively sibilant piety, here, as

elsewhere, Murrayis liar.

In addition to the infamous Chapter 13, “Ethnic Differences in

Cognitive Ability,” three others center on arguments aboutblack (and,
to varying degrees, Latino) inferiority. The very next chapter, “Ethnic

Inequalities in Relation to IQ,” is a direct attempt to explain existing

racial stratification along socioeconomic lines as the reflection of dif-

ferences in group intelligence. The other two chapters in Part III seek
to pull together claims aboutracial differences in intelligence and

behavior. Those four chapters set the stage for the book’s only two

explicitly policy-driven chapters, “Affirmative Action in Higher Edu-

cation” and “Affirmative Action in the Workplace,” both of which are

about initiatives directed toward blacks andslide into stoking white

populist racism with hypothetical cases of poor or working class whites

shunted aside in favor of underqualified, well-off blacks.

Murray’s protests suggest something about his views of race, how-

ever. The Bell Curve makesa big dealof restricting the eight chapters of

Part II to discussion of whites alone. Whites, presumably, are also a

“race,” as much as blacks, Latinos, and Asians are. Therefore, well

over half the book is organized consciously around race as a unit of

analysis. Moreover, the theme ofracially skewed intelligence runs

through the entire book. And how could it be otherwise in a book

whosepointis that the society is and mustbestratified by intelligence,

which is distributed unequally among individuals and racial groups

and cannot be changedineither.

Despite their attempts to insulate themselves from the appearance

of racism, Herrnstein and Murray display a perspective worthy of an

Alabamafilling station. After acknowledging that genetic variations

among individuals in a given race are greater than those amongraces,

they persist in maintaining that racially defined populations must dif-
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fer genetically in significant ways, otherwise they wouldn’t have dif-

ferent skin coloror hair texture.

Mosttellingly, however, they attempt explicitly to legitimize the

work of J. Philippe Rushton, the Canadian psychologist who resusci-

tates classic nineteenth-century scientific racism in its most literal

trappings—measuring cranial capacities, brain weights, and penis sizes

to argue for racially separate rates and patterns of evolution. They

announceself-righteously that “Rushton’s workis not that of a crack-

pot or a bigot, as manyofhis critics are given to charging.” This about

a man whoattemptsracial rankings on “Criteria for Civilization” (only

“Caucasoids,” naturally enough, have metall the twenty-onecriteria

on his checklist) and “Personality and Temperament‘[raits,” in addi-

tion to erect penis size (by length and circumference, no less) and who

computes an “Interbreeding Depression Score”to help clarify his sta-

tistical findings!

The Rushton connectionreflects a particularly revealing and sinis-

ter aspect of the Herrnstein/Murray collaboration. It is embedded in

the intellectual apparatus of the cryptofascist right. The central

authorities on whom theyrely for their claims about IQ, race, and

heredity are nearly all associated with the Pioneer Fund, an ultraright-

ist foundation that boasts of having been almost entirely responsible

for funding IQ and race and heredity research in the United States in

the last twenty years, and muchofit worldwide. (Rushton, along with

almost everyone else who writes jacket blurbs for his book, is a major

recipient of Pioneergrants.)

The Fund is also deeply implicated in the movementto restrict

immigration (see Ruth Conniff, “The War on Aliens” in the October

1993 Issue of The Progressive) and has helped bankroll California’s

nativist Proposition 187. Wealthy American eugenicist racists created

the Fund in the 1930s, as Stefan Kuhl recounts in The Nazi Connection:

Kugenics, American Racism, andGerman National Socialism, to “ ‘improve

the character of the American people’ by encouraging the procreation

of descendants of ‘white persons whosettled the original thirteen

colonies prior to the adoption of the constitution.’ ”
Professor Barry Sautman of the Hong Kong University of Science

and ‘Technology notes that this international networkofracist scholars,

quite like Herrnstein and Murray, recently has converged around ten-

tative claims that Asians, especially Northeast Asians, rank above
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whites on the scale of competence. The researchers hold up this the-

sis, which is gaining adherents amongAsian reactionaries, as a way of

deflecting chargesof racism.

What makesthis international vipers’ nest so dangerous is that

manyof its members have maintained academic respectability. Rush-

ton, for instance, as recently as 1988 won a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Others routinely do contract research for the U.S. military. Most hold

respectable university appointments. I can’t account for the others’

legitimacy because their academic precincts are far enough away from

mine that I don’t have a sensefor the protocols that govern them or

whatother kinds of scholarship they may do.

But Murrayis a different matter. He has been an intellectual Brown

Shirt since he first slithered into public life. He has neither changed

nor done anything else that might redeem his reputation as a scholar.

We cantracehis legitimacy to the spineless opportunism andracial and

ideological bad faith of the liberals in the social-policy establishment.

‘They have never denounced him.Instead, across the board they have

acquiesced in his desire to be seen as a serious and careful, albeit con-

servative, scholar. They appear on panels with him and engage him as

a fellow workerin the vineyard of truth. They have allowed him to set

the terms of debate over social welfare and bend over backward not to

attack him sharply. Take a look, for instance at the first chapter of

William Julius Wilson’s catechism of liberal underclass ideology, 7/e

Truly Disadvantaged, and compare the way that Wilson treats liberal

and left critics of the culture of poverty notion and the wayhetreats

Murray.

Indeed, their response to The Bell Curve should give us important

insight into just how bankrupt the new technicians of dispossession

are. [here’s not much reason for optimism onthis score. In July 1994,

Daniel Patrick Moynihan announcedat his Senate Finance Commit-

tee hearing on welfare reform that we could be witnessing the

processes of “speciation” at work amongtheinner-city poor. And he

did so with the assent of Secretary of Health and Human Services

Donna Shalala, and her two world-class liberal poverty-researcher

undersecretaries, Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood (the originator of

the “two years and off” policy who, incidentally, shows up in The Bell

Curve’s acknowledgments). Just how different is that from Rushton or

the Aryan Nation or the old White Citizens Council?



BREAKING RANKS

Hugh Pearson

W HEN I WAS inthethird grade an idea caught on among two

of my fellow African-American classmates and me as we

walked back and forth from our predominantly white elementary

school adjacent to the small black middle-class enclave in which we

lived in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The year was 1966, and it was character-

ized by news accounts of a dynamic twenty-five-year-old named

Stokely Carmichael, a leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating

Committee (SNCC), who was popularizing something called Black

Power.

If you believed in Black Power and you were a male, you stopped

cutting your hair close to the scalp. You started wearing sunglasses,

even in the dark. You took a liking to black leather jackets and black

turtleneck sweaters. And, most important, you put on a black leather

glove and began balling your handinto fist, then raising yourfist
above your head in a salute as you repeated the mantra, “Black

Power!” After the youthful activists in SNCC erroneously concluded

that as a result of their failure to gain power in Mississippi and
Alabama the electoral avenues to power were closed off to blacks,

Hugh Pearsonis an editorial writer for Zhe Wal/ Street Journal, and is the author of The
Shadow ofthe Panther: Huey Newton and the Price ofBlack Power in America. His pieceorigi-
nally appeared in The Wall Street Journal, November 23, 1994.
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somethingfirst uttered by the recently assassinated Malcolm X was
added to the slogan: “By Any Means Necessary!”

That addendum ushered in a youthful romanticism with guns, and
large-scale black support for the 1967 riots in Newark and Detroit.

Other SNCCleaders such as H. Rap Brown fannedthe flames, encour-
aging violence in places like Cambridge, Maryland. Simultaneously

Huey Newton’s Black Panthers dazzled us with their rifles, berets,

leather-jacketed military formations, and impressive drills. And hun-

dreds of thousands of black youths became convinced thatthe society

we were to enter as adults held no future for us.

Schoolwork, my two Black Power chanting elementary-schoolclass-

mates and I decided, was for white people. Our take on Black Power

meant not only that we were supposed to stop excelling in “the white

man’s school,” but that we were to glorify one segmentof the black

community. The Black Panthers called them the lumpenproletariat.

They said that the lumpenproletariat, who constituted the poorest

and least-skilled blacks, were the noblest of us all. So my twoclass-

mates and I reasonedthat our middle-class families—particularly ones

like mine in which my father was a physician—weren’t truly black.

How could my father be? Every time I used the English language

improperly, he corrected me. The lumpen proletariat had their own

speech patterns. Every time he took me to the barbershop and I

attempted to let my hair stay put, he insisted that it be cut short. ‘To my

young mind he wasn’t “acting black.”

It wasn’t long before, due to the Ds and occasional F's on my report

cards, my third-grade teacher began calling homeinsisting that I be

held back from promotion to the fourth grade.

Black Powersloganeering be damned, thought myfather. ‘The idea

that a violent American revolution could be pulled off by blacks was

foolish. The notion that excelling in school meant “acting white” was

beyondsilly. To my father, the naive youthful behavior encouraged by

the Black Power movementcould only popularize once again the racist

belief the civil rights movementoriginally set out to destroy: that

blacks were a different species of human from whites.

And now the threat that that belief will become popularis pre-

sented once again. Only this time it comes from a new bookwritten by

a pair of white researchers. The Bell Curve by Charles Murray and

Richard Herrnstein argues that, on average, black IQs are naturally
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lower than white IQs, raising the possibility that the nation will wit-

ness something that has never happened before. Black and white

weariness due to the issue of race could combine with conclusions
‘drawn from the bookby certain decision makers to induce a national

retreat from commitmentto equal opportunity.

However, if read closely enough with a clear eye for reality, The Bel/
Curve could contain the ingredients for a different response. The

authors discuss something called the Flynn Effect, in which over time
IQ scores tend to drift upward among groupsof people, a phenomenon
that could only be due to improvementsin the environmentoverriding

any possible genetic basis for IQ performance. According to the Flynn

Effect, over time the average IQ scores amonga nation’s population
have been showntoincrease by as muchas onepointperyear, posting
gains comparable to the fifteen points separating black and white IQ
averages today. The only catch is that the authors argueit’s doubtful
the fifteen-point gap in average IQ scores between blacks and whites
will be closed, since the Flynn Effect will happen equally among
blacks and whites.

Apparently the authors didn’t observe the educational environment
among large numbers of black youths closely enough. Even today
numerous black students tell of being made to feel uncomfortable if
they apply themselves and get good grades. Such tactic is the legacy
of the type of behavior I experiencedin thesixth grade.

Myfather ignored mythird-grade teacher’s advice, and I was not held
back from promotionto the fourth grade. Neither was I held back from
promotionto the fifth or sixth grades, despite my poorreport cards. By
thetime I reachedthesixth grade I was determinedto enter junior high
schoolat the highestlevel of the tracking system. So I applied myselfin
class.and registered the greatest improvementin test scores of any stu-
dent in my predominantly white school, only to hear a black classmate
say, “I zuess you think you’re like the white students now.”

That a black child would think that way about excelling academi-
cally underscores the indelible damage done to my classmates by the
Black Power movement, though the movementalso left many of us
with a lasting racial pride. However, in the long run, the damage may
have outweighed that benefit. Plenty of rap music performers have
picked up where the Black Power movementleft off, as they promote
the notion amongblack youths that there is a unique black language
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and wayof seeing the world that need only be defendedto outsiders

with the simple phrase: “It’s a black thing. You wouldn’t understand.”

So instead of applying themselves in English and math, thousands of

black youths dedicate their energy to scratching records, mixing sam-

ples of music, and using their voices to create staccato rhymes.

Energy and industriousness that create an entire new window of

economic opportunity should, on the one hand, be admired. Yet on the

other hand,like black accomplishmentin professional basketball, rap

delivers the skewed message to black youths that their hopes and

dreams needonly be applied in a fewlimited directions. It signals that

diversity of ambition and industry is “a white thing that blacks

wouldn’t understand.”

The magnitude of the problem suggests that turning suchattitudes

around could more than make up for any natural environmental

improvementthat will occur among other youths through the Flynn

Effect. A concerted effort to do so could meanthat within fifteen years

the fifteen-point gap in black and white IQ averages wouldbeclosed.

The question is whether our society will commit to such a turn-

around. At the momentthat doesn’t appearlikely. We’re too balkan-

ized, too determined to read what we wish to read into research

findings, a tendency that is seen in the authors of The Bell Curve.

Because our Constitution is dedicated to providing equal opportunity

rather than a road mapto the creation ofa caste society, turningthis sit-

uation aroundis thefirst step needed if we are to glean anything use-

ful from a book like The Be// Curve.



DEFINING RACE

Steven A. Holmes

A 5S THE CONVERSATION about race and racism swells toa

cacophony of accusations, defenses, and rationalizations, one

question seemsnot to have been addressed: what do we meanbyrace,

anyhow?

At first blush the answer seemsself-evident. There are black peo-

ple, and yellow people and white people and red people, aren’t there?

Everyone knowsthat. But in recent years there is a surprising lack of

agreement amongscientists over the popular notions of what consti-

tutes a racial group. And even in their book, The Be/l/ Curve, which sug-

gests that differences in intelligence between races are a matter of

inheritance, Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles Murray, duck the ques-

tion. “The rule we follow here is a simple one,” they write, “to classify

people according to the way theyclassify themselves.” That might be

a fine standard for measuring racial disparities in housing, income or

employment. But when it’s applied to biology, things get murky.

Racial categories, especially in the United States, are often more

poetry than science. American blacks almost invariably have some

white ancestry, so their classification has more to do with politics and
culture than with genes.

Steven A. Holmesis a reporter for The New York Times. This article originally appeared as
“You're Smart If You Know WhatRace You Are” in The New York Times, October 23, 1994.
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Take, for example, Lani Guinier, the University of Pennsylvania
Law School professor whose nomination to run the Justice Depart-
ment’s Civil Rights Division was withdrawn last year. She refers to
herself as an African American,like her father. But she also notes that

her motheris Jewish. Is she, for the purposes of empirically measuring
inherited racial differences, a light-skinned black or a dark-skinned
Jew?

In the Herrnstein-Murray methodology, a group is the sum of deci-
sions by millions of individuals on where to place themselves. But that
can change substantially with the political and social climate. The
Census Bureau notes that the numberof Native Americansrose by 72

percent from 1970 to 1980 and by 38 percent from 1980 to 1990. The

jumpis clearly more the result of heightened Indian pride than an

impossibly large increase in Indian pregnancies.

‘The problem is giving second thoughts to the federal government.

The Office of Management and Budgetis considering changing the

racial classifications used on federal forms, including the census. Any

change, such as adding a category of “mixed race,” could have many

ramifications in areas like voting rights and allocation of federal funds.

Those looking to science to help clarify the issue may have to search

elsewhere. In a 1985 survey of physical and cultural anthropologists, 50

percent agreed that there is such a thing as race, biologically speaking,

and 41 percent disagreed. “That’s a revolution,” said Leonard Lieber-

man, a professorof sociology and anthropology at Central Michigan Uni-

versity, who conducted the study. “Here is a concept around whichthis

discipline had its beginnings. But nowthere is no longer a consensus.”

Few scientists doubt that there are genetic differences between

groups, but many say any division of Homo sapiens into fourorfive dis-

crete groupsis arbitrary. Take skin color, the most commonly cited

racial trait. Does it help science distinguish among the sub-Saharan

Africans, the people of southern India, and the aboriginal people of

Australia? All have dark skin. But the three are considered to be ofdif-

ferent races.

Someof the other genetic similarities between peoples make for

interesting groupings. Jared Diamond,a professor of physiology at the

UCLA School of Medicine, notes that only Eastern European Jews

and French Canadians are genetically predisposed to ‘Tay-Sachs dis-

ease. Does that make them a racial group? Likewise, the genethat pro-
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duces sickle-cell anemia is relatively common among Africans, the
people of the Arabian Peninsula, and southern India. Butit is rare
among Northern Europeans and the Xhosa people of South Africa.
Does that make Nelson Mandela and Bjorn Borg racial kin? “We have
inforraation about far more similarities and differences among people
based on traits other than skin color,” Professor Diamondsaid. “But
traditionally we haveclassified people by what wecan actually see.”

Anthropologists who defendthe notion ofrace argue that while skin
color may not be the best determinant, people whotrace ancestry to
the same geographic neighborhood andhavesimilar inherited charac-
teristics ought to be considered a single group. “Races refer to geo-
graphically separated portions of species that are distinguishable by
inherited characteristics,” said Vincent Sarich, a professor of anthro-
pology at the University of California at Berkeley. “That in no sense
says that, therefore, all human variations need be explained racially.”

It ts hardly a wonder that some scientists feel the best way to
approach the conceptofrace is not to. “Historically, the word has been
used in so many different ways that it’s no longer useful in oursci-
ence,” Douglas Ubelaker, a physical anthropologist and a curator with
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of Natural History,
said recently in Discover magazine. “I choose notto defineit at all. I
leave the term alone.” |



TOO CLEVER BY HALF

The Economist

H ERE IS A CHALLENGE: finda man who can create a sen-

sation big enough to displace O. J. Simpson in the headlines

and on the covers of magazines. Thefirst person wholeaps to mindis

probably not a balding, right-wing social scientist employed at a Wash-

ington think-tank. But Charles Murray, a fellow of the American

Enterprise Institute, has a proven knack for making himselfthetalk of

the nation. His latest, greatest splash is his second within a year.

“Every once in a while the skyreally is falling,” Mr. Murray wrote

twelve monthsago,as a preludeto a devastating analysis of America’s

figures for out-of-wedlock births—“the single most important social

problem of our time,” he argued, becauseit drove everything else. He

revelled in alarmingstatistics. For blacks, illegitimacy had reached 68

percent of births in 1991, for blacks in innercities it was typically

higher than 80 percent, and although the figure for whites wasstill

only 22 percent, it was closely related to poverty and on a rising path

that threatened to lead to a white underclass.

The Murray formula for sensation-making was thusestablished. Be

interesting (the illegitimacy story was certainly that). Be outrageous

(Mr. Murray’s cure for the problem: abolish welfare and build orphan-

This unsigned article appeared in The Economist, October 22, 1994.
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ages). And be timely (the government was in the process of putting

togetherits proposals for welfare reform and President Clinton, while

disagreeing with Mr. Murray’s suggested solution, praised him for set-

ting out the problem so well).

Now Mr. Murray has repeated the formula, to even more stunning

effect, with a new book, The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in

American Life, co-written by Richard Herrnstein, a Harvard psychology

professor who died in September 1994. The ensuing fuss has mobi-

lized an army of columnists and catapulted the book’s themeto the

cover of Newsweek and other magazines. At the New Republic, whose

recent issue carried an eleven-page extract along with sixteen pages of

rebuttals by a score of writers, the decision to give Mr. Murray such

play caused apoplexy. His admirers praise him for daring to air contro-

versial arguments and publicize uncomfortable evidence; his detrac-

tors accuse him of dangerous pseudoscience.

Like a dentist who hits a raw nerve and then coolly keeps on

drilling, Mr. Murray writes with deceptively soothing, white-coated

reasonableness as he inspires the inevitable outcry. His argumentis

that American society is increasingly stratified according to people’s

intelligence. A few decades ago, he says, people of high intelligence

(or “cognitive ability,” as measured in IQ tests) were scattered through

a wide range of jobs. But the democratization of higher education and

the march of technology haveled to a highly efficient sorting process

which has produceda striking concentration of bright people in a few

high-earning, high-status occupations. Meanwhile, at the other end of

the intelligence distribution—the “bell curve” of the book’s title—a

large and self-perpetuating crowd of the dimmest people, the swelling

underclass, is stuck in poverty.

In this triumph of meritocracy, the clever folk (or “cognitive elite”)

are increasingly isolated from the rest, intermarrying, sending their

children to private schools, living in secure enclaves. The dim caste

festers and breeds. Mr. Murray conjures up the prospect of a “custodial

state” in which a substantial minority of the population lives in “a

high-tech and more lavish version of the Indian reservation.”

So far, so consistent with somefairly commonplace warnings about

America’s widening inequalities and solidifying class structure. But

Mr. Murray also argues that intelligence, rather than background or

social status, is the most powerful determinant of poverty and of a
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swath of serious social problems, from crime to unemployment and
welfare dependency. Most explosively, he claims that intelligence is
substantially inherited (so thereis nothing muchthattraditional social
policy can do aboutit). In the Murray-Herrnstein view, racial differ-
ences in IQ scores—Asians as a group score somewhat higher than
whites, while blacks score way below average—haveverylittle to do
with any cultural bias in the tests or environmental influences, and
very much to do with genes. “Success and failure in the American
economy,andall that goes with it,” say the authors, “are increasingly a
matter of the genesthat people inherit.”

It is this genetic and racial argumentthat has touchedoff the furor
over the book. Hardly surprising, given the abhorrent uses to which
analogous arguments have been putthis century, from forcedsteriliza-
tion to apartheid, not to mention the Holocaust. In his pre-emptive
defense, Mr. Murray surrounds his tale with caveats (the fascination
with race is “misbegotten,” the group averages are irrelevant to how
individuals should be treated), while at the sametimeinsisting that
the sensitivity of the subject should not prevent important evidence
from getting a properairing.

Much of the evidence presented is indeed fascinating.It is intrigu-
ing to learn, for example, about the effects of the sharp increase in

competition in the 1950s on the quality of students at Harvard, as mea-
sured by standard verbal tests: the average freshman in 1952 would

have been in the bottom ro percent of the incoming class by 1960.

Eyebrowsnaturally rise at the information that whites with an IQ in

the bottom 5 percent of the bell curve are fifteen times more likely to

be poor than thosein the top 5 percent, or that womenin the bottom 5

percentare six timesas likely to have anillegitimate child as those in

the top 5 percent. It is certainly mind-concentrating that the average

black person tests higher than only about 16 percent of whites.
Remember the Murray formula for sensation-making. Thefirst rule—

tell an interesting story—is adheredto.

Andso is the second rule—outrageousness. Mr. Murray well knows

the explosiveness of the genetic-racial part of his argument, yet he

bases it on little or no evidence. He admits that “the state of knowl-

edge does not permit a precise estimate” of the degreeof heritability
of intelligence, so he opts for a “middling estimate” that about60 per-

cent 1s in the genes. Others would argue that the natural sciencesper-
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mit a fairly exact estimate of the influence of genes on the ethnic dif-
ferences in IQ scores: close to zero.

Mr. Murray may be wrong, besides, to assume that the cognitive
elite will stay on top. Paul Krugman, an economics professor at Stan-
ford, speculated recently that although tax lawyers may be replaced by
computers, gardeners and housecleaners will still be essential. He
added: “The high-skilled professions that have doneso wellin the last
twenty years may be the modern counterpart of early nineteenth-
century weavers, whose incomes soared after the mechanization of
spinning, only to crash when technological revolution reached their
owncraft.”

The flimsiness of Mr Murray’s centralpillars suggests that his work
is less scientific than political. Re-enter the third rule of sensation-
making, timeliness. If hereditary intelligence is crucial, much state
intervention is pointless. Mr Murray argues against forlorn egalitarian-
ism, whetherin schoolsor in the workplace, andin favor of embracing
stratification because “trying to pretend that inequality does not exist
has led to disaster.” The state, he insists, can help neighborhoods by
withdrawing from them, should stop encouraging low-IQ womento
have babies, shouldfilter immigration by ability rather than by family.

This comes at a time when, as hundreds of vexed Washington
politicians can attest as they campaign around the country, Americans
are deeply disillusioned with government, and when a fed-up nationis
groping for new answers. Along comes Mr Murray, pandering to popu-
lar prejudice and feeding one side of the ideological battle taking
shape in America. Likeit or no, Charles Murray and the zeitgeist make
an awesome combination.



CORRELATION AS CAUSATION

David Suzuki

ODERN LIFE is accompanied by familiar problems of vio-

lence, bigotry, poverty, alienation, and environmental degrada-

tion. But too often we deal with symptomsrather than getting at the

underlying roots of today’s problems. ‘Take environmental problems.

Oncepollution has reachedcrisis levels, cleaningit up is often difficult

or impossible. But we have no way to mandate prevention of the pro-

ductionor release of pollutantsin the first place. Or consider tubercu-

crimination and poverty are the real causes of TB, but it seems far eas-

ier to focus on the bacterium.

This is the context to consider the revived debate on therelative

roles of heredity and the environmentin determining IQ scores in dif-

ferent races. It has been fueled by the recent publication of The Bell

Curve by two Americans,social scientist Charles Murray and psycholo-

gist Richard Herrnstein, and Race, Evolution, andBehavior by Canadian

psychologist Philippe Rushton. The books claim heredity is the major

David Suzuki is a Vancouver-based journalist, broadcaster, and author; his most recent

book is Time to Change. This article was published as “IQ Debate Treats Us As Cipher,” in

the Zoronto Star, November 12, 1994.
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cause of the differences in average IQ test scores of black and white

people.

It’s a familiar rationale to justify eliminating programsfor the disad-

vantaged—yjust blame the victims for having poor genes. More than

twenty years ago, a presidentof the Canadian Medical Association rec-

ommendedsterilization of welfare recipients before they receive wel-

fare checks.

Lay people and scientists alike often fall into the trap of mistaking

a correlation as causation. For example, there is a high correlation

between nicotine-stained teeth andfingers with lung cancer. But that

does not meanthatstained fingers and teeth causethe disease.Yetcor-

relations between an ethnic group and crime, poverty, or drug abuse

are often claimed as causally based. Whatever IQ tests measure,

heredity does influence the score achieved. And no one disputes the

fifteen-point difference in average IQ scores between black and white

populations. ‘The question is, What causes that difference? Rushton,

Murray, and Herrnstein are not geneticists. To geneticists, classifica-

tions based on skin color gives us groupings that are biologically mean-

ingless. Besides, so long as society imposessuchtotally different social

conditions andpressureson the basis of skin color, the cause basis for

differences in IQ scores of blacks and whites can never be answered

scientifically.

Even whena trait is genetically determined, its expression can be

modified environmentally. Thus, genes that cause defects in response

to high temperature or bright sunlight need not be expressedif the
triggering conditions are avoided. Andfora trait as complexasintelli-

gence, there is lots of room to manipulate environmental conditions

that affect it. Intelligence itself is an elusive entity. We claim it as a
characteristic of our species, yet whatintelligent creature, knowingair,

water, soil, and biodiversity keep us alive, would behave as destruc-
tively as we do? Furthermore,thereis no indication that levels of intel-
ligence correlate with other important human traits of honesty,
kindness, compassion,integrity, or generosity.

In anycity, there are tens of thousands who have IQ scores above
120 or below 80. But what does that inform us about those people

whose shared quality is a test score? They are just as liable to be stu-
pid, greedy, ambitious, clever, bad, and good as people in any other
group. The wonderful complexity and diversity of people cannot be
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encompassed by a single numberor word. Weare not ciphers. We do

not deal with people as groups butas individuals with their own qual-

ities and needs. Why waste time debating a question that can’t be

answered whenthere are things we can do? Discrimination and eco-

nomic inequities underlie much of human poverty and misery and we

can do something about changing the conditions if we stop trying to

find excuses notto try.

You see, the way we deal with the disadvantaged defines who and

what weare.



BLOOD SIMPLE

Carl Rowan

A YOUNG news executive here asked me, “What’s your reaction to

that Be// Curve book aboutthe geneticinferiority of black people?”

I laughed. Confused, hesaid, “I thought you’d be angry andcall it

a dangerous book.”

“It is useless, damaging, and dangerousin these timesof deepracial

troubles in America,” I said.

I was laughing because I was reminded of the funny ways in which

claims of black inferiority have graduated from the crude and comical

to elitist pseudoscientific. I explained how, when I was in Mississippi

just before and after the 1954 Supreme Courtdecision outlawingracial

segregation in public schools, the defenders of Jim Crow nevertalked

about genes; “Negro blood” was the feared substance.

A circuit judge, Tom P. Brady, was warning white people against

“race mixin’ ” by asserting that “one drop of black blood thickensthe

lips, flattens the nose and putsout thelights of intellect.” Brady said,

“Whenever and wherever the white man has drunk the cup of black

hemlock, wheneverand whereverhis blood has been infused with the

blood of the Negro, the white man, his intellect and his culture have

died.”

Carl Rowan is a syndicated columnist. This column appeared in the Buffalo News,

November1, 1994, titled “Must We Go Through This Again?”
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Then I recalled asking others who claimed blacks were inherently
inferior how they explained the achievements of Ralph Bunche, Marian
Anderson, and Jesse Owens. “Well, they must have some white bloodin
‘em” wasthe frequentreply. I was grimly amused by the contradictory
assertions that one drop of “Negro blood” would destroy a white man,
yet “some white blood” couldlift an inferior black to greatness.

These crazy “blood” theories were not limited to backwoods big-
ots. he Reverend G.T. Gillespie, a leader in the Presbyterian church
and president emeritus of Belhaven College, wrote an article, “A
Christian View on Segregation,” in which hesaid that the child of an
interracial marriage would be weakerthan either parent. Hesaid that
“the intermingling of breeding stock results invariably in the produc-
tion of ‘scrubs’ or mongrel types, and the downgrading of the whole
herd.”

If educational, economic, and other public policies are to be based —
on the mumbo jumboin The Be// Curve book, whichsaysin effect that
it is hopeless to try to lift blacks up to the level of whites, how do we
now decide whois “black”? I knowblack children from black-Jewish
marriages whoare practicing Jews (or nominal Methodists),brilliant in
the classroom andstars on the baseball, football, and soccerfields. Do
they get a societal assumptionthat they are smart becausetheyare half
Jewish? Or do they get myriad denials of opportunity because they are
genetically of some African descent, with the curved bell ringing out
stupid cries that they somehow mustbe trifle lowerin intelligence?

I laughed at my Nashville colleague’s question because I remem-
bered going to New Orleans on NewYear’s Dayin 1956 toseethefirst
black play in the Sugar Bowl. Jim Crow hotel practices forced me to
stay with a Negro family, one ofverylight-skinned people. One female
in that family had been “passing” for years and was in fact married to
one of the richest white men in New Orleans. She cameto the family
dinner alone and told me howshehadrecently been attacked bya lit-
tle dog that tore her stockings. The dog’s white owner had run out to
apologize and offer new stockings, explaining, “I don’t know what’s
wrong with Bitsy. She usually only attacks niggers.”

That dog that discerned so much about the “blood” and genesof
this “passing” woman might well have been the chief researcher for
Charles Murray and the late Richard J. Herrnstein, authors of this

dreadful book.



RESURGENT RACISM

Cynthia Tucker

\ N J. HEN I WAS growing up in Monroeville, Alabama, in the

Y 1960s, I had a rosy view of the future. Though I lived under

the lash of Jim Crow, I believed that America would change for the

better until racism had been eradicated from the land—perhaps in my

lifetime. Wasn’t the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. ringing up vic-

tories at a rapid rater

‘The future fooled me. Progress, I have learned, is no steady or cer-

tain thing. America has arrived at a time when racism 1s resurgent,

intolerance increasing, hate crimes on the rise. We live in an era of

backlash. The polls reflect a nation whose white citizens are tired of

the black and brown poor, wary of immigrants, resentful of expanding

civil rights. Blacks, for their part, are cynical aboutracial progress. The

political climate is rife with cheap demagoguery and petty scapegoat-

ing. Welfare mothers, Mexicans, feminists, and gays top the hatemon-

gers’ hitlist.

But there is no moretelling indicator of political and social backlash

than the recent publication of a book called The Be// Curve, which sug-

gests that some racial groups are genetically predisposed to have

higher [Qs than others. It is racism in its most pernicious form. Actu-

Cynthia ‘Tuckeris the editorial page editor of The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, where
this article was published, October30, 1994, titled “Bell Curve Tolls Revival of Racisim.”
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ally, The Bell Curve leaps right over backlash; it appears out of a time
warp. It recycles the pseudoscience of a century ago, when researchers,
through such dubious methods as measuring the size of skulls and
other body parts, concluded that northern Europeans were the
smartest people on the planet.

A nineteenth-century intellectual dilettante named Francis Gal-
ton—whocoined the term eugenics—beat Charles Murray andthelate
Richard J. Herrnstein to their thesis by more than a hundred years. As
Pat Shipmanpoints out in her book The Evolution of Racism, Galton,
who was “convinced that the difference in human success simply
reflected the quality of the breeding material,” wrote Hereditary Genius
in 1869. Science has come a long waysince then, and those views have
been widely discredited. But that did not stop Murray and Herrnstein
from dredging them up underthe guise of new research andanalysis.

I have grown inured to the hateful harangues of radio talk-show
hosts, the pointed racism of somepoliticians, the resentment so many
whites harbor toward black progress. Still, I am stunned by The Be//
Curve. Vhis is an ugly piece of work with an even uglier agenda. Mur-
ray is the man who wrote Losing Ground, a conservative screed that
blamed welfare benefits for creating a host of society’s ills. While many
of his conclusions have since been picked apart by more objective
researchers, Losing Ground, published in 1984, nevertheless provided

an intellectual underpinning for those who wished to abolish welfare.

Murray’s latest book has a broader and more dangerous agenda.It

providesa facile argumentfor those who would abandonefforts to help

the less affluent. After all, if success is largely determinedby biology,

why bother with Head Start, Upward Bound,college remedial courses,

prenatal care fundsfor the poor, or in-school free-meal programs?

Murray and Herrnstein concede that there are many blacks who are

highly accomplished scholars and professionals. What they fail to

acknowledge is that much ofthe current crop of black physicians,sci-

entists, and lawyers would have been shut out of the economic main-

stream were it not for the idealistic social programs started in the

1960s.

America does not have to go back to the future with Murray and

Herrnstein. Wecan do better because we knowbetter.



SO WHAT!

Tom Christie

M ISSING intheflurry of words responding to Charles Murray’s

and Richard Herrnstein’s book, The Bell Curve, in which they

suggest a racial IQ hierarchy (Asians and whitesat the top, followed by

Latinos and blacks), are these two: “So what!”

Although denunciations by everyone from Jesse Jackson to the

social critic Mickey Kaus are understandable—and perhaps necessary

to fend off Murray’s pernicious Darwiniansocial agenda (for which the

book was written)—there may be a morelaissez-faire approach. ’'m

thinking of a comment by Bono,lead singerof the Irish rock band U2.

“We Irish don’t put people on the moon,” hesaid, “but we’ve written

some pretty good books.” Ethnic pride, in other words, need not be

based on rocket scientists—or intelligence quotient—alone.

A few years ago, a poll of the European Communityfoundthe Irish

to be the happiest people in Europe. It didn’t say who were the

smartest. Nor do Murray and Herrnstein—thoughtheynote in passing

that European Ashkenazi Jewsscore highest on IQ tests. But I’d haz-

ard a guessthat, in addition to the Ashkenazis, a number of European

ethnic groups would outperform theIrish.

‘Tom Christie is a contributing editor of Buzz. This piece appeared as “IQ Furor? So
What!” in the Los Angeles Times, November20, 1994.
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The Irish part of me can live with that, somehow, within the collec-
tive shadow thrownbythelikes of William Butler Yeats, James Joyce,
Samuel Beckett, George Bernard Shaw, and Oscar Wilde. There’s so
muchto Ireland: the magical beautyof the land; the charm and poetry
of its people, and what I would call their commonintelligence—which
seems to emanate from theintersection of simplicity and sophistica-
tion. (The result, of course, is profundity.) Nostatistically significant
numbersof rocket scientists? So what?

Fewofus, after all, have contributed anything notable to the mod-
ern technological world—not automobiles, PCs, televisions, fax ma-
chines, microchips, ATMs, VCRs,or on-line services. Moreover, most
of us don’t have a clue as to how these things even work.Yet we go on,
blithely indifferent to most everything beyond what’s for dinner. What
Murray and Herrnstein are saying, though, in a book that might have
been better titled “The Ultimate Revenge of the Nerds,” is that the
few who do know howthese things work—andespecially those who
create them—are goingto get richer andricher while therestof us get
poorer and poorer.

I can live with this, too. After all, I’m already living with the knowl-
edge that baseball and basketball players are worth millions, that many
CEOsare worth hundredsof millions, and that a fellow named Snoop
Doggy Dogg has the Number1 record in the country. Hey, go figure,
it’s the marketplace!

So I can also live with the notion that most computerscientists of
the next centuryare likely to be Asian. As long as society, as a whole,
benefits, and as long as their realm remains open to those who look
like me, so be it. And so what.

Whatis far more difficult tolive with, however, are the dangers
inherent to such divisive studies—that one group lords it over and

then uses it against another. If the authors know that Ashkenazi
Jews score highest, do they also know how other European groups

score, and aren’t telling us? Imagine if someone compared European
IQs by country or ethnic group. Imagine just how harmfulthis infor-

mation would be to the community of nations now attempting to

unify.

The ‘T-shirt joke (Heaven is when thepolice are British, the cooks
Italian, the mechanics German, the lovers French, andit’s all orga-

nized by the Swiss; Hell is when the chefs are British, the mechanics
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French, the lovers Swiss, the police German, andit’s all organized by

the Italians) would be rewritten—asit was in 1939.

But that, of course, is not going to happen. Because no Europeans

are that stupid. Are they?



THE LIMITS OF IQ

William Raspberry

HARLES MURRAYlikes nothing better than to toss socio-

logical stink bombs and then proclaim, with all his cherubic

innocence: I had no idea it would smell like that! The innocencethis

time precedesofficial release of the newest stink bomb (written with

the late Richard Herrnstein): 7he Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Struc-

ture in American Life.

Murray andhis co-authorset out to examine a trend you might not

have noticed as anything new andsocially provocative: the isolation of

the brightest Americans—and the dumbest—from therest of the soci-

ety. What is happening, The Be// Curve argues, is that more and more

important jobs require more and more brains, that the possessors of

these brains tend to marry among themselves, and that (braininess

being heritable) the smart get smarter and morefirmly in control. On

the other end from this “cognitive elite,” the dumb also marry among

themselves. Voz/a! The underclass.

Murray, who has been explaining himself in interviews (andalso in

a byline piece—excerpted from the book—that took mostof the edi-

torial page in a recent issue of The Wall Street Journal), seems not to

notice that he has embraced largely discredited views regarding the

William Raspberry is a syndicated columnist. This column was published as “Is IQ Really

Everything?” in The Washington Post, October 12, 1994.
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heritability, measurability, and immutability of intelligence, or that he

may be confusing brains with social advantage. And of course he had

no idea his conclusion would soundracist.

The simple notion that both the poor and the well-off are members

of what, to a significant degree, are self-perpetuating groups isn’t

muchof a stink bomb. Theolfactory offense is the contention that this

self-perpetuation is IQ-based. Maybe there was a time early in the

century whentheintelligent were “scattered almost indistinguish-

ably” amongtherestof us, say Murray and Herrnstein in their Journal

piece. No more. “In the job markettoday, as in the university, /Q is the

critical determiningfactor (as\ intelligence has becomeincreasingly valu-

able to employers and workplaces, and salaries have becomeincreas-

ingly stratified by cognitive ability.” (Emphasis added.) They then

cite as evidence the widening wage gap between the average manu-

facturing employee and the average engineer. But how muchof the

gap is explained by the supposed superior cognition of the engineer?

Mightnot therelative scarcity of engineers play some part? ‘The supe-

rior education of the engineer? The decreasing influence of labor

unions on wagestructures? What led them to believe that “IQ is the

critical determining factor”?

In fact it’s not clear that they did believe it. Two paragraphs after

their assertion, they posit an “X factor” to account for the residual

wage difference not explained by education, experience, gender, and

so on. And what might this X factor be? “It could be rooted in dili-

gence, ambition, or sociability. Conclusive evidence is hard to come

by, but we believe that it includes cognitive ability.”

Well, that’s quite a long (and common-sense) distance from IQ as

the “critical determining factor.” Even high-IQ authors can get con-

fused. Of course diligence and ambition matter, and of course the pre-

disposition to these traits is greatly influenced by family. It’s a darn

sight easier to be diligent and ambitious when you grow up with the

evidence that diligence pays off. Sociability can be an importantper-

sonal characteristic, but it can also, like “collegiality” and other such

descriptives, be a matter of “fitting in.” Do race and class and sex have

nothing to do with whether one is deemedto “fit in” at the top levels

of power, influence, and income?

The increasing bifurcation of the society may, as Murray and Herrn-

stein assert, be a fact. My problem 1s with their judgmentthat IQ 1s its



markers for success (income and position, for instance) than the bright
children of the very poor. The “crucial determiningfactor” in my view
iS Opportunity, a term that embraces access, family resources, and
influence, non-family relationships, social environment and, still to too
great a degree, sex, class, and race.

Murray knowsthat. Why is he at such pains to deny the widely
accepted view that intelligence is more or less randomly distributed
and to insist that IQ accounts for both wealth and poverty? Why
doesn’t he acknowledge what he surely must know: that members of
Mensa(the high-IQ society) are no more likely than people of fairly
ordinary brainpowertorise to the top ranks of leadership, professional
distinction, or income?

Murray is very smart but also something of an intellectual dare-
devil. Maybe he wantedto provethat heis clever enough to get away
with somethingthatcost anothersmart guy, the late William Shockley,
his credibility. Maybe he wantedto rationalize conservative indiffer-
ence.

Or maybe he’s just a balding fifty-one-year-old kid who loves to
throw stink bombs.



THE IQ CULT

Brent Staples

K VERYONE KNOWS thestereotype of the fair-haired execu-

tive who owestheoffice with the view and thesix-figure salary

to an accidentof birth—likerelatives in the halls of power. What about

merit, for heaven’s sake? Why notgive IQ tests, grant the best jobs to

those whoscore well, and send the laggards to the mailroomr

That would never happen, nor should it. IQ scores in themselves

tell you almost nothing. This was clearly explained by the Frenchman

Alfred Binet, who invented thefirst usable IQ test in 1905. ‘The test

had one purpose: to help identify learning-disabled children who

neededspecial schools. Binet warned that a “brutal pessimism” would

follow if his test was ever mistakenas a measure of a fixed, unchange-

able intelligence.

You wouldn’t know it from the IQ worship in progress today, but

using the tests to draw finer distinctions than Binet intended amounts

to overreaching, if not scientific fraud. Most scientists concede that

they don’t really know what “intelligence” is. Whatever it might be,

paper and pencil tests aren’t the tenth ofit.

The fair-haired executive gets a pass for other reasons entirely.

First, because the world works more on insiderism and inherited

BrentStaplesis an editorial writer at he New York Times, wherethisarticle was published,

October 28, 1994, titled “The Scientific War on the Poor.”
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privilege than on “pure merit,” whatever that might be. Second,
because the charge of innate stupidity has historically been reserved
for the poor.

That charge surfaced during the immigrantinflux of the teens and
1920s, and again during the affirmative-action 60s and ’70s—both
times when America found “scientific” justifications of poverty very
appealing. Misgivings about the “underclass” have made them appeal-
ing again. By way of example, consider Senator Daniel Patrick Moyni-
han’s ludicrous claim that out-of-wedlock births in modern America
amountedto the creation of a newspecies.

Alfred Binet’s American imitators embraced “brutal pessimism”
right away. In 1912, after Eastern and Southern Europeans began to
outnumber Northern Europeansat Ellis Island, immigration authori-
ties asked the psychologist Henry Goddard to do “quality control,”
throughintelligence testing. Goddard andhis colleagues believed that
Nordic peoples were civilization’s best and that the rest were geneti-
cally second-rate or worse. The test was merely a meansofprovingit.
Notsurprisingly, Goddard’s testing of what he called a representative
sample of immigrants showed that 80 percentofall Jews, Italians, and
Hungarians and nearly 90 percent of Russians were “feeble-minded.”
As a result, hundreds each year were deported.

At the start of World War I, two million draftees were also tested.
The results showed a gap between blacks and whites, but at the
time, few were interested. The passion then was proving a connec-
tion between “mental deficiency” and national origin among white
immigrants. ‘The testers didn’t bother with translation; non-English-
speakers were instructed in pantomime.

Once again, British immigrants were classified as first-rate, with
Poles, Italians, and Russians labeled stupid and undesirable. The data

were published by the National Academy of Sciences in 1921, and
contributedto the introduction of temporary limits on immigration. IQ
hysteria also resulted in sterilization laws that were enforced only
against the poor. The IQ believers worked with messianic zeal. Like
many before him, the British psychologist Sir Cyril Burt went way
beyondsciencein defense ofhis beliefs. Burt alleged that intelligence
was so wired into the genes, so indifferent to environment, that iden-
tical twins reared apart had virtually identical IQ scores. Statisticians

now agree that Burt made muchofit up.
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The IQ worshipers of today remain essentially unchanged from

Goddard’s time. Despite the impression that there is something new

in The Bell Curve, its authors, Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein,

have merely reasserted the long-unproven claim that IQ is mainly

inherited. The languageis calmer,the statistical gimmicksslicker, but

the truth remains the same: There exist no plausible data to make the

case. Belief to the contrary rests mainly on brutal preconceptions about

poverty, but also on a basic confusion between pseudoscience and the

real thing. |



A LARGE AND ENDURING MARKET

Nell [rvin Painter

A S IF WE HADN’T gonethroughthis before, conservatives—
this time Charles Murray and the late Richard Herrnstein—have

announcedthattestable intelligence is social destiny. Their book, The
Bell Curve, argues that people at the bottom of society are there
inevitably, and thusall the moneyspent on welfare and food stampsis
a total waste. ‘There’s nothing newhere.

Thomas Jefferson, who lived as a gentleman thanksto his unpaid

workforce, wrote in 1786 in “Notes on Virginia” that blacks had never
uttered a subtle or profound thought. He thoughtthat the fault lay in
their nature, not their situation, and he disregarded evidence to the

contrary. When the poet Phyllis Wheatley and the city planner Ben-
jamin Banneker were broughtto his attention, Jefferson denigrated
the authenticity and quality of their work.

Francis Galton is the father of intelligence testing, and the main
point of his first major work, Hereditary Genius, published in 1869, was
evidentin its title. Galton was a eugenicist, not a disinterested theo-
rizer, and he wanted to makesure that those he saw as unfit did not

have too manychildren.

Nell Irvin Painter teaches Americanhistory at Princeton University and is completing a biog-
raphy of Sojourner ‘Truth. Thisarticle, written for the Progressive Media Project, appeared
in the Miami Herald, October 23, 1994, entitled “A History of Genesas Social Destiny.”
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Poor whites have long been a target of alarmists who proclaim the

fundamental hereditability of intelligence and the too-rapid reproduc-

tion of people with low IQs. In 1877, the American sociologist Richard

Dugdale published an influential study warning that one feeble-

minded family, the Jukes, threatened to overrun upstate New York

with its innumerable progeny. The late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries produced a bevy of white American Teutonists and Anglo-

Saxonists, including the president of Columbia University, Nicholas

Murray Butler; the Columbia political scientist, John W. Burgess; and

the Boston Brahmin, Henry Cabot Lodge. These men argued that

Teutons and Anglo-Saxons werenaturally superior to the millions of

southern and eastern immigrants arriving on ourshoresat the time.

Herbert Spencer, the father of Social Darwinism, whodied 1n 1903,

reached conclusions quite similar to those of our present-day conserv-

atives: In the struggle for survival, the fittest would drive out the unfit.

Spencersaw this as such a natural process that he opposed public edu-

cation andall other “socialistic” institutions, including libraries, the

post office, and poorrelief that would delay the inevitable.

The mid-twentieth-century producedscientific racism and Nazism,

whichlike earlier such notions, lost credence underclose scrutiny and

the horror of the Holocaust—oneof the logical outcomesofthis kind of

thinking.

What’s going on here? Hereditarian thinking is refuted time and

again, but after a sabbatical, it returns to be taken seriously again. The

attractivenessof hereditary logic in this country—which wasbuilt on

racial, that is, hereditary, distinctions—is striking. Even though

Richard Lewontin, Stephen Jay Gould, and other prominentscholars

showed the speciousness of generalizations about hereditary intelli-

gence in the 1970s and 1980s, the theory continuesto find new life.

The large and enduring marketfor this kind of argumenttells us some-

thing disturbing about American culture.

The argument goes like this: (1) intelligence is hereditary and

intractable; therefore, (2) welfare and food stamps oughtto be abol-

ished.

Even if the statistics were sound (which they’re not), and even if

the poor were threatening to outbreed the rich (which they’re not),

abolishing social welfare would not be a logical, sensible, or humane

policy to follow.
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Instead of further impoverishing the poor, we’d be muchbetteroff
improving their lot, since higher incomes lowerbirthrates. This was
the lesson of the population conference in Cairo. Rather than impose
harsh population control measures, the conference recommended
providing womenwith education and business opportunities so their
fertility rates would fall. In the United States, as in other countries
around the world, women who can look forward to fulfilling their
larger ambitions have fewer children and make greater economic con-
tributions than women whocan look forward only to motherhood. If
Murray and his cohorts are interested in more than punishing the
poor, let them think of ways to help womenreach all their goals.



LESSONSOF THE BELL CURVE

Christopher Winship

T A RECENT MEETING Ofsocial scientists at the Harvard

Business School, Richard Herrnstein’s and Charles Murray’s

controversial book The Be// Curve came up. One groupreportedthat in

an earlier conversation they had thoroughly “trashed” it. Heads

around the room noddedin approval. I asked the room at large—about

twenty people—how many had actually read the book. Two raised

their hands.

‘The condemnation of The Be// Curve in the media has been equally

definitive, if presumably better informed. Most of the analysis has

focused on the question raised in the book of whetherIQ is hereditary

and whetherracial differences in IQ are predominantly due to envi-

ronmental or genetic factors. ‘The consensus appears to be that the

book’s argumentis inherently racist and that Mr. Herrnstein (who died

in September 1994) and Mr. Murray are academiccharlatans.

Yet while their treatment of these issues has been justly criticized,

much of The Bel// Curve is not aboutrace at all, and parts of it have been

misrepresented. For example, a frequent assertion about The Bell

Curve is that it argues that intelligence is essentially inherited. In fact,

Christopher Winship is a professor of sociology at Harvard University. This piece origi-
nally appeared in The New York Times, November 15, 1994, titled “Lessons Beyond the

Bell Curve.” |
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the authors make the weakerclaim that, accordingto existing research,
between 40 and 80 percentofintelligence is in the genes. They adopt
the middle of this range, 60 percent, as reasonable.(If you think this
amounts to arguing that intelligence is “essentially” inherited, ask
yourself whether you would be “essentially” receiving the same payif
you received a 40 percentcutinsalary.)

Mr. Herrnstein and Mr. Murray have been rightfully attacked for
their shoddy and sometimes contradictory analysis of the relationship
betweenrace andintelligence. They acknowledge, for example, that
there is no scientific way to determine even within broad ranges what
proportion of the difference is due to environmentand what propor-
tion due to genes. After offering this critical warning, however, the
authors conclude that the racial gap is more likely genetic than envi-
ronmental—adivisive and irresponsible line of argument.

Yet, in spite of its serious flaws, The Bell Curve offers three poten-
tially valuable insights that should not easily be dismissed. Thefirst is
that as a society we are becomingincreasingly socially and economi-
cally stratified by level of cognitive ability. This is an observation that
has been madebyothers from widely different political perspectives,
including Secretary of Labor Robert Reich. The dramatic increase
over the last two decades in the difference in incomes between high
school and college graduatesis strong evidenceofthis trend.

The second importantassertion is that limited cognitive skills are
strongly associated with myriad social problems. The authors find that
among the poor, the unemployed, high schools dropouts, those in
prison, womenon welfare, and unwed mothers, 40 to 65 percentfall in

the bottom 20 percent of measured IQ. Mostof these groups, by the
way, contain more whites than blacks. Indeed, seeking to sidestep the

race question altogether, the authors restricted a large part of their

analysis to whites. They find, as other social scientists have using the

same data, that cognitive ability is a strong predictor of various social
problems even whenotherfactors such as family backgroundare taken

into account. Given the strong suggestion of a link betweenintelli-

gence and behavior,isn’t further study of a possible causal relationship

needed?

The third important claim in The Bel// Curve is that cognitive ability
is largely immutable. Although the authors may well be overly pes-

simistic about the possibility of improving intellectual ability, surely
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we would be naive to think that simply increasing federal fundingfor

early childhood education, say, or for job-training programs would be

sufficient to compensate for the increasing gap between the highly

educated and the barely literate in American society.

What are the consequences of ignoring such controversial but

potentially important observations about our society? “Iwenty-nine

years ago, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, then an aide in the Labor

Department, wrote a report that argued for an aggressive social policy

to address the rising numberof out-of-wedlock births in the African-

American community, then about 30 percentofthe total. ‘Today, nearly

70 percent of African-American children are born out of wedlock (as

are 30 percent of white children, compared to about 12 percent in

1965). However valid the warning, after the report was published Mr.

Moynihan and his defenders were denounced as racists and the

African-American family became a taboo subject for scholars for the

next twenty years. As we nowtry to grapple with the desperate situa-

tion of manyblack families in this country, we are missing two decades |

of research that could have informed currentpolicy.

The furor about The Bell Curve risks the same perils. Many scholars

are likely to back away from research on cognitive skills and social out-

comes; others will be inclined to presentonly findings consistent with

the thesis that IQ andrace differences of any kind are largely environ-

mentally determined. This is hardly an atmosphere conducive to

objective, rigorous scientific study.

Few of the most controversial assertions in The Bell Curve can be

shown with any certainty to be either true or false. Only better, more

unbiased, and more sophisticated research can help us do this. We

need to insure that neither the irresponsible statements in 7/e Bell

Curve—nor the media’s vitriolic response to the book as a whole—pre-

vents this research from being done.In an era of increasing stratifica-

tion by level of ability and income,it is critical that we understand

what the relationship 1s, if any, between intelligence and entrenched

social problemsif we are to develop sensible public policy.



RIGHT IS RIGHT

Ehzabeth Austin

C HARLES MURRAY’S infuriating book, The Be/l Curve, hasall

the earmarks of a nine-day wonder. Murray’s theory that blacks,
as a group,just aren’t as smart as whites has conservativeslicking their
chops over Murray’s argumentthat intelligence is bred in the bone,

and that welfare programs targeted at improvingthelot of inner-city
blacks waste millions of federal dollars on a hopeless cause. Liberals

are quaking in their Birkenstock sandals, fearful that Murray’s status as
the right’s pet pundit will make this book the cornerstone of a return

to Reaganism.

But as the weeksroll on,all of this hot air should blow Murray right

off the national agenda. Real experts on the intricate connections

between genetics and intelligence will expose the shaky underpin-

nings of Murray’s research. Scholars will note that Murray’s co-author,

the late Richard Herrnstein, has been makingthesetypes of claimsfor

more than a generation andthat he has been debunkedona fairly reg-

ular basis. Soon the book will end up gathering dust on bookshelves

nationwide.It will be cited only by white racists seeking to prove their

superiority, and by black racists seeking evidence of whites’ over-

Elizabeth Austin is a Chicago-based writer whose work has appeared in Time, The Wash-
ington Post, and other publications. This piece was first published in The Chicago Tribune,

October 27, 1994, titled “Brains, Brawn, and Black Babies.”
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whelmingprejudice andill will. And Murray will be left to chortle all

the way to the bank.

That’s a shame. Because in two fundamental respects, Murray is

absolutely right. Oh, certainly not in his contention that blacks are

genetically inferior to whites when it comesto intelligence—an idea

based largely on research that can most charitably be described as

goofy. And his corollary, that blacks should therefore shift their focus

away from intellectual pursuits and rely on sports, dance, and musicto

provide groupself-esteem,is too condescending to require comment.

But Murray is correct whenhesays that intelligence has become

increasingly critical to success in our society. Arnold Schwarzenegger

and Michael Jordan aside, we reward brains much more highly than

brawn. We now have machinesthat can dig ditches, but we still must

hire a brain to decide wherethe ditch should go. And, sadly, some of

Murray’s figures on black IQ scores seem difficult to refute. ‘There are

far too many African Americans whose IQ scores are below where they

should be.

That’s not because of sometragic genetic mutation that occurred in

Africa generations ago. It’s stark evidence that the richest country in

the world still can’t manage to get decent health care to the people

who needit, the most impoverished black mothers and their babies.

Black womenare two to three times more likely to have babies with

low birth weights—under 5% pounds. And babies whoare dangerously

small at birth are three times morelikely to suffer mental retardation

and other problems, medical studies show.

Low birth weight is an enormous problem.It’s the leading cause

of death amongblack infants, and it’s blamed for a wide range of

physical and mental difficulties for the children who survive. Yet

from 1981 to 1991—not coincidentally, the decade during which

Murray’s “dismantle welfare” doctrine became fashionable among

the right—the numbers of mothers who received no prenatal care at

all increased by 50 percent. According to the Centers for Disease

Control, the number of black infants whose weights at birth put

them at risk for health problems grew to 134.9 out of every 1,000 live

births. That compares with 57.8 out of every 1,000 live births for

white mothers. Many babies are born too small because their moth-

ers don’t have access to good prenatal care so that they can protect

their babies.
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Low birth weightis just one of the manyfactors that can diminish a
child’s intelligence. If babies don’t get adequate nutrition before
they're born andin thecritical year afterward, their brains don’t get the
building blocks they needto reach their full potential. And there are
literally hundredsof diseases that, without good treatment, can blunt a
child’s mindforlife.

Yet there’s somereal hopein all this. One major 1990 study found
that low-birth-weight babies who getintensive education and training
from birth to age three score nine points higher on IQ tests than simi-
lar babies who didn’t get that extra help. That’s the sort of number
Murray ought to respect—and that, in good conscience, he ought to
publicize. Because that number showsthat IQ isn’t decided by hered-
ity alone. It’s what geneticists call a “malleable”trait, something that
can be deeply affected by the environment that surroundsa child,
both before and after birth.

Andthose of us whobelieve that the lucky and privileged should
help the unfortunate and oppressed owe a debt of thanks to Murray.
By linking low IQsto crime,illegitimacy, unemployment, and welfare
dependency, he’s shown whyit’s in everyone’s self-interest to try to
raise IQs as muchaspossible, as quickly as possible. And that means
spending more money on maternal and child health programs, early
childhood educationefforts, nutrition programs—all those things Mur-
ray has opposed in the past.

It’s funny—oneof the basic elements of an IQ testis the “if-then”
question.It’s a logic problem:If A exists, then what,logically, should
follow?

With The Bell Curve, Murray has sketcheda perfect if-then problem:
If African-American children are not reaching their full potential
because they lack access to the basic requirements of healthylife, and
if their resulting problems, left untreated, cause hugesocietal prob-
lems, then what?

Murray’s answeris to cut funding and give up. It makes me wonder
about his IQ.



STRAIGHTENING OUT THE BELL CURVE

K. Anthony Appiah

EMERGE: Murraypresentsthis as new, groundbreaking work. Butisn’t
this actually a rather old argument?

APPIAH: Well, it depends on which argument. I think that the fuss has
been about the question of whetherthe explanations have omitteddif-
ferences in these test scores between blacks and whites. It’s heredi-
tary. The arguments aboutthat have all been heard before. ‘There’s a
little new data, but most of the data about heritability is, in fact, irrele-
vant to the question of the relation between black and white distribu-
tions on thesescores.

EMERGE: Howso?

APPIAH: There’s an implicit argument[in the book] that’s more implied
than asserted that goeslike this: “We have evidence for the heritabil-
ity of IQ—amongblacks and among whites. We have evidencethat
there’s a difference between the average IQ of blacks and whites, so

K. Anthony Appiah is a professor of Afro-American studies at Harvard University andauthor of In My Father’s House: Africa in the Philosophy of Culture. This interview was con-ducted by Harriet A. Washington for Emerge magazine, where it first appeared in theDecember/January 1994/1995 issue.
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we have evidence that the explanation for the difference must be

genetic, because IQis highly heritable.”

That soundslike a very good argument, butit’s not. Andthe reason

it’s not a good argumentis the following: Consider the population of

India. The average height of the people in India is much lower than

the average height of people in the United States.

Furthermore, the average height in India is highly heritable. The

sameis true in the United States. But the main reason for the differ-

ence between India and the United States is not heredity; it’s nutri-

tion. It could be the case that the major explanationfor the differences

in the [IQ] averages of the two populations1s something completely

environmental.

So there is something wrong with the structure of the argument if it

supposes that because something1s heritable within a group the expla-

nation for the differences between two groups mustalso be hereditary.

EMERGE:So they are completely ignoring environmental factors.

APPIAH: I wouldn’t say completely. But it seems to me that the book’s

rhetoric suggests that, “We can’t do anything about it because 60 per-

cent of the variance is explained by genetics.” Well, that question has

nothing to do with the race question. ‘That's just a question about how

heritable IQ is within groups, against a certain environment. I’m not

convinced by their arguments.

EMERGE: Whatabouttheir arguments aboutgr

APPIAH: Well, g is a number that comesoutof a statistical analysis of

these sorts of tests, and it is basically a statistical device for getting a

factor that is common to manydifferenttests. It’s interesting that you

can getthis very stablestatistical number, butit’s not very psychologi-

cally interesting until you know something about whatit means, about

what psychological mechanisms produce these numbers.

Andthereis very little serious attention in their book, and indeed

muchtoolittle attention in the whole field, to a theoretically interest-

ing question: To the extent that there is a stable number here, what

producesit? What mechanism?

Now, given the complexity of the cognitive skills intuitively

involved in being what wecall “smart,” you might think that it was
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rather unlikely—and | certainly think it is unlikely—that the genetics
of it, or the mechanisms, could be very simple. And maybe very com-
plicated. They may involve many factors, and it’s rather unlikely that

_ we’ll get anywhere near a good model of any of that until we have a
great deal more evidence.

So simply showing that 60 percentof the variation in a particular
population against a certain background of environment can be
explained by genetics doesn’ttell you anything about what the genet-
ics is that explains it. It Just says, “Well, there’s a genetic explanation
somewhere.”

Now,this is importantfor the policy questions. Murray draws what
he portrays as a very reluctant conclusion,that a lot of the social policy
questions are futile because the difference in intelligence he posits
just can’t be remedied,

you earn and how much power you have. Suppose you think that
there’s this innate characteristic called g, which everybody has a value
of at birth, and thefinal result of yourg, whichis the thing that actually
determines how well you do in life, is determined 60 percent by your
genes in the normal environment, on average. It does not follow from
the fact that somethingis heritable that you can’t do anything aboutit.

EMERGE:Give us an example.

APPIAH: ‘The average age of death of people with sickle-cell anemia
keeps going up.It’s a hereditary condition. Whydoesthe average age
of death [in sickle cell cases] keep going up? Because the medicine
gets better.

Also, short-sightednessis strongly hereditary. Does it matter? No.We can useglasses.
So the fact that something is genetic doesn’t mean that you can’teitheraffect its expression—and affecting its expression in the case ofpsychological characteristics might be done by educational things—oraffect its effects, which is what we do with glasses. I don’t stop youfrom being shortsighted. I just makeit not matter anymore.
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EMERGE: So even if there are some things that are true, the fact that

something can be inherited does not mean that it’s unchangeable?

APPIAH: Absolutely not.

EMERGE:You seem tobe saying that, for black people, even in a worst-

case scenario, some rather simple interventions might prove true.

APPIAH: I think, and this is important, whatever the explanation for

the difference between blacks and whites is, if we understood more

about the processes that shape our cognitive capacities, including

whatever cognitive capacities are reflected in this number

could help lots of people to have greater potential... without inter-

fering with any genetics. It might be done by improving nutrition. It

might be done by changing elementary features of the way we edu-

cate children.

EMERGE: To what extent does IQ measure intelligence?

APPIAH: There is actually an example in the book where Murray and

Herrnstein say that people whoare very witty often don’t have partic-

high IQs. Now, they take that to be evidence that people who
ularly

ake that as evi-
are witty aren’t particularly intelligent. But you might t

dence that IQ doesn’t measureintelligence.

EMERGE:Right.

APPIAH: Ordinarily we think of someone whois witty as intelligent.

Then,the fact that this doesn’t correlate, that would be grounds for

supposing that you hadn't got something that we wereafter.

Nevertheless, there are cognitive skills that have to do with sort of

symbolic processing and analysis, and you can sort oftest for those. You

have to ask what you wantto use thetests for. Their argument is com-

plicated because they say, “Yeah, you can design tests to correlate with

various outcomes that you might be interested in, like whether some-

body is going to get good gradesin college,or whetherthey’re going to

get a Ph.D., or whether they’re going to be a great lawyer.” You can

design tests like that. But they say, “If you then look at them, and their
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Statistical analysis, there is a strong correlation between all of them,
and most of them looklike they’re measuring g plus somethingelse,”
where g is generalintelligence.

Furthermore, most of them look like a large part of what they’re
measuring is this thing called “general intelligence.” Thereis a risk
here oftreating something thatis the product of many thingsas ifit
wereonething.

_ EMERGE:Is there a role for cultural values?

they treatit as if they were part of nature—things thatare, in fact, the
productof culture. If your way of measuring the adequacyofa testis
to see how well it correlates with social success, then you’re assuming
that current society producessocial success in a waythatis just fine. If
you think that there’s something wrong with the way in whichthesoci-
ety works, that the wrong people are successful, then you won’t be
very interested in the test that measures people’s capacity to create in |
that kind ofsociety.

So it isn’t as if these tests are, in that sense, free of assumptions or
evaluative assumptionsin particular, because they do presupposethat
there’s something to the way in which success works in our kind of
society. Andthis is particularly important when you’re thinking about
the race difference issue, because they sort of assumeif you’re seeing
in the environment—thatis, holding down average IQ for blacks in
this country—if there is such a thing, if it were environmental, then all
of the interventions that have gone on in the last few years would have
removedit. But that presupposes that we know what it is in the envi-
ronmentthat mightbe doing the damage.

EMERGE: Whyis this book important?

APPIAH: Because these guys are basically putting fancy clothing on a
hypothesis that lots of people believe anyway. There are things one
could explore. I think that exploring them would have one not theo-
retical but practical benefit, whichis that if we began to identify some
of the environmental factors that were accounting for the difference,
we could remove them.
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EMERGE: What are some of the unwarranted assumptions The Bell

Curve makes?

appar: I do think that there is a kind of underlying ethical assump-

tion, which is somethinglike this: Smart people produce more andare

worth more, and therefore, while it’s sad that dumb people can’t pro-

duce more, there’s nothing to be done aboutit. None of that is obvi-

ous. [The authors] say, “Well, it’s just a fact that smart people are worth

more.” But the answeris, “That’s just a fact, given the current social

arrangement.” That’s not the same as saying that they’re worth more

underany social arrangement.

Andif you thought, for example,as I do, that inequality in outcome

is undesirable, then instead of seeing the fact that some people are

smart as children as grounds for spending more educational resources

on them, you might think that you ought to spend more educational

resources on people who will act smart.

EMERGE: Wasn't the original purpose of the IQ test to identify children

who needed moreattention?’

APPIAH: The IQ test has lots oforigins. There’s a complicated history.

But there is no reason whyscience shouldn’t use IQ tests to help iden-

tify people who need special attention. In that practical way, I don’t

have any problem withthesesortsoftests.

Low IQis a disability, right? Like being born without a limb. We

spend more on the education of people with physical disabilities than

we do on the education of others. ... Why? Because we care not just

about maximizing the wealth of the nation, not just about profit, but

about an issue of fairness. And if you grant [Murray and Herrnstein]

the strongest premises you like, that 60 percent of the variance in IQ

‘n our environmentis hereditary, grant them that if we leave things as

they are, that will mean that wealth will concentrate more in the hands

of a very few. I say that’s groundsfor changing something.

EMERGE: How could we changesuch a scenario?

APPIAH: There are various things you could try and change. One of

them is we could spend all of our time trying to makesure that people

who are in the bottom quarter get more educational attention and
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more educational resources. But we also could make the system more
progressive. ‘To takeit for granted that [because] these differences are
substantially hereditary, there is nothing we can do aboutit,is just to
misunderstand how muchchoice human beings have.

In the current environment, conservatives generally grant the natu-
ralness of social difference or social inequality, and they do so some-
times bystressing heredity, as Murray and Herrnstein do.

EMERGE: Speaking of conservatives who are writing about race and
intelligence, there’s a Canadian, Philippe Rushton, who is writing
aboutrace andintelligence. Do you think that these booksare presag-
ing a new, nastier mood?

APPIAH: Oh,I think that the nastier mood has been coming along for
quite a while. There are a lot of white people in this country whoare
not confident about their futures. There are problems ahead in the
American economy. There are long-term problems already, some of
which Murray and Herrnstein talk about. And so they are particularly
likely to worry about anything that looks as though it mightbe getting
in the wayofgetting thejob. Any form ofaffirmative action for women
or minorities lookslike that.

And so there’s a lot of resentment, even among people whoare
employed, because they’re not sure how long they will be employedor
howeasyit will be for them to get a job again, or whether the job they
get will have an incomethatis like the one they had before. Andso I
think there has been a lot of muttering going on for a while. In that
sense, Murray’s claim that they are simply talking about something
that people are muttering aboutis perfectly right. And I think at this
pointit’s as well, since they broughtit up, to go through and see which
things they’re right about and which things they are wrong about.

I would say thatinsofaras it relates to the race question,there are a
few things that they are fundamentally wrong about. They are wrong

EMERGE:It seemsasif they’ve totally ignored intermarriage, for want
of a better term.
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APPIAH: That’s one of the reasons why the other biological question is

about the evolution of these capacities. If you’re interested in that, the

relationship between the American blacks and whitesis not the right

relationship to look at. It’s a very, very poor place to look.

EMERGE:Becausethere’s a sharing of the gene pool?

APPIAH: There’s enormous sharing, and it’s more and more. But there

has always been some,and on both sides. Between 5 and 20 percent of

white Americans have African ancestry, depending on what figures you

believe. Soit’s a very blurry thing.

EMERGE: Given some ofthe errors that the authors made, does this

book deserve the consideration it has gotten in the media?

APPIAH: Well, they have the right to publish this stuff. I think it’s kind

of bizarre that this book has probably had more attention than many

other books this year, because just by the ordinary professional stan-

dards of popularizing books of this sort, it contains fundamental

methodological problemsof a sort that already were pointed out when

Richard Herrnstein published his original piece in Atlantic Monthly

twenty years ago. And most ofthe best pointing out of those errors was

done, in fact, by the population of biologists who said, “You don’t

understand how heritability works. You can’t just take a mathematical

modeland plunk it down in an area that you don’t have a goodfeel for.”

If you look at the mathematical structures that are used to estimate

heritability, you have to makerather substantial assumptions about the

ways in which genetics and environmentinteract in order to get out

the estimates that they use. There’s a legitimate reason for skepticism

about whether the book deservesattention.

EMERGE: Whatsort ofresults are likely if this is taken seriously by aca-

demics and the government?

APPIAH: Well, I don’t thinkit will be. We’d have tostart investigating

the genetic differences between different parts of the white popula-

tion. We’d start having to see whetherthe nineteenth-century hypoth-

esis that the Irish are stupid can be empirically verified. And we’d
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have to see whether wecanfindstatistical evidence of the relative
superiority of the Nordic over the Mediterranean type. This would, of
course, begin to demolish the constituency for this book. Because
despite the fact that the main message of the bookis that 98 percent of
white people have no hope, people have focused on the fact thatit says
that 99.9 percent of black people have no hope.

This book saysbasically that ourfuture lies in the hands of people
with IQs in the 140s and 150s and 160s. These are people way out on
the end of the curve. And theyare a very, very small population. And,
in fact, the bookis [good]for the vanity of this group, because it keeps
saying, “If you’re reading this book, you're probably smart enough to
be amongthesuch andsuches.”

EMERGE:Is this changing how blacks and whitesinteract?

APPIAH: I’m black,at least as far as this country 1s concerned I’m black,
and so some people don’t tell me thingsthat they think will upset me.
But mostof the people I have talked to aboutthis think that there are
moral and intellectual errors in this book of an unfortunate kind, the
sort that need pointing out and correcting,
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Roger E.. Hernandez

] N THE FUROR about Tie Bel/ Curve, the new bookthat asserts

that blacks are genetically dumber than whites, few people have

paid attention to what authors Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray

have to say about the group theycall “Latinos.” And what they say

shows such a lack ofintellectualrigor, such slipshod scholarship, thatit

calls into question everythingelse they say.

Most Americans don’t understand that Hispanics—or Latinos, or

whatever the term might be—donotform a race. Hispanics may be of

any race. In the United States the largest Hispanic grouptracesits ori-

gins to Mexico, a country where most people are of mixed European

and Indian background. Yet in Mexico, as elsewhere in the Hispanic

world, there are people who are Asian, people whoare white (mostly

Spanish, but also Jewish, Irish, Italian, and from almost every corner of

Europethat sent immigrants to the New World), people whoare black,

and people who are every shade in between.

Herrmnstein and Murray understand this. “The term Latino

embraces people with highly disparate cultural heritages and a wide

range ofracial stocks,” they write. “Add to that the problem of possi-

Roger E. Hernandezis a syndicated columnist for King Features Syndicate. This article

was published in the Rocky Mountain News, October 21, 1994, as “Hispanic Race Doesn’t

Exist.”
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ble language difficulties with the tests, and generalizations about IQ
becomeespecially imprecise for Latinos.”

So far so good. But with breathtaking disregard of what they just
finished saying, they continue: “With that in mind,it maybesaid that
their test results generally fall about one-half to one standard deviation
below the national mean.” In other words, (a) Hispanicsare so racially
diverse that testing their IQ reveals nothing about race and intelli-
gence, and (b) forget what we just said: The Hispanic “race” is
dumberthan the national average.

The authors’ explanation of the methodology that justified this
contradictionis risible. “How are wetoclassify a person whoseparents
hail from Panamabut whoseancestry is predominantly African? Is he
a Latino? A black? Therule wefollow hereis to classify people accord-
ing to the way theyclassify themselves.”

Sounds nice and open-minded. The problem is that in a book that
purports to analyze the links between race and intelligence, such a
person must by necessity be classified as black, no matter how he
identifies himself. What if Herrnstein and Murray’s theoretical Pana-
manian had been of Chinese rather than African ancestry? Or whatif
he had been white? Or Indian? Would they all count together as
“Latino”? If so, what racial group’s intelligence is being measured?
Obviously, averaging out the intelligence quotients of black, Asian,
white, and Indian Panamaniansyields a single figure that says nothing
about anyrace.

The authors seem to acceptthis very simple principle only whenit
comes to non-Hispanics. The thought of lumping together North
American Indians with non-Hispanic blacks, non-Hispanic whites, and
non-Hispanic Asians—Godforbid, they must have thought—did not
occur to them. So why doit with Hispanics?

And whatof the different white ethnicities among Hispanics? Who
are smarter, Hispanics of Nordic stock or those of Spanish Mediter-
ranean stock? What about the descendants of pre-Columbian peoples?
A similar point could be made about non-Hispanics.

The book’s conclusion about the intelligence of Hispanics is based
on a premise so flawed it is unsustainable. That the authors could
engagein such idiocies is enough to makeonedistrust the entire work.



MINORITY REPORT

Christopher Hitchens

A S A YOUNG anthropologist conducting intensefield studiesin

the controlled conditions of a male bonding andterritorial board-

ing school, I made an observation that is only now being recognized as

a contribution to primary research. There is, and there always has

been, an unusually high and consistent correlation between the stu-

pidity of a given person and that person’s propensity to be impressed

by the measurement of IQ. (These days you get the same thing,

though represented along a shallower curve, if you test for susceptbil-

ity to the findings of opinion polls.) Was it not the boy at the back of

the class, that prognathous dolt who, removing grimydigit from well-

excavated nostril—the better to breathe through his mouth—would

opine: “They’re notasintelligent as us. Been proved,innit? Scientific.”

(Sometimesthe teensiest difficulty with that last word.) Thick and

vicious white boys could derive obscure consolation from the fact that

their sribe, at least, was rated the brightest or the brighter. And smart

black and brown boys (whowere, of course, always to be considered

purely on merit) had to endure evaluations from teachers and prospec-

Christopher Hitchensis a columnist for Vanity Fair and writes the “Minority Report” col-

umnfor The Nation. Heis the author of several books, most recently For the Sake ofArgu-

ment: Essays and Minority Reports. This article was originally published in The Nation,

November28, 1994.
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tive employers who would, naturally, take no accountofthe fact that
they “came from” tribes with hereditary intelligence deficits. All I
needed to know aboutthis nonsense I learned in public school. A soci-
ety that takes it seriously is dumbingitself down.

Morethanthat, it is missing the chance to throw the whole false
antithesis of “nature versus nurture” into the necessary receptacle. As
it happens,there zs a revolution going on in the study of genetics, and
the hereditarian IQ alchemists are choosing to greet it by gaping dully
through the wrong end ofa telescope.

Dispense with unnecessary assumptionsatthestart by recognizing
that “natural” or heritable differences are environmental to begin with
and are determined principally by climate, geography, and nutrition.
Bear in mind Noam Chomsky’s point that science takes no account of
the nature/nurture distinction in its real work, and that “everybody
knowsthat nature determines and that the environment modifies and
that the only real question is by how much.” Now consider the find-
ings of genomescienceas they are unfolding.

I talked to Dr. William Haseltine, who runs Human GenomeSci-
ences, Inc.‘This concernis byat least fivefold the largest holder of new
information on genome and DNA propertiesin the world. (Haseltine
may be familiar to some readers as one of the good-guy scientists in
Randy Shilts’s Andthe BandPlayed On.) His firm has recently identified
the genes that predispose humansto colonic, ovarian, and uterine can-
cers. “We have gonein

a

relatively short time from identifying about 2
percent of human genes to more than 50 percent: That’s from
2,000—3,000 to 60,000—70,000, and there are probably not more than
100,000. If the system is a transistor, we have gone from analyzing its
circuit boards to breaking downits components. And only one-quarter
of 1 percent of our basic genetic information can be ascribed to what
we call ‘racial’ differences. It is the differences between individuals

In other words, scientific advance confirms that there is only one
human “race,” and that the individual possesses fantastic complexity
and variety. But pseudosciencepersistsin its petty quest for the elusive
g spot of quantifiable intelligence, and the result ofthe latter practice is
that individuals become subsumed into lumpish, arbitrary categories.
And the conservatives wantto take credit for the brilliance of the Sec-
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ond option! Let them have the “ice people” and the “sun people” and

all the rest of the rubbish while the left emancipatesitself from all ver-

sions of “ethnicity” and concentrates on whatit should never havefor-

gotten—what Gramscicalled “the project of the whole man.”

All societies that have tried to keep themselves “pure,” from the Con-

fucian Chinese through to the Castilian Spanish to the post-Wilhelmine

Germans, havecollapsedinto barbarism, insularity, and superstition. And

swiftly enough forus to be certain that the fall was no more connectedto

the genes than wastherise. There is no gene for IQ and there is no

genetic or evolutionary timing thatis short enoughto explain historiesor

societies.

Orliteratures. My pick-nose playmates may have goneonto father

brilliant children, just as my cleverer ones often produced what they

called “late developers.” This is the best-observed “fact” about IQ

testing. Charles Murray’s policy would entail dropping the present and

future gifted children of the underclass into the same middenas their

parents—an irony in reactionary terms even if not in humane ones.

Whocares to recall any memberof the carefully tended Capulet fam-

ily except Juliet? And why did Goya choose to paint a braying jackass,

proudly pointing with a hoofto its family-tree portrait in whichall the

revered ancestors have the samelongears, thick muzzles, and cloven

feet? In The Scarlet Letter, the brunt of the injustice and hypocrisyfalls

not merely upon the wronged Hester but upon the doubly wronged

little Pearl. Mark Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson has more about birth

chances and life chances on a single page than doall the turgid and

evasive chapters of Murray and Herrnstein’s Be// Curve. ‘Twain is also

shrewder, as his nom de plume might imply, on twinship.

Linguistics, genetics, paleontology, anthropology: All are busily

demonstrating that we as a species have no objective problem of

“race.” What westill do seem to haveare all theseracists.It’s a shame

that evolution movesso slowly, but though its mills may grind slowly,

they grind exceeding small.



GET SMART

Mike Walter

A FEW YEARS AGO tworesearch chemists announced they had
achieved cold fusion in glass jar. Later they were forced to aban-

don their claim under pressure from the makers of Alka Seltzer, who
had established a previous patent on the process. Today weare chal-
lenged by perhapsa similar achievementin scientific research, The Be//
Curve, an inquiry by Charles Murray and the late Richard Herrnstein
into the meaning and measureofIQ asit relates to social stratification.
Now I mustdisclaim that I am not a professional chemist, though I

can get mostofthe letters right in zhuprofen and acetaminophen. Like-
wise, I’m nota social scientist; but I do own a guinea pig (Mr. Booper)
and have often thought of modeling myself on his behavior.

Whencold fusion was the rage, I was a partisan. Who amongus
hasn’t looked forward to the day when bath water everywhere would
be self-reheating? But then the chemists were overruled by the physi-
cists who pointed out, amongotherthings, that the radiation given off
by the cold fusion experiment should have killed the chemists. The
physicists won the day and proceededto turn offthe cold fusion lights
on their way out of the building.

Mike Walter is a software engineer. This article first appeared in The Star Tribune (Min-
neapolis), November 14, 1994, titled “Word Problems to Take Your Mind Off the Bell
Curve.”
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I think we could use a couple of good physicists now, because some

of the facts coming out of Zhe Be// Curve tend themselves more to

physics than to social science. Take those two factoids, for example,

where Murray-Herrnstein’s statistics show that blacks as a group

exhibit a constant fifteen-point gap in IQ overtimerelative to whites;

combined with the fact that both groups exhibit a three-pointrise in

IQ per decade. Let’s turn these facts into a story problem of the kind

found on aptitude tests and see what conclusions we cometo:

There are two trains, white and black, heading north from

Baltimore to Boston. The white train is moving at constant veloc-

ity X and the black train is movingat constantvelocity Y.

The white train passes the Philadelphia station at noon and

the New York station at 12:30. The black train passes the

Philadelphia station at 12:15 and the New York station at 12:45.

Which,then,is the correct relationship between the velocities of

the white and blacktrains (velocities X and Y)?

A. X<Y

B. X=Y

C. X >Y

The correct answeris B; the white and black trains are traveling at

the samespeed(let’s say, for example, 3 kilometers per minute—or

how about3 IQ points per decade?).

Nowhere’s the tricky part:

Whichtrain is the more powerful?

A. White < Black

B. White = Black

C. White > Black

D. Insufficient information
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If you’re a physicist, or maybe a ninth grader, the answer is D. We
have noideaofthe ultimate powerofeithertrain. If you’re a social sci-
entist, however, somehow the answer becomes C—thetrain farther

_ along the track has the bigger engine, even though they’re both trav-
eling at the same speed.

To the physicist, this seems a strange conclusion. After all, if the
white train stops for thirty minutes to take on mail and then takesoff
again at its original speed, it would then be behind theblack train by
as muchasit was aheadofit earlier. Does this mean the white train has
becomeless powerful?

Let’s put this story in a more personallight. An evil scientist finds a
way to put all white people to sleep for six decades. During this hiber-
nation, the IQ of blacks rises three points per decade, or eighteen
points. The IQ of whites stays the same. Now whenthe white group
wakes up,it exhibits a persistent three-point IQ lag behind the black
group. To the social scientist, this would constitute proof that whites
are “genetically” inferior to blacks. A more historical perspective
would reveal that genes had nothing to do withit.

There are many reasons why

a

racial group could become momen-
tarily sidetracked in the course ofhistory. Slavery rings a bell, or per-
haps somethingless malicious like the uneven meting out of largesse
during the Industrial Age. Yet I think even Mr. Booper would agree
that as long as the IQs ofboth groups are growing at the same constant
rate, we have no wayof predicting the ultimate potential of either
group. The issue then is not whereare wein relation to each other, but
whereare wein relation to our potential? Perhaps whites have reached
80 percent of their potential whereas blacks have reached 75 percent
of the very samepotential.

Thenit may also be true that sometimein the futureall races will
reach some unexceedable IQ limit, much the way a particle
approaches the unexceedable velocity of light. Then it really won’t
matter whogetstherefirst, because within a few decades that’s where
we'll all be, together, for the rest of time.



ETHNICITY, GENETICS, AND CUTENESS

(ADDENDUM TO RECENT FEARLESS FINDINGS)

Bruce McCall

H UMAN CUTENESS wasnot only never measured but was a

virtually taboo subject in America up to and beyond Recon-

struction. (Ulysses S. Grant’s magisterial two-volume PersonalMemoirs

of 1885-86, for example, completely sidestepsit.) The authors of this

impeccably fair-minded inquiry were therefore astonished, but not

surprised, that 52 percent of white Americansin our meticulous study

included the word “dimples” in their definitions of cuteness, while a

similar numberof African Americans did not. This is unsentimental

science, in no way contradicted bythe fact that the physiognomyof

the average African American lendsitself to no more and no fewer

dimples than that of other clansor castes. To anticipate the firestorm

of hysteria sure to be provoked in certain quarters by these findings:

there are, of course, many cute African Americans. Looking out the

window just now, we saw three.

But this is not the issue. It might more cogently be asked, Are fed-

erally funded dimple-awareness programs the answer? Emphatically

no. Not as long as African Americans refuse to recognize the dimple—

Bruce McCall is a writer and illustrator. This article first appeared in The New Yorker,

December5, 1994.
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as obvious, after all, as the declivity in the fatty areas on your face.
Comparisonswith cowlicks and wattles were found to beinvalid, if not

spurious; so muchfor ethnicity. Dimples aside, we found cuteness to
be broadly multidimensional and omnifaceted. Basques, alone with
their sheep for days at a time, have no fewer than six wordsforit, dis-
proving the theory of a culturally imposed mind control.

Cuteness would appear to have been a free-floating “rogue factor,”
in psychometric parlance, within virtually all ethnic and racial cate-
gories, since at least the wedding of the Duke of Windsor and Wallis
Warfield Simpson.It is worth noting, in this context, that on the same
weighted scale that places her contemporaryBetty Boopat 100 in per-
ceived cuteness, the snobbish and pushy Mrs. Simpson scores a
remarkable 72. Rogue factor, indeed. Cuteness has been known to
occur even in societies where women seldom shavetheir legs. (See
Laurel and Hardy’s The Bohemian Girl, circa 1937.) The pioneer ethno-
metrician Miladovilovich’s taunt, “Just show me a cute Herzegovinian
and [’ll eat the tassel on my fez,” so eagerly trotted out by the propo-
nents of cuteness-as-myth, can be easily discounted, but not here.
More germane is the cute-face/cute-smile/cute-body trichotomy,
dividing, we found,so sharply alongtheracial-cultural axis about to be
delineated—comehell or high water—as to cut the fingers of the
unwary.

Anomalies in any such sweeping study are sure to abound. For
instance, 28 percent of immigrant male Sikh heads of household in the
telltale 1890-1910 period took “cute smile” as a pretext for drawing

AFRICAN-AMERICANS

CANADIANS

TURKO-BALTS

 

CUTE SMILE CUTE FACE CUTE BODY
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knives. That no one knows why should hardly be blamed on the

authors, whoare up front enough to admit that why the remaining 72

percent did not pull steel is also a statistical head-scratcher. ‘This

should not be interpreted to give high-IQ Asians cause for compla-

cency. In the very next chapter, cuteness and its influence on the San

Francisco ‘Tong Warsof the early century will be all too clearly exam-

ined. So much for “environmentalfactors.”

African-American cuteness would appear to vary little from norms

already established for Hispanics, Inuits, Jews, and the like. We aren’t

advocating this, we’re just reporting it. Whites the general reader will

presumably already know about, since, according to standard demo-

graphics and Vegas odds, the general readerzs white.

If nothing in this controversial study is comforting or nice, the

authors can only borrow from the wordsof that latter-day avatar of the

non-cute, Tina ‘Turner, speaking for The [ke and Tina Turner Revue—

and for tough-mindedtruth-seekingscientists everywhere—insaying,

“We never, ever do nothing nice and easy.”

Does this mean the authors aren’t, personally, nice guys? Thatlies

beyond thescope ofthis inquiry. We mean, you are, or aren’t, a bigot.

Nothing to do with us.



IV
CONSERVATIVE COMMENTARY

AND CRITIQUE

LEGACY OF RACISM

Pat Shipman

UMAN INTELLIGENCE 1s an eel-like subject: slippery,

difficult to grasp, and almost impossible to get straight.

Charles Murray and the late Richard Herrnstein make a heroic

attempt to lay before the public a topic of writhing complexity: the

interaction of intelligence, class, and ethnicity in America. The

authors have not succeeded wholly, either in presenting the informa-

tion or in convincing this reader of their conclusions, but I must

applaud them for the clarity and honesty of their attempt. Whoelse

has had the audacity to try to teach a nation raised on factoids and

ten-second sound bites to think in subtle terms of probabilities, cor-

relations, and standard deviations?

‘The authors’ conclusions are so unwelcomethat manyreaders will

find themselves, as I did, slogging slowly and carefully through each

paragraph, poring over every footnote, makingirritated notes to them-

selves to seek out this or that study from the original literature to sat-
isfy their skepticism. The research that Herrnstein and Murray
summarize is exquisitely sensitive to the waya questionis framed, so

Pat Shipman, a paleoanthropologist, is the author of The Evolution of Racism. His article
appeared in the National Review, December5, 1994.
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that the thinking reader cannotcoast for even a paragraph without pay-

ing attention. But in the end, it all comes down to three questions:

What do theysay? Is it true? What should we do now?

Through summaries of myriad studies, the authors painta vivid pic-

ture of the dark side of the American dream. The United Statesis the

country of immigrants, the country where(at least in theory) name and

family mean nothing and personal accomplishmentis all. You can

come to America with nothing, work hard, and rise to the top. This,

Murray and Herrnstein show convincingly, is true zfyou are smart (and

if, not incidentally, you are white). The consolidation of this meritoc-

racy throughout this century has produced a class of smart, powerful,

and wealthy individuals—the “cognitive elite”—who enjoylife at the

high end of the bell curve.

But the shadowyinverse,rarely seen clearly, is also true: if you are

not smart, you will fall to the bottom. The book tolls funereally, in

chapter after careful chapter, ringing out the stunning relationship

between low IQ andthe tendencies to perform poorly in school; drop

out of school; live in poverty; become dependenton welfare; bearchil-

dren out of wedlock; go to jail; hold, perform badly at, and often lose

menial jobs; achieve only a low socioeconomic status; earn little

money; maintain households that score poorly in factors important in

nurturing children; and even suffer disabilities that prevent working

altogether. ‘The land of golden opportunity inevitably offers the

chance to fail abjectly as well.

In the latter part of the book, Herrnstein and Murray present the

fearsome possibility that cognitive class and race are now coincident.

‘They report data that, as a population, African Americans havea bell

curve of IQ scores that is shifted to the lowerside of the white mean.

So do Africans, while East Asians have a bell curve of IQ scores shifted

slightly to the right of the white curve. The authors are quick to

observe that this does zo¢ mean thatall blacks are stupider than all

whites; there are many highly intelligent African Americans whoper-

form as well as or better than their white counterparts on the various

measures of achievement. Indeed, one of the brightest points in the

book is the demonstration that the average annual incomesofblacks,

Latinos, and whites of the same IQ fall within a few hundred dollars of

each other. But there seem to be disproportionately more blacksat the

lower end ofthe bell curve and thus disproportionately more caught in
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poverty, ignorance, helplessness, and depression. Furthermore, con-

siderable data indicate that those at the lower end of the IQ scale,

regardless of race, are breeding faster than those at the top. We seem

trapped in a downward spiral of ever-increasing stupidity.

Having sounded the death knell, Herrnstein and Murray do not

abandontheir readers to this vision of doom. Since they find eugenics

an abhorrentpolicy, they suggest werevise the affirmative-action laws

to reap the economic benefits of a more intelligent and more produc-

tive workforce; find a “valued place” and useful occupations for those

who are not very smart; strengthen the bonds of community responsi-

bility and interdependence by reintegrating the cognitive elite into

the rest of society; and encourage breeding among the cognitive elite

so that the intelligence of our nation as a whole is not swamped by the

fertility of the less intelligent.

But is it true? Do the data Herrnstein and Murray report about

black IQ support their conclusions aboutblack intelligence?

Underlying their thesis are two crucial issues. First is the premise

that intelligence—of whatever it may consist—can be measured

accurately and reliably by various tests, including the familiar IQ

test. Herrnstein and Murray discuss the debates over psychometric

testing fairly and clearly, and conclude that IQ and other such mea-

sures do reflect the elusive quality or qualities we label “intelli-

gence.” This pointis the basis for the authors’ compelling argument

for the existence of a cognitive elite and its dark twin. ‘The second

issue is the heritability of intelligence. Heritability does zo¢ mean the

extent to which a particular trait, such as intelligence, is genetically

determined. Rather, heritability is the faithfulness with which a

trait’s measured expression (or phenotype, like IQ) mirrors the

underlying genetic basis (or genotype). Heritability is always time-

and population-specific, which is whythe heritability of intelligence

in studies ranges from .4 to .8 (out of a maximum possible of 1.0).

Some populations have a genuinely higher heritability for intelli-

gence thanothers, which renders cross-population comparisons of IQ

and its correlates problematic (as the authors know).

‘The point is that the value assigned to heritability indicates the

amountof the variation in measuredintelligence that can be explained

by genetic factors; heritabilities of .4 to .8 thus explain from a modest

40 percent to a robust 80 percent of the observed variations in IQ
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within the samples studied. Statistically, both values may be highly
significant, if the sample sizes are large enough. Yet even a heritability
of .8 leaves a substantial portion of the variance in intelligence to be
attributed to something non-genetic.

If African Americans have a lowerheritability for intelligence, then
their IQ scores are more heavily influenced by non-genetic factors.
The authors reject the hypothesis that the mean IQ differences
between blacks and whites are caused solely by environmentaldiffer-
ences, commenting: “The average environmentof blacks would have

to be at the 6th percentile of the distribution of environments among
whites, and the average environmentof East Asians would have to be
at the 63rd percentile of environments amongwhites,for theracialdif-

ferences to be entirely environmental.” This is the crux of the issue:
Could the prejudicial treatment ofblacks in America during the last too hun-
dredyears have been so crippling as to produce a downshift ofthe mean IQ by

some 15 points? I find this thesis more plausible than do the authors,

especially since mostof the legislation outlawingracial discrimination

is only aboutthirty years old. Little more than one generation ago,life

was deeply different for blacks and whites in America, and social

changesfollow legislation slowly.

The issue cannot be resolved yet, but it deserves to be grappled

with thoughtfully. I think Herrnstein and Murray missed an opportu-

nity to examine the potential effects of prejudice on IQ andthe other

measures discussed here. ‘They might have taken the circumstance of

women and IQ as one wayofestablishing the pattern of changes that

can be wrought by socialization. The advantage of looking at male-

female differences (rather than racial or ethnic ones) is that men and

women of the same racial background share the same gene pool;

becauseit takes one of each sex to makea child,it is difficult to imag-

ine how genesfor high intelligence could become segregated in one

sex or the other.

‘Today, it is acceptable and even admirable for white girls to be

smart in school—at least until the age of twelve or thirteen, when

school performance and girls’ self-confidence plummet. In some seg-

ments of contemporary American society, females are encouraged to

perform well all the way through college, with the critical drop-off

point coming whenthe educated young woman wishesto enter gradu-

ate or professional school or obtain a job. The potencyof the effect of
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discrimination over time can be seen by taking as an example the

Johns Hopkins Medical School, a highly competitive professional

school that trains many of the leaders of academic medicine in Amer-

ica. At its founding in 1892, the institution reluctantly agreed to admit

women into every class on an equal footing with men—on pain of

repaying a large financial contribution (plus accumulated interest) to a

group of Baltimore womenif the schooleverfailed in this undertaking.

Yet not until 1994 did Hopkins Medical School have an enteringclass

that was 50 percent(indeed slightly over 50 percent) female. Of the

full professors at Hopkins whowill teach this incomingclass, only 11

percent are female: an indication of the environmentfor bright women

who entered the system twenty to thirty years ago. Progress was very

slow for the first ninety-odd years of Hopkins’s history, accelerating

rapidly in the last decade. |

Data in The Bell Curve trace the outlines of a pattern of discrimina-

tion. The mean IQ score for females is about 2 points lower than for

males (versus the 15 points that recurs in black-white comparisons),

and the variance of scores—the scatter around the mean—is more

restricted in females than in males. This suggests that part of the bell

curve of female scores has been truncated; given the lower meanscore,

a reasonable hypothesis is that the upper end of the bell curve has

been cutoff. The correlates of IQ are also distorted by discrimination.

Although IQ correlates highly with job status, job performance, and

income among white males and working women, the correlation

becomes meaningless with the inclusion of women throughout the

range of IQ who are unemployed or denied employment.

Discrimination against blacks in America, until very recently, has

been far stronger and morepervasive than that leveled at women, and

its effects can be expected to be more dramatic. While the brightest

and most determined blacks have succeeded—as have the brightest

and most determined women—therehas surely been a cost to every-

oneelse. It will take further insightful analysis to determine just how

great that cost has been. By opening the discussion and daring to edu-

cate their readers, Herrnstein and Murray have set the stage for such
work.

As The Bell Curve suggests, whether low intelligence is fostered by

genetic inheritance or nurtured by a culture of poverty, it is nonethe-

less passed from generation to generation. Herrnstein and Murray
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make some brave andradical suggestions, presented out of a genuine
sense of responsibility and a fervent hope for a better future than the
one our current policies will produce. Their prognosis is one we must
take seriously, whetheror not weaccepttheir interpretations of the IQ
data; and their prescription for social change, though daunting, is one
we mustlisten to carefully. Ask not for whom The Be// Curve tolls; it
tolls for all of us. |



LIVING WITH INEQUALITY

Eugene D. Genovese

R ICHARD HERRNSTEIN and Charles Murray mightnot feel

at homewith Daniel Patrick Moynihan and Lani Guinier, but they

should. Howevervast the differences between Mr. Moynihan’s ill-fated

report on the black family, Miss Guinier’s remarkable attemptto resur-

rect Calhoun’s concurrent majority, and the message of The Bell Curve,

they have all been brave attempts to force a national debate on urgent

matters that will not go away. And they have metthe same fate. Once

again academia and the mass mediaare straining every muscle to sup-

press debate. ‘That the liberal and radical left is doing so in the nameof

multicultural diversity merely proves that, contrary to the ignorant com-

plaints of right-wingers, the left does have a sense of humor—ofsorts.

The New York Times has led the way. The editors, apparently

appalled that their usually PC Sunday Book Review treated The Bell

Curve fairly, immediately launched a day-by-day campaign ontheir op-

ed page,in their letters-to-the-editor column,andin their own editor-

ial space—a campaign marked not so muchbygrossdistortion, puerile

reasoning, and “McCarthyite” slander as by flagrant lying about the

contents of the book.

Eugene D. Genoveseis the author of numerous books, including The Southern Tradition:
The Achievement and Limitations of an American Conservatism. His article appeared in the
National Review, December5, 1994.
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So whatelse is new? But they may well accomplish their objective
if conservatives and others committed to the rational discussion of
burning issues rise to the defense of this thoughtful, challenging, and
deeply flawed book by papering over its grave weaknesses, its care-
lessness, and its self-defeating tendencies. If the debate becomes
polarized in that fashion, The Bell Curve maysell well, but its honorable
larger purpose will be defeated.

The Bell Curve has muchto offer. Its excellent analysis of the trans-
formation of the Americanelite deserves high praise and a many-sided
elaboration andcritique, as do its cautious and modestproposals for

reformsthat, happily, do notfit any particular ideological pigeonhole.
And the authors get three cheers for their ruthless exposure of the

powers that be who cynically preach anti-elitism while they practice a

sinister elitism that assaults our family life, educational institutions,

and political culture. Whether we can build on the constructive efforts

of The Bell Curve will depend heavily on our willingness to separate

wheat from chaff and, especially, to challenge the book’s incoherent

treatmentofrace.

For incoherent it is. Herrnstein and Murray begin by rejecting

“race” as a category that will not stand scientific analysis—as a cate-

gory at best useless and at worst pernicious. They then go on for more

than 800 pages to explore the ramifications of the category they have

rejected. They use sleight of hand, speaking throughoutof “ethnic-

ity.” Well then, why do they lumpall blacks together? Where, apart

from a few inadequate and unhelpful remarks, do we find an examina-

tion of the ethnic differences among blacksin, say, performance on IQ

tests? And the samecriticism could be extended to the treatment of

whites, not all of whom might respond to other comparisons with the

equanimity they show for comparisons involving blacks. Personally, I

am pleased to be told that blacks are not as smart as Sicilians, but I

would not recommendthat anyonetry to tell me that Sicilians are not

as smart as WASPsor Jews.

Herrnstein and Murrayinsist that genetic endowmentplaysa sig-

nificantrole in intelligence—they do not, as mendaciouscritics charge,

makeit the whole story—andthat IQ scores are in fact meaningful and

must be taken into account. I find nothing here to have a kitten over,

although, as I hope they would acknowledge, the state of scientific

investigation should renderall generalizations tentative and subject to

further research. ‘Io be sure, liberal critics seem determined to sup-
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press such research,lest it end in ideologically unpalatable findings.

The trouble with suppression is that it will not work: sooner orlater

the truth will out. Still, Father Neuhaus and other conservatives may

be excused for suggesting that civilized societies have always foundit

prudentto restrict the range of public discussion when it threatens to

rend society to no good end.

Andhere the authors comeclose to a plungeinto socially dangerous

irresponsibility when theyinsist that blacks, considered not individu-

ally but as a group, have lowerintelligence than whites. If race is an

unsustainable category, and if we lumpall blacks and all whites

together in that unsustainable category, exactly what, we may ask, is

the subject of this discussion?

‘Herrnstein and Murray slip into chilling naiveté, if not disingenu-

ousness. Incredibly, they argue that whites need notbeled into dis-

crimination against individual blacks just because the collective IQ

ratings of blacks fall below those of whites. Each person, they solemnly

aver, should be taken as an individual and treated accordingly. What

world do they live in? Dotheyseriously believe that any such sermon

would,could, or should dictate the policy of employers with bills to pay,

payrolls to meet, and profits to make? May I suggest that employers

would haveto beeithersaints or idiots not to be influenced bythecol-

lective statistics in choosing between competing individuals? Thestate

could, of course, intervene to make employersact like saints or idiots,

but Herrnstein and Murray advocate no suchpolitical program.

Conversely, do they seriously believe that the allegedly scientific

demonstration of the inferiority of blacks as a group would not have

devastating effects on the ability of black individuals to cope with the

discrimination described at length in this book? Individual blacks

would haveto rise to heroic stature to resist such an assault on their
self-confidence. And I do wonder if Herrnstein and Murray have

reflected on the probability and consequences of the caste war
between mulattoes and blacks that their argumentinvites. Once again,
they maytell us that we must always be readyto face the truth bravely,
but there is nothing brave, wise, prudent, or sensible in proclaiming a
“truth” based on an unsustainable category of analysis that threatens

society with civil war and threatensindividuals with unspeakable and
unnecessary pain in their everydaylives.

Given the explicit opposition of Herrnstein and Murray to racism
and discrimination, given their no less firm commitmentto the treat-
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mentof each person as an individual, and given their thoughtful pro-

posals for improving the position of blacks in American society, how

are we to understand their obsession withracial categories, the justifi-

cation for which theyreject at the outset? By proceedingas they have,

they have done a disservice to themselves and to their salutary pro-

gram of social reform by deflecting what should be a discussion of a

wide variety of pressing problems onto terrain on which constructive

discussion will be difficult to conduct. Whichis too bad. For this is on

balance a rich and valuable book, the constructive features ofwhich far

outweigh its mischievous nonsense.

The mostvaluable contribution of The Be// Curve lies in its exposure

of the egalitarian swindle that is being promoted not only by a

deranged left but also by an ideologically driven free-marketright that

reduces people to individual units in the mannerof discrete commodi-

ties in the marketplace. (And be it noted: since free-market right-

wingers also have a sense of humor—of sorts—they promote this

twaddle while they preach family, religious, and community values,

which the consumer choice and radical individualism of the market-

place have everywhere been undermining.) Herrnstein and Murray

bluntly call upon us to learn—or, rather, relearn—to live with inequal-

ity. God bless them for it. But we dare not forget that it is inequality

among individuals that remains the issue. It will take a maximum

effort to bring a high-spirited American people, whose virtues do not

include a readiness to accept authority or limits on what men may

accomplish in this world, to a realistic appraisal of the narrow range

within whichit is sensible to speak of equality.

No such political effort will have a prayer without maximum intel-

lectual clarity. he greater part of this infuriating book contributes

manfully to that clarity. ‘The lesser part—whichis gettingall the atten-

tion, thanksin part to the authors’ obsession with a pointless, not to say

destructive, sideshow—threatensto ruin the project. We mustnotlet

that happen.



PAROXYSMS OF DENIAL

Arthur R. Jensen

C OMMENTING notas an advocate but as an expert witness, |
can say that 74e Bell Curveis correctin all its essential facts. The

graphically presented analyses of fresh data (from the National Longi-
tudinal Survey of Youth) are consistent with the preponderanceofpast
studies. Nowadays the factual basis of The Bell Curve is scarcely
debated by the experts, who regard it as mainstream knowledge.

The most well-established facts: Individual differences in general
cognitive ability are reliably measured by IQ tests. IQ is strongly
related, probably more than anyother single measurabletrait, to many
important educational, occupational, economic, and social variables.
(Not mentioned in the bookis that IQ is also correlated with a number
of variables of the brain, including its size, electrical potentials, and
rate of glucose metabolism during cognitive activity.) Individual dif-
ferences in adult IQ are largely genetic, with a heritability of about 70
percent. So far, attempts to raise IQ by educational or psychological
meanshavefailed to show appreciablelasting effects on cognitive abil-
ity and scholastic achievement. The IQ distribution in two population
groups socially recognized as “black” and “white” is represented by
two largely overlapping bell curves with their means separated by

Arthur R. Jensenis professor emeritus of educational psychologyat the University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley. His article appeared in the National Review, December 5, 1994.
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about 15 points, a difference not due to test bias. IQ has the same

meaning and practical predictive validity for both groups.‘Tests do not

create differences; they merely reflect them.

‘The conjunctionof these facts is a troubling picture to most people.

Andrightly so. The book’s penultimate chapter (“The Way We Are

Headed”), in the light of the chapters that precede it, probably leaves

most readers depressed and disturbed, andit should. I, for one, am not

all that comforted by the final chapter’s remedial recommendationsfor

public policy, entirely sensible though they maybe. In the presentcli-

mate, they have a slim chance of being realized. Yet one hates to

believe there may be no morally acceptable, feasible, and effective

way to mitigate the most undesirable social consequences of the

increasing IQ stratification of the nation’s population. The phenome-

non itself is almost inevitable in a technological civilization. It is sim-

ply more salient when there are large subpopulations that differ in

mean IQ. The “custodial society,” which the authors portray as the

worst scenario for public policy (and which their recommendationsare

intended to prevent), is hardly an agreeable resolution to most Ameri-

cans. Yet at presentit seems that is “the way weare headed.”

The topic of race differences in IQ occupies only a fraction of The

Bell Curve and is not at all essential to its main argument. All the

socially important correlates of IQ are demonstrated in the white pop-

ulation sample. But the mass media have pounced exclusively on the

race issue and, with a few notable exceptions, by and large have gone

into paroxysmsof denial, trashing the factual basis of Te Bell Curve in

every conceivable way, as if obeying a categorical imperative to inocu-

late the public againstit.

Although social problems involving race are conspicuously in the

newsthese days, too few journalists are willing or able to discuss ratio-

nally certain possible causes. The authors’ crime, apparently, is that

they do exactly this, arguing with impressive evidence that the impli-

cations of IQ variance in American society can’t be excluded from a

realistic diagnosis of its social problems.

The media’s spectacular denial probably arises from the juxtaposi-

tion of the book’s demonstrations; first, that what is termed “social

pathology”—delinquency, crime, drug abuse, illegitimacy, child

neglect, permanent welfare dependency—is disproportionately con-

centrated (for whites and blacksalike) in the segmentof the popula-
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tion with IQs below 75; and second, that at least one-fourth of the

black population (compared to one-twentieth of the white population)

falls below thatcritical IQ point in the bell curve. Because the smaller

percentage of white persons with IQs below 75 are fairly well scattered

throughout the population, manyare guided, helped, and protected by

their abler families, friends, and neighbors, whose IQs average closer

to 100. Relatively few are liable to be concentrated in the poorneigh-

borhoods and housing projects that harbor the “critical mass” of very

low IQs which generates more than its fair share of social pathology.

The “critical mass” effect exists mostly in the inner city, which has

been largely abandoned by whites. Of course thinking citizens are

troubled. ‘Thinking aboutpossible constructive remediesstrains one’s

wisdom.

But can any good for anyone result from sweeping the problem

under the rug? Shouldn’t it be exposed to earnest, fair-minded public

discussion? Ouronlyreal fear, I think, should be that such discussion

might not happen. Consideration of the book’s actual content is being

displaced by the rhetoric of denial: name calling (“neo-nazi,” “pseudo-

scientific,” “racism,” “quackery”), sidetracks (“but does IQ really

measure intelligence?”), non sequiturs (“specific genes for IQ have

not been identified, so we can claim nothing aboutits heritability”),

red herrings (“Hitler misused genetics”), adhominem attacks (“written

in a conservative think tank”), falsehoods (“all the tests are biased”),

hyperbole (“throwing gasoline on fire”), and insults (“dishonest,”

“creepy,“indecent,” “ugly”).

‘The remedyfor this obfuscation is simply to read the bookitself. We

should hope that President Clinton will do so before he speaks out on
the subject again,orat least ask his science advisor’s opinion ofwhether

it is a serious work on important issues by qualified scholars. It would

clear the air if the president asked the National Academyof Sciencesto

appoint a panel of experts to evaluate the factual claims of The Bel/

Curve and reportits conclusionsto the public. There is a precedentfor

such an action. Following the publication of my book Bias in Mental

Testing, the NAS convened a panel of experts to examine the body of

researchit covered andissued a two-volumereport confirming my main

conclusions. A similar detailed examination of The Be// Curve seems

warranted by the public’s evident concern with the empirical substance

of the argumentandits meaning for the nation’s future.
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IS INTELLIGENCE FIXED?

Nathan Glazer

HAT PEOPLE DIFFER inintelligence, that the moreintel-

ligent will do better at manythings, that IQ tests (and a good

numberof other similar tests) will give us a pretty good picture of how

people differ in intelligence—there is not much to objectto in all of

this. Elaboration on these matters of common judgment makesuphalf

or more of The Bell Curve. Even this much has been found objection-

able in the past, and will be found objectionable today, and by people

of, one assumes,high intelligence. Thus one federal judge in Califor-

nia has asserted, as a matter of law, that intelligence tests cannot be

used to place duller children in classes designed to help them, and

intelligence tests have been subjected to massive, book-length assault

by distinguished scientists because some of those who devised and

used them believed there were inherited differences in intelligence

amongraces.

On these matters Herrnstein and Murray are to me completely con-

vincing. On more controversial matters, such as the notion that there

are substantial differences in intelligence among different groups

defined by a commoninheritance and culture, they are also convincing

Nathan Glazer is co-editor of The Public Interest, professor of education and sociology
emeritus at Harvard University, and is the author of numerous books, including 74e Lim-

its ofSocial Policy. His article appeared in the National Review, December5, 1994.
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to me. Wetake these differencesin intelligence for granted in the case
of families, and it stands to reason thatsuch differences mightalso char-
acterize larger groups that share some common features in genetic
inheritance and culture. Otherwise we would have no explanationfor
the disproportionate presence of Jews and Asians in selective high
schools and selective colleges, or the disproportionate presenceofthese
groups in such occupations as medicine, law, and college teaching.
We could give a variety of explanations for these phenomenashort

of any reference to genes—for example, the disproportionate presence
of persons of high education among immigrants from a number of
Asian countries (some of these groups have a higher proportion ofcol-
lege graduates than do native Americans), or the high socioeconomic
position they obtain on thebasis of this education, and the background
they are thusableto offer to their children; or the urban background of
Jewish immigrants as contrasted with the predominantly peasant
background of other immigrant groups that arrived here around the
turn of the century. I would have preferred that Herrnstein and Mur-
ray had paid more attention to these differences as explanations of

whetherthe differences are genetic or environmental: people can be
brutal to those different from themselves regardless of the ultimate
reasonsfor the difference.
On three further extensions of the argument, however, I would take

issue with Herrnstein and Murray. First, how fixed are these differ-
ences? Second,are there interventions that could raise the test perfor-
mance of persons and groups whoscore below average? ‘Third, what
about policies—thatis, affirmative action—thatset aside differences
in performancein favor of group representation?

Herrnstein and Murray give somesurprising data (surprising in the
light of their argument that intelligence is fixed early and can’t be
changed appreciably through environmental intervention) on the
degree to which differences between whites and blacks in perfor-
mance on educational tests have been reduced in the past twenty
years. ‘I'he National Assessment of Educational Progress has been giv-
ing tests in science, mathematics, and reading to groups of school-
children of different ages since 1969. The reductions in the
differences between white and black performance in standard devia-
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tions (a crucial statistical measure of difference that will not be further

explained here, but that Herrnstein and Murray explain admirably in

the book) range from .12 to .44. As they write: “The overall average

gap of .g2 standard deviation in the 1969-1973 tests had shrunk to .64

standard deviation in 1990. The gap narrowed because black scores

rose, not because white scoresfell.” There has also been a narrowing

of the gap in SAT scores, they report.

I wonder why more is not made ofthis. After all, while we have

tried to do a good deal, through various programs, to put more money

into the education of low-achieving, mostly black inner-city children,

this has not been an overwhelming national effort. Simultaneously

there has been a drastic decline in the environment of many of these

children—more drugs, more crime, more illegitimacy. If so much has

been achieved with relatively little, why can we not expect further

progress? Amongall the wonderful charts in this book, it would have

been interesting to see one mapping this reduction and extendingit

into the future.

Oneof the more intriguing data comes from a study of the children

of black American servicemen and German womenin Germany. ‘There

is no difference in IQ betweenthese children and the children of white

American servicemen and German women. This reminds one of the

older literature, inspired by the desire to counter racism in the 1920s

and 1930s, on the change possible in what were considered fixed racial

characteristics. Fifty years ago, one read Otto Klineberg, who seemed

to have given a fatal blow to theories of the fixity of intelligence by

showing that blacks in the North scored higher on generalintelligence

tests than whites (or perhaps it was certain groups of whites) in the

South. I would like to have seen whatlater research has doneto this

argument, but there is nothing on regionaldifferences in intelligence in

the book, and Klineberg is not in the massive bibliography.

Finally, on affirmative action Herrnstein and Murraytell us much

that is not generally known but has been available for a long ume—

ever since Justice Powell, in his opinion in the Bakke case, contrasted

Allan Bakke’s scores on the Medical College Admission ‘Test with the

remarkably lower scores of those admitted under the affirmative-

action program; ever since Thomas Sowell began makinghis powerful

arguments on the too-large gap between black and non-black students

in colleges that aggressively recruit the former; ever since Robert
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Klitgaard, in his important book Choosing Elites, demonstrated how far

downin the pool highly selective college and graduate programs have

to reach to get substantial numbersof black students.

We know thestory, but what is to be done? Once again, white stu-

dents whofeel they have been discriminated against by an affirmative-

action program are suing an institution of higher education (the
University of Texas Law School), and the Supreme Courtwill have to
consider the matter. The documents in the case—no surprise—show

that without the program of special preference, blacks would consti-
tute only 1 to 2 percent ofthe class, a fraction of the number now
enrolled. ‘The degree of preference could be less, the amount of per-
ceived unfairness reduced. But I do not see how a country that has
struggled so long, andstill struggles, to make blacksfull and equalpar-
ticipants can take a purely meritocratic position on such matters. If
higher education served only to qualify students to become theoretical
physicists or Sanskritists, we could remain indifferent to group conse-
quences of purely meritocratic selection. But it does considerably
more than that. Group representation mustbe a consideration, and all
we can do is argue aboutthedetails.



METHODOLOGICAL FETISHISM

Brigitte Berger

k OR ALL ITS WEALTH ofdata, skillful argumentation, and

scope, The Bell Curve is a narrow and ‘deeply flawed book. Murray

and Herrnstein have fallen prey to a methodological fetishism that

prevents them from adequately considering alternative, equally plau-

sible inferences that can be drawn from the studies they marshal to

buttress their conclusions.

The argument of The Bell Curve is carried out on two distinct,

thoughin the authors’ mindsinterrelated, levels. On thefirst, they dis-

cuss issues related to therise of a “cognitive elite,” a trend characteris-

tic of a// industrial societies, whose knowledge-driven economiesoffer

fewer and fewer employment opportunities for people unable to oper-

ate in the type of occupations such economies require. On the second

level, they argue that a more or less permanent underclass, character-

ized by the prevalence of low cognitiveability, is becominga fixture of

American society.

Both observations have been discussed here and abroad for some

time. But by adding the dimensionofrace, a factor peculiar to Ameri-

can society, The Bell Curve carries the discussion in new directions.

Race-determined cognitive ability, they argue, is the underlying real-

Brigitte Berger is a professor of sociology at Boston University. Her article appeared in the

National Review, December5, 1994.
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ity driving a grisly sorting process thatis dividing the nation. Caughtin
an epistemological paradigm in which psychological operations are
reduced to genetic ones, they suggest that biology is destiny. No
amount of camouflage or public and private efforts to create a level
playing field, they imply, can prevent the inexorable slide of African
Americansinto a cognitive caste.

The question is not whether Murray and Herrnstein’s argumentis
“racist”; the question is whether the empirically measured differences
amongracial groupsreflect “intelligence.” The tests do indeed mea-
sure something, butit is not “intelligence.” Rather, they measure what
I have called “modern consciousness,” a set of intellectual skills that
are particularly relevant to operating in the highly specialized worlds
of modern technology and rationalistically organized bureaucracies.
‘Thesecore institutions of modern society are producedby, and in turn
produce, peculiarly modern cognitive styles: the ability to operate on
high levels of abstraction; to break reality down analytically into com-
ponents; to keep multiple relationships in mind simultaneously; and,
especially significantfor IQ testing, to relate present tasks to possible
future consequences. This last skill, by definition, can be achieved
only on the basis of past experiences and habits of thoughtthat indi-
viduals acquire during the earliest period of socialization, when a basic
matrix of cognition develops.

Once one is willing to entertain this alternative explanation for the
bulk of the data presentedin this book, many thingsfall into place: the
well-documented phenomenonofglobally rising test scores as mod-
ernization progresses and, similarly, the “leveling off” of rising SAT
scores among the most gifted students in already modernized coun-
tries; the much-noted capacity of East Asian students to outscore
non—East Asians on the nonverbal part of IQ tests, which may be
understood asattesting to the “cultural capital” of East Asians rather
than their genetic superiority; the measured differences in IQ among
siblings, known as the birth-order effect; the shift in scores when an
individual moves from a rural to an urban setting or from onesocial
class to another. The list could be expanded.

Murray and Herrnstein’s methodological fixation blinds them to a
different way of understanding these phenomena. The deficiency is
especially conspicuous in their interpretation of the relatively low
scores of African Americans as a group. While everyone would agree
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that someindividuals are smarter than others and that IQ is not as mal-

leable as some have argued in the past, there is good evidence that

socialization practices (particularly in the early years) and factors of

family structure and interaction, of neighborhood andreligion, help

shape an individual’s cognitive structure. If one looks at the data pre-

sented in this book from the “modern consciousness”analytical frame-

work, it becomes clear that African Americans, as a group, continue to

lead lives distant from the centers of modernity. Hence they have not

yet been fully initiated into the habits of thought underpinning the

operations of sophisticated technologies and organizational structures.

Yet there is no reason to suppose that this could not be changed

through thepractices that help form modern consciousness.

When a methodological fetishism of the dimension manifested in

this book permeatestheinterpretationof individuals, groups, and social

life as a whole, the conclusions about what is to be done may indeed

look like those reached by Murrayand Herrnstein. The authors conjure

up a future strangely at odds with everything I know both of them cher-

ish, a future in which human efforts and virtues become ever more

insignificant. What remains is the triumphof pure intelligence. Look-

ing at the future from the perspective I propose, however, one would

ask whetherit is not likely that we, as a society, will come to put a pre-

mium on humanqualities that have less to do with formalintelligence

than with an individual’s capacityfor, say, empathy, a sense of humor,or

religious commitment. What type of individuals, for example, will staff

the institutions of elder care that demographywill increasingly require?

To putit succinctly: when I am aboutto die of Alzheimer’s, I emphati-

cally do not wish to be taken care of by Charles Murray.

The authors appearto believe sincerely that when everyone knows

his “place” in society (i.e., when individuals and groups accept their

genetic limitations), everything will be in balance. Yet a reliance upon

IQ as the ultimatearbiter in social policy could well makefor sloth and

frivolity among all classes, with those at the top smugly certain that

they belong there, while the rest assumethere is no point in making

any effortatall. If there is one thing more disturbing than a ruling class

based onprivilege, it is a ruling class that believes it deservesits posi-

tion byvirtueofits intelligence. The one hopeful element of this sce-

nario is that the cognitive elite, in its self-satisfied arrogance, would

becomeso lazy that its regime would notlast long.
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The implicationsof this book for American conservatives are, to my
mind, quite simple. The worst thing for conservatives to do would be
to become identified with the Murray-Herrnstein position. The
“balkanization from the left” that conservatives have so valiantly
fought for these past decades would be overshadowedbya specter of
technological totalitarianism hardly consonant with visions of liberty
and democracy.



DISPIRITED

Glenn C. Loury

R EADING HERRNSTEIN and Murray’s treatise causes me

once again to reflect on the limited utility in the management

of humanaffairs of that academic endeavor generously termedsocial

science. The authors of The Be// Curve undertake to pronounce upon

whatis possible for human beings to do while failing to consider that

which most makes us human. They begin by seeking the causes of

behavior and end by reducing the human subject to a mechanism

whose horizon is fixed by some combination of genetic endowment

and social law. Yet we, even the “dullest” of us, are so much more

than that.

Now, as an economist I am a card-carrying memberofthe socialsci-

entists’ cabal; so these doubts nowcreeping over me havefar-reaching

personal implications. But entertain them I must, for the stakes in the

discussion this book has engenderedare too high. ‘The question on the

table, central to our nation’s future and, I might add, to the future suc-

cess of a conservative politics in America, is this: Can we sensibly

aspire to a more complete social integration than has yet been

achieved of those who now languish at the bottom of American soci-

Glenn C. Loury is University Professor and professor of economics at Boston University.
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ety? A political movement that answers no to this question mustfail,

and richly deservesto.

Herrnstein and Murrayare not entirely direct on this point. They

stress, plausibly enough, that we must berealistic in formulating pol-

icy, taking due accountof the unequaldistribution of intellectual apti-

tudes in the population, recognizing that limitations of mental ability

constrain whatsorts ofpolicies are likely to make a difference and how

muchof a difference they can make. But implicit in their argumentts

the judgmentthat we shall have to get used to there being a substan-

tial minority of our fellows who, becauseof their low intelligence, may

fail to perform adequately in their roles as workers, parents, andciti-

zens. I think this is quite wrong. Social science ultimately leads the

authors astray on the political and moral fundamentals.

For example, in chapters on parenting, crime, and citizenship they

documentthat performance in these areas is correlated in their sam-

ples with cognitive ability. Though they stress that IQ is not destiny,

they also stress that it is often a more important “cause” of one’s level

of personal achievementthan factors that liberal social scientists typ1-

cally invoke, such as family background and economic opportunity.

Liberal analysts, they say, offer false hope by suggesting that with

improved economic opportunity one can induce underclass youths to

live within the law. Somecitizens simply lack the wits to managetheir

affairs so as to avoid criminal violence, be responsive to their children,

and exercise the franchise, Herrnstein and Murray argue. If we want

our “duller” citizens to obey our laws, we must change the laws(by,

e.g., restoring simple rules and certain, severe punishments). Thus:

“People of limited intelligence can lead morallives in a society that is -

run on the basis of “Thou shalt not steal.’ They find it much harder to

lead moral lives in a society that is run on the basis of “Thou shalt not

steal unless there is a really good reasonto.

There is a case to be made—a conservative case—for simplifying

> 99

the laws, for making criminals anticipate certain and swift punishment

as the consequence of their crimes, and for adhering to traditional

notions about right and wrong as exemplified in the commandment

“Thou shalt not steal.” Indeed, a case can be made for much of the

policy advice given in this book—for limiting affirmative action, for

seeking a less centralized and more citizen-friendly administration of

government, for halting the encouragement now given to out-of-
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wedlock childbearing, and so on. But there is no reason that I can see
to rest such a case on the presumed mental limitations of a sizable
numberofcitizens. In every instance there are political arguments for
these policy prescriptions that are both more compelling and more
likely to succeed in the public arena than the generalizations about
human capacities that Herrnstein and Murray claim to have estab-
lished with their data.

Observing a correlation between a noisy measure of parenting
skills, say, and somescore on an abilitytestis a far cry from discovering
an immutable law of nature. Social scientists are a long way from pro-
ducing a definitive account of the causes of human performance in
educational attainment and economic success, the areas that have
been mostintensively studied by economists and sociologists over the
last half-century. The claim implicitly advanced in this book to have
achieved a scientific understanding of the mora/ performance of the
citizenry adequate to provide a foundation for social policy is breath-
takingly audacious.

I urge Republican politicians and conservative intellectuals to think
long and hard before chanting this IQ mantra in public discourses.
Herrnstein and Murray frametheir policy discussion so as to guarantee
that its appeal will be limited to an electoral minority. ‘Iry telling the
newly energized Christian right that access to morality is contingent on
mentalability. heir responseis likely to be, “Godis not finished with
us when he deals us our genetic hand.”

This is surely right. We human beingsare spiritual creatures; we
have souls; we have free will. We are, of course, constrained in various

ways by biological and environmentalrealities. But we can, with effort,
make ourselves morally fit members of our political communities. If
wefully exploit our material and spiritual inheritance, we can become
decentcitizens and loving parents, despite the constraints. We deserve
from ourpolitical leaders a vision of our humanity that recognizes and
celebrates this potential.

Such a spiritual argumentis one that a social scientist may find hard

to understand. Yet the spiritual resources of human beingsare key to
the maintenanceofsocial stability and progress. Theyare the ultimate

foundation of any hope we can have of overcomingthe social malaise
of the underclass. This is why the mechanistic determinism of science

is, in the end, inadequateto thetask ofsocial prescription. Political sci-
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ence has no account of why people vote; psychology has yetto identify

the material basis of religious exhilaration; economics can say only that

people give to charities because it makes them feel good to do so. No

analyst predicted that the people of Eastern Europe would, in Vaclav

Havel’s memorable phrase, rise to achieve “a sense of transcendence

over the world of existences.” With the understanding of causality in

social science so limited, and the importance of matters of the spirit so

palpable, one might expect a bit of humble circumspection from ana-

lysts who presume to pronounce upon what is possible for human

beings to accomplish.

Whateverthe merits of their social science, Herrnstein and Murray

are in a moral andpolitical cul-de-sac. I see no reason for serious con-

servatives to join them there. This difficulty is mostclearly illustrated

with the fierce debate aboutracial differences in intelligence that The

Bell Curve has spawned. The authors will surely get more grief than

they deserve for having stated the facts of this matter—that on the

average blacks lag significantly behind whites in cognitive function-

ing. That is not my objection. What I find problematic is their sugges-

tion that we accommodate ourselves to the inevitability of the

difference in mental performance amongthe races in America. This

posture of resignation is an unacceptable response to today’s tragic

reality. We can be prudent and hard-headed about what government.

can and cannot accomplish through its various instruments of policy

without abandoning hope ofachieving racial reconciliation within our

national community.

In reality, the record of black American economic and educational

achievementin the post-civil-rights era has been ambiguous—great

success mixed with shocking failure. Myriad explanationsfor the fail-

ure have been advanced, but the account thatattributes it to the lim-

ited mentalabilities of blacks is singular in its suggestion that we must

learn to live with current racial disparities. It 1s true that for too long

the loudest voices of African-American authenticity offered discrimi-

nation by whites as the excuse for every black disability; they treated

evidence of limited black achievement as an automatic indictment of

the American social order. "These racialists are hoist with their own

petard by the arguments and data in 74e Be// Curve. Having taught us

to examine each individuallife first through a racial lens, they must

nowconfront the specterof a racial-intelligence accountancy that sug-
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gests a rather different explanation for the ambiguous achievementsof
blacks in the last generation.

So the question now on thefloor, in the mindsof blacks as well as
whites, is whether blacks are capable of gaining equal status, given
equality of opportunity. It is a peculiar mind that fails to fathom how
poisonous a question this is for our democracy. Let me state my
unequivocal belief that blacks are, indeed, so capable. Still, any asser-
tion of equal black capacity is a hypothesis or an axiom, nota fact. The
fact is that blacks have somethingto prove, to ourselves and to what
W. E. B. Du Bois once characterized as “a world that looks on in
amused contemptandpity.” This is not fair; it is not right; but it is the
way things are.

Someconservatives are not above signaling, in more or less overt
ways, their belief that blacks can never pass this test. Some radical
black nationalists agree, arguing increasingly more openly now that
blacks can never makeit in “white America” and so should stoptrying,
go our own way, and maybe burn a fewthings downin the process. At
bottom these parties share the belief that the magnitude of the chal-
lenge facing blacks is beyond what we can manage. I insist, to the con-
trary, that we can and must meetthis challenge. I find it spectacularly
unhelpful to be told, “Success is unlikely given your average mental

equipment, but never mind, because cognitive ability is not the only

currency for measuring human worth.” Thisis, in fact, precisely what

Herrnstein and Murraysay. I shudderat the prospect that this could be

the animating vision of a governing conservative coalition in this coun-

try. But I take comfort in the certainty that, should conservatives be

unwise enough to embrace it, the American people will be decent

enough to rejectIt.



THE MULTICULTURAL TRAP

Charles Krauthammer

“The black-white IQ difference (is) about 15 points

in the U.S....”

“In the United States, blacks of above-average

socioeconomic status have not averaged as high IQ

as whites of lower socioeconomicstatus.”

“The question here is not whether [group] differ-

ences [in mental test performance] are cultural or

genetic in origin. The pointis that they are real and

that their consequencesarereal.”

S O THIS is Charles Murray’s heresy, the incendiary declarations

about race and IQ that have landed him and his co-authored

book, The Bell Curve, on the cover of Newsweek, The New Republic, and

The New York Times Magazine, and landed him in the liberal pantheon of

bigoted pseudoscience.

Charles Krauthammeris a contributing editor of The New Republic and a syndicated colum-

nist. This column appeared as “Why Can’t We Count People One by One?” in The Wash-

ington Post, October 23, 1994.
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Well, no. The quotations above are from Race and Culture (chapter

6, “Race and Intelligence”) published just two months before Te Bel/
Curve. The author is Thomas Sowell, the Stanford economist and
social scientist. Sowell is black. And his interest in ethnic differences
in mental capacity is even broader than Murray’s.

Starting with Cicero’s observation twenty centuries ago that Britons
were too stupid to make goodslaves, Sowell offers a worldwide survey
of ethnic differences in intelligence. They are ubiquitous. “Among
Indiansin colonial Malaya, for example, Tamils had higher scores than
Gurkhas, and both had higher scores than Bengalis in Bengal.” In
math, he points out, ethnic Chinese school children outperform the
English in Hong Kong, the Malays in Singapore, the Indonesians in
Indonesia. In the United States, East Asians outperform whites.

With the phenomenonofethnic IQ differences so universal, Sowell
is quite relaxed about the American black-white difference. He notes
(in a passage I purposely truncated above) that “the black-white IQ
difference of about 15 points in the U.S. has been matched by the IQ
difference between Sephardic and Ashkenazic Jews in Israel or
between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland.”

Murray’s Be// Curve, on the other hand, is more narrowly focused on
ethnic differences in the United States. In particular, it marshals volu-
minousvalidation for the black-white IQ differences that Sowell and

others have noted. For this, Murray has been subjected to fierce per-
sonal attack. To take an example almost at random,sociologist Alan
Wolfe writes that “Murray and [co-author Richard] Herrnstein maynot

be racists, but they are obsessed by race. They see the world in group

terms and must have data on group membership.”

An interesting charge, given the fact that for the last two decadesit

is the very liberals who so vehemently denounce Murray who have

been obsessed by race, insisting that every institution—universities,
fire departments, Alaskan canneries—‘“musthave data on group mem-

bership.” It is they who have oppressively insisted that we measure
ethnic “over-” and “underrepresentation” in every possible field of

human endeavor. ‘To take only the latest example, on September26,

1994, the federal governmentproposed that banks making small busi-

ness loans be required to ask the applicant’s race and gender.
Not a month goes by when I do not get a survey of some sort in

which I am asked to identify myself by race. (As a rule, I refuse.) Here
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is a liberal establishmentforcing racial testing and counting for every

conceivable activity, and when a study comesalong which doesexactly

that for SATs and IQ,the authoris pilloried for being obsessedbyrace.

In fact, Murray is obsessed by class. The Bell Curve is a powerful,

scrupulous, landmark study of the relationship between intelligence

and social class, which is what the book is mainly about. It 1s secondar-

ily about differences among ethnicities (they are not addressed until

Chapter 13), which is whatthe fuss is about.

I have two difficulties with the book. First, I see no reason to

assumethat groupdifferencesin intelligence (as opposed to individual

variation) have anything to do with genes. The more plausible expla-

nation is Sowell’s: Ethnic differences in intelligence, which change

over time (the British have come up smartly since Cicero), are due to

culture, that part of the environment which, unlike socioeconomicsta-

tus, is unmeasurable.

Second, I have trouble with Murray’s recommendations about what

to do with the fact of inequality. He offers a kind of conservative mul-

ticulturalism in which eachethnicity finds its honored nichein society

accordingto its own areas of excellence and distinction.

I distrust all multiculturalism, liberal or conservative. The Balkans

amply demonstrate the perils of balkanization. My answer1s simpler:

Stop counting by race. Stop allocating by race. Stop measuring byrace.

Let’s return to measuring individuals. It seems hopelessly naive to

propose this today. But it was not naive whenfirst proposed by Martin

Luther King, Jr. and accepted by a white society that wasfinally con-

verted to his vision of color blindness. Instead, through guilt and

intimidation, a liberal establishment has since mandated that every

study of achievement in American life be broken down byrace. The

Bell Curve takes that mandateto its logical conclusion.

Enough. As both Murray and Sowell explicitly state, knowing the

group scoretells you nothing aboutthe individual. Well, we have now

seen the group score. Let’s all go back to counting individuals. How

many of Murray’s critics will agree to that?



BACK TO THE FUTURE

Richard Lynn

COCKTAIL of IQ, genetics, class, and race makes a heady

brew, and readers of Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray’s

book The Bell Curve dealing with these issues will not be disappointed.
Both authorsare social science heavyweights. Herrnstein is a professor

of psychology at Harvard and Murraya political scientist at the Amer-

ican Enterprise Institute. They argue the case that low IQ plays a sig-
nificant role in many important economic and social problems,

including those of chronic unemployment, single motherhood, welfare

dependency, and crime. To understand these problemsfully, and to

find the right solutions, we need to understand that low intelligenceis

a significant componentof them.

Intelligence is measured on a scale on which the average of the

population ts 100 and 96 percentof the populationfall within the range

of 70, the upper threshold of mental retardation, and 130, roughly the

lower threshold required to get a good honors degree. Two percent of

the population fall in the IQ rangeof 0 to 70 and constitute the men-

tally retarded, while a further 2 percentfall in the range of 130 to 200

and constitute the intellectual elite. Virtually all the readers of this arti-

Richard Lynnis a professor of psychology at the University of Ulster in Coleraine. This
review appeared in The Times (London), October 24, 1994, underthetitle “Is Man Breed-

ing Himself Back to the Age of the Apes?”
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cle will belong to this intellectualelite or be close to it. Don’t imagine

the rest of the population are like you. They aren't.

Herrns<ein and Murray amass a wealth of evidence to show that the

IQ levels of those who constitute the major social problems are sub-

stantially subnormal. To be precise, the average IQ of the mothers of

illegitimate children is 88; of chronic welfare recipients, 85; of recidi-

vist criminals, 80; and of the long-term unemployed, 77. Collectively,

these social problem groups are knownas the underclass, and the bot-

tom line is that the underclass has an intelligence deficit. _

The reason why low IQ is an important componentof the under-

class is easily understood.Intelligence is the capacity to think through

the correct solution to problems,to learn quickly, and to plan one’slife

effectivelv. Those whoare deficient do poorly at school, fail to acquire

educational credentials and vocational skills, and are at high risk of

ending up in the underclass.

The IQ deficit will not be easily solved. Intelligence is largely

under gerietic control. This means that the underclass is to a signifi-

cant extent a genetic problem and will not be readily cured by the

kinds of solution advocated by economists and politicians. ‘Take

chronic unemployment:the solution routinely advanced is more train-

ing in vocational skills. With an average IQ of 77, the chronic unem-

ployed are not much abovethe level of mental retardation, and many

of them are below this level. The brutal truth is that many of the

chronic unemployed are mentally incapable of learning the skills

increasingly required in advanced industrial economies. All they are

capable ofis unskilled labor, which is less and less in demand.

The future will be worse. For one thing, jobs will continue to

become increasingly cognitively demanding, and the lumpen prole-

tariat of low IQs unable to perform them will grow in numbers.

Another problem is that the social classes are becoming increasingly

differentiated in termsof intelligence. We have now reachedthesitu-

ation where at one extremethereis an intellectual elite that intermar-

ries and produces high-IQ children. This elite hardly knows anyone

with an IQ of less than 100. They have no experience of people with

below-average IQs and no comprehensionofthe limited mental capac-

ities of ordinary people, let alone of the intellectually subnormal.

Conversely, at the other social extreme there is an increasingly

interbred low-IQ underclass which produces low-IQ children mani-
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festing multiple social pathologies. This processis already familiar in
British social scienceas the cycle of deprivation, althoughthe research
into the cycle activated by Sir Keith Joseph soft-pedaled any sugges-
tion that genetic inadequacies might be involved.

Herrnstein and Murray are frank aboutthis and argue that because
intelligence is significantly under genetic control, the differentiation
of the social classes has increasingly acquired a genetic basis brought
about by the segregation of the genes for high intelligence in the

bated byracial division. In the United States the average IQ of blacks
is 15 points below that of whites, and 16 percent of blacks have an IQ
of below 70 and are mentally retarded, as compared with only 2 per-
cent of whites. There are therefore many more blacks in the low IQ
range being sucked into the underclass. Herrnstein and Murray have
reached the conclusion, increasingly held by other experts in this
field, that genetic factors are significantly involved in the low black
IQ. Furthermore, the black underclass is growing in numbers, partly
as a result of high fertility and partly through immigration. This
meansthat the problem of the black underclass is likely to get worse
in the future.

The authors’ vision of the future is of Western societies becoming
increasingly fractionated on the basisofintelligence. One of the major
divisionswill be between those whoaresufficiently intelligent to work
and an underclass lacking the requisite intelligence. The underclass
will turn more and more to crime becauseit has little to lose. The
crime problem will grow, and those who work will respond by moving
to safe areas. Increasingly they will live in secure estates protected by
fences and security guards, such as those which have sprung up in
America. The heartlands of the underclass in the innercities will be
abandoned by everyone capable of working.

There is a further problem. There is one thing the underclass is
goodat, and that is producing children. These children tend to inherit
their parents’ poorintelligence and adopt their sociopathic lifestyle,
reproducing the cycle of deprivation from generation to generation.
The underclass has more children than the rest of society. This is
another reason whyit will expand in numbers and becomeincreas-
ingly troublesome.
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It is a bleak analysis, but one convincingly documented andbril-

liantly expounded. Thesocial threat of the growing underclass will not

be easily solved, but at least in focusing on the low-IQ dimension

Herrnstein and Murray have pinpointed an important constituent of

the problem.



A MORAL IMPERATIVE

Douglas J. Besharov

] T SEEMED LIKE asimple enoughproject. Christmas was com-
ing and the local mall had jobs for gift wrappers. What better way

for mothers on welfare to earn a fewextra dollars? So a local job training
program decided to give a group of welfare mothers a quick course in
gift-wrapping before sending them off to apply for a job. It wasn’t that
easy. Thefirst lesson was bows. Theinstructor asked the mothers to cut
pieces of ribbon, each five inches long. The mothers quickly became
confused—they did not know howto measureoff the ribbon for cut-
ting. There would benojobs at the mall that season, because the moth-
ers lacked the basic cognitive skills to wrap packages.

This true story illustrates a harsh reality: Long-term welfare recipi-
ents have extremely low cognitive abilities, at least as measuredbytra-
ditional IQ tests. This is true for all races—the womenatthetraining
center just happened to be white. Almost 60 percent ofwomen on wel-
fare for five or more years are in the bottom 20 percentofintelligence,
according to Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray, authors of the
controversial new book The Be//l Curve.

Douglas J. Besharov, a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, was thefirst
director of the U.S. National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. His most recent book
is Recognizing ChildAbuse: A Guidefor the Concerned. Thisarticle first appeared in The Wash-
ington Post, October 23, 1994.
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Herrnstein and Murray air social science’s dirty little secret: IQ

matters. As they document, using data for whites, high IQ is increas-

ingly associated with economic and social success—and low IQ with

poverty and a hostof social problems, including out-of-wedlock births,

welfare dependency, and crime. This undeniable reality is stunningly

ignored by just about every program designed to address such prob-

lems. No wondertheyfail.

The Bell Curve’s unflinching recognition ofracial differences in IQ

test scores has, of course, generated the greatest controversy. African

Americans, as a group, consistently score 15 points below whites, 85

versus 100. According to the authors, “The average white persontests

higher than about 84 percentof the population ofblacks.”

But, what, exactly, is IQ? And how much of what wecall IQ is

attributable to inborn qualities and how much to environment and

upbringing? This is, of course, the “nature” vs. “nurture” argument,

which has been with us since before there were IQ tests. Reflecting

the current scholarly consensus, Herrnstein and Murray say that “cog-

nitive ability is substantially heritable, apparently no less than 4o per-

cent and no more than 80 percent.” For the purposes of their

argument, they adopt a mid-range estimate of 60 percentheritability.

Especially in light of black-white differences in measured IQ, the

issue of heritability is enormously significant. In response to charges |

that the book overstates the genetic component of IQ, Murray has

recently written that it does not matter whether nature or nurture

causes IQ differences, because either way, IQ is so difficult to raise. As

evidence, Murraycites the failure of compensatory preschool and edu-

cational programs to raise IQs and to make meaningful changes in

young people’s lives. No clear-eyed reader of the research literature

could deny these disappointing results.

But such programshardly exhaust the possible interventions. Many

linkages may exist betweenanindividual’s environmentandhis or her

subsequently measured IQ, and these offer opportunities for interven-

tion. Here are a few possibilities: What if IQ is affected by the mother’s

behavior during pregnancy?

_ In recent years, science has documentedthe importanceofthe fetal

environmentto later development. The message wetry to give every

pregnant womanis “Eat well, don’t smokecigarettes, don’t drink alco-

hol and, most importantly, don’t use illegal drugs like crack cocaine.”
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Prenatal exposureto cocaine results in newbornswith smaller headcir-
cumferences, a sign of compromised brain development. All of these
harmful behaviors are far more widespread among disadvantaged
mothers. But they seem to afflict some racial minorities even more
than economicstatistics would suggest. In a recent survey, for exam-
ple, Hispanic women were almost twice as likely to use cocaine while
pregnant than were white women; African-American women were
eleven times morelikely to use cocaine. Whatif the first years oflife
are crucial?

In the first months of life, the number of synapses in the human
brain increases twentyfold, from 50 trillion to 1,000 trillion. The
absence ofintellectual stimulation during this period is now believed
to impose a permanentlimit on the numberof synapses, and therefore
on intellectual potential. This phenomenon was demonstrated in a
famous experiment in which the eyes of newborn kittens were cov-_
ered for varying lengths of time. The longer their eyes were covered,
the greater the permanentdeficit in sight, not because their eyes were
damaged, but because there were just fewer synapses in the areas of
the brain responsible for processing visual images. As Jerry M. Wiener,
chairman of the Departmentof Psychiatry at George Washington Uni-
versity Hospital and president of the American Psychiatric Associa-
tion, explains: “What wecall IQ is really the unfolding of innate
abilities in response to environmental stimuli.” Even smiling at a new-
born may make a difference.

Again, it is disadvantaged families that are least likely to provide
such cognitive cues. Numerousstudies, for example, have described
“lower-class child-rearing styles” as more angry and punitive, more
humiliating, and less verbally interactive than middle-class child-
rearing—andhavecorrelated these differences to cognitive outcomes.
These developmentally stunting child-rearing styles tend to disappear
as families become more middle-class, but as Felton Earis, director of

the Human Development and Criminal Behavior Program at Harvard
University, explains, it can take two or three generationsfor the shift to
occur. With so many African Americans only recently in the middle
class, 1t should not be surprising that such behaviors have tended to
linger on in whatresearchers consider middle-class households. What
if preschool interventions could makea real changein a child’s learn-

ing environment?
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The Abecedarian preschool project in Chapel Hill, North Carolina,

seems to have raised IQ scores by 16 points at the end ofthree years.

Unlike Head Start, the Abecedarian projecttotally immersed children

in a comprehensive developmental program that began within three

monthsof birth—andprovidednearly full-time care until they reached

school age. Unfortunately, as the children got older—and they spent

progressively less time underthe influence of program staff—the gap

between the experimental and control groups narrowed, to 7.6 IQ

points at age five, and 4.6 pointsat age fifteen. “Other preschoolproj-

ects have also made improvements of 10 or more IQ points,” notes

Ron Haskins, who wasthe coordinator of the Abecedarian preschool

project in the late 1970s, and is now the chief welfare specialist for

House Republicans. “In all these projects, however, the initial IQ

gains for the children in the program comparedto those in the control

group also shrank over time.”

So we seem to be able to make early improvements in IQ; we just

don’t know how to make them stick. Some arguethat this is the infa-

mous “fade-out effect,” with the children in the control group catching

up with those in the program.It is just as possible, however, that other

environmental factors, like neighborhood, had a superveningeffect on

the children in the program. Whatif good schools raise scores?

Forget about cultural bias in IQ tests. ‘There is a bigger measure-

ment problem. Most tests assess acquired knowledge as well as

abstract thinking and problem solving, and that, of course, 1s where

schools come in. A poor school environment, where discipline rather

than learning is the first priority, could systematically depress test

results. After all, if education does not matter, why are we so con-

cerned about the quality of the schools where we send our children?

A changein the way schools teach could also narrow the black-white

gap, according to Chester Finn, the founding partner and director of

governmentrelations for the Edison Project. “Conventional schools

assumethatall children learn one grade level a year, so they give both

slow learners and quick learners the same 180 days of education. Whatif

schools gave slow learners more time to learn? Would they do better? We

cannot know until wetry.” What if neighborhoods dampenthedesire of

children to perform well? Young people are particularly sensitive to envi-

ronmentalinfluences. Sadly, many disadvantaged communities discour-

age intellectual achievement. In African-American communities, some
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good studentsare ostracized for “acting white.” That’s one reason why
so many of the parents who can do so move away from dysfunctional
neighborhoods, and why so manyof the parents who cannotleave doall
they can to shield their children from neighborhood influences. Linda
Burton, now a professor in human developmentat Pennsylvania State
University, describes how she andhersisters were locked in their apart-
mentafter school to protect them from what was happening outside—
and how the practice continues to this day in many inner-city
neighborhoods. Whatif a child’s entire neighborhood environmentis
improved dramatically?

Wehavea tantalizing suggestion from Chicago, where, as the result
of the settlement of a housing discrimination lawsuit, Gautraux v. the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Chicago Housing
Authority, individual black families from housing projects could choose
to participate in a program in which they would, by random assignment,
be moved to either suburban white middle-class neighborhoodsor to
middle-class black ones within the city. Ninety-five percent of the
black children who grew upin the suburbs graduated from high school
and 54 percent wenton to college, compared to 80 percent and 21 per-
cent, respectively, of those who remainedin the city. Whatif racial dif-
ferences in IQ are the result of over two hundredyears of slavery and
more than a hundred moreyears of discrimination and oppression?

Since the 1950s, of course, black Americans have made major eco-
nomic progress. Earnings for black men, for example, are now about 75
percentof those for white men,and the gap continuesto close. But the
figures for household wealth paint a much more dismal picture and
show how far behind whites blacksstill are: According to the Census
Bureau, in 1988, the median net worth of white households was 10

times that of black and Hispanic ones, about $43,000 compared with
about $4,000 and about $5,500, respectively.

But household wealth is not just money. It is also a form ofstored
humancapital that has been built up over generations. It is what Roger

Wilkins, the Robinson Professor of History and American Culture at
George Mason University, describes as “the accumulated ease in deal-
ing with the widersociety.” These stark disparities give a sense of the
remaining gap in human capital between the races. Might not this
legacy take many generationsto erase? If so, perhaps carefully targeted

education andaffirmative action programs could succeedin givingthis
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generation a jump start toward equality—thus permitting the next

generation to reach its potential. Herrnstein and Murray are right in

saying that there is no proven way to raise IQs on a consistent basis.

Indeed, doing something about the environmental aspects of low cog-

nitive ability may be more difficult than any of us suppose andraises

troubling questions about parental behaviors and the performance of

public institutions. But just asking these questions demonstrates why

identifying the origins of IQ differencesis so important.

If IQ matters as much as it seems to, and if IQ is substantially

affected by the environmentor,as is morelikely, is the result of a com-

plex interaction between genes and environment, then weare morally

bound to keep plugging away until we find something that worksto

raise it.



RESTORATION MAN

Peter Brimelow

CG M Y POLITICAL aspiration,” the American Enterprise Insti-

tute’s Charles Murray tells Fordes, “is the restoration of the Jef-

fersonian republic.”

Murray’s critics may read his aspirations differently—and a good

deal less charitably. For five years there has been fascinated specula-

tion abouthis collaboration with Harvard’s Richard J. Herrnstein (who

died of lung cancer in September 1994). Herrnstein was one of the

most honored academic psychologists in the country. Murrayis one of

the mostinfluential social scientists, whose work has been accepted by

conservatives and liberals alike.

Now these formidable talents were jointly taking on the most

feared taboo of modern times: the links amongintelligence, heredity,

and someof the puzzling but apparently unstoppable pathologies rag-

ing in American society—such as crime, family breakup, the emer-

- gence of the underclass.

Finally, their long-awaited book The Bell Curve: Intelligence and

Class Structure in American Life has appeared. It’s massive, meticu-

lous, minutely detailed, clear. Reading it gives you the odd sensa-

Peter Brimelow is a senior editor at both Forbes and National Review. His new bookis Alen
Nation: Common Sense about America’s Immigration Disaster. Vhis article was published in

Forbes, October 24, 1994, as “For Whom the Bell Tolls.”
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tion of trying to swim in a perfectly translucent but immensely vis-

cous liquid.

Like Darwin’s Origin ofSpecies—theintellectual event with whichit

is being seriously compared—The Bell Curve offers a new synthesis of

research, some of which has been mounting insistently for years, and a

hypothesis of far-reaching explanatory power.

But what about the Declaration of Independence—“Al men are created

equal”? |

Theideal of equality was central to the American and the French

revolutions. Butis it to be taken as literal statement aboutabilitiesr

Some would sayyes, that, given the same opportunities, most peo-

ple are pretty muchalike.

But the reality is that guaranteeing equal opportunity does not pro-

duce equality of results. Some people are more disciplined than oth-

ers, work harder—and,yes, are moreintelligent. Some ofthetraits that

make for worldly success can be acquired, but someare genetic, pro-

grammed in. Out of an erroneous, if well-meaning, overemphasis on

egalitarianism, Herrnstein and Murray argue, we downplay the pro-

grammed-in part.

Psychometrics, the measurement of mentaltraits including intelli-

gence, was a rapidly developingscience earlier this century. But then

came the savagery of Nazism. ‘The pendulum swung. Any talk of

inherent differences becametaboo.In the last twenty years, as Herrn-

stein and Murray note, public repression of psychometrics reached its

climax. Scientific popularizers like Leon Kamin and Stephen Jay

Gould were able to proclaim not merely that intelligence was 100 per-

cent determined by environment and a meaningless concept anyway

but that any argumentto the contrary wasracist.

Herrnstein, tragically, is gone. But Murraystill has a lot to lose. His

1984 book Losing Ground argued that Great Society programs had

largely failed to help the poor and were actually stimulating illegiti-

macy. Whenit came out Losing Ground wasbitterly assailed, but it has

recently been enjoying a curious vindication as welfare reform

becomesan ever hotter issue. Newspapers like 7he New York Times and

The Chicago Tribune have noted his new acceptability. Even President

Clinton mentioned Murray’s work favorably in an interview with

NBC’s ‘Tom Brokaw.

But isnt heredity discredited? Isn't intelligence a meaningless concept?
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No, the authors argue forcefully. And they have manyallies. The
most extraordinary aspect of this extraordinary episodeofintellectual

regression is that psychometric research has continued, quietly, in

ivory towers. Andin the last twenty vears every major objection to its
findings has been rebutted.

The bizarre result: Surveys by psychologist Mark Snyderman and

Smith College political scientist Stanley Rothman, published in their

IQ Controversy: The Media and Public Policy, found a gulf between the

consensus among experts in the field (cognitive scientists, behavioral

geneticists) and the consensus among the “mediaelite” (key editors

and journalists).

Basically, the experts believe that human intelligence can be mea-

sured; matters, a lot; differs by heredity (40 percentto 80 percent of IQ

variation).

‘The media elite believe, and report, the opposite.

So what? It’s a theoretical issue—what’s it got to do with practicalprob-

lems like crime and drugs?

A lot, Herrnstein and Murrayargue. They believe that intelligence

is highly predictive of how people will do in the world.

Consider two issues that have preoccupied the U.S. media: poverty

and inequality.

e Poverty. For several decades the proportion of Americansliving in

poverty fell. It went from over half the population in 1939 to less than

15 percent in the late 1960s. ‘Then—ironically, just as the Great Soci-

ety programsto abolish poverty were kicking in—the decline stopped.

Poverty has stayed stubbornly static for more than twentyyears.

‘To avoid having their argument sidetracked by the race issue,

Herrnstein and Murray looked at poverty among non-Hispanic whites.

Their finding: A white individual’s intelligence now predicts the like-

lihood of his being poorfar better than whetheror not he wasborn into

poverty. |

Among whites born into average socioeconomic conditions, but

with IQs below 85, the probability of poverty in adulthood reached 26

percent—inner-city proportions. Conversely, among whites born into

the very worst poverty, but with average intelligence, the probability

of poverty in adulthood was only one in ten. About two-thirds of Amer-

ica’s poverty-level population is white. Of that group, nearly two-thirds

have IQs below 96.
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Ironically, more equal opportunity meansthat differencesin intelli-

gence matter morethan they once did. Born poor but smart, a child has

a good—though not, of course, guaranteed—chance ofrising in the

world. Born middle class but dumb, he has a significant chance of

descending 1n the world.

That was always somewhattrue in the United States—shirtsleeves

to shirtsleeves in three generations—but never to the degree it 1s

today.

That’s offensive—Murray and Herrnstein are saying that thepoor deserve

to be poor!

That’s not at all what they say. But they do suggest that a good deal

of poverty may be getting downto an intractable core, caused by per-

sonal traits rather than bad luck orlack of opportunity.

Which does not mean nothing can be done about poverty. Even

most sub-75 IQ whites, after all, are still not poor. That’s where envi-

ronment comesin. Whites of below-average IQ who comefrom stable

families are less likely to be in poverty than those born to unstable

families. This suggests that people of below-average IQ are poverty-

prone but are by no meansdestined for poverty. Note carefully: Herrn-

stein and Murray don’t claim that IQ is the only thing that matters. A

good home environment, nutrition, motivation,all still count. Unfor-

tunately, Herrnstein and Murray demonstrate massively, these charac-

teristics today are less likely to be present in families with low-IQ

parents than in families with high-IQ parents.

e Income inequality. The economyis placing an increasing premium

on skills. This process began well before the much-reviled Reagan

Decade of Greed. There is more competition for brainpowerand skills

than for strong backs. And significantly, even within the “high-IQ pro-

fessions,” such as accountants, lawyers, physicians, Herrnstein and

Murray show that individualswith superior IQ scores tendto earn sig-

nificantly more.

Whichsuggests that income inequality cannot be eliminated sim- °

ply by stuffing more schooling downthethroats of those who, up until

now, have beenableto avoid it. ‘The students must actually be able to

use that schooling as well.

But why would this be happening now?

Apart from the economy’s increasing premium onskills, education

has become a much moreefficient sorting mechanism.
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In 1920, Herrnstein and Murray note, only about 2 percent of
twenty-three-year-olds had college degrees. By 1990 the proportion
had reached 30 percent. And the relationship betweenintelligence
and college had become muchcloser. In the 1920s only onein seven of
American youths with 110-plus IQs wentdirectly to college. By 1990it
was four in seven. For the very highest IQs, college had become
almost universal.

And the sorting continued within the college population. In the

19508, for whatever reason—maybeit was the newly completed inter-

state highway system—a national market in higher education sud-
denly emerged. Admissions standards at Harvard and other elite

colleges jumped dramatically, and decisively, as they spread their geo-
graphical nets more widely. And the average IQ of students at these
elite colleges drew away from the average of college students overall,

even thoughthat had increased,too.

This, perhaps, would have pleased the Founding Fathers. And

that’s not counting sex. Despite reports to the contrary, love is not

blind. Studies dating back to the 1940s show that the IQs of spouses

correlate powerfully, almost as closely as that of siblings. More recent

evidence suggests this “assortative mating” may be intensifying, as

college graduates increasingly marry each other—rather than the boy

or girl back home or someone met in church. No surprise, since the

intelligent of both sexes are increasingly corralled together, on cam-

puses and afterwardin the “high-IQ professions.”

Theresults are startling. The children of a typical Harvard-Radcliffe

Class of ’30 marriage, Herrnstein and Murray estimate, would have a

mean IQ of 114; a third would be below 110—not even college mate-

rial, by somedefinitions. But the children of a Harvard-Radcliffe Class

of ’64 marriage, after the admissions revolution, would have an esti-

mated mean IQ of 124. Only 6 percent would fall below r10.

‘The American upper class, Herrnstein and Murray conclude, is

becoming an uppercaste. Society ts stratifying according to cognitive

ability. A “cognitive elite” is emerging at the top.

Americans can take a lot of pride in much of what this book

describes. In one sense The Be/l/ Curve is a description of how thor-

oughly the United States has realized the Founding Fathers’ vision of

equal opportunity forall.

Just look around. Who are the new American elite? They are, at

least in part, drawn from everyclass, race, and ethnic background. The
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old domination of the so-called WASP class is over. Where once it was

commonto find mediocre people occupying high places by reason of

birth, today it is much less so. The poor farm boy, the laundryman’s

children do not inevitably languish in their parents’ social situation but

have the opportunity to rise in the world.

If you doubt the American dream, read this book. Your eyes will be

opened.

Isn°t that great?

Well, yes, Herrnstein and Murraysay, but...

The “but” is that the sorting process may be ending. Herrnstein

and Murray argue that the “cognitive elite” may be increasingly 1so-

lated from therestof society.

And the problems of the lower reaches of society, increasingly

unleavened with intelligence, may become more chronic. Herrnstein

and Murray, confining themselvesfirst to the non-Hispanic white pop-

ulation, show that lower IQ is now more powerful than the socioeco-

nomicstatus of parents in predicting an adult individual’s likelihood of

poverty, welfare dependency, dropping out of high school, unemploy-

ment, workplace injury (even when adjusted for type of occupation),

divorce, illegitimacy and criminality.

Swill, intelligence can't be that important. Look at all those rich businessmen

in Kansas City with IQs of 106!

‘This comment was maderecently by a prominent New York acade-

mic. But it just shows that, like many people, he hasn’t thought

through the wayintelligence worksin society.

Intelligence is distributed according to whatstatisticianscall a “nor-

mal” (or “bell”) curve. Most people are around the average of roo.

Over two-thirds of the population are between 85 and 115. Very small

numbers of people compose the extremes, or “tails.” Five percent

have IQs below 75. And 5 percent have IQs above 125.

This last is the group Herrnstein and Murray roughly define as the

“cognitive elite.” “They estimate it at about 12.5 million Americans—

out of a total population of nearly 260 million.

‘Two pointsare clear: |

e Numbersfall off rapidly going up the IQ scale. Whatever snotty

academics may think, Herrnstein and Murrayreport, the IQ of top exec-

utives 1s typically high—above the 115 average for college graduates.

But even if that rich Kansas City businessmanreally did have a 106

IQ, he would still be above 60 percent of the population.
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e Life gets rarefied rapidly in the right tail of the bell curve. Para-
doxically, the special cocoonsin which society’s winnerslive often con-
fuse them aboutthecriticalrole of intelligence. They see that success
among their peers is not highly correlated with test scores. A chief
executive realizes that he has manypeople working for him who are
[Q-smarter than he or sheis. It’s almost a cliché today to say, “I’m
where I am because I have a lot of people smarter than I am working
for me.” But people whosay that forget that they themselvesare prob-
ably well out there on the bell curve—their associates just happen to
be a bit further out.

Basketball players might say that height doesn’t matter much—if
youre oversevenfeettall.

Come on, everyone knows tests don’tpredict academic orjobperformance.
Everyone may “know”this, but it’s not true. Tests actually work

well. This is not to say that the highest-scoring person will necessarily
be the best performer on the job. Performance correlates with test
scores: It is not commensurate with them. So, overall, the best per-

formers will be recruited from the pool of highertest scorers.
But what about cultural bias?

The argument that intelligence testing reflects white European
cultural values was always shaky. Tests do predict performance
(approximately) for everyone. And East Asians tend to outperform

whites. Herrnstein and Murray estimate the mean East Asian IQ to be

about three points above whites’. Is anyone arguing that the tests are

biased against Caucasians?

Moreover, IQ appearsto be reflected by an objective measure: neu-

rologic processing speed, as measured in recent laboratory experi-

ments that involve hitting buttons whenlights flash.

But even if heredity is important, surely that environmental factor is

enough to swamp it? |

Notquite. Unlike the dominantintelligence-is-environmentortho-

doxy, the hereditarian position, as reported by Herrnstein and Murray,

is actually very moderate: Everyone acknowledges that environment

plays a role (20 percent to 60 percent) in determiningintelligence.

But remember: We’re talking about environment controlling 20

percent to 60 percent of the variation. ‘The average variation between

randomly selected individuals is 17 points. Equalizing environment,

assuming a midpoint environmental influence of 40 percent, would

still leave an average gap of nearly 10 points.
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But haven't IQs increased over the years?

It’s an apparently unkillable myth that IQ researchers once claimed

that Jews and other immigrant groups in the 1900s were “feeble-
minded.” They weren’t, and the testers never claimed it. But, yes,

there has beena significant worldwide upward drift in average scores
over the century—the so-called Flynn effect. One explanation:
improvementsin nutrition. Average height has increased similarly. As
with IQ improvement, the increase in height is concentrated among

individuals at the lower end of the range. Neither giants nor geniuses
seem more common, but thare are fewer dwarfs and dullards. Wide

and systematic variations, however, remain.

Don't compensatory programs like Head Start make a difference?
Not much,the authors say. Periodically there are optimistic press

stories, but undercareful scrutiny even the most expensive and ambi-
tious programshaveturnedoutto havelittle lasting effect, particularly
on IQ.

What about Thomas Sowell? He'sjust argued in his new book Race and
Culture: A World View shat improving environments will eventually over-
come group IQ differences.

Characteristically, Forbes’s pugnacious columnist, an economist at
the Hoover Institution, has a position in the IQ debate that is dis-
tinctly his own. He agrees with Herrnstein and Murray that tests do
predict individual performance and that ignoring their results is
destructive for tester and testee alike. But he also thinks that environ-
ment determines much(although notall) cognitive ability. So he pre-
dicts that low-scoring groups will eventually improve with bettersocial
conditions.

Murray’s response: Sowell’s concept of “environment” must invoke
extraordinarily subtle and pervasive cultural factors to explain why
groups canlive side by side for generations andstill score differently. |
Sowell himself says it offers little opportunity for quick intervention
and improvement. As a practical matter, Sowell and The Bell Curve’s
authors are not so far apart as they might seem.

[Q tsn't everything. The tests can’t capture creativity, special talents. . .
Quite right, says Murray. He’s a keen butnotbrilliant chess player,

and says he wouldn’tlike to think his competitive rank reflects his IQ.
(Which he says he doesn’t know, but seems pleased with anyway.)
Chessability is correlated with, but is not at all commensurate with,
general intelligence.
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More generally, Murray argues, there’s no reason any individual

should regard an IQ score as a death sentence: Intelligence is only one

of many factors contributing to success. Good personal habits, an abil-

ity to defer gratification, discipline, all these factors matter. Even with-

out high IQ, individuals obviously can and do lead productive and

satisfying lives.

So, what’s the point ofdiscussing IQ? There’s nothing we can do abouttt.

In fact, Tze Bell Curve argues, social policy is already doing a lot

about it—in a damaging and dangerous way.

e Welfare: “The technically precise description of America’s fertil-

ity policy,” the authors write, “is that it subsidizes births among poor

women, whoare also disproportionately at the low endof the intelli-

gence distribution.” They propose making birth control devices and

information more widely available to poor people.

e Education: The impressive thing about America’s education sys-

tem, Herrnstein and Murray suggest, is not that 55 percent of sub-75

IQ whites drop out of high school—butthat 45 percent graduate. ‘The

idea that everyone should complete high school1s very new:Aslate as

1940, fewer than half of American seventeen-year-olds did so. How-

ever, that apparent progress amongtheless bright may have incurred a

very high price. The Bell Curve demonstrates in a particularly closely

argued passagethat it has been achieved by focusing on thelessable,

a “dumbing down” that has resulted in sharply poorer performance

among the most gifted children.

In 1993 over nine-tenths of federal aid to schools wentto the “dis-

advantaged,” meaning those with learning problems. Earmarked for

the gifted: one-tenth of 1 percent. Herrnstein and Murray suggest a

national scholarship program, to be awarded solely on merit.

e Adoption: Adopted children tend to do better than their natural

siblings. Heredity still counts: Theystill tend to underperform their

adoptive families. But this is an intervention that works—yet adoption

is increasingly discouraged, particularly across racial lines.

e Affirmative action: There are high-IQ individuals of all races.

But, exactly as Thomas Sowell has argued, young blacks and young

people of other minority groupsare the victims of college admissions

officials blindly trying to fill quotas. This means they throw bright

members of some minority groups into extremely competitive situa-

tions that neither they nor most whites can stand. Result: burnout.
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Thus the average Harvard black student had an SATscore 95 points
below the average Harvard white student—notbecause there aren’t
brilliant black kids but because Harvard overwhelms the quality of the
black pool with its quota-based admission policies. This has the per-
verse effect of creating theillusion that minority kids cannot keep up.

Here’s the rub: Some minority students over their heads at Harvard
might do very well at other elite schools. The average black score at
Harvard is about the same as the white average at Columbia, a fine
school by any standard. By contrast, Asians appear to be held to a
higher standard than everyoneelse at almostall the top schools.

“Whateverelse this book does,” said Herrnstein, showing his deep
faith in the powerofideas, “it will destroy affirmative action in the
universities.” This may be hoping for too much. But rememberthat
Murray’s ideas about welfare were thoughtradical ten years ago.

This IQ stuff 1s too awful to think about.
Americansare optimists. They don’t wantto believe there are prob-

lems to which there are no solutions. The idea that IQ is destiny sug-
gests a preordained universe that is uncongenial to us.

Ah, but there are things we can do, the authors say. What do they
recommend?

Return to a society with “a place for everyone’—simplerrules,
more neighborhoodcontrol, more direct incentives for virtue and dis-
incentives for vice. A society where once again the cop on thebeatis
everyone's friend, where fortunate neighbors help unfortunate neigh-
bors. A society that understands marriage is not just an inconvenient
artifact but an institution that evolved to promote the care and nurture
of children.

Thus, Herrnstein and Murray argue, people who disparage mar-
riage and conventional morality are doing particular damageto theless
intelligent portion of the population. Murphy Brown maybeable to
cope with being a single motherand evengive herkid a good upbring-
ing. But a poor womanwitha relatively low IQ isless ableto.

Herrnstein and Murrayare not libertarian dreamers. Theyarecriti-
cal of many past policies—state-sponsored segregation, for example.
Andthey assume that governmentredistribution of incomeis here to
stay. Indeed, in a society where the market puts increasing premiums
on cognitive skills, they think that government should restore some
balance by making routine jobs more attractive. Thus they express
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interest in such income-supplementing programs as Milton Fried-

man’s negative incometax.

But—theyinsist—thereality of human differences must be recog-

nized. “What good can come of understanding the relationship of

intelligence to social structure and public policy?” the authors write in

their preface. “Little good can come withoutit.”
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‘THE PRESS SPEAKS OUT

‘THE BELLICOSE CURVE

Christian Science Monitor

HE BELL CURVE, the hot new 845-page book by Charles
Murray and Richard Herrnstein, comes from a cold and dark

place in American thought. Subtitled “Intelligence and Class Struc-
ture in American Life,” the book addressesissues of race, intelligence,

and social policy “so sensitive,” as the authors say, “hardly anybody
writes or talks about them in public.” Such “honesty,” as these authors
knew, ensured that when their book came out, people would talk
aboutlittle else.

The book’s thesis, openly Darwinian and behaviorist, is that “intel-
ligence” is to a marked degree genetically inherited. More important
to the authors, however, is their view that intelligence, or IQ, is
“intractable”—thatis, people can’t be “smarter” than they are born to
be, despite environment and education. If IQ determines economic
success andsocial status, then it follows that social structures in Amer-
ica are “bound to be” inherited and unchangeable. All this has a clear
racial undertone; the authors reportthat blacksscore, in aggregate,fif-
teen points lower on IQtests than whites.

“The Bellicose Curve”originally appeared as an unsigned editorial in The Christian Science
Monitor, October 28, 1994.
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‘The book then goes on to discuss the underclass, welfare, teenage

mothers, and other admittedly very real problems. It offers a conserva-

tive attack on the liberal egalitarianism of the 1960s. The Bell Curve

implies that such thinking distorts the “truth” about people’s “differ-

ences,” and that without “honest” talk about “less smart” people, we

will not solve social problems.

This book does reflect a certain limited kind of truth, if one could

see no sign of spiritual experience breaking in on what ts so often

defined as an uncompromisingly material world. But millions of peo-

ple do find such evidence continually in their lives. What makes The

Bell Curve such a disturbing piece of writing is its attempt to appease

public thinking. It says to the American middle class: “Don’t worry,

those complicated feelings you have about prejudice or fear are noth-

ing to be concerned about. It is really more honest to say that people

aren’t equal, and can’t everbe.”

The argumentshave a friendly and responsible tone butare similar

to right-wing views in Europe. They support ethnic bonding and

nationalism. If such views seep into popular culture, “IQ” may be

equated with “worth.” Calling the book an abuse of science, the

Union of American Hebrew Congregationsstated: “As Jews, we know

too well how these theories have been used against us... to justify

hatred, discrimination, even murder and genocide.” A Herrnstein

associate told the Monitor, “If you take this seriously, eugenics is Just

around the corner.”

With the family and social fabric already weak, and a need for a

vision to show better waysofliving together, are we to get wrapped up

in genetic debates about whois smartest?

Eventhe notionsofintelligence here are limited and skewed. They

show nothing of the kinds of moralintuition, for instance, that scholars

such as Carol Gilligan find. And underthe criteria of The Bell Curve,

such Americans as poet Robert Frost or Abraham Lincoln might not

rate. The mostintelligent people we know are quite suspiciousof IQ,

and of the wisdom of shapingsocial policy out of the Darwinian habits

found and practiced in the academy. This newspaperis interested in

civil intelligence, moral intelligence, and what early American theolo-

gian Jonathan Edwardscalled “spiritual sense.” Sadly, 7/e Bell Curve

has little to say about these intangibles—so importantfor shaping any

truly intelligent American future.



A HIGH IGNORANCE QUOTIENT

Boston Globe

HAT DETERMINES a person’s intelligence: genetics or

life experience or both or something else? The question has

been debated for years but has no definitive answer, because the

human mindis too complex for definitive answers.

Everybody, particularly politicians, should rememberthis when the

already controversial book by Harvard psychologist Richard Herrn-

stein and conservative political analyst Charles Murray is published

this fall. Titled The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American

Life, it takes the view that IQ is inherited. It will surely intensify the

“nature vs. nurture” debate. |

‘There’s nothing wrong with intensifying intellectual debate. That’s

what makes academiainteresting; let a thousand theories bloom. The

dangerhere is that the theory could be usedto justify regressive pub-

lic policy.

Murray, a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, has been an

outspoken opponent ofwelfare and decries the growth of a “white

underclass.” Herrnstein’s work equates low IQ with societal ills. “If you

accept the correlation between crime and IQ,” Herrnstein told Globe

reporter ‘Tony Flint, “then some people are genetically predisposed to

“A High Ignorance Quotient” was published as an unsignededitorial in The Boston Globe,
August 10, 1994.
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break the law. People on welfare on average have low IQs. The income
distribution in this country is an echo of IQ distribution.”

Such logic paints a world of “us versus them”and violates a basic

tenet of democracy: that every person has a chance to succeed. A

democratic government cannotcast aspersions in the plural—blaming

the plight of welfare mothers, for instance, on their “stupidity.” It must

see these citizens as individuals, who come upon hardtimesfora vari-

ety of reasons and who needhelp getting back on their feet.

Americans who have risen from humbleroots to lofty intellectual

positions are legion: Abraham Lincoln, George Washington Carver,

Maya Angelou, and Bill Clinton, to name a few. Every mind makes a

unique journey. No one can or should draw a road map onthecradle.



DEAD-END CURVE

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

\ N J RITERS CHARLES MuRRAYand the late Richard
Herrnstein have ignited a rather cruel and unfortunate debate

about black-white superiority in their book The Be// Curve. It makes
much of the fact that blacks on average score fifteen points below
whites on IQ tests. Most of what they say about IQ tests isn’t new and
can be dismissed. Most scholars concede that the gap in whatis
known aboutintelligence is too wide to justify sweeping generaliza-
tions on the basis of IQ tests. Yet the authors sidestep this view in
favor of appalling arguments about what these tests supposedly mea-
sure and whattheir results should mean for public policy.

Their arguments makeclear thatthe real subject of The Bell Curve
isn’t IQ. Thatissueis merely a subterfuge. Behind the elaborate charts,
numbers, andscientific jargon lies a poorly hidden agendaofeliminat-
ing welfare and other programs aimedat helping the poor. The authors
try to make the case for this by saying low IQ scorers—make that
blacks—are responsible for this nation’s moral decline, its alarming
poverty, its illegitimate births, street crimes, and welfare dependency.

Taking this racially tainted premisea step further, the authors argue
that this group is dragging downtherest of society and, moreover,is

This appeared as an unsigned editorialtitled “Charles Murray’s Dead-End Curve,” in TheS7. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 29, 1994.
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beyond redemption in a high-tech age in which there are few places

for those incapable of learning sophisticated skills. Hence, there’s no

point in wasting public resources to uplift these hopeless masses. At

least the likes of Dan Quayle and William Bennett concedethat there

is hope evenforthose at the bottom, through better home foundations,

schools, and spiritual underpinnings. The Bell Gurve, on the other hand,

amounts to the recycled idea that welfare 1s a waste. It skirts the real

issue: Sufficient public-private investments in schools, housing, and

above all, economic development programs could lift the very people

the authors would write off. But such investments would be expen-

sive, so the Murray-Herrnstein book takes the easy way out by scape-

goating those who need the most help.

By framing their tired social policy ideas in the context of IQ scores,

Mr. Murray and Mr. Herrnstein conceal the racism behind some of

their thinking and give the anti-poor brigade in Congress respectable

cover from whichto attack welfare spending. But thinkof the message

they would have sent to the impoverished underclass of European

immigrants, who also had their share of illegitimate births and street

criminals. Though someof these immigrants, too, were stigmatized for

a time by IQ tests, America generally opened its arms to these new

arrivals and madeit easier for them to assimilate. Is it any wonderthat

they have done better than people whose ancestors were broughthere

involuntarily, were madeto feel ashamedoftheir cultural roots, and

have encounteredracial hostility to this day?

Charles Murray is out of touch. He needstoget off his high, white

horse for once andtry to understand and appreciate the complexity of

the black experience and get to know ordinary and exceptional blacks

whose entry into the mainstream belies muchofhis theory. By his rea-

soning, manyof these blacks would have been written off due to acci-

dentof birth or an impoverished upbringing.



WHAT"S AT STAKE

Buffalo News

TT HE BEST ARGUMENT thatintelligence levels are genetic
comes from the fact that this society is ready to have the same |

debateall over again, long after we thought the useless idea had been
put to rest. Evidently, we’re not any smarter than our predecessors.
That, ofcourse, is not the argument madebysociologists Charles Mur-
ray and the late Richard Herrnstein in their inflammatory new book,
Lhe Bell Curve, or in the defense ofit in The New Republic. In fact, given
all of the qualifiers and rhetorical mollifiers,it’s hard to figure out what
argument Murray and Herrnstein are making. But once one sorts
through the repetitious assertions and disclaimers, the pattern and
their intent seem clear.

The authors are making one more attempt to bolster the case for
genetic superiority simply by dint of repetition andassertion.It’s as if
they realize that simply by putting the topic back on the public
agenda, they give the discredited notion new validity. ‘That’s why you
can have the authorsat one point citing research that seemsto assert
the validity of IQ tests as both accurate and relevant, even when con-
trolling for environment. The next minute they are admitting that, “As
of 1994, then, we can say nothing for certain aboutthe relative roles

_ This unsignededitorial appearedas “IQ Debate Leads Nowhere, Except to Racial Ani-mosity,” in the Buffalo News, October 21, 1994.
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that genetics and environmentplay in the formation of black-white

differences in IQ.”

Ofcourse they can’t. But if they have nothing certain to say, beyond

what has already been hashed over, what are they adding to the

debate? It’s an argumentthat already has raged for decades and stems

from the fact that differentracial groups tend to get different results on

IO tests. The name of the book comes from the bell-shaped curves

that show the typical distribution of test scores across a given popula-

tion. Murray and Herrnstein graphicallyillustrate the scores of black

and white test-takers with colorful charts showing what they cite as a

significant difference ofat least fifteen points in mean scores.

Whatthey fail to show—forall the words they have written—is why

that isn’t a commentary on the tests and the social environments of

those who take them,rather than on thetest-takers themselves. Much

of the evidencecertainly points in that direction. Others have shown

the bias inherent in most such tests and questioned both the scope and

utility of whatever it is the tests measure. That is evidence these

authors downplay or brushasidelike a politician sticking to his stock

campaign answer no matter whatthe question.

And of course, the authors—particularly Murray—are politicians

without an office. For all of their innocent insistence that, in the end,

such differences don’t matter—that we don’t judge ourselves or our

friends by IQ—thisis a political issue.It affects how society viewsIts

members and choosesto distribute its resources among them. That1s

what’s at stake. And only a society that’s not very bright would make

any such decisions on the basis of Murray and Herrnstein’s regurgi-

tated, unproven speculation.



THE BELL CURVE AGENDA

New York Times

7 "HE BELL CURVE , a flame-throwingtreatise on race, class,
and intelligence by the late Richard Herrnstein and Charles

Murray advances a grisly thesis: IQ, largely inherited and intractable,
dictates an individual’s success—an economic death knell for much of
America’s black population. The story has America increasingly
divided by race and sliding inexorably into castes based on IQ. The
book has already ignited bitter controversy, and thatis no surprise.It
declares settled what many regard as an unresolved argument over
whether IQshavescientific merit. Moreover, Mr. Murray’s record as a

This unsigned piece appeared as an editorial in The New Yor Limes, October 24, 1994.
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social policy debate for the decade. What gives their sweeping gener-

alities poignancyis an overlay of sophisticated statistical tools that cre-

ate an aura of scientific certitude sure to intimidate ordinary citizens

from challenging the alarming conclusions.

That would be tragic. Though Te Bell Curve contains serious schol-

arship, it is also laced with tendentious interpretation. Once unlike-

minded scholars have time to react, they will subject its findings to

withering criticism. At its best, the Herrnstein-Murray story is an

unconvincing reading of murky evidence. Atits worst, it is perniciously

and purposely incendiary. ‘The graphs, charts, tables, and data admit of

less dire conclusions. But less dire would not have put Mr. Murray on

the cover of newsmagazines, thoughit would have given America’s dis-

advantaged a more accurate, hopeful glimpse of their future.

The authors argue that there is an underlying core to intelligence,

separate from individualtalents or skills, that is well measured by IQ

tests. IQ scores are largely inherited, and after childhood, immutable.

In their view, high IQ leads to high income and respectable behavior.

Low IQ leadsto social pathology—poverty, welfare dependency, out-

of-wedlock births, and crime. The book says low-IQ parents produce

large families, dragging average IQs lower. Its authors belabor the

well-known fact that the average IQ of blacksis fifteen points below

that of whites and dismiss argumentsthat these low test scores reflect

little more than biased testing. Their implication is that blacks are

trapped at the bottom of society. |

But many experts reject these chilling con

authors’ statistical techniques are insufficiently powerful to distin-

euish the impact of IQ from talents or skills, some of which can be

taught. Here, terminology matters. Were Mr. Murray parading around

ory aboutskills, he would sound like everyone else who

has tried to explain the explosive increase in incomeinequality in the

last two decades. By blaming low IQ for poverty, he makes remedia-

tion looksilly; by blaming skills for poverty, he would have invited

society to try. Thefirst findingis obviously the moreattractive for Mr.

whohasbuilt his career on arguing for the elimination of social

clusions. Forstarters, the

town with a st

Murray,

programs.

The authors give short shrift to explanations for low IQ scores that

are less bleak than their own. Some remedial programs have raised

IQs, even if temporarily. 1Qs for blacks, as well as whites, are moving
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IQ AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

Los Angeles Times

A CENTURY AGO, the British statistician Karl Pearson argued

that genetically inferior people were outbreeding superior ones

and that the human species was degenerating by

thinking helped spawn the scientifically baseless eugenics move-

ment that later led to the sterilization of thousands of “feeble-

minded” people in the United States and Europe. Eugenics was

perverted into the ultimate murderousevil by the Nazisto justify the

Holocaust. Now comes a new wave of this old dysgenics to explain

the woes of modern times. This timeit is in the form of a provocative

and deeply depressing new book that maintains that human intelli-

genceis largely inherited and that blacks, on average, are intellectu-

ally inferior to whites, who in turn are slightly less intelligent than

dysgenics. His

Asians.

The book is The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in Amert-

can Life, by the late psychologist Richard J. Herrnstein of Harvard and

the political scientist Charles Murray of the American Enterprise Insti-

tute. In 845 pages of sharp rhetoric and densestatistics they argue that

the United States is being polarized between an “emerging cognitive

elite” and a low-IQ underclass destined, in disproportionate numbers,

to lives of crime and welfare dependency. They see this “cognitive

This unsigned editorial was published in the Los Angeles Times, October 23, 1994-
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partitioning” widening, and arguethat affirmative action in education
and jobshas only increased tensions amongraces without reducingdif-
ferences in accomplishment. They call for cutbacks in welfare and
other government programsto discourage people with low IQs from
reproducing.

The Bell Curve has fueled a fierce new debate on

a

stale topic. It
comes out at about the sametimeas two other booksthat, with differ-
ing rhetoric and purpose, makesimilar arguments. The two others are
The Dectine of Intelligence in America: A Strategy for National Renewal, by
Seymour W.Itzkoff of Smith College, and Race, Evolution, and Behav-
tor: A Life History Perspective, by J. Philippe Rushton of the University
of Western Ontario. Certainly these scholars are right to discern a
racially polarized class structure. Herrnstein and Murray argue for the
primacy of IQ, rejecting contentions that differences in scores are
rooted in cultural biases oftests.

But weare not convincedthe science is adequate to distinguish the
genetic componentof IQ from environmental factors—suchashistori-
cal discrimination, long-term poverty, and alcohol and drug abuse. IQ
studies have long been plagued by methodological problems and even
whifts of fraud and racial politics. Nor does The Bel/ Curve deal ade-
quately with the possibility that there are many kindsofintelligence
other than the cognitive ability measured by IQtests. Anditis difficult
to reconcile the Herrnstein-Murray argumentwith the expansion of an
affluent black middle class in recentyears.

However, we strongly oppose censoring such controversial research.
And we denounce campusthought police who would harass scholars
whodare to undertakeit. Still, it must be asked: Whatis the real purpose
of such research?

Herrnstein’s and Murray’s answeris that we needless social engi-
neering by governmentand a “return to individualism,” meaningless
emphasis on group identification. The stress, they say, should be on
“finding valued placesifyou aren’t very smart.” That waseasierin past
times, they argue, when the economy wasagrarian and manual labor
more valued. They say local neighborhoods rather than government
should now assumeresponsibility for many social functions to “multi-
ply the valued places that people can fill.” In other words, in their
words:“It is time for America once again to try living with inequality, as
life is lived... .”
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Wefind that a defeatist conclusion. Past studies attemptingto link

race and IQ haveoften given comfortto the forces ofevil, stigmatizing

large groups and legitimizing even murder. Weseelittle chance of a

resurgence of eugenics. But nothing is to be gained by resigning our-

selves to a biological fate of two separate and unequalsocieties.



IQ IS NOT DESTINY

Business Week

WO THINGS are absolutely true about The Bell Curve, the hot
new book about [Q and achievement by Charles Murray and the

late Richard J. Herrnstein. First, there is nothing new in the message.
In the 1960s, physicist William B. Shockley advocated sterilization of
people with low IQs, and psychologist Arthur R. Jensen scorned Head
Start as useless because black kids weresaid to have inherited low IQs.
Second, the importance of the booklies in its social context. America
has a longhistory of turning to Darwinism and genetic explanationsfor
inequality during times of economic dislocation. The 1ggos certainly
qualify. |

So does the post—Civil War era, when capital and wealth were grow-
ing and recessionsracked the middle and workingclasses. At that time
of robber barons, political scientist William Graham Sumner was
teaching at Yale University that “millionaires are a productof natural
selection.” The argument, of course, was that any kind of social or
political changeto increasefairness, opportunity, or equality for most
people was hopeless. The implication is clear: Nature does the sorting,
and attempts at changeare naive.

This unsigned editorial appeared in Business Weeb as “In America IQ Is Not Destiny,”
October31, 1994.
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The 1920s and °’30s—both decades of economic stress—saw a

resurgence of genetic rationalization of inequality. ‘The pseudoscience

of eugenics, which started with British comparisons of brain size and

intelligence in the nineteenth century, wasfirst used as a justification

for colonizing Africa. Blacks (and, indeed, women) were said to have

smaller brains—ergo, less intelligence. Packaged as modern science

before World WarII, eugenics led to enforcedsterilizations in the U.S.

and all kinds of horrors in Germany.

Now come Murray and Herrnstein, purporting to break a putative

taboo against speaking about IQ and race—a subjectthathas, in fact,

been debated for over a century. Wrapped in an impenetrable fog of

statistics, they argue thatif intelligenceis inherited and IQ is critical to

success, efforts to improve people’s opportunities in life are a waste of

taxpayers’ money: Donothing because nothing can be done.

All this soundslike an attack on the tax-and-spend big-government

liberals. And thatit surely is. But it should be clearly understood that

Murray’s real dispute is with the American conservative tradition of

equality of opportunity—not simply with equality of outcome. The

true targets of The BellCurve are Jack F. Kemp, William J. Bennett, and

even Ronald Reagan. Theheartof their conservative philosophy ts to

create a society of opportunity byreplacing irrational incentives gener-

ated by bad government programs with market-based incentives. This

would free all people to take their best shot.

But following Murray’s logic, school vouchers and school choice are

stupid policy options because letting parents move kids from bad

schools to good ones won’t improvetheir lives. IQ is baked in. Tax

breaks and enterprise zones to promote urban business are pointless:

High-IQ people will do well anyway, and low-IQ folks will fail even

with help. Workfare for those on welfare is fated to fail because per-

sons with low IQs don’t benefit from work experience. Immigration1s

bad becauseit brings in people with low IQs, the same people whoare

said to compete unfairly against American workers in trade.

Biological determinism, which is what the Murray-Herrnstein bookis

all about, is anathemato the opportunity society. It opposes all market-

based public-policy reform. Sure, [IQ matters in achievement, but no

more so than ambition, creativity, education, family, hard work, or char-

acter. The ultimate betrayal of the American ideal would be abandoning

belief in the powerof equality of opportunity.
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ORIGINS AND IMPLICATIONS

HEREDITARY TALENT AND CHARACTER(1865)

Francis Galton

S O FAR AS BEAUTY ts concerned, the custom of many coun-
tries, of the nobility purchasing the handsomestgirls they could

find for their wives, has laid the foundation of a highertype of features
among the ruling classes. It is not so very long ago in England thatit
was thought quite natural that the strongest lance at the tournament
should win thefairest or the noblest lady. The lady wasthe prize to be
tilted for. She rarely objected to the arrangement, because her vanity
was gratified by the é/ar of the proceeding. Now history is justly
charged with a tendencytorepeatitself. We may, therefore, reasonably
look forward to the possibility, I do not venture to say the probability,
of a recurrence of somesuchpractice of competition. What an extraor-
dinary effect might be produced on ourrace, if its object was to unite
in marriage those who possessed the finest and mostsuitable natures,
mental, moral, and physical!

Let us, then, give reins to our fancy, and imagine a Utopia—or a
Laputa,if you will—in which a system of competitive examination for
girls, as well as for youths, had been so developed as to embrace every

Francis Galton (1822-1911), an English scientist and cousin of Charles Darwin, was the
founder of eugenics, the study of methodsto improvethe inherited characteristics of the
race. His Hereditary Genius was published in 1869. This pieceis excerpted from a two-part
essay that appeared in Macmillan’s Magazine, XII (1865).
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important quality of mind and body, and where a considerable sum was

yearly allotted to the endowment of such marriages as promised to

yield children who would grow into eminentservants of the State. We

may picture to ourselves an annual ceremonyin that Utopia or Laputa,

in which the Senior Trustee of the Endowment Fund would address

ten deeply-blushing young men,all of twenty-five years old, in thefol-

lowing terms:—

“Gentlemen,I have to announcethe results of a public examina-

tion, conducted on established principles; which show that you

occupy the foremostplaces in your year, in respect to those qual-

ities of talent, character, and bodily vigour which are proved, on

the whole, to do most honour and best service to our race. An

examination has also been conducted on established principles

amongall the youngladies of this country who are now ofthe age

of twenty-one, and I need hardly remind you, that this examina-

tion takes note of grace, beauty, health, good temper, accom-

plished housewifery, and disengaged affections, in addition to

noble qualities of heart and brain. By a careful investigation of

the marks you have severally obtained, and a comparison of

them, always on established principles, with those obtained by

the most distinguished among the young ladies, we have been

enabled to select ten of their names with especial reference to

your individual qualities. It appears that marriages between you

and these ten ladies, according to the list I hold in my hand,

would offer the probability of unusual happiness to yourselves,

and, whatisof paramountinterest to the State, would probably

result in an extraordinarily talented issue. Under these circum-

stances, if any or all of these marriages should be agreed upon,

the Sovereign herself will give away the brides, at a high and

solemnfestival, six months hence, in Westminster Abbey. We, on

ourpart, are prepared, in each case,to assign £5,000 as a wedding-

present, and to defray the cost of maintaining and educating your

children, out of the ample funds entrusted to our disposal by the

State.”

If a twentieth part of the cost and pains were spent in measuresfor

the improvementof the humanrace that is spent on the improvement
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of the breed of horses and cattle, what a galaxy of genius might we not

create! We might introduce prophets and high priests of civilization
into the world, as surely as we can propagate idiots by mating créfins.

Men and womenof the present day are, to those we might hope to
bring into existence, what the pariah dogs of the streets of an Eastern

town are to our own highly-bred varieties.

The feeble nations of the world are necessarily giving way before

the nobler varieties of mankind; and even the best of these, so far as

we know them, seem unequal to their work. The average culture of

mankind is become so much higher than it was, and the branches of

knowledge and history so various and extended, that few are capable

even of comprehending the exigencies of our modern civilization;
muchlessoffulfilling them. Weare living in a sort of intellectual anar-
chy, for the want of master minds. The general intellectual capacity of
our leaders requires to be raised, and also to be differentiated. We want
abler commanders, statesmen, thinkers, inventors, and artists. The

natural qualifications of our race are no greater than they used to be in

semi-barbarous times, though the conditions amid which weare born
are vastly more complex than of old. The foremost minds of the
present day seem to stagger and halt underanintellectual load too
heavy for their powers.

[...]
I have shown... that intellectual capacity is so largely transmitted

by descentthat, out of every hundred sons of mendistinguishedin the
open professions, no less than eight are found to haverivalled their
fathers in eminence. It must be recollected that success of this kind
implies the simultaneous inheritance of many points of character, in
addition to mere intellectual capacity. A man must inherit good health,
a love of mental work,a strong purpose, and considerable ambition, in
order to achieve successes of the high order of which weare speaking.
The deficiency of any one of these qualities would certainly be injuri-
ous, and probably befatal to his chance of obtaining great distinction.
But more thanthis: the proportion we havearrived at takes no account
whateverof one-half of the hereditary influences that form the nature
of the child. My particular method of inquiry did not admit of regard
being paid to the influences transmitted by the mother, whether they
had strengthened or weakenedthose transmitted bythe father. Lastly,
though the talent and character of both of the parents might, in any
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particular case, be of a remarkably noble order, and thoroughly conge-

nial, yet they would necessarily have such mongrel antecedentsthatit

would be absurd to expect their children to invariably equal them in

their natural endowments. The law of atavism prevents it. When we

estimate at its true importance this accumulation of impediments in

the way of the son of a distinguished father rivalling his parent—the

motherbeing selected, as it were, at haphazard—we cannot butfeel

amazed at the numberof instances in which a successful rivalship has

occurred. Eight percent is as large a proportion as could have been

expected on the moststringent hypothesis of hereditary transmission.

Noone, I think, can doubt, from the facts and analogies I have brought

forward,that, if talented men were mated with talented women,of the

same mental and physical characters as themselves, generation after

generation, we might produce a highly-bred humanrace, with no more

tendency to revert to meaner ancestral types than is shown by our

long-established breeds of race-horses and fox-hounds.

It may be said that, even granting the validity of my arguments,it

would be impossible to carry their indicationsinto practical effect. For

instance, if we divided the rising generation into twocastes, A and B,

of which A wasselected for natural gifts, and B was the refuse, then,

supposing marriage was confined within the pale of the caste to which

each individual belonged, it might be objected that we should simply

differentiate our race—that we should create a good and a badcaste,

but we should not improvetherace as a whole.I reply that this is by no

meansthe necessary result. There remains another very important law

to be brought into play. Any agency, howeverindirect, that would

somewhathasten the marriages in caste A, and retard thosein caste B,

would result in a larger proportion of children being born to A than to

B, and would end by wholly eliminating B, and replacing it by A.

Let us take a definite case, in order to give precision to our ideas.

Wewill suppose the population to be, in the first instance, stationary;

A and B to be equal in numbers; and the children of each married pair

whosurvive to maturity to be rather more than 2% in the case of A, and

rather less than 1¥% in the case of B. This is no extravagant hypothesis.

Half the population of the British Isles are born of mothers under the

age of thirty years.

Theresult in the first generation would be that the total population

would be unchanged, but that only one-third part of it would consist of
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the children of B. In the second generation, the descendants of B
would be reduced to two-ninthsoftheir original numbers, butthetotal
population would begin to increase, owing to the greater preponder-
ance of the prolific caste A. At this point the law of natural selection
would powerfully assist in the substitution of caste A for caste B, by
pressing heavily on the minority of weakly and incapable men.

The customs that affect the direction and date of marriages are
already numerous. In many families, marriages between cousinsare dis-
couraged and checked. Marriages, in other respects appropriate, are very
commonly deferred, through prudential considerations. If it was gener-
ally felt that intermarriages between A and B were as unadvisable as
they are supposedto be between cousins, and that marriages in A ought
to be hastened, on the ground of prudential considerations, while those
in B ought to be discouraged and retarded, then, I believe, we should
have agencies amply sufficient to eliminate B in a few generations.

_ Thence conclude that the improvementof the breed of mankindis
no insuperable difficulty. If everybody were to agree on the improve-
mentof the race of man being a matterof the very utmost importance,
and if the theory of the hereditary transmission of qualities in men was
as thoroughly understood asit is in the case of our domestic animals, I
see no absurdity in supposing that, in some wayorother, the improve-
ment would becarried into effect.

It remains for me in the present article to show that hereditary
influence is as clearly marked in mental aptitudesas in generalintel-
lectual power. I will then enter into some of the considerations which
my viewson hereditary talent and character naturally suggest.

I will first quote a few of those cases in which characteristics have
been inherited that clearly depend on peculiarities of organization.
Prosper Lucas was amongourearliest encyclopzdists on this subject.
It is distinctly shown by him, and agreed to by others, such as Mr. G.
Lewes, that predisposition to any form of disease, or any malformation,
may becomeaninheritance. Thusdisease of the heartis hereditary; so
are tubercles in the lungs; soalso are diseases of the brain, of theliver,
and of the kidney; so are diseases of the eye and of the ear. General
maladies are equally inheritable, as gout and madness. Longevity on
the one hand, and premature deathsontheother, go by descent. If we
consider a class of peculiarities, more recondite in their origin than
these, we shall still find the law of inheritance to hold good. A morbid
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susceptibility to contagious disease, or to the poisonous effects of

opium,or of calomel, and an aversion to the taste of meat, are all found

to be inherited. So is a craving for drink, or for gambling, strong sexual

passion, a proclivity to pauperism,to crimesofviolence, and to crimes

of fraud.

There are certain marked typesof character, justly associated with

marked types of feature and of temperament. Wehold, axiomatically,

that the latter are inherited (the case being too notorious, and too con-

sistent with the analogy afforded by brute animals, to render argument

necessary), and we therefore infer the same of the former. For

instance, the face of the combatant is square, coarse, and heavily

jawed.It differs from that of the ascetic, the voluptuary, the dreamer,

and the charlatan.

Still more strongly marked than these are the typical features and

characters of different races of men. The Mongolians, Jews, Negroes,

Gipsies, and American Indians; severally propagate their kinds; and

each kind differs in character and intellect, as well as in colour and

shape, from the other four. They, and a vast numberofotherraces, form

a class of instances worthyof close investigation, in which peculiarities

of character are invariably transmitted from the parentsto the offspring.

In founding argumentonthe innate characterof differentraces, it is

necessary to bear in mind the exceeding docility of man. His mental

habits in mature life are the creatures of social discipline, as well as of

inborn aptitudes, andit is impossible to ascertain whatis due to thelat-

ter alone, except by observing several individuals of the same race,

reared undervarious influences, and noting the peculiarities of charac-

ter that invariably assert themselves. But, even when we have imposed

these restrictions to check a hasty and imaginative conclusion, we find

there remain abundantdata to prove an astonishing diversity in the nat-

ural characteristics of different races. It will be sufficient for our pur-

pose if wefix our attention upon the peculiarities of one or two of them.

The race of the American Indiansis spread over an enormousarea,

and through everyclimate; for it reaches from the frozen regions of the

North through the equator, down to the inclement regions of the

South. It exists in thousands of disconnected communities, speaking

nearly as many different languages. It has been subjected to a strange

variety of political influences, such as its own despotisms in Peru,

Mexico, Natchez, and Bogota, and its numerous republics, large and
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small. Membersofthe race have been conquered and ruled by military
adventures from Spain and Portugal; others have been subjugated to
Jesuitical rule; numerous settlements have been made by strangers on
its soil; and, finally, the north of the continent has been colonized by
Europeanraces. Excellent observers have watched the American Indi-
ans underall these influences, and their almost unanimous conclusion
is as follows:—

The race is divided into manyvarieties, but it has fundamentally
the samecharacter throughout the whole of America. The men, and in
a less degree the women,are naturally cold, melancholic, patient, and
taciturn. A father, mother, and their children, are said to live together
in a hut, like persons assembled byaccident, nottied by affection. The
youthstreat their parents with neglect, and often with such harshness
and insolence as to horrify Europeans who have witnessed their con-
duct. The mothers have been seen to commitinfanticide without the
slightest discomposure, and numerous savage tribes have died outin
consequence of this practice. The American Indians are eminently
non-gregarious. ‘They nourish a sullen reserve, and showlittle sympa-
thy with each other, even whenin great distress. The Spaniards had to
enforce the common duties of humanity by positive laws. They are
strangely taciturn. When not engagedin action they will sit whole days
in one posture without openingtheir lips, and wrappedupin their nar-
row thoughts. They usually march in Indianfile, thatis to say, in a long
line, at some distance from each other, without exchanging a word.
They keep the same profoundsilence in rowing a canoe, unless they
happen to be excited by some extraneous cause. On the other hand,
their patriotism and local attachments are strong, and they have an
astonishing sense of personal dignity. The nature of the American
Indians appears to contain the minimum ofaffectionate and social
qualities compatible with the continuanceoftheir race.

Here, then, is a well-marked type of character, that formerly pre-
vailed overa large part of the globe, with which other equally marked
types of character in other regions are strongly contrasted. Take, for
instance, the typical West African Negro. He is more unlike the Red
manin his mind thanin his body. Their characters are almost opposite,
one to the other. The Red man has great patience, great reticence,
great dignity, and no passion; the Negro has strong impulsive passions,
and neither patience, reticence, nor dignity. He is warm-hearted, lov-
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ing towards his master’s children, and idolised by the children in

return. He is eminently gregarious, for he is always jabbering, quar-

relling, tom-tom-ing, or dancing. He is remarkably domestic, and heis

endowed with such constitutional vigour, and is so prolific, that his

race is irrepressible.

The Hindu, the Arab, the Mongol, the Teuton, and very many more,

have each of them their peculiar characters. We have not space to ana-

lyse themon this occasion; but, whatever they are, they are transmitted,

generation after generation, as trulyas their physical forms.

Whatis true for the entire race is equally true forits varieties. If we

were to select persons who were born with a type of character that we

desired to intensify,—suppose it was one that approached to some

ideal standard of perfection—andifwe compelled marriage within the

limits of the society so selected, generation after generation; there can

be no doubtthatthe offspring would ultimately be born with the qual-

ities we sought, as surely as if we had been breeding for physical fea-

tures, and notfor intellect or disposition.

Our natural constitution seemsto bear as direct and stringenta rela-

tion to that of our forefathers as any other physical effect doestoits

cause. Our bodies, minds, and capabilities of development have been

derived from them. Everything we possess at our birth ts a heritage

from our ancestors.

Can we hand anything down to our children, that we have fairly

won by our own independentexertions? Will our children be born with

more virtuous dispositions, if we ourselves have acquired virtuous

habits? Or are we no more than passive transmitters of a nature we

have received, and which we have no powerto modify? ‘There are but

a few instances in which habit even seemsto be inherited. The chief

among them are suchasthoseof dogs being born excellent pointers; of

the attachment to man shown by dogs; and of the fear of man, rapidly

learnt and established among the birds of newly-discovered islands.

Butall of these admit of being accountedfor on other grounds than the

hereditary transmission of habits. Pointing1s, in some faint degree, a

natural disposition ofall dogs. Breeders have gradually improved upon

it, and created the race we now possess. ‘here is nothing to show that

the reason why dogs are born staunch pointersis that their parents had

been broken intoacquiring anartificial habit. So as regards the fond-

ness of dogs for man.It is inherent to a great extent in the genus. ‘The
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dingo, or wild dog of Australia, is attached to the man who has caught
him when a puppy,and clings to him even althoughheis turned adrift
to huntfor his own living. This quality in dogs is made more intense
by the custom of selection. The savage dogsarelostor killed: the tame
ones are kept and bred from. Lastly, as regards the birds. As soon as
any of their flock has learned to fear, I presume that its frightened
movements on the approach of man form a languagethatis rapidly and
unerringly understood bytherest, old or young; and that, after a few
repetitions of the signal, man becomesan object of well-remembered
mistrust. Moreover,just as natural selection has been shownto encour-
age love of man in domestic dogs, so it tends to encourage fear of man
in all wild animals—the tamervarieties perishing owing to their mis-
placed confidence,and the wilder ones continuing their breed.

If we examinethe question from the opposite side, a list oflife-long
habits in the parents might be adduced which leave no perceptible
trace on their descendants. I cannot ascertain that the son of an old sol-
dier learns his drill more quickly than the son of an artisan. I am
assured that the sonsof fishermen, whose ancestors have pursued the
samecalling time out of mind,are just as sea-sick as the sonsof lands-
men whentheyfirst go to sea. I cannot discoverthat the castes of India
show signs of being naturally endowed with special aptitudes. If the
habits of an individual are transmitted to his descendants,it is, as Dar-
Win says, in a very small degree, and is hardly,if at all, traceable.

Weshall therefore take an approximately correct view of the origin
of ourlife, if we consider our own embryos to have sprung immedi-
ately from those embryos whence our parents were developed, and
these from the embryosof /#e/r parents, and so on for ever. We should
in this waylook on the nature of mankind, and perhaps on that of the
whole animated creation, as one continuous system, ever pushing out
new branchesin all directions, that variously interlace, and that bud
into separate lives at every point of interlacement.

This simile does notatall express the popular notion oflife.Most
persons seem to have a vagueidea that a new element, specially fash-
ioned in heaven,and nottransmitted by simple descent, is introduced
into the body of every newly-born infant. Such a notion is unfitted to
stand upon anyscientific basis with which we are acquainted.It is
impossible it should be true, unless there exists some propertyor qual-
ity in manthatis not transmissible by descent. But the termssw/entand
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character are exhaustive: they include the whole of man’s spiritual

nature so far as weare able to understandit. No otherclass of qualities

is known to exist, that we might suppose to have been interpolated

from on high. Moreover, the idea is improbable from a priori consider-

ations, because there is no other instance in which creative power

operates under our own observation at the present day, except it may

be in the freedom in action of our own wills. Whereverelse we turn our

eyes, we see nothing but law andorder, and effect following cause.

But though, whenwelook backto our ancestors, the embryosof our

progenitors may be conceived to have been developed,in each gener-

ation, immediately from the one that precededit, yet we cannot take

so restricted a view when welook forward. The interval that separates

the full-grown animal from its embryo is too important to be disre-

garded. It is in this interval that Darwin’s law of natural selection

comesinto play; and those conditions are entered into, which affect,

we know not how, the “individual variation” of the offspring. I mean

those that cause dissimilarity among brothers and sisters who are born

successively, while twins, produced simultaneously, are often almost

identical. If it were possible that embryos should descend directly

from embryos, there might be developments in every direction, and

the world would befilled with monstrosities. But this is not the order

of nature. It is her fiat that the natural tendencies of animals should

neverdisaccord long and widely with the conditions under which they

are placed. Every animal beforeit is of an age to bear offspring, has to

undergo frequent stern examinations beforethe board of nature, under

the law of natural selection; where to be “plucked”is not necessarily

disgrace, but is certainly death. Neverlet it be forgotten that man,as a

reasonable being, has the privilege of not being helpless under the

tyranny of uncongenial requirements, but that he can, and that he

does, modify the subjects in which nature examines him, and that he

has considerable powerin settling beforehandthe relative importance

in the examination that shall be assigned to each separate subject.

It becomes a question of great interest how far moral monstrosities

admit of being bred. Is there any obviouslaw thatassigns a limit to the

propagation of supremely vicious or supremely virtuous natures? In

strength, agility, and other physical qualities, Darwin’s law of natural

selection acts with unimpassioned, merciless severity. The weakly die

in the battle for life; the stronger and more capable individuals are
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alone permitted to survive, and to bequeath their constitutional vigour
to future generations. Is there any corresponding rule in respect to
moral character? I believe thereis, and I have already hinted at it when
speaking of the American Indians. I am prepared to maintain thatits
action, by insuring a certain fundamental unity in the quality of the
affections, enables men andthe higher order ofanimals to sympathise
in some degree with each other, and also, that this law forms the broad
basis of our religious sentiments.

Animallife, in all but the very lowest classes, depends onatleast
one, and, more commonly, onall of the four following principles:—
There must beaffection, and it mustbe offour kinds: sexual, parental,
filial, and social. The absolute deficiency of any one of these would be
a serious hindrance,if not a bar to the continuance of any race. ‘hose
whopossessedall of them, in the strongest measure, would, speaking
generally, have an advantage in the struggle for existence. Without
sexual affection, there would be no marriages, and no children; with-
out parental affection, the children would be abandoned;withoutfilial
affection, they would stray and perish; and, without the social, each
individual would be single-handed against rivals who were capable of
banding themselves into tribes. Affection for others as well as for self,
is therefore a necessary part of animal character. Disinterestednessis
as essential to a brute’s well-being as selfishness. No animal lives for
itself alone, but also,at least occasionally, for its parent, its mate,its off-
spring, or its fellow. Companionshipis frequently more grateful to an
animal than abundantfood. The safety of her youngis considered by
many a mother as a paramount object to her own. The passion for a
mate is equally strong. The gregarious bird posts itself during its turn
of duty as watchman ona tree, by theside of the feeding flock. Its zeal
to serve the commoncause exceedsits care to attendtoits own inter-
ests. Extreme selfishness is not a common vice. Narrow thoughts of
self by no meansabsorb the minds of ordinary men; they occupy a sec-
ondary position in the thoughts of the more noble and generousofour
race. A large part of an Englishman’s life is devoted to others, or to the
furtherance of general ideas, and not to directly personal ends. The
Jesuit toils for his order, not for himself. Manyplanfor that which they
can neverlive to see. At the hour of death theyare still planning. An
incompleted will, which might work unfairness among those who
would succeedto the property of a dying man,harasses his mind. Per-
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sonal obligationsofall sorts press as heavily as in the fulness of health,

although the touch of death is knownto be on the point of cancelling

them. It is so with animals. A dog’s thoughts are towards his master,

even whenhesuffers the extremest pain. His mindis largely filled at

all times with sentiments of affection. But disinterested feelings are

more necessary to man than to any other animal, because of the long

period of his dependentchildhood, and also becauseofhis great social

needs, due to his physical helplessness. Darwin’s law of natural selec-

tion would therefore be expected to develop these sentiments among

men, even among the lowest barbarians, to a greater degree than

among animals.

I believe that our religious sentiments spring primarily from these

four sources. The institution of celibacy is an open acknowledgment

that the theistic and humanaffections are more or less convertible; I

mean that by starving the one class the other becomes more intense

and absorbing. In savages, the theistic sentiment is chiefly, if not

wholly, absent. I would refer my readers, who mayhesitate in accept-

ing this assertion, to the recently published work of my friend Sir John

Lubbock, Prehistoric Times, pp. 467-472, where the reports of travellers

on thereligion of savages are veryably and fairly collated. The theistic

sentimentis secondary, not primary. It becomes developed within us

under the influence of reflection and reason. All evidence tends to

show that man is directed to the contemplation and love of God by

‘nstincts that he shares with the whole animal world, and that primar-

ily appealto the love of his neighbour.

Moral monsters are born among Englishmen, even at the present

day; and, whenthey are betrayed by their acts, the law puts them out

of the way, by the prison or the gallows, and so prevents them from

continuing their breed. Townley, the murderer, is an instance in point.

He behaved with decorum and propriety; he was perfectly well-

conductedto the gaol officials, and he correspondedwith his motherin

a style that was certainly flippant, but was not generally considered to

be insane. However, with all this reasonableness of disposition, he

could not be brought to see that he had done anything particularly

wrong in murderingthegirl that was disinclined to marry him. He was

thoroughly consistent in his disregard for life, because, when his own

existence became wearisome, he ended it with perfect coolness, by

jumpingfrom an upperstaircase. It is a notable fact that a man without
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a conscience, like Townley, should be able to mix in English society
for years, just like other people.
How enormousis the compass of the scale of human character,

which reaches from dispositions like those we have just described, to
that of a Socrates! How various are the intermediate types of character
that commonlyfall under everybody’s notice, and how differently are
the principles of virtue measured out to different natures! We can
clearly observe the extremediversity of character in children. Some
are naturally generous and open, others mean and tricky; some are
warm and loving, others cold and heartless; some are meek and
patient, others obstinate and self-asserting; some few have the tem-
pers of angels, and at least as many have the tempers ofdevils. In the
same way, .. . by selecting men and womenofrare andsimilartalent,
and mating them together, generation after generation, an extraordi-
narily gifted race might be developed, so a yet more rigid selection,
having regardto their moral nature, would, I believe, result in a no less
marked improvementoftheir natural disposition.

Let us consider an instance in which different social influences
have modified the inborn dispositions of a nation. The North Ameri-
can people has been bred from the most restless and combative class

conscience’ sake, and for that of unappreciated patriotism. Every
scheming knave, and every brutal ruffian, who feared the arm of the
law, also turned his eyes in the samedirection. Peasants and artisans,
whosespirit rebelled against the tyranny of society and the monotony
of their daily life, and menof a higher position, who chafed under con-
ventional restraints, all yearned towards America. Thus the disposi-
tions of the parents of the American people have been exceedingly
varied, and usually extreme, either for good or for evil. But in one

state, we shall find it to be just what we might have expected from
such a parentage. They are enterprising, defiant, and touchy; impa-
tient of authority; furious politicians; very tolerant of fraud and vio-
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lence; possessing much high and generousspirit, and sometruerell-

gious feeling, but strongly addicted to cant.

We have seen that the law of natural selection develops disinter-

ested affection of a varied character even in animals and barbarian man.

Is the same law different in its requirements when acting on civilized

man? It is no doubt more favourable on the wholeto civilized progress,

but we must not expectto find as yet many markedsignsofits action.

As a matter ofhistory, our Anglo-Saxoncivilization is only skin-deep.It

is but eight hundred years, or twenty-six generations, since the Con-

quest, and the ancestorsof the large majority of Englishmen were the

merest boors at a muchlater date than that. It is said that among the

heads of the noble houses of England there can barely be found one

that has a right to claim the sixteen quarterings—thatis to say, whose

ereat-great-grandparents were,all of them (sixteen in number), entitled

to carry arms. Generally the nobility of a family is represented by only

a few slenderrills among a multiplicity of non-noble sources.

The most notable quality that the requirementsofcivilization have

hitherto bred in us, living as we doin a rigorous climate and on a natu-

rally barren soil, is the instinct of continuous steady labour. This is

alone possessed bycivilized races, andit is possessed in a far greater

degree by the feeblest individuals among them than by the mostable-

bodied savages. Unless a man can work hard and regularly in England,

he becomesan outcast. If he only worksbyfits and starts he has not a

chance of competition with steady workmen.Anartisan who has vari-

able impulses, and wayward moods, is almost sure to end in intemper-

ance and ruin. In short, men who are born with wild and irregular

dispositions, even though they contain much that is truly noble, are

alien to the spirit of a civilized country, and they and their breed are

eliminated from it by the law of selection. On the other hand, a wild,

untameable restlessness is innate with savages. I have collected

numerous instances where children of a low race have been separated

at an early age from their parents, and reared as partof a settler’s fam-

ily, quite apart from their own people.Yet, after years of civilized ways,

in somefit of passion, or under some craving, like that of a bird about

to emigrate, they have abandoned their home,flung away their dress,

and sought their countrymenin the bush, among whom they have sub-

sequently been foundliving in contented barbarism, without a vestige

of their gentle nurture. This is eminently the case with the Australians,
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and I have heard of many others in South Africa. There are also
numerousinstances in England wheretherestless nature of gipsyhalf-
blood asserts itself with irresistible force.

Anotherdifference, which mayeither be dueto natural selection or
to original differenceofrace, is the fact that savages seem incapable of
progressafter the first few years of their life. The average children of
all races are much ona par. Occasionally, those of the lower races are
more precocious than the Anglo-Saxons; as a brute beast of a few
weeksold is certainly more apt and forward than a child of the same
age. But, as the years go by, the higher races continue to progress,
while the lower ones gradually stop. They remain children in mind,
with the passions of grown men. Eminent genius commonlyasserts
itself in tender years, but it continues long to develop. The highest
minds in the highest race seem to have been those who had the
longest boyhood.It is not those who werelittle men in early youth who
have succeeded. Here I may remark that, in the great mortality that
besets the children of our poor, those who are members of precocious
families, and whoare therefore able to help in earning wagesat a very
early age, have a marked advantage over their competitors. They, on
the whole, live, and breed their like, while the others die. But, if this
sort of precocity be unfavourable to a race—ifit be generally followed
by an early arrest of development, and by a premature old age—then
modern industrial civilization, in encouraging precociousvarieties of
men, deteriorates the breed.

Besides these three points of difference—endurance of steady
labour, tamenessof disposition, and prolonged development—I know
of none that very markedly distinguishes the nature of the lower
classes ofcivilized man from that of barbarians. In the excitementof a
pillaged town the English soldieris just as brutal as the savage. Gentle
manners seem, underthose circumstances, to have been a mere gloss
thrown by education overa barbarousnature. Oneofthe effectsof civ-
ilization is to diminish the rigour of the application of the law of natu-
ral selection. It preserves weakly lives, that would have perished in
barbarouslands. Thesickly children of a wealthy family have a better
chanceofliving and rearing offspring than the stalwart children of a
poor one. As with the body, so with the mind. Poverty is more adverse
to early marriages thanis natural bad temper,or inferiority of intellect.
In civilized society, money interposes her zgis betweenthe law of nat-
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ural selection and very manyofits rightful victims. Scrofula and mad-

ness are naturalised among us by wealth; short-sightedness 1s becom-

ing so. There seems no limit to the morbific tendencies of body or

mind that might accumulate in a land where the law of primogeniture

was general, and where riches were more esteemed than personal

qualities. Neither is there any knownlimit to the intellectual and

moral grandeur of nature that might be introduced into aristocratical

families, if their representatives, who have suchrare privilege in win-

ning wives that please them best, should invariably, generation after

generation, marry with a view of transmitting those noble qualities to

their descendants. Inferior blood in the representative of a family

might be eliminated from it in a few generations. The share that a man

retains in the constitution of his remote descendants is inconceivably

small. The father transmits, on an average, one-half of his nature, the

grandfather one-fourth, the great-grandfather one-eighth; the share

decreasing step by step, in a geometrical ratio, with great rapidity.

Thus the man whoclaims descent from a Norman baron, who accom-

panied William the Conqueror twenty-six generations ago, has so

minute a share of that baron’s influence in his constitution, that, 1f he

weighs fourteen stone, the part of him which maybeascribed to the

baron (supposing, of course, there have been no additional lines of

relationship) is only one-fiftieth of a grain in weight—an amountludi-

crously disproportioned to the value popularly ascribed to ancient

descent. As a stroke ofpolicy, I question if the head of a great family,

or a prince, would not give more strength to his position, by marrying

a wife who would bear him talented sons, than one who would merely

bring him the support of high family connexions.

With the few but not insignificant exceptions we have specified

above, wearestill barbarians in our nature, and weshowit in a thou-

sand ways. The children who dabble and digin thedirt have inherited

the instincts of untold generations of barbarian forefathers, who dug

with their nails for a large fraction of their lives. Our ancestors were

grubbing by the hour, each day, to get at the roots they chiefly lived

upon. They had to grub outpitfalls for their game, holes for their pal-

isades and hut-poles, hiding-places, and ovens. Man becamea digging

animal by nature; and so wesee the delicately-reared children of our

era very ready to revert to primeval habits. Instinct breaks out in them,

just as it does in the silk-haired, boudoir-nurtured spaniel, with a rib-
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bon roundits neck, that runs away from the endearmentsof its mis-
tress, to sniff and revel in some road-side messofcarrion.

It is acommon themeof moralists of many creeds, that man is born
with an imperfect nature. Hehaslofty aspirations, butthere is a weak-
ness in his disposition that incapacitates him from carrying his nobler
purposes into effect. He sees that someparticular course of action is
his duty, and should behis delight; buthis inclinationsare fickle and
base, and do not conform to his better judgment. The whole moral
nature of manis tainted with sin, which prevents him from doing the
things he knowsto beright.

I venture to offer an explanation of this apparent anomaly, which
seemsperfectly satisfactory from a scientific point ofview. It is neither
morenorless than that the developmentof our nature, under Darwin’s
law ofnatural selection, has not yet overtaken the developmentof our
religious civilization. Man was barbarous but yesterday, and therefore
It is not to be expected that the natural aptitudes of his race should
already have become mouldedinto accordance with his very recent
advance. We menofthe present centuries are like animals suddenly
transplanted among new conditions of climate and of food: our
instincts fail us underthe altered circumstances.

Mytheory is confirmed by the fact that the members of old civi-
lizations are far less sensible than those newly converted from bar-
barism of their nature being inadequate to their moral needs. The
conscienceof a negro is aghastat his own wild, impulsive nature, and
is easily stirred by a preacher, but it is scarcely possible to ruffle the
self-complacencyof a steady-going Chinaman.

The sense of original sin would show, according to my theory, not
that man wasfallen from a high estate, but that he was rapidly rising
from a low one. It would therefore confirm the conclusion that has
been arrived at by every independentline of ethnological research—
that our forefathers were utter savages from the beginning; and, that,
after myriads of years of barbarism, our race has but very recently
grownto becivilized andreligious. |
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Karl Pearson

Te HERE ARE PROBABLYfew persons who would now deny

the immense importance of ancestry in the case of any domestic

animal. The stud-books, which exist for horses, cattle, dogs, cats and

even canaries, demonstrate the weight practically given to ancestry

when the breeding of animals has developedsofar that certain physical

characters possess commercial value. A majority of the community

would probably also admit to-day that the physical characters of man are

inherited with practically the same intensity as the like characters in cat-

tle and horses. But few, however, of the majority who acceptthis inheri-

tance of physique in man, apply the results which flow from such

acceptance to their own conductin life—still less do they appreciate the

all important bearingofthese results upon national life and social habits.

Noris the reason for this—orbetter, one outof several reasons for this—

hard to find. The majority of mankind are more or less conscious that

man has not gained his pre-eminence by physique alone. They justly

attribute much of his dominancein the animal kingdom to those mental
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and moral characters, which have rendered him capable of combining

with his neighbours to form stable societies with highly differentiated

tasks and circumscribed dutiesfor their individual members.

Within such communities we see the moral characters developing

apparently under family influences; the mental characters developing

not only under hometraining, but under the guidance of private and

public teachers, the whole contributing to form a complex system of

national education. To use technical terms, we expect correlation

between homeinfluence and moral qualities, and between education

and mental power, and the bulk of men toorashly, perhaps, conclude

that the home andtheschool are the chiefsourcesof those qualities on

whichsocial stability so largely depends. Weare too apt to overlook the

possibility that the homestandardis itself a product of parental stock,

and that the relative gain from education depends to a surprising

degree on the raw material presented to the educator. We are agreed

that good homesand good schools are essential to national prosperity.

But does not the good home depend uponthe percentage of innately

wise parents, and the good school depend quite as much onthechil-

dren’s capacity, as on its staff and equipment?

It is quite possible to accept these views and yet believe that the

moral and mental characters are inherited in either a quantitatively or

a qualitatively different manner from the physical characters. Both

may be influenced by environment, but the one in a far more marked
way than the other. Since the publication of Francis Galton’s epoch-

making books, Hereditary Genius and English Men ofScience, it is impos-

sible to deny zm /ofo the inheritance of mental characters. But we

require to go a stage further and ask for an exact quantitative measure

of the inheritance of such characters and a comparison of such measure

with its value for the physical characters.

Accordingly somesix or seven years ago I set myself the following

problem: What is the quantitative measure of the inheritance of the
moral and mental characters in man, and howisit related to the corre-

sponding measureof the inheritance of the physical characters?

The problem really resolved itself into three separate investiga-
tions:—

(az) Asufficiently wide inquiry into the actual values of inheritance

of the physical characters in man.
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This investigation was carried out by the measurementof

upwards of 1oco families. We thus obtained ample means of

determining both for parental and fraternal relationships the

quantitative measure of resemblance.

(4) A comparison of the inheritance of the physical characters in

man with that of the physical characters in other formsoflife.

‘This has been madefor a considerable numberof characters

in diverse species, with the general result that there appears to

be no substantial difference, as far as we have beenable to dis-

cover, between the inheritance of physique in man, andits

inheritance in other formsoflife.

(c) An inquiry into the inheritance of the moral and mental char-

acters In man.

‘This is the part of my work with which weare at present

chiefly concerned, and I want to indicate the general lines

along which my argumentruns.

In the first place it seemed to me absolutely impossible to get a

quantitative measure of the resemblance in moral and mental charac-

ters between parent and offspring. You must not compare the moral

character of a child with those of its adult parents. You can only esti-

mate the resemblance betweenthe child and whatits parents were as

children. Here the grandparentis the only available source of informa-

tion; but not only does age affect clearness of memory and judgment,

the partiality of the relative is a factor which can hardly be corrected

and allowed for. If we take, on the other hand, parents and offspring as

adults, it is difficult to appeal to anything but the voxpopusifor an esti-

mate of their relative moral merits, and this vox is generally silent

unless both are men of marked public importance. For these and other

reasons I gave up any hope of measuring parental resemblance in

moral character. I confined my attention entirely to fraternal resem-

blance. My argument was of this kind. Regarding one species only,

then if fraternal resemblance for the moral and mental characters be

less than, equalto, or greater than fraternal resemblance for the physi-

cal characters, we may surely argue that parental inheritance for the

former set of characters is less than, equal to, or greater than that for

the latter set of characters.

In the next place it seemed impossible to obtain moderately impar-

tial estimates of the moral and mentalcharacters of adu/ts. Who butrel-
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atives and close friends know them well enough to form suchanesti-

mate, and which of us will put upon paper, for the use of strangers, a

true account of the temper, probity and popularity of our nearest?

Even if relatives and friends could be trusted to be impartial, the dis-

covery of the preparation of schedules by the subjects of observation

might have ruptured the peace of households and broken downlife-

long friendships. Thousandsof schedules could notbefilled up in this

manner. The inquiry, therefore, resolveditself into an investigation of

the moral and mental characters of chi/dren. Here we could replace the

partial parent or relative by the fairly impartial school teacher. A man

or woman whodeals yearly with forty to a hundred new children,

rapidly forms moderately accurate classifications, and it was to this

source of information that I determinedto appeal.

I would refer at once to an objection, which I thinkis not real, but

which I know will arise in the minds of some.It will be said that the

temper, vivacity and probity of children is not a measure of the like

qualities in the adult. The shy boy at school is not necessarily a shy

man on the floor of the House of Commonsor confronting a native

race on the north-west frontier. Granted absolutely. But what weare

comparing is what that boy was at school, with whathis brotherandsis-

ter may have been. We can legitimately compare for purposes of

heredity a character of the larval stage of two insects, although that

character disappears entirely when bothare fully developed as zmago.

It is possible that some allowance ought to be made for changes

during the school period in the mental and moral characters, but I have

not found that those characters change very substantially in their per-

centages with the age of the school children, the bulk of whom lie

between 10 and 14. Accordingly, while the physical characters change

during the schoolperiod,it did notto a first approximation seem need-

ful to allow for age changesin the mental and moral characters. Such

changes may exist, but they do not appear to be so markedas to sub-

stantially influence ourresults.

[...]

Lastly, turning to the psychical character of man, to some the

greatestof all mysteries, we link it up to the physical. We see the man,

not only physically, but morally and mentally, the product of a long

line of ancestry. We realise that evolution and selection play no

greater, and play noless a part in the production of the psychical char-

acter than in the production of the physique of man. Once fully
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realise that the psychic is inherited in the same way as the physical,
and there is no room left to differentiate one from the other in the
evolution of man.Realise all this, and two mysteries have been linked
into one mystery, but the total mysteryis no less in magnitude, and no
more explicable than it was before. We know not whyliving forms
vary, nor why either physical or psychical characters are inherited, nor
wherefore the existenceatall of living forms, and their subjection to
the great principle of selective evolution. We have learnt only a law
commonto the physical and the psychical; we have not raised the one
or debased the other, because in a world where the ultimate source of
change is utterly inexplicable, whether you strive to perceive it
through matterlike a physicist, through the lower living forms like
the biologist, or through manlike the anthropologist,all terminology
like higher and loweris futile. Where the mystery is absolute in all
cases, there can be no question ofgrade.

But I would not leave you with a mere general declaration thatall is
mystery, that scientific ignorance of the ultimate is profound. RatherI
would emphasize what I have endeavoured to show you to-night, that
the mission of science is not to explain butto bringall things, as far as
we are able, under a commonlaw. Science gives no real explanation,
but provides comprehensive description. In the narrowerfield it has to
study how its general conceptions bear on the comfort and happiness
of man. Herein,I think,lies especially the coming function of anthro-
pology. Anthropology has in the first place to study man, to discover
the sequenceofhis evolution from his present comparative stages and
from hispast history. But it cannothalt here; it must suggest how those
laws can be applied to render our own humansociety both morestable
and moreefficient. In this function it becomes at least the hand-
maiden ofstatecraft, if indeed it were nottruerto call it the preceptor
of statesmen.

If the conclusion we have reached to-night be substantially a true
one, and for my part I cannot for a moment doubtthatit is so, then
whatis its lesson for us as a community? Why simply that geniality and
probity and ability may be fostered indeed by home environmentand
by provision of good schools and well equipped institutions for
research, but that their origin, like health and muscle, is deeper down
than these things. They are bred and not created. That good stock

breeds good stock is a commonplace of every farmer; that the strong
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man and womanhavehealthy children is widely recognized too. But

we haveleft the moral and mental faculties as qualities for which we

can provide amply by home environmentand sound education.

It is the stock itself which makes its home environment, the educa-

tion is of small service, unless it be applied to an intelligent race of men.

Ourtraders declare that we are no match for Germans and Ameri-

cans. Our men of science run about two continents and proclaim the

glory of foreign universities and the crying need for technical instruc-

tion. Our politicians catch the general apprehension andrushto heroic

remedies. Looking round impassionately from the calm atmosphere of

anthropology, I fear there really does exist a lack of leaders of the high-

est intelligence, in science, in the arts, in trade, even in politics. I do

seem to see a want of intelligence in the British merchant, in the

British professional man and in the British workman. But I do not

think the remedylies solely in adopting foreign methodsof instruction

or in the spread of technical education. I believe we have a paucity,

just now,of the better intelligences to guide us, and of the moderate

intelligences to be successfully guided. The only account wecan give

of this on the basis of the result we have reachedto-nightis that we are

ceasing as a nation to breed intelligence as we did fifty to a hundred

years ago. The mentally better stock in the nation is not reproducing

itself at the samerate as it did of old; the less able, and the less ener-

getic, are morefertile than the better stocks. No scheme of wideror

more thorough education will bring up in the scale of intelligence

hereditary weaknessto the level of hereditary strength. ‘The only rem-

edy, if one be possibleatall, is to alter the relative fertility of the good

and the bad stocks in the community. Let us have a census of the

effective size of families amongthe intellectual classes now and a com-

parison with the effective size of families in the like classesin thefirst

half of last century. You will, I feel certain, find, as in the case of recent

like censuses in America, that the intellectual classes are now scarcely

reproducing their own numbers, and are very far from keeping pace

with the total growth of the nation. Compare in another such census

the fertility of the more intelligent working man with that of the un-

educated hand labourer. You will, | again feel certain, find that grave

changes have takenplace in relative fertility during the last forty years.

We stand, I venture to think, at the commencement of an epoch,

which will be marked by a great dearth of ability. If the views I have
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put before you to-night be even approximately correct, the remedylies
beyond the reach of revised educational systems; we have failed to
realize that the psychical characters, which are, in the modern struggle
of nations, the backboneofa state, are not manufactured by home and
school and college; they are bred in the bone; and for the last forty
years the intellectual classes of the nation, enervated by wealth or by
love of pleasure,or following an erroneousstandardoflife, have ceased
to give us in due proportion the men we wantto carry on the ever-
growing work of our empire, to battle in the fore-rank of the ever
intensified struggle of nations.

Do not let me close with too gloomy a note. I do not merely state
our lack. I have striven by a study of the inheritance of the mental and
moral characters in man to see howit arises, and to know the real

source of an evil is half-way to finding a remedy. That remedyliesfirst
in getting the intellectual section of our nation to realize that intelli-
gence can be aided andbetrained, but no training or education can cre-
ate it. You must breedit, that is the broad result for statecraft which

flows from the equality in inheritance of the psychical and the physi-
cal characters in man.



GENIUS, FAME, AND RACE(1897)

Charles H. Cooley

ENIUS IS THAT aptitudefor greatness that is born in a man;

fame is the recognition by men that greatness has been

achieved. Betweenthe twolie early nurture and training, schools, the

influence of friends and books, opportunities, and, in short, the whole

working of organized society upon the individual. One is biological,

the othersocial; to produce geniusesis a function ofrace, to allot fame

is a function of history.

The question I propose to consider is, Whatis the relation between

these two things? Does genius always result in fame? If not, why not,

what determines whetherit shall or shall not do sor ‘These, in a general

way, are the inquiries which suggest themselves, and which one would

like to answer. I shall be well contentif, without attempting to answer

them fully, I can bring forward facts or reasoning that shall throw any

light upon the matter whatever. ‘That the question is a great one |

think no onewill doubt fora moment.It is a part of that larger question

whichis, from one point of view atleast, the very root problem ofsoci-

Charles H. Cooley (1864-1929), an Americansocial scientist, was a founderandfirst pres-

ident of the American Sociological Society. He was a professor for many years at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and wrote Human Nature and Social Order (1902) and

Social Organization (1909). This piece 1s excerpted from the Anna/s ofthe American Academy

ofPolitical andSocial Science, YX (1897), where it was published as “Genius, Fame, and the

Comparison of Races.”
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ology, of history, perhaps of psychology, the question, that is, of the
mutual relations between the individual and the social order, of how

society makes the man and of how the man makessociety. Although
the “great-man-theory”ofhistory, as taught by Carlyle and others, may
not be entirely tenable, yetit is quite plain that recent studies in imi-
tation, suggestion andthe like have established more firmly than ever
the fact of the momentousinfluence of remarkable men upon the
progress of mankind.

One who wishesto work at this subject in as exact and verifiable a
manneras its nature permits may wellstart, I think, from the writings
of Francis Galton, and particularly from his great work on Hereditary
Genius.* In this book the author, though concerned primarily with
heredity, has found it necessary to his purpose to formulate roughly
and to defend a theory of the relation between genius and fame. This
theory, which I shall presently elucidate by ample quotations, may be
stated, so far as it is capable of brief statement, somewhatas follows:

Fame—onthe whole, and reserving the right to allow for special con-
ditions—is a sufficient test of genius. Fame can seldom be attained
without genius, and genius as a rule achieves fame. Social conditions,
though sometimes important and occasionally decisive, may on the

whole be regardedas disturbing forces, not at all comparable in influ-
ence to natural capacity. This is so far the case that the numberofillus-
trious mena race is capable of producing from a given population may
be used as a criterion ofthe ability of the race, and uponthis basis com-
parisons may justifiably be made between races so remote from each
other as the ancient Athenians and the modern English.

I am led by a studyofthe facts in the case to uphold the following
somewhatdifferent theory—for which, however, I claim nooriginal-
ity. Every able race probably turns out a numberof greatly endowed
men many times larger than the numberthat attains to fame. By
greatly endowed I meanwith natural abilities equal to those that have
made men famousin other times and places. The question which, if
any, of these geniuses are to achieve fameis determined byhistorical
and social conditions, and these vary so muchthat the production of

great men cannot justifiably be used as a criterion of the ability of

* Galton’s later writings contain, I think, no essential modification of the views set forth

in Hereditary Genius.
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races except under rare and peculiar circumstances hereafter to be

specified.*

Myview ofthe relation between genius andthesocial order may

perhaps be madeclear by the following comparison: Suppose a man,

having plowed and cultivated his farm, should take in his hand a bag

of mixed seeds—say wheat, rice, Indian corn, beans, and others—and

should walk straight across his land, sowing as he went.All places on

his path would be sownalike: the rocks, the sandy ground,the good

uplandsoil, the rich mold in the hollows, the marshes, and whatever

other sorts of soil there might be. All would be sownalike, but there

would be a greatvariety in the result when harvest time came around.

In someplaces nothing would comeupat all. In the sand perhapsonly

the beans would flourish, in the marshes only the rice, and so on;

while some generoussoils would allow a variety of plants to grow side

by side in considerable vigor. Somethinglikethis, I think,is the case

with a stock of men passing through history. A good stock probably

produces remarkable children with comparative uniformity, but of

these only a few become famous men,and these few, instead of being

evenly distributed, appear in groups, now ofonesort, now of another,

now of several sorts.

[...]

The reader can judge for himself whetherit is not a fair description

of Galton’s theory to say that he holdssocial and historical conditionsto

be no more than disturbing forces in the career of genius. They may

hasten or retard its success, but on the whole “few who possess very

high abilities can fail in achieving eminence.” That this is really his

position must also be inferred from the fact that in another chapter,

which I shall take up later, he estimates the comparative worth ofdif-

ferent races on a basis of the numberof great men they produce, with-

* Views moreorless like this have been advanced by various writers; but I do not know

that anyone has treated the matter at length or answered Galton’s arguments so muchin

detail as I have attempted to doin this paper.

Among the most important writings touching upon the subject are the article by Pro-

fessor William James, entitled “Great Men, Great Thoughts, and the Environment,” in

the Ad/antic Monthly for 1880, page 441, and the replies to it by John Fiske (1881, page 75)

and Grant Allen (1881, page 371).

Lombroso’s Man of Genius contains, of course, much interesting matter bearing on this

question. See especially Part II.
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out any attempt to compare their histories, or take account of their
actual state of social development. Exceptions are here and there
admitted,as, for instance, where he says that the Negroes in the United
States have not had

a

fair chance to compete with the whites, but as to
. the general tenor of the book there can,I imagine, be no question.

Nowletus first of all inquire what the facts and arguments quoted
really show, supposing that we admit their general truth and reason-
ableness. They show that some menof genius can and dorise from a
rather low rank of life—such as that in which d’Alembert passed his
boyhood—andattain celebrity at an early age. This, I think, is nearly
all that is shown:at any rate I wish to point out the following deficien-
cies in the reasoning:

1. It is not proved, or even claimed, except by inference, that there
do not exist hindrances, greater than those surmounted by
d’Alembert and others cited by Galton, which act as an effec-
tual bar to genius. I shall give reasons for believing that such
hindrancesdoexist, that they are effectual, and that they oper-
ate upona large part of the population.

2. It is not shown, except by questionable @ priori reasoning, that
the ability to surmount ordinary social obstacles, proved to
exist in certain cases, can be presumed to exist in men of
geniusas a class.

3. Finally, and most important omission ofall, there is nothing to

show that the ripening of genius into fameis notso far a matter
of historical development—apart from the question of race—

that race can at most be regarded as one of several equally
important factors that must unite in the production ofdistin-
guished men.If this last be the caseit follows that to estimate
the worth of races merely by a count of famous men and with-

out a comparison of their history and social organization, is a

quite unjustifiable proceeding.

[...]
Is there, then, any form ofsocial hindrance or disqualification that

operatesatall widely and effectually to prevent men ofnatural genius
from achieving literary fame? I thinkthereis at least one that has oper-
ated very widely and,so far as I can learn, quite effectually, namely, the
circumstance of having been brought up without such an elementary
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education as consists in learning to read and write and having some

access to good books.

In none of the cases cited by Galton of those who haveattained to

literary fame did the man in question fail to receive in his boyhood

these simple tools by which all literary activity is carried on. Genius1s

wonderful, but not miraculous. Alittle suggestion, a little opportunity

will go a great way with it—as Galton justly insists—but something of

the sort there must be. A man can hardly fix his ambition upona liter-

ary career whenheis perfectly unaware, as millions are, that such a

thing as a literary career exists. Betweenilliteracy and the ability to

read a few good booksthereis all the difference between blindness

and sight.

It is true that when reading and writing are generally diffused

among the commonpeople and recognized as necessary to any sort of

advancement,a bright boy will manage to pick them up even when he

has not been educated by his parents. But how recent the times and

how few, even now,are the countries of which this can be said! Where

whole classes of the people, or whole regions of the country know

nothing of these difficult arts, how is a boy to get his start: How get

that definite ambition that must go before any great achievement?

Myopinion that an untaught childhood is an effectual bar to the

developmentofliterary genius does not, however, rest upon @ priori

arguments. Galton’s list, as I have remarked, furnishes no example to

the contrary. I have also, with the aid of Nichol’s Tables ofEuropean H1s-

tory, prepared a list of about seventy of the most distinguished poets,

philosophers and menofletters of Europe, consisting chiefly of those

whose namesare printed in large capitals by the authors of this work.

Having examined the biographies of these men I find none whodid

not receive elementary instruction in his boyhood. In the fewcases

where men of letters have sprung from a class generally illiterate it

appears that somespecial pains has been taken with their education.

Thusthe father of Burns “wasat great painsto give his children a good

education,” and Bunyan, whose father wasa tinker, “a settled and rep-

utable man,”* says in his autobiography, “Notwithstanding the mean-

ness and inconsiderableness of my parents it pleased God to put into

their hearts to put me to school, to learn both to read and to write.”

* Venables’ Life ofBunyan, page 13.
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The next question is whether this hindrance of illiteracy, which
appears to have beeneffectual, has been felt by a large proportion of
the population. Exact information upon this point cannot be had
except for recent times, but the following statements are moderate and
I have taken somepainsto satisfy myself of their truth.*

Up to within the present century the great mass of the population
of Europe, even in Protestant countries, was entirely illiterate. By the
great mass I meanall but a rather small per cent, differing in different
countries and nowhereprecisely ascertainable.*

If we except France and Switzerland, the sameis true of southern
and eastern Europeat the present time. Spain, Russia and European
‘Turkey are overwhelminglyilliterate. Italy is prevailingly so, though
her condition in this respect is rapidly improving. The same may be
said of Greece. In Austria-Hungary more than half of the armyrecruits
are now returned as able to read and write; but we must rememberthat
these are young men whohaveprofited by recent reforms.

In England, where a powerful aristocracy and church establishment
seem to have been, on the whole, hostile to the education of the com-
mon people, such education has been more backward than in any
other large Protestant country.

[...]
There are other hindrancesarising from social and economic condi-

tions that operate effectually to prevent the developmentof natural
ability. One of these, as I suppose everyonewill admit,is underfeeding
in childhood,or the subjection of children to premature and stunting
labor. No breeder of horses would expecta colt, howeverexcellent his
parentage, to develop speed after having been put to the plow when
two years old. Yet it is undeniable that something closely analogous
happensto a considerable partof the children in countries so advanced
as England and the United States. Mr. Galton has himself devised and
brought into use methods of measuring large numbers of men which
have recently been employed to determinethe physicaleffects of nur-
ture and environment. The moststriking of these researchesis per-
haps the investigation by Spielmann and Jacobs of the comparative

* For information and references uponthis point I am indebted to the kindnessofProf.
B. A. Hinsdale.

" This was certainly the general fact. There may have been local exceptions.
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measurements of Jews in the East and West Ends of London.* The

West End Jews, who are a well-to-doclass, did not differ much from

Englishmenofthé sameclass. Those from the East End, employed for

the mostpart in sweat-shops upon the manufacture of cheapclothing,

averaged morethanthreeinchesless in stature, and were inferior also

in size of skull and in every particular covered by the measurements.

Theintellectual deterioration that goes with this cannot well be mea-

sured, but that it must exist will hardly be doubted.

In another paper, dealing with the ability of the Jews as compared

with other races, Mr.Jacobsasserts that out of one and a half million of

Jewsliving tofifty “only a little more than half a million can be said to

havelived; the rest have but existed, and have been outof the running

in the race for fame.”

The biographies of men of letters seem to me to afford very small

support to the theory thatliterary genius is independentofsocial hin-

drances. In going overthelist already mentioned of seventy of the most

distinguished European poets, philosophers andhistorians, I find that

about two-thirds of them belonged by birth to the upper and upper

middle classes, using the latter term rather broadly to include clergy-

men, advocates, well-to-do merchants and the like. Of the remainder

nearly all came of the lower middle class, shopkeepers, prosperous

handicraftsmen, etc., while the very few men who,like Burns, sprung

from the peasantry, prove to have received an education uncommonin

their class. It would seem, then, that if we divide mankind into these

three classes, the number of famous men producedbyeachclassis in

somethinglike inverse proportion to the total numberin theclass.

The only escape from these facts, for one whostill believes that

geniusis superior to circumstance,is to assert that the lowerclasses are

naturally as well as socially inferior, and this to such a degree that few or

no men of genius are born in them. In our democratic days this will

appear to most persons a monstrous supposition, and yet it may be sup-

ported by a plausible argument which ought,in fairness, to be stated.

Thestruggle for the best placesin life operates, it may besaid, as a

sort of natural selection, by the working of which the ablest strains of

menare continually finding their way to the top. Even in the most con-

* See their paper on “The Comparative Anthropometry of English Jews” in the Journal

ofthe Anthropological Institute, 1890, p. 76.
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servative societies there is always more or less penetration of social
walls by men and families of uncommonenergy. Thenatural effect of
such a process is that hereditary ability becomes concentrated in the
upperstrata, andlittle or none is to be found anywhereelse. To this
might be added the argumentalready quoted from Galton, that since
America, where educationis diffused and opportunity open, does not
produce moregreat writers than England, wheresocial distinctions are
comparatively fixed, we must conclude that democracy has no ten-
dencyto bring to light suppressedgenius.

This view has some show ofreason, andin fact it may be admitted
that, for the cause mentioned, there is probably more unusualability
among the children of the well-to-do classes, in proportion to their
number, than there is among those whohave not madeso good

a

place
for themselves. But there is no proof that this superiority is very great,
and when wesee that a few men from the peasantry and the prole-
tariat, having had instruction and opportunities unusual with their
class, achieve literary fame, it seems reasonableto infer thatif instruc-
tion and opportunity had been general the numberof such men would
have been correspondingly increased.

The argument derived from the United States is pertinent only if
we assumethatthefailure of this country to produce a large numberof
famous writers cannot be explained by somehistorical cause, such as
the inevitable preoccupation of the people with the material develop-
ment of the country and its political organization. That it can be so
explained is the general and defensible opinion with us, and I shall
later offer some observations tending to confirm this view.

Moreover, if we take history as a whole, the proposition that democ-
racy favors the developmentof geniuswill appear plausible, to say the
least.* Athens and Florence,rich in famous menaboveall otherplaces,

were democracies whenatthe heightof their glory, and ceased to be
glorious soon after they ceasedto be democratic. The great writers of
the Augustan age were the product of the later days of the Roman
Republic, and the time of Elizabeth was one of freedom and open
Opportunity compared with the times that preceded and followedit.
The history of the Netherlands wouldalso offer striking confirmation
of the theory suggested.

* This topic is ably discussed in Bryce’s American Commonwealth, Chaps. 107 and 108.
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Freedom is certainly not the only cause of the appearance of great

men, but it appears to be one of the causes, a favoring circumstance

which has commonly united with other and more obscure conditions in

the production of memorable groups of famouspersons. It seems to me

that if any conclusion uponthis point is to be drawn from history it is the

one opposite to that which Galton draws from the case of the United

States. Andif this fails, what other standing groundis there for the the-

ory that genius is not suppressed byilliteracy and class distinctions?

The question howfar genius can be helped or hindered by suchdif-

ferences of wealth and circumstance as are found within the educated

classes of peoples as advanced as the English or the American, cannot

be precisely determined because we have no way of knowing what a

man might have done under different conditions. We cannot know

whatis in him until it comes out: if genius does not become fame we

cannot be sure it was genius. There is no single, definite obstacle

which,like illiteracy, is almost invariably efficacious; but what may

help one mayhinder another. In such a question more weight must be

given to probability and the opinion ofjudicious observers than to any-

thing else. Galton is very clear in his belief that these things do not

materially affect the final result, that if a man of genius does not reach

fame by one road he will by another. It is possible, however, that he

does not do full justice to the considerations opposedto this view.

[...]

In estimating the importance of circumstanceit should never befor-

gotten that “a favorable environment” is nothing fixed and definite,

like social standing or wealth, butis different for every individual. That

measure of struggle and disappointment which is only a wholesome

and neededstimulus to one man, maydrive anotherinto dissipation, or

wear out his body and mind with fruitless annoyance and anxiety. In

the same way the wealth that may secure just the needed seclusion and

materials for one, may keep anotherin lifelong indoience.

So much for those differences in education, nurture and opportu-

nity that are found among the people of the same time and nation.

Now howis it as between different countries and different times? Can

it be shownthat there are forces apart from race that cause genius to

flourish here and droop there, which at one period foster the germsof

greatnessin a people until they yield a rich fruitage of accomplishment

and fame, and at another wither and chill them into barrenness? Are
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such thingsas historical tendency and thespirit of the age sufficiently
real and powerful to control the production of famous men?

If the affirmative of these questions can beestablished,it is clear
that the whole plan of estimating the worth of races by their great men
and with only incidental referenceto their history falls to the ground.
Such comparisons can be defended only upon the theory thatrace is
the paramountfactor.

I hope to show that history is quite as important as race in this mat-
ter; that while it is a function of race to turn out geniuses, historical
forces determine how many of them shall be famous, and of what sort
these shall be, that the appearance ofgreat menin the past has been of
a sort impossible to reconcile with the theory that such appearanceis
controlled by race alone.

Let mebegin by giving the main argument and conclusionsof Gal-
ton’s chapter on “The Comparative Worth of Different Races.”

In discussing this the first question considered is, What are the
qualities which are neededin civilized society, and which may, there-
fore, be used as a test of the worth of races?

They are, speaking generally, such as will enable a race to supply

a large contingentto the various groups of eminent men, ofwhom

I have treated in my several chapters. Without going so far as to

say that this very convenienttest is perfectly fair, we are atall

events justified in making considerable useofit, as I will do, in

the estimates I am abouttogive.

‘The comparison,then,is to be based upon the numberandgradeof
the eminent men that a race produces, the supposition being that the

distribution of ability is similar in all races, so that if the ablest men in

a given race are superior in a certain degree to those of anotherrace,

the men of medium andlowability will be superiorin like degree.It is
like the inference of a zoologist, who, having only a single bone of an
animal of known species, will compute approximately all the other

dimensions.

I know this cannotbestrictly true, for it would be in defiance of

analogy if the variability of all races were precisely the same; but, on

the other hand, there is good reason to expect that the error intro-
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duced by the assumption cannotsensibly affect the off-hand results

for which alone I propose to employ it; moreover, the rough data I

shall adduce, will go far to show thejustice of this expectation.

Uponthis basis Galton proceeds to compare the Negro race with the

Anglo-Saxon, the Lowland Scotch and the English North-Country men

with the ordinary English, and the English with the ancient Athenians.

The Negrorace he finds to be about two grades below the Anglo-

Saxon. This conclusion is based upon the fact that its greatest men,

such as Toussaint l’Ouverture, appear to be at least that muchinferior

to the greatest men ofthe rival race, also upon the opinionsoftravel-

ers who havehad to do with African chiefs, and uponthe large propor-

tion of half-witted persons found amongtheblacks.

The Lowland Scotch and the English North-Country menare held

to be “decidedly a fraction of a grade superior to the ordinary

English,” both because they produce more eminent men in propor-

tion to their number, and because the well-being of the masses of the

populationis greater.

We now cometo the Athenians.

Of the various Greek sub-races, that of Attica was the ablest, and

she was no doubtlargely indebted to the following cause for her

superiority. Athens opened her arms to immigrants, but not indis-

criminately, for her social life was such that none but very able men

could take any pleasure in it; on the other hand, she offered attrac-

tions such as menofthe highestability and culture could find in no

other city. TUhus, by a system of partly unconsciousselection, she

built up a magnificent breed of human animals, which,in the space

of one century—viz., between 530 and 430 B. C.—produced the

following illustrious persons, fourteen in number:

Statesmen and Commanders.—Themistocles (mother an

alien), Miltiades, Aristides, Cimon (son of Miltiades), Pericles

(son of Xanthippus, the victor at Mycale). Literary and Scientific

Men.—Thucydides, Socrates, Xenophon,Plato. Poets.—Aeschy-

lus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes. Sculptor.—Phidias.

‘The population of Attica at the time she produced these men con-

sisted, it seems, of about go,000 native free-born persons, 40,000 resi-
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dentaliens, and a laboring and artisan population of 400,000 slaves. Of
these Galton holdsthat the first-mentioned aloneare to be considered,

the aliens and slaves being excluded, doubtless because they did not
belong to the Athenian race.

Nowlet us attempt to compare the Athenian standard ofability

with that of our own race and time. We have no mento put by the

side of Socrates and Phidias, because the millions of all Europe,

breeding as they have done for the subsequent 2000 years, have

never produced their equals. They are therefore two or three

grades above our G—they mightrankas I or J. But, supposing we

do not count them atall, saying that somefreak of nature acting at

that time may have produced them, what must wesay aboutthe

rest? Pericles and Plato would rank, I suppose, the one among the

greatest of philosophical statesmen, and the other as at least

the equal of Lord Bacon. They would, therefore, stand some-

where among our unclassed X, one or two grades above G—let us

call them between andI.All the remainder, the F of the Athe-

nian race—would rank aboveour G, and equalto or close upon our

H.It follows from all this, that the average ability of the Athenian

race is on the lowest possible estimate, very nearly two grades

higher than our own—thatis, about as much as ourrace is above

that of the African Negro. This estimate, which may seem prodi-

gious to some,is confirmed by the quickintelligence and high cul-

ture of the Athenian commonalty, before whom literary works

were recited, and worksof art exhibited, of a far more severe char-

acter than could possibly be appreciated by the average of our

race, the calibre of whose intellect is easily gauged by a glance at

the contents of a railway book-stall.

This argumentis so ingenious and the conclusionsostartling that I

propose to assumefor a few moments that the method is sound—that

it is practicable to compare peoplesso widely different in almost every

respect as the English and Athenians upon a basis of the number and

grade of their eminent men—andinquire whetherit is fairly applied,

whetherit does, after all, show such a preeminenceonthepart of the
Greeksas Galton asserts. ‘The only changes I propose to makeare such

as in my opinion tend to insure fair play between the contending

nations.
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As we allow Athensto chooseher ground, so to speak, and rest her

claims upon the age of Pericles, we ought surely to allow the same

privilege to England. The brightest period in her history, having in

‘view the numberof her great men and of the population from which

they were drawn, was undoubtedly the age of Elizabeth.

The population of the country at that period is not accurately

known,but it appears to have been not greater than four and a half mil-

lions. Against this we have in Athensonly about go,oo0free citizens, or

but two per cent of the number of Englishmen.

I have already given reasons, however, for holding that in ques-

tions of fametheilliterate and overburdened poor should be counted

out. Now amongthefree citizens of Athens there was no suchclass

as this; although the government was democratic, so far as concerned

those whoshared in it, the citizens were really an aristocratic caste,

ruling over a vast population of slaves. ‘There were, on the average,

four or five of these latter to every man, woman and child of the

Athenian population, and even the poorest families had at least one

slave to do the lower sorts of manual labor. The education of boys

appears to have been nearly universal, and it was not a mere smatter-

ing of the elements, enabling the pupil to write his nameorspell out

laboriously a few paragraphs, but lasted from the age of seven to that

of sixteen, and was often followed by more advancedstudies. The

three main divisions were gymnastics, music and letters, and the

course as a whole appears to have been a thorough initiation into

the culture of the Athenian people. This culture was, as all will ad-

mit, one peculiarly favorable to the developmentofliterary andartis-

tic genius.

I have not been able to find even an estimate of the number of

English people that could read and write in the time of Elizabeth; but

it was some small percentage of the population. Of course the upper

and middle classes were feeling in some measure the general intellec-

tual awakening that followed the revival of learning and the invention

of printing, but culture was by no means general in any class and

scarcely touched the commonpeople. Froudesays in his Life of Bun-

yan, “In those days there were no village schools in England; the edu-

cation of the poor was an apprenticeshipto agriculture or handicraft.”

Without pretending to definite knowledge upon the matterI ven-

ture to suggestthatit is at least a fair question whether more than two

per cent of the people of England had such opportunities for culture
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that they can reasonably beclassed, in this respect, with the free-born

population of Athens.

Anothercircumstancein favor of the Atheniansis, in my opinion, of
almost equal importance. The developmentof literary and artistic
geniusis greatly stimulated byfacility of access to great centresof cul-
ture, where one can comeinto contact with eminent men and their

works, and gain an inspiration more personal andvisible than can be
gotten from books.It is in capitals, and there only as a rule, that litera-
ture andart are organized, communication and sympathyestablished
among menof promise, and an “atmosphere”created.

Uponthis pointI shall take the liberty of quoting Goethe again. He
has discussed the questionat length, with his usual sagacity and ampli-
tude of information.‘Take for instance this concerning Béranger, whom
he is contrasting with Schiller.*

On the other hand, take up Béranger. Heis the son of poorpar-

ents, the descendantof a poortailor; at one time a poorprinter’s

apprentice, then placed in someoffice with a small salary; he has

never been to a classical school or university, and yet his songs are

so full of mature cultivation, so full of wit and the most refined

irony, and there is such artistic perfection and masterly handling

of the language,that he is the admiration, not only of France, but

of all civilized Europe.

But imagine this same Béranger—instead of being born in

Paris, and brought up in this metropolis of the world—the son of

a poortajlor in Jena or Weimar, and let him commencehiscareer,

in an equally miserable manner, in such small places, and ask

yourself what fruit would have been produced by this sametree,

grown in such a soil and in such an atmosphere.

I suppose I need notinsist on the fact that as a focus ofintellectual

activity the London of Elizabeth bears no comparison to the Athensof

Pericles. ‘The Athenianswereall, practically, inhabitants of one great

town, and any man could meet with any other as often as heliked,

while all camein daily contact with the great worksof art that crowned

the city. London, on the other hand, was hard to reach—how hard one

may judge from the famousdescription of English roads in Macaulay’s

* Conversation with Eckermann, May3, 1827.
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third chapter—and wasnot muchofa place whenyougotthere. It con-

tained something like 150,000 people, of whom the great majority

were ignorant artisans who must beclassed, so far as culture 1s con-

cerned, with the Athenian slaves.

Making due allowancefor these things and assuming that the con-

ditions other than race are about equal in the twocases, let us see if

England can produce a list of men born within one century, whichshall

be other than ridiculous whenset beside the onethat Galton gives us

from Athens. I choose the century beginning with 1550.

Athenians. Englishmen.

Themistocles, ~ Cromwell,

Miltiades, Sir Walter Raleigh,

Aristides, Sir Philip Sidney,

Cimon, Shakespeare,

Pericles, Bacon,

‘Thucydides, Ben Jonson,

Socrates, Spenser,

Xenophon, Milton,

Plato, Bunyan,

Aeschylus, Dryden,

Sophocles, Locke,

Euripides, Hobbes,

Aristophanes, Jeremy ‘Taylor,

Phidias. Sir Isaac Newton.

Opinions will differ regarding these two lists; but few, I imagine,

will go so far as to say that the Englishmenare outclassed.

It is not for me to praise Shakespeare,or Milton, or Cromwell, much

less to depreciate Phidias or Sophocles. Some would say that to have

produced Shakespeare was alone a sufficienttitle to greatness for any

race, and enough tocast lasting doubt on all comparisons tending to

make it appearless than others. Let the reader form his own opinion.

In such questionsas these, where there is no definite criterion, we

are necessarily more or less controlled by prejudice. In favor of the

Englishmenthere is the prejudice of race; in favor of the Greeks there

is the prejudice of education. The writers of the latter people had a

long start; they have been the school-books of Europe emerging from

barbarism; they have grown with the growthof culture, and their fame
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is carried on bymrresistible tradition. The fame of Shakespeareis still
young, andit is only within the present century that he has come to be
generally regarded as the peerof the greatclassic writers.

Anglo-Saxons of sensibility and culture regard Greek literature and

art with an intensity of admiration which mightbe interpreted as a sense
of their own inferiority. I would suggest, however, that this charm which
the Greek spirit has for the northern races is the charm of difference
ratherthan that of superiority. It is like the feeling of sex; just as there is

something in what is womanly that appeals to men, and something in

whatis manly that appeals to women,so that which is Greek delights the

modernnations without there being anyquestionofgreateror less in the

matterat all. ‘he ‘Teutonic man, one maysay, feels toward the spirit of

his own race as toward a brother, but toward the Greek spirit as toward a

mistress. ‘Chis very capacity of admiring, and so assimilating, whatis

best in a differentrace 1s itself, perhaps, a title of greatness.

After all, were the Greeks an abler people than the Anglo-Saxon?

Could they have advanced in liberty for a thousand years without

falling into disorder? Could they have organized and maintained a

commercial empire “greater than the Roman”? Could they have sup-

pressed Napoleon andabolished the slave trade? _

Such questionsare interesting, perhaps, but quite unanswerable.In

the meantime I imagine that most persons who considerthefacts dis-

passionately will agree with me that even if we accept Galton’s method

of comparison, there is small foundation for his judgment “that the

average ability of the Athenian race is, on the lowest possible estimate,

very nearly two grades higher than our own—thatis, about as much as

our race 1s above that of the African Negro.”

But it can be shown,I think, that this method, no matter how care-

fully we allow for differences of social organization,is still hopelessly

fallacious. It can be satisfactorily tested, it seems to me, by examining

the historical grouping of the eminent men produced by any one peo-

ple, with a view to finding out whether they appear with such approx-

imate regularity as would be expected if greatnessis a function ofrace.

If one thing is to be the criterion of another it must be shown to bear

some reasonably definite relation to it. In Galton’s argumentit is

assumed that we have an equation of two variable quantities, of which

one being determined, namely the numberof great men, wecan deter-

mine the other, that is race ability. Now it is demonstrable that there
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are other unknownquantities entering into this equation whichare not

determined, and whosepresencevitiates the reasoning.

The conspicuous fact that one generation may berich in famous

men and another, little earlier or later, quite barren of them, does not

entirely escape Galton; but he endeavors to accountforit, as he appar-

ently must underhis theory, by a change in theraceitself. Let us see

how he doesthis in the case of the Athenians. In a paragraph already

quoted,therise of this people is explained as follows: .

Athens opened her arms to immigrants, but not indiscriminately,

for her social life was such that none but very able men could take

any pleasurein it; on the other hand,she offered attractions such

as men of the highest ability and culture could find in no other

city. Thus, by a system of partly unconsciousselection, she built

up a magnificent breed of human animals which... produced

the following illustrious persons.

Nowfor the causes of the decline of this breed.

We know, and may guess something more,of the reason whythis

marvelously gifted race declined. Social morality grew exceed-

ingly lax; marriage became unfashionable, and was avoided;

many of the more ambitious and accomplished women were

avowedcourtesans, and consequently infertile, and the mothers

of the incoming population were of a heterogeneousclass. In a

small sea-bordered country, where emigration and immigration

are constantly going on, and where the mannersare as dissolute

as were those of Greecein the period of which I speak, the purity

of a race would necessarily fail. It can be, therefore, no surprise to

us, though it has been a severe misfortune to humanity, that the

high Athenian breed decayed and disappeared.

Nowis this entirely plausible, or even consistent? Both the rise and

the decline of the race are ascribed to the same cause, namely immigra-

tion. Certainly, then, some reason should be given for supposing that

there wasa radical change in the character of the immigration: but no

such reason is given. Until something more definite and convincing

than this is brought forward we mustbelieve that the natural character-
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istics of a race are comparatively stable, and thatit takes a long time, as
a rule, to transform them into something quitedifferent. Believingthis
we cannot explain the instances of rapid rise and decadence, of which
history is full, by saying that they are due to changesin the breed.

| [...]
We mustalso,I think, concludethat able races produceatall times a

considerable numberandvariety of men of genius of whom only a few
encounterthose favorable conditions that enable them to achieve fame.

‘Io make perfectly clear the grounds of this last inference let me
suggest a comparison. Suppose one were following a river through a
valley, and from time to time measuring its breadth, depth and current
with a view to finding out how muchwater passed throughits channel.
Suppose he found that while in someplaces the river flowed with a
swift and ample current, in others it dwindled to a mere brook and
even disappeared altogether, only to break out in full volume lower
down. Would he not be led to conclude that wherelittle or no water
appeared upon the surface the bulk of it must find its way through
underground channels,or percolate invisibly through the sand? Would
not this supposition amount almost to a certainty if it could be shown
that the nature of the rock was such as to makethe existence of under-
ground channels extremely probable, and if in some cases they were
positively known to exist? I do not see that the inference is any less
inevitable in the case before us. We know that a race has once pro-
duced a large amountof natural genius in a short time, just as we know
that the river has a large volumein someplaces. Wesee,also, that the
numberof eminent men seemsto dwindle and disappear; but we have
good reason to think that social conditions can cause genius to remain
hidden, just as we have good reason to think that a river mayfindits
way through an underground channel. Must we not conclude, in the
one caseas in the other, that whatis not seen does not ceaseto be, that

genius 1s present though fameis not? |

There are reasons for believing that even where our river seems
fullest a great part of its flow is underground. In the age of Elizabeth,
for instance, there was a complete lack of those masters of painting and

sculpture who madethe chief glory of the age of Lorenzo de Medici.
Yet later history has shown that the English people are by no means
lacking in this sort of genius. The inferenceis that it was present but

undeveloped.
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The fact that genius can develop into greatness at some times and

cannotat others is by no meansinscrutable. The reasonsfor it can be

indicated in a general way, though they are so complex thatit is diffi-

cult to point out their precise application to various periodsofhistory.

[...]

Since Galton includes distinguished oarsmen among his men of
genius, I may be allowed at this point, to draw a comparison from the
gameof base-ball. It is as difficult for an American brought up in the

western part of our country to become a good painter asit is for a
Parisian to become a good base-ball player, and for similar reasons.
Base-ball is a social institution with us; every vacantlot is a school,

every boy an aspirant for success. The technique of the gameis
acquired in childhood, and every appearance of talent meets with
enthusiastic appreciation. Hence we have many goodplayers and a
few great ones. Nowit is probable that Frenchmenare from timeto
time born with a genius for this game, but how can it be developed?
What chance do they have to achieve excellence or acquire fame?
They probably remainin lifelong ignorance of their own possibilities.
If the ambition did arise in one of them it would probably come too
late for him to makeupthelack ofearly training.

This somewhat humbleillustration is believed to be well worthy of
consideration by those who imagine thata social career can be inde-
pendentof circumstancesandthespirit of the time.

[...]
The mainfact is that great successin any careercalls for two things:

natural ability, and a social mechanism to makethis effective. Genius
can reach high, as a rule, only whenit stands on top of a culminating
institution. Whenonelooksoff at the horizon ofa rolling landscape he
will notice two or three trees that seem to overtop all others. They
seem to do so partly because they are really tall trees, and partly
because they stand near the summit of the highestvisible ridge. There
may be higher trees in the valley—probably there are many equally
high—butthese do not appear.It is quite the same with men. The age
of Elizabeth and the age of Lorenzo de Medici were,so to speak, nat-
ural elevations in the histories of England andItaly, resting upon
which it was easy for genius to attain fame. I do not mean that they
were superior, on the whole, to our own time, but they were more
favorable to the developmentofcertainsorts ofability. Individual fac-
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ulty is real and powerful, and there is no greatness withoutit, but no

manis tall enough to stand upright and fixed in the stream ofhistory.

He can at most swim a fewstrokes againstor acrossit. “Who can sepa-

rate his ship from the waves on whichitis floating?”

I trust I have made clear my reasonsfor thinking that estimates of

the worth of races based upon the numberand grade of the eminent

men they produce, have no scientific justification unless it be possible

to eliminate those social conditions that have quite as much to do with

the matter as race. That such elimination is usually impossible, I sup-

pose all will admit. To show, in a general way, the powerof historical

forces is easy, but to take exact accountof them,to predict their future

operation, to show just how theydiffer in different times and coun-

tries, and how much mustbe allowed for that difference, is, in the

presentstate of historical science, quite out of the question. If, how-

ever, cases can be found where two races mingle and compete in the

samesocial order, and under conditions substantially the same, a valu-

able comparison might perhaps be made. Are there any such cases?

The negroes and the whites in the United States could not be so

compared, as Galton justly remarks. Neither, for similar reasons, would

it be possible to compare the older English stock of the same country

with recent immigrants of other races. Perhaps no cases can be found

in which the use of the method is more defensible than in the compar-

ison of the ordinary English with the Scotch and the North-Country

men, suggested by Galton, and the comparison between the Jews and

other races carried out by Mr. Jacobs in the paper published by the

Anthropological Institute.*

The question here is whether the peoples mentionedare really on

an equality in respects other than race. It is commonly reported that

the standard of education and individual freedom among the Lowland

Scotch is considerably higher than it is in England. Galton says as

much, and contrasts the well-being of the northern peasantry with

“the draggled, drudged, mean look of the mass of individuals, espe-

cially of the women,that one meets in the streets of London andother

purely English towns.” Now to assumethat this degradation is due to

inferiority of race seems to meto be a begging of the whole question.

Before doing that it should be shownthat nurture andsocial conditions

cannot thus degrade the members of a good race. I do not thinkit is

* Journal, Vol. xv, p. 351.
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possible to show this, and I would cite the comparison of East and

West End Jews,already referred to, as indicating the contrary.

If the comparison between English and Scotch were madeat the
time of Elizabeth it would seem to show that the English were a far

superior race at that period, since Scotland was then conspicuously

lacking in distinguished men.* If this lack was due to the backward-

ness of social development, how can we assume that the present
apparent superiority of Scotland is not likewise due to social condi-

tions, instead of to race? The men of the north may be “a fraction of a
grade superior,” but, if so, the fact needs further proof.

The author of the paper upon the ability of the Jews ascribes a
great deal to their social conditions, whichstill differ much from those .
of the races with whom they mingle. Thus he explains their musical
pre-eminencepartly by “the home characterof their religion, which
necessarily makes music a part of every Jewish home.” Again, “Perse-
cution, when nottoo severe, has probably aided in bringing out their
best powers; to a high-spirited race, persecution, when there is hope
of overcomingit, is a spur to action.”

Such comparisons, when made with as much thoroughnessand cau-
tion asthis one,are certainly interesting and valuable; and if they do
notarrive at precise results they are no worseoff in this respect than
mostsocial investigations.

On the whole it seems to methat the relation between genius and
fame is fairly well represented by the comparison, suggested at the
outset, of a farmer sowing mixed seeds in a furrow which traverses a
great variety of ground. Here many comeupandflourish, there none,
and there again only those ofa certain sort. The seed-bagis therace,
the soil historical conditions other than race, the seeds genius, and the
crop fame.

It is true that knowingso little as we do of the forces governing
heredity and degeneration, we cannotbe sure that the seeds are sown
with anything like uniformity, that the amountof natural ability pro-
duced from a given stock is approximately constant. But this is cer-
tainly the simplest supposition, and it would seem reasonable to
acceptit until the contrary is shown.

* Lombroso. TheMan ofGenius, English translation, p. 154, makesa similar remark, ascrib-
ing the formerdeficiency of Scotch genius to religious intolerance.



‘THE NEGRO(1911)

Encyclopaedia Britannica

M ENTALLY THE NEGRO is inferior to the white. The

remark of F. Manetta, madeafter a long study of the negro in

America, may be taken as generally true of the whole race: “the negro

children were sharp,intelligent and full of vivacity, but on approaching

the adult period a gradual change set in. The intellect seemed to

becomeclouded, animation giving place to a sort of lethargy, briskness

yielding to indolence.” We must necessarily suppose that the develop-

ment of the negro and white proceeds on different lines. While with

the latter the volume of the brain grows with the expansion of the

brainpan, in the former the growth of the brain is on the contrary

arrested by the premature closing of the cranial sutures and lateral

pressure of the frontal bone. This explanation is reasonable and even

probable as a contributing cause; but evidence is lacking on the sub-

ject andthe arrest or even deterioration in mental developmentis no

doubt very largely due to the fact that after puberty sexual matters

take the first place in the negro’s life and thoughts. At the same time

his environment has not been such as would tend to produce in him

This extract from the eleventh edition of the Excyclopaedia Britannica (1911) appeared

underthe entry for “Negro.” It was written by Walter Francis Willcox, chief statistician,

United States Census Bureau,and professorofsocial science andstatistics at Cornell Uni-

versity.
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the restless energy which hasled to the progress of the white race; and

the easy conditions of tropical life and the fertility of the soil have

reduced the struggle for existence to a minimum.But though the men-

tal inferiority of the negro to the white or yellow racesis a fact, it has

often been exaggerated; the negro is largely the creature of his envi-

ronment, andit is notfair to judge of his mental capacity by tests taken

directly from the environmentof the white man,as for instancetests in

mental arithmetic; skill in reckoning is necessary to the white race, and

it has cultivated this faculty; but it is not necessary to the negro.

On the other hand negroes far surpass white men in acuteness of

vision, hearing, sense of direction and topography. A native who has

once visited a particularlocality will rarely fail to recognize it again. For

the rest, the mental constitution of the negro is very similar to that of a

child, normally good-natured and cheerful, but subject to suddenfits of

emotion and passion during whichheis capable of performing acts of
singular atrocity, impressionable, vain, but often exhibiting in the

capacity of servant a dog-like fidelity which has stood the supremetest.
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TESTING AMERICA’SINTELLIGENCE

EUGENICS COMES TO AMERICA

GarlandE. Allen

N 1883 the British naturalist and mathematician Francis Galton

(1822-1911) first introduced the term eugenics to the vocabulary of

science. According to Galton’s lofty formulation, eugenics was “the
study of the agencies undersocial control that may improveor impair

the racial qualities of future generations, either physically or men-

tally.” By 1911 the chief American advocate of eugenics, Charles B.

Davenport (1866-1944), had put it more bluntly; to him, eugenics was

no less than “the science of the improvement of the human race by

better breeding.”!
Conceived asa scientifically grounded reform movementin an age

of social, political, and economic turbulence, eugenics looked to hered-

‘This research was supported by the National Science Foundation and the Charles Warren
Center for Studies in American History, Harvard University. I am grateful for the com-
ments of Mark Adams, Randy Bird, Donald Fleming, Daniel J. Kevles, Kenneth Lud-
merer, Jon Roberts, Barbara Rosenkrantz, and Stephen Thurnstrom.

' Francis Galton, /mquiries into Human Faculty andIts Development (New York: Dutton, 2nd
ed., n.d.): p. 17n.; quoted also on the frontispiece of the Journal of Heredity. Charles B.
Davenport, Heredity in Relation to Eugenics (New York: Henry Holt, 1911). p.r.

Garland E. Allen is professor of biology at Washington University, St. Louis, and the
author of Thomas Hunt Morgan and Life Science in the Twentieth Century. This article is
excerpted from “The Eugenics Record Office at Cold Spring Harbor, 1910-1940: An
Essayin Institutional History,” Osz77s, I, 1986.
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itary factors for the sources of such a vast array of human behavioral

problemsas alcoholism, feeblemindedness, rebelliousness—even crim-

inality. Eugenicists also thought they had found the causes of many

fundamental social problems in measurable hereditary defects. Eugen-

ics as a social movement developed throughoutmostof the countries of

Western Europe, but it enjoyed a particularly robust life in the United

States. After 1900 the movement became,in the eyes of its American

advocates, a major breakthroughin the application of rational, scientific

methodsto the problems of a complex urban and industrial society.

ALTHOUGH GALTON coined the term eugenics in 1883, by 1900 nei-

ther he nor his followers had been able to establish a serious eugenics

movement in England. Both Galton and his disciple Karl Pearson

(1857-1936) lacked a firm and workable theory of heredity. ‘Uheir views,

which were based on biometry, the statistical analysis of biological traits

measured for large samples, encountered greatdifficulty when applied to

individual families or lines of descent. With the rediscovery of Mendel’s

laws of heredity in 1900, however, the study of heredity in general and

eugenics in particular found fertile ground, particularly in the United

States. By 1910 most American biologists, except for a stalwart few,

agreed that Mendel’s theory could be appliedto all sexually reproducing

forms. The enthusiasm with which biologists—in the United States in

particular—beganto endorse the Mendelian scheme cannot be overem-

phasized. Here, for the first time, was what seemedto be a generalized,

predictive, and experimentally verifiable concept of heredity that ap-

plied to a/living forms, including human beings. Indeed, in the period

Ig00O-IgI10 geneticists had concluded that several humantraits follow a

strictly Mendelian pattern of inheritance: red-green color blindness, the

A-B-O blood groups, polydactyly (presence of short, stubby digits on the

handsandfeet), and several metabolic diseases or inborn errors of metab-

olism. A revolution in genetics had taken hold.

? Muchhas been written in recent years about the history of Mendelian theory in the

early decades of the century. Among the best general sources are L. C. Dunn, A Short H1s-

tory ofGenetics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965); and E. A. Carlson, The Gene: A Critical H1s-

tory (Philadelphia: Saunders, 1966). For more detailed analyses of the first decades of

genetics, see Garland E. Allen, Thomas Hunt Morgan: The Man and His Science (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1978); and E. A. Carlson, Genes, Radiation and Soctety: The Life

and Work ofH. J. Muller (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1981).
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The application of Mendelian theory to human beings armed

eugenicists with a powerful analytical tool. Using pedigree analysesas

the data from which possible Mendelian patterns of inheritance could

be deduced, eugenicists in the United States began to study a wide

variety of physical, mental, and moral traits in humans. Although

American eugenicists did not adhere to the view, so commonin Eng-

land, that Mendelism and biometry were mutually exclusive, in prac-

tice most emphasized the Mendelian scheme. One of these early

American supporters of Mendelism, and a champion of experimental

biology, was Charles Benedict Davenport, under whose direction the

Station for the Experimental Study of Evolution and the Eugenics

Record Office were established at Cold Spring Harbor.

The establishmentof the Eugenics Record Office (ERO) in 1910 at

Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island (New York), was central to the devel-

opment of eugenics in the United States. Associated with the larger

Station for the Experimental Study of Evolution (SEE), the ERO pro-

vided both the appearance of sound scientific credentials and the real-

ity of an institutional base from which eugenics work throughout the

country, and even in Western Europe,could be coordinated. The ERO

became a meeting place for eugenicists, a repository for eugenics

records, a clearinghouse for eugenics information and propaganda, a

platform from which popular eugenic campaigns could be launched,

and a homefor several eugenical publications. Moreover, the ERO was

headed by two of the country’s best-known eugenicists: C. B. Daven-

port, as director of both the SEE and the ERO, and Harry Hamilton

Laughlin (1880-1943), as his deputy at the SEE and as superintendent

of the ERO itself. Thus the ERO became a nerve center for the

eugenics movementas a whole. Whenit closed its doors on 31 Decem-

ber 1939, it was clear that the movementas such no longerexisted.

The ERO, whoselife spans virtually the entire history of eugenics

in the United States, provides an illuminating focusfor historical study

of the movement. Study of the ERO’s activities also exposes the mod-

ern investigator to a representative cross section of the work and con-

cerns of eugenicists throughout the world. Moreover, because its

financial needs brought the EROinto direct contact with some of the

individual philanthropists as well as the larger philanthropic founda-

tions that were emergingin thefirst decadesof this century, this study

also provides historical perspective on the initiation and control of
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funding for scientific work during that period. In many ways, then, the
EROis a microcosm ofthe larger social macrocosm that was the Amer-
ican eugenics movement. It also provides a focus for exploring the
relationship between the developmentof eugenics and the changing
social, economic,andpolitical life in the United States between 1900
and 1940.

‘To put the present study in perspective, however, I should empha-
size that several other groups also played an important role in the
developmentof the American eugenics movement—groups such as
the American Breeders’ Association (whose Eugenics and Immigration
Committees were the first eugenics organizations in the country), the
American Eugenics Society, the Eugenics Research Association, the
Galton Society, the Institute of Family Relations, and the Race Bet-
terment Foundation. The ERO, however, was the only major eugenics
institution with a building, research facilities, and a paid staff. Al-

though unique in having its own institutional base, it nevertheless
could not have done as much without the existence of those other
organizations. Anotherpoint to keep in mindis that the style and par-
ticular focus of the ERO’s work was nottypical of all aspects of the
American eugenics movement. Although the ERO did provide a con-

siderable amount of ideological direction, the American eugenics
movement was not monolithic or highly organized. Many eugenicists
would have preferred that the movement have moreof a unified char-

acter, but this proved difficult to accomplish. Eugenicists came from

all walks of life, though most were professional middle class or upper

class. Often individualistic and independent, they tended to focus on

their own projects and were generally not amenable to highly coordi-

nated efforts. Although the EROtried to provide nationwide coordi-

nation, in the long run there was little centralized organization or

control. Despite the efforts of Charles Davenport and his staff, the

ERO was probably far more effective as a clearinghouse and data

repository than as an organizationalforce.

CHARLES BENEDICT DAVENPORT, who was to spearhead

the American eugenics movement, was born in Brooklyn, of New

England ancestry. He received an engineering degree from Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute in 1887 and an A.B. from Harvard College in

1889. He immediately enrolled in Harvard graduate school and

received his Ph.D. in 1892, writing a thesis on morphology under
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E. L. Mark (1847-1936). Davenport served as an instructor at Harvard

until 1899, when he accepted an assistant professorship at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. There he remained until 1904, when he persuaded

the Carnegie Institution of Washington to fund the Station for the

Experimental Study of Evolution, with himself as director, at Cold

Spring Harbor. Davenport remained director of the SEE, and of the

Eugenics Record Office, from its founding in 1910 until his retire-

ment in 1934. During this time he built both institutions into major

research laboratories for the study of heredity and evolution—the

SEEfor the study of plants and nonhumananimals, the ERO for the

study of human beings. A rigid and humorless man, Davenport was

nonetheless well respected within the scientific community, both as a

geneticist and as a statesman of science. He was a memberof the

National Academyof Sciences and the National Research Council,as

well as secretary of the Sixth International Congress of Genetics

(Ithaca, New York, 1932).°

Davenport’s engineering background prepared him well to move

from classical descriptive morphologyinto the quantitative and exper-

imental study of heredity and evolution. Far more familiar with math-

ematics than most biologists of his era, he was amongthefirst in

the United States to appreciate the biometrical work of Galton and

Pearson. Indeed, at Pearson’s request he served as the Americanrep-

resentative on the editorial board of the British biometrical journal

Biometrika, of which Pearson waseditor. Yet he was equally prepared to

accept the experimental approach of the Mendelian theory. Beginning

in the academic year 1892/93, Davenport taught a course entitled

“Experimental Morphology” at Harvard (andlater at Chicago), and he

published a book by the same title in 1897 (revised, 1899). (Iwo of

Davenport’s students in that class were to becomefuture leaders of

both Mendelian genetics and eugenics: W. E. Castle, a long-time

Harvard professor, and Herbert Spencer Jennings, for many years a

protozoologist at Johns Hopkins.) Imbued with the rising tide of

experimentalism that was so prominentin biology at the time, coupled

with his ownstronginclination to quantitative studies, Davenport was

immediately receptive to the reports of Mendel’s work by Carl Correns

> The standard biography of Davenport is Oscar Riddle, “Charles Benedict Davenport,”
BiographicalMemoirs ofthe National Academy ofSciences, 1946, 25:75—110. This sketch con-
tains a complete bibliography.
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and Hugo DeVriesin 1900.7 In 1901 Davenport himself published one
of the first papers on Mendelism in the United States.> He saw no
dichotomy between Mendel’s laws and biometrical thinking, though
he realized early on that Mendel’s notion ofparticulate, and therefore
discontinuous, inheritance was not compatible with Galton’s theories
of continuous inheritance andregression.°

DURING HIS STAYatthe University of Chicago twofactors stim-
ulated Davenport to seek funds for establishing an independent
research laboratory. One was his own research, which focused at that
time on large animals such as poultry and mice (as compared, for exam-
ple, to insects) and thus required expanded facilities for care and
breeding. For a while there wastalk at Chicago of acquiring an exper-
imental farm, but by 1902 Davenport was convinced that nothing
would comeof it and began looking for other alternatives. Coinciden-
tally, the future of the summerschoolof the Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and Sciences, held at a small summermarine laboratory at Cold Spring

Harbor, was in doubt. Davenport, who had taught at the summer

school since 1892, recognized Cold Spring Harboras an ideal spot for

the type of research station he envisaged. There would be room to

expand animal care facilities, open space for experimental garden

plots, facilities for housing a staff of caretakers and scientists, and

plenty of marine organisms available for study. Never one to hesitate

whenan opportunity for funding, however remote,presenteditself, in

January 1902 Davenport approached the newly founded Carnegie

Institution of Washington, established by the personal bequest of

Andrew Carnegie.’

* Charles Rosenberg, “Charles Benedict Davenport and the Beginnings of Human
Genetics,” Bulletin of the History ofMedicine, 1961, 35:266—276; see also A. H. Sturtevant,
“The Early Mendelians,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1965,

109(4):199-204.
°C. B. Davenport, “Mendel’s Law of Dichotomy in Hybrids,” Biological Bulletin, 1901,
2:307-310.

° Pearson eventually asked Davenportto leave the editorial board of Biometrika because
of a dispute between the two menovertheinterpretation of Wilhelm Johannsen’s pure-
line experiments. This wasa rift in their personal and professional relationship that Dav-
enport always regretted.
’ Riddle, “Charles Davenport,” pp. 80—81; see also C. B. Davenport, “Biological Experi-

ment Station for Studying Evolution,” Yearbook of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,

1902, 1:280.
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Davenport sent his proposal to the Carnegie Institution’s secretary,

Charles Walcott, through an influential Chicago banker whoagreed to

act as an intermediary. The laboratory that Davenport proposed was to

be for “the analyatic and experimental study of the causes of specific

differentiation—of race change.”® Convinced that the Darwinian the-

ory of natural selection was hypothetical because it had not been

demonstrated experimentally (that is, no new species had ever been

produced byartificial selection, no matter how long or how rigorously

selection was carried out), Davenport aimedto recast classical selection

experiments in terms of the new Mendelian scheme. Intimately con-

nected with this recasting was the problem of variation. On what types

of variations (large, discontinuous or small, continuous) did selection

act to produce new species? Did newvariants breed true or, as Galton

claimed, always regress toward the mean? Were Mendelian traits

important to animaland plant adaptation, or were they, as some work-

ers claimed, mostly trivial (such as the numberof bristles on a fly’s

abdomen), in no way affecting an organism’s fitness? Moreover, as Dav-

enport was quick to recognize, such questions had an importance that

extended beyond theoretical issues of evolution. A more thorough

understandingofheredity, variation, and selection had enormous impli-

cations for agricultural breeding, an issue that was not lost on the

Carnegie Institution’s board, or on Andrew Carnegie himself. The

board defined its purpose (in part) as sustaining “objects of broad scope

that may lead to the discovery and utilization of new forces for the ben-

efit of man.” Indeed, just a few years later (1905) the Carnegie Institu-

tion was to make a substantial and ongoing commitment ($10,000 a

year) to the work of Luther Burbank,specifically as an example of the

application of scientific principles to practical problems.’

Davenport’s initial proposal of 1902 was turned down by the

Carnegie Institution of Washington,partly because the Board of Direc-

tors was engagedat that time in considerable debate over whether the

CIW should fund research organizationsor only individual researchers.

By 1904, however, the board’s Executive Committee had accommo-

8 Tbid.

” Minutes of the Executive Committee, 3 Oct. 1902 and 12 Dec. 1905, Record Book,pp.
57 and 468-475. Carnegie Institution of Washington (CIW)Archives, Washington, D.C.I

am indebted to Barry Mehler for gathering data and copies of material from these
archives.
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dated both views and determined to fundinstitutions as well as indi-
viduals provided that the researchers in the former worked coopera-
tively and in an organized manner. The CIW concludedthatit could
serve researchers best by helping them to organize their joint efforts:
“In the field of research the function of the Institution is organization;
to substitute organized for unorganized effort; to unite scattered indi-
viduals working independently, where it appears that such combina-
tion of effort will produce the best results; and to prevent needless
duplication of work.”In this context, Davenport’s second application
was received more favorably, and on 12 December 1903 he was
awarded a grant of $34,250, with fixed annual appropriations “to con-
tinue indefinitely, or for a long time.” The “Station for the Experi-
mental Study of Evolution” (SEE) was the name adopted for the
facility at Cold Spring Harbor, and it was incorporated as the “Depart-
mentof Experimental Biology of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton,” with the express purpose of studying “hereditary evolution,
more particularly by experimental methods.”'! Edmund BeecherWil-
son (1856-1939), a cytologist and chairman of the Zoology Depart-

ment at Columbia University, was appointed as scientific adviser to
Davenportin his work as director of the new researchstation.

No one could have agreed more than Davenportwith the principles

outlined by the Carnegie Executive Committee. He had always sup-

ported the notion of cooperation in research; more important, however,

washis belief that for cooperation to occur an organizational base had

to be developed. In his presidential address to the American Society of

Naturalists given on 29 December 1907, Davenport emphasized that

one of the features differentiating modern from ancient or medieval

scientific work was its cooperative nature and thusits organization into

societies, institutions, and multidisciplinary or international projects.

However, he noted that there remained within the scientific commu-

nity, especially among biologists, a strain of individualism that mili-

tated against cooperative programs and thus hampered research.

Davenport reminded his fellow naturalists that the great natural history

voyages of the nineteenth century, such as the Cha/lenger expedition,

were monuments to cooperative efforts; they would not have suc-

© Minutes of the Executive Committee. 3 Oct. 1902. Record Book, p. 56. CIW Archives.
" Tbid.
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ceeded had individuals insisted on staking out their private research

domains. Lookingto the field of astronomy, he cited another example

of cooperative effort whereby, beginning in 1887, eighteen observato-

ries organized to produce a comprehensive photographic atlas of the

heavens. Davenport urged that naturalists “should do well to adopt

principles which have worked successfully in otherfields of activity. In

the modern commercial world one of the most importantprinciples is

cooperation.”'* The Station for the Experimental Study of Evolution

was, in Davenport’s mind, a perfect example ofthe spirit of cooperative

research that could be fostered by successful organization.

THE SEE DEVELOPED into, and remained, a prestigious re-

search institution. ‘Today it is the Department of Genetics of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington, with James D. Watsonasits direc-

tor. In the early decadesof the century, highly qualified young investi-

gators came to the station for varying periods to work on specific

problems relating to heredity and evolution.’ Davenport himself
remained in complete administrative control. It was his kingdom. He

administered it scrupulously, autocratically, and sometimesdictatori-

ally, until his retirement in 1934 at the age ofsixty-eight. The Carnegie

Institution had invested not merely in a facility and a program for

research but in one manandhisvision of a newdirection in biology.

Davenport’s vision for the SEE wasto bring togetherthree areas of

interrelated study: heredity, evolution, and cytology. Researchers

were to employ experimental, quantitative, and, where feasible,

mathematical methods. They would study heredity through carefully
planned breeding experiments, the keeping of detailed, quantitative
records of offspring of all crosses, and the analysis of the data by both
biometrical and Mendelian means. They would examine evolution

'’ C. B. Davenport, “Cooperation in Research,” Science, 8 Mar. 1907, 25(636):361-366.
'’ Amongthose whofigured most prominently were George Harrison Shull (1904-1915),
Roswell H. Johnson (1905-1908), A. F. Blakeslee (1915~1942), Ross A. Gortner
(r909-1914), J. Arthur Harris (1907-1924), F. E. Lutz (1904-1909), and Oscar Riddle
(1914-1945). In addition, a number of Associates—senior investigators who came to the
SEE to give seminars, participate in research, and in general to keep the staff in touch
with the latest developments—were appointed annually. Among the most prominentin
this group were H. E. Crampton and E. B. Wilson of Columbia University, D. T. Mac-
Dougal of the New York Botanical Garden, W. E. Castle and E. L. Mark of Harvard, and
W. J. Moenkhausof Indiana University.
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through the quantitative study ofvariation in natural populations(fol-

lowing the methods of Galton and Pearson), as, for example, in Dav-

enport’s own work on populationsof crabs in the waters around Cold

Spring Harbor. They would also pursue selection experiments of the

sort that Wilhelm Johannsen had initiated in Denmark (1899-1902)

on pure lines of the bean Phaseo/us and that W. E. Castle was to con-

duct some years later (1907-1914) on the piebald or “hooded”rat.

The central issues of selection were, of course, the degree to which

the results of selection can be maintained in a line after selection is

relaxed and the possibility of creating new species by many genera-

tions of selection in a given direction. Researchers would bring in

cytology as an adjunct to their studies, particularly heredity. The

microscopic study of chromosomesastheyrelate to observed genetic

differences was to becomean important and novelpart of Davenport’s

program: it was this aspect of his research that was picked up and

developed so fully by the Morgan group at Columbiaafter 1910, using

the commonfruit fly Drosophila.

During thefirst years of the operation of the SEE, Davenport not

only served as administrator but also carried out research on his own,

studying heredity in poultry, mice, and horses. In this work he

employed both biometrical and Mendelian analyses. At the same time

he began to apply Mendelian analyses to humantraits. With his wife,

Gertrude Davenport, he wrote a paper on heredity and hair form in

humansandseveral papers on the inheritance of skin color and other

physical traits.'* In 1910 he published theresults of a lengthy study in

which he explained for thefirst time the gradedseries of skin colors in

black-white matings in terms of a polygenic inheritance—thatis, sev-

eral sets of genes interacting to produce what cameto be called “quan-

titative inheritance.”’’ At the same time he also applied the newly

developed Mendelian conceptof multiple alleles to the inheritance of

humaneye color.’® Although not highly innovative, Davenport’s work

14 Gertrude C. Davenport and Charles B. Davenport, “Heredity of Hair Form in Man.”

American Naturalist, 1908, 42:341-349; C. B. Davenport, “Heredity of Some Human Phys-

ical Characteristics,” Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, 1908,

5:101-102.
'5C. B. Davenport, “Heredity of Skin Pigmentation in Man,” American Naturalist, 1910,

44:642-672.

16 Rosenberg, “Davenport”(cit. n. 4), p. 268.
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was solid, and it earned him the respect of the rapidly growing com-

munity of Mendelian geneticists in the United States and abroad. By

1907 Davenport had already showna stronginterestin the inheritance

of not only physical but also personality and mental traits in humans.

Increasingly he believed that such traits were genetically determined

and could be interpreted in Mendelian terms. Humanheredity led

naturally enough to questions of eugenics: Whatsorts of personality

and socialtraits are inherited? Whatare their patterns of inheritance?

And what are the best methods for maximizing the number of good

traits and minimizing the numberof badtraits within the population:

Davenport was not unpreparedto take an active interest in such ques-

tions. Throughhis earlier association with Galton and Pearson in Eng-

land, he was already well aware of the eugenics ideal from both a

scientific and a social point of view.

MORE DIRECTLY INFLUENTIAL inthe developmentof Dav-

enport’s interest in eugenics was his involvementas a founding mem-

ber of the American Breeders’ Association (ABA). The brainchild of

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture W. M. Hays in 1903, the ABArepre-

sented an attemptto form anotherof those cooperative networks—this

time between academic biologists interested in heredity and practical

breeders—about which both Davenport and the Carnegie Executive

Committee waxed so euphoric. Hays envisioned for the Breeders’

Association an “amicable union ofpractical breeders, who used records

secured at the feeding trough, at the meat, butter, and woolscales, on

the race track, and at the prize ring,” with the more theoretical biolo-

gists who sought knowledge about heredity “by mathematical,

mechanical, and other processes under which the facts concerning the

relations of individuals and groups of individuals are compared.”"’

Althoughthe practical consequencesof this union were notas directly

realized as Hays and others had hoped, on one pointboth the breeders

and their academic counterparts were in agreement: Mendel’slaws of

heredity provided the most important theoretical guide yet developed

for the study of plant and animal heredity.

'7 W. M. Hays, “Address by the Chairman of Organizing Committee” Report ofthe Amert-

can Breeders’ Assoctation, 1905, 1:9-15.
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Among the most prominent of the ABA’s forty-three appointed
committees was the Eugenics Committee, formed in 1906 “to inves-
tigate and report on heredity in the human race” and “to emphasize
the value of superior blood and the menace to society of inferior
blood.”It was thefirst formal eugenics group in the United States.
The chairman of the committee was David Starr Jordan (1851~1931),
ichthyologist, evolutionist, and president of Stanford University.
Other members of the committee included Alexander Graham Bell,
Luther Burbank, Roswell H. Johnson, Vernon L. Kellogg, and
William E. Castle. By 1908 Davenport, whoseearliest involvements
with the Breeders’ Association were in the areas of agricultural breed-
ing, poultry genetics, and heredity in racehorses, had shifted his
attention mostly to eugenics.'? For example, he was instrumentalin
expanding the scopeof the Eugenics Committee’s work and dividing
it into ten subcommittees, each dealing with a specific issue (for
example, deaf-mutism, criminality, hereditary insanity, feeblemind-
edness, epilepsy, and sterilization). Cleverly manipulating W. M.
Hays’s interest in making the ABA a broad-basedcoalition of practical
breeders, genetics researchers, and agricultural businessmen, Daven-
port argued for increasing its popular support by including eugenics
articles in its publication, the Report of the American Breeders’ Associa-
tion. After the reorganization into the American Eugenics Association
in 1913, the Report becamethe Journal of Heredity and served as the
major periodical in the United States for readable, popular papers on
eugenics.

Davenport and Hays had more in commonthan their mutualinter-
ests in eugenics and the American Breeders’ Association. Both were
avid supporters of introducing methodsofrational and scientific con-
trol into all areas of practical life, including the managementofagri-
culture, research, and even the human germ plasm.In his address as
chairman of the organizing committee of the ABA, Hays had argued
that “the wonderful potencies in what we are wontto call heredity

'® Barbara Kimmelman, “The American Breeders’ Association: Genetics and Eugenics in
an Agricultural Context, 1903-1913,” Social Studies in Science, 1983, 13:163-204.
" See ibid., pp. 183-189. The samepoint is made, with minorvariations, by W. E. Castle
in “The Beginnings of Mendelism in America,” in Genetics in the Twentieth Century, ed.
L. CG. Dunn (New York: Macmillan, 1951), p. 66.
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should be placed under the control and direction of man, as are the

great physical forces of nature.””°

Between 1902 and 1904, Davenport and Hays had carried on a

lengthy correspondence regarding the prospect that the Carnegie

Institution could be persuaded to fund a research laboratory for the

study of heredity.”! Hays, like Davenport, believed strongly in inte-

grated, cooperative work organized for efficiency on a nationalscale.

Hays’s work, not only with the Breeders’ Association and the U.S.

Departmentof Agriculture but also in the country-life movement, was

all aimed at integrating education, research, and agriculture on a

national level.”” Hays’s address as chairman of the ABA organizing

committee (delivered in 1903 and published in 1905)is strikingly sim-

ilar to Davenport’s speech on “cooperation and organization in

research” (delivered in 1906 and published in 1907). The concepts of

scientific management and control, of organization and development

of research for the common good, permeated the writings and

informedthe activities of both men.

Although the American Breeders’ Association served both to stim-

ulate Davenport’s interest in eugenics and to give him a forum forhis

own ideas on the subject, he soon realized that it would require

another organization to develop eugenics on a national scale. The

Eugenics Committee wasa starting place, but it had neithersignificant

fundingnor, especially important in Davenport’s eyes, an institutional

base. Added to these problems was his growing rift with Hays over

including the ABA’s businessmen among its members andthesociety’s

lack of emphasis on research. Davenport therefore concluded that a

separate organization, one devoted exclusively to eugenics investiga-

tion and education, would be desirable, and he naturally thought of

20 W. M. Hays, “Address by the Chairman of the Organizing Committee”(cit. n. 17), pp.

Q-I0.

71 See Kimmelman, “American Breeders’ Association”(cit. n. 18), p. 184.

*? For a discussion of the country-life movement, its history and values, see William L.

Bowers, The Country Life Movement in America, 1900-1920 (Port Washington, N.Y.: Ken-

nikat Press, 1974). A more recent but more specialized discussion is David Danbom,

“Rural Education Reform and the Country Life Movement, 1900-1920,” Agricultural H1s-

tory, 1979, 53:462—474. Kimmelman discusses Hays’s involvement in the country-life

movement, showing just how integral it was to his vision of agriculture in general and the

developmentof the ABA in particular. |
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locating any laboratory for the study of human heredity and eugenics
in Cold Spring Harbor. As Davenportoriginally envisionedit, a eugen-
ics institute would be administratively under his control but with the
day-to-day supervision of research and operating details given over to
a superintendent. Thus Davenport, while overseeing major organiza-
tional plans, still could devote most of his time to his research, which
by 1910 had become almost wholly concerned with human genetics
and eugenics. It was clear that he needed both additionalfacilities and
personnelto get on with the growing work in humanheredity,“its out-
look so vast that... the Director... cannot cope with it alone.”

DAVENPORT’S FIRST STEP was to secure funding, without
which nothing else could proceed. Ever the philanthropic entrepre-
neur, Davenport took advantage of two circumstances that led him
directly to the doorstep of Mary Williamson Harriman. Thefirst was
the death of her husband,railroad magnate Edward Henry Harriman
(b. 1848), in September 1909. Between 1880 andhis death, Harriman
had amassed a fortune, principally through his control of the Union
Pacific, Southern Pacific, and Illinois Central railroads. Harriman’s
estate, estimated at approximately $70 million on his death, wasleft
exclusively to his widow. Mrs. Harriman managedtheestate for the
next twenty-five years, turning over portions of it to her sons Averell
and Roland as they reached majority and as her judgmentallowed.In
dealing with this fortune, Mary Harriman developed theprinciple of
“efficient” giving—that is, philanthropy devotedto providing individ-
uals with the opportunity to become moreefficient membersofsociety.
Like her husband, she gave moneyto conservation groups(the Harri-
manswere both strong supporters of their friend John Muir), to hospi-
tals, to the arts, and especially to charity organizations devoted to
self-help for the poor. A cardinal principle in her philanthropy was to
encourage cooperation and scientific planning in every aspect of soci-
ety—from good governmentand urban landscapingto the care of the
insane. She opposed the tendency toward individualism and competi-
tiveness that she saw in early twentieth-centurylife, even though com-

petitiveness had won her husband’s fortune. From John Muir and C.
Hart Merriam (director of the United States Biological Survey), she and

* Davenport’s annual report, Yearbook ofthe Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1910, 9:85.
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Mary Harriman did not accept the foundation conceptin philan-
thropy. She wantedto bein close touch with all the projects to which
she gave money. She would not,in fact, give to any project with which
she did not feel complete sympathy. Moreover, she particularly dis-
liked the direction in which John D. Rockefeller, Jr., was taking the
Rockefeller Foundation after roto. Following an interview with
Rockefeller on 9 March 1911, she wrote that for the first time she
“saw the Rockefeller mask and heard their formulas.” Indeed, she
was later to complain when the Rockefeller Foundation engineered a |
takeover of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research Training
School, which she had supported with the provision that the program
would bealtered according to guidelinesset by the General Educa-
tion Board. At a hearing of the U.S. Commission on Industrial Rela-
tions on the Rockefeller move, Mrs. Harrimanstated: “Nothing has
ever made merealize as does this what a grasp money has onthis
country.”* Herstyle of philanthropy wasof an older, more personal-
ized sort, less national in scope than that of the rising foundations.
Their aims were the same—social control—but the scale and the
methods werequite different.

Within a few monthsafter her husband’s death, Mrs. Harriman -
received more than six thousand appeals for donations to manycauses,
the requests totaling over $247 million. One of those appeals came
from Charles B. Davenport. For propriety’s sake, Davenport held off
initiating a move until February 1910, but then again, he had a special
connection that gave him an edgeoverothers. Davenport had taught
Mrs. Harriman’s daughter Mary in the summerof 1906 at the Biologi-
cal Laboratory Schoolof the Brooklyn Institute at Cold Spring Harbor,

“* For more details than one could possibly care to know, the two-volume George Kennanbiography, E. H. Harriman (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1922),is adulatory but complete.A more manageable sourceis a short biographyand appreciation of Mary Williamson Har-riman: Persia Campbell, Mary Williamson Harriman (New York: Columbia UniversityPress, 1960), with an introduction by Grayson Kirk. For the data summarized here, seeibid., pp. 12-66, esp. 17-18.
* Entries from M. W. Harriman’s diary, “following an interview... on 9 March, 1911”:quoted in Campbell, Mary Harriman, Pp. 24, 27.
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and he found it very convenient to renew an old acquaintance.” His

efforts were not misdirected: Mrs. Harriman wasattractedto his proj-

ect of studying hereditary social traits with a view toward solving social

problems.

After several interviews and discussions, Davenport came away with

an enthusiastic promise of support for what came to be knownas the

Eugenics Record Office, to be located at Cold Spring Harboron a site

next to the SEE. Thesite amounted to almost seventy-five acres and

included a huge old mansion that had once been the country home ofa

wealthy New Yorker. Mrs. Harrimaninitially agreed to fund the com-

plete operating expenses of the eugenics office for at least five years.

This commitmentincluded building a concrete,fireproof vault for stor-

ing eugenics recordscollected in the field and a main laboratory-office

complex. The two building operations cost over $121,000. During the

seven years that Mrs. Harriman was the major donor, she contributed

an additional $246,000 in operating costs, including salaries, equip-

ment, office furniture, and indexingfacilities. Between 1910 and 1918,

the so-called Harriman period in the history of the ERO, the total cost

of all operations cameto

a

little over $440,000.”’ During that time the

relationship between Mrs. Harriman and Davenport, cordial from the

beginning, developed into an almost daily ritual of communication.

The correspondence between them, beginning in July 1910, records

the extent to which Davenport presentedhisideas, large and small, to

her, explained his decisions, sought her advice, and submitted every

major decision for her approval. As Davenport wrote on her death in

1932:

Forus at the Eugenics Office[sic] the thingsthat counted most

were her understanding of the needs of the work at a time

when it was ridiculed by many and disesteemed by many oth-

26 See Frances Hassencahl, “Harry H. Laughlin, “Expert Eugenics Agent’ for the House

Committee on Immigration and Naturalization: (Ph.D. diss., Case Western Reserve

Univ., 1969).

27 See Harry H. Laughlin, “Notes on the History of the Eugenics Record Office, Cold

Spring Harbor, Long Island, New York,” mimeographed report compiled from official

records of the ERO, Dec. 1939, pp. 5-6. Harry H. Laughlin Papers, Northeast Missouri

State University (NMSU). Kirksville, Missouri.
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ers. As she often said the fact that she was brought up among
well bred race horses helped her to appreciate the importance
of a project to study heredity and good breeding in man.
Though she could turn a deafear to many appeals to the emo-
tions, she had

a

lively sympathyfor those things of whoselast-
ing value shefelt sure.”8

In 1917 the Carnegie Institution of Washingtonagreed to take over
responsibility for the annual operating expenses and future expansion
of the ERO. At that time Mrs. Harriman transferred the EROin its
entirety to the CIW,with an additionalendowmentof $300,000, thus
giving the ERO

a

financial independencethatvirtually none of the
other departments of the Carnegie Institution enjoyed. The years
from 1918 until the ERO wasclosed on 31 December1939 are known
as the Carnegie period. During that period the CIW spent approxi-
mately $25,000 per year in operating expenses. The Harriman period
was one of expansion and growth; the Carnegie period, one ofstabi-
lization and eventual decline.

WITH FUNDS and space secured, Davenport turnedto the search
for a managerandplannerfor the ERO. The position of “superinten-
dent,” as it was called, required a person ofscientific background,
preferably someone who understood the principles and problemsof
heredity: and had experience in practical breeding. It also required
someonetotally devoted to the eugenics cause, someone who could
raise money among the wealthy, carry out educational programs, and
promotea far-reaching vision of how eugenics could help to remake
society. Many people have comparedthe advocatesof eugenicstoreli-
gious zealots, a comparison no doubtfostered by Francis Galton’s ref-
erences to the “religion of eugenics.” In one sense Davenport was a
preacher, and he was seeking someoneofsimilar energy, devotion, and
vision as his superintendent. This he found in the person of Harry
Hamilton Laughlin (1880-1943), who was then teaching in theagri-
culture department of the State Normal School in Kirksville, Mis-

** Draft of a one-page eulogy, “Mrs. Harriman,” in file, “Mrs. E. H. Harriman,” Daven-port Papers, American Philosophical Society (APS). Philadelphia.
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souri.?? Laughlin hadfirst come to Davenport’s attention in February

1907, when the young man had written to ask some questions about

breeding chickens.*’ Noting Laughlin’s interest in heredity, Daven-

port invited him to attend the Brooklyn Institute’s summercourse at

Cold Spring Harbor in 1908. With their common interests in agricul-

tural breeding and in heredity, Davenport and Laughlin hit it off well

from the beginning. Both were highly energetic and serious about

their work, utterly humorless and rigid in their approachto life, and

totally dedicated to the cause of social reform through eugenics. For

Laughlin, born in Oskaloosa, lowa, the chance to study at an East

Coast marine laboratory with a figure as well known as Davenport was

the experienceofa lifetime. Of that first summer, he wrote to Daven-

port: “I consider the six weeks spent under your instruction to be the

most profitable six weeksthat I ever spent.”*! Although not formally

trained in biology or heredity, Laughlin was a quick learner, and his

energy and enthusiasm for projects, usually on a grand scale, were

boundless.

between Laughlin and Davenport continued regularly, however, dur-

ing the next several years, concerned with topics such asfilling out

Mendelian information cards on studentsat Kirksville, winglessnessin

chickens, inheritance of redheadedness, and other genetic matters.

Laughlin wasparticularly attentive in distributing all sorts of informa-

tion cards on humantraits to his students and in making sure the cards

were completely and thoughtfully filled out.

Laughlin’s thoroughness and energy impressed Davenport,and the

possibility of a meeting suddenly arose when,in December 1908, Dav-

29 Hassencahl’s full-length study of the life and work of Harry Laughlin, which unfortu-

nately has never been published, focuses particularly on Laughlin’s lobbying activities. It

contains a wealth of additional information on his other work, the ERO, and the Nazi

Rassenhygiene movement. For a discussion of Laughlin’s work as surveyed from his papers

in Kirksville, see also Randy Bird and Garland Allen, “The J.H.B. Archive Report: The

Papers of Harry Hamilton Laughlin,” Journal of the History of Biology, Fall 1981,

14(2):339-353-
30 Taughlin to Davenport, 25 Feb. 1907, Davenport Papers, APS.

31 Laughlin to Davenport, 30 Mar. 1908, Davenport Papers, APS.
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enport wrote to Laughlin that he would be journeying to Columbia,
Missouri, the first week in January to attend thesixth annual meeting

sessions himself, since he was now teaching “Nature Study and Agri-
culture,” but he was not sure if the president of the Normal School
would allowhim to leave. The Davenportsdid visit the Laughlins in
Kirksville, and Laughlin was able to attend the meeting in Columbia
after all. Thus the two had the opportunity to discuss manyfacets of
breeding. In Kirksville Davenport was induced to give two public lec-
tures that aroused “great interest in the subject of heredity.” For
Laughlin, Davenport’s visit was of special value because it gave a
boost to his ongoing attempts to organize a scientifically based agricul-
ture department. “It takes moneyto run a departmentlike the one |
want,” he wrote. “In two or three years I will be able to show—I
hope—anagricultural department worthy of the name.”**

Little did Laughlin know thathis plans would not materialize, but
only because bigger things were in store for him. Davenport subse-
quently invited Laughlin to attend the Ig1O Summercourse at Cold
Spring Harbor, which included lectures and field trips related to
eugenics. Then, in mid July, Davenport approached Laughlin about
resigning from Kirksville and taking the job as superintendent. As
Davenport wrote to Mrs. Harriman: “I was surprised to see how recep-
tive he wasofthe idea. Hesaid there would be no financial advantage
but that, aboveall, he desired to go into this work. He made no condi-
tions, even as to the length of appointment. I am more thaneversatis-
fied that he is the manfor us.”*4 Laughlin accepted, returned with his
wife Pansy to Missouri to straighten out their business affairs, and
movedto the east in mid September IQIO.

LAUGHLIN SET ABOUT organizing matters at Cold Spring Har-
bor as soonas he arrived. Atfirst, because ofa shortage of buildings on
the new property, the ERO administrative quarters were located on

°? Taughlin to Davenport, 15 Dec. 1908, Davenport Papers, APS.
* Laughlin to Davenport, 30 Jan. 1909, Davenport Papers, APS.
* Davenport to Mrs. Harriman, 1 Oct. 1910, Davenport Papers, APS.
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the groundfloorof the large homethat had been the centerof the for-

mer estate. The Laughlins lived on the part of the ground floor not

occupied by the offices and on the secondfloor. Several record clerks,

a groundskeeper, and twoassistants lived on the third. A fireproof

vault for eugenics records was addedto the east side of the main house

in ror. The Eugenics Record Office opened its doors on 1 October

roto. Although Mrs. Harriman could not be present for the official

opening, Davenport wrote her that it was “a red letter day.”*

The Eugenics Record Office was organized with two general pur-

poses: to carry out research on human heredity, especially the inheri- |

tance of social traits; and to educate laypersons about the importance

of eugenic research and the implications of eugenic findings for public

policy. The work of the ERO wasto be strictly scientific, growing out

of the experimental and biometricalstudies of Davenport and the Sta-

tion for the Experimental Study of Evolution.” To give the organiza-

tion scientific credibility, Davenport set up a Board of Scientific

Directors, consisting of, in addition to himself, Alexander Graham

Bell, chairman; Lewellys F. Barker (professor of medicine, Johns Hop-

kins Medical School); William H. Welch, vice-chairman (dean, Johns

Hopkins Medical School); Irving Fisher (professor of economics, Yale

University); and E. E. Southard (a brilliant young psychiatrist at the

Boston Psychopathic Hospital). Board members were required to

attend meetings (they would be asked to resign if they missed more

than two consecutively), which indicated that Davenport wanted the

scientific advisers to be more than figureheads. Since minutes of meet-

ings of the advisory board are not available, it is difficult to know how

often these meetings were held or how seriously the advisers took

their jobs. At any rate, Davenport did manage to assemble a presti-

gious groupofadvisers, including the dean of American medicine and

medical reform (Welch) and one of the foremost inventors in the

United States (Bell).*”

° Tbid.

36 Harry H. Laughlin, “The Eugenics Record Office at the End of Twenty-Seven Months

Work,” Report ofthe Eugenics Record Office, June 1913, No. 1, p. I.

37 Bell was interested in eugenics because of hereditary deafness in his own family and

because he had always been fascinated with the breeding of sheep and otherlarge domes-

ticated animals.
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In his first report, in 1913, Laughlin listed a numberofthe specific
functions that the ERO was intended to perform. The following
descriptions of these purposes give an indication ofthe scope of activ-
ities that Laughlin and Davenport envisaged.*8

Lo serve eugenical interests as a repository and clearinghouse. First and
foremost, the ERO was to become a data bank for information on
human hereditary traits. This function was clearly one of research and

for analyzing the inheritance patterns of a wide variety of traits. As a
clearinghouse and information repository, the ERO could also supply
individuals with data about their family history if their families had
participated in any of the studies. A newsletter, Eugenical News, con-
tained short, nontechnical articles and items of information about
eugenics research throughoutthe country.

Lo build up an analytical index of traits in American Jamies. All data
coming in to the ERO, from whatever source, were to be carefully
indexed in accordance with a complexclassification system knownas
The Trait Book, which Davenport had devised in 1910. The Trait Book
listed all the human physical, physiological, and mental traits imagin-
able (and somethatare hard to imagine)—rowdyism, moral imbecility,
train-wrecking, and ability to play chess, to name buta few.It classi-
fied every trait by a numbering schemeakin to the Dewey Decimal
System. The condition of harelip, for example, is classified as 623,
where6 indicates a condition ofthe nutritive system; 2, the mouthpor-
tion of the nutritive system; and 3, the specific mouth feature of hare-
lip. Similarly, chess-playing ability is number 4598, where4 signifies a
mentaltrait; 5, general mental ability; 9, special game-playing ability,
and 8, the specific game, chess. The EROstoredits information on
such conditions in folders filed either by family nameorbythecase-
worker who collected the information. This information was then
indexed on 3 x 5 cards and cross-referenced in three ways: by family
name, by number(forthetrait), and by geographic locality. Thus an
investigator could search out, for example, all the cases of harelip by
going to the card drawerfor the number 623, or all the references to a
particular family by checking for its surname. Each card in the drawers

** Laughlin, “Eugenics Record Office”(cit. n. 36), pp. 2—21.
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provided reference to the appropriate file folder or folders containing

all the detailed information. By 1 January 1918, the ERO had accumu-

lated 537,625 cards: there were nearly twice that many by the time the

office closed in 1939. The information that wasfiled and catalogued at

the ERO wasorganized into five main categories of traits: physical

traits (e.g., stature, weight, eye and haircolor, deformities), physiolog-

ical traits (e.g., biochemical deficiencies, color blindness, diabetes),

mental traits (e.g., intelligence, feeblemindedness, insanity, manic

depression), personality traits (e.g., liveliness, morbundity, lack of

foresight, rebelliousness, trustworthiness, irritability, missile throwing,

popularity, radicalness, conservativeness, nomadism), and social traits

(e.g., criminality, prostitution, inherited scholarship, alcoholism, patri-

otism, “traitorousness”). These groupings were not meantto be mutu-

ally exclusive since, for example, a personality trait could have more

than one social manifestation. It was nonetheless the hope of Daven-

port, Laughlin, and others that, through such a detailed breakdownof

traits into categories and subcategories, researchers could easily iden-

tify and follow the sametraits through a wide variety of family lines.

To study the forces controlling and hereditary consequences of marriage-

matings, differentialfecundity, and survival migration. Today these stud-

ies, which include a considerable amountof sociological as well as

biological information, would fall roughly under the heading of

demography. From the start eugenicists were particularly concerned

about the “differential fertility” issue—that is, about which groups in

society were showing the higher and the lower birthrates.

To investigate the manner of inheritance of specific human traits. These

was dominantor recessive, whether it was sex-linked, the degree to

which its expression mightbe influenced by environment, whetherit

was expressedearlyin life or wasof late onset, and so forth. Investiga-

tions in this category involved constructing pedigree charts from raw

data on families and deducing from the data whatthe pattern of hered-

ity might be. (The obviousdifficulties facing the eugenicist, especially

in 1910-1920, in collecting enoughreliable data to draw such conclu-

sions are discussedin the original version of this paper.) In the analysis

of inheritance patterns, ERO workers were advised and sometimes
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aided by members from the appropriate committee of the American
Breeders’ Association—for example, the Committee on Heredity of
the Feebleminded, the Committee on the Heredity of Epilepsy, the
Committee on Heredity of Deafmutism, the Committee on Heredity
of Eye Defects, and the Committee on Heredity of Criminality.

Lo advise concerning the eugenicalfitness ofproposedmarriages. Prospec-
tive marriage partners could visit or write to the EROfor what today
mightbe called “genetic counseling.” Drawing on as muchoftheindi-
viduals’ family histories as possible, in conjunction with other data
already in the files, ERO workers would discuss with the couple the
probabilities of their children inheriting this or that trait and empha-
size the importance of good mate selection in marriage. As Laughlin
wrote:

It is one of the cherished beliefs of the students of eugenics that
when painstaking research has determined the mannerof the
inheritance oftraits so that, upon examination of one’s somatic

hereditary potentialities marriage assets, valued along with—if
not above—money, position and charming personal qualities.
This belief is based not upon desire alone, but upon a few actual
visits and letters from intelligent persons that come with increas-
ing frequency to the Eugenics Record Office, asking for instruc-
tions for making a study of the eugenicalfitness of a contemplated
marriage.”

asylumsas well as in individual homes. Each summer the ERO ran ashort training course for fieldworkers, including lectures by Laughlin,
Davenport, and occasional guests on endocrinology, Mendelian hered-ity, Darwinian theory, elementary statistical methods, and eugenic leg-

” Laughlin, “Eugenics Record Office” (cit. n. 36), pp. 10-11.
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islation. Students also became familiar with various mental tests

(Binet, Yerkes-Bridges, army Alpha and Betatests) and learned how to

administer and interpret them. They memorized classifications of

insanity, criminality, epilepsy, and skin and hair color and methodsof

anthropometrical measurement, with particular emphasis on cranial

capacity. The course also involved field trips to nearby hospitals and

institutions for mental defectives in New York—Kings Park Hospital

for the Insane, Letchworth Village for the Feebleminded—and the

receiving stations for immigrants at Ellis Island. To conclude the sum-

mer’s training program each student produced a research project that

involved collecting and analyzing eugenical data. The summeralso

had its lighter side, with clambakes, picnics, and boat trips. By 1917

the ERO had trained approximately 156 fieldworkers, 131 women and

25 men, among them 8 Ph.D.s and 7 M.D.s.

Those who completed the training program took up positions in

various institutions. A few were retained as paid fieldworkers by the

ERO. The majority were attached to state mental hospitals, insane

asylums, or almshouses, with their salaries either paid wholly by those

‘nstitutions or, more frequently, shared between the institution and

the ERO. The fieldworkers’ jobs involved taking family histories of

patients within the institution to determine to what degree their con-

ditions were hereditary. These linear studies, as they were called,

would then befiled in large folders at the ERO, wherethey provided

the basis for studies on the inheritance of mental deficiency, insanity,

Huntington’s chorea, and the like. Laughlin’s records show that in the

first three years (1910-1913) thirty-two fieldworkers amassed 7,639

pages of family case histories (text) and 800 pages of pedigree charts

and averaged forty-six interviews per month.” The training program

was carried out most extensively between 1910 and 1917; thereafter it

tapered off somewhat but remained in operation until 1926. During

the first seven years, fundsfor the training program came from the per-

sonal bequests of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., amounting to a total of

$21,650... From then on, for the duration of the program, funds came

from the Carnegie Institution as part of the ERO’s regular budget.

” Thid.

44 Harry H. Laughlin, “Notes on the History of the Eugenics Record Office,” mimeo-

graphed report (Cold Spring Harbor, 1934), P- 5; original in the Laughlin Papers, NMSU.
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To encourage new centersfor eugenics research and education. Laughlin
in particular conceived of the ERO as encouraging the formation of
new groups and prompting existing organizations to take up eugenic
studies within the context of their established programs. For exam-
ple, he was quite active in getting the YMCAtotakepart in eugeni-
cal work (makingavailable data on vitalstatistics of membersas well
as propagandizing eugenics ideals). He urged women’s clubs to get
involved and asked the director of the United States Census to
include eugenics questions in the 1920 and subsequentcensuses. He
encouraged colleges to hold programs on eugenics, show eugenics
films, teach eugenics courses, and take surveys of their student pop-
ulations.

Lo publish the results ofresearch andto aid in the dissemination ofeugenic
truths. A final specific function of the ERO was education. To Laugh-
lin this included everything from showingfilms to publishing the
results of research on human heredity, monographsonthe status of
relevant legislation, and analyses of public attitudes toward eugenic
ideas. The EROitself published

a

list of eugenics monographs,writ-
ten by such investigators as Henry H. Goddard, Davenport, and
Laughlin himself (a number of monographs camefrom his pen).*

BECAUSE EUGENICS claimed from the outset to be an objective
and scientifically based program, to understandits general history and
social impactit is important to see what type of research eugenicists
pursued. Whileit is clearly beyond the scope of this study to examine
these projects in depth, a few examples of workcarried out at the ERO
under the auspices of Davenport and Laughlin will show the style and
flavor of eugenicists’ scientific work. While the research interests and
methods of analysis employed by Davenport and Laughlin are not
necessarily representative of eugenics as a whole, they are nonetheless
indicative of much of the work going on in the United States between
Igo and 1935. |
The raw data from both individual family questionnaires andfield-

workerstudies collected at the ERO during the years IQIO—1939, as
well as the index cards cross-referencing them, are now housedin the

“ Laughlin, “Eugenics Record Office” (cit. n. 36), pp. 21-22.
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basementof the Dight Institute of Human Geneticsat the University

of Minnesota in Minneapolis.** The vast bulk of the data (sometenfil-

ing cabinets) consists of individual questionnaires; the rest (some eight

cabinets) consists of fieldworker studies of individual families. It is a

testimony to the energy and dedication of the field and office workers

that in the courseof less than thirty years they accumulated, indexed,

and cross-referenced such a monumental amountof material.

A quick perusal of the datacollected by fieldworkers indicates that

despite Davenport’s and Laughlin’s emphasis on rigorous, quantitative

methodology, most of the data collected were of a subjective, impres-

sionistic nature. One examplewill illustrate this point. The fieldworker

Anna Wendt Finlayson carried out a study of the Dack family, descen-

dants of two Irish immigrants in western Pennsylvania. She did no

mental testing, and the data consistsolely of “community reactions,” a

euphemism for “common gossip.” The interviewertalked with family

members, neighbors, and local physicians.‘he write-ups on twoof the

individuals, James Dack and William Dack,read as follows:

James Dack (116) was commonly known as “Rotten Jimmy,” the

epithet was given because of the diseased condition of his legs,

which were covered with chronic ulcers, although the term is said

to have been equally applicable to his moral nature. He was a

thief and general good-for-nothing, but neither shrewd nor cun-

ning. His conversation quickly revealed his childlike mind.

William Dack (12) was born in Ireland and cameto the United

States about 1815. He settled near a little town in the northern

part of the soft coal district of Pennsylvania, which we will desig-

nate Bushville, and raised his children (g) in that vicinity. William

died almostfifty years ago, buthe1s remembered bya few of the

oldest settlers of the locality as a peculiar, silly old fellow who

drank a good deal, stole sheep and household valuables from his

neighbors, and did not seem to be very intelligent. He was mar-

43 When Milislav Demerec, director of the SEE,wantedto clear out the old ERO build-

ing at Cold Spring Harborin 1946, he put out

a

call to various organizations and individ-

uals to see who would take the case studies, index cards, and back issues of Eugenical

News. The only acceptance came from Sheldon Reed, director of the DightInstitute. I am

grateful to Professor Reed for having preserved the material at that time andfor his hos-

pitality and guidance when I inspected the recordsin 1981.
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tied twice,his first wife died in Ireland and we know nothing of
her. She bore him one child... . William’s second wife was (13)
Mary Murphy. ... An old resident of Bushville, now deceased,

Slightly different problems are associated with the data processedfrom questionnaires sent outto families. In these cases the individualsubjects recorded the data about themselves andtheir family mem-bers. These data are subject to the errors introduced when manydif-ferent observers are involved in measuring the same quantity

Even if the raw data collected by ERO fieldworkers and otherswere consideredreliable, their application in determining patterns ofheredity was fraught with difficulties. The major method of analysis,

children, Statistically speaking, and thus the appearance,or especiallythe nonappearance, ofa trait often says nothing aboutits actual modeof inheritance—for example, whetherthetraitis dominant, recessive,

* Anna Wendt Finlayson, “The Dack Family: A Studyin Hereditary Lack of EmotionalControl,” Bulletin ofthe Eugenics Record Office, 1916, No. 15, pp. 6-7.* Sheldon Reed, personalinterview, 30 Oct. 1981, Minneapolis, Minn.
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or sex-linked. Moreover, pedigree charts are often woefully incom-

plete—that is, many family members are not included, and thus what

might look like a dominant trait (because it appears frequently)

appears so only because data on other family members are missing.

Second, and probably mostcritical, pedigree charts provide no way to

separate genetically determined from environmentally determined

phenotypes. Thefact that musicalability, for example, appears repeat-

edly in the Hutchinson family pedigree says nothing about the actual

inheritance of thattrait in the genetic,as comparedto thesocial, sense.

The more a trait involvessocial, behavioral, or personality features, the

less possible it is to separate genetic from environmental influences.

Since eugenicists were far more interested in mental and personality

traits than in clinical conditions, their pedigree charts were prone to

such misinterpretation.

As an exampleofthe simplistic generalizations in which eugenicists

indulged, consider Davenport’s study of the inheritance of shalas-

sophilia (“love of the sea”or “seqa-lust”). In 1919 Davenport published

a book-length study, under the auspices of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, entitled Nava/ Officers: Their Heredity and Development. \t

was a study of why naval careers seemed to run in families. Daven-

port’s explanation was genetic:in fact, he attributed this tendency to a

single Mendelian gene! Here is how Davenport reasoned. Nomadism,

the impulse to wander, was obviously hereditary because such racial

groups as Comanches, Gypsies, and Huns were all nomadic. Searching

individual family pedigrees, Davenport found recurrent examples of

nomadism in the families of traveling salesmen, railroad workers,

tramps, vagabonds, and boys who played hookey from school. Since

the trait of nomadism showed up mostly in men, he concludedthatit

must be sex-linked and recessive, passing from mothers to half of their

sons. Thalassophilia, a version of nomadism, is thus also genetically

determined:

Thus we see that thalassophilia acts like a recessive, so that,

when the determinerforit (or the absenceof a determinerfor dis-

like) is in each germ-cell the resulting male child will have love

of the sea. Sometimesa father who shows no liking for the sea...

may carry a determiner for sea-lust recessive. It is theoretically

probable that some mothers are heterozygousfor love of the sea,
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so that when married toa thalassophilic manhalfof their children
will show sea-lust and half will not.

Davenport’s method of argumentwasby analogy,
dence. Thus, he drew an analogy between thalas
inheritance of combsize in fowl: “It is possible

.

.

not by directevi-
sophilia and the

. that the irresistible

and watered and tendedit carefully to produce a delicious vegetable.That manwas, Davenport claimed,like the truste
hospital for the insane. Poverty andlack of social
were de facto the phenotypic expressions of genotypic inferiority. In1912 he advised the National Conference of Charities and Corrections

, “Report of the Committee on Eugenics,” Rep. Amer: Breeders’ Assoc.,
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capacity is by breeding it.°4? To Davenport, the comparison between

breeding humans and breeding strains of domesticated animals or

plants wasself-evident.

SINCE ONE of the expressed purposes of the ERO was education

and the dissemination of “eugenical truths,”it is not surprising to

find that Laughlin (in particular) devoted considerable energy to pub-

licity endeavors. One vehicle was the ERO’s publication, Eugenical

News, whosefirst volume was issued in 1916 with Davenport and

Laughlin as editors. Eugenical News contained short, popular articles

reporting on eugenics research, the menace O

ferential fertility, the evils of race-crossing, and the like, as well as

reviews of books on eugenics. The editorial board of the News

remained substantially the same from 1916 through 1939, the only

changes being the addition of Roswell H. Johnson for 1920-1929 and

Morris Steggerda for 1932-1939. Thetone of the News as a whole was

overtly propagandistic, quite often with few facts and little or no pre-

sentation of data.

addition to Eugenical News, the ERO helped to launch and guide

through publication popular and semipopular works of other eugeni-

cists who were not directly connected to the institute. Laughlin, for

example, was a close personalfriend of Madison Grant, a wealthy New

York lawyer, conservationist, memberof several public commissions,

and author of one of the mostracist, pro-Nordic tracts written during

the period 1910-1920, The Passing ofthe Great Race. Laughlin met regu-

larly with Grant in New York to discuss matters concerning the several

eugenics organizations of which they both were members: the Ameri-

can Eugenics Society, the Eugenics Research Association, and later

the Pioneer Fund. Grant regularly donated moneyto these organiza-

tions, as well as to specific ERO projects. Laughlin supported Grantin

When Grant was aboutto publish his second book,

t was actually published in 1933),

In

a variety of ways.

Conquest of a Continent, in 1932 (1

49 Gee Mark Haller, Eugenics: Hereditarian Artitudes in American Thought (New Brunswick,

N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1963), p. 65.

50 See Laughlin, “Eugenics Record Office”(cit. n.

ERO’s purposes No.g, “to encourage new centers 0

(p. 19), and No. 10, “to publish the results of researches an

eugenical truths” (p. 20).

36), pp. 19-20, which lists among the

f eugenics research and education”

d to aid in the dissemination of
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Laughlin wentoverthe manuscriptcarefully and helped him toavoidsomeof the mostblatantracial slurs.°! Furthermore, Laughlin bid hardto encourage Yale to award Grantan honorary degree (Grant was a Yalealumnus, class of 1887). To Laughlin, presentation of an honorarydegree by a prestigious universit
eugenicists

and propagandaefforts, including a nationwide study ofracial originsof inventiveness; a study of the hereditary lineage of aviators; a sur-vey of the humanresources of Connecticut, in which ancestry wasstudied in complete detail for the entire

State institutions by type of
s. He wasalso in close contact

M. Goethe, a wealthy lumberman from Portland, Ore-gon, who gave considerable financial Support to eugenics projectsand was a great publicizer of cugenic ideals (Goethe also left hisestate to the Dight Institute of Human Genetics in MinneapoliLaughlin supported and encouraged Goethe’s plan to establish a“clinic on human heredity,”
controlclinic that, despiteall
could go on and on, but the p
tional base, Laughlin devel

a kind of eugenic counseling and birth
the effort, never materialized. The list
Oint is this: using the ERO as an opera-
oped and kept up a lively network of

more, throughhis activities, Laughlin gave considerable organizationand coordinationtofar-flung and conceptually diverse eugenics proj-

°' See Madison Grant, The Passing of the Great Race (New York: Scribners, 1916); and32, Laughlin Papers, NMSU. Laughlin told Grant hept the statementthat “if the remainderof the Jews could
--..” As Laughlin remarked, “This has a

, | believe, constitute a more forceful statement ifit were pointed out that the United States has already one outoffive of the world’s Jews”(p. 2). Laughlin did not disa
52
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ects in the United States and, somewhatlater, throughout the West-

ern Hemisphere.

Laughlin also helped to popularize eugenics through his ERO asso-

cjation. He loved exhibits. His correspondence is filled with plan after

plan for exhibits at state fairs, genetics meetings, teachers’ confer-

ample, in preparation for the Third Interna-

tional Congress of Eugenics at the American Museum of Natural

History in New Yorkin 1932, Laughlin sent out over one hundredlet-

ters asking for donations to mount a huge eugenics exhibit in one of

the museum’slargest halls. It was an ambitious exhibit, for which he

finally raised sufficient funds. Laughlin used ERO secretarial and

research help in preparing many of his projects, including exhibits.

Without this sort of institutional supportit would have beendifficult,

if not impossible, to carry out so many projects and integrate the activ-

ities of so many people.

Laughlin also used his institutional base at the EROas a platform

for political activity on behalf of eugenics. The two most notable

examplesare his research an

on Immigration and Naturalization an

passage of eugenical sterilization laws

Johnson Act (also called the “Immigration R

in various states. In 1924 the

estriction Act”) passed

sterilization laws. Neither of these results can be attr

lin alone, but he was instrumentalin both—perhaps more directly vis-

ible in his House testimonies than elsewhere. Laughlin broughtforth

reams of biological data to prove the genetic inferiority of southern

European, central European, and Jewish people. His congressional

testimony received wide press coverage, and a transcript was reprinted

as part of the Congressional Record.

Laughlin’s invitation to become the congressional “expert witness”

came from Representative Albert Johnson,a rabidly anti-immigrant,

antiradical, and anti-Communist journalist and editor from Washing-

ton State who had entered Congress in 1912 ON

a

restrictionist plat-

form. Laughlin, long interested in the immigration issue,

the initial contact with Johnson and, along with Madison Grant, had

established a close personal and professional relationship with him.

One consequence was that in 1924 Johnson, who was not then even a

member, was elected to the. presidency of the Eugenics Research
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Association.” As “eugenics expert,” Laughlin received congressional
franking privileges, and he used them to assemble vast amounts of
data about theinstitutionalized alien and native stock. The Carnegie
Institution of Washington in turn officially allowed Laughlin to usehis
secretarial staff at the ERO to help compile data and figures for the
congressional testimony. Later the CIW would regret encouraging
Laughlin in this overtly political role, but in the early and mid 1920s
the directors had no objection.

mittee on Immigration andofhis arguments in his major congressional
hearings has beentold in detail elsewhere.°4 Whatis striking in these
testimoniesis the strong racist and antiethnic feeling to which Laugh-
lin, bolstered by charts and graphs, gave vent. Laughlin was already
voicing distinctly anti-immigrant sentiment immediately after World
WarI; like Madison Grant, he now called for a “purification” of the
good Nordic stock of the United States to free it from contamination
by the “degenerate”sectors of Europe(according to Laughlin, eastern
and southern Europe). Laughlin was particularly anti-Semitic, arguing
that with respect to immigration “high-grade Jews are welcome, and
low-grade Jews must be excluded.” “Racially,” he argued, “the coun-
try will be liberalif it confines all future immigration to the whiterace,
then, within the white race, if it sets up differential numerical quotas
which will admit immigrants in accordance not with external demand
but on the basis of American-desired influence of such racial elements
on the future seed-stock ofAmerica,” Laughlin further distinguished.
himself by devoting considerable research energy to showing that

+ Ludmerer, Genetics andAmerican Society, pp. 87-119; Hassencahl, “Harry H. Laughlin,”pp. 161-312; and Garland E. Allen, “The Role of Experts in the Origin and Closure ofScientific Controversies: The Caseofthe American Eugenics Movement, IQIO—-I940,” inScientific Controversies: Studies in the Resolution and Closure ofDisputes Concerning Science andLechnology, ed. A. L. Caplan and H. T: Engelhard (New York: Cambridge University Press,1987).
* Harry H. Laughlin, Reportofthe Special Commission on Immigration and the Alien Insane(submitted as a studyofimmigration control to the Chamberof Commerceofthe State ofNewYork, 16 Apr. 1934), pp. 17, 18.
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recent immigrants and “aliens” were responsible for much of the

crime committed in the United States between 1890 and 1920.

In discussing the immigration issue, Laughlin was particularly dis-

turbed by the specterof “race-crossing.” He reported that a committee

from the Eugenics Research Association had studied the matter and

had failed to find a single case in history of two races living side by side

and maintaining racial purity. Race mixtures, Laughlin said, are poor

mixtures, referring for corroboration to a study on race-crossing 1n

Jamaica in which Davenport was then engaged. Like W. E. Castle,

Edward M.East, and othergeneticists at the time who had agricultural

interests, Laughlin compared humanracial crossing with mongreliza-

tion in the animal world. The progeny of a cross between a racehorse

and a draft horse, Castle once wrote, “will be useless as race horses and

they will not make good draft horses. ... For similar reasons, wide

racial crosses among men seem on the whole undesirable.”°’ Like

Grant, Laughlin felt that immigrants from southern and eastern

Europe, especially Jews, were racially so different from, and geneti-

cally so inferior to, the current American population that any racial

mixture would be deleterious. Even after the phenomenonof “hybrid

vigor” was known to be widespread, eugenicists conveniently

explained it away by arguing that only a few of the offspring of any

hybridization would really show increased vigor. The rest would be

decidedly inferior.** Using statistics and data buttressed by analogies

from agricultural breeding, Laughlin managedto provide a “scientific”

56 See National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report on Crime and

the Foreign Born (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office, 1931).

57 C, B. Davenport, “Race Crossing in Jamaica,” Scientific Monthly, 1982, 27:225-238. Vhis

was a summary of Davenport’s lengthier study, carried out with Morris Steggerda, Race

Crossing in Jamaica (Washington,D.C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1929); and W.

E. Castle, Genetics and Eugenics (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1916), p.

233.

58 See E. M. East and Donald F. Jones, Inbreeding and Outbreeding (Philadelphia: Lippin-

cott, 1919). It is ironic that one of the coformulators of the notion of hybrid vigor, E. M.

East, was also one of the eugenicists who tried to argue away the analogy to human racial

crossing. In the final chapter of his book with Jones, East claims that because some

humanraces are decidedly inferior to others, hybridization betweenracesis not of general

value unless the two races are equivalent in genetic endowment. East’s argumentis

somewhat more complex because he admits that some hybridization can on occasion bea

stimulus to further variability and thus to favorable new combinations of traits (see pp.

244 ff.).
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rationalization in Congress for passage ofa highly selective immigra-
tion restriction law. The effect of Laughlin’s testimony, both on com-
mittee members and on the public (through newspaperaccounts), was
enormous.” The groups who were most restricted (Jews, Mediter-
raneans—particularly Italians—and people from Central Europe) were
also the ones Laughlin claimed were the most biologically inferior.

With the immigration debates, the “old-style” eugenics movement
hit its zenith. When the Johnson Act was passedin early 1924, Laugh-
lin, Grant, and other eugenicists were euphoric.Laughlin made good
use ofhis position as superintendent of the ERO—not only in termsof
the actual services his staff was able to render in preparing for the
immigration testimony but also in termsofthe prestige afforded by his
title and by his association with the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton. Laughlin immediately aspired to even greater triumphs—advo-
cating a Pan-American eugenics society, trying to convince the U.S.
Census Bureauto use the 1930 Censusto obtain eugenical data, draw-
ing up modelsterilization laws forall the forty-eight states, and pre-
senting a plan to have American consulates in foreign countries
perform eugenical tests on prospective immigrants before they left
their native countries. None of these plans bore fruit. The eugenics
movementbeganto take a new turn,losing someofthe groundswell of
support it had previously enjoyed from biologists, the wealthyelite,
and the general public.

** Hassencahl, “Harry H. Laughlin”(cit. n. 26), pp. 282-283.
°° Ludmerer, Genetics andAmerican Society(cit. n. 53), p. 106.



THE PIONEERSOF IQ TESTING

Leon J. Kamin

Terman was unapologetic about where he thought

IQ comes from. He believed in the inheritance of

IQ,at least to a considerable degree.

—Professor Richard Herrnstein, 1971 !

HE FIRST USABLE INTELLIGENCE TEST was

developed in France by Alfred Binetin 1905. The basic facts are

known to everybody whohastaken a college course in psychology, and

are available in any textbook. The French Minister of Public Instruc-

tion had commissioned Binet to develop a testing procedure that could

help to identify students whose academic aptitudes were so low as to

necessitate their placementin “special schools.”

The test developed by Binet was very largely atheoretical. He

viewedit as a practical diagnostic instrument and was not concerned to

“make a distinction between acquired and congenital feebleminded-

ness.” Binet in fact prescribed therapeutic courses in “mental ortho-

pedics” for those with low testscores. His chapter on “The Training of

Intelligence” began with the phrase “After the illness, the remedy,”

Leon J. Kaminis professor of psychology at Northeastern University. He is author of The

Science andPolitics ofIQ, ftom which this article is excerpted, and with R. C. Lewontin and

Steven Rose of Not im Our Genes.
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and his judgmenton “somerecent philosophers” who had given their
“moral support” to the idea that “the intelligence of an individual is a
fixed quantity, a quantity which one cannot augment”is clear: “We
must protest and reactagainst this brutal pessimism.”

With this orientation,it is perhaps as well that Binet died in IQII,
before witnessing the uses to which his test was speedily put in the
United States. The major translators and importers of the Binettest
were Lewis Terman at Stanford, Henry Goddard at the Vineland
‘Training School in New Jersey, and Robert Yerkes at Harvard. These
pioneers of the American mental testing movementheld in common
some basic sociopolitical views. Their “brutal pessimism” took a very
specific political form, manifested by their enthusiastic memberships
in various eugenic societies and organizations. They arrived at the
remarkable conclusion that the questions asked of children by the
Binet test provided a fixed measure of “innate intelligence.” The test
could thus be used to detect the genetically inferior, whose reproduc-
tion was a menaceto the futureof the state. The communality of their
views—andtheir divergence from Binet’s—can best beillustrated by
quotations from their early writings.

The Americanized “Stanford-Binet” test was published by Terman
in a 1916 book.* The promiseofthe test was made explicit in the open-
ing chapter:

... in the nearfuture intelligencetests will bring tens of thousands
of these high-grade defectives under the surveillance and protec-
tion of society. This will ultimately result in curtailing the repro-
duction of feeble-mindedness and in the elimination of an
enormous amountof crime, pauperism, and industrial inefficiency.
It is hardly necessary to emphasizethat the high-gradecases, of the
type nowso frequently overlooked, are precisely the ones whose
guardianshipit is most important for the State to assume.

Termanasserted that “there is no investigator who deniesthefear-
ful role played by mental deficiency in the productionofvice, crime,
and delinquency.” The cause of mental deficiency—and by implica-
tion of crime—wastransparently clear. “Heredity studies of ‘degener-
ate’ families have confirmed, in a striking way, the testimony secured
by intelligence tests.”
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Thetest, in Terman’s view, was particularly useful in the diagnosis

of “high-grade” or “border-line” deficiency; that is, [Qs in the 70-80

range. That level of intelligence

is very, very common among Spanish-Indian and Mexican fami-

lies of the Southwest and also among negroes. Their dullness

seemsto be racial, or at least inherent in the family stocks from

which they come... the whole question of racial differences in

mentaltraits will have to be taken up anew and by experimental

methods. The writer predicts that whenthis is done there will be

discovered enormously significant racial differences in general

intelligence, differences which cannot be wiped out by any

scheme of mentalculture.

Children of this group should be segregated in specialclasses.

... They cannot master abstractions, but they can often be made

efficient workers. ... There is no possibility at present of con-

vincing society that they should not be allowed to reproduce,

although from a cugenic point of view they constitute a grave

problem becauseoftheir unusually prolific breeding.”

The theme will reappear, so it is of interest to note that Terman

did not draw a simple distinction between the white and the “col-

ored” races. The “dull normals,” with IQs between 80 and go, were

said to be “below the actual average of intelligence amongraces of

western European descent....” The “New Immigration” from

southeastern Europe wasalready, by the time ‘Terman wrote, a matter

of considerable national concern. The distinction between the

“races” of western and southeastern Europe was made forcefully by

Madison Grant’s influential The Passing of the Great Race,? and Ter-

man’s attribution of a high intelligence level to “races of western

European descent” was clearly made in the light of concern over

immigration policy.

Professor Terman’s stern eugenical judgmentfell, in any event,

even-handedly on thevery poorofall colors. Writing in 1917 underthe

heading “The Menaceof Feeble-Mindedness,” he observed that

only recently have we begunto recognize how serious a menace

it is to the social, economic and moral welfare of the state.... It
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is responsible ... for the majority of cases of chronic and semi-
chronic pauperism..

.

.

... the feeble-minded continueto multiply ... organized char-
ities .. . often contributeto the survival of individuals who would
otherwise notbe ableto live and reproduce. ...

If we would preserve our state for a class of people worthy to
possess it, we must prevent, as far as possible, the propagation
of mental degenerates... curtailing the increasing spawn of
degeneracy.’

The violence of Terman’s language stands in melancholy affirma-
tion of Binet’s earlier reproof to teachers of the “feeble-minded.”
“The familiar proverb which says: ‘Whenoneis stupid,it’s for a long
time’ seemsto be taken literally, withoutcriticism, by some school-
masters; those whodisinterest themselves in students wholackintel-
ligence; they have for them neither Sympathy nor even respect, as
their intemperance of language makes them say before these children
such things as: “This is a child who will never accomplish anything
... he is poorly gifted... .” Never! What a large word!”®
The views of Henry Goddard, who began to use the Binettest in

1908, did not differ in any important particular from those of Terman.
Thetest data, to his mind, could be used to providestatistical support
for the already demonstrated proposition that normal intelligence and
“weak-mindedness” were the products of Mendelian inheritance. Per-
haps the foremost of the “heredity studies of ‘degenerate’ families”
cited by Terman was Goddard’s lurid tracing of the family lines
descendedfrom one Martin Kallikak. With respect to the social men-
ace of hereditary feeble-mindedness, Goddard had in 1912 predated
Terman: “...we have discovered that pauperism and crime are
increasing at an enormous rate, and we are led to pause and ask,
‘Why?’ Even a superficial investigation showsusthat a large percent-
age of these troubles come from the feeble-minded.”? The “troubles”
had evidently caught the attention of alert social scientists who
labored long before Professors Banfield" or Herrnstein,!

The sociopolitical views of the early mental testers are perhaps
nowhere moreclearly revealed than in Goddard’s invited lectures at
Princeton University in 1919. There Goddard discoursed on the new
science of “mental levels.” That new science made possible the accu-
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rate assessmentof the mentallevels both of children and of adults, and

those levels had been fixed by heredity. The new science had gener-

ated data of profound social significance, and in particular, it invali-

dated the arguments of gentlemensocialists.

These men in their ultra altruistic and humaneattitude, their

desire to be fair to the workman, maintain that the great inequal-

ities in social life are wrong and unjust. For example, here is a

man whosays, “I am wearing $12.00 shoes, thereis a laborer who

is wearing $3.00 shoes; why should I spend $12.00 while he can

only afford $3.00? I live in a homethatis artistically decorated,

carpets, high-priced furniture, expensive pictures and otherlux-

uries; there is a laborer thatlives in a hovel with no carpets, no

pictures, and the coarsest kind of furniture. It is not right, it 1s

unjust.”...As we have said, the argument is fallacious. It

assumes that that laborer is on the same mental level with the

man whois defending him....

Nowthe factis, shat workman may have a ten yearintelligence

while you have a twenty. To demandfor him such a home as you

enjoy is as absurd as it would be to insist that every laborer should

receive a graduate fellowship. How can there be such a thing as

social equality with this wide range of mental capacity? The dif-

ferent levels of intelligence have different interests and require

different treatment to make them happy. ...

As for an equal distribution of the wealth of the world thatis

equally absurd. The man of intelligence has spent his money

wisely, has saved until he has enough to provide for his needs in

case of sickness, while the man oflow intelligence, no matter

how much money he would have earned, would have spent much

of it foolishly and would never have anything ahead.It is said that

during the past year, the coal miners in certain parts of the coun-

try have earned more moneythan the operators and yet today

when the mines shut downfor a time,those people are the first to

suffer. They did not save anything, although their whole life has

taught them that miningis an irregular thing and that when they

were having plenty of work they should save against the days

when they do not have work....

These facts are appreciated. Butit is not so fully appreciated

that the causeis to be foundin the fixed character of mental lev-
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els. In our ignorance wehavesaid let us give these people one
more chance—always one more chance.'2

The progress from Binet’s position is staggering. The feeble-
minded, the paupers, and the unemployed coal miners now seem
scarcely distinguishable. This is something more than the “brutal
pessimism” protested by Binet. Whatever else we call it, this was a
perversion of psychological “science.” There are few more vivid
examples of the subordination of science to political and economic
ideology.

Thepointofview of the third major importer of Binet’s test, Robert
Yerkes,is sufficiently indicated by his 1917 appointmentas chairman
of the Committee on Inheritance of Mental ‘Traits of the Eugenics
Research Association. The relation of IQ to heredity and to economic
factors is madeclear in Yerkes’ prescription for how “To make a true
diagnosis of feeble-mindedness . .. never should such a diagnosis be
made on the IQ alone... . We must inquire further into the subject’s
economic history. What is his occupation; his pay... we mustlearn
what wecan abouthis immediate family. Whatis the economicstatus
or occupation of the parents? ... Whenallthis information has been
collected .. . the psychologist may beofgreat value in getting the sub-
ject into the mostsuitable placein society....”%

To be diagnosed as feeble-minded during this period, and to be
assigned to a “suitable place,” was not an enviable lot. There were
few fine discriminations drawn, as we have seen, amongthecriminal,
the poor, and the dull-witted. The public institutions to provide for
such degenerates werein many states administered bya single offi-
cial, the “Commissioner of Charities and Corrections.” We catch
some glimpses of the great value of mental testers to such institu-
tions in the annual reports of Commissioner Wight to the Governor
of the State of New Jersey. The commissioner’s 1909 report, in dis-
cussing “the idiotic,” indicated that “They are now in the families, or
distributed amongthe almshouses, and county and State institutions.
I find a numberof families where there are two or more such im-
beciles, suggesting increased necessity for a careful inquiry into
causes.” !*4

That careful inquiry was not long in forthcoming. Commissioner
Wight’s 1910 report contained for the first time a section headed
“Research Work.” |
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This is the namewegiveto the inquiry into heredity, habit, envi-

ronment, etc., of criminals and defectives, to locate more defi-

nitely the primary cause of crime and dependency. Theinitiative

of this important movementwas taken by Prof. E. R. Johnstone

and Dr. H. A. Goddard of the Training School for Feeble Minded

Childr

man..

en... The recent meeting of the Eugenic Section at Skill-

_was well attended by experts... who seemed greatly

interested in the results of our research work.. . the investiga-

tions show that the union of drunkenfathers, and feeble minded

or epileptic mothers is rapidly increasing the number of imbe-

ciles whom the State is expected to support. ...

I respectfully ask that a small appropriation be madeto prose-

cute this research work, and sendthefacts out to the public.”

By 1911, having received his appropriation, Commissioner Wight

was able to report the results of the research:

... enough has already been accomplished to demonstrate the

fact of the transmission of criminal tendencies and mental and

physical defect. .. . How to remedythis is another matter. It may

be donein part by a morerigid enforcement of the marriage laws,

by a better control of the sale of liquor, cigarettes, and dopes

known as soothing syrups. If the sterilization law of last winter

shall be enforced it will also do much to preventtheevil.

_.. Blanks have been prepared to record such information con-

cerning personsin custodial care as is deemed importantin trac-

ing the causes of crime and defectiveness, as they appear

connected with heredity and environment. Under the indetermi-

nate sentenceact, the Court of Pardonsis to determine the time

of pen

andit

al service between the minimum and maximum sentence,

will be an importantfactor in settling the question of the

fitness of the prisonerfor paroleif the Court should have his per-

sonal record and his family history beforeit.’°

This was the social climate into which ‘Terman, Goddard, and

Yerkes introduced the intelligence test. ‘The judgments of psycholo-

gists were t

tion of soot

o have social consequences even graver than the prohibi-

hing syrups. The measurement of the fixed mental level
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wasto have a role in determining who wasset free and who was jailed;
and it was to aid in determining who was sufficiently fit to be allowed
to reproduce. There is no record to the effect that the pioneers of
American mental testing experienced the awe reported by the physi-
cists whofirst split the atom.

The early history of testing in America fixed upon the Binettest
an apparently indelible genetic interpretation. The hereditarian
interpretation shared by Terman, Goddard, and Yerkes did notarise
as a consequenceof the collection of IQ data. Their involvementin
the eugenics movementpredated the collection of such data. There
was, at the time they wrote, no quantitative genetics; there was in
fact no tenable theory of how mentaltraits might be inherited. The
notion that dependency, defectiveness, weak-mindedness, and other
social ills were attributable to the genes was, in America, an idea
whose time had come. We cantrace the force of that idea—andits
utter divorce from any meaningfulscientific data—in the successful
efforts of the eugenicists to enactsterilization laws. The rise of the
mental testing movementcoincided precisely in time with the pas-
sage of such laws by a large numberof states. These sterilization
laws, many of which—butnotall—were never enforced, had twofea-
tures in common. First, they were to be applied exclusively to
inmates of publicly supported corrective or “charitable” institutions.
Second, they asserted as a matter of fact that various forms of
“degeneracy” were hereditarily transmitted.

Thefirst reference which I have found to such a law was provided
by Dr. Everett Flood in his 1898 article in the American JournalofPsy-
chology, “Notes on the Castration: of Idiot Children.”"” Dr. Flood indi-
cated that “A castration bill was introduced into the Michigan
Legislature providing for the castration of all inmates of the Michigan
Homefor the Feeble-Minded and Epileptic... also for that ofall per-
sons convicted for a felony for the third time.” The Michiganbill seems
not to have been passed, but it was in any event irrelevant to Dr.
Flood’s report on the therapeutic castration of 26 Massachusetts male
children. Of these, “24 were operated on because of persistent epilepsy
and masturbation, one for epilepsy with imbecility, and one for mastur-
bation with weakness of mind.”

Thefirst bill actually passed by a legislature was in Pennsylvania.
Theyear, ironically, was 1905, the year in which Binetfirst published his
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test. The bill was described as an “Actfor the Prevention of Idiocy,” but

it was vetoed by Governor Pennypacker. Binet would have applauded

with his whole heart the governor’s veto message.

These feeble-minded and imbecile children have been entrusted

to the institutions by their parents or guardiansfor the purpose of

training and instruction.It is proposed to experiment upon them;

not for their instruction, but in order to help society in the future

_.. without their consent, which they cannotgive. ... Laws have

in contemplation the training and the instruction of the children.

This bill assumes that they cannot be so instructed and

trained.... This mental condition is due to causes many of

which are entirely beyond our knowledge... .”

Thefirst fully enacted law was passed by Indiana in 1907. [he

law’s preamble, with slight modification, appeared repeatedly in ster-

‘lization laws subsequently passed by other states. ‘The preamble

stated very simply, “Whereas, heredity plays a most important part in

the transmission of crime, idiocy, and imbecility.”’’ This legislativefiat

occurred before Terman and Goddard sketchedoutin detail the inter-

relations among crime, feeble-mindedness, and dependency. ‘They

were in large measure following the lead provided by the would-be

behavior geneticists of the state legislatures.

The advancement of human behavior genetics seemed now to lie

in the handsofpoliticians, and fewcould resist the temptation to con-

tribute to science. To Indiana’s list of traits in which “heredity plays a

most important part” New Jersey added in rg11 “feeble-mindedness,

epilepsy, criminal tendencies, and other defects.””” The Iowalegisla-

ture in the same year provided for the “unsexing of criminals, idiots,

etc.” The “unsexing” provision, however, went beyond any valid

eugenic need, and a scientifically sounder measure was adopted by

Iowa in 1913. The newbill spelled outthe “etc.” of the 1911 law. The

new measure providedfor “The prevention ofthe procreation of crim-

inals, rapists, idiots, feeble-minded, imbeciles, lunatics, drunkards,

drug fiends, epileptics, syphilitics, moral and sexual perverts, and dis-

eased and degenerate persons.”

Presumably the Supreme Court of the State of Washington had in

mind the workof the pioneer mental testers whenit upheld the Wash-
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ingtonsterilization law on September 3, 1912. The court pointed out
that “modernscientific investigation shows that idiocy, insanity, imbe-
cility, and criminality are congenital and hereditary. ... There appears
to be a wonderful unanimity of favoring the preventionoftheir future
propagation.”

The Attorney General of California, in upholding the California
statute In 1g10, succeeded in relating the views of the testers to a
viable physiological theory. He wrote that

Degeneracy is a term applied when the nervous or mental con-
struction of the individualis in a state of unstable equilibrium.
Degeneracy meansthatcertain areas of brain cells or nerve cen-
ters of the individual are more highly or imperfectly developed
than the otherbrain cells, and this causes an unstablestate of the
nerve system, which may manifestitself in insanity, criminality,
idiocy, sexual perversion, or inebriety.* Most of the insane,
epileptic, imbecile, idiotic, sexual perverts, many of the con-
firmed inebriates, prostitutes, tramps, and criminals, as well as
habitual paupers, found in our county poor-asylums, also many of
the children in our orphan homes, belong to the class known as
degenerates. .. .

Within seven years, Terman,at Stanford, was to write: “If we would
preserve ourstate for a class of people worthyto Possessit, we mustpre-
vent, as far as possible, the propagation of mental degenerates.” The
meek might inherit the kingdom of Heaven, but, if the views of the
mental testers predominated, the orphans and tramps and paupers were
to inherit nopart of California. The California law of 1918 provided that
compulsory sterilizations must be approved bya board including“a clin-
ical psychologist holding the degree of Ph.D.”This was eloquenttes-
timony to Professor Terman’s influencein his homestate.

The Harvard Law Review in December, 1912, grappled conscien-
tiously with the implications of the findings of modern science. Dis-
cussing the constitutionality of sterilization laws, the Review observed
that “Asexualization can only be justified in the case of born criminals

* This affliction has now been renamed. The term used by modern school systems is“minimal brain damage.”
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_.. born criminals who cannot be proved to be such must be granted

immunity. However, there are probably some criminals whose degen-

erate character can be ascertained, and if a statute can be so drawn as

to limit its operation to such as these it should be constitutional. ...

Larceny is common amongborn criminals. . . .”” |

The scientific documentation offered by the mental testers that

degeneracy and feeble-mindedness were heritable did not occur in a

vacuum. Their views were responsive to social problems of the

gravest moment. Their “findings” were politically partisan, and they

had consequences. Wecansee clearly with hindsight how ludicrously

beyond the boundsof science those views and “findings” extended.

They fixed upon the succeeding generations of psychometricians,

equipped with more sophisticated scientific tools, a clear predisposi-

tion toward a genetic interpretation of IQ data. That predisposition 1s

still with us.

Thoughsterilization measures were fitfully enforced against the

poor—mostnotably in California—they had no major impact on Amer-

ican society. There are, however, contemporary stirrings by advocates

of sterilization. Thus, for example, a South Carolina obstetrician

nale for this policy was not explicitly eugenic; instead, the physician

expressed concern for the welfare burden assumed by taxpayers. The

advocacy ofsterilization as a policy measure does not necessarily imply

a belief in the genetic determination of “undesirable” traits. ‘his was

made elegantly explicit by Reed and Reed in their massive 1965 study

of mental retardation.2° They concluded: “Few people have empha-

sized that where the transmissionofa trait is frequently from parentto

offspring, sterilization will be effective and it is irrelevant whether the

basis for the trait is genetic or environmental.” ‘The belief in the heri-

tability of IQ may thus merely have provided a convenient and “scien-

tific” rationale for policies and laws which would have been enacted on

other grounds.

The sterilization laws may have been largely dead letters, but in

another sphere the mental testing movement was deeply involved in a

majorpractical accomplishment. The findings of the new science were

used to rationalize the passage of an overtly racist immigration law.

The mental testers pressed upon the Congress scientific IQ data to

demonstrate that the “New Immigration” from southeastern Europe
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was genetically inferior. That contribution permanently transformed
American society. This disgraceful episode in the history of American
psychology—onenotwithout contemporary relevance—is the subject
of the next section.

PSYCHOLOGY AND THE IMMIGRANT

Were we set out on a sensible program regarding
the immigrant, we should be led ultimately into an
analogous one concerning the inferior stocks
already extant in our population. Linking up these
two programs with a sane educational policy we
might look forward to a true national greatness. For
who doubts that the contributors to a high culture
must be of a high-minded race?

—Professor Kimball Young, 192227

THE UNITED STATES, until 1875, had no federal immigration
law. The 1875 law, andall subsequent amendmentsuntil 1921, placed
no numerical limitation on immigration. Thefirst federal law simply
listed a numberof excludedclasses of individuals. The 1875 list was
modest—it barred coolies, convicts, and prostitutes.

The control over immigration developed slowly, andatfirst by the
gradual addition of new excluded classes. There was also a “gentle-
men’s agreement” with Japan, and circuitous regulations having to do
with the longitudes and latitudes from which immigration was
debarred served to assure an appropriate racial balance. There were,
however, no discriminations drawn among the various European coun-

‘tries which provided the bulk of immigration. Throughoutthe nine-
teenth century, the preponderance of immigration flowed from the
countries of northern and western Europe.

The advances of psychology can be seenreflected in the changing
terminologyof the list of excluded classes. The 1883 immigration act
debarred lunatics and idiots, and the 1903 law added epileptics and
insane persons. By 1907, a differentiation had been made between
“imbeciles” and “feeble-minded persons,” both of which classes were
excluded. The fullest development of modern mental science
informed the law of 1917, which excluded “persons of constitutional
psychopathicinferiority.”
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With the turn of the century, the “New Immigration” from south-

eastern Europe began to assume massive proportions. The English,

Scandinavian, and German stock which hadearlier predominated was

now outnumbered by a wave ofItalian, Polish, Russian, and Jewish

immigrants. The popular press and the literary magazines of the

period werefilled with articles questioning the assimilability of the

new and exotic ethnic breeds. There arose a public clamor for some

form of “quality control” over the inflow of immigrants. This at first

took the form of a demandfor a literacy test; but it could scarcely be

doubted that the new science of mentaltesting, which proclaimedits

ability to measure innate intelligence, would be called into the nation’s

service.

Thefirst volunteer was Henry Goddard, who in 1912 wasinvited

by the United States Public Health Service to Ellis Island, the imm1-

grant receiving station in New York harbor. The intrepid Goddard

administered the Binet test and supplementary performancetests to

representatives of what he called the “oreat mass of average immi-

grants.” The results were sure to produce grave concern in the minds

of thoughtful citizens. The test results established that 83 percent of

the Jews, 80 percent of the Hungarians, 79 percent of the Italians, and

87 percent of the Russians were “feeble-minded.”” By 1917, Goddard

was able to report in the Journal of Delinquency that “the numberof

aliens deported because of feeble-mindedness. . . increased approxi-

mately 350 percent in 1913 and 570 percent in 1914.... This was due

to the untiring efforts of the physicians who were inspired by the

belief that mental tests could be used for the detection of feeble-

mindedaliens. . . .”””

This accomplishment of the fledgling science won sympathetic

attention from the Eugenics Research Association. ‘That society's jour-

nal, Eugenical News, was edited by the biologist Harry Laughlin. Writ-

ing in his journal in 1917, under the heading “The New Immigration

Law,” Laughlin observed: “Recently the science of psychology has

developedto a highstate of precision that branch ofits general subject

devoted to the testing of individuals for natural excellence in mental

and temperamental qualities. When the knowledgeof the existence of

this sclence becomesgenerally known in Congress, that body will then

be expected to apply the direct and logical test for the qualities which

we seek to measure... .”°”
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ably pointing toward the use of mental tests in detecting would-be
immigrants whofell into the debarred classes. There were, however,
historical forces at work which were to catapult the science of mental
testing to new levels of public acceptance, and which wereto provide
the scientists of the Eugenics Research Association with opportunities
scarcely imaginable in early 1917. The United States was soon to enter
the World War, and mental testing wasto play a critical role in deter-
mining the ethnic andracial composition of the republic.

The president of the American Psychological Association when the
country declared war was Robert Yerkes. The “point scale” version of
the Binet test had been developed by Yerkes, and his views on the her-
itability of IQ were clearly formulated. They had led to his appoint-
ment to the Committee on Eugenics of the National Commission on
Prisons, and to his chairmanship in 1917 of the Eugenics Research
Association’s Committee on Inheritance of Mental ‘Traits. With the
country mobilizing to prosecute the war, the APA, under Yerkes’ lead-
ership, suggested that the major contribution of psychologists might
be the mass intelligence testing of draftees. The proposal was
accepted by the military, and psychologists were commissioned in the
Army’s Sanitary Corps, under Major Yerkes. Their mission was to pro-
vide mental assessments, and hopefully to aid in the jobclassification
of draftees.

The psychologists quickly developed a written group intelligence
test—“Alpha”—which could easily be administered to large bodies of
men. For “illiterates,” a supplementary test—“Beta”—was designed.
This test was “non-verbal,”of the “performance” type. To accommo-
date non-English speakers, instructions were to be given to groups of
men in pantomime. The work ontest development was planned by a
committee meeting at the Vineland ‘Training School. The committee’s
membership included Terman, Goddard,and Yerkes.

The tests appear to have hadlittle practical effect on the outcome. °
of the war. They werenotin fact much used for the placementof men.
The testing program, however, generated enormous amountsofdata,
SINCe SOME 2,000,000 men were given standardized IQtests. The men-
tal tests were very widely publicized. Public interest was doubtless
excited by the finding that the “mental age” of the average white
draftee was only 13.
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Following the war, an intensivestatistical analysis was performed

on the scores of some 125,000 draftees. The results of this analysis,

together with a detailed history of the testing program, were published

in 1921 by the National Academyof Sciences, under Yerkes’ editor-

ship.*! The publication of the data occurred in the sameyear in which

Congress, as a temporary measure,first placed a numerical limitation

on immigration.

The World WarI data providedthefirst massive demonstration that

blacks scored lower on IQ tests than did whites. That, however, was

not a matter of pressing concern in 1921. The chapter in the Yerkes

report with immediate impact was that on “Relation of Intelligence

Ratings to Nativity.” The chapter summarized IQ results for a total of

12,407 draftees who had reported that they were born in foreign coun-

tries. A letter grade, ranging from A through E, was assigned to each

tested draftee, and the distribution of grades was presented separately

for each country of origin. The results are reproduced from the Yerkes

volume in Figure 1. |

Thestyle of the Yerkes volume was to refrain from editorial com-

ment, and the discussion of Figure 1 was value-free. The chapter,

edited in fact by Boring, observed: “The range of difference between

the countries is a very wide one... . In general, the Scandinavian and

English speaking countries stand high in the list, while the Slavic and

Latin countries stand low... the countries tendto fall into two groups:

Canada, Great Britain, the Scandinavian and Teutonic countries [as

opposedto] the Latin andSlavic countries. ...”*

These scientific data speedily became “generally known in Con-

gress,” with the considerable assistance ofthe scientists of the Eugenics

Research Association, and of (by now) Colonel Yerkes, employed since

after the war at the National Research Council in Washington. ‘The flow

of events may provide sustenance to those who entertain a conspiracy

theory of history. The Eugenical News of 1918 had reported that in April

of that year “a group of students of man” had gathered at the home of

Professor Henry Fairchild Osborn to found the Galton Society. ‘The

original Charter Fellows were only nine in number, but provision was

made for the election of further studentsup to a total of 25. The founder

of the society, and its chairman, was Mr. Madison Grant, author of The

Passing ofthe Great Race. The purpose of the Society had been madeclear

in a personalletter from Grantto Osborn, dated March9, 1918. “Mypro-
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FIGURE 1. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LETTER GRADES IN INTELLIGENCE BY
NATIVITY OF FOREIGN-BORN MENIN DRAFT (FROM YERKES, 1921).
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posal,” Grantwrote, “is the organization of an anthropological society (or

somatological society as you call it) here in New York City with a central

governing body,self elected andself perpetuating, and very limited in

members, and also confined to native Americans, who are anthropologi-

cally socially and politically sound, no Bolsheviki need apply.”*’ These

students of man met monthly in the Members’ Room of the American

Museum of Natural History. The minutes of some meetings were pub-

lished in Eugenical News. They makeclearthat the Society served two

major functions. The members read, and invited, scientific papers on

subjects of interest. They also provided expert scientific advice to rele-

vant governmentagencies. Psychology was ably represented amongthe

Charter Fellows by Edward L. Thorndike—apolitically sound native

psychologist of the first rank, then serving as a consultant to Yerkes’

Army testing program.

There occurred in 1920 a massive influx of experimental psycholo-

gists, who had worked during the war underYerkes, into the Eugenics

Research Association. The secretary of that association, Harry Laugh-

lin, was appointed “Expert Eugenics Agent” of the House Committee

on Immigration and Naturalization of the U.S. Congress. The Division

of Anthropology and Psychologyof the National Research Council

established a Committee on Scientific Problems of Human Migration

under Yerkes’ leadership. The function of that committee was to

removeserious national debate over immigration from politics, and to

place it instead on a firm scientific basis. This was to be done by the

support of relevant scientific research. The psychological and biologi-

cal scientists of the Eugenics Research Association were equally com-

mitted to the goal of relevance. They elected as chairman of their

association in 1923 the Honorable Albert Johnson. That honorable

gentleman,as fortune would haveit, was the congressman whoserved

as chairman of the House Committee on Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion. The exchangeof ideas with eminent scientists doubtless did not

impede Representative Johnson in his task of composing the Immi-

gration Act of 1924.

The first research supported by the National Research Council’s

committee wasthat of Carl Brigham, thenan assistant professor of psy-

chology at Princeton University. ‘The Princeton University Press had

already published in 1923 Brigham’s A Study of American Intelligence.™*

The book is a landmarkofsorts. Thoughit has disappeared from con-
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temporary referencelists, it can be argued that few worksin the history
of American psychology have had so significant an impact.

The book’s foreword was composed by Yerkes, who “consented to
write it because of myintenseinterestin the practical problemsofimmi-
gration. ...” The foreword declared that “Two extraordinarily important
tasks confront our nation: the protection of the moral, mental, and phys-
ical quality of its people, and the re-shaping of its industrial system so
that it shall promote justice and encourage creative and productive
workmanship.” Professor Brigham wassaid by Yerkes to have “rendered
a notable service to psychology, to sociology, and aboveall to our law-
makers. ...’The author presents not theories or opinions butfacts. It
behoovesus to consider their reliability and their meaning, for no one of
us as a citizen can afford to ignore the menaceofrace deterioration or the
evident relations of immigration to national progress and welfare.”

The empirical contribution made by Brigham consisted of a
reanalysis of the Army data on immigrant intelligence. The perfor-
mance of Negro draftees was taken as a kind of bedrock baseline; fully
46 percentofthe Poles, 42.3 percentof the Italians, and 39 percent of
the Russiansscored at or below the Negro average. The most original
analysis, however, centered about the “very remarkable fact” that the
measured intelligence of immigrants was related to the number of
years that they had lived in America. This had been demonstrated by
pooling the scores of immigrants from all countries, and then subdi-
viding them into groups categorized according to the years of resi-
dence in America prior to being tested. This analysis indicated that
foreigners who hadlivedin the country 20 years or more before being
tested were every bit as intelligent as native Americans. Those who
had lived in the country less than five years were essentially feeble-
minded. To someanalysts, this finding might have suggested that IQ
scores were heavily influenced by exposure to American customs and
language, but that was not the tack taken by Brigham.

“We must,” Brigham declared, “assume that we are measuring
native or inborn intelligence... .”35 The psychologists had, after all,
deliberately devised the Beta test to measure the genetically deter-
minedintelligence of the illiterate and the foreign-speaking. “The
hypothesis of growth of intelligence with increasing length ofresi-
dence maybeidentified with the hypothesis of an error in the method
of measuring intelligence... .” That hypothesis was not likely to be
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congenial to a mental tester, and Brigham quickly disposed ofit with a

numberofstatistical and psychometric arguments. With this accom-

plished, “we are forced to... accept the hypothesis that the curve

indicates a gradual deterioration in the class of immigrants examined

in the army, who cameto this country in each succeeding five year

period since 1902.”

Forced by the data to this conclusion, Professor Brigham was at no

loss to providea clarifying explanation—“the race hypothesis.” He pro-

ceeded to estimate “the proportion of Nordic, Alpine and Mediter-

ranean blood in each of the European countries,” and to calculate the

numbers of immigrants arriving from each country during each time

period. These combined operations produced a sequentialpicture of the

blood composition of the immigrant stream over time. There was

thereby unearthed a remarkableparallelism;as the proportion of Nordic

blood had decreased, and the proportions of Alpine and Mediterranean

blood increased,theintelligence of the immigrants was deduced to have

decreased. This is a nice example of the power of correlational analysis

appliedto intelligence data. ‘There was no attempt by Brigham to dis-

cover whether, within each of the “races,” measured intelligence had

increased with years of residence in America. The conclusion reached

by Brigham followed in the footsteps of the testing pioneers who had

taught him his trade. He urged the abandonmentof “feeble hypotheses

that would makethese differences an artifact of the method of examin-

ing” and concludedforthrightly that “our test results indicate a genuine

intellectual superiority of the Nordic group....

The final two chapters of Brigham’s bookmightfairly be described

as reactionary. They pile together quotations from the racist ideo-

logues of America and Europe with Brigham’s own opinions. The

quoted excerptsin the following sentenceare in part Brigham’s, and in

part his quotations from Grant and others.

”

The Nordics are... rulers, organizers, and aristocrats

.

. . individ-

ualistic, self-reliant, and jealous of their personal freedom... asa

result they are usually Protestants. ... The Alpine race is always

and everywhere a race of peasants.... The Alpine is the perfect |

slave, the ideal serf.. . the unstable temperament and the lack of

coordinating and reasoning power so often found among the

Irish. ... we have no separate intelligence distributions for the

Jews. ... our army sample of immigrants from Russiais at least
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one half Jewish. ... Our figures, then, would rather tend to dis-
prove the popular belief that the Jew is intelligent... he has the
head form, stature, and color of his Slavic neighbors. He is an
Alpine Slav [pp. 182-3, 185, 180, Igo].

The final paragraphs of the book raised the eugenic spectre of a
long-term decline in the level of American intelligence as the conse-

face a possibility of racial admixture here that is infinitely worse than
that faced by any European country today, for we are incorporating the
negro into ourracial stock, while-all of Europe is comparatively free
from thistaint.... The decline of American intelligence will be more
rapid than the decline of the intelligence of European national groups,
owing to the presencehere of the negro.”°°

With national problemsofthis magnitude, nothing shortof a radical
solution seemedlikely to be of muchavail. From this stern logic, nei-
ther Professor Brigham norhis sponsor, Professor Yerkes, shrank. The
final sentences of Brigham’s book mean precisely whattheysay.

The deterioration of American intelligence is not inevitable,
however,if public action can be aroused to preventit. There is no
reason whylegal steps should not be taken which would assure a
continuously progressive upward evolution.
The steps that should be taken to preserve or increase our

present intellectual capacity must of course be dictated by sci-
ence and not by political expediency. Immigration should not
only be restrictive but highly selective. And the revision of the
immigration and naturalization lawswill only afford a slight relief
from our presentdifficulty. The really important steps are those
looking toward the prevention of the continued propagation of
defective strains in the present population. If all immigration
were stopped now,the decline of American intelligence would
still be inevitable. This is the problem which must be met, and
our mannerof meetingit will determine the future course of our
nationallife.

With this work behind him, Brigham moved onto the secretaryship
of the College Entrance Examination Board. There he made further
contributions to psychometric theory, and designed and developed the
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Scholastic Aptitude Test, the primary screening instrument for admis-

sion to American colleges. By 1929 Brigham had beenelected secre-

tary of the American Psychological Association, and, after his death,

the library building of Educational Testing Service was named in his

honor.*

There is no record of the psychological community reacting with

shock or outrage to Brigham’s policy proposals. Perhaps none could be

expected from a community in which Terman, Goddard, and Yerkes

had helpedto set an ideological tone—and which, in the year of publi-

cation of Brigham’s book, had elected Lewis ‘Terman president of the

American Psychological Association. The review of Brigham’s book in

the 1923 Journal ofEducational Psychology was probably representative

of the psychology establishment’s response: “The thesis is carefully

workedupto by alogical and careful analysis of the results of the army

tests... we shall certainly be in hearty agreement with him when he

demands a moreselective policy for future immigration and a more

vigorous method of dealing with the defective strains already in this

country.”*”

There now existed an alliance of scientific and political thinkers

committed to “vigorous methods”in the solution of the nation’s prob-

lems. The political usage of Brigham’s book and of the Army data was

‘mmediate and intense. That branch of the subject of psychology

“devoted to the testing of individuals for natural excellence” was to

enlighten the Congressional assault on immigration to an extent that

Harry Laughlin could not have fully appreciated early in 1917.

Francis Kinnicutt, of the Immigration Restriction League, testified

to the U.S. Senate Committee on Immigration on February 20, 1923.

Hedesired:

to further restrict immigration from southern and eastern Europe

_.. [since] the evidenceis abundant... that... itis largely of a

very low degree of intelligence. ... A large proportion of this

* Professor Brigham, in 1930, retracted as incorrect his 1923 analysis of the Army IQ data.

Theretraction appears on page 165 ofthe Psychological Review of that year. The Immigra-

tion Act of 1924 had by then beenin force for six years. Whether Professor Brigham’s

opinions aboutthe characterof Alpines and Mediterraneans changedis not known,andis

not relevant.
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immigration... consists... of the Hebrew elements... en-
gaged in the garment-making industry. ... some of their labor
unions are among the mostradical in the whole country.... The
recent Armytests show... the intelligence of the Italian immi-
gration ... is of a very low grade,asis also thatof the immigra-
tion from Poland and Russia. All... rank far below the average
intelligence for the whole country. See A Study ofAmerican Intel-
ligence, by Carl C. Brigham, published by the Princeton Univer-
sity Press.

This is the most important book that has ever been written on
this subject... Col. Robert M. Yerkes... vouchesfor this book,
and speaks in the highest terms of Prof. Carl C. Brigham, now
assistant professor of psychology in Princeton University. This
comes as near beingofficial United States Army data as could
well be had... examine the different tables, which are very
graphic and bring the facts out in a most clear way... they had
two kindsoftests, alpha and beta... . They took the greatestcare
to eliminate the advantage which native Americans would other-
wise have had.

.

. .8

The chairman of the committee, Senator Colt, thanked Mr. Kinni-
cutt for having sent him a copy of Brigham’s book, and asked him to
leave the additional copy which he had brought with him, explaining

The views of Dr. Arthur Sweeney, on “Mental Tests for Immi-
grants,” were madepart of the appendix to the hearings of the House
Committee on Immigration and Naturalization on January 24, 1923.
Those hearings were chaired by Representative Albert Johnson, also
chairman of the Eugenics Research Association. Dr. Sweeney had
written:

We have been overrun with a horde ofthe unfit. ... we have had
no yardstick.... The psychological tests... furnished us with
the necessary yardstick....The Army tests...revealed the
intellectual endowment of the men.... The tests are equally
applicable to immigrants... . All that is requiredis a staff of two
or three trained psychologists at each port....
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__. See Memoirs of the National Academyof Sciences. ... We

can not be seriously opposed to immigrants from Great Britain,

Holland, Canada, Germany, Denmark, and Scandinavia....

We can, however, strenuously object to immigration from

Italy... Russia... Poland... Greece... Turkey. ... The Slavic

and Latin countries show a marked contrast in intelligence with

the western and northern European group. ... One can not rec-

ognize the high-grade imbecile atsight. .. .

They think with the spinal cord rather than with the

brain. ... The necessity of providing for the future does not stim-

ulate them to continuouslabor. . .. Being constitutionally inferior

they are necessarily socially inadequate. ... Education can be

received only by those who haveintelligence to receiveit. It does

notcreateintelligence. That is what one is born with.... The D

minus group can not go beyond the second grade. ... we shall

degenerate to the level of the Slav and Latin races .. . pauperism,

crime, sex offenses, and dependency... guided by a mind

scarcely superior to the ox....

_.. we must protect ourselves against the degenerate horde.

_We must view the immigration problem from a new angle....

height and weight. ‘The examination of over 2,000,000 recruits has

tested and verified this standard....this new method... will

enable us to select those who are worthy and reject those who are

worthless.°”

Though Dr. Sweeney’s remarks contain some infelicities of phras-

ing, they do not distort the views of the pioneers of mental testing.

With disciples of this caliber pressing for vigorous action, there was no

need for Professor Terman to abandon his duties as president of the

American Psychological Association in orderto testify before the Con-

gress. Professor Boring’s scholarly observation in the Memoirs of the

National Academyof Sciences—“the Slavic and (Latin countries stand

low”——was done noserious violence by Dr. Sweeney’s reference to

“the level of the Slav and Latin races.” There 1s nowhere in the

records of the Congressional hearings—nowhere—a single remark by
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a single representative of the psychological profession to the effect
that the results of the Army testing program were in any way being
abused or misinterpreted. That program had beenorganizedofficially
by the American Psychological Association underits then president,
Robert Yerkes. The data not only came “as near being official United
States Armydata as could well be had,” they came as near being offi-
cial data of the psychological profession as could well be had. ‘They
reflected the almost universal belief, already established among psy-
chologists, in the heritability of IQ scores, and in the potency of the
testing methods developed by such scientists as Terman, Goddard,
and Yerkes.

The psychologists failed to appear before the Congressional com-
mittees, but other patriotic thinkers carried their message for them. To
be sure, in the case of the House Committee, chaired by the chairman
of the Eugenics Research Association, it was carrying coals to Newcas-
tle. There was an Alice-in-Wonderland quality to Representative
Johnson’s placing into the minutesofhis hearing of Janua
the “Report of the Committee on Selective Immigra

Committee’s chairman.

The eugenic scientists had reported that “The country at large has
been greatly impressed by the results of the Army intelligence
tests ... carefully analyzed by Lieut. Col. R. M. Yerkes, Dr. C. C.
Brigham, and others. ... with the shift in the tide of immigration .. . to
southern and eastern Europe, there has gone a decrease in intelligence
test scores. ... The experts... believe that... the tests give as accurate 4
measure of intelligence as possible... . The questions ... were selected
with a view to measuringinnateability. .. . had mentaltests been in oper-
ation ... over 6,000,000 aliens now living in this country... would never
have been admitted.... Aliens should be required to attain a passing
score of, say, the medianin the Alphatest... .”4

The chairmanofthe Allied Patriotic Societies of New York was alsoa student of the science of mental testing, and at the January 5, 1924
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hearing Congressman Johnson placed his letter into the record: “.. . the

bulk of the ‘newer’ immigration is made up of Italians, Hebrews, and

Slavs. ... During the warcertain intelligence tests were made by our

Army.... These tests threw considerable light on the mental qualities

of the ‘newer’... immigration... great care was taken to eliminate any

advantage from speaking the English language. ... The results...

have been analyzed ... particularly in the work of Prof. Carl Brigham,

of Princeton... published by the Princeton University Press. ... He

worked under Colonel Yerkes. . . . Prof. Brigham’s tables bring outcer-

_. Professor Brigham figures out, moreover,

.. whoseintel-

_than to the

tain very startling facts..

that as many aS 2,000,000 persons have been admitted.

ligence wasnearer the intelligence of the average negro..

averageintelligence of the American white.””

Professor Brigham’s tables, and those published by the National

Academy of Sciences, figured prominently in the extended lecture

delivered to the Johnson Committee on March8, 1924, by Dr. Harry

Laughlin. The ubiquitous Dr. Laughlin was then employed as a

“memberofthescientific staff” of the Carnegie Institution. His posi-

tion as Expert Eugenics Agent of the Johnson Committee had been

supplemented by “an official appointment and credentials signed by

the Secretary of Labor, authorizing meto go abroad as a United States

immigration agent to Europe, to make certain scientific researches.”

Those researches concerned the biology of human migration. The

chairman of the Johnson Committee carefully questioned his agentas

to whether such problems “seem capable of being attacked by purely

scientific methods without recourse to politics or contention.” ‘To this

forthright question, agent-biologist Laughlin forthrightly replied,

“Yes, sir. My province was that of a scientific investigator, and these
oo Ls 9942

Scientist Laughlin proceededto lecture on the “natural qualities of

immigrants.” ‘There were, he said, some qualities which “American

stock especially prized.” They included truth-loving, inventiveness,

industry, common sense, artistic sense, love of beauty, responsibility,

social instinct, and the natural sense of a square deal. “Of course all of

these elementsare of a biological order. ... It is possible to make bio-

logical studies of them... .

This section of Laughlin’s lecture was devoid of empirical data, and

the mathematical precision and operationalism of his subsequent
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remarks on “natural intelligence” came as a refreshing contrast. The
measurers of natural intelligence had obviously advancedtheir disci-
pline beyondthe point reached by the measurersof the natural sense of
a square deal. “Manytests... are being developed by psychological
research. Their purpose is to evaluate naked natural intelligence.
... [hese examinations, as all members of the committee know, were
conducted underthe direction of Maj. Robert M.Yerkes. ... The tests |
given were the best which the psychologists of the world had
devised... .”

The proportions of Grade A through E meninthe various countries
were duly displayedin a seriesof charts, with appropriate credit to the
National Academyof Sciences. These were supplemented by Laugh-
lin’s own tables, which equated various formsof intelligence test. The
Congress was informed that those with a mental age below 9.5, or an
IQ below 70, or a score on the Yerkespointscale or Alpha below 50, or
a score on Beta below 4o, or a score on Brigham’s combinedscale
below 9.1, were D- or E men, who weredescribed by the phrase “Cost
of supervision greater than value of labor. Untrainable socially or eco-
nomically.” Statistician Laughlin calculated that the country already
containedin its foreign-born white population 2,060,262 such men—
not to mention another 4,287,573 D aliens, “Slow in adaptability;
supervision needed.” The numberof admitted aliens deficient in a
natural sense of a square deal was not calculated. Would such anesti-
mate have been any moreludicrous than the quantifications of innate
intelligence so maliciously provided to the Congress and the country
by the pillars of American psychology?

The mental testers brought the facts not only to the Congress, but
also to the thoughtful reading public. Their relevance to immigration
policy was made entirely explicit. For example, Professor Kimball
Young reported in the 1922 Scientific Monthly® that “general as well as
specific abilities are transmitted by heredity” and that “special talents
mayactually turn out to be dueto the presence of separate units in the
germ plasm.” The Ph.D. and M.A. theses of Terman’s students at
Stanford were cited to show that a group of 25 Italians had a median IQ
of 84. Terman’s student had written in her dissertation that “the tests
are as accurate a judgment of the mental capacity of the low foreign
elementas of the American children.” This conclusion was confirmed
by the more massive scholarly work of a student at Columbia, who
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examined “500 cases each of Jewish, American, and Italian boys and

225 negro boys. ... Italians who were thought by their teachers, prin-

cipal, and neighborhood social workers to be laboring under no lan-

guage handicap were found to be very inferior to the other three

races.” The surprisingly high performanceof the blacks in this study

was readily explained by Professor Youngin a scholarly footnote: “The

negroes were a much more highly selected group perhaps than the

Italians... .”

The evidence, Professor Young indicated, pointed “conclusively to

the fact that a continued deluge of this country of the weaker stocks of

Europe will ultimately affect the average intelligence of the popula-

tion. ... these stocks are constantly sending outtheir tenacles [sic] into

the higher biological strains.... We have of course the comparable

problem of preventing the continuanceof inferior lines in the present

population.... The public opinion of this country needs arousing

... immigration should be controlled. ... It seems to me that there 1s

not a better piece of service for the National Research Council than an

attack uponthis problem. .. . True, there remainsafter such a program,

if it is ever accepted, the entire matter, noted already, of the inferior

strains in the population now presentin this country.”

The Johnson-Lodge Immigration Act of 1924 was enacted after

the conclusion of the congressional hearings. There had already been

enacted, on a temporary basis, a 1921 law embodying the principle of

“national origin quotas.” The numberof immigrants admitted from

any given country in one year had been limited to 3 percent of the

numberof foreign-born from that country already resident in the

United States, as determined by the census of 1910. The Johnson-

Lodge Actestablished national origin quotas as a permanent aspect

of immigration policy, and it reduced the quota to 2 percent; but

most important, she quotas were to be based on the census of 1890. The use

of the 1890 censushad only one purpose, acknowledgedbythebill’s

supporters. The “New Immigration” had begun after 1890, and the

law was designed to excludethe biologically inferior D- and E peo-

ples of southeastern Europe. The new law made the country safe for

Professor Brigham’s Nordics, butit did little for the safety of Alpines

and Mediterraneans. Thelaw, for which the science of mentaltesting

may claim substantial credit, resulted in the deathsofliterally hun-

dreds of thousands of victims of the Nazi biological theorists. ‘The
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victims were denied admission to the United States because the
“German quota” wasfilled, although the quotas of many other
Nordic countries were vastly undersubscribed. The Nazi theoreti-
cians ultimately concurred with biologist Laughlin’s assessmentthat,
in the case of D- and E people, “Cost of supervision greater than
value of labor.”

The biological partitioning of the European land-mass by the Con-
gress did much toplace immigration policy on

a

firm scientific footing.
There were, however, both scientific and political loose ends to be
tidied up, and they did not escape the attention of the more ardent
mental testers. Dr. Nathaniel Hirsch held a National Research Coun-
cil Fellowship in Psychology at Harvard, under McDougall. The
results of his research endeavor were published in the 1926 Genetic Psy-
chology Monographs.

The intellectual inferiority of the immigrants had already been
amply documented. To demonstrate conclusively its genetic origin,
Hirsch gaveintelligence tests to the American-born children ofvarious
immigrant groups. The children were to provide a clear test of the
genetic hypothesis. They had attended American schools, they spoke
the English language, but they carried their parents’ genes. The data
indicated that, for almost all groups, the children of immigrants were
intellectually inferior.

The policy implications of his contribution did not escape Dr.
Hirsch. While applauding the Immigration Act of 1924, he warned in
the discussion sectionofhisscientific treatise that |

that part of the law which has to do with the non-quota immi-
grants should be modified. ... All mental testing upon children
of Spanish-Mexican descent has shown that the averageintelli-
genceof this group is even lower than the average intelligence of
the Portuguese and Negro children... in this study. Yet Mexi-
cans are flowing into the country. ...
Our immigration from Canada... we are getting... the less

intelligent of working-class people. ... the increase in the num-
ber of French Canadiansis alarming. Whole New Englandvil-
lages and townsarefilled with them. The average intelligence of
the French Canadian group in our data approachesthe level of
the average Negro intelligence.
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Professor Hirsch then quoted the lamentof anearlier observer:

I have seen gatherings of the foreign-born in which narrow and

sloping foreheads were the rule.... In every face there was

something wrong—lips thick, mouth coarse... chin poorly

formed .. . sugar loaf heads . . . goose-bill noses . . . a set of skew-

molds discarded by the Creator. ... Immigration officials...

report vast troubles in extracting the truth from certain brunette

nationalities.”

Dr. Hirsch strove for and achieved a conceptual synthesis of psy-

chological and biological principles: “The Jew is disliked primarily

because despite physical, economic, and social differences among

themselves, ‘all Jews are Jews,’ meaning that there is a psycho-

biological principle that unites the most dissimilar of types of this

strange, paradoxical Natio-Race.”

With so masterful a grasp of psychobiology, it was perhaps

inevitable that Dr. Hirsch should turn his attention to the complicated

problem of estimating the precise weights of heredity and environ-

ment in the determination of IQ. The results of this basic research,

also supervised by McDougall, were published in a 1930 Harvard Uni- |

versity Press book entitled 7wzns. Dr. Hirsch’s interest in twins had

been stimulated “in consequence of a suggestion made by President

A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard University.” Hirsch deduced that

“heredity is five times as potent” as environment. He concludedthat

“there is no doubt that today many ofthe environmental agencies

of civilization are contributing to “The Decline of the West,’ and that

political wisdom can be garnered from a study of twins, and from other

experimental studies of heredity and environment.””

The themeis recurrent. The academic seekers after truth pursue

jointly the goals of political and scientific wisdom. Those who today

investigate black-white differences in IQ, or whose concern for “The

Decline of the West” prompts them to brood on IQ and the meritoc-

racy, might do well to rememberthe colloquy between Representative

Johnson and Expert Eugenics Agent Laughlin:

“The Chairman: Doall of these three problems seem capable of

being attacked by purely scjentific methods withoutrecourse to politics

or contention?
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“Doctor Laughlin: Yes, sir. My province wasthat ofa scientific inves-
tigator, and these problemswereattackedin the purely scientific spirit.”

There wasa lively appreciation of the relation between science and
politics expressed in the 1927 address of Frank L. Babbott to the
Eugenics Research Association. Mr. Babbott explained to the assem-
bled scientists that eugenics “has made its strongest appeal to me
through its influence on immigration. ... this is an indirect result of
eugenics, but it comes as the natural developmentof research on the
part of people like yourselves. It is possible that restriction of immi-
gration would have come withouttheaid of our Society, but I doubtif
it would have comeso soon or so permanently if it had not been for the
demonstration that men,like Dr. Laughlin, have been able to maketo
the Committee on Immigration.

.

..
“The Eugenics Research Association began its work with the

House Immigration Committee in 1920, and immediately took the
whole question out ofpolitics and placed it on a scientific or biological
basis. .. . It was at this juncture that Dr. Laughlin was broughtinto the
deliberations of the Committee. As one memberof the Committee has
said—he becametheir teacher and supplied them with arguments to
meetthe opposition. . . .”*

The contribution of the mental testers toward the formulation of
nationalpolicies did not end in 1924. The meeting of the Galton Soci-
ety on November4, 1927, with Carl Brigham in the chair, opened with
a report by Madison Grant that the Honorable Albert Johnson had
requested suggestions from the Galton Society concerning the eugeni-
cal uses which might be madeofthe census of 1930. The Society sug-
gested the collection of pedigree records detailing racial and family
stocks, as well as the collection of mothers’ maiden names. Further, it
would be usefulif all persons enumerated by the census were issued
an official registration card. With this public business concluded, Pro-
fessor Brigham introduced Dr. Harry Laughlin, who lectured to the
students of man on “The Genetics of the Thoroughbred Horse.”*

The Society, on April 5, 1929, adopted an official statement on the
maintenance of immigration control. “The Galton Society appreciates
the fact that the essential character of every nation dependsprimarily
upon the inborn racial and family endowmentsofits citizens.” Profes-
sors Thorndike and Brigham were present; the minutes do not record
any disagreement.*
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There is a moral to be drawn from this melancholy history. The

immigration debate, together with its Europeanvictims,” is long since

dead—butonly to be replaced by a curiously similar issue. ‘he major

domestic issue of our own time,as our politicians remind us, is “the

welfare mess.” The welfare issue, like immigration, contains within

itself a tangle of the most profound racial and economic conflicts.

Today’s psychometricians speak with voices more cultured than that of

Genetic Psychology Monographs in 1926. There are some, however, who

are again preparedto serve as teachers to the Congress, and to supply

arguments to meet the opposition. These teachers once again assert

that their effort is only to remove racial and economic conflicts from

politics, and to place them ona firm scientific basis.

We see today that the psychologists who provided “expert” and

“scientific” teaching relevant to the immigration debate did so on the

basis of pitifully inadequate data. There is probably noliving psychol-

ogist who would view the World War I Armydata as relevantto the her-

itable IQ of European “races.” There are few who now seem much

impressed by the data on “Italians in America” summarized by Rudolf

Pintner in his 1923 text, Ivzelligence Testing.” Professor Pintner had

called attention to the “remarkable agreement in the median IQ for

the Italian children” in six separate studies. That median IQ was 84, a

full 16 points below the average American. There is probably no psy-

chometrician today prepared to assert that that 16-point deficit was

producedbyinferior Italian IQ genes. That does not prevent the same

mental testers from pointing gravely to the possible genetic signifi-

cance of Professor Jensen’s recent survey of the contemporary IQ liter-

ature. That survey led Jensen to report: “The basic data are well

known:on the average, Negroestest about 1 standard deviation (15 IQ

points) below the average of the white population, and this finding is

fairly uniform across the 81 different tests of intellectual ability used in

these studies. .. .”°! This kind of finding, like Goddard’s earlier report

that 83 percent of Jewish immigrants were feeble-minded, cannot be

ignored by thoughtfulcitizens.

There is, of course, the theoretical possibility that the genetic the-

orists are correct. Perhaps IQ is highly heritable; and perhaps differ-

ences between races, as well as among individuals, are in large

measure dueto heredity. There are serious scholars who have assumed

this, and who havelabored to adduce supporting evidence. ‘heir data
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ought not to be ignored, and they deserve a careful scrutiny. That
scrutiny is a scientific necessity, even though the social and political
policies advocated by manyhereditarian theorists are in no sense com-
pelled or justified by the facts which they assert to be true.
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BLACK INTELLECTUALSON IQ TESTS

Wilham B. Thomas

, \ HE PERIOD OF THE 19208 was an era of extensive

research on mental differences. Psychologists were developing

tests to differentiate individual abilities from those of other individu-

als belonging to the same milieu. Curiously, scores from these tests

revealed a high incidence of low performance by blacks. ‘To a large

extent, American psychologists of the 1920s accepted uncritically this

phenomenonandattributedits causes to the inherent mental inferior-

ity of blacks.' A leading exponentofthis hereditarian Weltanschauung,

Lewis M. Terman wrote aboutblacksthat “their dullness seemsto be

racial, or at least inherent in the family stock from which they came.”

Similar conclusions were reached about the low test performance of

southern and eastern European immigrants, following a massive test-

ing program forthe military in 1917.° Termanandhis fellow hereditar-

ians* believed that these differences could not be removed by any

scheme of mental culture and were independent of the quality of

schools, home environment, and the subject’s disposition.°

William B. Thomasis a professor of education at the University of Pittsburgh, specializ-

ing in the history and sociology of education. His most recent works appear in the Amert-

can Educational Research Journal and the International Review of Social History. Hisarticle

appeared in Teachers College Record, Vol. 85, Spring 1984, as “Black Intellectuals, Intelli-

gence Testing in the 1930s, and the Sociology of Knowledge.” |
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The uncritical acceptance of this hereditarian perspective by white
social scientists from leading universities caused black intellectuals to
raise significant questions about conclusions extrapolated from test
data. One was whetheridentifiable mental differences between racial
groups were indeed irreversibly fixed and independentoftheinflu-

encesof social and economic inequality. A second concern was the ram-
ifications that answersto this first question had for federal, state, and

local policies affecting blacks and others of marginal status in the social
order. In a campaign to undercuta rash ofracist claimsin the socialsci-
ences, these black intellectuals launched a polemic against those social
scientists who had concluded that blacks were innately inferior.°

Understandably, one major concern theyheld in their challenges
was the apparent inadequacy of their own verbal counteroffensive
against experimental researchers of national renown. Historian Horace
Mann Bond,therefore, marshaled the talents of every black intellec-
tual to |

equip himself as an active agentagainst the insidious propaganda

which,like its prototypes, seeks to demonstrate that the Negrois

intellectually and physically incapable of assuming the dignities,

rights and duties which devolve upon him as a member of mod-

ern society.’

Similarly, Joseph St. Clair Price, who later became dean at Howard
University, urged that “if considerable progress is to be made in these
investigations, the bulk of the research must be undertaken by
Negroes.”®

Despite these calls for blacks to enter the heated nature-nurture
controversy raging around psychological testing, empirical studies by
blacks on the mental differencesoftheir racial group did not emergein
full force until the 1930s. In fact, when the National Society for the
Study of Education called for scientific investigations on the nature-
nurture issue for its 1928 edition, the black response to mentaltesting
was conspicuously absent. This may have been dueto several vari-
ables, which this article addressesbriefly.

For now it is important to recognize that a groupofsocialscientists
did in fact become deeply involved in the research componentof the
controversy during the 1930s. The overall purposeofthis article, then,
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is to focus on and examine the experimental research agenda and the

conclusions of representative black social scientists studying the

effects of environment on mental test scores. By juxtaposing their

findings against those of hereditarians of the 1920s, I will illustrate a

phenomenalparadigm shift between two opposing schools of thought,

as described in Mannheim’s [deo/logy and Utopia. On the one hand,

blacks as environmentalists attempted to discredit the hereditarian

view. They (1) assailed the causal validity of prevailing hereditarian

studies; (2) pointed out methodological errors and abuses in the

assumptions and administration of mental tests; and (3) developed

alternative databases by administering the tests themselves. Signifi-

cantly, hereditarian proponents modified some of their earlier infer-

ences about the inherentinferiority of blacks and certain immigrant

groups, even to the extent that some recanted and disclaimed their

conclusions from the 1920s.

On the other hand, these black researchers instituted in black

schools the same tests they had criticized earlier. ‘These tests were

used as scientific and objective mechanismsfor sorting and selecting

black youth for higher and lowerprestige positions in the social order.

By employing the tool that had been used to build a body of racist

data, blacks were co-opted into an ironic legitimation of the testing

instrument.

To understand the complexities of these paradoxical develop-

ments, it will be importantfirst to explore briefly someof the variables

leading to such a shift in views.

RESEARCH BARRIERS TO SCHOLARSHIP

UNTIL THE MID- 19308, blacks had remained peripheral to the

dominant world of experimental psychological research. This has a

numberof implicationsfor their relatively low visibility in the growing

numbers of academic journals. Moreover, this may account for their

polemical analysis of and assault against earlier mental testing data

when an experimentally based counteroffensive may have been more

appropriate for their purposes. An important consideration was that

the few existing black social scientists attempted to contravenea psy-

chological phenomenonoftesting data interpretation principally from

a nonempirical, sociological perspective. This fact calls attention to
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five problematic concerns they were facing in their historical mission
to undercutracist assertions and conclusions made in the nameofsci-entific empiricism.°

First, for the potential black researcher, there was “no ready and
sympathetic outlet for the publications of the results of his investiga-
tions.” According to Charles H. Thompson,it took a “considerable
amountof stimulation to overcomethe inertia and discouragementproduced by these circumstances.”!° In fact, The Crisis and Opportu-
nity, organs of the NAACPand the Urban League, respectively, were
the two principal periodicals accessible to and encouraging of the
qualitative research black social scientists offered in theircritiques ofintelligence testing. Outside of the scholarly Journal ofNegro History,
founded in 1916, these popular magazines for the black masses and
those published by national, state, and local teacher associations
were basically all that black scholars had for dissemination of their
ideas.

munity’s unwillingness to accept the fact that blacks are capable ofscholarly research.” !”
Third, black scholars’ qualitative research did not conform to therigorous norms of quantitative research that psychological journals, inparticular, exacted from contributors. In fact, Bond noted that blackshad beenaninert part of the intellectuallife, and that through igno-rance of the facts, had chosen to besilent rather than to exposetheirnaiveté. “That time has passed,” he wentontosay.

any justification for the silence of the educated N
act throughactivity and investigation.” ?
A fourth explanation for this dearth of experimental research intesting by blacks was their lack of training as psychologists. Guthriecited the existence of only two black psychologists with doctorates inthe 1920s. They were Francis C. Sumnerand Charles H. ‘Thompson."4

“No longeris there
egro. Negroes must
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tutions for whatever financial and administrative support they could

muster, black social scientists were in some instances subject to admin-

ching responsibilities often took
istrative caprice. That is to say, tea

his was so, resources for
precedence over research. To the extent that t

research and an administrative commitmentto sabbaticals, for example,

were quite limited."

Torn between conflicting goals of research and teaching, black

scholars, according to Ralph Bunche, even more than whites, were

subject to the munificence of the controlling wealthy groups in

the population. ... Whatever reorganization and reorientation of

“Negro Education” is to be contemplated, must meet the full

approval of these controlling interests. ... Most Negro schools

tread very lightly in the purely academicfields of the social sci-

ences. They cannot affordto take the risk of losing their financial

support. ’”

In spite of the artificial social barriers these black scholars encoun-

tered, they were nevertheless able to launch a concerted attack against

s claims by hereditarian social scientists. One avenue by
invidiou

alliances
which they overcame these impediments was through their

with white social scientists whoseresearch offered these environmen-

talists a valuable database supportive of their world view.

BLACK-WHITE ALLIANCES

WHITE SOCIAL SCIENTISTS have been a vital componentof

black scholars’ efforts to combat scientific racism. On such issues as

mental differences between racial groups, liberal white intellectuals,

northern and southern, were particularly important to the success of

national conferences addressing the problemsof black Americans. They

brought scholarly credibility to the Annual Conference for Study of

Negro Problems, begun in 1895 by W. E. B. Du Boisat Atlanta Univer-

sity. The list of scholars presenting their views and research at the twen-

tieth conference in 1915 included cultural anthropologists AlexanderF.

Chamberlain (Clark University) and Franz Boas'® (Columbia Univer-

sity), as well as anatomists and biologists. All of them spoke againstsci-

entific racism, which had even permeated their own universities.” By



in Louisville, Kentucky),
Still under-represented in the field of differential psychology by

oy the indigenous medium of pop-

t, discussed his views in
iN a 1930 issue of Opportunity.” Asecond essay on race psychology was published in a 1934 issue of theJournal of Negro Education?" Similarly, Joseph Peterson of GeorgePeabody College for ‘Teachers challenged the naiveté of groups and

against hereditarianism.In his essay “The Question of Negro Intelli-gence,” he charged that “as far as rac
drawing conclusions about

test performance.””4
Whitesocial sci

James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, and John Hope,presidentof Atlanta University, to the University of North Carolina’s Institute ofHumanRelationsas guest speakers.”
Another way in which whites offered

researchers was the protégé



entered northern and midwestern graduate universities to study the

social sciences, and psychology in particular. An illustrative case was

the lasting relationship between Martin D. Jenkins and Paul Witty at

Northwestern University. Jenkins, who later became president of the

then Morgan State College, wrote hi

intelligence. His research spawned a number of jointly published arti-

cles in a numberof reputable mainstream journals.” As an editor of

Educational Method, Witty devoted a 1939 issue to the nature-nurture

controversy, publishing an extensive essay by his former student on the

intelligence of black youth.” As opportunities for graduate study

became more prevalent for blacks through the largess of foundations,

they were able to develop greater expertise in the social sciences. By

the same token, they gained wider exposure to the dominant world of

research and scholarship through academic journals. ‘The net result was

an apparent higher visibility and respectability, as black and white

scholars now interacted on a collegial basis.

BLACK SOCIAL SCIENTISTS DON WHITE CoaTsOF SCIENCE

ENTERING A NEW PHASE of research, black scholars started

with the assumption that factors other than innate mental differences

accounted for the relatively lower test scores of blacks. Conducting

empirical studies of mental testing, these blacks attempted to estab-

lish correlative or causative factors to explain test-score differences.

Oneaspect ofresearch viewed such determinantsas cultural, exem-

plified by home and school environments, parental educational and

nd places of birth and length of residence in

northern communities. Black researchers reasoned that lower-scoring

blacks seemed to be concentrated in the South. There they were sub-

conomic deprivation. There

occupational levels, a

occupational advantages that more established and higher-achieving

northern-born blacks had realized.

A second aspect of research took a long an

The “mulatto hypothesis” led black researchers

and darker-complexioned blacks.

differences between black males

d considered look at hered-

ity.
to examine test-

score differences between lighter-

Researchers also comparedtest-score

and females.
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A third area of investigation was the
instruments

of residence in northern cities and of socioeconomicstatus (SES) on
A master’s student of G.

, Long wrotehis dissertation atHarvard on thetest performanceofthird graders. He correlated their
test scores with that of their socioeconomic status.”?

Building on the research of McAlpin,
the relation between intelligence score

outhern states) and those born
*! He administered to 4,684 first, third, and
n-Anderson Test, which producedthe data

and reared in the District.
fifth graders the Kuhlman
shown in Table 1.

‘TABLE 1. MEAN IQ SCORES OF FIRST, THIRD, AND FIFTH GRAD
INGTON, D.C., OR IN THE SOUTH

GRADE 1A GRADE 3A GRADE 5A
MEAN IQ MEAN IQ MEAN IQ

Entire population 93.35 95.71 | 92.72
Pupils born in D.C. 94.20 97-59 94.56
Pupils born outside

of D.C. 91.35 g1.61 89.19
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third-, and fifth-grade pupils born

in the District scored approximately three, six, and four points higher,

than those born outside the District. Long questioned

en resident first and third graders

ly. For an explanation of the

hildren by Jones,’ who

o four-

These data indicated that first-,

respectively,

the 3.39 and 3.03 differences betwe

and third and fifth graders, respective

decrease, he cited studies of rural white c

showed a decrease of approximately ten points from age tent

teen, and by Wheeler,who showed a twenty-point decline from ages

nine to fifteen. Long asserted that the lack of counteracting social-cul-

tural support contributed greatly to the depression of IQ. That is, the

decrease was roughly proportionate to the deficiency of environment.

He saw this deprivation as progressive,theorizing that

the social milieu necessary to maintain consistency of the IQ dif-

fers at different levels, and that the demandis for increasingly

complex andrich environment. In very early childhood, the sim-

ple, underprivileged environment may be adequate. As the child

becomesolder, the same environment may cease to suffice, with

the consequencethat the IQ drops.”

Further examination of third and fifth graders selected and

extracted from thetotal group of 4,684 showedthat the average IQ var-

ied only slightly after eight and one-half years of residence in the Dis-

trict; that the influences of the Washington environment on these

migrant children was rather marked: and that the average IQ of black

elementary school children born in Washington was 95.24, only 4.76

points below the average white elementary schoolchild’s score of 100.

Granting the fairly equitable educational opportunity

whites in Washington,he perceived that discrepancies existed in voca-

tional opportunities, wealth, and control of public affairs as major

determinantsfor the difference.

A sequential analysis of the data in the preceding study focused on

the correlationof intelligence and socioeconomic status of the native-

born, third-grade black children in Washington.”In this investigation,

Long compared test results from eight different intelligence and

achievementtests, administered to the same pupils under controlled

conditions. He then compared the results of the two groups from dif-

fering socioeconomic backgrounds to discover possible differential



groupsare groupdifferences.
His methodology consisted of selecting one hundred children foreach of the two groups, Group 1 coming from underprivileged cir-cumstances and Group 2 from better home conditions. He thenadministered the followingteststo his third-grade subjects: Stanford-Binet; Pintner-Paterson Short Performance Scale; Dearborn A Intel-ligence; Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence; New Stanford Reading,Paragraph Meaning; New Stanford Reading, Word Meaning; New

Stanford Arithmetic, Reasoning; New Stanford Arithmetic, Compu-tation. Long’s choice of the Stanford-Binet Test was based onits hav-ing been standardized at the ages Corresponding to the third-gradepupils.

%© OF BLACK MALES

IN D.C. WORKING IN % IN % IN
OCCUPATION THE OCCUPATION GROUP1 GROUP 2
Professional 3 I II
Skilled 8 6 24
Semiskilled 24 21 29
Unskilled 65 72 37B
T



TABLE 3. CORRELATION OF PARENTAL OCCUPATION WITH IQ SCORES OF 34 PUPILS

EARNING 20 OR ABOVE

ee
% OF CHILDREN

WITH 120 OR ABOVE AVERAGE IQ No. CHILDREN

Professional 17.6 137 6

Skilled 23.5 129 8

Semiskilled 35.3 127 12

Unskilled 11.8 124 4

Unknown 11.8 122 4

enomenon was that more than half of the gifted
A significant ph

known came from semi-
children whose parental occupations were

skilled and unskilled occupations. The average IQ in these occupa-

tional classes decreased rapidly from the professional to the skilled

group and then very gradually through the other classes, but, as he

noted, the differences were so small that they depended on the con-

sistency of the trend rather than onsize for significance. These data

made Long particularly cautious about making the usual inferences

with reference to intelligence within socioeconomic categories, espe-

cially about those ‘ndividuals from economically and culturally

deprived circumstances.

INVESTIGATIONS by Long and others®® reflect the vigorous

interest black researchers had developedin intelligence testing. This

group attempted to validate the correlative or causative effects of

h of residence in the North and South

_on the intelligence-test performance of blacks. Often encountering

statistical inconsistencies between their hypotheses and their findings

about the effects of these variables, they were considerably circum-

spect in conclusions they drew from their data. Their research, when

interpreted from their environmental perspective, suggested strongly

that discrepancies in educational and occupational opportunities

between northern and southern blacks were significant variables

accounting for differences in test performance. Some black children

from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in the North scored from aver-

age to very good on their tests. For these black researchers this was fur-

ther evidence that when blacks were provided educational and

socioeconomic status and lengt



y inferior to whites. For an explana-
atto hypothesis.” They claimed that“the light negroes were on the average 19.7 percent moreintelligentthan the dark negroes,” due to their admixture of “white blood.”3” Forsome psychologists this was prima facie evidence that the closer so-called inferior groups approximated the “superior racial type,” themore intelligent they became. That many black leaders had lightercomplexions was further evidence of these claims.*®

This concern overthe effects of racial admixture had cometo thevery heart of the political questions of racial amalgamation and the

tion they had turned to the “mul

ns of the racial
such claims mightillustrate what hap-

“inferior type” when infused with “superior qualities.” Bythe same measure, one might also have inferred from the data whathappensto superior types when amalgamated with so-called infe
stock. Consequently,

pens to an

ror
once established as scientific evidence, thesedata could be usedin the political and social arenas to legitimize exist-ing antimiscegenation legislation on the grounds that racial mixingwould lead to the deterioration ofthe superior qualities of whites.

The mulatto hypothesis bore significance for black researchers intheir vigilant campaign to debunk notions that nature was a greater

blacks wasthe intellectual’s faith in higher-scoring blacks as the lasthope for what Bond®? and Long”termed “racial betterment.”
Studying thirty exceptional black children in Chicago, selectedfrom varying socioeconomic levels, Bond spearheaded undercuttingthe mulatto hypothesis.*! Although not a psychologist, he adminis-

imon Test and correlated his data with those



n his study of one thousand representative

children.” Amongfive of his highest-scoring subjects, none of whom

exhibited signs of white ancestry, Bond found a girl with an IQ of 142.

The possibility that darker-skinned black youth of superior intelli-

gence existed piqued the interest of such psychologists as Martin D.

Jenkins. His research attempted to ferret out such pupils, not only to

demonstrate that they existed, but to show that their existence was no

freak of nature. He suggested a special need for this area 0

as “no study dealing with the educational achievementof exceptional

Negro children has yet been published.”** With the aid ofhis adviser

Paul Witty at Northwestern, Jenkins explored the mulatto hypothesis.

They assumed, based on extensive research, that there are “differ-

ences between the races, and in sub-groups within each race, in testperformance.

There are no true racial differences in innate or inherited intelligence.”Jenk-

ins and Witty, therefore, tested the validity of the theory that blacks

who madethe very highest scores on mental tests were those having a

higher percentage of “white blood.” Having identified from 8,145 chil-

dren a total of 103 Chicago school children with an IQ of 120 or above,

al composition of 63 black children of superior

551 cases reported by Her-

of Terman 1

they compared theraci

intelligence from this group with that of 1

skovits (see Table 4).

TABLE 4. RACIAL COMPOSITION OF 63 BLACK CHILDREN OF SUPERIOR INTELLI-

GENCE COMPARED WITH THAT OF1,551 CASES REPORTED BY HERSKOVITS

ee
% OF SUPERIOR

NEGRO CHILDRENIN

STUDY BY JENKINS % OF CLASSIFICATION IN

CLASSIFICATION* NUMBER AND WITTY HERSKOVITS’S POPULATION

N 14 22.2 28.3

NNW 29 46.1 31.7

NW 10 15-9 25.2

NWW 10 15.9 14.8

NNW = more Negro ancestry than white; NW =
* N = no white ancestory;

NWW = more white ancestry than
equal amountof Negro and white ancestry;

Negro.

Nearly one-half of the group of sixty-three was found in the more-

Negro-ancestry-than-white classification and approximately one-fourth
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Negro population.”* Witty and Jenkins also found that twenty-eight ofthe subjects were “gifted” children, having IQs of 140 and above. The

had doneas partofhis dissertation research in 1935.*© Tt concerned anine-year-old black girl whom he had discovered in oneof the Chicagoelementary schools and who had scored 200 on the Stanford-Binet. Inthe case study,*” he had presented a genealogical accountof her devel-opment. He showed, as Bondhadin his 1927 study of an exceptionalblack girl, that no indications of white ancestry existed on either thematernal or paternalside. Moreover, he found that she had beenexposed to museums and centers of culture, and that her home envi-ronmenthad nourished her ability and stimulated her attainment. Helater asserted that the provenance of the girl’s rare ability could betraced to a fortunate biological inheritance plus a fairly good opportu-nity for development, and that Negro blood was not always the limit-ing specter so universally proclaimed.

ation concerneditselfwith identifying the incidence of black children of superiorintelli-gence in a segmentof the school population in Chicago.*® Teachersidentified 539 children as “intelligent,” and Jenkins administered anabbreviated form of the McCall Multi-Mental Scale to 512 of the nom-inees, of whom 127 scored above 119. When 103 of these pupils weretested with the Stanford-Binet, their
200. Noting that the highest IQ score was obtained by a girl
reported that nosignificant sex differences existed in IQ, the
for boys being 134.6 ( 10.8) and 133.9 forgirls (= 13.0). B
ever, manifested superiority in subject-matter attainment,
showing superiority to the boys in only two subtests of achi

mean IQ
oys, how-

the girls
evement,
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namely, spelling and language usage. He found further that while

there was a relatively small percentage of children in this superior

group who were born in the South (15.6 percent), not a single one had

attended a southern school. Jenkins’s use of the Sims Score Card for

Socio-EconomicStatus disclosed that the collection of his subjects had

somewhathigher socioeconomic level than that

of the average black residential area in Chicago. The median educa-

evels of the fathers and mothers were 13.9 and 12.8 years of

h those of Terman”

comefrom schoolsofa

tional |

schooling, respectively, findings that correlated wit

and Witty.”

These data basically confirmed the earlier findings of Witty and

51 whose research at that time focused solely on the educa-

of twenty-six black children ranging in age from

discovered that there

ther gifted

Jenkins,

tional achievement

six to thirteen, with IQs of 104 and above. ‘They

were striking similarities between gifted blacks and o

groups. Concluding that their findings were limited to this group and

those from a strictly comparable milieu, they also reported that the

Stanford-Binet was a valid instrument for identifying potentially capa-

ble black pupils in the elementary school.

Jenkinsconcluded further that the effective functioning of the.

individual was greatly enhanced when environmental conditions were

optimum,and that blacks of superior intelligence emerged whenthese

environmental conditions were propitious. Other significant conclu-

sions were that Negro ancestry was not a limiting factor in psychomet-

ric testing, and that abstract mentaltests did not measure factors of

ation, which largely determined success in life.
personality and motiv

RESEARCHERS such as Jenkins and other black psychologists,”

studying the influences of racial admixture and genderon IQ scores, had

developed a greater degree of testing sophistication than had blacks of

the 1920s. These researchers found that racial admixture was not a fac-

tor in the attainmentof highertest scores. Instead, children with above-

average intelligence test scores came from homesof higher SES and

attended urbanschools having greater numbersofchildren from similar

backgrounds. These youth also showed a greater educational superiority

in their verbal skills, which these researchers believed were indepen-

dent of school experiences. Such patterns conformedclosely to those of

other gifted children. In the matter of genderdifferences, there were



It may surely be questioned whethertests given by white exam-
iners to colored pupils can give reliable data for a comparison of
races. There may even be some doubt as to whether, with exam-
iners of their own race, the reaction of colored children to the test
Situation would be quite the reaction of white children.

Black researchers’ reservations regarding the impact of rapport ontest scores werelargely speculative until they too began to conductexperiments to determine the validity of such opinions.
Oneblack psychologist of this period who contributed to empiricalstudies on the effects of fapport was Herman G. Canady.

the results of his 1928 master’s thesis written at N
’Canady’s study” was one of the earlier assessments by black re-searchers of the importance of rapport in test administration. Testingthe hypothesis that black children do not respondto white examinersas white children do, Canady administered the Stanford Revision ofthe Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale to forty-eight black and twenty-five white children attending elementary schoolin Evanston,Illinois.

Incorporating
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Canady foundthat the average ‘ncrease in IQ for black children was

about the same as the averageloss of the white children. Only four

children in the combined black group gained more than ten IQ points

under a black examiner, and only five children of the combined white

group lost more than ten points. An average increase of six points in IQ

was found for blacks tested by a black examiner and an average

decrease of six points for the whites. Canady saw these fluctuations as

haphazard rather than progressively upward or downward. He noted

further that a change of ten points occurred in 18 percent of the com-

bined groups. These figures seemed to correlate well with those in

studies by Terman,” which showed onthe average a change from the

first IQ of about five points up or down, while a change ofas much as

ten points appeared in only 10-15 percent of all the cases. Holding

that the IQ was not characteristic of the individual, Canady concluded

that the group-for-group comparison of the performances of black and

white subjects failed to reveal any differences that might legitimately

be interpreted as due to the personal equation of the examiners.

Similarly, A. S. Scott,’ Canady’s colleague at West Virginia State

College, set out to determine the effects of testing methodology on

test-score validity by examining seventy-five black Florida high school

students who had never before taken a standardized test. He adminis-

tered the Army Alpha (Beta Form 6), the Otis Self-Administering Lest

of Mental Ability (Form A), Haggerty Intelligence (Delta 2), and Miller

Mental Ability Test (Forms A and B) to randomly selected groups to

determine the effects their familiarity with testing might have on their

scores. Group 1 improved with practice and time by 8.25 points while

Group 2 improved with practice and time 13.92 points. Group 1’s aver-

age score on Miller Form A was 43.08; Group 2’s was 40.28, a 2.8 differ-

ence. Overtime and with nopractice, Group1’s average score on Miller

Form B rose to 51.33 while with practice Group 2’s average score rose to

54.20, a 2.87 difference. Scott concluded from these data that there are

decided advantages in taking standardized tests as a possible method

for improving IQ test scores.

CONCLUSIONS by Canady suggested that concerns over possible

negative effects of whites’ administeringtests to blacks and vice versa

may have been unduly exaggerated. However, Canadywascritical of

the problemsthat arose from extrapolating data drawn from culturally
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WHITE SOCIAL SCIENTISTS RECANT THE HEREDITARIAN CLAIMS

PSYCHOLOGISTS ofthe 19208 who espoused a hereditarian per-spective of mental differences had compiled a compendiumofdata onthe innate inferiority of blacks to whites. Still influenced by Spencer-ian evolutionary theory, they tended to view their data from a morpho-
logical perspective, categorizing racial groupsin a vertical hierarchy of“superior” and “inferior” types. This taxonomy categorically stereo-
typedblacksasinferior, to the detriment of the exceptions whodid not
conform to the stereotype. The development ofscientific tools toquantify degrees of individual and group differences,
greatly enhancedtheinterest in and prospect for influencin
decisions about blacks and certain immigrant groups on th
this “scientific evidence.”

g political

e basis of

, errors in test administration, and logical inconsis-tencies in assumptions aboutthe subjects.Initially, their enthusiasm forenvironmental hypotheses was aimed at a reinterpretation ofearlier

, and some whites scored as poorly asmanyblacks had. Theyperceivedthat this overlapping stemmed more
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p than from differ-
from the greater differences within the racial grou

ences betweenracial groups.

Significantly, as these social scientists were polarized in an ideologi-

cal controversy over the effects of nature and nurture on intelligence-

test scores, arguments on eachside underwent major modification. This

paradigm shift causes important questions to be raised in the sociology

of knowledge. According to Mannheim, two or more socially deter-

he same society may comeinto

conflict. Through mutual criticism, a new consensus emerges. As a

result, “the outlines of the contrasting modes o

_., and later get to be the recognized mode of thinking.”® These con-

flicts, Mannheim continues, which emerge in the criticisms, are the con-

sequences of various positions of power within the same social

structure.°”!

This suggests that while black environmentalists attemptedto dis-

credit hereditarians, exponentsof thelatter view modified their posi-

tions even to the point of recanting many of their conclusions from the

1920s. Meanwhile,as blacks entered powerful policymaking positions

in education, they adopted some tenets of the hereditarian viewpoint.

Several exampleswill illustrate these shifting positions and synthesis

formation.

Brigham disclaimed earlier racist and nativist assumptions pub-

lished in his 1923 book A Study ofAmerican Intelligence. He asserted that

tive studies of various national and racial groups may not be

_one of the most pretentious of these com-

n—was without foundation.””

he accused fellow psycholo-

s them to slide mysteri-

made with existing tests ..

parative racial studies—the writer's ow

In opting out of the hereditarian camp,

gists of a “namingfallacy whicheasily enable

ously from the score in the test to the hypothetical faculty suggested

by the namegiven the test.”

Similarly, Terman, who had held intelligence as constant and unaf-

 Jater acknowledgedthat IQ was subject to environ-

o errors resulting from inadequate sampling,

dization errors in the

fected by nurture,

mental influences and t

personal qualities of the examiner, and standar

tests.”

‘Thompson

hundred psychologists, thirty educators, an

and anthropologists who now questioned previously

showed a significant increase in the percentage of one

d thirty-nine sociologists

accepted notions
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that test-score differences betweenracial groups represented actual

or profession irrespective of his economic and cultural circum-stances.”©

BLACKS CO-OPTED INTO IRONIC TEST LEGITIMATION

AT THE OTHER END ofthe paradigm spectrum, blacks had
gained a greater power base andsocial position in the research com-
munity. They had achieved more visibility in the dominant world of
scholarship, and had earned, through philanthropic support, more doc-
torates in the social sciences, especially in psychology.” Their work
had conformed to the prerequisites of quantitative research and analy-
sis. With therise in respectability of the study of blacks in American.
scholarship, and given new commitments from academic journals to
publish their research about the racial group, black social scientists
now approached the nature-nurture issues from new perspectives.

Long, one of the staunchest and most astute critics of Brigham and
his conclusions, had gravitated toward a more sanguine view of hered-
ity, mental differences, and the immense possibilities the testsoffered.” As a high-level administrator for educational research in thepublic schools of Washington, D.C., he asserted:

‘Today we witness a marked balance and sanity in scientific cir-
cles. It is believed that they are twosides of a whole and are func-
tionally inseparable. Through all of the conflict of opinion and
assertion, the scientist sees the tremendous importance of both
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two. This would seem to be self-evident to anyone whohas given

study to this question.”

ntal tests measured a quality
By accepting the premise that me

d into a legitimation process.
called “intelligence,” blacks were co-opte

Underthese terms, they now accepted even more t

‘tarian value and predictive validity of mental tests as modern, scien-

tific mechanismsofsocial control for sorting, selecting, and adjusting

black youth for their place in a segregated social order. Social adjust-

h testing for curricula differentia-

given educational and occupational endeavor, an

ffecting the individual’s academic

This seemingly paradoxical ‘nstitutionalization of mentaltesting in

black schools suggests additional concerns in the sociology of knowl-

edge. One compelling issue is the role that the changing power base of

black social scientists played in concert with the consensusshift in par-

adigms. Thatis to say, intellectuals, an elite corps of scholars, have a

special role in interpreting the world both to and for their societies,

thereby enjoying what Mannheim termed “a monopolistic control

over the moulding of that society's world view.” He continues that

nditioned by the forces ofthis “organized collectivity.”
they are also co

his collectivity are bound by

ther that these monopolistic intellectual enclaves are, however, sub-

ject to the rise of a free intelligentsia, characterized by its increasing

recruitment from constantly varying social strata and life situations.

This modeof thoughtof the new order is no longer subjectto the reg-

ulations and sanctions of the closed order. Instead, in the throes of

competing ideologies, in which the fundamental questioning of tradi-

tional “truths” begins, the almost unanimously accepted world view

that had beenartificially maintained through a “closed society” of

intellectuals falls apart. With this liberation of the scholar, new ways of

interpreting the world are gradually recognized.”

then,it is important to note that black social scientists had
controversy,



. It appears that whilethese whites were abandoning earlier claims on the influence ofnature, blacks, having gained access to the scholarly community,adopted the intelligence test and some of the old assumptions onwhichit has beenearlier administered and interpreted,The consequences of this paradigm shift and power diffusion,whereby black scholars were co-opted to the “magic of scientism,”



ual interest black educators would have

hod to sort out the “unfit.”

ncerned about the bet-

ter-than-average students who were being subsumed by the large

numbers of educationally deprived, lower-achieving pupils. This sub-

merged group, they feared, would not assume the leadership posi-

tions to which they had reasonto aspire.” The plaguing question now

facing black and white educators’® was how bestto identify and sepa-

rate this potential leadership class from the masses. For the answer,

they turned to scientific empiricism. Illustratively, Ambrose Caliver,

e U.S. Office of
Senior Specialist in the Education of Negroes in th

Education, suggested that the application of science to education had

oward the vanguard of social progress. He further asserted

that “we are basing decisions on facts. This can free us from educa-

Perhaps the most significant contribution which sci-

ence has made to out educational thinking is the creation of the

concept of the controlling power offacts. ... It seems therefore, that

our only escape from the educational morass in which we find our-

selves is more religiously to apply scientific methods in our educa-

979

vided an impetusto the spirit

in mental testing as an objective met

Underthese terms,bla

moved t

tional moguls.

tional procedures.

Their enthusiasm was exponential. As advisors in their newly insti-

tuted graduate schools of education, for example, former mental-

testing critics directed the research by elementary and secondary

school teachers. As graduate students, these teachers correlated their

pupils’ achievement, their vocational and educational aspirations, and

their personality with intelligence. Moreover, many of these novices to

mental-testing research being conductedin their schools were aspiring

educational guidance counselors, seeking training and certification in

this relatively new profession in the South.”

Now situated in positions of educational policymaking, educators

Mann Bond,dean at Dillard University in Louisiana

and once an outspoken opponent of the early research by some white

psychologists upon blacks, wrote that

we may notbe getting inferior studentsinto ourcolleges, butit is

time we recognize the fact that our entrants do differ widely in

the kind of preparations and abilities represented by suchtests as

the American Council Psychological Examination. I do not think
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y black educators about the “ca,” “aptitudes,” and “natural talents” o
ther compelling evidence that

which they are connected and willy-nilly, we are indoctrinatingour charges with ourprofessionalbelief
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astes, ambitions, and viewpoints of the American

middle class.” Many, Bond noted, who had risen from the ranks of the

poorer strata of society had “lost their orientation with the masses of

their race .. . having no sympathy with the poor and the weakoftheir

»85 The case ofintelligence-testing adoption appears to be

called “a conquered people domi-

acceptance of “the t

ownpeople.

a classic illustration of what Odum

nating the culture of the conqueror.”As a manifestation ofa social-

ass rift between the intelligentsia and the masses, black educators

ence tests as explicit measurement

f class distinction and social control.

Data gleaned from thesetests, which had now beenvalidated by black

researchers themselves,”aided in the ‘dentification andrigid classifi-

cation, labeling, and sorting of young people whom test users were

supposedly assisting.”

In conclusion, perhaps the great

shift, and the ultimate co-optation of blacks as standard-bearers of a

cultural mechanism alien to many of their pupils, was that these intel-

ere used by southern attorneys

fforts in Brownv. Board

cl

held a special interest in intellig

tools and as implicit mechanisms 0

est irony of all in this paradigm

ligence tests generated data that w

attemptingto thwart the 1954 desegregation e

ofEducation.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF INTELLIGENCE(1916)

Lewis M. Terman

[ NTELLIGENCE TESTS of retarded school children. Numerous

studies of the age-grade progress of school children have afforded

convincing evidence of the magnitude and seriousness of the retarda-

tion problem.Statistics collected in hundredsofcities in the United

States show that betweena third and a half of the school children fail

to progress through the grades at the expectedrate; that from fo to 15

per centare retarded two years or more; and that from 5 to 8 per cent

are retarded at least three years. More than 10 per cent of the

$400,000,000 annually expended in the United Sta

instruction is devoted to re-teaching children what they have already

been taught but havefailedto learn.

The first efforts at reform which resulted from these findings were

based on the supposition that the evils which had been discovered

could be remedied by the individualizing of instruction, by improved

methodsof promotion, by increased attention to chi

by other reforms in school administration. Although reforms along

these lines have been productive of much good, they have neverthe-

Lewis M. Terman (1877-1956) was a Stanford University psychologist, best known for his

Simon Intelligence Tests to army recruits and
revision and application of the Binet-

IQ. This piece is excerpted from his Mea-
schoolchildren. Terman popularized the term

surementofIntelligence (1919).
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less been in a measure disappointing. The trouble was, they were too
often based upon the assumption that underthe right conditionsall
children would be equally, or almost equally, capable of makingsatis-
factory school progress. Psychological studies of school children by
meansof standardized intelligence tests have shown that this supposi-
tion is not in accord with the facts. It has been found that children do
not fall into two well-defined groups, the “feeble-minded” and the
“normal.” Instead, there are manygradesofintelligence, ranging from
idiocy on the one handto genius onthe other. Amongthoseclassed as
normal, vast individual differences have been foundto exist in original
mental endowment, differences which affect profoundly the capacity
to profit from schoolinstruction.

Weare beginning to realize that the school must take into account,
more seriously than it has yet done, the existence and significance of
these differences in endowment. Instead of wasting energy in the vain
attempt to hold mentally slow and defective children up to a level of
progress which is normal to the average child,it will be wiser to take
account of the inequalities of children in original endowmentand to
differentiate the course of study in such a waythat each child will be
allowed to progress at the rate which is normal to him, whetherthat
rate be rapid orslow.

While we cannothold all children to the same standard of school
Progress, we canatleast prevent the kind of retardation which involves
failure and the repetition of a school grade. It is well enough recog-
nized that children do not enter with very muchzest upon school work
in which they have oncefailed. Failure crushes self-confidence and
destroysthe spirit of work.It is a sad fact that a large proportionofchil-.
dren in the schools are acquiring the habitof failure. The remedy, of
course, is to measure out the work for each child in proportion to his
mentalability.

Before an engineerconstructsa railroad bridge ortrestle, he studies
the materials to be used, and learns by meansoftests exactly the
amountofstrain per unitofsize his materials will be able to withstand.
He does not work empirically, and count upon patching up the mis-
takes which maylater appear underthestress of actual use. The edu-
cational engineer should emulatethis example. ‘Tests and forethought
must take the place of failure and patchwork. Our efforts have been
too long directed by “trial and error.” It is time to leave off guessing
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and to acquire a scientific knowledge of the material with which we

have to deal. Wheninstruction must be repeated, it means that the

school, as well as the pupil, hasfailed.

Every child whofails in his school work or is in dangerof failing

should be given a mental examination. The examination takes less

than one hour, and the result will contribute more to a real under-

standingof the case than anythingelse that could be done.It is neces-

sary to determine whether a given child is unsuccessful in school

because of poor native ability, or because of poor instruction, lack of

interest, or some other removable cause.

It is not sufficient to establish any numberofspecialclasses,if they

are to be made the dumping-ground for all kinds of troublesome

cases__the feeble-minded, the physically defective, the merely back-

ward, the truants, the incorrigibles, etc. Without scientific diagnosis

and classification of these children the educational work of the special

class must blunder along in the dark. In such diagnosis and classifica-

tion our main reliance must always be in mentaltests, properly used

and properly interpreted.

Intelligence tests of the feeble-minded. Thus far intelligence tests have

found their chief application in the identification and grading of the

feeble-minded. Their value for this purpose is twofold. In the first place,

it is necessary to ascertain the degree of defect before it is possible to

decideintelligently upon either the contentor the method of instruction

suited to the training of the backward child. In the secondplace, intelli-

gence tests are rapidly extending our conception of “feeble-minded-

ness” to include milder degrees of defect than have generally been

associated with this term. The earlier methods of diagnosis caused a

majority of the higher grade defectives to be overlooked. Previous to the

developmentof psychological methods the low-grade moron was about

as high a type of defective as most physicians or even psychologists were

able to identify as feeble-minded.

Whereverintelligence tests have been made in any considerable

numberinthe schools, they have shownthatnotfar from 2 per cent of

the children enrolled have a grade ofintelligence which, however long

they live, will never develop beyond the level which is normal to the

average child of 11 or 12 years. The large majority of these belong to

the moron grade; that is, their mental development will stop some-

where between the 7-year and 12-yearlevel of intelligence, more often

between g and 12.
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The more we learn about such children, the clearer it becomes that
they must be looked uponasreal defectives. They maybeableto drag
along to the fourth,fifth, or sixth grades, but even by the age of 16 or
18 years they are never able to cope successfully with the more
abstract and difficult parts of the common-school course of study.
They may master a certain amount ofrote learning, such as that
involved in reading and in the manipulation of number combinations,
but they cannot be taught to meet new conditions effectively or to
think, reason, and judge as normal persons do.

It is safe to predict that in the near future intelligence tests will
bring tens of thousands of these high-grade defectives under the sur-
veillance and protection of society. This will ultimately result in cur-
tailing the reproduction of feeble-mindedness and in the elimination
of an enormous amount of crime, pauperism, and industrial ineffi-
ciency. It is hardly necessary to emphasize that the high-gradecases, of
the type now so frequently overlooked, are precisely the ones whose
guardianshipit is most importantfor the State to assume.

Intelligence tests of delinquents. One of the most important facts
broughtto light by the use of intelligence tests is the frequent associ-
ation of delinquency and mental deficiency. Althoughit has long been
recognized that the proportion of feeble-mindedness amongoffenders
is rather large, the real amount has, until recently, been underesti-
mated even by the most competentstudents of criminology.

The criminologists have been accustomedto give moreattention to
the physical than to the mentalcorrelates of crime. Thus, Lombroso
and his followers subjected thousandsof criminals to observation and
measurement with regard to such physical traits as size and shape of
the skull, bilateral asymmetries, anomaliesofthe ear, eye, nose, palate,
teeth, hands, fingers, hair, dermal sensitivity, etc. The search was for
physical “stigmata” characteristic of the “criminal type.”

Although such studies performed an importantservice in creating a
scientific interest in criminology, the theories of Lombroso have been
wholly discredited by the results of intelligence tests. Such tests have
demonstrated, beyond any possibility of doubt, that the most impor-
tant trait of at least 25 per cent of our criminals is mental weakness.
The physical abnormalities which have been found so common among
prisonersare notthe stigmata of criminality, but the physical accompa-
niments of feeble-mindedness. They have no diagnostic significance
exceptin so far as they are indications of mental deficiency. Without
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exception, every study which has been madeofthe intelligence level

of delinquents has furnished convincing testimonyas to the closerela-

tion existing between mental weakness and moral abnormality. Some

of these findings are as follows:—

Miss Renz tested 100 girls of the Ohio State Reformatory and

reported 36 per centas certainly feeble-minded. In every one of

these cases the commitment papers had given the pronounce-

ment “intellect sound.”

Underthe direction of Dr. Goddard the Binettests were given to

100 juvenile court cases, chosen at random, in Newark, New Jer-

sey. Nearly half were classified as feeble-minded. One boy 17 years

old had 9-yearintelligence; another of 15% had 8-yearintelligence.

Of 56 delinquentgirls 14 to 20 years of age tested by Hill and

Goddard, almost half belonged either to the 9- or the ro-year

level of intelligence.

Dr. G. G. Fernald’s tests of 100 prisoners at the Massachusetts

State Reformatory showed that at least 25 per cent were feeble-

minded.

Of 1186 girls tested by Miss Dewson at the State Industrial

School for Girls at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 28 per cent were

found to have subnormalintelligence.

Dr. Katherine Bement Davis’s report on 1000 Cases entered in

the Bedford Home for Women, NewYork, stated that there was

no doubt but that at least 157 were feeble-minded. Recently

there has been established at this institution one of the most

important research laboratories of the kind in the United States,

with a trained psychologist, Dr. Mabel Fernald, in charge.

Of 564 prostitutes investigated by Dr. Anna Dwyerin connec-

tion with the Municipal Court of Chicago, only 3 per cent had

gone beyond the fifth grade in school. Mental tests were not

made, but from the data given it is reasonably certain that half or

more were feeble-minded.

Tests, by Dr. George Ordahl and Dr. Louise Ellison Ordahl, of

cases in the Geneva School for Girls, Geneva, Illinois, showed

that, on a conservative basis of classification, at least 18 per cent

were feeble-minded. At the Joliet Prison, Illinois, the same

authors found 50 per centof the female prisoners feeble-minded,
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and 26 per cent of the male prisoners. At the St. Charles School
for Boys 26 per cent were feeble-minded.

Tests, by Dr. J. Harold Williams, of 150 delinquents in the
Whittier State School for Boys, Whittier, California, gave 28 per
cent feeble-minded and 25 per cent at or near the border-line.
About 300 other juvenile delinquents tested by Mr. Williams
gave approximately the samefigures. As

a

result of these findings
a research laboratory has been established at the Whittier School,
with Dr. Williams in charge. In the girls’ division of the Whittier
School, Dr. Grace Fernald collected a large amountof psycholog-
ical data on more than 100 delinquent girls. The findingsofthis
investigation agree closely with those of Dr. Williams for the
boys.

At the State Reformatory, Jeffersonville, Indiana, Dr. von
Klein-Schmid, in an unusually thorough psychological study
of 1000 young adult prisoners, finds the proportion of feeble-
mindednessnotfar from 50 per cent.

But it is needless to multiply statistics. Those given are but sam--
ples. Tests are at present being made in mostof the progressive pris-
ons, reform schools, and juvenile courts throughout the country, and
while there are minor discrepancies in regard to the actual percentage

_whoare feeble-minded,there is no investigator who deniesthe fearful
role played by mental deficiency in the production ofvice, crime, and
delinquency.

Heredity studies of “degenerate” families have confirmed, in a
striking way, the testimony secured by intelligencetests. Among the
best knownofsuch families are the “Kallikaks,” the “Jukes,” the “Hill
Folk,” the “Nams,” the “Zeros,” and the “Ishmaelites.”

alcoholics, and that 8 kept housesofill-fame. The explanation of
so much immorality will be obvious whenit is stated that of the
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480 descendants, 143 were known to be feeble-minded, and that

many of the others were of questionable mentality.

A few years after returning from the war this same Martin

Kallikak married a respectable girl of good family. From this

union 496 individuals have been traced in direct descent, and in

this branch of the family there were no illegitimate children, no

‘immoral women, and only one man who was sexually loose.

There were nocriminals, no keepers of houses of ill-fame, and

only two confirmed alcoholics. Again the explanation is clear

whenit is stated that this branch of the family did not contain a

single feeble-minded individual. It was made up of doctors,

lawyers, judges, educators, traders, and landholders. '

The Hill Folé. The Hill Folk are a New England family of

which 709 persons have been traced. Of the married women, 24

per cent had given birth to illegitimate offspring, and ro per cent

were prostitutes. Criminal tendencies were clearly shown in 24

members ofthe family, while alcoholism was still more common.

The proportion of feeble-minded was 48 per cent. It was esti-

mated that the Hill Folk have in the last sixty years cost the State

of Massachusetts, in charitable relief, care of feeble-minded,

epileptic, and insane, conviction and punishmentfor crime, pros-

titution, pauperism,etc., at least $500,000."

The Nam family and the Jukes give equally dark pictures as

regardscriminality, licentiousness, and alcoholism, and although

feeble-mindedness wasnotasfully investigatedin these families

as in the Kallikaks and the Hill Folk, the evidenceis strong that

it was a leading trait. The 784 Nams who were traced included

187 alcoholics, 232 women and 199 men knownto be licentious,

and 40 who becameprisoners.Itis estimated that the Nams have

already cost the State nearly $1,500,000.”

Of 540 Jukes, practically one fifth were born out of wedlock,37

were knownto be syphilitic, 53 had been in the poorhouse, 76

1 LH. H. Goddard: The Kallikak Family. (1914.) 141 pp.

2 Danielson and Davenport: The Hill Folk. Eugenics Record Office, Memoir No. 1. 1912.

56 pp.
3 Estabrook and Davenport: The Nam Family. Eugenics Record Office. Memoir No. 2.

(1912). 85 pp.
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had been sentencedto prison, and of 229 womenof marriageable

age 128 were prostitutes. The economic damageinflicted upon

the State ofNew York by the Jukes in seventy-five years wasesti-
mated at more than $1,300,000, to say nothing of diseases and

otherevil influences which they helped to spread.

But why do the feeble-minded tend so strongly to becomedelin-
quent? ‘The answer maybestated in simple terms. Morality depends
upon two things: (a) the ability to foresee and to weigh the possible
consequencesforself and others of different kinds of behavior; and (d)
uponthe willingness and capacity to exerciseself-restraint. That there
are manyintelligent criminals is due to the fact that (2) may exist with-
out (4). On the other hand, (4) presupposes (a). In other words, notall
criminals are feeble-minded, but all feeble-mindedareatleast poten-
tial criminals. That every feeble-minded womanis a potential prosti-
tute would hardly be disputed by any one. Moral judgment,like
business judgment, social judgment, or any other kind of higher
thought process, is a function of intelligence. Morality cannot flower
and fruit if intelligence remainsinfantile.

All of us in early childhood lacked moral responsibility. We were as
rank egoists as any criminal. Respect for the feelings, the property
rights, or any other kind of rights, of others had to be laboriously
acquired underthe whipofdiscipline. But by degrees welearned that
only wheninstincts are curbed, and conduct is made to conform to
principles established formally or accepted tacitly by our neighbors,
does this become

a

livable world for any of us. Without the intelligence
to generalize theparticular, to foresee distant consequences of present
acts, to weigh these foreseen consequences in the nice balance of
imagination, morality cannot be learned. Whenthe adult body, with its
adult instincts, is coupled with the undeveloped intelligence and weak
inhibitory powers of a 10-year-old child, the only possible outcome,
except in those cases where constant guardianshipis exercised byrel-
atives or friends, is some form of delinquency.

Considering the tremendouscost of vice and crime, which in all
probability amounts to not less than $500,000,000 per year in the

*R. L. Dugdale: The Jukes. (Fourth edition, 1910.) 120 pp. G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
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United States alone, it is evident that psychological testing has found

here oneofits richest applications. Before offenders can be subjected

to rational treatment a mental diagnosis is necessary, and while intelli-

gence tests do not constitute a complete psychological diagnosis, they

are, nevertheless, its most indispensable part.

Intelligence tests of superior children. The numberof children with

very superior ability is approximatelyas great as the numberoffeeble-

minded. The future welfare of the country hinges, in no small degree,

uponthe right education of these superior children. Whetherciviliza-

tion moves on and up depends most on the advances madebycre-

ative thinkers and leaders in science, politics, art, morality, and

religion. Moderate ability can follow, or imitate, but genius must show

the way.

Through the leveling influences of the educational lockstep such

children at presentare often lost in the masses. It is a rare child whois

able to break this lockstep by extra promotions. Taking the country

over, the ratio of “accelerates” to “retardates” in the schoolis approxi-

mately 1 to 10. Through the handicapping influencesof poverty, social

neglect, physical defects, or educational maladjustments, many poten-

tial leaders in science, art, government, and industry are denied the

opportunity of a normal development. The use we have made of

exceptional ability reminds one of the primitive methods of surface

mining. It is necessary to explore the nation’s hidden resources of

intelligence. The commonsaying that “genius will out” is one of those

dangeroushalf-truths with which too many people rest content.

Psychological tests show that children of superior ability are very

likely to be misunderstoodin school. The writer has tested more than

a hundred children who were as much above average intelligence as

moron defectives are below. The large majority of these were found

located below the school grade warranted bytheir intellectual level.

Onethird had failed to reap any advantage whatever, in termsofpro-

motion, from their very superior intelligence. Even genius languishes

when kept over-long at tasks that are too easy.

Our data show that teachers sometimesfail entirely to recognize

exceptional superiority in a pupil, and that the degree of such superior-

ity is rarely estimated with anythinglike the accuracy whichis possible

to the psychologist after a one-hour examination.B.F,, for example, was

a little over 7% years old whentested. He wasin the third grade, and
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boy’s intelligence, however, was found to be above the 12-year level.
There is no doubtthat his mental ability would have enabled him, with
a few monthsofindividualinstruction, to carry fifth or even sixth-grade
workas easily as third, and without injury to body or mind. Neverthe-
less, the teacher and both the parents of this child had found nothing
remarkable about him. In reality he belongs to a grade of genius not
found oftener than oncein several thousandcases.

Anotherillustration is that of a boy of 10% years whotested at the
“average adult” level. He was doing superior work in the sixth grade,
but according to the testimony of the teacher had “no unusual ability.”
It was ascertained from the parentsthatthis boy, at an age when most
children are readingfairy stories, had a passion for standard medicallit-
erature and textbooksin physical science. Yet, after more than a year of
daily contact with this young genius (whois a relative of Meyerbeer, the
composer), the teacher had discovered no symptomsof unusualability.

Teachers should be bettertrained in detecting the signs of superior
ability. Every child who consistently gets high marks in his school
work with apparentease should be given a mental examination,and if
his intelligence level warrants it he should either be given extra pro-
motions, or placed in a special class for superior children where faster
progress can be made. Thelatteris the better plan, becauseit obviates
the necessity of skipping grades; it permits rapid but continuous
progress.

The usual reluctance of teachers to give extra promotions probably
rests upon threefactors: (1) mere inertia; (2) a natural unwillingness to
part with exceptionally satisfactory pupils; and (3) the traditional
belief that precocious children should be held back for fear of dire
physical or mental consequences. [... ]

Are the inferiorraces really inferior, or are they merely unfortunate
in their lack of opportunity to learn?

Only intelligence tests can answer these questions and grade the
raw material with which education works. Without them we can never
distinguish the results of our educational efforts with a given child from
the influence of the child’s original endowment. Such tests would have
told us, for example, whether the much-discussed “wonder children,”
such as the Sidis and Wiener boys and the Stoner girl, owe their preco-
ciousintellectual prowess to superiortraining (as their parents believe)
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or to superior native ability. The supposed effects upon mental devel-

opmentof new methodsof mindtraining, which are exploited so confi-

dently from timeto time(e.g., the Montessori method and the various

systems of sensory and motortraining for the feeble-minded), will have

to be checked up by the samekindof scientific measurement.

In all these fields intelligence tests are certain to play an ever-

increasing role. With the exception of moral character, there is nothing

as significant for a child’s future as his grade of intelligence. Even

health itself is likely to have less influence in determining success in

life. Although strength and swiftness have always had great survival

value among the lower animals, these characteristics have long since

lost their supremacy in man’s struggle for existence. For us the rule of

brawn has been broken, andintelligence has becomethe decisive fac-

tor in success. Schools, railroads, factories, and the largest commercial

concerns may be successfully managed by persons whoare physically

weak or even sickly. One who has intelligence constantly measures

opportunities against his own strength or weaknessand adjusts himself

to conditions by following those leads which promise most toward the

realization of his individual possibilities.

All classes of intellects, the weakest as well as the strongest, will

profit by the application of their talents to tasks which are consonant

with their ability. When we have learned the lessons which intelli-

gencetests have to teach, we shall no longer blame mentally defective

workmen for their industrial inefficiency, punish weak-mindedchil-

dren because oftheir inability to learn, or imprison and hang mentally

defective criminals because they lacked theintelligence to appreciate

the ordinary codesof social conduct.



THE RISING TIDE OF COLOR(1920)

Lothrop Stoddard

URS IS A SOLEMN MOMENT. Westand at a crisis—the
O supremecrisis of the ages. For unnumbered millenniums man
has toiled upward from the dank jungles of savagery toward glorious
heights which his mental and spiritual potentialities give promise that
he shall attain. His path has been slow and wavering. Time and again
he has lost his way and plunged into deep valleys. Man’strailis littered
with the wrecks of deadcivilizations and dotted with the graves of
promising peoplesstricken by an untimely end.

Humanity has thus suffered many a disaster. Yet none of these dis-
asters were fatal, because they were merely local. Those wreckedcivi-
lizations and blighted peoples were onlypartsofa larger whole. Always
some strong barbarians, endowed with rich, unspoiled heredities,
caughtthefalling torch and bore it onward flaming high once more.

Outof the prehistoric shadows the white races pressed to the front
and proved in a myriad ways their fitness for the hegemony of
mankind. Gradually they forged a common civilization; then, when
vouchsafed their unique opportunity of oceanic mastery four centuries
ago, they spread overthe earth, filling its empty spaces with their

Lothrop Stoddard (1883-1950) was a Massachusetts lawyer, authorand followerofeugen-
ics. His books include The Revolt against Civilization (1922) and The Rising Tide of Color
(1920), from whichthisarticle is excerpted.
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superior breeds and assuring to themselves an unparalleled para-

mountcy of numbers and dominion.

Three centuries later the whites took a fresh leap forward. ‘The

nineteenth century was a new age of discovery—this time into the

realms of science. The hidden powers of nature were unveiled, incal-

culable energies were tamed to humanuse,terrestrial distance was

abridged, andatlast the planet was integrated under the hegemonyof

a single race with a commoncivilization.

The prospects were magnificent, the potentialities of progress

apparently unlimited. Yet there were commensurate perils. “Towering

heights mean abysmal depths, while the very possibility of supreme

success implies the possibility of supremefailure. All these marvellous

achievements were duesolely to superior heredity, and the mere main-

tenance of what had been won depended absolutely upon the prior

maintenance of race-values. Civilization of itself means nothing.It is

merely an effect, whose cause is the creative urge of superior germ-

plasm.Civilization is the body; the race is the soul. Let the soul vanish,

and the body moulders into the inanimate dust from which it came.

Two things are necessary for the continued existence of a race:it

must remain itself, and it must breed its best. Every race is the result

of ages of development which evolves specialized capacities that make

the race what it is and render it capable of creative achievement.

These specialized capacities (which particularly mark the superior

races), being relatively recent developments, are highly unstable.

They are what biologists call “recessive” characters; that is, they are

not nearly so “dominant” as the older, generalized characters which

races inherit from remote ages and which have therefore been more

firmly stamped upon the germ-plasm. Hence, when a highly special-

ized stock interbreeds with a different stock, the newer, less stable,

specialized characters are bred out, the variation, no matter how great

its potential value to human evolution, being irretrievably lost. ‘Vhis

occurs even in the mating of two superior stocks if these stocks are

widely dissimilar in character. The valuable specializations of both

breeds cancel out, and the mixed offspring tend strongly to revert to

generalized mediocrity.

And,of course, the more primitive a type is, the more prepotent it 1S.

This is why crossings with the negro are uniformly fatal. Whites,

Amerindians, or Asiatics—all are alike vanquished by the invincible

pre-potency of the more primitive, generalized, and lower negro blood.
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may be swampedbyAsiatic blood.
‘The white man’s very triumphs have evokedthis danger. His virtual

abolition of distance has destroyed the protection which nature once
conferred. Formerly mankind dwelt in such dispersed isolation that
wholesale contact of distant, diverse stocks was practically impossible.
But with the developmentof cheap andrapid transportation, nature’s
barriers are down. Unless manerects and maintains artificial barriers
the variousraceswill increasingly mingle, and the inevitable result will

beneficent, since it means the influx of relatively high types into
undeveloped lands, sparsely populated by types either no higher or
much lower than the new arrivals. But almost everywhere else,
whether weconsider interwhite migrations or colored encroachments
on white lands, the net result is an expansion of lower and a contrac-
tion of higher stocks, the process being thus a disgenic one. Even in
Asia the evils of modern migration are beginning to show. The Japan-
ese Governmenthas been obliged to prohibit the influx of Chinese
and Korean coolies who were undercutting Japanese labor and thus
undermining the economic bases of Japaneselife.

Furthermore, modern migration is itself only one aspectofa still
more fundamental disgenic trend. The whole course of modern urban
and industriallife is disgenic. Over and above immigration, the ten-
dency is toward a replacementof the more valuable by the less valu-
able elements of the population. All over the civilized world racial
values are diminishing, and the logical end of this disgenic process is
racial bankruptcy and the collapse ofcivilization.
Now whyisall this? Itis primarily because we have not yet adjusted

ourselvesto the radically new environmentinto which our epochal sci- —
entific discoveries led us a century ago. Such adaptation as we have
effected has been almost wholly on the material side. The no less
sweeping idealistic adaptations which the situationcalls for have not
been made. Hence, moderncivilization has been one-sided, abnormal,
unhealthy—and nature is exacting penalties which will increase in
severity until we either fully adaptorfinally perish.
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“Finally perish!” That is the exact alternative which confronts the

white race. For white civilization is to-day conterminous with the

white race. The civilizations of the past were local. ‘They were con-

fined to a particular people or group of peoples. If they failed, there

were always some unspoiled, well-endowed barbarians to step for-

ward and “carry on.” But to-day shere are no more white barbarians.

The earth has grown small, and men are everywhere in close touch.

If white civilization goes down,the whiteraceis irretrievably ruined.

It will be swampedby the triumphantcoloredraces, who will oblit-

erate the white man by elimination or absorption. What has taken

place in Central Asia, once a white and now a brownoryellowland,

will take place in Australasia, Europe, and America. Not to-day, nor

yet to-morrow; perhapsnotfor generations; but surely in the end. If

the present drift be not changed, we whites are all ultimately

doomed. Unless we set our house in order, the doom will sooner or

later overtakeusall.

And that would mean that the race obviously endowed with the

greatest creative ability, the race which had achieved mostin the past

and which gavethe richer promiseforthe future, had passed away, car-

rying with it to the grave those potencies upon whichtherealization of

man’s highest hopes depends. A million years of human evolution

might go uncrowned, and earth’s supreme life-product, man, might

neverfulfil his potential destiny. This is why we to-day face “The Cri-

sis of the Ages.”

To many minds the mere possibility of such a catastrophe may

seem unthinkable. Yet a dispassionate survey of the past shows that it

is not only possible but probable if present conditions go on

unchanged. The whole history oflife, both human and subhuman,

teaches us that nature will not condone disobedience: that, as I have

already phrased it, “no living being stands above her law, and proto-

zoén or demigod,if they transgress, alike must die.”

Now we havetransgressed; grievously transgressed—and weare

suffering grievous penalties. But pain is really kind. Pain is the impor-

tunate tocsin which rouses to dangerousrealities and spursto the seek-

ing of a cure.

As a matter of fact we are confusedly aware ofourevil plight, and

legion are the remedies to-day proposed. Some of these are mere

quack nostrums. Others contain valuable remedial properties. ‘To be
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sure, there is probably no ome curative agent, since our troubles are
complex and magicelixirs heal only in the realm of dreams. But one
element should be fundamentalto all the compoundingsofthe social
pharmacopoeia. That elementis d/ood.

It is clean, virile, genius-bearing blood, streaming downtheages
through the unerring action of heredity, which, in anything like a
favorable environment, will multiply itself, solve our problems, and
sweep us on to higher and nobler destinies. What we to-day need
above all else is a changed attitude of mind—a recognition of the
supreme importanceof heredity, not merely in scientific treatises but
in the practical ordering of the world’s affairs. We are where weareto-
day primarily because we have neglectedthis vital principle; because
we have concerned ourselves with dead things instead of with living
beings.

‘This disregard of heredity is perhaps not strange. It is barely a gen-
eration since its fundamental importance was scientifically established,
and the world’s conversion to even the mostvital truth takes time. In
fact, we also have muchto unlearn. A little while ago we were taught
that all men were equal and that good conditions could, of themselves,
quickly perfect mankind. The seductive charm ofthese dangerousfal-
lacies lingers and makesusloath to put them resolutely aside.

Fortunately, we now knowthetruth. At last we have been vouch-
safed clear insight into the lawsoflife. We now know that men are not,
and never will be, equal. We know that environment and education
can develop only what heredity brings. We know that the acquire-
mentsof individuals are either not inheritedatall or are inherited in SO
slight a degree as to make no perceptible difference from generation to
generation.In other words: we now know that heredity is paramountin
human evolution,all other things being secondaryfactors.

This basic truth is already accepted by large numbers of thinking
men and womenall overthecivilized world, andif it becomes firmly
fixed in the popular consciousnessit will work nothing short of a revo-
lution in the ordering of the world’s affairs.

For race-betterment is such an intensely practical matter! When
peoples cometo realize that the quality of the population is the source
of all their prosperity, progress, security, and even existence; when
they realize that a single genius may be worth morein actual dollars
than a dozen gold-mines, while, conversely, racial decline spells mate-
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rial impoverishment and decay; when such thingsarereally believed,

weshall see much-abused “eugenics” actually moulding social pro-

grammesand political policies. Were the white world to-day really

convinced of the supreme importanceof race-values, how long would

it take to stop debasing immigration, reform social abuses that are

killing outthe fittest strains, and put an endto the feuds which have

just sent us through hell and threaten to send us promptly back

again?

Well, perhaps our change of heart may come sooner than now

appears. The horrors of the war, the disappointment of the peace, the

terror of Bolshevism, andtherising tide of color have knocked a good

deal of the nonsenseoutofus, and have given multitudes a hungerfor

realities who were before content with a diet of phrases. Said wise old

Benjamin Franklin: “Dame Experience sets a dear school, but fools

will have no other.” Our course at the dame’s school is already well

under way and promises to be exceeding dear.

Only, it is to be hoped our education will be rapid, for time presses

and the houris grave. If certain lessonsare not learned and acted upon

shortly, we may be overwhelmed by irreparable disasters and all our

dear schooling will go for naught.

What are the things we must do promptly if we would avert the

worst? This “irreducible minimum”runs aboutas follows:

First and foremost, the wretched Versdilles business will have to be

thoroughly revised. Asit stands, dragon’s teeth have been sown over

both Europe and Asia, and unless they be plucked up they will

presently grow a crop of cataclysms which will seal the white world’s

doom.

Secondly, somesortof provisional understanding must be arrived at

between the white world and renascent Asia. We whites will have to

abandon our tacit assumption of permanent domination over Asia,

while Asiatics will have to forgo their dreams of migration to white

lands and penetration of Africa and Latin America. Unless some such

understanding is arrived at, the world will drift into a gigantic race-

war—and genuine race-war means warto the knife. Such a hideous

catastrophe should be abhorrent to both sides. Nevertheless, Asia

should be given clearly to understand that we cannot permit either

migration to white lands or penetration of the non-Asiatic tropics, and

that for these matters wepreferto fight to a finish rather than yield to
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a finish—because our “finish” is precisely what surrender on these
points would mean.

Thirdly, even within the white world, migrations of lower human
types like those which have worked such havoc in the United States
mustbe rigorously curtailed. Such migrations upsetstandards,sterilize
better stocks, increase low types, and compromise national futures
more than war, revolutions, or native deterioration.

Such are the things which simply must be done if we are to get
through the next few decades without convulsions which may render
impossible the white world’s recovery.

These things will not bring in the millennium.Far from it. Ourills
are so deep-seated that in nearly every civilized country racial values
would continueto depreciate evenif all three were carried into effect.
But they will at least give our wounds a chanceto heal, and they will
give the new biological revelation time to permeate the popular con-
sciousness and transfuse with a new idealism our materialistic age. As
the years pass, the supreme importance of heredity and the supreme
value of superior stocks will sink into our being, and wewill acquire a
true race-consciousness (as opposedto national or cultural conscious-
ness) whichwill bridge political gulfs, remedysocial abuses, and exor-
cise the lurking spectre of miscegenation.

In those better days, we or the next generation will take in hand the
problem of race-depreciation, and segregation of defectives and aboli-
tion of handicaps penalizing the better stocks will put an end to our
present racial decline. By that time biological knowledge will have
so increased and the popular Philosophy of life will have been so
idealizedthatit will be possible to inaugurate positive measuresof race-
bettermentwhich will unquestionably yield the most wonderfulresults.

Those splendid tasks are probably not ours. Theyare for our suc-
cessors in a happier age. But we have our task, and God knowsit is a
hard one—thesalvageofa shipwrecked world! Oursit is to make pos-_
sible that happier age, whosefull-fruits we shall neversee.

Well, what of it? Does not the new idealism teach us that we are

assurance that we will not betray thetrust they confided to our hands,
and sires of sons whoin the Beyond wait confident that we shall not
cheat them oftheir birthright.
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Let us, then,act in the spirit of Kipling’s immortal lines:

“Our Fathers in a wondrousage,

Ere yet the Earth was small,

Ensured to us an heritage,

And doubted notatall

That we, the children of their heart,

Which then did beat so high,

In later time should play like part

For our posterity.

Then,fretful, murmur not they gave

So great a charge to keep,

Nor dream that awestruck Timeshall save

Their labor while we sleep.

Dear-boughtandclear, a thousand year

Ourfathers’ title runs.

Makewelikewise theirsacrifice,

Defrauding not our sons.”’

' Rudyard Kipling, “The Heritage.” Dedicatory poem to the volume entitled “The

Empire and the Century” (London, 1905), the volume being a collaboration by promi-

nent British writers.



TTHE MENTAL AGE OF AMERICANS(1922).

Walter Lippmann

A STARTLING BIT of newshas recently been unearthed andis
now beingretailed by the credulousto the gullible. “The average

mental age of Americans,” says Mr. Lothrop Stoddard in The Revolt
Against Civihzation, “is only about fourteen.”

Mr. Stoddard did not inventthis astonishing conclusion. He found
it ready-madein the writings of a numberof other writers. They in
their turn got the conclusion by misreading the data collected in the
army intelligence tests. For the data themselves lead to no such con-
clusion. It is impossible that they should. It is quite impossible for
honeststatistics to show that the average adult intelligence ofa repre-
sentative sample of the nation is that of an immature child in that same

age” mean, Mr. Stoddard’s remarkis preciselyas silly as if he had writ-
ten that the average mile was three-quarters of a mile long.

Walter Lippmann (1889-1974) was a journalist andcritic. In 1958 he received a special
Pulitzer Prize citation. His books include A Preface to Politics (1913) and The Good Society
(1937). This article and the following piece are two ofsix essays he wrote for The New
Republic on IQ testing. “The Mental Age of Americans” appearedin the issue of October
25, 1922, and “A Future for the Tests” in the issue of November 29, 1922, of The New
Republic.
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Thetrouble is that Mr. Stoddard uses the words “mental age” with-

out explaining either to himself or to his readers how the conception of

“mental age” is derived. He was in such an enormoushurry to predict

the downfall of civilization that he could not pause long enough to

straighten out a few simple ideas. The result is that he snatches at a

few scarifying statistics and uses them as a base upon whichto erect a

glittering tower of generalities. For the statement that the average

mental age of Americansis only about fourteen is notinaccurate.It is

not incorrect. It is nonsense.

Mental ageis a yardstick invented by a school of psychologists to

measure “intelligence.” It is not easy, however, to make a measure of

intelligence and the psychologists have never agreed on a definition.

This quandary presented itself to Alfred Binet. For years he hadtried

to reach a definition of intelligence and always he had failed. Finally ~

he gave up the attempt, and started on another tack. He then turned

his attention to the practical problem of distinguishing the “backward”

child from the “normal” child in the Paris schools. To do this he had to

know what was a normal child. Difficult as this promised to be, it was

a good deal easier than the attemptto define intelligence. For Binet

concluded, quite logically, that the standard of a normal child of any

particular age was somethingor other which an arbitrary percentage of

children of that age could do. Binet therefore decided to consider

“normal” those abilities which were common to between 65 and 75

percentof the children of a particular age. In deciding on these per-

centages, he thus decided to considerat least 25 percent of the chil-

dren as backward. He might just as easily have fixed a percentage

which would haveclassified 10 percentof the children as backward,or

50 percent.

Having fixed a percentage which he would henceforth regard as

“normal,” he devoted himself to collecting questions, stunts, and puz-

zles of various sorts, hard ones and easy ones. At the end hesettled

uponfifty-four tests, each of which he guessed and hoped would test

some elementofintelligence; all of which together would test intelli-

gence as a whole. Binet then gave these tests in Paris to 200 school

children who ranged from three tofifteen years of age. Whenever he

found a test that about 65 percentofthe children of the same age could

pass hecalled that a Binettest of intelligence for that age. Thus,a men-

tal age of seven years was theability to doall the tests which 65 to 75
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percent of a small group of seven-year-old Paris schoolchildren had
shown themselvesable to do.

This was a promising method, butof coursethe actual tests rested
on a very weak foundation indeed. Binet himself died before he could
carry his idea muchfurther, and the task of revision and improvement
was then transferred to Stanford University. The Binet scale worked
badly in California. The same puzzles did not give the sameresults in
California as in Paris. So about 1910, Professor L. M. Terman under-
tookto revise them. He followed Binet’s method. Like Binet he would
guess at a stunt which mightindicate intelligence, and then try it out
on about 2,300 people of various ages, including 1,700 children “in a
community of averagesocial status.” By editing, rearranging, and sup-
plementing the original Binet tests he finally worked out a series of
tests for each age which the average childofthat age in about one hun-
dred Californian children could pass.

The puzzles which this averagechild among one hundred Californ-
ian children of the same age about the year 1913 could answerare the
yardstick by which mental age is measured in what is known as the
Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simonscale. Each correct answergives
a credit of two months’ mentalage.So if a child of seven can answer all
tests up to the seven-year-old tests perfectly, and cannot answerany of
the eight-year-old tests, his total score is seven years. Heis said to test
“at age,” and his “intelligence quotient” or “IQ”is unity or 100 per-
cent. Anybody’s IQ can befigured, therefore, by dividing his mental
age by his actualage. A child of five whotestsat four years’ mental age
has an IQ of 80 (% = .80). A child of five whotests at six years’ mental
age has an IQ of 120 (% = 1.20),

Theaspectofall this which matters is that mental age is simply the
average performance withcertain rather arbitrary problems. The thing
to keep in mindis thatall the talk about “a mental age of fourteen”
goes back to the performance of eighty-two California school children
in 1913~1914. Their success andfailures on the days they happened to
be tested have become embalmed and consecrated as the measure of
humanintelligence. By means of that measure writers like Mr. Stod-
dard fix the relative values ofall the peoples of the earth and ofall
social classes within the nations. They don’t know theyare doingthis,
however, because Mr. Stoddard atleastis quite plainly taking every-
thing at second hand.
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However, I am willing for just a momentto grant that Mr. ‘Terman

‘n California has worked out

a

test for the different ages of a growing

child. ButI insist that anyone whousesthe words “mentalage” should

rememberthat Mr. Termanreachedhis test by seeing what the aver-

age child of an age group could do.If his group is too small or is untyp-

ical, his test is in the same measure inaccurate.

Rememberingthis, we cometo the armytests. Here weare dealing

at once with menall of whom are over the age of the mentalscale. For

the Stanford-Binetscale ends at “sixteen years.” It assumesthatintel-

ligence stops developing at sixteen, and everybody sixteen and over

‘s therefore treated as “adult” or as “superior adult.” Now the adult

Stanford-Binet tests were “standardized chiefly on thebasis of results

from 400 adults of moderate success and of very limited educational

advantages” and also thirty-two high school pupils from sixteen to

twenty years of age. Among these adults, those who tested close

together have the honorof being considered the standard of average

adult intelligence. |

Before the army tests came along, when anyone talked about the

average adult he was talking about a few hundred Californians. ‘The

army tested about 1,700,000 adult men. But it did not use the Binet

system of scoring by mentalages.It scored by a system of points which

we need not stop to describe. Naturally enough, everyone interested

in mental testing wanted to know whetherthe armytests agreed in any

way with the Stanford-Binet mental-age standard. So by another

process, which need also not be described, the results of the armytests

were translated into Binet terms. The result of this translation is the

table which has so badly misled poor Mr. Stoddard. This table showed

that the average of the army did notagreeatall with the average of Mr.

Terman’s Californians. There were then two things to do. One was to

to the 400 men andinsist they gave the true average.

Mr. Stoddard chose the average of 400 rather than the average of

1,700,000 because he wasin such haste to write his own bookthat he

never reached page 785 of Psychological Examining in the United States

Army, the volumeof the data edited by Major Yerkes.* He would have

found there a clear warning against the blunder he was about to com-

mit, the blunderof treating the average of a small number of instances

as more valid than the averageof a large number.
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But instead of pausing to realize that the army tests had knocked
the Stanford-Binet measure of adult intelligence into a cockedhat, he
wrote his bookin the belief that the Stanford measureis as good asit
ever was. Thisis not intelligent. It leads one to suspect that Mr. Stod-
dard is a propagandist with a tendencyto put truth notin thefirst place
but in the second.It leads one to suspect, after such a beginning, that
the real promise and value of the investigation which Binetstarted is
in dangerof gross perversion by muddleheaded and prejudiced men.

* “For normsof adultintelligence, the results of the Army examinations are undoubtedly
the most representative. It is customary to say that the mental age of the average adultis
about sixteen years. This figure is based, however, upon examinations of only 62 per-
sons... . T’his group is too small to give very reliable results and is furthermore probably
not typical.” Psychological Examining in the United States Army, p. 785.
The reader will note that Major Yerkes andhis colleaguesassert that the Stanford stan-

dard of adult intelligence is based on only sixty-two cases. This is a reference to Page 49
of Mr. Terman’s book on the Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Scale. But page 13 of
the same bookspeaks of 400 adults being the basis on which the adult tests were stan-
dardized. I have usedthislarger figure becauseit is more favorable to the Stanford-Binet
scale.

It should also be remarked that the army figures are not the absolute figures but the
results of a “sample of the white draft” consisting of nearly 100,000 recruits. In strictest
accuracy, we oughtto say then that the disagreement between army and Stanford-Binet
results derives from conclusions drawn from 100,000casesas against 400.

If these 100,000 recruits are nota fair sample of the nation, as they probably arenot,
then in addition to saying that the army tests contradict the Stanford-Binet Scale, we
ought to add that the armytests are themselvesnoreliable basis for measuringthe aver-
age American mentality.



A FUTURE FOR THE TESTS (1922)

Walter Lippmann

H OW DOES IT HAPPEN that menof science can presume to

dogmatize about the mental qualities of the germplasm when

their own observations begin at four years of age? Yet this is what the

chief intelligence testers, led by Professor Terman,are doing. Without

offering any data onall that occurs between conception and the age of

kindergarten, they announceonthebasis of what they have got out of

a few thousand questionnaires that they are measuring the hereditary

mental endowmentof human beings. Obviously, this is not a conclu-

sion obtained by research. It is a conclusion planted by the will to

believe. It is, I think, for the most part unconsciously planted. ‘The

scoring of thetests itself favors an uncritical belief that intelligence 1s

a fixed quantity in the germplasm andthat, no matter what the envi-

ronment, only a predetermined incrementofintelligence can develop

from yearto year. Forthe result ofa test is not stated in termsof intel-

ligence, but as a percentage of the average for that age level. These

percentages remain moreorless constant. Therefore, if a child shows

an IQ of 102, it is easy to argue that he was born with an IQ of 102.

There is here, I am convinced,a purely statistical illusion, which

breaks down when we remember what IQ means. A child’s IQ is his

percentage of passes in the test which the average child of a large

group of his own age has passed. ‘The IQ measures his place in respect

to the average at any year. But it does not show therate of his growth

566
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from yearto year. In fact, it tends rather to conceal the fact that the cre-
ative opportunities in education are greatest in early childhood.It con-
ceals the fact, which is of such far-reaching importance, that because
the capacity to form intellectual habits decreases as the child matures,
the earliest education has a cumulative effect on the child’s future. All
this the static percentagesofthe IQ iron out. They are meantto ironit
out. It is the boast of the inventors of the IQ that “the distribution of
intelligence maintains a certain constancy from five to thirteen or four-
teen years of age, when the degree of intelligence is expressed in termsofthe
intelligence quotient.”* he intentionis to eliminate the factor of uneven
and cumulative growth,so that there shall be always a constant mea-
sure by which to classify children in classrooms.

This, as I have pointed out, may be useful in school administration,
but it can turn out to be very misleading for an unwary theorist. If
instead of saying that Johnny gained thirty pounds one year, twenty-
five the next, and twenty the third, you said that measured by the
average gain for children of his age, Johnny’s weight quotients were
IOI, 102, 101, you might, unless you were careful, begin to think that
Johnny’s germplasm weighed as much as he does today. And if you
dodged that mistake, you might nevertheless come to think that since
Johnnyclassified year after year in the same position, Johnny’s diet
had noinfluence onhis weight.

The effect of the intelligence quotient on a tester’s mind may be to
makeit seem asif intelligence were constant, whereasitis only the sta-
tistical position in large groups whichis constant. This illusion of con-
stancy has, I believe, helped seriously to prevent men like Terman
from appreciating the variability of early childhood. Because in the
mass the percentages remain fixed, they tend to forget how in each
individual case there were offered creative opportunities which the
parents and nurse girls improved or missed or bungled. The whole
moreor less blind drama of childhood, where the habits of intelligence
are formed, is concealed in the mental test. The testers themselves
becomecallousto it. What their foot rule does not measure soon ceases
to exist for them,andso they discuss heredityin schoolchildren before
they have studied the education ofinfants.

* Stanford Revision ofBinet-Simon Scale, p. 50.
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But of course, no student of human motiveswill believe that this

revival of predestination is due to a purelystatistical illusion. He will

say with Nietzsche that “every impulse is imperious, and, as such,

attempts to philosophize.” And so behind the will to believe he will

expect to find some manifestation of the will to power. He will not

haveto read far in the literature of mental testing to discoverit. He will

soon see that the intelligence test is being sold to the public on the

basis of the claim that it is a device which will measure pure intelli-

gence, whatever that may be,as distinguished from knowledge and

acquired skill.

This advertisement is impressive. If it were true, the emotional

and the worldly satisfactionsin store for the intelligence tester would

be very great. If he were really measuring intelligence, and if intelli-

gence werea fixed hereditary quantity, it would be for him to say not

only where to place each child in school, but also which children

should go to high school, which to college, which into the professions,

which into the manual trades and commonlabor. If the tester could

make goodhis claim, he would soon occupya position of power which

no intellectual has held since the collapse of theocracy. The vista is

enchanting, and even a little of the vista is intoxicating enough. If

only it could be proved,or at least believed, that intelligence is fixed

by heredity, and that the tester can measure it, what a future to dream

about! The unconscious temptation is too strong for the ordinarycrit-

ical defenses of the scientific methods. With the help of a subtle sta-

tistical illusion, intricate logical fallacies and a few smuggled obiter

dicta, self-deception as the preliminary to public deception is almost

automatic. |

Theclaim that we have learned how to measure hereditary intelligence

has noscientific foundation. We cannot measureintelligence when we

have neverdefinedit, and we cannotspeakofits hereditary basis after

it has been indistinguishably fused with a thousand educational and

environmental influences from the time of conception to the school

age. The claim that Mr. Termanor anyoneelse1s measuring hereditary

intelligence has no morescientific foundation than a hundred other

fads—vitamins and glands and amateur psychoanalysis and correspon-

dencecourses in will power—andit will pass with them into that limbo

where phrenology and palmistry and characterology and the other

Babu sciencesare to be found.In all of these, there was some admix-
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ture of primitive truth which the conscientious scientist retains long
after the wave of popular credulity has spentitself.

So, I believe, it will be with mental testing. Gradually, under the
impactofcriticism, the claim will be abandoned that a device has been
invented for measuring native intelligence. Suddenly it will dawn
uponthetesters thatthis is just another form of examination, differing
in degree ratherthan in kind from Mr. Edison’s questionnaire or a col-
lege entrance examination. It may be a better form of examination
than these, but it is the same sort of thing. It tests, as they do, an unan-
alyzed mixture of native capacity, acquired habits and stored-up
knowledge, and no tester knows at any momentwhichfactorheis test-
ing. He is testing the complex result of a long and unknown history,
and the assumptionthat his questions and his puzzles can in fifty min-
utes isolate abstract intelligence is, therefore, vanity. The ability of a
twelve-year-old child to define pity or justice and to say what lesson
the story of the fox and crow “teaches” may be a measureofhis total
education, but it is no measure of the value or capacity of his
germplasm.

Once the pretensions of this new science are thoroughly defeated
by the realization that these are not “intelligence tests” at all nor
“measurementsof intelligence,” but simply a somewhat more abstract
Kind of examination, their real usefulness can be established and
developed. As examinations they can be adapted to the purposes in
view, whetherit be to indicate the feeble-mindedfor segregation, or to
classify children in school, or to select recruits from the army for offi-
cers’ training camps,or to pick bank clerks. Once the notion is aban-
donedthatthe tests reveal pure intelligence, specific tests for specific
purposes can be workedout.
A general measureofintelligencevalidforall people everywhereat

all times may beaninteresting toy for the psychologist in his labora-
tory. But just because the tests are so general, just because they are
madeso abstractin the vain effort to discount training and knowledge,
the tests are by that muchless useful for the practical needsof school
administration and industry. Instead, therefore, of trying to find a test
which will with equal success discover artillery officers, Methodist
ministers, and branch managers for the rubber business, the psycholo-
gists would far better work out special and specific examinations for
artillery officers, divinity school candidates, and branch managers in
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the rubber business. On that line they may ultimately makea serious

contribution to a civilization which is constantly searching for more

successful ways of classifying people for specialized jobs. And in the

meantimethe psychologists will save themselves from the reproach of

having opened up a new chancefor quackery in a field where quacks

breed like rabbits, and they will save themselves from the humiliation

of having furnished doped evidence to the exponents of the New

Snobbery.



A STUDY OF AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE(1923)

Carl C. Brigham

TS HE QUESTION of the differences that may exist between

the various races of man, or between various sub-species of the

same race, or between political aggregations of men in nationality

groups may easily becomethe subject of the most acrimonious discus-

sion. ‘The anthropologists of France and Germany, shortly after the

close of the Franco-Prussian war, fought another national war on a
small scale. It is difficult to keep racial hatreds and antipathies out of

the most scholarly investigations in this field. The debate becomes
especially bitter when mental traits are discussed. No one can become

very indignant on finding his race classified by its skull dimensions,

stature, or hair color, but let a person discover the statementthat his

race is unintelligent or emotionally unstable, and he is immediately
ready to do battle.

Until recent years we have had no methodsavailable for measuring
mental traits scientifically, so that the literature on race differences
consists largely of opinions of students whoare very apt to become
biased, when, leaving the solid realm of physical measurements, they
enter the more intangible field of estimating mental capacity.

Carl C. Brigham (1890-1943) was a psychologyprofessor at Princeton University. Heis
author of Two Studies in Mental Tests (1917) and A Study ofAmerican Intelligence (1923), from
whichthis piece is excerpted.
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Gradually, however, various investigators using moreorless refined

psychological measurements commenced to assemble a body of data

that will some day reach respectable proportions. ‘The status of the

psychological investigations of race differences up to 1910 has been

admirably summarized by Woodworth.' Since 1910, we have wit-

nessed in this country a remarkable developmentin methodsofintel-

ligence testing, and these methods have been applied to the study of

race differences. Scattered investigations report and compare the

intelligence scores of children of white, negro, or Indian parentage,

and sometimesthescores of various nationality or nativity groups. The

results of these investigations are, however, almost impossible to cor-

relate, for they have been made by different methods, by different

measuring scales, on children of a wide variety of chronological ages,

and aboveall, on comparatively small groups of subjects, so that con-

clusions based on the studies have no high degreeofreliability.

For our purposesin this country, the army mentaltests give us an

opportunity for a national inventory of our own mental capacity, and

the mental capacity of those we haveinvited to live with us. We find

reported in Memoir XV of the National Academy of Sciences’ the

intelligence scores of about 81,000 native born Americans, 12,000 for-

eign born individuals, and 23,000 negroes. From the standpoint of the

numbers examined, we have here an investigation which, of course,

surpassesin reliability all preceding investigations, assembled and cor-

related, a hundred fold. These armydata constitute thefirst really sig-

nificant contribution to the study of race differences in mentaltraits.

They give us a scientific basis for our conclusions.

Whenweconsider the history of man during the half million years

which have probably elapsed since the time of the erect primate,

Pithecanthropus, the temporary political organizations, such as Greece,

Rome, and our modern national groups, become of minor importance

compared with the movements of races and peoples that have

occurred. The tremendous expansionof the Alpine race at the end of

the Neolithic and the beginning of the Bronze Period, the submer-

'R. S. Woodworth. Racial Differences in Mental Traits, Science, New Series, Vol. 31, pp.

171-186.

2 Psychological Examining in the United States Army. Edited by Robert M. Yerkes. Washing-

ton: GovernmentPrinting Office, 1921, 890 pp.
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gence of this race by the Nordics in the 2000 years preceding the

Christian era, and the subsequent peaceful re-conquest of Eastern

Europe by the Alpine Slavs from the Dark Ageson, represent anhis-

torical movement in comparison with which the Great World War of

1914 resembles a petty family squabble.

If the history of the United States could be written in terms of the

movements of European peoples to this continent, the first stage repre-

sents a Nordic immigration, for New England in Colonial times was

populated by an almost pure Nordic type. There followed then a period

of Nordic expansion. The next great movement consisted of the migra-

tions of Western European Mediterraneans and Alpines from Ireland

and Germany, a movement which started about 1840, and which had

practically stopped by 1890. Since there is a considerable proportion of

Nordic blood in Ireland and Germany, we should notregard theoriginal

Nordic immigration as a movementwhich stopped suddenly, but merely

as having dwindled to two-fifths or one-half of the total racial stock com-

ing here between 1840 and 1890. The third and last great movement

consisted of migrations of the Alpine Slav and the Southern European

Mediterraneansto this continent, a movementthat started about 1890,

and which has not yet ceased. Runningparallel with the movements of

these European peoples, we have the mostsinister development in the

history of this continent, the importation of the negro.

[...]

Ourfigures, then, would rather tend to disprove the popular belief

that the Jew is highly intelligent. Immigrants examinedin the army,

who report their birthplace as Russia, had an average intelligence

below those from all other countries except Poland andItaly. It is per-

haps significant to note, however, that the sample from Russia has a

higher standard deviation (2.83) than that of any other immigrant

group sampled,and that the Alpine grouphas a higher standard devia-

tion than the Nordic or Mediterranean groups(2.60). If we assume that

the Jewish immigrants have a low average intelligence, but a higher

variability than other nativity groups, this would reconcile our figures

with popularbelief, and, at the same time, with thefact that investiga-

tors searching for talent in New York City and California schools finda

frequent occurence of talent among Jewish children, The able Jew is

popularly recognized not only becauseofhis ability, but because heis

able and a Jew.



Ourresults showing the marked intellectual inferiority of the negro
are corrobatedbypractically all of the investigators who have used psy-
chological tests on white and negro groups. This inferiority holds even
whena low intellectual sampling of whites is made by selecting only
those wholive in the same environment, and who have had the same
educational opportunities. Professor Ferguson,* who has studied the
problem mostcarefully, concludes that in general 25% of the negroes
exceed the median white. Our figures show

a

greater difference than
he estimates, less than 12% of the negroes exceeding the average of
the native born white draft. Professor Ferguson also estimates that
20% of pure negroes, 25% of negroes three quarters pure, 30% of the
true mulattoes, and 35% of the quadroons equal or exceed the average
score of comparable whites.

The discrepancies betweendata from various investigators as to the
amount of difference between negroes and whites probably result from
different methods of selecting whites. If we compare negroesonly to
those whites wholive in the same neighborhood, and who have had
the same educational opportunities, our differences are smaller than
those obtained by comparing samples of the entire white and negro
populations. |

Some writers would accountfor the differences found between white
and negro by differences of educational opportunity alone. The army
tests showedthe northern negro superiorto the southern negro, and this
superiority is attributed to the superior educational opportunities in the
North. The educational record of the negro sample we are studying
shows that more than half of the negroes from the southern States did
not go beyondthethird grade, and only 7% finished the eighth grade,
while abouthalf of the northern negroes finished thefifth grade, and a
quarter finished the eighth grade. That the difference between the |
northern and southern negrois not entirely due to schooling, but partly
to intelligence, is shown bythefact that groups of southern and north-
ern negroes of egua/schooling show striking differences in intelligence.

The superiorintelligence measurements of the northern negro are
due to three factors: first, the greater amount of educational opportu-
nity, which doesaffect, to some extent, scores on our present intelli-

° G. O. Ferguson. The Mental Status ofthe American Negro. Scientific Monthly, 1921, pp. 12,
533-543:
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gence tests; second, the greater amount of admixture of white blood;

and, third, the operation of economic andsocial forces, such as higher

wages, better living conditions, identical school privileges, and a less

complete social ostracism, tending to draw the moreintelligent negro

to the North. It is impossible to dissect out of this complex of forces

the relative weight of each factor. No psychologist would maintain that

the mental tests he is now using do not measure educational opportu-

nity to some extent. Onthe otherhand,it is absurd to attributeall dif-

ferences found between northern and southern negroes to superior

educational opportunities in the North, for differences are found

between groups of the sameschooling, and differences are shown by

beta as well as by alpha.

At the present stage of developmentof psychological tests, we can

not measure the actual amountof difference in intelligence due to race

or nativity. We can only prove that differences do exist, and we can

interpret these differences in terms that have great social and eco-

nomic significance. The intellectual superiority of our Nordic group

over the Alpine, Mediterranean, and negro groups has been demon-

strated. If a person is unwilling to accept the race hypothesisas devel-

oped here, he may go backto the original nativity groups, and he can

not deny the fact that differences exist.

When our methods of measuring intellectual capacity have been

perfected, we will be in a position to determine quantitatively the

amountof race differences. Rough grouptests of the type we are now

using will indicate the fact that differences exist. However, while sci-

entists are perfecting their methods of examining, it would be well for

them to perfect their logic at the same time. Particularly misleading

and unsound is the theory that disregards all differences found

between racial groups unless the groups have had the same educa-

tional and environmental opportunities.

This theory in its most extremeform isset forth by Garth‘ asfollows:

The elements in a study of racial mental similarities or differ-

ences must be these: (1) Two so-called races R, and R,, (2) an

4°T R. Garth, White, Indian andNegro Work Curves. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1921, 5,

14-25.
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equal amount of educational opportunity, E, which should
includesocial pressure andracial patterns of thought, and(3) psy-
chological tests, D, within the grasp of both racial groups. We
should have as a result of our experimentR, E D equalto, greater
than, or less than R, E D.In this experiment the only unknown
elements should be R,; and R,. If E could be made equal the
experimentcould be worked.

This element of educational Opportunity—nurture, is the one
causing most of the trouble in racial psychology as an uncontrol-
lable element. It does not offer quite so muchdifficulty in the
study of sex differences,yetit is there only in smaller degree than
in racial differences, and as it is controlled the “sex differences”
tend to disappear. Since this element of education, or nurture,
cannotbe eliminatedit would besafer to take for comparison such
racial groups as have had as nearly the same educational opportu-
nity as is possible having any disparity of this sort well in mind
when weinterpret the results of the experiment. Having done
this, wefirst take the complete distributions on the scale of mea-
surementfor the groups as statementsofthetruefacts of the case,
race for race. We then combinethesedistributionsinto a total dis-
tribution of accomplishmentofall the races taken togetherto see
if we have multimodal effects. Should we find these effects we
may conclude that we have evidence of types, or racial types, and
there should in this case be one modefor each racial group. But
should the combined distribution for the several racial groups
reveal only one mode we may concludethat the test reveals no
types—norealracial differences but rather similarities. (p. 16.)

If intelligence counts for anything in the competition among
humanbeings,it is natural to expect that individuals of superiorintel-
ligence will adjust themselves more easily to their physical andsocial
environment, and that they will endow their children not only with
material goods, butwiththeability to adjust themselves to the sameor
a more complex environment. To select individuals who have fallen
behind in the struggle to adjust themselves to the civilization their
race has built as typical of that race is an error, for their position itself
shows that they are, for the most part, individuals with an inferior
hereditary endowment.
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In the same way, our educational institutions are themselvesa part of

our ownrace heritage. The average negro child can not advance through

an educational curriculum adaptedto the Anglo-Saxonchildin step with

that child. To select children of equal education, age for age, in the two

groups, is to sample either superior negroes or inferior whites.

"The scientific problem is that of eliminating from the tests used as

measuring instruments those particular tests which demonstrably

measure nurture, and to measure, with genuinetests of native intelli-

gence, random or impartial samples from each race throughout the

entire range of its geographical and institutional distribution.

[...]

Our immigration figures show a very decided shift from the Nordic

in favor of the Alpine. The immigration between 1820 and 1890 prob-

ably never contained more than 50% or 60% Nordic blood, andprior to

1820 there was very little immigration. The earliest settlers were

almost pure Nordic types, and we may assumethe existence by 1820

of a race as predominantly Nordic as that of England. This recent

change was,of course,reflected in the cross section of the foreign born

population taken at 1910, and which constitutes the basis of our

present immigration act restricting immigration to 3% of the nationals

then resident here. A rough estimate of the racial composition of the

quotas from various countries admissable under the new law shows

about 35% Nordic blood, 45% Alpine blood and 20% Mediterranean

blood in the annual stream of approximately one-third of a million that

may enter.

There can be no doubt that recent history has shown a movement

of inferior peoples or inferior representatives of peoples to this coun-

try. Few people realize the magnitude of this movementorthe speed

with whichit has taken place. Since 1901, less than a single generation,

it may be estimated that about 10,000,000 Alpine and Mediterranean

types have cometothis country. Allowingfor the return of one-third or

three-eighths of these, and using our army estimates of intellectual

ability, this would give us over 2,000,000 immigrants below the aver-

age negro.

We mayconsiderthat the population of the United States is made

up of four racial elements, the Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean

races of Europe, and the negro.If these four types blend in the future

into one general American type, then it is a foregone conclusion that
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this future blended American will beless intelligent than the present
native born American, for the general results of the admixture of
higher and lower orders of intelligence must inevitably be a mean
betweenthe two.

Ifwe turn to the history of races, we find that as a general rule where
two races have been in contact they have intermingled, and a cross
betweenthe twohasresulted. Europe shows many examplesofareas
where the anthropological characteristics of one race shade over into
those of another race where the two have intermixed, and, indeed,in
countries such as France and Switzerlanditis only in areas that are geo-
graphically or economically isolated that one finds types that are rela-
tively pure. The Mongol-Tatar element in Russia is an integral part of
the population. The Mediterranean race throughouttheareaofits con-
tact with the negro has crossed with him. Someofthe Berbers in North-
ern Africa show negroid characteristics, and in India the Mediterranean
race has crossed with the Dravidians and Pre-Dravidian negroids. The
population of Sardinia shows a numberof negroid characteristics. Turn
where we may, history gives us no great exception to the general rule
that propinquity leads to opportunity and Opportunity to intermixture.

In consideringracial crosses, Professor Conklin’ states that

It is highly probable that while some of these hybrids may show
all the bad qualities of both parents, others may show the good
qualities of both and indeedin this respect resemble the children
in any pure-bred family. Butit is practically certain that the gen-
eral or average results of the crossing of a superior and aninferior
race are to strike a balance somewhere betweenthe two. Thisis

no contradiction of the principles of Mendelian inheritance but
rather the application of these principles to a general population.

The general effect of the hybridization of races can notfail to
lead to a lowering of the qualities of the higher race and a raising

of the qualities of the lower one. (pp. 50-51.)

Andas to the possibility of a cross betweenraces in the future, Pro-
fessor Conklin writes:

* Edwin G. Conklin. The Direction ofHuman Evolution. New York, 1921, 247 pp.
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Even if we are horrified by the thought, we cannot hide the

fact that all presentsigns pointto an intimate comminglingofall

existing human types within the nextfive or ten thousand years

‘at most. Unless we can re-establish geographical isolation of

races, we cannot prevent their interbreeding. By rigid laws

excluding immigrants of other races, such as they have in New

Zealand and Australia, it may be possible for a time to maintain

the purity of the white race in certain countries, but with con-

stantly increasing intercommunications between all lands and

peoples such artificial barriers will probably prove as ineffectual

in the long run asthe Great Wall of China. ‘The races of the world

are not drawing apart but together, and it needs only the vision

that will look ahead a few thousand years to see the blending of

all racial currents into a commonstream.(p. 52.)

If we frankly recognize the fact that the crossing of races in juxta-

position has always occurred in the past, what evidence have wethat

such crosses have had untoward consequences? Our owndata from the

army tests indicate clearly the intellectual superiority of the Nordic

race group. This superiority is confirmed by observation of this race in

history. The Alpine race, according to our figures, which are supported

by historical evidence, seems to be considerably below the Nordic

type intellectually. However, our recruits from Germany, which repre-

sents a Nordic-Alpine cross, are about the same as those from Holland,

Scotland, the United States, Denmark, and Canada, countries which

have on the whole a greater proportion of Nordic blood than Germany.

Again, the Nordic and Alpine mixture in Switzerland has given

a

sta-

ble people, who have evolved, in spite of linguistic differences, a very

advanced form of government. The evidence indicates that the

Nordic-Alpine cross, which occurred in Western Europe when the

Nordics overwhelmedthe Alpines to such an extent that the type was

completely submerged and not re-discovered until recently, has not

given unfortunateresults.

This evidence, however, can not be carried over to indicate that a

cross between the Nordic and the Alpine Slav would bedesirable. ‘The

Alpines that our data sample comefor the mostpart from an area peo-

pled largely by a branch of the Alpine race which appeared late and

radiated from the Carpathian Mountains. It is probably a different
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branchofthe Alpine race from that which forms the primitive substra-
tum of the present population of Western Europe. Our data on the
Alpine Slav show that he is intellectually inferior to the Nordic, and
every indication would pointto a lowering of the averageintelligence
of the Nordic if crossed with the Alpine Slav. There can be no objec-
tion to the intermixture ofraces of equalability, provided the mingling
proceeds equally from all sections of the distribution of ability. Our
data, however, indicate that the Alpine Slav we have imported and to
whom wegive preferencein our present immigration law is intellectu-
ally inferior to the Nordic type.

The Mediterraneanrace at its northern extension blends with the
Alpine very considerably, and to a less extent with the Nordic. At the
point ofits furthermost western expansion in Europe it has crossed
with the primitive types in Ireland. Throughoutthe area ofits south-
ern and eastern expansion it has crossed with negroid types. In this
continent, the Mediterranean has crossed with the Amerind and the

We must now frankly admit the undesirable results which would
ensue from a cross between the Nordic in this country with the Alpine
Slav, with the degenerated hybrid Mediterranean,or with the negro, or
from the promiscuous intermingling of all four types. Granted the
undesirable results of such an intermingling, is there any evidence
showingthat such a processis going on? Unfortunately the evidenceis
undeniable. The 1920 census shows that we have 7,000,000 native
born whites of mixed parentage, a fact which indicates clearly the
number of crosses between the native born stock and the European
importations.

The evidence in regard to the white and negro crossis also indis-
putable. If we examinethe figures showing the proportion of mulat-
toes to a thousand blacks for each twenty year period from 1850 to
1910, we find that in 1850 there were 126 mulattoes to a thousand
blacks, 136 in 1870, 179 in 1890 and 264 in ror1o. This intermixture of
white and negro has been a natural result of the emancipation of the
negro and the breaking downofsocial barriers against him, mostly in
the North and West. In 1850, the free colored population showed 581
mulattoes to a thousand blacks asagainst 83 in the slave population. At
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each of the four censuses (1850, 1870, 1890 and 1910) the South,

where the social barriers are more rigid than elsewhere, has returned

the smallest proportion of mulattoes to a thousand blacks. ‘The 1910

census showed 201 in the South, 266 in the North and 321 in the West,

and the West has returned the highest proportion at each of the cen-

suses except 1850.

We mustface a possibility of racial admixture here that is infinitely

worse than that faced by any European country to-day, for we are

incorporating the negro into ourracial stock, while all of Europe is

comparatively free from this taint. It 1s true that the rate of increase of

the negro in this country by ten year periods since 1800 has decreased

rather steadily from about 30% to about 11%, but this declining rate

has given a gross population increasefrom approximately 1,000,000 to

approximately 10,000,000.Itis also true that the negro now constitutes

only about 10% ofthe total population, where he formerly constituted

18% or 19% (1790 to 1830), but part of this decrease in percentage of

the total population is due to the great influx of immigrants, and we

favor in our immigration law those countries 35% of whose representa-

tives here are below the average negro. The declining rate of increase

in the negro population from 1800 to 1910 would indicate a corre-

spondingly lowerrate to be expected in the future. From 1900 to 1920

the negro population increased 18.4%, while the native born white of

native parents increased 42.6%, and the native born white of foreign

parents increased 47.6%.It is impossible to predict at the present time

that the rate of infiltration of white blood into the negro will be

checked by the declining rate of increase in the negro blooditself. ‘The

essential point is that there are 10,000,000 negroes here now andthat

the proportion of mulattoes to a thousand blacks has increased with

alarming rapidity since 1850.

According toall evidence available, then, American intelligenceis

declining, and will proceed with an accelerating rate as the racial

admixture becomes more and more extensive. The decline of Ameri-

can intelligence will be more rapid than the declineofthe intelligence

of European national groups, owing to the presence hereof the negro.

Theseare the plain, if somewhatugly, facts that our study shows. ‘The

deterioration of American intelligence is not inevitable, however, if

public action can be arousedto preventit. There is no reason whylegal

steps should not be taken which would insure a continuously progres-

sive upward evolution.
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Thesteps that should be taken to preserve or increase our present
intellectual capacity must of course be dictated by science and not by
political expediency. Immigration should not only be restrictive but
highly selective. And the revision of the immigration and naturaliza-
tion lawswill only afford a slight relief from our presentdifficulty. The
really important steps are those looking toward the prevention of the
continued propagation of defective strains in the present population.
If all immigration were stopped now,the decline of American intelli-
gence wouldstill be inevitable. This is the problem which must be
met, and our mannerof meetingit will determine the future course of
our nationallife.



WHAT THEARMY“INTELLIGENCE”

TESTS MEASURED(1924)

Horace M. Bond

() NE OF THE MOST INTERESTING phenomenaofthe |

last century was the attempt madebycertain thinkers to estab-

lish race differences upon the unquestioned basis of biological and

psychological fact. It was an epoch in the history of thought by no

means peculiar to its times; for, wherever man in his diverse racial

types has cause to congregate, there will be found the proponents ofa

self assumed superior group dogmatizing and belittling the accom-

plishments, the abilities, and the very humanityitself, of the race

whose peculiar cast of form or feature may have aroused the unreason-

ing prejudices of the masses.

It is not too far fetched to see in the designation of the Hebrew

tribes as the “Chosen people” an example of this self perpetuating

propaganda;andit is certain that the ironic words of Moliére, when

mouthedbythe ecclesiastical supporters of slavery in this country, rep-

resent a rather primitive desire to justify the iniquitous custom of

Horace Mann Bond(1904-1972), an educator, wasa president of Lincoln University and

dean at Atlanta University; he is author of The Education ofthe Negro in the American Social

Order (1934), The Searchfor Talent (1959), and other works. ‘This essay appeared in Crvsts,
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enslaving Africans on the ground that they, after all, were not wholly
human; “It is impossible to pity them;their skin is so black and their
featuresareso irregular!” And, when Biblical justification for inhuman
practices begantoloseits authority, it was but natural that the propo-
nentsof racial superiority should shift their groundto therapidly rising
natural sciences.

Gobineau and Galton and Spencer, with the assistance of faulty
anthropometric measurements, meaninglesscriteria of judgment, and
absolutely gratuitous conclusions, for a time were successful in bol-
stering up this manof straw, and presenting him to the public as an
authenticated andscientific reality. Better instruments, closer atten-
tion to accuracy of observation and interpretation, and a new realiza-
tion of the significance of the culture of the so-called “inferior” races,
all served to reduce the assumed differencesto a significant nonentity,
and Woodworth summarizesthe status ofinvestigationsinto racial dif-
ferences up to 1910 with the conclusion that, if any such differences
really existed, neither the anthropologist nor the psychologist had
devised any methodsfor their accurate and authoritative estimation.

Theresult of the widely accepted teachings of Spencerandhis co-
workers, however, was to create a widespread sentiment whichreli-
giously depended uponthebelief in racial differences, even after the
scientific nature of any such differences had been discredited. Such
men as Ripley, Grant, and Stoddard representthis “hang-over” from
the hectic days ofthe birth of the “Super-Man”idea, and their influ-
ence has been such as to amountto

a

coterie of devout and implicit fol-
lowers, seeking eagerly in the obscure muck of unfounded assumption
for the food with which to sustain a boundless Ego.

Such wasthestatusof racial differences during the first decade of
the ‘Iwentieth Century. This decade, however, was to witness the
birth of a ‘new instrument of psycho-physical research; and the next
was to see the almost amazing spread of the underlying idea andits
unquestioned acceptance on the part of many reputable psychologists
and educators. Working in a Paris Laboratory devoted to the treatment
of sub-normal cases, Alfred Binet had for a long time seen that the
treatment afforded the mentally incompetent in the Parisian schools
was neither equablenorefficient. He saw the desirability for the evo-
lution of some criteria by which the hopelessly under-average cases
might be separated from the normalcases, and given the special care
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and supervision which their unfortunate condition warranted. The

ability to compete successfully with one’s fellows in the world ofaffairs

he called Intelligence; and though he had no meansfor estimating the

extent nor the underlying nature of this ability, yet, for the practical

purposes of the psychiatrist, and in a narrower sense the demandsof

the schoolmanin need ofa coarse yard-stick for classification immedi-

ate and tentative, the work of Binetis valuable and noteworthy.

Binet, unfortunately, died in 1911, before he could fully impress

uponhis disciples the need and the necessity for caution in the use of

his method, which might well, as he himself pointed outin

a

letter to

one ofhis confreres, become a double-edged sword in the handsofthe

extremist or biased observer. The Binet system was transported to

America, and immediately met with the widest possible success in its

diffusion and acceptanceas a valuable contribution to the methodol-

ogy of modern Pedagogy.

Professor Terman, of Stanford University, California, was responsi-

ble for the next step in the extension of the new scale in America, and

the Stanford Revision is now the standard for all comparative endeav-

ors in this field. It is almost amusing to note that Professor ‘Terman,

while recognizing the influenceofsocial status upon the results of his

tests, yet is one of the strongest in assuming the mental inferiority of

certain racial types which are manifestly handicapped in their range of

social impressions.

At the time of America’s entry into the war, heroic measures were

determined upon to whip the great mass of unprepared and undisci-

plined meninto shape, preparatory to use on the Western Front. With

this end in view, certain psychologists were called to Washington to

devise tests which could be used in the grading of ability in the per-

formance of certain rudimentary tasks in the limits of a small time

allotment, believing that such tests would afford the quickest, if not

perhaps the most efficient, means for the separation of the feeble-

minded from the great mass of normal draftees, and the selection of

the non-commissioned officers who were needed to officer the vast

armyin process of preparation.

Theresult of the work of this group of Psychologists is embodied in

the since famous Alpha and Betatests; Alpha, a test for literates, and

Beta, a test forilliterates and foreign speaking draftees. The makers of

this scale were undernoillusions as to what they were testing, or at
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least their initial utterances gave no indication of any such intimations,
even if they possessed them. They wereatall times willing to accept
the wordsof Stern; whosaid: “It must be rememberedthat no series of
tests, howeverskillfully selected it may be, does reach the innate intel-_
lectual endowment, stripped ofall complications, but rather this
endowment in conjunction with all of the influences to which the
examinee has been subjected up to the momentofthe testing.”

The Alpha Army Tests were given to large numbers of men, and
data was accumulated and tabulated which showsthescoresof 103,500
white recruits and 19,000 Negroes. It is on the basis of these results,
particularly, that many extreme and misleading conclusions have been
made,leading to grave and dangerous misunderstandings on the part
of the public. It was on the basis ofthesetests that the army investiga-
tors concluded that the average mental age of the white draft was 1 3.1
years; and that the average mentality of the Negro soldier, and conse-
quently the average Negro, granting that the army cross section was
typical, to be that of a child of 10.4! It is on the basis of these tests that
the Nordic races have been granted the heaven-sent mental superior-
ity over South Europeanswhichentitles them to entry into this coun-
try; that a prominent College president and pulpit orator of the East
justifies the policy of segregation in the public schools; and that one
observer bewails the fact that “There seems to be no immediate pos-
sibility of convincing the public of the necessity for preventing the
reproduction of these groups.”

All of these conclusions would be amusing were they not positively
dangerous. They have given to the professional race-hatred agitator a
semblanceofscientific justification for his mouthings, and,in the writ-
ings of popular andill-informed publicists, they are rapidly moulding a
public opinion in support of the most reactionary and inequable mea-
sures of general policy and welfare.

Let us re-examine the reasonableness of the stand taken by these
discoverers of native and inherentintelligence, by means of a number
of tests which admittedly cannot be divorced from environmental
influences. In the beginning, we have seen that no one dares define
Intelligence; and besides this, no one even boasts of having an objec-
tive evidenceasto its presence or absence. Ourtestsare also faulty,for,
while the intention is the measurementof Intelligence, we are mea-
suring environment, and assuming that by this secondary method we
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are attaining the original end. Such an assumptionisvalid only when

the experiences of the group under consideration are the experiences

of all; when the environment of the most lowly is the mutual back-

ground of the number madethe subjectof investigation; and whenthe

test has been so devised that it minimizes the effect of environment

and renders such effect void and unimportant.

The proponents of the Alpha Army Tests, as well as those other

adaptations of the original Binet scale utilized in the measurement of

intellectual capacity, assume that the typical resident of the United

States possessed the background sufficient to enable the tests to be

applied to him with fairness andefficiency of comparison ofthe results.

They assume that the minimum of experience possessed by a Negro

from the horribly inefficient schools of the far South places him on a

plane of equality, for purposes of comparison, with the graduate of the

highly standardized grammar school systems of California or the Dis-

trict of Columbia. They assumethat the experience gained by a Negro

living in the slums of Memphisis sufficient to warrant comparison with

the product of the proudest scions of Maldenor of Beverly Hills.

Manifestly, if the assumption outlined aboveis correct and scien-

tific, an arrangementofthe scores of the whites should show no devia-

tion which might correspond to societal conditions from which the

respective representatives of the given group were drawn. Evidently,

if instruments for psycho-physical research are to justify themselves as

simon pure calipers of native and inherent mental ability, the white

youth, scion of the Anglo-Saxon stock of Georgia, should score just as

highly as the white youth, the scion of the Anglo-Saxon stock of Ore-

gon; and the Negro youth of Mississippi should score just as highly as

the Negro youth from the District of Columbia or from Illinois.

Let us examine the results of the Alpha Army ‘Tests in their relation

to environmental and geographical conditions, and see in whatlight

they stand; for, if racial differences and normsare to be deduced from

these tests, they must be free from the influence of a superior or an

inferior environment.

Perhaps the most outstanding evidence of civic consciousness and

advancementis to be found in the development of a representative

and efficient school system; andit is certain that the schoollife of the

children of this nation is a fundamental index to their environmental

surroundings at their most impressive and formative periods. It 1s
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impossible for the layman to estimate the worth of respective school
systems, becausehiscriteria are uncertain and his methodsat bestare
lacking the scientific method. Fortunately, we are not forced, for the
purposes of this comparison, to rely upon the views of an untrained
and uninformed observer; for there is a reliable index as to the com-
parative efficiency of the various state school systems throughout our
land. Leonard P. Ayers, with all of the perspective of trained and
authoritative educational methods, and with the resources of the Rus-
sell Sage Foundation, issued in 1918 “An Index Numberfor State
School Systems.” This report, the result of careful and intensive
research, ranks the states in the order of their educational advance-
mentonthe basisof the following points:

1. Salary paid teachers

Numberof school children in state

Numberof children attending school for a reasonable period

Length of school term

Requirements for teachers

N
Y

Bb
Y
d

Amountofstate funds appropriated for purpose of education

per capita school child

7. Numberof high schools and students in them

8. Normalschoolfacilities for teacher training

9. Amountof supervision.

~ With these considerations in mind,it is evident that a very good
cross section of the school systemsof our states could be sampled, and
thus the Ayers index is invaluable from the standpoint of comparison.

Statistics show that the average draftee was 26 years of age at the
timeof his inductioninto the service; and thus it would be reasonable

to supposethat the average soldier was of school age during the period
IQOO-IQIO.

In order to obtain as fair a comparison as possible, the scoresofall
Negro draftees was eliminated; the standingofthe states, then, repre-

sents the relative standing of the white representatives alone of the
respective states.

According to the medianscore of the soldiers, the states, eliminat-
ing those whosefigures include manifest inaccuracies, as in the case of

NewJersey, ranked in the Alpha Army Testas follows:
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RANK OF STATES IN ALPHA (WHITE RECRUITS)

Oe

STATE ALPHA MEDIAN SCORE INDEX

Oregon 79.85 I

Washington 79.15 2

District of Columbia 78.75 3

California 78.11 4

Wyoming 77.60 5

Idaho 73.40 6

Connecticut 72.30 7

Utah 72.25 8

Massachusetts 71.50 9

Colorado 69.65 10

Montana 68.51 II

Wisconsin 68.35 12

Pennsylvania 68.30 13

Vermont 67.40 14

Ohio 66.75 15

Nebraska 66.05 16

Maine 64.85 17

Nevada 64.55 18

NewYork 64.50 19

Iowa 64.45 20

Minnesota 64.00 21

Illinois 63.70 22

Michigan 63.30 23

Kansas 63.00 24

RhodeIsland 62.85 25

New Hampshire 61.70 26

New Mexico 60.00 27

Missouri 59.50 28

Florida 59.35 29

South Dakota 58.15 30

North Dakota 57.00 31

Virginia 56.45 32

Indiana 56.05 33

Maryland 56.00 34

West Virginia 55-55 35

‘Texas 50.80 36

Delaware 50.00 37

South Carolina 47-35 38
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‘Tennessee 47-25 39
Alabama 45.20 40
Louisiana 45.03 41
North Carolina 43.10 42
Georgia 42.12 43
Arkansas 41.55 44
Kentucky 41.50 45
Mississippi 41.25 46eee

TT

Comparison was made by meansof the Pearsonian Coefficient of
Correlation. Without going into a technical exposition of his time-
momentformula, it is sufficient to remember that 1.00 is considered
evidence of perfect correlations or relationship existing between two
groups; and that any correlation above .50 is considered as highly sug-
gestive of a relationship existing which cannot be explained by the
laws of casual distribution.

STATE RANK IN ALPHA STANDING

CORRELATED WITH AYERS INDEX FOR 1900 (WHITE RECRUITS)

 

STATE RANK IN AYERS

 

INDEX FOR 1900 RANK IN ALPHA

STATE RANK SCORE RANK D D’

Massachusetts I 71.50 9 8 64
New York 2 64.50 19 17 289
Dist. of Columbia 3 78.75 3 Oo Oo
California 4 78.11 4 O Oo
Connecticut 5 72.30 7 2 4
RhodeIsland 6 62.85 25 19 361
Nevada 7 64.55 18 II 121
Colorado 8 69.65 IO 2 4
Montana 9 68.51 II 2 4
Utah IO 72.25 8 2 4
Ohio II 66.75 15 4 16
Illinois 12 63.70 22 IO 100
Washington 13 79.15 2 II 121
Pennsylvania 14 68.30 13 I I
Indiana 15 56.05 33 18 324
Nebraska 16 66.05 16 oO oO

Michigan 17 63.30 23 6 36
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Maryland 18 56.00 34 16 256

Vermont 19 67.40 14 5 25

Minnesota 20 64.00 21 I I

North Dakota 21 57.00 31 10 100

lowa 22 64.45 20 2 4

Wisconsin 23 68.35 12 II 121

South Dakota 24 58.15 30 6 36

New Hampshire 25 61.70 26 I I

Maine 26 64.85 17 9 81

Oregon 27 79.85 I 26 676

Wyoming 28 77.60 5 23 529

Missouri 29 59.50 28 I I

Kansas 30 63.00 24 6 36

Delaware 31 50.00 37 6 36

Idaho 32 73.40 6 26 676

WestVirginia 33 55-55 35 2 4

Kentucky 34 41.50 45 II 121

New Mexico 35 60.00 27 8 64

‘Texas 36 50.80 36 Oo O

Florida 37 59-35 29 8 64

‘Tennessee 38 47.25 39 I I

Virginia 39 56.45 32 7 49
Louisiana 40 45.03 4I I I

Georgia 4I 42.12 43 2 4

Arkansas 42 41.55 44 2 4

Mississippi 43 41.22 46 3 9

South Carolina 44 47-35 38 6 36

Alabama 45 45.20 40 5 25

North Carolina 46 43-10 42 4 16.

 

r (Coefficient of Correlation) equals r = .7403 = Sigma D*= 4326

For 1900 the correlation of the states, in the relative efficiency of

their school systems, with the rank of the white draftee in Alpha, was

.7403; a striking correlation which cannot be explained as due to

chance.It is interesting to note that of the eleven Southern States,

which occupied the eleven bottom positions in the educational stand-

ing, Florida possessed a median score of 59, Just 20 less than the

median score of the district of Columbia; in other words, the whites of

Florida made the median score equivalent to the mentality of a 13 year
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Let us examine an even morestartling implicationofthis standing.
The medianscore of the white soldiers from the states of Mississippi,
Kentucky, Arkansas, and Georgia, averaged within .9 of 41. This,
according to the Stanford scale upon which Negrointellect has been
damned and discounted, would give the mental age of the soldiers
from these states as being that of a twelve and a half year old child.
This, when compared to the median mental age of the white soldiers
from the states of Washington, California, Oregon, and the District of
Columbia, would mean that the average mentality of the white inhab-
itants of the first named groups was 3 years less than that ofthe last
named group. Again, are the exponents ofintelligence tests as dis-
criminators of racial differences prepared to assert that the white pop-
ulation of Arkansasis inherently and racially the inferior of the whites
of another section of the United States? With the vagaries of the
Helenaatrocities way fresh in mind, one is almost prepared to grant
the claim of the Intelligence testers if it will imply the natural infer-
enceas to the intellect of the typical participant in that massacre.
We have confined the above comparison to the white draftees in

order to investigate the claims for racial differences. Certainly, if
Lothrop Stoddard, Madison Grant, and McDougall are correct in their
hypothesis that the Nordic, or North European stock, which com-
prised our early immigration,is superior to the Southern European, or
more recent immigration, the representatives of such communities as
Georgia and South Carolina, with the purest racial stock of the so-
called Nordic branch now existent in America, would be superior to
any other section showingtheinfiltration of Foreign and South Euro-
pean stock. Yet a comparisonof these states with states showing large
infiltration of races from Southern Europe shows that the Southern
States, as in otherclassifications, are low in intelligence rankings.

It is thus an evidentfact that either one of two factors may explain
the low rank of the Southern States in intelligence rankings of their
white citizenry; either the racial stock ofthesestates is distinctly infe-
rior to the whites of other sections of the country, or the rank in the
Alpha Army Tests is dependent upon environmental conditions as
reflected in the efficiency of school systems andothercriteria of cul-
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tural advancement. For there exist other standards of comparison

which give the sameresults: A recent investigator, commenting on the

correlation existing between Alphastandingandliteracy, says: “Using

literacy, a basic index to the distribution of cultural opportunity, and

correlating with Alpha rank,a coefficient results amounting to .64."*

CORRELATIONS OF ALPHA STANDING WITH OTHER RANKINGS

er

Alpha with Ayers Index Rating for 1890 6825

Alpha with Ayers Index Rating for 1910 8251

Alpha with Ayers Index Rating for 1918 .7973

*Alpha with per cent of Literacy .640

*Alpha with Average Wage for Farm Labor 830

*Alpha with per cent of Urban Population .620

 

The average wagefor farm laborers was arrangedin orderbystates

and the rank correlated with Alpha. This comparison yielded a correla-

tion of .83; a striking similarity in view of the fact that the Negroes

tested during the war wererural farm laborers to the extent of 60 per

centof thetotal.

Brigham, one of the most pronounced dogmatists as to theinferior-

ity of the Negro, who refers to his importation as the most “sinister

event in the history of America,” recognizes the fact that the northern

Negro scored notably higher than the southern Negro in the Alpha

tests. Mr. Brigham, however, would ascribe this to the fact that “The

most energetic and progressive Negroes have migrated northward,

leaving their duller and less accomplished fellows in the South.” While

this view is amusing whentheopinion of the typical Southerner con-

cerning the Negro migrant is considered, one wonders how Mr.

Brigham squaresthe facts of southern white deficiency with his theory?

However, not to be outdone, Mr. Brigham made a comparison of

northern and southern Negroes who had had the sameschooling, and

triumphantly announced the fact that the same discrepancy was

present. A commentator in Opportunity clearly exposes the fallacy of

such treatmentby inquiring, “By what measuring rod did Mr. Brigham

find the wretched schools of the South to be equal to the northern

schools in all particulars?”

* H. A. Alexander, Schoo/ and Society, Vol. XVI. No. 405.
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RANGEOF IQs

THE EFFECT OF SOCIAL STATUS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUO-
TIENTS (NATIVE WHITE CHILDREN)
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There is but one answer to those who would basetheoriesofracial
inequalities upon the results of the Alpha Army Tests; and thatis the
indisputable truth that Alpha measures environment, and notnative
and inherent capacity. Instead of furnishing material for theracial pro-
pagandists andagitators,it should show thesad deficiency of opportu-
nity which is thelot of every child, white or black, whose misfortuneit
is to be born and reared in a community backward and reactionary in
cultural and educational avenuesof expression.

There are others who would certify the results of other investiga-
tions as demonstratingthe lackofintelligence on the part of Negroes.*
‘Terman,in the investigation which he madewhile revising the original
Binet scale, found that the advancement made bychildren coming
from homesclassified as Inferior, amounted to whatis, at the age of 14,
an equivalent of 2 years. The Negroes were in practically all cases
drawn from the groupclassified as from Inferior homes; yet Terman
states that he has found “a racial dullness in the case of Negroes, Mex-
icans, and Indians.”

In the case of the white children, Mr. Termanstates that the chil-
dren of the lower classes rank lower, not because of any handicap in
social experience, but becausetheir parentsare of inferior mentality as
reflected by their menial and un-remunerative employments. “Com-
mon observation would itself suggest that the social class to which the
family belongs depends less on chance than on the parents’ native
qualities of intellect and character.”

* Carl Brigham, A Study ofAmerican Intelligence.
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Doesthe social environmentof the typical Negro family depend on

native qualities of intellect and character? Doesthe intellect and char-

acter of the Negro parent of Chicago determine whetherhis child will

have therecreationalfacilities, the clean streets, the uncrowdedneigh-

borhood, the cultured associates, of some such locality as Hyde Park,

as compared with the crowded and deadly conditions of the “black

belt”? Does the intellect and character of the Negro parent of Atlanta

determine whetherhis child will have a full day of teaching or a half

one; libraries and museumsto elevate the mind, or backyards and

soiled alleys to learn the elements of crime and vice? Doestheintel-

lect and character of the Negro father of the South determine whether

his child shall attend a 9 months school, with well paid and well pre-

pared teachers, or some dilapidated shack, with 3 or 4 months of

mediocre teaching at the hands of an inadequately paid and careless

teacher? If these conditions of environmentare free and open to the
Negro, withoutfear, favor, or the hint of prejudice as we find it even in
northern schools, we may admit the plausibility of Mr. Terman’s con-
tention, while deploring it from the standpoint of democratic princi-
ples; but until that time, let no conclusions be drawn to the demerit

and under-rating of a race discriminated and segregated, in opportu-
nity and outlook.

Miss Arlitt madea study of several hundred children of a New York
neighborhood.* She too attempted to compare the different race
groups, taking into consideration the race level. When she came to
compare the scores made by the white children of Superior homes
with the scores of the Negro children from a superior social status, she
wasat a loss, for there were noneofthe latter level to warrant compar-
ison! When comparedasto social status within the white groupalone,
she found that “the median IQs for the four groups (Very Superior
homes, Superior, Average, and Inferior) were respectively 92, 107,
118.7, and 125.9, or a difference of 33.9 points between children of
inferior and superior social status, of the same race and attending the
same grades in the sameschools.”

Of the Negro children tested by Miss Arlitt, 93 per cent were from
homesclassified as inferior from the standpointof social advantages.

* Ada H.Arlitt, “On the Need for Caution in Establishing Race Norms,” Journal of
Applied Psychology, Vol. V, No. 2.
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These children made a medianscore of 85; and this score is the same

which ‘Terman found to be the average for the Negro children whom

he tested.

In considering this question,it is well that we should bear in mind

the conclusions of Miss Arlitt. She states that “No study of racial dif-

ferences which fails to take into consideration the social status of the

groups tested can be consideredvalid.”

Yet, this is exactly what Terman, Brigham,and others have attempted

to do in evaluating normspredicating the intellectual inferiority of vari-

ous racial groups. They have forgotten, as we have intimated, that the

intelligence tests, so-called, do not measure intelligence; they have

neglected the fact that the intelligence tester, according to Colvin, must

realize that “We never measure inborn intelligence; we always measure

acquired intelligence, but we infer from differences in acquiredintelli-

gence, differences in native endowment when we compare individuals

in a group who have had commonexperiencesand note the differences

in the attainmentof these individuals.”

In whatway, then, have the individuals, who saw in theintelligence

tests an instrumentfor evaluating racial difference, erred? ‘They have

assumedthat the groups which they compared had a common back-

ground of experience, while a careful analysis of the fact would have

shown that variation amongsocial classes will explain the phenomena

they ascribed to inherentintelligence.

‘There are numberless other investigations which tend to show the

validity of the above conclusion. Binet, the father of tests, found that

the children of the poor wards of Paris scored from one to two years

below the level of the children of an aristocratic private schoolin Brus-

sels; Stern found that the children of the Vorsschule, the class type of

school for the children of the German highersocial orders, were dis-

tinctly above the ratings made bythe children attending the Volks-

schule in Breslau; and William F. Book, in a statewide investigation of

the High Schools of Indiana, found that the poorer southern section of

the state ranked very muchlowerthan thericher and industrial north.

This is the position of the twentieth-century prototype of Gob-

ineau in his attemptto provide a scientific basis for the prejudices of

an unreasoning race-hatred. Instead of the mountain which they

loudly asserted to exist, the observed differences have dwindledinto a

mole hill of insignificant and ill-defined dimensions. ‘The supremacy

of the Nordic dwindles when we find a state like South Carolina,
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whose people can trace their stock almost entirely to England and

Northern Europe, making a median mentalage of 12 years; while such

a state as California or Connecticut, with from 15 to 30 per centoffor-

eign born of South Europeanextraction, averages a median mental age

of 15. And the boasted superiority of the white over the Negro stock

does not seem so impressive when the NegroesofIllinois make a score

of 47.35, while the whites of at least four Southern States were making

a score of 41.

RANK OF WHITE RECRUITS OF SOUTHERN STATES COMPARED WITH MARKS OF

NEGRO RECRUITS OF NORTHERN STATES

SOUTHERN STATES—MEDIAN SCORES OF WHITE RECRUITS

Mississippi 41.25

Kentucky 41.50

Arkansas , 41.55

Georgia 42.12

NORTHERN STATES—MEDIAN SCORES OF NEGRO RECRUITS

Illinois 47-35

NewYork 45.02

Ohio 49.50

Pennsylvania 42.00

 

Withthese facts in mind,it is impossible for anyone to make any
conclusions which do not recognize thesefacts:

(x) The Alpha Army ‘Tests are very accurate measures of opportu-

nity for experience and education.

(2) ‘The Alpha Army Tests were proposedto select in a very short

time large numbers ofofficers, and to segregate the mentally

unfit. In this task they were reasonably successful; but, once

this task completed, their usefulness is at an end save for the

avowedtesting of education and environment.

(3) All tests so far devised and given have shown differences in

social degrees of rating; and all so-called racial difference can

be resolved into social differences.

If these conclusionsare keptin mind,thereis no reason butthat the
intelligence test in time may cometo be a very valuable addition to the
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pedagogical methodology of modern practice. As a valuable instru-
mentofclassification, and as a remedyoftheclassic faults of teachers’
judgment, they may well bring about a revolution in the schools of

tomorrow.

But for those who would make them the fetishes of an impossible

race cleavage—who would make them the shibboleth which would

determine the right of a race to higher avenues of expression and

advancement, the words of Thomas Garth, prominent psychologist,

must be recommended:“The elements in a study of racial mental sim-

ilarities or differences must be these—(1) two so-called races, R1, and

R2; (2) an equal amount of educational opportunity, E, which should

include social pressure and racial patterns of thought; and (3) psycho-

logical tests D, within the grasp of both racial groups. We should have

as a result of our experiment, R1 E D equal to, greater than, or less

than R2 E D.In this experiment the only unknown elements should

be Ri and Ro. If E could be made equal, the experiment could be

worked.”’*

Hasany investigator yet equalized E?

* White, Indian, and Negro Work Curves, Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. V, No. 1;

‘ThomasR. Garth.
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THE RETURN OF THE REPRESSED

IQ

RichardJ. Herrnstein

HE MEASUREMENT ofintelligence forced its way into

America’s public consciousness during World War I, when almost

two million soldiers were tested by the Armyand categorized as “alpha”

and “beta”for literates andi illiterates respectively. The lasting effect of

that innovation has not been the surprise at learning that the average

American soldier had anintelligence equalto that of a thirteen-year-old,

or that artillery officers were substantially brighter than medicalofficers,

or any of the myriad otherstatistical curiosities. Even if those facts are

still as true as they were in 1918, the lasting effect has been the mere use

of the tests and their serious consideration by responsible people. For

intelligence tests, and the related aptitude tests, have more and more

becomesociety’s instrumentfor the selection of human resources. Not

only for the military, but for schools from secondary to professional, for

industry, and for civil service, objective tests have cut away the tradi-

tional grounds for selection—family, social class, and, most important,

money. The traditional groundsare, of course, not entirely gone, and

some social critics wonderif they do not lurk surreptitiously behind the

scenesin our definition of mentalability.

The late Richard J. Herrnstein wasprofessor of psychologyat Harvard University, and the
co-author (with Charles Murray) of The Bell Curve. This piece is excerpted from his arti-
cle which originally appeared in the Adlantic Monthly in September1971.
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Butat least on thefaceofit there is a powerful trend toward “mer-
itocracy”—the advancementof people on the basis ofability, either
potentialor fulfilled, measured objectively.

Lately though, the trend has been deplored, often bythe very peo-
ple most likely to reap the benefits of measured intellectual superior-
ity. More than a few college professors and admissions boards and even
professional testers have publicly condemned mental testing as the
basis for selection of people for schools or jobs. The IQtest, it is said
with fervor, is used by the establishment to promoteits own goals and
to hold down the downtrodden—those non-establishment races and
cultures whoseinterests and talents are notfairly credited by intelli-
gence tests. These dissenting professors and testers are naturally
joined by spokesmenfor the disadvantaged groups. We should, these
voices say, broaden the range of humanity in ourcolleges (to pick the
most frequent target) by admitting students whose low college
entrance examination scores might otherwise have barred the way. For

if the examinations merely fortify an arbitrarily privileged elite in its

conflict with outsiders, we must relinquish them. The ideals of equal-
ity and fraternity must, according to this view, take precedence over

the self-interest of the American—Western European middleclass.

The issue is intensely emotional. It is almost impossible for people

to disagree about the pros and consof intelligence testing and long

avoid the swapping of oaths and anathema.Yet should not the pros and

cons be drawnfrom facts and reason ratherthan labels and insults? For

example,is it true that intelligence tests embody only the crass inter-

ests of Middle America, or do they draw on deeper human qualities? Is

the IQ a measure of inborn ability, or is it the outcome of experience

and learning? Can wetell if there are ethnic andracial differences in

intelligence, and if so, whether they depend upon nature of nurture?Is

there only one kind ofintelligence, or are there many, and if more than

one, what are the relations among themIf the tests are inadequate—

let us say, because they overlook certain abilities or because they

embody arbitrary cultural values—how can they be improved? For

those who havelately gotten their information about testing from the

popular press, it may comeas a surprise that these hard questions are

neither unanswerable nor, in some cases, unanswered. The measure-

mentof intelligence is psychology’s most telling accomplishment to

date. Without intending to belittle other psychological ventures, it
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may be fairly said that nowhere else—not in psychotherapy, educa-

tional reform, or consumer research—has there arisen so potent an

instrumentas the objective measure of intelligence. No doubtintelli-

gence testing is imperfect, and may even be in some sense imper-

fectible, but there has already been too much success for it to be

repudiated on technical grounds alone. If intelligence testing is to

change, it must changein light of what is known, and more is known

than most might think.

[...]

The problem with nature and nurture is to decide which—inheri-

tance or environment—is primary, for the IQ is exclusively the result of

neither one alone. Advocates of environment—the clear majority of

those who express themselves publicly on the subject—must explain

why IQsusually stay aboutthe same during most people’s lives and also

whyhigh or low IQs tend to run in families. ‘Those facts could easily be

construed as signs of a genetic basis for the IQ. The usual environmen-

talist answer argues that IQs remain the sameto the extent that envi-

ronments remain the same. If you are lucky enough to be wellborn,

then your IQ will show the benefits of nurturing, which, in turn, gives

you an advantage in the competition for success. If, on the other hand,

you are blighted with poor surroundings, your mental growth will be

stunted and youare likely to be stuck at the bottom ofthe social ladder.

By this view, parents bequeath to their children not so much the genes

for intelligence as the environmentthat will promote orretardit.

In one plausible stroke the environmentalist arguments seem to

explain, therefore, not only the stability of the IQ but also the similar-

ity between parents and children. Thecaseis further strengthened by

arguing that early training fixes the IQ more firmly than anything we

know howto do later. And then to capit off, the environmentalist may

claim that the arbitrary social barriers in our society trap the under-

privileged in their surroundings while guarding the overprivileged in

theirs. Anyone who accepts this series of arguments is unshaken by

Jensen’s reminder that compensatory education has failed in the

United States, for the answer seemsto be ready and waiting. To some-

one whobelieves in the environmental theory, the failure of compen-

satory education 1s not disproof of his theory, but rather a sign that we

need more and better special training earlier in a person’slife.
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To be sure, it seems obvious that poor and unattractive surround-
ings will stunt a child’s mental growth. To question it seems callous.
But evenif it is plausible, how do we knowit is true? By what evidence
do we test the environmentalist doctrine? The simplest possible
assessmentofthe inherited factorin IQ is with identical twins, for only
environmental differences can turn up between people with identical
genes.In an article recently published in the periodical Behavior Gener-
ics, Professor Jensen surveys four major studies of identical twins who
were reared in separate homes. Most of the twins had been separated
by the age of six months, and almost all by the age of two years. The
twins were Caucasians, living in England, Denmark, and the United

States—all told, 122 pairs of them. Theoverall IQ of the 244 individu-
als was about97, slightly lower than the standard roo. Identical twins

tend to have slightly depressed IQs, perhaps owing to the prenatal

hazards of twindom. The 244 individuals spanned the range of IQs

from 63 to 132, a range that brackets most of humanity—or to be more

precise, 97 percent of the general population on whom intelligence
tests have been standardized.

Being identical twins, the pairs shared identical genetic endow-

ments, but their environments could have beenas different as those of

random pairs of children in the society at large. Nevertheless, their IQs

correlated by about 85 percent, which is more than usual between

ordinary siblings or even fraternal twins growing up togetherwith their

ownfamilies. It is, in fact, almost as big as the correlations between the

heights and weights of these twins, which were 94 percent and 88per-

cent respectively. Even environmentalists would expect separately

raised twins to look alike, but these results show that the IQs match

almost as well. Of course if the environmentaloneset the IQ,the cor-

relations should have been much smaller than 85 percent. It would,

however, be rash to leap to the conclusion that the 85 percentcorrela-

tion is purely genetic, for when twins are placed into separate homes,

they might well be placed into similar environments. ‘The children had

been separated not for the edification of psychologists studying the

IQ, but for the weighty reasons that break families up—illness,

poverty, death, parental incapacity, and so on—andthe accidents of

separation may not have yielded well-designed experiments. Some of

the pairs were no doubtraised by different branches of the same fam-

ily, perhaps assuring them considerable environmental similarity any-

way. In such cases, the correlation of 85 percent would not be purely
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genetic, but at least partly environmental. Fortunately for our state of

knowledge, one of the four studies examined by Jensen included rat-

ings of the foster homesin termsof the breadwinner’s occupation. Six

categories sufficed: higher professional, lower professional, clerical,

skilled, semiskilled, unskilled. Now, with this classification of homes,

we knowa little about whether the twins were raised in homes with a

similar cultural ambience. To the extent that the environment in a

homereflects the breadwinner’s occupation, the answer is unequivo-

cally negative, for there wasliterally no general correlation in the occu-

pational levels of the homes into which the pairs were separated. At

least for this one study-—which happened to be the largest of the

four—the high correlation in IQ resulted from something besides a

social-class correlation in the foster homes, most likely the shared

inheritance.

Twins raised apartdiffer on the average by about seven points in

IQ. Two people chosen at random from the general population differ

by seventeen points. Only four of the 122 pairs of twins differed by as

much as seventeen points. Ordinary siblings raised in the same house-

hold differ by twelve points. Only nineteen of the 122 twin pairs dif-

fered by as muchas that. Andfinally, fraternal twinsraised in the same

home differ by an average of eleven points, which was equaled or

exceeded by only twenty-three of the 122 pairs. In other words, more

than four times out of five the difference between identical twins

raised apartfell short of the average difference betweenfraternal twins

raised together by their own parents. At the same time, those sepa-

rated twins were not so similar in schoolwork. Identical twins raised

together resemble each other in both IQ and school grades. When

twins are separated, their IQs remain quite close, but their grades

diverge. It seems that school performance responds to the environ-

ment substantially more than does the IQ, although neither one is

solely the outcomeof either nature or nurture.

The comparison between IQ andgrades was one themeofJensen’s

controversial earlier article, “How Much Can We Boost IQ and

Scholastic Achievement?,” which appearedin the winter of 1969 in the

Harvard Educational Review, Jensen answered thetitle’s rhetorical

question about IQ with ascholarly and circumspect form of “not very

much.” Thearticle is cautious and detailed, far from extremein posi-

tion or tone. Not only its facts but even mostof its conclusions are

familiar to experts. The failure of compensatory education was the
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occasion for the article, which served especially well in assembling
many scattered but pertinent items. Jensen echoes most experts on
the subject of the IQ by concluding that substantially more can be
ascribed to inheritance than environment. Since the importance of
inheritance seemsto say something aboutracial differences in IQ that
most well-disposed people do not want to hear, it has been argued that
Jensen should not have written on the subject at all or that the Har-
vardEducational Review should not have,as it did, invited him to write
on it.

SomeofJensen’s critics have argued that because environment and
inheritance are intertwined, it is impossible to tease them apart. The
criticism may seem persuasive to laymen, for nature and nurture are
indeedintertwined,andin just the way that makes teasing them apart
mostdifficult. For intelligence—unlike, for example, skin color—the
main agents of both nature and nurture are likely to be one’s parents.
One inherits skin color from one’s parents, but the relevant environ-
ment does not come directly from them but from sun, wind, age, and
so on. For skin color, resemblance to parents signifies (albeit not
infallibly) inheritance; for intelligence, resemblance is ambiguous.
Nevertheless analysis is possible even with IQ, as Jensen andhis pre-
decessors have shown. The most useful data for the purposeare the
correlations between IQ and kinship, as exemplified by the twin stud-
ies, which set genetic similarity high and environmental similarity low.
Foster children in the same homedefine the other extreme of kinship
and environment. If environmenthad no bearingatall on intelligence,
then the IQs of such unrelated children should correlate slightly at
most (and only to the extent caused by a special factor to be men-
tioned shortly). In contrast, if environment wereall, then the correla-
tion should approachthevaluefor naturalsiblings. Actually, the IQs of
foster children in the same homecorrelate by about 24 percent(less
than half the value for natural siblings). However, even the correlation
of 24 percent cannotbecredited entirely to the children’s shared envi-
ronment. Bear in mind that adoption agencies try to place “compara-
ble” children in the same home, which meansthat there is more than
just their common surroundings making them alike. Suppose, for
example, that adoption agenciestried to put children with similar hair
color in any given family. They could check on the natural parents, and
perhaps even on the grandparents, and makea reasonable guess about
the baby’s eventual hair color. The foster children in a given home
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would then often havesirnilar hair color; they would be unrelated by

blood, but the similarity would be more genetic than environmental.

By trying for a congenial match betweenfoster child and foster par-

ents—in appearance and in mental ability—adoption agencies make

the role of environment look more important thanit probablyis.

In between fostersiblings and identical twins come the more famil-

iar relations, and these too have beenscrutinized.If intelligence were

purely genetic, the IQs of second cousins would correlate by 14 per-

cent and thatoffirst cousins by 18 percent (the reasonsfor those pecu-

liar percentages are well beyond the scope of this article, so they are

offered withoutproof). Instead of 14 percent and 18 percent,the actual

correlations are 16 percent and 26 percent—toolarge for genetic influ-

ences alone, but in the right range. Uncle’s (or aunt’s) IQ should, by

the genes alone, correlate with nephew’s (or niece’s) by a value of 31

percent, the actual value is 34 percent. ‘The correlation between

grandparent and grandchild should, on genetic groundsalone, also be

31 percent, whereasthe actualcorrelation is 27 percent, again a small

discrepancy. Andfinally for this brief survey, the predicted correlation

between parent and child, by genes alone, is 49 percent, whereas the

actual correlation is 50 percent using the parents’ adult IQs and 56 per-

cent using the parents’ childhood IQs—in either case too small a dif-

ference to quibble about. Parents and their children correlate aboutas

well whether the children are raised at home or by a foster family,

which underscores the relative unimportance of the environment.

The foregoing figures are lifted directly out of Jensen’s famous

article, figures that he himself culled from the literature of intelli-

gence testing. The measurements say that (1) the more closely

related by blood two people are, the greater the correlation between

their IQs and (2) the correlations fall in the right range from the

purely genetic standpoint. By evaluating the total evidence, and by a

procedure too technical to explain here, Jensen concluded (as have

most of the other expertsin the field) that the genetic factor is worth

about 80 percent andthat only 20 percentis left to everything else—

the social, cultural, and physical environment, plusillness, prenatal

factors, and what have you.

JENSEN’S TWO PAPERS leavelittle doubt aboutthe heritability

of IQ among North American and Western European whites, whom

mostdata on the subject describe. In fact, there is little dispute on this
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score, even among those whoobject vigorously to this work. It is the
relation between heritability and racial differences that raises the
hackles. Given the well-established, roughly fifteen-point black-white
difference in IQ, the argumentis whetherthe difference arises in the
environmentor the genes.If intelligence were entirely genetic, then
racial differences would be genetic simply because they could be due
to nothing else. Conversely, if the genes were irrelevant, then the
racial difference would have to be due to the environment, again
because there would be noalternative. Asit is, IQ reflects both a per-
son’s genes and his environment. Theracial issue really poses the

In general—notjustfor the racial issue—the question of nature and |
nurture boils down to the study of variation. Granted that IQs vary
amongpeople, to what extent doesthe variation correlate with the dif-
ferences in their surroundings on the one hand and with the differ-
ences in their genetic makeup on the other? No one disputes the
existence of all three kinds of variation—in IQ, environment, and
inheritance—only their interconnections. In effect, the environmen-
talist is saying that among a groupofpeople,the various IQsreflect the
various surroundings moreor less without regard to the genes. In con-
trast, the nativist is saying the reverse—that different IQs reflect dif-
ferent genetic endowmentsrather than different environments. The
study of quantitative genetics contrives to answersuchriddles, and so
a brief didactic excursion is in order. But instead of starting the lesson
with IQ, let us consider a trait which we are not emotionally commit-
ted to to begin with.

Suppose we wanted to knowtheheritability of skin color. We
would not needscienceto tell us that dark or fair complexions run in
certain families or larger groups. Nor must webetold that nongenetic
elements also enter in, as when a personis tan from the sun or pale
with illness or yellow from jaundice or red with rage or blue with cold.
The task of quantitative genetics is to come up with a numberthat
says how large a role inheritance plays in the total amountofvariation
in skin color that we see in a particular group of people at a particular
time. If the numberislarge, then skin coloris largely heritable;if very
small, then the heritability is negligible. If the number is large, then
there will be marked family resemblances: if small, then members of
given families will be no more alike than unrelated people. To convey
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such information, the number must reflect which group of people we

choose to study. Considerfirst the United States, with its racial and

ethnic diversity. Much skin variation here is related to ancestry,

whether black, white, yellow, red, or Mediterranean, Nordic, Alpine,

or some blend. Family resemblances in skin color are quite strong in

America, so the heritability should come out large. Now contrast this

with an isolated village in Norway, full of Scandinavians with genera-

tions of pale-skinned ancestors. In the Norwegian town, whateverlit-

tle variation there is in skin coloris likely to be environmental, due to

the circumstancesoflife rather than to the accidentof inheritance. As

regards skin color, children will be no morelike their parents than their

nonrelatives, so heritabiliry should comeoutlow.

The hardest thing to grasp aboutheritability is that it says some-

thing about a trait in a population as a whole, not about the relation

betweenparticular parents and their offspring. Skin color turnsoutto

be moreheritable in the United States than in Norway, even though

the physiological mechanismsof inheritance are surely the same. In

the Norwegian town, a swarthy father and mother (whoprobably got

that way from exposure to the weather) are likely to have children as

fair-skinned as their neighbors. In the American town, however,it is

more likely that the swarthiness of swarthy parents is genetic and

will be passed on to the children. Although heritability is not the

strictly physiological concept that laymen imagine it to be,it is

uniquely useful for talking about the nature-nurture question,for it

tells us whethertraits run in families within a broader population of

individuals.

The technical measure of heritability is a number between o and

1.0 that states how muchofthe variation in a trait is due to genetic fac-

tors. Howit is calculated need notdetain us here. It is enough to know

that a heritability of .5 means (omitting some technical complexities)

that the variation is due half to genetic factors and half to other factors;

a heritability of .2 meansthat only fifth of the variation is genetic, and

so on. Someactualheritabilities of traits in animals may be helpful. In

piebald Holstein cattle, for example, the amount of white in the fur

has a heritability of about .95, a value so high thatit is almost right to

say the environmentplays no role here. In contrast, milk yield has a

heritability of only .3. White in the fur, therefore, breeds more true

than milk production.In pigs, the thickness of body fat has a heritabil-

ity of .55, while the litter size has a heritability of only .15.
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Now backto IQ andtheracial issue. Using the procedures of quan-
titative genetics, Jensen (and most other experts) estimates that IQ has
a heritability between .80 and .85, but this is based almost entirely on
data from whites. We may, therefore, say that 80 to 85 percent of the
variation in IQ amongwhites is due to the genes. Because we do not
know the heritability for IQ among blacks, we cannot make a compa-
rable statementfor them. Butlet us simply assume,for the sake of dis-
cussion, that .8 is the heritability for whites and blacks taken together.
Whatcould wesay about theracial difference in IQ then? The answer
is that we could still say nothing positive aboutit. Recall that the con-
cept of heritability applies to a population as a whole. AIl we could say
is that the differences between people, on the average and without
regard to color, are 80 percent inherited. But within this broad gener-
ality, particular differences could and would be moreorless inherited.
‘Take, for example, the differences in IQ between identical twins.
Even with the average heritability equalto .8, all twin differences have
to be totally environmental, since their genes cannot differ. Or con-
versely, consider the differences between foster children in a given
foster family. Because they are growing up in the same home, their IQ
differences could easily be relatively more genetic than those of peo-
ple taken at random. Whenthis line of reasoning is applied to a racial
(or ethnic) difference in IQ, the only proper conclusion is that we do
not know whetherit is more genetic, less genetic, or precisely as
genetic as implied by a heritability of .8.

Jensen notes that we lack a good estimate of the heritability of
intelligence amongblacks. Although there are scraps of evidencefor a
genetic componentin the black-white difference, the overwhelming
case is for believing that American blacks have been at an environ-
mental disadvantage. To the extent that variations in the American
social environment can promoteor retard IQ, blacks have probably
been held back. But a neutral commentator(a rarity these days) would
haveto say thatthe case is simply notsettled, given our presentstage
of knowledge. To advance this knowledge would not be easy, but it
could certainly be done with sufficient ingenuity and hard work. To
anyone whois curious about the question and whofeels competentto
try to answerIt, it is at leastirritating to be told that the answeris either
unknowableor better not known,and both enjoindersare often heard.
Andthereis, of course, a still more fundamentalissue at stake, which
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be shut off because someonethinkssociety is best left in ignorance.

Setting aside the racial issue, the conclusion about intelligence 1s

that, like other important though notnecessarily vital traits,it is highly

heritable. It is not vital in the sense that it may vary broadly without

markedly affecting survival, although it no doubt affects one’s life-

style. Does it do us any practical good to know how heritable intelli-

gence is? Weare not, for example, on the verge of Galton’s vision of

eugenics, even though we now have the mentaltest that he thought

was thecrucial prerequisite. For goodorill, and for some time to come,

weare stuck with mating patterns as people determine them for them-

selves. No sensible person would want to entrust state-run human

breeding to those whocontrol today’s states. There are, however, prac-

tical corollaries of this knowledge, more humble than eugenics, but

ever moresalient as the growing complexity of human society makes

acute the shortage of high-gradeintellect.

Heritability is first and foremost the measure of breedingtrue, use-

ful for predicting how much of sometrait the average offspring in a

given family will have. For example, to predict the IQ ofthe average

offspring in a family:

1. Average the parents’ [Q’s.

2. Subtract roo from theresult.

3. Multiply the result of (2) by .8 (the heritability).

4. Add the result of (3) to 100.

Thus, given a motherand father each with IQsof 120, their average

child will have an IQ of 116. Someof their children will be brighter

and some duller, but the larger the family, the more nearly will the

average converge onto 116. With parents averaging an IQ of 80, the

average child will have an IQ of 84. The formula predicts something

the experts call “regression toward the mean,” the tendencyforchil-

dren to be closer to the general population average (in this case, IQ

too) than their parents. Andin fact, very bright parents have children

who tend to be merely Jright, while very du// parents tend to have them

merely du//. The amountofregression for a trait depends on the heri-

tability—with high heritability, the regression is smaller than with low.
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Also, for a given trait the regression is greater at the extremesof a pop-
ulation than atits center. In other words, ordinary parentsare morelike
their children (on the average) than extraordinary ones (whether ex-

_ traordinarily high or low). All of these characteristics of the “generation
gap” follow directly and completely from the simple formula given
above. Thus, when the parents average 120, the regression effect is
only four IQ points, but if they averaged 150, the regression effect
would be ten points. In comparison, height, withits heritability of .95,
would show smaller regression effects than IQ, since the multiplier in
step 3 of the formulais closer to 1.0. But even so, verytall parents tend
to have children who are merelytall, and very short parents tend to
have them merely short. As long as the heritability of a trait falls short
of 1.0, there is someregressioneffect.

Intelligence may be drifting up or down for environmental reasons
from generation to generation, notwithstanding the high heritability.
Height, for example,is said to be increasing—presumably becauseof
diet and medicine—even with its .95 heritability. We can easily tell
whether there has been a change in height, for the measures are
absolute, and there is the tangible evidence of clothing, furniture,
coffins, and the skeletons themselves. For intelligence, however, we
have no absolutescales, only relative ones, and the tangible remains of
intelligence defy interpretation. But if height has changed, why not
intelligence? Afterall, one could argue, the IQ has a heritability of only
.8, measurably lower than that of height, so should be even more
amenable to the influence of the environment. That, to besure,is cor-
rect in principle, but the practical problemis to find theright things in
the environment to change—thethings that will nourish the intellect
as well as diet does height. The usual assumption, that education and
culture are crucial, is running into evidence that the physical environ-
ment—for example, early diet—might be more important.In fact, the
twin studies that Jensen surveyed showed that the single most impor-
tant environmental influence on IQ was not education or social envi-
ronment, but something prenatal, as shownbythefact that the twin
heavier at birth usually grew up with the higher IQ.

Suppose we do find an environmental handle on IQ—something,
let us say, in the gestating mother’s diet. What then? Presumably soci-
ety would try to give everyone accessto the favorable factor, within the
limits of its resources. Intelligence would increase accordingly. But
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that would not end our troubles with IQ. Recall that heritability: is a

measure ofrelative variation. Right now, about 80 percentofthe vari-

ation in IQ derives from the genes. If we make the relevant environ-

ment much more uniform (by making it as good as we can for

everyone), then an evenlarger proportion ofthe variation in IQ will be

attributable to the genes. The average person would be smarter, but

intelligence would run in families even more obviously and with less

regression toward the meanthan weseetoday.It is likely that the mere

fact of heritability in IQ is socially and politically important, and the

more so the higherthe heritability.

THE SPECTER of Communism was haunting Europe, said Karl

Marx and Friedrich Engels in 1848. They could point to the rise of

egalitarianism for proof. From Jefferson’s “self-evident truth” of man’s

equality, to France’s “éga/ité” and beyondthatto the revolutions that

swept Europe as Marx and Engels were proclaiming their Manifesto,

the central political fact of their times, and ours, has been the rejection

of aristocracies and privileged classes, of special rights for “special”

people. Thevisionof a classless society was the keystone of the Dec-

laration of Independenceas wellas the Communist Manifesto, however

different the plan for achievingit.

Against this background, the main significance ofintelligence test-

ing is what it says abouta society built around human inequalities.

The messageis so clear that it can be madein the form of a syllogism:

1. If differences in mental abilities are inherited, and

2. Ifsuccess requires those abilities, and

3. Ifearnings and prestige depend on success,

4. Then social standing (which reflects earnings and prestige) will

be based to someextent on inherited differences among people.

Thesyllogism hasfive corollaries, which make it more relevant to

the future than to the pastor present.

(a) As the environment becomes more favorable for the develop-

mentofintelligence,its heritability will increase, as the preceding sec-

tion showed. Regardless of whether this is done by improving

educational methods, diet for pregnant women,or whatever, the more

advantageous we make the circumstancesoflife, the more certainly
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will intellectual differences be inherited. And the greater the heri-
tability, the greater the force of the syllogism.

(b) All modern political credos preach social mobility. The good
society should, we believe, allow people to rise (and, by implication if
not by frank admission, fall) according to their own efforts. The social
barriers of the past—trace, religion, nationality,title, inherited wealth—
are under continuousassault, at least in principle. The separation of
church and state, the graduated income tax, the confiscatory inheri-
tance tax, the laws against discrimination and segregation, the aboli-
tion of legal class and caste systemsall manifest a desire to accelerate
movement on the social ladder. The standard wisdom of our time
avows that people should be free of “unfair” impediments and di-
vested of “unfair” advantagesin all their endeavors. But the syllogism
becomes more potent in proportion to the opportunities for social
mobility, for it is only when able and energetic individuals can rise and
displace the dull and sluggish onesthat there can be sorting out of peo-
ple accordingto inherited differences. Actual social mobility is blocked
by innate humandifferencesafter the social and legal impedimentsare
removed.

(c) It was noted earlier that there are many bright but poor people
even in affluent America. The social ladderis tapered steeply, with far
less room at the top than at the bottom. The obvious way to rescue the
people at the bottom is to take the taper out of the ladder, whichis to
say, to increase the aggregate wealth of society so that there is more
room at the top. Thisis, of course, just what has been happeningsince
the Industrial Revolution. But onerarely noted by-productof poverty
is that it minimizesthe inherited differences betweenclasses by assur-
ing that some bright people will remain at the bottom of the ladder. As
the syllogism implies, when a country gains new wealth,it will tend to
be gathered in the handsofthe natively endowed.In other words, the
growth of wealth will recruit for the upperclasses precisely those from
the lower classes who have the edge in native ability. Whateverelse
this accomplishes, it will also increase the IQ gap between upper and
lower classes, making the social ladder even steeperfor those left at
the bottom.

(d) ‘Technological advance changes the marketplace for IQ. Evenif
every single job lost in automating a factory is replaced by a new job
someplaceelse in a new technology, it is more than likely that some of
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those put out of the old jobs will not have the IQ for the new ones.

Technological unemploymentis not just a matter of “dislocation” or

“retraining” if the jobs created are beyond the native capacity of the

newly unemployed. It is much easier to replace men’s muscles with

machines than to replacetheir intellects. The computer visionaries

believe that their machines will soon be doing our thinkingforus too,

but in the meantime, backhoesare putting ditchdiggers out of work.

And the ones whostay out of work are most likely the ones with the

low IQs. The syllogism implies that in times to come, as technology

advances, the tendency to be unemployed may run in the genes of a

family aboutas certainly as bad teeth do now.

(ec) The syllogism deals manifestly with intelligence. The invention

of the intelligence test madeit possible to gather the data necessary to

back up the three premises. However, there may be other inherited

traits that differ among people and contribute to their success inlife.

Such qualities as temperament, personality, appearance, perhaps even

physical strength or endurance, may enter into our strivings for

achievement and are to varying degrees inherited. The meritocracy

concernsnotjust inherited intelligence, but all inherited traits affect-

ing success, whetheror not we knowoftheir importance or havetests

to gauge them.

The syllogism andits corollaries point to a future in which social

classes not only continue but becomeever moresolidly built on inborn

differences. As the wealth and complexity of human society grow,

there will be precipitated out of the mass of humanity a low-capacity

(intellectual and otherwise) residue that may be unable to master the

common occupations, cannot compete for successand achievement,

and are mostlikely to be born to parents who havesimilarly failed. In

Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, it was malevolent or misguidedsci-

ence that created the “alphas,” “gammas,” and the otherdistinct types

of people. But natureitself is more likely to do the job or something

similar, as the less well-known butfar more prescient book by Michael

Young, The Rise ofthe Meritocracy, has depicted. Young’s social-science-

fiction tale of the antimeritocratic upheavals of the early twenty-first

century is the perfect setting for his timely neologism, the word “mer-

itocracy.” The troubles heanticipated, and that the syllogism explains,

have already caughtthe attentionofalert social scientists, like Edward

Banfield, whose book The Unheavenly City describes the increasingly
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chronic lowerclass in America’s central cities. While Sunday supple-
ments and popular magazines crank out horror stories about genetic
engineering (often with anxious but self-serving testimonials from
geneticists), our society maybesortingitself willy-nilly into inherited
castes. Whatis most troubling aboutthis prospectis that the growth of
a virtually hereditary meritocracywill arise out of the successful real-
ization of contemporarypolitical and social goals. The more we suc-
ceed in achieving relatively unimpeded social mobility, adequate
wealth, the end of drudgery, and wholesome environment, the more
forcefully does the syllogism apply.

Are there alternatives short of turning back tosocial rigidity, poverty,
drudgery, and squalor? Thefirst two premises of the syllogism cannot
sensibly be challenged, for they are true to some extent now and are
likely to become moreso in time. The heritability of intelligence will
grow as the conditions of life are made more uniformly wholesome:
intelligence will play an increasingly important rolein occupational
success as the menial jobs are taken over by machines. The one even
plausible hopeis to block the third premise by preventing earnings and
prestige from depending upon successful achievement. The socialist
dictum. “From each accordingto his ability, to each according to his
needs,” can be seen as a bald denial of the third premise.It states that,
whatever a person’s achievement, his income (economic, social, and
political) is unaffected by his success. Instead, the dictum implies, peo-
ple will get what they need howeverthey perform, but only so long as
they fulfill their abilities. Those in power soon discover that they must
insist on a certain level of performance, for what the dictum neglects is
that “ability”is, first of all, widely and innately variable, and secondly,
that it expressesitself in labor only for gain. In capitalist countries, the
gain is typically in material wealth, but even where the dictum rules(if
such places exist), social and political influence or relief from threat
would be the reward for accomplishment. Humansociety has yet to
find a working alternative to the carrot and thestick. Meanwhile, the
third premise assures the formation ofsocial classes.

Classlessnessis elusive because people vary and because they com-
pete for gain—economic and otherwise. The tendency to respect,
honor, remunerate, and perhaps even envy people who succeedis not
only ingrained butis itself a source of social pressure to contribute to
one’s limit. Imagine, for example, what would happenif the gradient
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of gain were inverted by governmentfiat. Suppose bakers and lum-

berjacks got the top salaries and the top social approval, while engi-

neers, physicians, lawyers, and business executives got the bottom.

Soon thereafter, the scale of IQs would also invert, with the competi-

tion for the newly desirable jobs now including people with the high-

est IQs. (For simplicity’s sake, only IQ is mentioned, but there maybe,

and no doubtare,otherfactors that contribute to success, for recall that

IQ is only necessary, not sufficient.) The top IQs would once again

capture the topofthe social ladder. But no government(let alone peo-

ple themselves)is likely to conduct such an experiment,forit is nota

sensible allocation of a scarce resource like high-grade intelligence.

Nor could a governmentlong equalize the gains from all occupations.

It was noted before that the premium given to lawyers, doctors, engi-

neers, and business managersis notaccidental, for those jobsare left to

incompetents at our collective peril. There are simply fewer poten-

tially competent physicians than barbers. The gradient of occupations

is, then, a natural measureof value andscarcity. And beneaththis gra-

dient is a scale of inborn ability, which is what gives the syllogism its

unique potency.

It seems that we are indeed stuck with the conclusion of the syllo-

gism. The data on IQ andsocial-class differences show that we have

been living with an inherited stratification of our society for some

time. The signs point to more rather than less of it in the future,

assumingthat weare not plunged backinto state of primeval poverty

by somecataclysm or do not turn back to rigidly and arbitrarily privi-

leged classes. Recall that regression toward the mean depends upon

the heritability and that improving the environmentraises the heri-

tability. The higher the heritability, the closer will human society

approacha virtual caste system, with families sustaining their position

on the social ladder from generation to generation as parents and chil-

dren are more nearly alike in their essential features.The opportunity

for social mobility across classes assures the biological distinctiveness

of each class, for the unusual offspring—whether more or less able

than his (or her) closest relatives—would quickly rise above his family

or sink below it, and take his place, both biologically and socially, with

his peers.

If this is a fair picture of the future, then we should be preparing

ourselves for it instead of railing against its dawning signs. Greater
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wealth, health, freedom,fairness, and educational opportunity are nor
going to give us the egalitarian society of our philosophical heritage. It
will instead give us a society sharply graduated, with ever greater
innate separation betweenthetop and the bottom, and ever more uni-
formity within families as far as inherited abilities are concerned. Nat-
urally, we find this vista appalling, for we have beenraised to think of
social equality as our goal. The vista reminds us of the world we had
hoped to leave behind—aristocracies, privileged classes, unfair advan-
tages and disadvantagesofbirth. Butit is different, for the privileged
classes of the past were probably not much superior biologically to the
downtrodden, which is why revolutions had a fair chance of success.
By removingarbitrary barriers betweenclasses, society has encouraged
the creation of biological barriers. When people can freely take their
natural level in society, the upperclasses will, virtually by definition,
have greater capacity than the lower.

The measurementofintelligence is one ofthe yardsticks by which
we mayassess the growing meritocracy, butother tests of human poten-
tial and performance should supplementthe IQ in describing a person’s
talents, interests, skills, and shortcomings. The biological stratification
of society would surely go on whether wehadtests to gaugeit or not,
but with them a more humaneandtolerant grasp of human differences
is possible. And at the moment, that seemsourbest hope.



THE DIFFERENCES ARE REAL

Arthur R. Jensen

N 1969, inthe appropriately academic context of The Harvard

Educational Review 1 questioned the then andstill prevailing doc-

trine ofracial genetic equality in intelligence. I proposed that the aver-

age difference in IQ scores between black and white people may be

attributable as much to heredity as environment. Realizing that my

views might be wrongly interpreted as conflicting with some of the

most sacred beliefs of our democracy, I emphasized the importantdis-

tinction between individual intelligence and the average intelligence

of populations. Moreover, I presented my research in a careful and dis-

passionate manner, hoping that it would stimulate rational discussion

of the issue as well as further research.

Muchto my dismay, however, myarticle set off an emotional furor

in the world of social science. Amplified by the popular press, the furor

soon spread beyond the confines of academia. Almost overnight I

became a cause célébre, at least on college campuses. I had spoken what

Joseph Alsop called “the unspeakable.” To many Americans I had

thought the unthinkable.

Arthur R. Jensenis professor emeritus of educational psychology at the University of Cal-

ifornia, Berkeley. He is author of Genetics and Education, Bias in Mental Testing, and other

works. This essay appeared in Psychology Today, December 1973.
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FOR THE PAST three decadesthe scientific search for an explana-
tion of the well-established black IQ deficit has been blocked largely,
I feel, by fear and abhorrenceof racism. In academiccircles doctrinaire
theories of strictly environmental causation have predominated, with
little or no attempt totest their validity rigorously. The environmen-
talists have refused to consider other possible causes, such as genetic
factors. Research into possible genetic influence on intelligence has
been academically and socially taboo. The orthodox environmental
theories have been accepted not because they have stood up under
proper scientific investigation, but because they harmonize so well
with our democratic belief in human equality.

The civil-rights movement that gained momentum in the 1950S
“required”liberal academic adherenceto the theory that the environ-
ment was responsible for any individual or racial behavioral differ-
ences, and the corollary belief in genetic equality in intelligence.
Thus, when I questioned such beliefs I, and my theories, quickly
acquired the label “racist.” I resent this label, and consider it unfair
and inaccurate.

SINCE THE HORRORS of Nazi Germany, and Hitler’s persecu-
tion of the Jews in the nameofhis bizarre doctrine of Aryan supremacy,
the well-deserved offensiveness of the term “racism” has extendedfar
beyondits legitimate meaning. To me, racism means discrimination
among personson thebasisof their racial origins in granting or denying
social, civil or political rights. Racism meansthe denial of equal oppor-
tunity in education or employmentonthebasis of color or national ori-
gin. Racism encourages the judging of persons noteach accordingtohis
own qualities and abilities, but according to commonstereotypes. This
is the real meaningofracism. Thescientific theory that there are genet-
ically conditioned mental or behavioral differences between races can-
not be called racist. It would be just as illogical to condemn the
recognition of physical differences between racesasracist.

WhenI published myarticle in 1969, manycritics confused the
purely empirical question of the genetic role in racial differences in
mental abilities with the highly charged political-ideological issue of
racism. Because of their confusion, they denounced my attempt to
study the possible genetic causes of such differences. At the same
time, the doctrinaire environmentalists, seeing their own position
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threatened by my inquiry, righteously and dogmatically scorned the

genetic theory of intelligence.

Thankfully, the emotional furor that greeted myarticle has died

down enoughrecently to permit sober and searching consideration of

the true intent and substance of what I actually tried to say. Under

fresh scrutiny stimulated by the controversy, many scientists have

reexamined the environmentalist explanations of the black IQ deficit

and found them to be inadequate. They simply do not fully account

for the knownfacts, in the comprehensive and consistent manner we

should expect of a scientific explanation.

FIRST OF ALL, itis a known and uncontested fact that blacks in

the United States score on average about one standard deviation below

whites on mosttests of intelligence. On the most commonly used IQ

tests, this difference ranges from ten to twenty points, and averages

about fifteen points. This means that only about 16 percent of the

black population exceedsthe test performanceof the average white on

IQ tests. A similar difference of one standard deviation between blacks

and whites holds true for 80 standardized mental tests on which pub-

lished data exist.

A difference of one standard deviation can hardly be called incon-

sequential. Intelligence tests have more than proved themselves as

valid predictors of scholastic performance and occupational attain-

ment, and they predict equally well for blacks as for whites. Unpleas-

ant as these predictions may seem to some people, their significance

cannot be wished away because of a belief in equality. Of course, an

individual’s success and self-fulfillment depends upon manycharac-

teristics Jesides intelligence, but IQ does represent an index, albeit an

imperfect one, of the ability to compete in many walksof life. For

example, manyselective colleges require College Board test scores of

600 (equivalent to an IQ of 115) as a minimum for admission. An aver-

age IQ difference of one standard deviation between blacks and

whites means that the white population will have about seven times

the percentage of such potentially talented persons(i.e., IQs over 115)

as the black population. At the other end of the scale, the fifteen-point

difference in average IQ scores means that mental retardation (IQ

below 70) will occur about seven times as often among blacks as

among whites.
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The IQ difference between blacks and whites, then, clearly has

considerable social significance. Yet the environmentalists dismiss this
difference as artificial, and claim it does not imply any innate or
genetic difference in intelligence. But as I shall show, the purely envi-
ronmental explanations most commonly put forth are faulty. Exam-
ined closely in terms of the available evidence, they simply do not
sustain the burdenof explanation that they claim. Of course, they may
be possible explanationsof the IQ difference, but that does not neces-
sarily make them the mostprobable. In every case for which there was
sufficient relevant evidence to put to a detailed test, the environmen-
tal explanations have proven inadequate. I am not saying they have
been proven 100 percent wrong, only that they do not accountfor a@//
of the black IQ deficit. Of course, there may be other possible envi-
ronmental explanations as yet unformulated and untested.

THE GENETIC HYPOTHESIS on the other hand, has not yet

been put to any direct tests by the standard techniques of genetic

research. It must be seriously considered, however, for two reasons:
(1) because the default of the environmentalist theory, which has

failed in manyofits most important predictions, increases the proba-
bility of the genetic theory; (2) since genetically conditioned physical

characteristics differ markedly betweenracial groups, there is a strong
a priort likelihood that genetically conditioned behavioral or mental

characteristics will also differ. Since intelligence and other mental

abilities depend upon the physiological structure of the brain, and

since the brain, like other organs, is subject to genetic influence, how

can anyone disregard the obvious probability of genetic influence on

intelligence?

Let us consider some of the genetically conditioned characteristics

that we already know to vary between major racial groups: body size

and proportions; cranial size and shape; pigmentation of the hair, skin

and eyes; hair form anddistribution; numberofvertebrae; fingerprints;

bone density; basic-metabolic rate; sweating; consistency of ear wax;

age of eruption of the permanentteeth; fissural patterns on the sur-

faces of the teeth; blood groups; chronic diseases; frequency of twin-

ning; male-female birth ratio; visual and auditory acuity; color

blindness; taste; length of gestation period; physical maturity at birth.

In view of so many genetically conditioned traits that do differ
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between races, wouldn’t it be surprising if genetically conditioned

mental traits were a major exception?

ONE ARGUMENT forthe high probability of genetic influence on

the IQ difference between blacks and whites involves the conceptof

heritability. A technical term in quantitative genetics, heritability refers

to the proportion of the total variation of some trait, among persons

within a given population, that can be attributed to genetic factors.

Oncethe heritability of that trait can be determined, the remainderof

the variance can beattributed mainly to environmental influence. Now

intelligence, as measured by standard tests such as the Stanford-Binet

and many others, does show very substantial heritability in the Euro-

pean and North American Caucasian populations in which the neces-

sary genetic studies have been done. I don’t know of any geneticists

today who have viewed the evidence and whodispute this conclusion.

No precise figure exists for the heritability of intelligence, since,

like any population statistic, it varies from one study to another,

dependingon the particular population sampled,the IQ test used, and

the methodof genetic analysis. Most of the estimates for the heritabil-

ity of intelligence in the populations studied indicate that genetic fac-

tors are about twice as important as environmentalfactors as a cause of

IQ differences among individuals.

I do not Know of a methodologically adequate determination of IQ

heritability in a sample of the U.S. black population. The few esti-

mates that exist, thoughstatistically weak, give little reason to suspect

that the heritability of IQ for blacks, when adequately estimated,

should differ appreciably from that for whites. Of course the absence

of reliable data makes this a speculative assumption.

Whatimplication doesthe heritability w7/#zm a population have con-

cerning the cause of the difference detween two populations? ‘The fact

that IQ is highly heritable within the white and probably the black

population does not by itself constitute formal proof that the differ-

ence between the populations is genetic, either in whole or in part.

However, the fact of substantial heritability of IQ within the popula-

tions doesincrease the @ priori probability that the population differ-

enceis partly attributable to genetic factors. Biologists generally agree

that, almost without exception throughout nature, any genetically con-

ditioned characteristic that varies among individuals within a sub-
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species(i.e., race) also varies genetically between different subspecies.
‘Thus, the substantial heritability of IQ within the Caucasian and prob-
ably black populations makesit likely (but does not prove) that the
black population’s lower average IQ is caused at least in part by a
genetic difference.

Whataboutthe purely cultural and environmental explanations of
the IQ difference? The most common argumentclaims that IQ tests
have a built-in cultural bias that discriminates against blacks and other
poor minority groups. Those whohold this view criticize the tests as
being based unfairly on the language, knowledgeand cognitive skills
of the white “Anglo” middle class. They argue that blacks in the
United States do not share in the sameculture as whites, and therefore

acquire different meanings to words, different knowledge, and a dif-
ferentset of intellectual skills.

HOWEVER COMMONLYandfervently held, this claim that the
black IQ deficit can be blamed on culture-biased or “culture-loaded”

tests does not stand up underrigorousstudy. First of all, the fact that a
test is culture-/oaded does not necessarily meanit is culture-diased. Of
course, many tests do have questions of information, vocabulary and
comprehension that clearly draw on experiences which could only be
acquired by persons sharing a fairly common cultural background.

Reputable tests, called “culture-fair” tests, do exist, however. They

use nonverbal, simple symbolic material commonto a great manydif-

ferent cultures. Such tests measure the ability to generalize, to distin-
guish differences and similarities, to see relationships, and to solve

problems. They test reasoning powerrather than just specific bits of

knowledge.

Surprisingly, blacks tend to perform relatively better on the more

culture-loaded or verbal kinds of tests than on the culture-fair type.

For example, on the widely used Wechsler Intelligence Scale, com-

prised of eleven different subtests, blacks do better on the culture-

loaded subtests of vocabulary, general information, and verbal

comprehension than on the nonverbal performance tests such as the

block designs. Just the opposite is true for such minorities as Orientals,

Mexican-Americans, Indians, and Puerto Ricans. It can hardly be

claimed that culture-fair tests have a built-in bias in favor of white,

Anglo, middle-class Americans when Arctic Eskimos taking the same
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tests perform on a par with white, middle-class norms. Myassistants

and I have tested large numbers of Chinese children who score well

above white norms on such tests, despite being recent immigrants

from Hong Kong and Formosa, knowinglittle or no English, and hav-

ing parents who hold low-level socioeconomic occupations.If the tests

have a bias toward the white, Anglo, middle-class, one might well won-

der why Oriental children should outscore the white Anglos on whom

the tests were originally standardized. Our tests of Mexican-Americans

produced similar results. They do rather poorly on the culture-loaded

types of tests based on verbalskills and knowledge, but they do better

on the culture-fair tests. The sameholds true for American Indians.All

these minorities perform on the twotypes of tests much as one might

expect from the culture-bias hypothesis. Only blacks, among the

minorities we have tested, score in just the opposite manner.

THOSE WHO TALK ofculture bias should also consider thatall

the standard mental tests I know ofare color blind, in that they show

the same reliability and predictive validity for blacks and whites. In

predicting scholastic achievement, for example, we have found that

several different IQ tests predict equally well for blacks and whites.

College-aptitude tests also predict grades equally well for blacks and

whites. The same equality holds true for aptitude tests which predict

job performance.

We havestudied culture bias in some standard IQ tests by making

internal analyses to see which kinds of test items producegreater dif-

ferences in scores between blacks and whites. For example, we made

such an item-by-item check of the highly culture-loaded Peabody Pic-

ture Vocabulary ‘Test, on which blacks average some fifteen points

lower than whites. The PPVT consists of 150 cards, each containing

four pictures. ‘he examiner names oneof the pictures and the child

points to the appropriate picture. ‘The items follow the orderof their

difficulty, as measured by the percentage of the children in the norma-

tive sample whofail the item.

TO ILLUSTRATE thesensitivity of this test to cultural differences

in word meanings, we compared the performance of white school-

children in England with children of the same age in California.

Although the two groups obtained about the sametotal IQ score, the
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California group found some culture-loaded words such as “bronco”
and “thermos” easy, while the London group found them difficult.
The opposite occurred with words like “pedestrian” or “goblet.” Thus
the difficulty of some itemsdiffered sharply depending onthe child’s
cultural background.A similar “cultural” bias shows up when compar-
ing the performanceof boys andgirls, bothblack and white. Though
boys and girls score about equally well overall, they show significant
differences in the rank order of item difficulty; specific items, e.g.
“parachute” versus “casserole” reflect different sexual biases in cul-
tural knowledge.

Yet when we made exactly the same kind of comparison between
blacks and whites in the samecity in California, and even in the same
schools, we found virtually no difference between the two groupsin
the order of items when rankedfor difficulty, as indexed by the per-
cent failing each item. Both groups show the samerank orderofdiffi-
culty, although on each item a smaller percentage of blacks give the
correct answer. In fact, even the differences between adjacent test
items, in terms of percent answeringcorrectly, show greatsimilarity in
both the black and white groups.

If this kind ofinternal analysis reflects cultural bias betweendiffer-
ent national groups, and sexual bias within the sameracial group, why
does it not reflect the supposed bias Jefween the two racial groups? If
the tests discriminate against blacks, why do blacks and whites make
errors on the same items? Why should the most and least common
errors in one group be the sameasin the other?

Another wayinternal analysis can be used to checkfor bias involves
lookingfor different patterns of item intercorrelations. For example,if
a person gets item number20 right, he may be morelikely toget,say,
item 30 right than if he had missed item 20. This follows because the
test items correlate with one another to varying degrees, and the
amount of correlation and the pattern of intercorrelations should be

sensitive to group differences in cultural background. Yet we have

found nosignificant or appreciable differences betweenitem intercor-
relations for blacks and whites.

In summary, we have found no discriminant features of test items

that can statistically separate the test records of blacks and whites any
better than chance, whentherecords are equatedfor total numbercor-

rect. We could do so with the Londonversus California groups, or for
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sex differences within the same racial group. Thus, even when using

the PPVT, one of the most culture-loaded tests, black and white per-

formancesdid not differ as one should expect if we accept the culture-

bias explanation for the black IQ deficit. I consider this strong

evidence against the validity of that explanation.

WHAT ABOUT SUBTLE influences in the test situation itself

which could have a depressing effect on black performance? It has

been suggested, for example, that a white examiner might emotionally

inhibit the performanceof black children in a test situation. Mostof

the studies that have attempted to test this hypothesis have produced

no substantiation of it. In my own study in which 9,000 black and

white children took a numberof standard mental and scholastic tests

given by black and white examiners, there were no systematic differ-

ences in scores according to the race of the examiners. What about the

examiner’s language, dialect, or accent? In one study, the Stanford-

Binet test, a highly verbal and individually administered exam, was

translated into black ghetto dialect, and administered by a black exam-

iner fluent in that dialect. A group of black children whotook the test

under these conditions obtained an average IQ score less than one

point higher than the average IQ score of a control group given thetest

in standard English.

TO TEST THE POPULAR notion that blacks do poorly on IQ

tests because they are “verbally deprived,” we have looked at studies

of the test performances of the most verbally deprived individuals we

know of: children born totally deaf. ‘These children do score consider-

ably below average on verbal tests, as expected. But they perform

completely up to par on the nonverbal culture-fair type of tests. ‘Their

performances, then, turn out to be just the opposite of the supposedly

verbally deprived blacks, who score higher on the verbal than on the

nonverbaltests. |

If one hypothesizes that the black IQ deficit may be due to poor

motivation or uncooperative attitudes of blacks in the test situation,

then one must explain why little or no difference in scores occurs

between blacks and whites on tests involving rote learning and mem-

ory. Such tests are just as demanding in termsof attention, effort and

persistence but do notcall upon the kinds of abstract reasoning abili-
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ties that characterize the culture-fair intelligence tests. We have
devised experimental tests, which look to pupils like any othertests,
that minimize the need for reasoning and abstract ability and maxi-
mize the role of nonconceptual learning and memory. Onthesetests
black and white children average about the samescores. Therefore,
the racial difference clearly does not involve all mental abilities
equally. It involves mainly conceptual and abstract reasoning, and not
learning and memory.

Anotherfactor often cited as a possible explanation for the black IQ
deficit is teacher expectancy—thenotion that a child’s test score tends
to reflect the level of performance expected byhis or her teacher, with
the teacher’s expectation often based on prejudice or stereotypes. Yet
numerousstudies of teacher expectancy havefailed to establish this
phenomenonas a contributing factor to the lower IQ scoresof blacks.

TO TEST THE ENVIRONMENTALIST hypothesis, we have
examined the results of those tests that most strongly reflect environ-
mental sources of variance, and they turn outto be the very tests that
show the least difference between blacks and whitesin averagescores.
The greatest difference in scores between the tworacial groups occurs

on the tests we infer to be more strongly reflective of genetic variance.
If the cultural-environmental hypothesis were correct, just the oppo-
site would betrue.

IN AN ATTEMPT to disprove the genetic hypothesis for the black

IQ deficit, environmentalists frequently cite studies that compare IQs

of socioeconomically matchedracial groups, and find considerablyless
difference in test scores than the usual 15-point difference between

races. Here we have a good example of the “sociologist’s fallacy.” Since

whites and blacks differ in average socioeconomic status (SES), the

matching of racial groups on SESvariables such as education, occupa-

tion and social class necessarily means that the black group is more

highly selected in terms of whateverothertraits and abilities correlate

with SES,includingintelligence. Therefore the two groups have been

unfairly matched in termsof IQ.

‘Those whocite the socioeconomic matchingstudiesalso fail to take

account of the well-established genetic difference between social
classes, which invalidates their comparison. For example, when the
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two races are matchedfor social background,the averageskin color of
the black group runslighter in the higher SES groups. This difference
indicates that genetic characteristics do vary with SES. Thus, SES
matching of blacks and whites reduces the IQ difference not only
becauseit controls for environmental differences, but because it tends

to equalize genetic factors as well.

A HOST ofother environmental variables don’t behave as they ought
to accordingto strictly environmentalist theory of the black IQ deficit.
For example, on practically all the socioeconomic, educational, nutri-
tional and otherhealth factors that sociologists point to as causes of the
black-white differences in IQ and scholastic achievement, the Ameri-
can Indian population ranks about as far below black standards as
blacks do below those of whites. The relevance of these environmental
indices can be shownbythefact that within each ethnic group they cor-
relate to some extent in the expected direction with tests of intelli-
gence and scholastic achievement. Since health, parental education,
employment, family income, and a number of more subtle environ-
mental factors that have beenstudied are all deemed importantfor chil-
dren’s scholastic success, the stark deprivation of the Indian minority,
even by black standards, ought to be reflected in a comparison of the
intelligence and achievement-test performance of Indians and blacks.
But in a nationwide survey reported in the Coleman Report, in 1966,
Indians scored Aigher than blacks onall such tests, from thefirst to the
twelfth grade. On a nonverbaltest givenin the first grade, for example,
before schooling could have had much impact, Indian children
exceeded the meanscore of blacks by the equivalent of 14 IQ points.
Similar findings occur with Mexican-Americans, whorate below blacks
on socioeconomic and other environmental indices, but score consider-
ably higher on IQ tests, especially on the nonverbal type. Thus the
IQ difference between Indians and blacks, and between Mexican-
Americansandblacks, turns out opposite to what one would predict
from purely environmental theory, which of course, assumes complete
genetic equality for intelligence. No testable environmental hypothesis
has as yet been offered to accountfor these findings.

WHAT ABOUT malnutrition, anotherfactor frequently cited by the
environmentalists to disprove the genetic hypothesis? Malnutrition
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has indeed been found to affect both physical and mental develop-

ment in a small percentage of children in those areas of the world that

suffer severe protein deficiencies: India, South America, South Africa,

and Mexico. But few blacks in the United States show any history or

signs of severe malnutrition, and I have found no evidence that the

degree of malnutrition associated with retarded mental development

afflicts any major segmentof the U.S. population.

Nor do I know of any evidence among humans that maternal mal-

nutrition, by itself, can have pre- or postnatal effects on a child’s men-

tal development. The severe famine in the Netherlands during the

last years of World War II provided an excellent case study of such a

possibility. Thousands of men conceived, gestated, and born during

the period of most severe famine, were later tested, as young adults, on

Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices, a nonverbal reasoning test.

Their scores did notdiffer significantly from the scores of other Dutch

youths of the same age who had not been exposed to such maternal

nutritional deprivation.

If further research should definitely establish the existence of

genetically conditioned differences in intelligence between certain

races, what would be the practical implications? It would take several

articles to consider the question adequately, but the only morally ten-

able position in humanrelations would remain unchanged:thatall per-

sons should be treated according to their own individual characteristics,

and not in termsof their group identity. Let me stress that none of the

research I have discussed here allows one to conclude anything about

the intelligence of any individual black or white person.

Equality of rights and opportunities is clearly the most beneficial

condition for any society. Acceptance ofthe reality of human differ-

ences in mental abilities would simply underline the need for equality

of opportunity in order to allow everyone to achieve his or her own

self-fulfillment. In order to take account and advantageofthe diversity

of abilities in the population, andtruly to serveall citizens equally, the

public schools should move beyond narrow conceptionsof scholastic

achievement. They should offer a much greater diversity of ways for

childrenof whatever aptitude to benefit from their education.

I HAVE TRIED toemphasize the uncertainty of our knowledge of

the causes of race differences in mental abilities. I do not claim any
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direct or definite evidence, in terms of genetic research, for the exis-

tence of genotypic intelligence differences between races or other
human population groups.I have not urged acceptance of a hypothesis

on the basis of insufficient evidence.I have tried to show that theevi-
dence we now have does not support the environmentalist theory,

which, until quite recently, has been acceptedasscientifically estab-
lished. Social scientists have generally accepted it without question,

and mostscientists in other fields have given silent assent. I have
assembled evidence which, I believe, makes such complacent assent

no longer possible, and reveals the issue as an open question,calling
for muchfurtherscientific study.

MoOsT OF THE SCIENTISTS andintellectuals with whom I

have discussed these matters in the past few years see no dangerin
furthering our knowledge of the genetic basis of racial differences in
mental or behaviorial traits. Nor do they fear general recognition of
genetic differences insuchtraits by the scientific world, if that should
be the eventual outcome of further research. They do see a dangerin
politicizing a basically scientific question, one that should be settled
strictly on the basis of evidence.

Most of the attempts to politicize the issue, I have found, come
from the radical left. True liberals and humanists, on the other hand,

wantto learn the facts. They do not wish to expendtheir energies sus-
taining mythsandillusions. They wish to face reality, whatever it may
be, because only on thelevel of reality can real problemsbeeffectively
confronted. This means asking hard questions, and seeking the
answers with as much scientific ingenuity and integrity as we can
muster. It means examining all reasonable hypotheses, including
unpopular ones. It means maintaining the capacity to doubt what we
might most want to believe, acknowledging the uncertainties at the
edge of knowledge, and viewing new findings in termsof shifting
probabilities rather than as absolute conclusions.



DIFFERENCES ARE NOT DEFICITS

Theodosius Dobzhansky

TS HE DOCTRINE thatall men are created equal is widespread

in much of the modern world. We take equality for granted in

American tradition, spell it out in the Declaration of Independence,

but the idea frequently bogs down in misunderstanding and apparent

contradictions. Equality is often confused with identity, and diversity

with inequality.

Even some reputable scientists claim biology demonstrates that

people are born unequal. This is sheer confusion; biology proves noth-

ing of the sort. Every personis indeed biologically and genetically dif-

ferent from every other. Even identical twins are not really identical;

they are recognizably separate persons who may engage in different

occupations and achieve unequal socioeconomicstatus. But this phe-

nomenonis biological diversity, which has nothing to do with human

inequality.

Humanequality and inequality are sociological designs, not biolog-

ical phenomena. Human equality consists of equality before the law,

political equality and equality of opportunity. These are humanrights

that come from religious, ethical or philosophical premises, not from

Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900-1975), a Russian-born American geneticist, taught in

California and New York; he was well-knownfor his research on Drosophila andhis writ-

ings on genetics and evolution. This essay appeared in Psychology Today.
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genes. Ihe United Nations recognizedthis fact in its 1952 UNESCO

statement on race: “Equality of opportunity and equality in law in no

way depend, as ethical principles, upon the assertion that human

beings are in fact equal in endowment.”

We may grant equality to all members of the humanspeciesorto

only a small segment of the population, but we cannot brush away

genetic diversity; it is an observable fact. Andlaterin this article I will

indicate how a society of equality of opportunity is most propitiousfor -

humanself-fulfillment.

‘The reader may question whethergenetic diversity has a social sig-

nificance. Atfirst thought, the answer seemsto be no. With the excep-

tion of somepathological variants, one’s form of enzymeor blood group

seems to make no difference socially but genes may haveeffects that

modify several characteristics. One cannot rule out the possibility that

apparently neutral genetic variants may produce physiological or men-

tal changes. For example, somescientists claim that B, A and O blood

groups have something to do with resistance to plague, smallpox and

syphilis respectively. The validity of this claim is still underscrutiny.

It has been established, however, with varying degreesofcertainty,

that many humantraits which unquestionably matter to their posses-

sors and to society, are genetically conditioned. Intelligence, personal-

ity, and special abilitiesareall susceptible to modification by genetic as

well as environmental factors. And recent sensational and inflamma-
tory pronouncements about the genetic basis for racial and socioeco-

nomic differences in IQ make mandatorya critical consideration of the
subject.

THE UNDERPINNINGS of humanintelligence are still some-
what unclear. ‘The most extreme environmentalists say we enter the
world with a blank slate upon which circumstancewritesa script. Strict |
hereditarians, on the other hand, believe that parental genes dictate
our abilities.

A moderate form of the blank-slate doctrine appeals to manysocial
scientists, who believe we are born with essentially equal potentiali-
ties, and becomedifferentprimarily through upbringing, training and
social position. They say that cultural and socioeconomicdifferences
can explain the disparity in intelligence scores between races and
classes.
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Even a tempered view of genetic predisposition is distasteful in a

competitive society. It seems hardly fair that some persons shouldstart

life with an advantageoverothers, and particularly repugnantto think

that oneraceorclass is superior to another. But dislike of a theory does

not prove or disprove anything.

A third, and more likely, explanation exists for individual and group

differences in IQ. Both environmentand genetic conditioning may be

at work. In this explanation, the bone of contentionis not environment

versus heredity, but how much environment and how muchheredity.

For a clear understanding of the matter, we must define what we

mean by IQ. Anintelligence quotient is not a measure of the overall

quality or worth of an individual. Someone with a high IQ may be

vicious, selfish, lazy and slovenly, while someone with a lower score

may be kind, helpful, hard-working and responsible. Even psycholo-

gists disagree about the mental and psychophysicaltraits an IQ test

measures. Sir Cyril Burt was one of those who claimed that “we may

safely assert that the innate amountof potential ability with which a

child is endowedat birth sets an upperlimit to what he can possibly

achieve at school or in afterlife.” He believed IQ measures this sup-

posedly innate ability. Others deny that intelligence testing provides

any valid information, and seeit merely as a device that the privileged

use to maintain their status over the less advantaged. Further, there is

always the danger that IQ tests are biased in favor of the race, social

class, or culture of those who devised the tests. Certainly all existing

intelligence tests fall short of being culture-free or culture-fair.

IT 1S UNDENIABLE, however,that there are significantstatistical

correlations between IQ scores and success in schooling, advances in

the existing occupational structure, and prestige in Western societies.

Researchers have also securely established that zudividual difter-

ences in scores are genetically as well as environmentally conditioned.

The evidence comes from more than 50 independentstudiesin eight

countries. But how muchofthis variation is due to genetics, or heri-

tability as scientists call it, is unknown. The best estimates come from

studies on twins and other close relatives reared together and apart.

Arthur Jensen has carefully reviewed these data, and his analysis has

indicated that approximately 80 percent of individual differences in
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IQ are inherited. This degree of heritability is high compared to the

genetic componentsofothertraits in different organisms. It is much

higher than that of egg production in poultry or yield in corn, yet ant-

mal and plant breeders have substantially improved these characteris-

tics through genetic selection. In insects, artificial selection has

induced spectacular changesfor traits that are only half as genetically

conditioned as human IQ,

Because people misunderstand the significance of the high heri-

tability of IQ, we should clarify what it does and does not mean. ‘To

begin with, it does not mean that genes alone condition IQ. A posses-

sor of certain genes will not necessarily have a certain IQ. ‘The same

gene constellation can result in a higher or lower score in different cir-

cumstances. Genes determine the intelligence (or stature or weight) of a

person only in his particular environment. The trait that actually

developsis conditioned by the interplay of the genes with the environ-

ment. Every person is unique and nonrecurrent, and no twoindividu-

als, except identical twins, have the same genes.

MARIE SKODAK and Harold M. Skeels showed the influence of

environmenton IQ in their studyof identical twins raised together and

apart. They found a consistently lower IQ correlation between twins

raised apart comparedto that between twins reared together. Because

identical twins have identical genes, the greater IQ differences in

twins raised apart, compared to those reared together, must be due to

their different environments.

Nowlet us consider people in general rather than a particular per-

son. Genesreally determinereaction ranges for individuals with more

or less similar genes. Genetic traits emerge in the process of develop-

ment as one’s genetic potential is realized. Similar genes mayhavedif-

ferent effects in unlike environments, and dissimilar genes may have

similar effects in like environments.

Butit is not useful to say that genes determine the upper and lower

limits of intelligence, since existing environments are endlessly vari-

able and we constantly add new ones. To test the reactions of a given

gene constellation in all environments is obviously impossible. For

example, how could one discover the greatest height I could become

in some very propitious environment, or the shortest stature I could
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have in another environmentandstill remain alive? It is even morefar-
fetched to forecast stature in environments that may be engineeredin

the future, perhaps with the aid of some new growth hormone.
More importantly, heritability is not an intrinsic property of IQ, but

of the population in which it occurs. Consideration of limiting cases

makesthis obvious. If we had a population of genetically identical per-

sons,all individual differences in IQ would be environmentally deter-
mined. There would be wo genetic influence affecting the differences in

IQ that developed amongthem.Alternately, if all members of the pop-
ulation lived in the same environment, all IQ differences would be

genetic. Therefore, we must confine our estimates of the heritability

of IQ to the population under studyandto the time wecollected the

data.

WHEN WE LOOK at estimates of heritability, we must keep in

mind the genetic and environmental uniformity or heterogeneity of

the population studied. Most of the information on IQ comes from

studies on white, middle-class populations. The most abundantdata

pertain to research on twinsandsiblings raised together. Children in

the same family do not grow up in identical environments, but their

surroundingsare certainly more alike on the average than those across

socioeconomic classes or races. Estimating heritability of IQ differ-

ences in one population is beset with pitfalls. Cross-racial and cross-

class research is even moredifficult.

Scientists have documented differences in average IQ for various

socioeconomic classes. This is neither surprising nor unexpected,

since we know that educational and other opportunities are unequal

for members of different social classes. Burt summarized data on

40,000 parents andtheir children in England. He gathered information

on higher professional, lower professional, clerical, skilled, semiskilled

and unskilled workers. Fathers in the higher professional category had

an average IQ of about 140. This score was about 85 for the unskilled

laborers. Children’s average IQs ranged from about 121 for the higher

professional group to about 93 in the unskilled sample. ‘The children

of the high professionals scored lowerthan their fathers while the chil-

dren of the unskilled workers scored higher than their fathers. ‘This is

the well-known phenomenon called regression toward the mean.

Regardless of whether the IQ differences between occupational
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classes are mainly genetic or environmental, children do not fully

inherit the superior or inferior performanceoftheir parents.

THE SITUATION is analogous with human races. Researchers

have found a consistent ten to twenty point disparity in average IQ

scores between blacks and whites in the U.S. And because races,

unlike socioeconomic groups, are usually physically recognizable, this

disparity is often blamed on inferior black genes. But persons who

belong to different races, whether they live in different countries or

side byside, do not alwavs have equal opportunities for mental devel-

opment. Nobody, not evenracists, can deny thatliving conditions and

educational opportunities are disparate in races andclasses.

After psychologist Arthur Jensen explicitly recognizes that heri-

tability of individual differences in IQ cannot be used as a measure of

average heritability across populations, hetries to do just that. In fair-

ness to Jensen, he presents a detailed analysis of the environmental

factors that could accountfor the discrepancy, but then he concludes

that noneofthesefactors or their combinations can explain the differ-

ence in average black and white IQ scores. He appeals to studies

which try to equate black and white environments by comparing pop-

ulations of equal socioeconomic status. This diminishes the IQ differ-

ence between the two races, but it does not erase the difference.

Jensen takesthis as evidencethat a strong genetic componentIs oper-

ating. I remain unconvinced.

W. F. BodmerandL.L. Cavalli-Sforza have pointed out the inade-

quacies of equating similar socioeconomic status with similar total

environment. In their words: “It is difficult to see, however, how the

status of blacks and whites can be compared. The very existence of a

racial stratification correlated with a relative socioeconomic depriva-

tion makes this comparison suspect. Black schools are well known to

be generally less adequate than white schools, so that equal numberof

years of schooling certainly do not mean equal educational attain-

ments. Wide variation in the level of occupation must exist within each

occupational class. Thus one would certainly expect, even for equiva-

lent occupational classes, that the black level is on the average lower

than the white. No amount of money can buya black person’s way into

a privileged upper-class white community, or buy off more than two

hundred years of accurnulated racial prejudice on the part of the
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whites ... It is impossible to accept the idea that matchingfor status
provides an adequate, or even substantial, control over most important
environmental differences between blacks and whites.”

THE CONTROVERSY overtherelative influence of nature and
nurture on racial differences in IQ has grown hotter since scientists
documented the high heritability of individual IQ. Racists try to gain
maximum propaganda mileage from this fact, but the different race
and class averages maybeless genetically conditioned than individual
variations in IQ.

Sandra Scarr-Salapatek shows evidence ofthis proposition in her
study of twins in Philadelphia schools. She attacks the presumption
that the influence of genetics and environmentis simply additive, and
suggests that the two factors may operate dependently andin different
ways. She hypothesizes that genetic differences show up more in per-
sons who mature in favorable surroundings, but remain hidden or
unused in individuals from adverse or suppressive environments. If
her assertion is correct, the heritability of IQ should be lower among
disadvantaged groups (both social and racial) than among privileged
classes. On the other hand, if genetic and environmental influences
simply add together, heritability should be uniform in all groups.

Scarr-Salapatek tested the two hypotheses in her study ofintelli-
gence andscholastic-aptitude test data on 1,521 pairs of twins attend-
ing public schools in Philadelphia. She compared test scores across
races and across socioeconomic levels and found that differences
between upper and lowerclass blacks were much smaller (5.3 points)
than those between whites of similar classes (16.1 points). More
importantly, for both blacks and whites, test scores varied more among
advantaged than among disadvantaged children. She concludes:
“From studies of middle-class white populations, investigators have
reached the conclusion that genetic variability accounts for about 75
percentof the total variance in IQ scores of whites. A closer look at
children reared under different conditions showsthat the percentage
of genetic variance and the meanscores are very much a function of
the rearing conditions of the population.A first look at the black pop-
ulation suggests that genetic variability is important in advantaged
groups, but much less important in the disadvantaged. Since most
blacksare socially disadvantaged, the proportion of genetic variancein
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the aptitude scores of black childrenis considerably less than that of

white children...” |

Scarr-Salapatek’s work lends further support to the possibility that we

can explain at least a part of racial and socioeconomic differences in IQ

with environmental reasons. But nothing I have said excludesthe possi-

bility that there is also a genetic componentin such differences. We sim-

ply don’t know. Theavailable data are inadequate to settle the question.

SUPPOSE for the sake of argument, that the average intelligence of

someclass or race is lower than the averageforotherclasses or racesin

the environments that now exist. This still would not justify race and

class prejudice, since one could still induce important changes in man-

ifested intelligence by intensive care and tutoring of children. Perhaps

it may even be possible to nullify or to reverse the disparity of group

averages by altering environments and practicesof child rearing.

Wehave seen that individual variability within classes and racesis

both genetically and environmentally conditioned. This is true of IQ

as well as scholastic aptitude and achievement. We should keep in

mind that IQ is not a unitary trait determined by a single gene, but

rather it is a composite of numerous genetic components. IQ surely 1s

not the only genetically conditioned trait. Less detailed butstill sub-

stantial evidence suggests that many personality characteristics and

special abilities, from mathematics to music, have genetic compo-

nents. It is accurate to say that whenevera variable humantrait, even

an apparently learned habit such as smoking, has been studied genet-

ically, some genetic conditioning has come to light. In any case,

genetic conditioning, no matter how strong, does not preclude

improvementby manipulation of the environment, as we have shown

in our discussionof race, class and IQ.

Let us return to myoriginal thesis that we can maximizethe benefits

of human diversity in a society whereall individuals have truly equal

opportunities. It is utterly unlikely that the incidenceofall genetically

conditioned traits will remain uniform throughout all socioeconomic

classes. While genesfor a particular trait, such as IQ, eyesightor stature,

may be more commonin class A thanin class B, this does not meanthat

all A persons and noB individuals will possess these genes. Since only

gene frequencies are involved, an individual’s potentialities are deter-

mined by his own genetic endowment,notbyhis class or race. So only
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in a society of equal opportunity forall, regardless of race or class, will
every individual have a chanceto usehisfullest potential.

Scholastic ability and achievement are important determinants of
social mobility in a society with equality of opportunity. Schools and
universities are principal ladders for socioeconomic rise. Insofar as
achievement is genetically conditioned, social mobility is in part a
genetic process. In Genetics and Sociology, Bruce K. Eckland writes
“... talented adults rise to the top of the social hierarchy and the dull
fall or remain on the bottom. Therefore,as the system strives to achieve
full equality of opportunity, the observed within-class variance among
children tends to diminish while the between-class variance tends to
increase on selective traits associated with genetic differences.” Some
may be chagrined to learn that increasing equality of opportunity
increases, rather than decreases, genetic differences between socioeco-
nomic classes. But I intend to show that if we had true equality of
opportunity, the classes as we know them now would no longer exist.

WE CAN MAXIMIZE the benefits of human diversity without cre-
ating a meritocracy in which the genetic elite concentrate in the upper
socioeconomicclasses. With anything approaching full equality, those
most genetically and environmentallyfit for each trade,craft or profes-
sion will gravitate to that occupation. But these aggregations of genetic
aptitudes will not result in socioeconomic classes or castes. I believe
they will develop into new social phenomena,barely foreshadowedat
present.

These aptitude aggregationswill differ from our present socioeco-
nomic classes primarily by their fluidity. Aggregations will gain new
members whoare not descended from old members. Thesegainswill
be offset by losses of some of the progeny of old members whowill
join other occupational groups. Some gains and losses may come to
pass when individual occupations become moreorless attractive or
socially important. Others will be genetically conditioned and hence
genetically significant. ‘They result from the segregationof trait genes
and mustnot be frustrated by the impulses of parents either to make
their offspring follow in their own occupational footsteps, or to propel
them to moreprivileged job categories.

Butit is unlikely that every memberof, say, the musicians aggrega-
tion, would have the gene for music, evenif such a genereally existed.
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Morelikely the genetic basis of musical talentis a constellation of sev-

eral genes, and possibly ofdifferent genes in different persons. Some

children in the groupwill lack this genetic predisposition toward musi-

cal talent, and move onto other aggregations. Conversely, sometal-

ented musicians will be born in other aggregations, and will pass into

the aggregation of musicians. This is to some extent analogous to

present social-class mobility, but it is more closely tied to human

genetics. While socioeconomic mobility is only vertical, aggregate

mobility is horizontal and vertical. _

Genesfor various aptitudesexist in all social strata and professional

aggregations, but propinquity and assortive mating will greatly

increase the numberof marriages betweenindividuals whocarry genes

for similar aptitudes. This will not necessarily yield a bumpercrop of

geniuses, but it enhancesthe possibility.

IT IS NOT SURPRISING that not everybody welcomes the

prospect of equality. Even a few biologists have concocted horrendous

tales of its genetic consequences. They say equality has drained the

lower classes of genetic talents, and only worthless dregs remain. We

can dispel this fantasy by pointing out that a former untouchableis a

cabinet minister in India’s government, and that after mostofthe aris-

tocracy was destroyed during the Russian revolution, able individuals

from the former lowerclasses took over the functions of government.

On the other hand, it may not seem realistic to envisage an entire

society consisting of elite aggregations. Maybeonelarge aggregatewill

be left with no particular aptitudes. To this I can only say that I agree

with Scarr-Salapatek. Differences between humans “can simply be

accepted as differences and notas deficits. If there are alternate ways

of being successful within the society, then differences can be valued

variations on the human theme regardless of their environment or

genetic origins.” We must not brand people or professionsas elite or

common. To complementequality of opportunity we need equality of

status. Manual labor is not intrinsically inferior to intellectual labor,

even though more of us may be more adept at the former than at the

latter. The presence ofrare abilities need not detract from apprecia-

tion of more common ones. Though this may be hard to accept for

individuals who grew up in a class society, I feel it is ethically desir-

able. Moreover, history is moving in this direction.



JENSEN AND EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES

Carl Bereiter

| N THESE DECADES commonsense does not know what to
make of humaninequality. For millennia inequality was viewed

as part of the natural order, with nature’s differences and society’s
differences harmoniously coordinated. That view has collapsed, but
no other coherent view has cometo take its place. Commonsense
recognizes naturally occurring ability differences, but it has never
assimilated the Mendelian model, which offers an integrative expla-
nation of both similarities and differences as these relate to both
genetic and environmental effects. Instead, common sense has
tended to attribute similarities mainly to heredity and differences
mainly to the environment, a fundamentally incoherent model
which, however, worksfairly well on a day-to-day basis. A modelthat
attributes human differences mainly to the environmentis also, of
course, compatible with egalitarian social programs, including pro-
gressive educational programs.

The thrust of Jensen’s work,as I see it, has been toward establish-
ing a more coherent modelofability differences in the minds of edu-
cated people. It has not been sufficient, of course, simply to expound
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a scientifically more adequate model. Too muchis at stake morally.

Whatever the excesses someof Jensen’s critics may have goneto, they

‘have been correctin their intuition that any change in the way we view

ability differences is a potential threat to the worldwide drive toward

social equality.

Jensen’s massive research program has not succeededininstalling a

different model of humandifferences in the common understanding.

Indeed, commonsensein the last two decades may haveslipped far-

ther away from a coherent model, and Jensen’s work may only have

lessened the slide. But commonsenseis bound to change. For educa-

tors, and I trust for manyothersocial agents, Jensen has provided an

indispensable scientific basis for ‘reconceptualizing differences in

humanintelligence. It remains, however, for someoneto reveal to us a

way of thinking about humandifferences that is morally as well assci-

entifically coherent. Jensen has not accomplished this, but muchless

so havehis critics. Intelligence and social equality are both too impor-

tant to the survival of civilization for us to persist much longer with

models that require us to ignore one in order to conceive of the other.

In this chapter I make no pretense of revealing a “morally as wellas

scientifically coherent way of thinking about human differences.” But

I do hope my remarks will be seen as contributing to the purpose.

Jensen’s work is often seen as damaging to hopes that education can

play a significant role in promotingsocial equality. Partly this is true in

that he has confronted educators with evidencethat ability differences

have deeper roots than many had supposed.Partly it is false and rests

on misinterpretations of his research. Andpartly, I believe, it reveals

some limitations in Jensen’s own approach to the issues of education

and inequality. The focus of the chapteris on sorting out these three

aspects of the implications of Jensen’s work.

THE TITLE of the paper that rocked education. “How Much Can

We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?” wasactually a misnomer.

Thetitle should have been “How Much Can We ReduceInequality in

IQ and Scholastic Achievement?”As critics were quick to point out

(e.g., Crow, 1969), and as Jensen readily acknowledged,heritability is

largely irrelevant to the question of how much intelligence and

achievementin school subjects can be improved. Onthe other hand,

heritability is highly relevant to the question of how much education
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and other environmental factors can be expected to reduce individual
and group differences.

Confusion between the issues of improvability and equalizability
has sapped muchofthe educational significance of discussions about
heredity and mental abilities. To argue that intelligence cannot be
improved amounts to arguing that education is impossible. The re-

role of heredity in individual differences and then to focus on the
improvability of intelligence (e.g., Bloom, 1969; Hunt, 1969). The im-
provability of intelligence remains a significant scientific issue (cf.
Detterman and Sternberg, 1982), and Jensen’s recent work on mental
speed is relevantto it. But it is not the rightiissue to discussin relation
to Jensen’s work onheritability.

Jensen’s main point aboutheritability and individual differences
can be conveyed by simple arithmetic. If the heritability of IQ is
taken to be .70, then getting rid of @// the variance due to environ-
ment would reduce the variance of IQ by 30 percent—from 256 to
179. But this would reduce the standard deviation of IQ only from 16
to 13.4 points (the square roots of the preceding numbers). This is a
significant reduction,to be sure, but one notlikely to be noticeable at
the classroom level. Changingthe heritability estimate to .60 or .80
does not substantially alter the picture. At the same time, however, a
heritability of .60 to .80 allows plenty of room for significantincreases
in individual or mean IQ: every standard deviation of relevant
improvement in the environment should produce a gain of 7 to 10
points. But except through somestrange inversion, whereby the envi-
ronments of high-IQ children were degraded while those of low-IQ
children were raised, there is no way within the arithmetic presented
here that the improvability of IQ can be translated into a major equal-
ization of IQ.

Apart from simply ignoringit, there are several ways of countering
the discouraging spectacle of genetically determined educational
inequality. One mayargue for a radically lower estimate of the heri-
tability of intelligence or deny that individual differences are as great
as they appear (arguing on groundsofbiasor invalidity of intelligence
tests).

Analternativeis to shift the focus from intelligence to its outcomes.
This was the main practical message of Jensen’s original “IQ and
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Scholastic Achievement” article. The argument Jensen advanced

there was that, since scholastic achievement shows lower heritability

than IQ,the prospects for ameliorating educational inequality are bet-

ter if educators focus on promoting achievementrather than on raising

IQ. Although the conclusion is one that Jensen has continuedto argue

for, the original argument was weak and hedid notsustain it for long.

In the first place heritability ratios for school achievement, although

somewhatlowerthan for IQ,are still high enough that equalizing envi-

ronments would not substantially reduce inequality.

A more practical objection, however, is that improvementsin the

quality of education typically aim at helping students “realize their

potential,” which very likely means increasing individual differences.

Thelowerheritability of school achievement mayreflect, among other

things, faulty instructions, which results in a numberof bright children

failing to master academic skills. Alleviating such deficiences of the

education system could be expected to increase the correlation of

school achievementwith IQ and henceincreaseits heritability.

FROM AN EDUCATIONAL STANDPOINT the essence of

Jensen’s work on group differences can be summedupbythe subtitle

of one of his articles—“The Differences Are Real” (1973c). Although

his notoriety comes from having suggestedthatracial and groupdiffer-

ences in IQ might have a genetic component,his research has not pur-

sued that issue. From a practical educational standpointit is of no

immediate importance whether group differences in test scores are

wholly a consequence of environmental factors or whether they are

due in some degree to genetic factors. What does matter, however,is

whether test score differences represent real differences in aptitude

and acquired knowledge or whethertheyare Just artifacts—reflections

of test wiseness, test bias, and thelike.

The tendency to dismiss test score differences as meaningless has

been very strong throughout the “Jensen debate.” Whole books have

been published largely devoted to this way of dismissing evidence on

group differences—for instance. Richardson, Spears and Richards

(1972) and Senna (1973). I have been amazedto find educators taking

this sort of argumentseriously. Their daily experience should have

convinced them that differences in reading achievement,for instance,

were at least as great as those indicated bytest scores. A likely reason

for the widespread appeal of the “damn the tests” movementhas been
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that people feel they can participate in it without any technical knowl-
edge. Genetic arguments are intimidating to the nonspecialist. But
there is a tradition of nonspecialist criticism of tests (e.g., Hoffmann,
1962), which requires little more than ingenuity in thinking up alter-
native correct answersto test items.

In actuality, of course, it does require technical knowledge to eval-
uate tests. What a test measures and whetheritis biased against one
type of examineeor anotherare not questions that can be answered by
inspection of the items. Against the various claims of invalidity and
bias that have had so much appeal to nonspecialists. Jensen has
mounted impressive psychometric evidence. Educability and Group
Differences (1973a) and Bias in Mental Testing (1980) are tours deforce in
which every argument against the validity of test score differences
takes a battering. One need not concede every point to Jensen in order
to acknowledge the main point he has been trying to make, which is
that the test scores indicate genuine deficits of some significant kind
being frequent among minority students.

It is easy enough to understand why educators should wish to avoid
acknowledgingthat “the differences are real.” It smacks of racism and
defeatism, evenif only indirectly; and it inevitably leadsto a question
that is very difficult to handle, especially when it comes froma parent:
“Why don’t our children do as well?” But what are the consequences
of not acknowledgingthereality of group differences?

From what I have seen in American schools, where problems have
been most acute, the consequence of denying group differences has
been to foster the very thing egalitarians have feared most—unequal
schools. In the vast experiment with compensatory education methods
carried out through the Follow Through program, the net effect of
compensatory education tendedslightly toward the negative (Steb-
bins et al., 1977). That is, disadvantaged children in the special pro-
grams tendedto doslightly less well than comparable children who
did not receive special treatment. Although the aggregate effect was
slight, its tendency was toward anincreasein inequality.

The only compensatory education program credited with generally
positive results was the Direct Instruction model, which was the one
that most clearly treated the children as having learning deficits that
needed to be overcome. Thisis not to say that the other models took a
Panglossian attitude toward the disadvantaged child. In some measure
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the full range of problems was recognized by all the educators »

involved. But in the less successful models the emphasis was onser-

vices or experiencesthatthe children lacked, on the need ofthe school

to adapt to the cultural background of the children, and on general.

principles of child development. Valid as these concerns might be,

they have a certain head-in-the-sand quality when oneis talking about

children who are entering the second grade and not one of them can

read or whenoneis talking about a high-schoolclass for the university-

bound where the teaching is done by lecture and films because the

textbook (a standard high-school text) is judged too difficult for most

of the students.

Iam suggesting thatfailure to recognize group differences results in

accommodating to those differences. Whateveris typical of the group

defines the normal expectation. The curricula of schools serving

minority students becomegeared to low levels of literacy, low levels of

learning and thinking skills, and low expectations of future achieve-

ment. Such curricula may be defensible as necessary interim measures

on the way toward educational equality (cf. Stanley, 1971), but even

then it would seem thatintelligent planning of such curricula should

be based on a recognitionof facts rather than on dismissal of compara-

tive data.

It must be made clear that the issue is not use versus non-use of

standardized tests. Standardized tests can be helpful in making gross

assessments of educational needs and in evaluating the success of

remedial programs. But the facts are often evident withouttesting.

Furthermore, tests can easily be made to hide unpleasantfacts. One

schooldistrict I know of is busy creating local normsfor a standardized

reading test, with different norms for different parts of the district.

Thejustification is that socioeconomic and cultural differences within

the district are so vast that one set of norms cannotbe appropriate for

all children. This justification was put forward by my informantas self-

evident. As Jensen’s research makesits way into the understanding of

school people,it should start to becomeclear to them that sucha justi-

fication is not self-evident at all, and that it should be used with

extreme caution because ofits separatist implications.

THE MOST HOPEFUL argumentthat Jensen developed in “IQ

and Scholastic Achievement” grew out of his distinction between
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Level I and LevelII abilities. He said, “I am reasonably convinced
thatall the basic scholastic skills can be learned by children withnor-
mal Level I learning ability, provided the instructional techniques do
not make g (i.e., Level II) the sine gua non of being able to learn”
(1969, p. 117). More generally put, the argumentwas that there must
be alternative ways of learning things, which makeuse ofdifferent
strengths.

The underlying idea here is Cronbach’s (1957) of aptitude-by-
treatmentinteractions. It is a programmatic rather than a theoretical
idea, pointingto the possibility that if we study different kindsofstu-
dents under different kinds of educational treatments, we maydis-
cover ways of matching students to treatments that are substantially
more effective than giving all students the treatmentthat is best on
the average. To the extent that such a program is successful, it should
be possible to achieve a degree of equalization of learning outcomes
without the need for an equalization ofabilities. After examining the
evidence, however, Jensen began to beless optimistic about the
promise of this approach, reporting that he could find “verylittle evi-
dence of pupil X type of instruction interaction in the realm oflearn-
ing school subjectsor for complex learning in general” (1969b,p. 236).
A few years later Jensen (1976) was avowedly negative about the

possibilities of discovering ways to make learning less dependent ong,
chiding me for excessive optimism, when originally it was I who
chided him (Bereiter, 1969). Let us see if we can sort out the matters
of substance that underlie these shifting sentiments.

Jensen’s original assertion thatall the basic scholastic skills could be
taught to children with adequate LevelI abilities can still be taken as
roughly valid. Although functional illiteracy continues as a serious
problem in the English-speaking nations, there is substantial evidence
that the basics of literacy can be taught to children of low IQ (Becker,
1977). Recent research on cognitive strategy instruction also indicates
that such children can learn to achieve reasonably high levels of com-
prehension as well (Palincsar and Brown, 1984). The prevailing meth-
ods of reading instruction, however, illustrate what is meant by making
learning unnecessarily dependent on g. Studentsareleft to figure out
the confusing English phonetic code withlittle help; and the help they
get is usually remote from the reading process, consisting of after-the-
fact lessons on phonicsthat require children to make their owntrans-
lations of “theory” into practice (Chall, 1983).
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Recent research on children’s mathematics difficulties shows even

more strikingly that children’s Level I abilities are not being used to

full advantage. In a detailed comparison of the mathematical knowl-

edge of children who were either normal or backward in elementary

mathematics, Russell and Ginsburg (1984) found that the only out-

standing difference between the two groups was in knowledge of

numberfacts. This should comeas a surprise to those whobelieve that

the schools are specialized for the production of rote learning. A look

at the standard approach to teaching numberfacts removes the mys-

tery, however. Children do pages and pages of simple addition, sub-

traction, and multiplication exercises, which provide abundant

practice for those who havealready learned the relevant numberfacts,

but do nothing whatever to teach them to those whohavenot. Hereit

seemsthat children do not need intelligence in orderto figure out the

material to be learned but they need it in order to mobilize their own

effective strategies for learning the material. Since such strategies are

not taught either, it is only the more fortunately endowedchildren

whopick them up. Although I do not knowofspecific evidence on the

teachability of numberfacts, there is evidence that carefully conceived

instruction can upgrade achievementnot only in the mechanicsof ele-

mentary mathematics butalso in problem-solving (Dilworth and War-

ren, 1980).

Many educators would dispute the preceding assertions, arguing

either that existing educational practices are not as bad as I have

painted them or that the results of experimental programsare not as

encouraging. If they are right, then the prospects for improving the lot

of low achievers are poor indeed. But for the sake of argumentlet us

grant the more hopeful prospect that I have sketched and see whereit

leads as far as inequality is concerned.

The points I have been making all deal with the improvability of

scholastic achievement, not with reduction of individual differences.It

might seem, however, that numberfacts are number facts—there are

only so manyof them that people normally learn, Just as there are only

so many letter-sound correspondencesto learn—and therefore instruc-

tional improvements that enable more children to master these ele-

ments ought to reduce inequality. For those particular elements, yes.

But for achievement in general it is a different matter. In my experi-

ence any instructional innovation that puts certain skills within the

reach of previously failing children also makesit possible for the more
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successful children to acquire those skills at an earlier age. The result-
ing acceleration can easily increase the spreadofdifferences.

A FAIRLY LARGE PORTION ofresearch on child development
is devoted to studying correlations between child-rearing conditions
and practices on one hand and developmental outcomes such as IQ
and achievementonthe other(Scott-Jones, 1984). There is also a con-
tinuoustranslation of this research into guidesfor parents, which often
focuson raising the child’s IQ. This body of research rests ona premise
that virtually all the researchers recognize as shaky: the premise that
antecedent conditions found to correlate with developmental out-
comes cause those outcomes. Behavioral genetics provides a set of
alternative premises that are, seemingly by common consent, simply
ignored in most child development research (Plomin, DeFries and
Loehlin, 1977). One such premise, for instance, is that parenting
behavior and school achievementare different manifestations of the
same genetic characteristics being expressed in parents andtheir off-
spring.

Jensen has not involved himself in child-rearing issues the way
some other genetically oriented psychologists have done(cf. Scarr and
McCartney, 1983). He can hardly be faulted for this, but in not involv-
ing himself with the complexities of cognitive developmenthe has,it
seems to me, lent support to a viewofintelligence developmentthat
is not much different from that of naive environmentalists. Intelli-
gence, Jensen says (1973b, p. 89), “is the result of a large numberof
genes each having a small additive effect.” Substitute “environmental
factors” for “genes” and you have the naive environmentalist theory.
Include both and you havethe prevailing textbook view. What all the
views have in commonis the notion ofa lot of little undifferentiated
items having an additive effect.

In practical educational terms, what is wrong with these addi-
tive models is that they provide no basis for the creative pursuit of
heredity-environmentinteractions. I have already noted Jensen’s dis-
enchantment with aptitude-treatment interaction research (which I
share). But ATT research has been mostly a blind gropingfor existing
environmental variants that might interact strongly with individual
characteristics. Existing variants in child-rearing and educational prac-
tices are unlikely to interact strongly with individual differences
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because in order to achievetheir status as existing variants they had to

have evolved through use with a variety of children. The potential

interactions, if there ever were any, would have been averaged out

before the treatment conditions came to the attention of ATI

researchers.

There remains, however, a realm of almost totally unexplored pos-

sibilities of child-rearing and educational practices designed to com-

pensate for specific genetic lacks. Suppose, to take a simple example,

that some children’s intellectual developmentis hamperedbythe fact

that they are not very curious. Now to say that the child’s lack of

curiosity is itself a sign of low intelligence is no more helpful than to

say that the child’s lack of curiosity is due to a dull environment. It

might be more productive as a working hypothesis to suppose that the

child’s lack of curiosity is one element in having low intelligence.It 1s

an element that may have both genetic and environmental causes, but

it is not the whole of intelligence and so it might be possible to over-

come or compensateforit by other intellectual resources available to

the child.

Such an approach to compensating for handicaps has been quite

effective in the treatment of deficits caused by brain injury (Luria,

1963), and there is no a priori reason to supposeit could not be effec-

tive in dealing with the normal run of deficits affecting intelligence.

The basic idea is that it should be possible for people with rather dif-

ferently constituted brains to achieve functionally equivalent intelli-

gence. This probably already happens incidentally, but we do not

know how to makeit happen.If we did, we would have some hopeof

generating hereditary-environmentinteractions that were both benefi-

cial and equalizing in their effect.

‘To speculate on the possibility of as yet undiscovered strong interac-

tions between heredity and educational treatments may seem dilatory,

given the urgent problemsof educational inequality. But it should not

for that reason be taken lightly. Such interactions appearto be the only

hope there is for education to effect major reductionsin intellectual dif-

ferences, and therefore the search for them deservesto be a high prior-

ity, no matter how uncertain the outcome.It is important, therefore, that

the model of educational differences we carry forward should be a

heuristically valuable model, guiding research along the most promising

channels. Additive effect models, whether hereditarian, environmental-
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ist, or eclectic, with or withoutinteraction terms, may give a goodfit to
existing data, but theyofferlittle guidance to exploration.

THE INEQUALITY to which we have been referring and which
has been the object of Jensen’s empirical researchis inequality on var-
ious score scales that are presumed to have equal intervals. Thus if
everyone increases by six IQ points or by three-tenths of a grade
equivalent, we say that there has been no reduction in inequality. But
equality and inequality of score scales is only of interest insofar as it
relates to equality and inequality in real-world outcomes, and real-
world outcomesoften exhibit discontinuities. Reading test scores, for
instance, are continuously distributed, but an important discontinuity
is recognized between a level of reading ability that is adequate for
everyday needs (functional literacy) and a level that is not. At a lower
range many reading experts would recognize another discontinuity
betweena level of ability at which students can figure out unfamiliar
words anda level at which they can only recognize a particular set of
words. Similarly, with respect to general intelligence, there are com-
monly recognized discontinuities that have to do with being able or
unable to handle regular school work and being able or unable to get
along without custodialcare.

The implication of these discontinuities or threshold effects is that
an educational treatment that increased everyone’s test scores by the
same amount might nevertheless produce a significant change in the
spread of differences as far as real-life outcomes are concerned. This
would bethecase, for instance, if the gain moveda significant number

of students above the threshold of functional literacy who would other-
wise have remained belowit. Gains ofthis kind, unlike the gains I spec-
ulated about in the preceding section, are within the grasp of current
educational technology and may soon be within practical reach as well.

I do not think this point should be regarded as a mere footnote to
the immense literature on individual differences in aptitudes and
achievement. This literature commandsattention outside the psycho-
metric laboratories precisely because it speaks to real-world issues of
competence and its outcomes. Yet throughout the individual differ-
ences literature the metrics used tend to be those of convenience

rather than those that would tell us about an individual’s chances of

makingit into a university, of earning a living wage, of being able to
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figure unit prices or even to understand whata unit price is, and so on

(cf. Bereiter, 1973). There are substantial practical reasons why psy-

chometricians must confine most of their work to relating one score

scale to another. But at the end of the line, where conclusionsof great

social import are set outforthe rest of the world to ponder, there ought

at least to be more explicit notice taken ofthe artificial nature of the

variables that have goneinto the research. Jensen is certainly no more

remiss than others in this regard; but because he has tackled more

important social issues than others, such as issues of racial and social

group differences, the responsibility seems greater of makingsure that

findings expressed in terms of score means and standard deviations, of

regression lines and variance accountedfor, are not casually translated

into pronouncementsabout the human condition.
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SCIENCE OR SUPERSTITION?

DavidLayzer

NUMBER of years ago, when high school teachers in North

Carolina were beingpaid a starting salary of $120 per month,I

happenedto ask a memberofthat state’s legislature whether he con-

sidered this to be an adequatesalary. “Certainly,” he said, “they’re not

worth any more than that.” “How do you know?” I asked. “Why,just

look at what they’re paid.” Circular reasoning? I think not. Our views

on salary andstatus reflect our basic assumptions concerningtheindi-

vidual andhis relation to society. One possible assumptionis that soci-

ety should reward each of its members according to his needs and

contributions. Another is that society has a fixed hierarchic structure

and each individual gravitates inevitably toward the level where he

belongs. My question was based onthefirst assumption, the legisla-

tor’s reply on the second. |

The idea that, by and large, we get what we deserve—thatthereis

a preordained harmony between what we are and what we achieve—

was an essential ingredient in the Calvinist doctrine of New England’s

Puritan settlers. What really mattered to them was not, of course, how

well they did in this world but how well they would do in the next.

David Layzeris the Donald L. Menzel Professor of Astrophysics at Harvard University. A

Germantranslation of his revised Cosmogenesis: The Growth of Order in the Universe has just

been published by Insel Verlag. ‘This article originally appeared in Cognition: Internanonal

Journal of Cognitive Science (1972).
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Thefirst was importantonly insofarasit provided a clue to the second.
Although Calvinism’s other-worldly orientation has long since gone
out of fashion, its underlying social attitudes persist and continue to
play an importantpart in shapingoursocial, educational, and political
institutions. Because westill tend to interpret wealth and poweras
tokens of innate worth (and poverty and helplessness as tokens of
innate worthlessness), we tend to believe that it is wicked to tamper
with “natural” processes of selection and rejection (Thou shalt not
monkey with the Market), to erectartificial barriers against economic
mobility (downward or upward), or to penalize the deserving rich in
orderto benefit the undeserving poor.

Not unnaturally, such attitudes have always appealed strongly to
the upwardly mobile and those whoalready inhabit society’s upper
strata. Besides, they offer a convenientrationalization for our failure
to cope with, or even to confront, our most urgentsocial problem: the
emergence of a growing and self-perpetuating lowerclass, dispropor-
tionately Afro- and Latin-American in its ethnic composition, ex-
cluded from the mainstream of Americanlife and alienated from its
values, isolated in rural areas and urban ghettos, and dependentfor
the meansof bare survival on an increasingly hostile and resentful
majority. Faced with this problem, many peoplefind it comforting to
believe that humannature, not the System,is responsible for gross
inequalities in the human condition. As Richard Nixon has said,
“Governmentcould provide health, housing, means, and clothing for
all Americans. That would not makeus a great country. What we have
to rememberis that this country is going to be great in the future to
the extent that individuals have self-respect, pride, and a determina-
tion to do better.”

Although suchattitudes are deeply ingrained, increasing numbers
of Americans are beginning to question their validity. The System
may be based on eternal moral truths, but in practice it seems to be
working less and less well; and one of the eternal moral truths does,

after all, assert that practical success is inner virtue’s outward aspect.
Yet the quality of life in America is deteriorating in many ways, not
only for the downwardly mobile lower class (who, according to Mr.
Nixon,are not trying hard enough) butalso for the upwardly mobile
middle class (who are already trying as hard as they can). In thesecir-

cumstances any argumentthat lends support to the old, embattled
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attitudes is bound to arouse strong emotional responses both among

those who recognize a need for basic social reform and among those

who opposeit.

JENSENISM

THIS MAY HELP to explain the furor generated by the publica-

tion, in a previously obscure educational journal, of a long scholarly

article provocatively entitled, “How Much Can We Boost IQ and

Scholastic Achievement?” (Jensen, 1969). Very little, concludes the

author—becausedifferencesin IQ largely reflect innate differences in

intelligence. Children with low IQs, he argues, lack the capacity to

acquire specific cognitive skills, namely, those involvedin abstract rea-

soning and problem solving. Such children should be taught mainly by

rote and should not be encouraged to aspire to occupationsthatcall for

higher cognitive skills.

Whatis true of individuals could also well be true of groups, con-

tinues Jensen: differences between ethnic groups in average perfor-

mance on IQ tests probably reflect average differences in innate

intellectual capacity. Jensen does not shirk the unpleasant duty of

pointing out that this conclusion has an important bearing on funda-

mental questions of educational, social and political policy:

Since much of the current thinking behind civil mnghts, fair

employment, and equality of educational opportunity appeals to

the fact that there is a disproportionate representation of differ-

ent racial groupsin the various levels of educational, occupational

and socioeconomic hierarchy, we are forced to examineall the

possible reasons for the inequality among racial groups in the

attainments and rewards generally valued by all groups within

our society. To what extent can such inequalities be attributed to

unfairness in society’s multiple selection processes? ... And to

what extent are these inequalities attributable to really relevant

selection criteria which apply equally to all individuals but at the

same time select disproportionately between someracial groups

because there exist, in fact, real average differences among the

groups—differences ... indisputably relevant to educational and

occupational performance?
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The contention that IQ is an index of innate cognitive capacity is of
course not new,butit has not been takenvery seriously by mostbiol-
ogists and psychologists. Jensen’s article purports to put it on a sound
scientific basis. In outline, his argumentrunsas follows. IQ test scores
represent measurements of a humantrait which we maycall intelli-
gence.It is irrelevant to the argumentthat we do not know whatintel-
ligence “really is.” All that we need to know is that IQ tests are
internally and mutually consistent and that IQ correlates strongly with
scholastic success, income, occupational status, etc. We can thentreat
IQ as if it was a metric characterlike height or weight, and use tech-
niques of population genetics to estimateits “heritability.” In this way
we can discoverthe relative importance of genetic and environmental
differences as they contribute to differences in IQ. Such studies show,
according to Jensen, that IQ differences are approximately 90 percent
genetic in origin.

Jensen’s 123-page article is largely devoted to fleshing out this argu-
ment and developing its educational implications. Jensenism has also
been expounded at a more popular level: in Great Britain by H.J.
Eysenck (1971) and in America by R. J. Herrnstein (1971). While

Eysenck’s main concern is to stress the genetic basis of differences
between ethnic groups, Herrnstein is more concerned with the social
and political implications of Jensenism. Heargues that the more suc-
cessful weare in our efforts to equalize opportunity and environment,
the moreclosely will the structure of society cometo reflect inborn dif-
ferences in mental ability. Thus “our present social policies” must
inevitably give rise to a hereditary caste system based largely on IQ.
Indeed, the lowest socioeconomic classes already consist of people
with the lowest IQs. Since, according to Jensen, IQ is essentially

genetically determined, Herrnstein’s argument implies that the cur-
rent inhabitants of urban ghettos and depressed rural areas are des-
tined to become the progenitors of a hereditary caste, its members
doomedby their genetic incapacity to do well on IQ tests to remain
forever unemployed and unemployable, a perpetual burden and a per-

petual threatto therest of society.

Many of Jensen’s and Herrnstein’s critics have accused them of

social irresponsibility. In reply, Jensen and Herrnstein have invoked
the scholar’s right to pursue and publish the truth withoutfear or favor.

Besides, they point out, we cannot escape the consequences of
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unpleasant truths either by shutting our eyes to them or by denounc-

ing them on ideological grounds. But how firmly based are these

“unpleasant truths”?

The educational, social, and political implications of Jensen’s doc-

trine justify a careful examination of this question. It is easy to react

emotionally to Jensenism, but teachers and others who help to shape

public attitudes toward education andsocial policy cannotallow them-

selves to be guided wholly by their emotional responsesto thisissue.

There is another reason why Jensen’s technical argument repays

analysis. It exemplifies—almost to the point of caricature—a research

approach that is not uncommonin the social sciences. Taking the

physical sciences as their putative model, the practitioners of this

approach eschew metaphysical speculation and work exclusively with

hard, preferably numerical, data, from which they seek to extract

objective and quantitative laws. Thus Jensen deduces from statistical

analyses of IQ test scores that 80 percent of the variance in these

scoresis attributable to genetic differences. By exposing in somedetail

the logical and methodological fallacies underlying Jensen’s analysis,I

hope to draw attention to the weaknesses inherent in the “opera-

tional” approach that it exemplifies.

THE IRRELEVANCE OF HERITABILITY

JENSEN’S CENTRAL CONTENTION, andthe basis for his

and Herrnstein’s doctrines on education, race, and society, is that the

heritability of IQ is about .8. This means that about 80 percent of the

variation in IQ among (say) Americans of European descentis attrib-

utable to genetic factors. Other authors have made otherestimates of

the heritability of IQ—somehigher, some considerably lower than.8.

In the following pages I shall try to explain whyall such estimatesare

unscientific and indeed meaningless. But before we embark on a dis-

cussion of heritability theory and its applicability to human intelli-

gence, it is worth noticing that, even if Jensen’s central contention

were meaningful and valid, it would not have the implications that he

and others have drawn from it. Suppose for the sake of the argument

that IQ was a measure of some metric trait like height, and that it had

a high heritability. This would mean that under prevailing develop-

mental conditions, variations in IQ are due largely to genetic differ-
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ences between individuals. It would tell us nothing, however, about
what might happen underdifferent developmental conditions. Sup-
pose—to take a more concrete example than IQ—that a hypothetical
population offirst-graders raised in identical environments has been
taught to read by method A. Measured differences in their reading
ability will then be attributable largely to genetic differences. If
method B had been usedinstead of method A, the differences in read-
ing ability wouldstill have been attributable largely to genetic factors,
but both the individual scores on a test of reading ability and even
their rank order might have been quite different, sinceit is well known
that different methods of teaching reading suit different children.
Thus, the heritability ofsuch scores tells us nothing about the educability ofthe
children being tested. Yo conclude, as Jensen and Herrnstein have done,
that children with low IQ’s have a relatively low capacity for acquiring
certain cognitive skills is to assumeeither that these skills cannot be
taught at all or that, insofar as they can be taught, they have been
taught equally well to all children.!

What doesthealleged high heritability of IQ imply about genetic
differences between ethnic groups? The answerto this question is
unequivocal: nothing. Geneticists have been pointing outfor well over
half a century thatit is meaningless to try to separate genetic and envi-
ronmental contributions to measured differences between different
stocks bred under different developmental conditions.? Between eth-
nic groups, as between socioeconomic groups, there are systematic dif-
ferences in developmental conditions (physical, cultural, linguistic,
etc.) known to influence performance on IQtests substantially. Since
we have no wayofcorrectingtest scores for these differences, the only
objectively correct statement that can be madeonthis subject is the

' Richard C. Lewontin (1970) has drawnattentionto anironicalaspectofthis assumption:
“Jensen’s article puts the blameforthe failure of his science [educational psychology] not
on the scientists but on the children. According to him,it is not that his science andits
practitioners havefailed utterly to understand human motivation, behavior and develop-
ment but simply that the damn kids are ineducable. ... Jensen proposes. . . that, in the
terms of his metaphor, fallen bridges be taken as evidenceof the unbridgeability ofrivers.
The alternative explanation, that educational psychologyisstill in the seventeenth cen-
tury, is apparently not part of his philosophy.”
* A beautiful extended exampleillustrating this point is given by Lewontin (1970). See
also Waddington (1957), pp. 92-94, who quotes an exceptionally clear argument by Hog-

ben (1933).
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following: “The reported differences in average IQ tell us nothing
whateveraboutany average genetic differences that may exist. On the
data, black genetic superiority in intelligence (or whateverit is that IQ
tests measure) is neither morenorless likely than white superiority.”°
If we ultimately succeed in building a color-blind society, then and
only then will we be able to estimate, in retrospect, how great the sys-
tematic effects of racial prejudice really were. As S. L. Washburn
(quoted by Lerner [1968]) has said,

[ am sometimes surprised to hear it stated that if Negroes were

given an equal opportunity, their IQ would be the same as the

whites’. If one looksat the degreeofsocial discrimination against

Negroes and their lack of education, and also takes into account

the tremendous amount of overlapping between the observed

IQs of both, one can make an equally good case that, given a com-

parable chance to that of the whites, their IQs would test out

ahead. Of course, it would be absolutely unimportant in a demo-

cratic society if this were to be true, because the vast majority of

individuals of both groups would be of comparable intelligence,

whatever the meanofthese intelligence tests would show.

‘To sum up, even if Jensen’s considerations of the heritability of IQ
were meaningful and valid, they would have no direct bearing on the
question of educability or on the issue of genetic differences between
ethnic groups. Their apparent relevanceis a result of semantic confu-
sion. In ordinary usage, when we speakof a highly heritable trait we
mean onethatis largely inborn. In genetics, however, a trait can have
high heritability either because its expressionis insensitive to environ-
mental variation or becausethe range of relevant environmentalvaria-
tion happens to be small. Jensen and Herrnstein apparently assume
that the first of these alternatives is appropriate for IQ. But the avail-
able experimental evidence, some of whichis cited later in this article,
showsthat IQ scoresare in fact highly sensitive to variations in rele-
vant developmental conditions.

* Herrnstein appears to have misunderstood this point: he writes that the reported differ-
ences between ethnic groups could be “more genetic, less genetic, or precisely as genetic
as implied by a heritability of .8.”
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SCIENCE AND SCIENTISM: A QUESTION OF METHODOLOGY

THE THEORYofheritability, some elementary aspects of which

are described below, was developed by geneticists within a well-

defined biological context. The theory applies to metric characters of

plants and animals—height, weight, and thelike. ‘Io apply this theory

to humanintelligence, Jensen and the authors whose work he summa-

rizes must assimilate intelligence to a metric character and IQ to a

measurementof that character. Most biologists would,I think, hesitate

to take this conceptual leap. Jensen, however, justifies it on the fol-

lowing philosophical grounds:

Disagreements and arguments can perhaps be forestalled if we

take an operational stance. First of all, this means that probably

the most importantfact aboutintelligence is that we can measure

it. Intelligence, like electricity, is easier to measure than to

define. And if the measurements bear some systematic relation-

ships to other data, it means we can make meaningful statements

about the phenomenon weare measuring. There is no point in

arguing the question to which there is no answer, the question of

whatintelligence vea//y is. The best we can dois obtain measure-

ments of certain kinds of behavior and lookat their relationships

to other phenomenaandseeif these relationships make anykind

of sense andorder. It is from these orderly relationships that we

gain some understanding of the phenomena.

The “operational stance” recommendedbyJensen is thought by many

social scientists to be the key ingredient in the “scientific method”as

practiced by physical scientists. This belief is mistaken. ‘The first and

mostcrucial step toward an understanding of any natural phenomenon

is not measurement. One must begin by deciding which aspects of the

phenomenonare worth examining. To dothis intelligently, one needs

to have, at the very outset, some kind of explanatory or interpretive

framework. In the physical sciences this framework often takes the

form of a mathematical theory. The quantities that enter into theory—

mass, electric charge, force, and so on—are always mucheasier to

define than to measure. Theyare, in fact, completely—if implicitly—

defined through the equations that makeup the theory.
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Once a mathematical theory has been formulated, its predictions
can be compared with observation or experiment. This requires appro-
priate measurements. Theaspectof scientific measurements that non-
scientists most often fail to appreciate is that they always presuppose a
theoretical framework. Even exploratory measurements, carried out
before one has a definite theory to test, always refer to quantities that
are precisely defined within a broadertheoretical context. (For exam-
ple, although we donotyet have a theory for the origin of cosmic rays,
we know that such a theory must involve the masses, energies,
momenta and charges of cosmic-ray particles. In designing apparatus
to measure these quantities, physicists use well-established mathe-
matical theories that describe the behavior of fast particles under a
wide variety of conditions.) The theoretical framework for a given set
of measurements may be wrong, in which case the measurementswill
ultimately lead to inconsistencies, but it must not be vague. In short,
significant measurements usually grow from theories, not vice versa.
Jensen’s views on scientific method derive not from the practice of
physical scientists but from the philosophical doctrine of Francis
Bacon (1561-1626), who taught that meaningful generalizations

emerge spontaneously from systematic measurements.
These considerations apply equally to biology, where mathematical

theories do not yet occupy the commanding position they do in the
physical sciences. The following criticism by C. H. Waddington (1957)
of conventional applicationsof the heritability theory is illuminating:

... There has been a tendency toregard a refinedstatistical analy-

sis of incomplete experiments as obviating the necessity to carry

the experiments further and to design them in more penetrating

fashion. For instance, if one takes some particular phenotypic

character such as body weightor milk yield, oneofthefirst steps

in an analysis of its genetic basis should be to try to break down

the underlying physiological systems into a numberof more or

less independentfactors. Are some genesaffecting the milk yield

by increasing the quantity of secreting tissue, others by affecting
the efficiency of secretion, and othersin still other ways?

These viewscontrast sharply with those of Jensen and Herrnstein, who
believe in the possibility of discovering meaningful relations between
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measurable aspects of human behavior without inquiring too closely

into the biological or psychological significance of that behavior. In this

way they hope to avoid “metaphysical” speculation. This is an

admirable objective. But it not so easy to operate without a conceptual

framework. As we shall see, what Jensen and Herrnstein have in fact

doneis not to dispense with metaphysical assumptions but to dispense

with stating them. Such a policy is especially dangerous in thesocial

sciences, where experimental verification of hypotheses1s usually diffi-

cult or impossible. As Gunnar Myrdal has wisely pointed out, the fail-

ure of the social sciences to achieve the same degree of objectivity as

the natural sciences can beattributed at least as much to a persistent

neglect on the part of social scientists to state and examinetheir basic

assumptionsas to the complexity of the phenomenatheydeal with.

The operational approach not only spares Jensen the task of trying

to understand the natureofintelligence. It also enables him to draw an

extremely powerful conclusion from statistical analyses of IQ test

scores:

Regardless of whatit is that our tests measure, the heritability tells

us how muchofthe variance in these measurementsis due to genetic

factors.

Because this assertion holds the key to Jensen’s entire argument,

we shall analyze it in some detail.

HERITABILITY

IN THE STATEMENT just quoted, Jensen uses the term /er-

tability in a specific technical sense that must be elucidated before the

statement can be analyzed. Suppose that we have measuredan indi-

vidual character like height or weight within a given population. The

two most fundamentalstatistical properties of a character are its mean

and its variance. The meanis the average of the measurements; the

variance is the average of the squared differences between the indi-

vidual measurements and the mean. The variance is the most conve-

nient single measure of the spread of individual measurements within

a population. Now,this spread results partly from genetic and partly

from nongenetic causes. But this does not mean, nor ts it true in general,

that a definite fraction of the spread, as measured by the variance, can be

attributed to geneticfactors and the rest to nongeneticfactors. ‘The variance
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splits up into separate genetic and nongenetic parts only if the variable

part of each measurementcan be expressed as the sum ofstatistically

independent genetic and nongenetic contributions—thatis, only if vari-

ations of the relevant genetic and nongenetic factors contribute addi-

tively and independently to the character in question. (A criterion for

statistical independence will be given later.) In this case the genetic

fraction or percentage of the varianceis called the heritability.

Characters like eye color and blood type, whichare entirely genet-

ically determined, have heritability 1. In general, however, the heri-

tability of a character depends on the population considered and on

the range of relevant nongenetic factors. Reducing this range always

increases the heritability because it increases the relative importance

of the genetic contributionto the variance. |

It is not easy to find realistic examples of metric characters affected
independently by genetic and nongenetic factors. Human heightis a

possible, though not a proven, example, provided werestrict ourselves

to ethnically homogeneous populations. Giraffe height, on the other
hand, is a counterexample, since a giraffe’s nutritional opportunities
may dependstrongly on his genetic endowment. Human weightis
another counterexample: on a given diet one person may gain weight

while anotherloses weight.

Let us suppose, however, that we havereasonto believe that varia-

tions of a given characterare in fact the sum of independentgenetic
and environmental contributions. To calculate the heritability we need
to be able to estimate either the genetic or the environmental contri-
bution to the variance. This can be doneif, for example, the popula-
tion contains a large numberofsplit pairs of one-egg twins. By a split
pair I mean one whose membershave been separated since birth and
reared in randomlyselected, statistically uncorrelated environments.
All observable differences between such twins are environmental in
origin, and the environmental differences are, by assumption, repre-

sentative of those between individuals selected at random from the
reference population. If, in addition, the genotypes of the twins are
representative of those in the population as a whole, then, usingele-
mentarystatistical techniques one can derive separate estimates for
the genetic and environmental contributions to the variance of any
metric character that satisfies the assumptions of additivity and inde-
pendence. The samecalculations serve to check these assumptions.
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If a suitably representative population of split twin-pairs is not

available, one can cary out a similar but slightly more complicated

analysis using pairs of genetically related individuals. In this case,

however, one needs to know what degree ofstatistical correlation

between the genetic contributions to a given character results from a

given degreeofgenetic relationship. This informationis available only

for relatively simple characters such as those studied by Mendelin his

classic experiments. For most characters of interest to students of ani-

mal genetics, the necessary information must be supplied by admit-

tedly oversimplified theoretical considerations. Where human

characters are concerned,the fact that mating patterns are both uncon-

trolled and nonrandom introducesa further source of uncertainty into

the calculation.

Although geneticists can often carry out carefully controlled exper-

iments involving knownvariations in genetic and environmental fac-

tors, the lack of reliable theoretical information concerning the genetic

basis of complex characters makesthe conceptof heritability less use-

ful than one mightatfirst sight suppose. In poultry, for example, the

heritabilities of such economically important characters as adult body

weight, egg weight, shell thickness, etc., have been repeatedly esti-

mated. Yet for most such characters the estimates span a considerable

range—sometimesas great as 50 percent (Lerner, 1968). Again, esti-

mates of milk yield in dairy cattle range from 25 percentto go percent.

This spread does not result from random errors in individual estimates

but from the fact that different methods, which in theory ought to be

equivalent, yield systematically different heritability estimates. As

Waddington (1957) has remarked in similar context, “The statistical

techniquesavailable [for the analysis of heritability], although impos-

ing and indeed intimidating to mostbiologists, are in fact very weak

and unhandytools.”

The assumption that genetic and environmental factors contribute

additively and independently to a phenotypic characteris, on general

grounds, highly suspect. From a purely mathematical point of view,

additivity is an exceedingly special property. Moreover, a character

that happens to have this property when measured ononescale would

lose it under a nonlinear transformation to a different scale of mea-

surement. Additivity is therefore a plausible postulate only when there

exists some specific biological justification for it. For complex animal
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characters thereis little reason to expect additivity and independence

to prevail. On the contrary, such characters usually reflect a compli-

cated developmental process in which genetic and environmental fac-

tors are inextricably mingled.

It is easy enough to produce more general mathematical models in

which genetic and environmental factors contribute nonadditively and

nonindependently to the expression of a character. ‘The difficulty with

such models is that they are too flexible to be useful. The available sta-

tistical data do not suffice to evaluate the parameters needed to specify

the model. Thus in the absence of a deeper understanding of the

genetic and developmental factors affecting complex animal characters,

the theory of heritability must operate within a severely restricted range.

IO AS A MEASURE OF INTELLIGENCE

WE ARE NOW READY to analyze the key assertion quoted ear-

lier: “Regardless of what it is that our tests measure, the heritability

tells us how much of the variance of these measurements is due to

genetic factors.” Implicit in this statement are two distinct assump-

tions: that IQ is a phenotypic character having the mathematical struc-

ture (additivity and independence of the genetic and environmental

contributions) presupposed by the theory of heritability; and that—

assuming this condition to be fulfilled—the heritability of IQ can be

estimated from existing data. Now, the IQ data that Jensen and others
have analyzed were gathered in eight countries and four continents,

over a period of fifty years, by investigators using a wide variety of

mental tests and testing procedures. Geneticists and othernaturalsci-

entists who make conventional scientific measurements under con-

trolled conditions know from bitter experience how wayward and

recalcitrant, how insensitive to the needs and wishesof theoreticians,

such measurements can be. Their experience hardly leads one to
anticipate that the results of mental tests constructed in accordance

with unformulated, subjective andlargely arbitrary criteria possess the
special mathematical structure neededto defineheritability. It is diffi-
cult to imagine howthis happy result could have been achieved except

through the operation of collective serendipity on a scale unprece-
dented in the annals of science. Nevertheless, let us examine the case

on its merits.
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At the very outset we have to ask, is IQ a valid measureofintelli-

gence? Jensen and Herrnstein assureusthatit is. “The most impor-
tant fact about intelligence is that we can measureit,” says Jensen,
while Herrnstein remarks that the “objective measurementofintel-
ligence” is psychology’s “most telling accomplishment.”I find these

claims difficult to understand. To begin with, the “objective mea-

surement” does not belong to the same/ogical category as whatit pur-

ports to measure. IQ does not measure an individual phenotypic
character like height or weight; it is a measure of the rank order or

relative standing oftest scores in a given population. Thusthestate-

ment “A has an IQ of 100” meansthat half the membersof a certain

reference population scored lower than A on certain set of tests and

half scored higher. “B has an IQ of 115” meansthat 68 percent of the

reference population scored lower than B and 32 percent higher, and

so on. (IQ tests are so constructed that the frequency distribution of

test scores in the reference population conformsas closely as possible

to a normal distribution—the familiar bell-shaped curve—centered

on the value of roo and having a half-width or standard deviation [the

square root of the variance] of 15 points.) ‘To call IQ a measure of

intelligence conforms neither to ordinary educated usage norto ele-

mentary logic.

One might perhaps be tempted to dismiss this objection as a mere

logical quibble. If IQ itself belongs to the wrong logical category to be

a measure of intelligence, why not use actual test scores? Onediffi-

culty with this proposal is the multiplicity and diversity of mental

tests, all with equally valid claims. (This is part of the price that must

be paid for a strictly “operational” definition of intelligence.) Even if

one wereto decide quite arbitrarily to subscribe to a particular brand of

mental test, one wouldstill need to administer different versions ofit

to different age groups. An appearanceof uniformity is secured only by

forcing the results of each test to fit the same Procrustean bed (thenor-

mal distribution). But this mathematical operation cannot convert an

index of rank order on tests having an unspecified and largely arbitrary

content into an “objective measureofintelligence.” Even Burt (1956),

a convinced hereditarian whose work forms the mainstay of Jensen’s

technical argument, recognized this difficulty. “Differences in this

hypothetical ability [intelligence],” he wrote, “cannot be directly mea-

sured. We can, however, systematically observe relevant aspects of the
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child’s behavior and record his performances on standardized tests;

and in this way wecan usually arrive at a reasonablyreliable and valid

estimate ofhis ‘intelligence’ in the sense defined.” (Emphasis added.

Earlier in the paper cited above, Burt defines intelligence as “an

innate, general, cognitive factor.”) Burt’s conviction that intelligence

cannotbe directly or objectively measured—aconviction bred by over

half a century ofactive observation—profoundly influencedhis practi-

cal approach to the problem.In assessing children’s intelligence, Burt

and his assistants used grouptests, but also relied heavily on the sub-

jective impressions of teachers. When a discrepancy arose between a

teacher’s assessment andthe results of group tests, the child was

retested individually, if necessary more than once. Burt’s final assess-

ments may be “reliable and valid,” as he claims, but they are certainly

not objective, nor did he consider them to beso.

TO AND TENTACLE LENGTH

THE FACT that IQ cannot, for purely logical reasons, be an objec-

tive measure of intelligence (or of any other individual characteristic)

does not automatically invalidate Jensen’s arguments concerningheri-

tability. Rank order on a mentaltest couldstill be, as Burt suggested,

an indirect measure of intelligence. To illustrate this point, suppose

that membersof a superintelligent race of octopuses, unable to con-

struct rigid measuring rods but versedinstatistical techniques, wished

to measure tentacle length. Through appropriate tests of performance

they might be able to establish rank order of tentacle length in indi-

vidual age groups. By forcing the frequency distribution of rank order

in each groupto fit a normal distribution with mean 1oo and standard

deviation 15, they wouldarrive at a TQ (tentacle quotient) for each

octopus. In all probability, differences in TQ would turn out to be

closely proportional to differences in actual tentacle length within a

given age group, thoughthefactor of proportionality would vary in an

unknown way from onegroup to another. Thus our hypothetical race

of octopuses would be able to fer relative tentacle length within an

age group from information aboutrankorder. This inference evidently

hinges on the assumption that tentacle length, which the octopuses

cannot measuredirectly, is in reality normally distributed within each

age group.
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SOME Tacit ASSUMPTIONS UNMASKED AND ANALYZED

SIMILARLY, the inference that IQ is a measure of intelligence
depends on certain assumptions, namely: (a) that there exists an
underlying one-dimensional, metric character related to IQ in a one-
to-one way, as tentacle length is related to TQ, and (b) that the values
assumed by this character in a suitable reference population are nor-
mally distributed.

If these assumptions do not in themselves constitute a theory of
humanintelligence, they severely restrict the range of possible theories.
Once again weseethat the “operational stance,” though motivated by a
laudable desire to avoid theoretical judgments, cannot in fact dispense
with them. The choice betweena theoretical approach and an empirical
oneis illusory; we can only choose between explicit theory and implicit
theory. But let us examine the assumptions on their own merits.

The first assumption is pure metaphysics. Assertions about the
existence of unobservable properties cannot be proved or disproved;
their acceptance demands anactoffaith. Let us perform this act, how-
ever—at least provisionally—so that we can examine the second
assumption, which asserts that the underlying metric character postu-
lated in the first assumption is normally distributed in suitably chosen
reference populations. Why normally distributed? A possible answerto
this question is suggested by a remark quoted by the great French
mathematician Henri Poincaré: “Everybody believes in the [normal
distribution]: the experimenters because they think it can be proved
by mathematics, the mathematicians because it has been established
by observation.” Nowadays both experimenters and mathematicians
know better. Generally speaking, we should expect to find a normal
frequency distribution when the variable part of the measurementsin
question can be expressed as the sum of many individually small,
mutually independent, variable contributions. This is thought to be
the case for a number of metric characters of animals such as birth-
weightin cattle, staple length of wool, and (perhaps) tentacle lengthin
octopuses. It is not the case, on the other hand, for measurements of
most kinds of skill or proficiency. Golf scores, for example, are not
likely to be normally distributed because proficiency in golf does not
result from the combined action of a large numberof individually
small and mutually independentfactors.
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What about mental ability? Jensen and Herrnstein believe that

insight into its nature can be gained by studying the ways in which

people have tried to measure it. Jensen argues that because different

mental tests agree moderately well among themselves, they must be

probing a commonfactor (Spearman’s g). Sometests, says Jensen,are

“heavily loaded with g,” others notso heavily loaded. ‘Thusg is some-

thinglike the pork in cans labeled “pork and beans.”

Herrnstein takes a less metaphysicalline. Since intelligence is what

intelligence tests measure, he argues, what needs to be decided is

what we wantintelligence tests to measure. This is to be decided by

“subjective judgment” based on “common expectations” as to the

“instrument.” “In the case ofintelligence, common expectations cen-

ter around the common purposesofintelligence testing—predicting

success in school, suitability for various occupations, intellectual

achievementin life.” Thus Herrnstein defines intelligence “instru-

mentally” as the attribute that successfully predicts success in enter-

prises whose success is commonly believed to dependstrongly on...

intelligence. Thatis, intelligence is what is measured bytests that suc-

cessfully predict success in enterprises whose success is commonly

believed to depend strongly on what is measured by tests that suc-

cessfully predict success in enterprises whose success is commonly

believed to dependstrongly on...

Whatever the philosophical merits of the definitions offered by

Jensen and Herrnstein, they afford little insight into the question at

hand: Doesintelligence depend on genetic and environmentalfactors

in the manner required by heritability theory? In other words, is the

heritability of intelligence a meaningful concept? ‘To pursue this

question we must go outside the theoretical framework of Jensen’s

discussion.

INTELLIGENCE DEFINED; COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

MANY MODERN WORKERS believe that intelligence can use-

fully be defined as information-processingability. As a physical scien-

tist, I find this definition irresistible. To begin with, it permits us to

distinguish as many qualitatively different kinds of information as we

mayfind it useful to do. Moreover, because information is a precisely

defined mathematical concept, there is no obvious reason why it
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should not be possible to devise practical methodsfor reliably measur-
ing the ability to processit. (In its broadest sense information--processing
involves problem-solving as well as the extraction and rearrangement
of data.) Whether or not such tests would be accurate predictors of
“success” I do not know. They could, however, be usefully employed
in assessing the effectiveness of teachers, educational procedures, and
curricula.

Information-processing skills, like other skills, are not innate, but
develop over the course of time. What is the nature ofthis develop-
ment? Consider such complexskills as skiing or playing the piano. In
order to acquire an advanced technique one must acquire in succes-
sion a numberof intermediate techniques. Each of these enables one
to perform competently at a certain level of difficulty, and each must
be thoroughly mastered before onecan passto the next level. The pas-
sage to a higherlevel always involves the mastery of qualitatively new
techniques. Through systematic observations carried out over half a
century with the help of numerouscollaborators, Jean Piaget (1952)
has demonstrated that basic cognitive structures also develop in this
way, and hehastraced the developmentof a great manyofthesestruc-
tures in meticulous detail. Each new structure is always more highly
organized and more differentiated than its predecessor. At the same
time it is more adequate to a specific environmental challenge. The
intermediate stages in the developmentof a given structure are not
rigidly predetermined (there are many different ways of learning to
read or ski or play the piano), nor is the rate at which an individual
passes through them,butin every case cognitive developmentfollows
two basic rules (Piaget 1967): “Every genesis emanates from a struc-
ture and culminates in another structure. Conversely, every structure
has a genesis.”

Cognitive development may be compared to the building of a
house. Logic and the laws of physics demandthatthe various stages be
completed in a definite order: the foundations before the frame, the
frame before the walls, the walls before the roof. The finished product
will depend no doubt on theskill of the builder and on the available
materials, butit will also reflect the builder’s intentions and the nature
of the environmentalchallenge. Similarly, although cognitive develop-
ment is undoubtedly strongly influenced by genetic factors, it repre-
sents an adaptation of the human organism to its environment and
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must therefore be strongly influenced by the nature of the environ-

mental challenge. Thus we may expect cultural factors to play an

importantpart in shapingall the higher cognitive skills, for the envi-

ronmentalchallenges that are relevant to theseskills are largely deter-

mined by cultural context.

GENETIC-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTION

IF INTELLIGENCE, or at least its potentially measurable

aspects, can be identified with information-processing skills and if the

preceding very rough accountof how these skills develop is substan-

tially correct, then it seems highly unlikely that scores achieved on

mental tests can have the mathematical properties that we have been

discussing—properties needed to make “heritability of IQ” a mean-

ingful concept. The information-processing skills assessed by mental

tests result from developmental processes in which genetic and non-

genetic factors interact continuously. The more relevant a given task 1s

to an individual’s specific environmental challenges, the more impor-

tant are the effects of this interaction. Thus a child growing upincir-

cumstances that provide motivation, reward and opportunity for the

acquisition of verbal skills will achieve a higher level of verbal profi-

ciency than his twin reared in an environmenthostile to this kind of

development. Even if two genetically unlike individuals grow up in

the same circumstances—for example, two-egg twins reared to-

gether—we cannot assume(as Jensen, Herrnstein, and other heredi-

tarians usually do) that the relevant nongenetic factors are the samefor

both. If one twin has greater verbal aptitude or is more strongly moti-

vated to acquire verbal skills (usually the two factors go together), he

will devote more time and effort to this kind of learning than his twin.

Thusdifferences betweenscoresontests of verbal proficiency will not

reflect genetic differences only, but also—perhaps predominantly—

differences between the waysin which the genetic endowmentsofthe

twins have interacted with their common environment.

One might be temptedtoclassify these interactive contributions to

developed skills as genetic, on the groundsthat they are not purely

environmental and that the genetic factor in the interaction plays the

active role. In technical discussions, however, common sense must

accommodateitself to definitions and conventions laid downat the out-



‘THE HYPOTHESIS OF FIXED MENTAL CAPACITY

SO FAR we have been chiefly concerned with the arguments by
which Jensen andotherhereditarians have soughtto establish the high
heritability of IQ. We have seen that these arguments do not hold
water. In thefirst place, the “heritability of IQ”is a pseudo-concept
like “the sexuality of fractions” or “the analyticity of the ocean.”
Assigning a numerical value to the “heritability of IQ” does not, of
course, make the concept more meaningful, any more than assigning a
numerical value to the sexuality of fractions would make shat concept
more meaningful. In the second place, even if we had a theory of
inheritance that could be applied to IQ test scores, we could not apply
it to the correlation data employed by Jensen. A scientific theory, like
a racing car, needstheright gradeof fuel. Jensen’s data are toscientific
data as unrefined petroleumis to high-test gasoline. Jensen and Herrn-
stein would have us believe that we can gain important insights into
humanintelligence and its inheritance by subjecting measurements
that we do not understand to a mathematical analysis that we cannot
justify. Unfortunately, many people appear to be susceptible to such
beliefs, which have their roots in a widespread tendencytoattribute
magical efficacy to mathematics in almost any context. The perennial
popularity of astrology is probably an expression of this tendency.
Astrology is based,after all, on hard numerical data, and the success
and internal consistency of its predictions are customarily offered as
evidence for its validity. The most important difference between
astrology and the Jensen-Herrnstein brandofintellectual Calvinism is
not methodological but philosophical; one school believes that man’s
fate is written in the stars, the otherthatit runsin his genes. |

Jensen’s and Herrnstein’s central thesis is that certain cognitive
skills—those involving abstract reasoning and problem solving—can-
not be taughteffectively to children with low IQs. From this thesis and
from it alone flow all the disturbing educational, social, and political
inferences drawn by these authors. If social and educational reforms
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could raise the general level of mental abilities to the point where peo-

ple with IQs of 85 were able to solve calculus problems and read

French, rank order on mental tests would no longer seem very impor-

tant. It is precisely this possibility that Jensen’s argumentseekstorule

out. For if only a small fraction of the difference in average IQ

between childrenliving in Scarsdale and in Bedford-Stuyvesant can be

attributed to environmental differences it seems unrealistic to expect

environmental improvements to bring about substantial increases in

the general level ofintelligence.

Now, even if Jensen’s theoretical considerations and his analysis of

data were beyond reproach, they would afford a singularly indirect

means of testing his key thesis. The question to be answered is

whetherappropriate formsof intervention can substantially raise (a) the

rate at which children acquire the abilities tested by IQ tests and/or (b)

final levels of achievement. This question can be answered experi-

mentally, and it has been. Since we do not yet know precisely what

formsof intervention are mosteffective for different children, negative

results (such as the alleged failure of compensatory education)carry lit-

tle weight. On the other hand,all positive results are relevant. For if IQ

can be substantially and consistently raised—by no matter what

means—it obviously cannotreflect a fixed mental capacity.

Theprofessionalliterature abounds in reports of studies that have

achievedstriking positive results. Several of these are cited by Scarr-

Salapatek (19714) in a critical review of recent hereditarian literature.

In one extendedstudy,

the Milwaukee Project, in which subjects are ghetto children

whose mothers’ IQsare less than 70, intervention began soon

after the children were born. Over a four-year period Heber has

intensively tutored the children for several hours every day and

has produced an enormous IQ difference between the experi-

mental group (mean [Q 127) and a control group (mean IQ go).

Has intensive tutoring engendered in these ghetto children a previ-

ously absent “capacity” for abstract reasoning and problem solving?

In a study published in 1949 and frequently cited in the psycholog-

ical literature, Skodak and Skeels compared the IQs of adopted chil-

dren in a certain sample with those of their biological mothers, whose



dren, although the rank orderof the children’s IQs closely resembled
that of their biological mothers.

Manytests have shownthatblacks living in the urban north score
systematically higher on IQ tests than those living in the rural south.
For manyyears hereditarians and environmentalists debatedtheinter-
pretationofthis finding. The environmentalists attributed the system-
atic IQ difference to environmental differences, the hereditarians to
selective migration (they argued that the migrants could be expected
to be more energetic and intelligent than the stay-at-homes). The
environmental interpretation was decisively vindicated in 1935 by
O. Klineberg, who showedthat the IQs of migrant children increased
systematically and substantially with length of residence in the north.
In New York (in the early 1930s) migrant black children with eight
years of schooling had approximately the same average IQ as whites.
These important findings were fully confirmed by E. S. Lee (1951),
whofifteen years later repeated Klineberg’s experiment in Philadel-
phia. Additional studies bearing on IQ differences between ethnic
groups are reviewed andanalyzed by L.Plotkin (1971).

Teachers and therapists who work with children suffering neu-
ropsychiatric disorders (including emotional and perceptual distur-
bances) regularly report large increases in their tested IQs. One
remedial reading teacher of my acquaintance works exclusively with
“ineducable” children. So far she has not had a single failure; every
one of her pupils has learned to read. And reading, of course, provides
the indispensable basis for acquiring most of the higher cognitive
skills.

‘THE HYPOTHESIS OF UNLIMITED EDUCABILITY

THAT THE GROWTH ofintelligence is controlled in part by
genetic factors seems beyond doubt. The significant questions are
“What are these factors?” “How do they operate?” “How do they
interact with noncognitive and environmental factors?” Experience
suggests that children differ in the ease with which they acquire spe-
cific kinds of cognitive skills as well as in the intensity of their cogni-
tive drives or appetites. But cognitive appetites, like other appetites,
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can be whetted or dulled. Nor are aptitude and appetite the only rele-

vant factors. Everyone cancite case histories in which motivation has

more than compensatedfor a deficit in aptitude. There are excellent

-skiiers, violinists, and scientists who havelittle natural aptitude for any

of these activities. None of them will win international acclaim, but

few of them will mind. I know of no theoretical or experimental evi-

dence to contradict the assumption that everyonein the normalrange

of intelligence could, if sufficiently motivated, and given sufficient

time, acquire the basic cognitive abilities demanded by such profes-

sions as law, medicine, and business administration.

Once westop thinking of humanintelligence as static and prede-

termined, and instead focus our attention on the growth of cognitive

skills and on how the interaction between cognitive, noncognitive,

and environmentalfactors affects this growth, the systematic differ-

ences in test performance between ethnic groups appear in a new

light. Because cognitive development is a cumulative process, it 1S

strongly influenced by small systematic effects acting over an

extended period. Information-processing ability grows roughly in the

same way aS money in a savings account: the rate of growth is propor-

tional to the accumulatedcapital. Hence a small increase or decrease

in the interest rate will ultimately make a very large difference in the

amount accumulated. Now, the “cognitive interest rate” reflects

genetic, cultural, and social factors,all interacting in a complicated

way. Membership in the Afro-American ethnic groupis a social factor

(based in part on noncognitive genetic factors) that, in the prevailing

social context, contributes negatively to the cognitive interest rate.

The amountof the negative contribution varies from person to person,

being generally greatest for the most disadvantaged. But there is no

doubt that it is always present to some extent. In these circumstances

we should expectto find exactly the kind of group differences that we

do find. I think it is important to take note of these differences. ‘They

are valuable indices of our society’s persistent failure to eradicate the

blight of racism.

It may be that the assumption of unlimited educability will one day

be shownto be false. But until then, it could usefully be adopted as a

working hypothesis by educators, social scientists, and politicians. We

have seen that the widely held belief in fixed mental capacity as mea-

sured by IQ has novalid scientific basis. As a device for predicting
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scholastic success (and thereby for helping to form the expectations of
teachers, parents and students), as a criterion for deciding that certain
children should be excluded from certain kinds of education, and as a
lever for shifting the burden of scholastic failure from schools and
teachers to students, the IQ test has indeed been, in Herrnstein’s
words, “a potent instrument”—potent and exceedingly mischievous.

Admirers of IQ tests usually lay great stress on their predictive
power. They marvelthat a one-hourtest administered to a child at the
age of eight can predict with considerable accuracy whether he will
finish college. But, as Burt and his associates have clearly demon-
strated, teachers’ subjective assessments afford even more reliable
predictors. This is almost a truism. If scholastic success is to be pre-
dictable, it must be reasonably consistentat different age levels (oth-
erwise there is nothing to predict). Butif it is consistent, thenit is its
own best predictor. Johnny’s second-grade teacher can do atleast as
well as the man from ETS. This does not mean that mentaltests are
useless. On the contrary, sound methodsfor measuring information-
processing ability and the growth of specific cognitive skills could be
extremely useful to psychologists and educators—notas instruments
for predicting scholastic success but as tools for studying how children
learn and as standards for assessing the effectiveness of teaching
methods.

CONCLUSIONS

TO WHAT EXTENT aredifferences in human intelligence caused
by differences in environment, and to what extent by differences in
genetic endowment? Are there systematic differencesin nativeintelli-
gence betweenraces or ethnic groups? Jensen, Herrnstein, Eysenck,
Shockley, and others assure us that these questionsare legitimate sub-
jects for scientific investigation; that intelligence tests andstatistical

remaining uncertainties; that the results so far obtained clearly estab-
lish that differences in genetic endowmentarechiefly responsible for
differences in performanceonintelligence tests; that reported differ-
ences in mean IQ between Afro- and Euro-Americans may well be
genetically based; and that educational, social and political policy deci-
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sions should take these “scientific findings” into account. We have

seen, however, that the arguments put forward to support these claims

are unsound. IQ scores andcorrelations are not measurements in any

sense known to the natural sciences, and “heritability estimates”

based onthem have as muchscientific validity as horoscopes. Perhaps

the single most important fact about humanintelligence is its enor-

mous and as yet ungauged capacity for growth and adaptation. ‘The

more insight we gain into cognitive development,the less meaningful

seems any attempt to isolate and measure differences in genetic

endowment—andthe less important. In every natural science there

are certain questions that can profitably be asked at a given stage in

the developmentof that science, and certain questions that cannot.

Chemistry and astronomy grew out of attempts to answer the ques-

tions, How can base metals be transmuted into gold? How do the

heavenly bodies control human destiny? Chemistry and astronomy

never answered these questions, they outgrew them. Similarly, the

developmentof psychology during the present century has made the

questions posed at the beginning of this paragraph seem increasingly

sterile and artificial. Why, then, are they now being revived? Earlier in

this article I suggested that a combination of cultural, historical and

political factors tempts us to seek easy “scientific” solutions to hard

social problems. But this explanation is incomplete.It leaves out a cru-

cial psychological factor: once we have acquired skill we find it hard

to believe that it was not always “there,” a latent image waiting to be

developed by time and experience. The complex muscular responses

of an expert skier to a difficult trail are, to him, as instinctive as a baby’s

reaction to an unexpected loud noise. For this reason the doctrine of

innate mental capacity exercises an intuitive appeal that developmen-

tal accounts can never quite match. This however, makesit all the

more importantto scrutinize critically the logical, methodological and

psychological underpinnings of that doctrine.
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